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STYLE AND FORMAT OF THE
WASHINGTON STATE REGISTER
ARRANGEMENT OF THE REGISTER
The Register is arranged in the following eight sections:
(a)
PREPROPOSAL-includes the Preproposal Statement of Inquiry that will be used to solicit public
comments on a general area of proposed rule making before the agency files a formal notice.
(b)
PROPOSED-includes the full text of formal proposals, continuances, supplemental notices, and
withdrawals.
(c)
EXPEDITED RULE MAKING-includes the full text of the rule being proposed using the expedited
rule-making process. Expedited rule makings are not consistently filed and may not appear in every issue
of the register.
(d)
PERMANENT-includes the full text of permanently adopted rules.
(e)
EMERGENCY-includes the full text of emergency rules and rescissions.
(f)
MISCELLANEOUS-includes notice of public meetings of state agencies, rules coordinator
notifications, summaries of attorney general opinions, executive orders and emergency declarations of
the governor, rules of the state Supreme Court, and other miscellaneous documents filed with the code
reviser's office under RCW 34.08.020 and 42.30.075.
(g)
TABLE-includes a cumulative table of the WAC sections that are affected in the current year.
(h)
INDEX-includes a cumulative index of Register Issues 01 through 24.
Documents are arranged within each section of the Register according to the order in which they are filed in the
code reviser's office during the pertinent filing period. Each filing is listed under the agency name and then describes the
subject matter, type of filing and the WSR number. The three part number in the heading distinctively identifies each
document, and the last part of the number indicates the filing sequence with a section's material.
2.

PRINTING STYLE-INDICATION OF NEW OR DELETED MATERIAL
RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of certain marks to indicate amendments to existing agency rules. This style
• •ckly and graphically portrays the current changes to existing rules as follows:
(a)
In amendatory sections(i)
underlined material is new material;
(ii)
deleted material is ((lined out between double parentheses));
(b)
Complete new sections are prefaced by the heading NEW SECTION;
(c)
The repeal of an entire section is shown by listing its WAC section number and caption under the
heading REPEALER.
~

MISCELLANEOUS MATERIAL NOT FILED UNDER THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT
Material contained in the Register other thari rule-making actions taken under the APA (chapter 34.05 RCW)
does not necessarily conform to the style and format conventions described above. The headings of these other types of
material have been edited for uniformity of style; otherwise the items are shown as nearly as possible in the form
submitted to the code reviser's office.
3.

4.

t

EFFECTIVE DATE OF RULES
(a)
Permanently adopted agency rules normally take effect thirty-one days after the rules and the agency
order adopting them are filed with the code reviser's office. This effective date may be delayed or
advanced and such an effective date will be noted in the promulgation statement preceding the text of the
rule.
(b)
Emergency rules take effect upon filing with the code reviser's office unless a later date is provided by
the agency. They remain effective for a maximum of one hundred twenty days from the date of filing.
·cc)
Rules of the state Supreme Court generally contain an effective date clause in the order adopting the
rules.

EDITORIAL CORRECTIONS
Material inserted by the code reviser's office for purposes of clarification or correction or to show the source or
history of a document is enclosed in [brackets].
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REGULATORY FAIRNESS ACT
The Regulatory Fairness Act, chapter 19.85 RCW, was enacted in 1982 to minimize the impact
of state regulations on small business. Amended in 1994, the act requires a small business
economic impact analysis of proposed rules that impose more than a minor cost on twenty
percent of the businesses in all industries, or ten percent of the businesses in any one industry.
The Regulatory Fairness Act defines industry as businesses within a four digit SIC classification,
and for the purpose of this act, small business is defined by RCW 19.85.020 as "any business
entity, including a sole proprietorship, corporation, partnership, or other legal entity, th.at is owned
and operated independently from all other businesses, that has the purpose of making a profit,
and that has fifty or fewer employees."

Small Business Economic Impact .Statements (SBEIS)
A small business economic impact statement (SBEIS) must be prepared by state agencies when
a proposed rule meets the above criteria. Chapter 19.85 RCW requires the Washington State
Business Assistance Center (BAC) to develop guidelines for agencies to use in determining
whether the impact of a rule is more than minor and to provide technical assistance to agencies
in developing a SBEIS. All permanent rules adopted tinder the Administrative 'Procedure Act,
chapter 34.05 RCW, must be reviewed to determine if the requirements of the Regulatory
Fairness Act apply; if an SBEIS is required it must be completed before permanent rules are filed
with the Office of the Code Reviser.

Mitigation
In addition to completing the economic impact analysis for proposed rules, state agencies must
take reasonable, legal, and feasible steps to reduce or mitigate the impact of rules on small
businesses when there is a disproportionate impact on small versus large business. State agencies
are encouraged to reduce the economic impact of rules on small businesses when possible and
when such steps are in keeping with the stated intent of the statute(s) being implemented by·
proposed rules. Since 1994, small business economic impact statements must contain a list of
the mitigation steps taken, or reasonable justification for not taking steps to reduce the impact
of rules on small businesses.
When:

When is an SB EIS Required? ·

The proposed rule has more than a minor (as defined by the BAC) economic impact on
businesses in more than twenty percent of all industries or more than ten percent of any one
industry.

When is an SBEIS Not Required?
When:
The rule is proposed only to comply or conform with a federal law or regulation, and the state
has no discretion in how the rule is implemented;
There is less than minor economic impact on business;
The rule REDUCES costs to business (although an SBEIS may be a useful tool for demonstrating
this reduced impact);
The rule is adopted as an emergency rule, although an SBEIS may be required when an
emergency rule is proposed for adoption as a permanent rule; or
The rule is pure restatement of state statute.
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WSR 02-11-007

rent rules and the possible adoption of new rules to accommodate employees placed on mandatory unpaid leave for
purposes of implementing appropriations reductions enacted
as part of the 2002 supplemental budget and as directed by
the 2002 legislature. These may include revisions to WAC
182-08-190 and 182-12-121 as well as other sections in Title
182 WAC. In addition, the Public Employee's Benefits
Board will review and consider changes to existing rules to
streamline administration of the program.
Process for Developing New Rule: Stakeholder mailing
and public rule-making hearing.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Barbara Scott, Health Care Authority,
676 Woodland Square Loop S.E., Olympia, WA 985042684, phone (360) 923-2642, fax (360) 923-2602.
May 7, 2002
Melodie H. Bankers

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY
[Filed May 2, 2002, I :22 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: WAC 4-25-610
Which rules govern the conduct of CPAs?
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 18.04.055(2).
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The board received input
that the language in the rule leads to practitioner liability or
opens the door to lawsuits against CPAs . .Additionally, given
recent national level events, it is anticipated that the public
and other stakeholders may wish to provide input to the board
on revisions to this rule which governs the ethics of CP As
and firms.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by writing to Dana M. Mcinturff, Executive Director,
Washington State Board of Accountancy, P.O. Box 9131,
Olympia, WA 98507-9131, (360) 586-0163, fax (360) 6649190, e-mail danam@cpaboard.wa.gov.
April 29, 2002
Dana M. Mcinturff, CPA
Executive Director

Rules Coordinator

WSR 02-11-035
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY
[Order 02-02-Filed May 7, 2002, 4:40 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Revise Title 182
WAC to be consistent with changes enacted by the 2002 legislature and to streamline the administration of the PEBB
program.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 41.05.160.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The purpose of this rule
making is primarily to adopt rules to implement the health
insurance program for blind vendors (SHB 1741). The
Health Care Authority will also review Title 182 WAC to
evaluate the necessity and desirability of amending current
rules and the possibility of adopting new rules to effectuate
other changes enacted by the 2002 legislature. These may
include revisions to WAC 182-12-111and182- 08-190 as
well as other sections in Title 182 WAC. In addition, the
Public Employee's Benefits Board will review and consider
changes to existing rules to streamline administration of the
PEBB-sponsored health insurance program.
Process for Developing New Rule: Stakeholder mailing
and public rule-making hearing.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Barbara Scott, Health Care Authority,
676 Woodland Square Loop S.E., Olympia, WA 985042684, phone (360) 923-2642, fax (360) 923-2602.
May 7, 2002

WSR 02-11-029

WITHDRAWAL OF
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

SECRETARY OF STATE
[Filed May 7, 2002, 12:05 p.m.]

Please officially withdraw the preproposal statement of
inquiry (CR-101) filed on April 25, 2002, to be published in
WSR 02-10-054. We will not be amending the administrative code identified in this filing at this time.
Steve Excell
Assistant Secretary of State

WSR 02-11-034

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY

[Order 02-03-Filed May 7, 2002, 4:39 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Revise Title 182
WAC to include provisions for furlough employees consistent with changes enacted by the 2002 legislature.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
.
Subject: RCW 41.05.160.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The Health Care Authority
will be reviewing Title 182 WAC to consider amending cur-

Melodie H. Bankers
Rules Coordinator
[1]

Preproposal
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WSR 02-11-037
WSR 02-11-037

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

WASHINGTON STATE PATROL
[Filed May 8, 2002, 10:44 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Chapter 204-95 WAC
is being amended to correct the use of the commercial vehicle
safety alliance (CVSA) decal. The decal was not intended for
limousines.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 46.37.005.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The CVSA decal was not
intended for use on a limousine. It is intended for commercial trucks having to comply with all the rules and regulations
in the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations (FMVSR)
Handbook. Limousines are not required to meet all the rules
associated with the FMVSR. This amendment will keep
WSP in compliance with the rules governing the use of the
CVSA decal.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study; and
received written input from CVEOs in the department, the
Department of Licensing and verbal input from the Limousine Law Workgroup.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Ms. Christine M. Fox, Washington
State Patrol, Equipment and Standards Review Unit Manager, P.O. Box 42614, Olympia, WA 98504, cfox@wsp.wa.
gov, phone (360) 753-3697, fax (360) 586-8233.
April 30, 2002
Rona! W. Serpas
Chief

WSR 02-11-060

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
[Filed May 10, 2002, 4:38 p.m.)

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Chapter 388-422
WAC, Child support, and all related W ACs.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 74.04.050, 74.04.055, 74.04.057, and
74.08.090.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Division of Child Support
(DCS) revised chapter 388-14A WAC, therefore the DCS
WAC references in chapter 388-422 WAC need to be
updated.
The use of the acronym "AFDC" needs to be corrected,
and the reference to the GAH program needs to be deleted.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: DSHS welcomes the
public to take part in developing the rule. Anyone interested
Pre proposal

in participating should contact the staff person indicated
below. After the rule is drafted, DSHS will file a copy with
the Office of the Code Reviser with a notice of proposed rule
making. They will send a copy of the draft to everyone currently on the mailing list and anyone else who requests a
copy.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Stephanie Del Camp at (360) 4133084, by e-mail at delcasj@dshs.wa.go v, or by mail at
DSHS-ESA, Division of Employment and Assistance Program, P.O. Box 45470, Olympia, WA 98504-4570.
May.IO, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

•
•

WSR 02-11-061
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
[Filed May IO, 2002, 4:39 p.m.]
'

...

}·

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Chapter 388-454
WAC, Living with a relative or guardian, and all related
WACs.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this •
Subject: RCW 74.04.050, 74.04.055, 74.04.057, and •
74.08.090.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: When determining in Loco
Parentis eligibility, the department must gather additional
information beyond what background checks provide. The
rule revision will clarify the steps necessary to determine correct eligibility for In Loco Parentis cases. Chapter 388-454
WAC needs to be aligned with the social services chapter
388-290 WAC.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: DSHS welcomes the
public to take part in developing the rule. Anyone interested
in participating should contact the staff person indicated
below. After the rule is drafted, DSHS will file a copy with
the Office of the Code Reviser with a notice of proposed rule
making, and send a copy of the draft to everyone currently on
the mailing list and anyone else who requests a copy.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before pub. lication by contacting Stephanie Del Camp at (360) 4133084, by e-mail at delcasj@dshs.wa.go v, or by mail at
DSHS-ESA, Division of Employment and Assistance Pro•
gram, P.O. Box 45470, Olympia, WA 98504-4570.
May 10, 2002 •
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
[ 2]
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currently on the mailing list and anyone else who requests a
copy.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Steve Pargman at (360) 413-3073, by
e-mail at pargmse@dshs.wa.gov, or by mail at DSHS-ESA,
Division of Employment and Assistance Programs, P.O. Box
45470, Olympia, WA 98504-4570.
May 8, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

PREPROPOSAI.: STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
[Filed May 10, 2002, 4:40 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Chapter 388-450
WAC, Income.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 74.04.510 and 74.08.090.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
WhatThey Might Accomplish: This revision is necessary to
incorporate federal requirements on income budgeting into
rule.
Process for Developing New Rule: DSHS welcomes the
public to take part in developing the rule. Anyone interested
in participating should contact the staff person indicated
below. At a later date, DSHS will file proposed rules with the
Office of the Code Reviser with a notice of proposed rule
making, accept written comments and conduct a public hearing. A copy of the proposed rules will be sent to everyone
currently on the mailing list and anyone else who requests a
copy.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Steve Pargman at (360) 413-3073, by
e-mail at pargmse@dshs.wa.gov, or by mail at DSHS-ESA,
Division of Employment and Assistance Programs, P.O. Box
45470, Olympia, WA 98504-4570.
May 8,2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

WSR 02-11-064

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Aging and Adult Services Administration)
(Medical Assistance Administration)
[Filed May 10, 2002, 4:44 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Adopt rules within
chapters 388-71and388-515 WAC to establish the medically
needy (MN) waiver program. Amending, clarifying and
reorganizing COPES rules to:
Comply with the Governor's Executive Order 97-02
and the Secretary's Order on Regulatory Improvement.
• Reflect changes in program requirements and/or
options.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: SHB 1341 (chapter 269, Laws of 2001), RCW
74.09.700, chapter 74.39 RCW, RCW 74.08.090, 74.04.050,
and 74.09.575.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: ESHB 1341 (chapter 269,
Laws of 2001) authorizes DSHS to develop a new waiver
program for individuals in need of long-term care services in
the community. The legislation specifically requires the
department to adopt rules to establish eligibility criteria,
applicable income standards, and specific waiver services to
be provided. This change is also necessary to reflect amendments to the COPES waiver.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: The federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). Aging and Adult Services Administration
(AASA) maintains the programs for long-term care and
waivered services. Coordination of this rule has been completed through a workgroup consisting of members from
AASA, Medical Assistance Administration (MAA), state
unit on aging, and quality assurance.
Process for Developing New Rule: AASA and MAA
welcome public participation in the development of these
rules. At a later date, the department will publish and distribute proposed rules with a notice of proposed rule making,
accept written comments, and conduct a public hearing.
Draft materials and information about how to participate are

WSR 02-11-063

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
[Filed May 10, 2002, 4:42 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: WAC 388-412~0025
How do I get my benefits?
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW.74.04.510 and 74.08.090.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The current rule contains a
reference to electronic benefit transfer (EBT) accounts
becoming inactive after ninety days of inactivity. As of
August 2001, EBT accounts no longer became inactive after
ninety days of inactivity.
Process for Developing New Rule: DSHS welcomes the
public to take part in developing the rule. Anyone interested
in participating should contact the staff person indicated
below. At a later date, DSHS will file proposed rules with the
Office of the <;.,ode R.eviser with a notice of proposed rule
making, accep~.written comments and conduct a public hearing. A copy of the proposed rules will be sent to everyone
[ 31
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the recent legislative session in SB 5291 regarding influenza
virus and pneumococcal disease immunizations.
Residential care services is also amending WAC 388-97570 to reflect changes made during session in SHB 2382
regarding convictions related to abuse and neglect.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 18.51.070, 74.42.620.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Legislation from 2002 session was passed in SB 5291 adding a new section to chapter
74.42 RCW, Nursing homes-Resident care, operating standards, effective June 13, 2002. Adding a new section to
chapter 388-97 WAC will incorporate those changes.
2002 legislation in SHB 2382 also added a new section
to chapter 9A.42 RCW creating a new crime of criminal mistreatment of the 4th degree, effective June 13, 2002. Amending WAC 388-97-570 will reflect the addition of the new
crime as a disqualifying crime in the licensing process.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: Washington State Patrol.
Process for Developing New Rule: The public is welcome to take part in the rule-making process. Upon official
publication of proposed rules, mailings will go to nursing
home providers and other interested stakeholders included on
the mailing list. Any communication can be directed to the
staff person indicated below.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Sherri Wills, Residential Care Services, Aging and Adult Services Administration, P.O. Box
45600, Olympia, WA 98504-5600, phone (360) 725-2348,
fax (360) 438-7903, e-mail willssk@dshs.wa.gov.
May 10, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

available by contacting the DSHS representatives identified
below.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Kristi Olson, DSHS/Home and Community Services Division, P.O. Box 45600, Olympia, WA
98504-5600, phone (360) 725-2537, fax (360) 438-8633, email olsonkl2@dshs.wa.gov.
May 8, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

WSR 02-11-065

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
[Filed May 10, 2002, 4:45 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Chapter 388-450
WAC, Income.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 74.04.510 and 74.08.090.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: This revision is necessary to
incorporate federal requirements on income budgeting into
rule.
Process for Developing New Rule: DSHS welcomes the
public to take part in developing the rule. Anyone interested
in participating should contact the staff person indicated
below. At a later date, DSHS will file proposed rules with the
Office of the Code Reviser with a notice of proposed rule
making, accept written comments and conduct a public hearing. A copy of the proposed rules will be sent to everyone
currently on the mailing list and anyone else who requests a
copy.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Steve Pargman at (360) 413-3073, by
e-mail at pargmse@dshs.wa.gov, or by mail at DSHS-ESA,
Division of Employment and Assistance Programs, P.O. Box
45470, Olympia, WA 98504-4570.
May 8, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

WSR 02-11-066

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Aging and Adult Services Administration)
[Filed May 10, 2002, 4:46 p.m.J

Subject of Possible Rule Making: The residential care
services division is adding a new section to chapter 388-97
WAC, Nursing homes, to incorporate changes made during
Pre proposal

•
•

•
•

WSR 02-11-076

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
[Filed May 13, 2002, 4:16 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Chapter 246-320
WAC, Hospitals, would be amended to include a new section
to address SSB 6537, emergency care for sexual assault victims, which passed in the 2002 legislative session.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: Chapter 70.41 RCW, chapter 116, Laws of 2002.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Chapter 116, Laws of 2002
(SSB 6537) requires every hospital providing emergency
· care to a victim of sexual assault to provide the victim with
medically and factually accurate, unbiased written and oral
information about emergency contraception; to orally inform
each victim of sexual assault of her option to be provided ~
emergency contraception; and, if not medically contraindi- •
cated, to provide emergency contraception immediately at
the hospital to each victim of sexual assault who requests it.
[ 4]
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•
•

mailed or e-mailed to them. Among the external parties
already interested in the proposal that will be invited to participate include: The EMS and trauma medical program
directors, the local and regional EMS and trauma care councils, certified EMS personnel, licensed EMS agencies, the
Washington State Council of Firefighters, the Washington
State Fire Chiefs Association, and the Washington Ambulance Association.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. Public meetings and public workshops will be held
throughout the state and the final draft of the proposed WAC
amended language will be sent out to all affected and interested parties before the formal public hearing is held.
Anyone with questions or concerns regarding the proposal to adopt rules for ALS/ILS OTEP should contact Jack
Cvitanovic, Manager, Licensing and Certification Section,
Office of Emergency Medical and Trauma Prevention at P.O.
Box 47853, Olympia, WA 98504-7853, e-mail jack.cvitanovic@doh.wa.gov, phone (360) 705-6712, or fax (360)
705-6706.
Mary C. Selecky
Secretary

Rules will help ensure that emergency rooms are aware of the
requirements and that information and emergency care is provided consistently among facilities.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Collaborative rule
making.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Yvette Lenz, Department of Health,
Facilities and Services Licensing, 2725 Harrison Avenue
N.W., Suite 500, P.O. Box 47852, Olympia, WA 985047852, phone (360) 705-6661, fax (360) 705-6654, website
www3.doh.wa.gov/policyreview.
Mary C. Selecky
Secretary

WSR 02-11-077

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
[Filed May 13, 2002, 4:18 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: To create an advanced
life support (ALS)/intermediate life support (ILS) ongoing
training and evaluation program (OTEP) in rule, similar to
those rules already established at the basic life support level.
The proposal would require amending WAC 246-976-161
and 246-976-171.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 18. 71.205 Emergency medical service personnel-Certific ation.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Currently, RCW 18.73.081
allows first responders and emergency medical technicians
(EMTs) to recertify using one of two methods: (1) The
OTEP method which replaces the written exam with a
requirement for appropriate medical program directorapproved evaluations of individual knowledge and skills; or
(2) the traditional method of completing a required number of
continuing medical education (CME) hours and taking a
recertification exam. At present 95% of certified first
responders and EMTs recertify via OTEP. This proposal
would create fairness in recertification and improve the quality of ILS and ALS personnel certified by the Department of
Health. It would provide the same opportunity to those recertifying at the ILS and ALS levels, who currently do not have
an option and must recertify in only the traditional method
(completing a required number of CME hours and taking the
recertification exam).
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Statutory and other
EMS and trauma care committees and interested parties will
be asked to participate in the drafting of the proposed rule
changes through public meetings and public workshops.
Appropriate draft rules and meeting dates will be either

WSR 02-11-078

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
RETIREMENT SYSTEMS
[Filed May 14, 2002, 9:14 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Change actuarial factors in the Department of Retirement Systems (DRS) plans.
Changes will be made to WAC 415-104-108, 415-108-340,
415-110-340, and 415-112-040. Changes will be made to
other WACs for cross-referencing, or as identified, or otherwise, as needed.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 41.50.050(5), chapter 41.45 RCW.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The Office of the State Actuary published a 1995 - 2000 actuarial experience study in January 2002 which included updated actuarial factors. DRS
will change existing W ACs to reflect new actuarial projections. At the same time, DRS plans to make the WAC easier
to understand and to include examples to help members, retirees, and beneficiaries understand how to use the charts. DRS
is considering consolidating the charts into one location in
the WAC.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Department staff
will work on the project, with the assistance of the Office of
the Attorney General. The public is invited and encouraged
to participate, as described below.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. The Department of Retirement Systems encourages
[ 5]
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your active participation in the rule-making process. Anyone
interested in participating should contact the rules coordinator, below. After the rule(s) is drafted, DRS will file a copy
with the Office of the Code Reviser with a notice of proposed
rule making, and send a copy to everyone currently on the
mailing list and anyone else who requests a copy. For more
information on how to participate, please contact Merry A.
Kogut, Rules Coordinator, Department of Retirement Systems, Mailstop 48380, P.O. Box 48380, Olympia, WA
98504-8380, voice (360) 664-7291, TTY (360) 586-5450, email merryk@drs.wa.gov, fax (360) 753-3166.
May 13, 2002
Merry A. Kogut
Rules Coordinator

Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 41.05.220.
.
~
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and· •
What They Might Accomplish: To provide funding methodology that will allow services to be delivered pursuant to
ESSB 6387.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Public hearings and
stakeholder meetings.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before'publication by contacting Bob Blacksmith, P.O. Box 42710,
Olympia, WA 98504-2710, phone (360) 923-2755, fax (360)
923-2605.
May 20, 2002
Melodie Bankers
Rules Coordinator

WSR 02-11-097

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed May 20, ?002, 9:15 a.m.)

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Chapter 308-93
WAC, Vessel registration and certificates of title, to include
but not limited to WAC 308-93-230.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 88.02.070 and 88.02.100.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Rule making may be
required as result of this review in accordance with Executive
Order 97-02.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule:
Negotiated rule
making.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting by mail Katherine Iyall Vasquez, Rules
Manager, Title and Registration Services, Vehicle Services,
Mailstop 48001, P.O. Box 2957, Olympia, WA 98507-2957,
or by phone (360) 902-3718, fax (360) 664-0831, TTY (360)
664-8885, e-mail kvasquez@dol.wa.gov.
May 14, 2002
D. McCurley, Administrator
Title and Registration Services

WSR 02-11-105

WITHDRAWAL OF
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
[Filed May 20, 2002, 12:25 p.m.)

WAC NUMBER

WSRNUMBER

WSRDATE

SUBJECT

246-924-485

98-23-070

11-17-1998

Psychology temporary practice permi ts

246-811

99-16-048

7-30-1999

Chemical dependency professionals education programs

246-826-080

96-15-072

7-18-1996

Health care assistance update o·f
chapter

'

246-828

99-20-055

10-1-1999

Hearing and speech
retired active status

246-828-080 to
100

99-22-089

11-2-1999

Hearing and speech
minimum standards of practice

246-828-320

99-22-088

11-2-1999

246-843-220

98-01-162

12-22-1997

246-851

97-20-155

10-1-1997

246-887-160

96-24-097

12-4-1996·

Hearing and speech
minimum standards for fitting and
dispensing localions
Nursing home
administrators complaints and hearing
procedures
Optometry definitiop pf vision therapy:
Pharmacy schedule
mdrugs

WSR 02-11-104

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY

[Order 02-04-Filed May 20, 2002, 11 :34 a.m.)

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Addition of language
to provide special dental and interpreter grant funding for
transition immigrant population from DSHS/MAA per ESSB
6387 for nonprofit community clinics funded under the community health services program.
Preproposal

to

The Department of Health would like
withdraw the
following notices of inquiry (CR-101) because they are no
longer valid.
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WAC NUMBER

246-904-010

WSRNUMBER

98-04-037

WSRDATE

SUBJECT

1-29-1998

Pharmacy health
care entity definilions

47236, Olympia, WA 98504-7236, (360) 725-6275, fax (360)
586-4548, or PESB website www.pesb.wa.gov.
May 20, 2002
Jennifer Wallace
Executive Director

The following expedited repeals have expired and must
be withdrawn.
246-883-050

246-808-001
[246-808-101].
320 thru 390,
640
246-808-700

98-07-088

99-03-061

00-04-087.

3-17-1998

1-18-1999

2-2-2000

Pharmacy theophylline prescription
restrictions
Chiropractor housekeeping

WSR 02-11-116

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

WASHINGTON STATE PATROL
[Filed May 21, 2002, 10:07 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: To adopt recognized
standards for emergency respite centers to protect life against
the cause and spread. of fire and fire hazards as pursuant to
RCW 74.15.050.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 74.15.050.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The current rules do not reference the current standards now in effect with emergency
respite centers.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: The Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS).
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Mr. Roger Woodside, Fire Protection
Bureau, P.O. Box 42601, Olympia, WA 98504, rwoodsi
@wsp.wa.gov, phone (360) 705-5763, fax (360) 753-0395.
May 10, 2002
Rona! W. Serpas
Chief

Chiropractor cooperation with an
investigation

If you have any questions, please contact Mary Dale,
Rules Coordinator, at (360) 236-4983.
Mary C. Selecky
Secretary

WSR 02-11-110
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

PROFESSION AL EDUCATOR
STANDARDS BOARD
[Filed May 20, 2002, 1:32 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Rules to implement
skills test (WEST-B) required for all applicants to
basic
the
teacher preparation programs and certified teachers from outof-state applying for a Washington state residency teaching
certificate.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 28A.410.220.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: RCW provides that the Professional Educator Standards Board may establish exemptions to the WEST-B for applicants to master's level teacher
preparation programs and for certified teachers from out-ofstate applying for a Washington state residency teaching certificate.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: We are coordinating with the Washington State Board
of Education.
Process for Developing New Rule: Early solicitation of
public comments and recommendatio ns respecting new,
amended or repealed rules, and consideration of the comments and r~ommendations in the course of drafting rules.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. For information or schedule of upcoming meetings
contact Jennifer Wallace, Executive Director, Professional
Educator Standards Board, Old Capitol Building, P.O. Box

WSR 02-11-123

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMEN T OF REVENUE
[Filed May 21, 2002, 11:16 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Amending WAC 45820-209 Farming for hire and horticultural services ((pei:fermed fer)) provided to farmers and 458-20-210 Sales of
tangible personal property for farming-Sales of agricultural
products by farmers; and repealing WAC 458-20-122 Sales
of feed, seed, fertilizer, spray materials, and other tangible
personal property for farm use.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 82.32.300.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: WAC 458-20-122 (Rule
122) explains the application of business and occupation
(B&O) tax, retail sales, and use taxes to the sale and/or use of
feed, seed, fertilizer, spray materials, and other tangible personal property for farm use. WAC 458-20-209 (Rule 209)
explains the application of B&O, retail sales, and use taxes to
persons engaging in the business of farming for hire and per[ 7]
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sons who provide horticultural services to farmers. WAC
458-20-210 (Rule 210) explains the B&O and retail sales tax
applications to sales of agricultural products by farmers.
The information now provided in these rules will be
revised to incorporate a number of recent legislative changes '
affecting farmers and persons making sales to farmers. These
changes include those provided in chapter 118, Laws of
2001, regarding changes to the definitions of "farmer" and
"agricultural product," and chapter 17, Laws of 2001 2nd
sp.s., which provides retail sales and use tax exemptions for
certain animal pharmaceuticals. The department plans to
consolidate the information now provided in Rules 122 and
210 into a single rule (Rule 210) and, as a result, Rule 122
will be repealed. Consolidating these rules will provide the
information to the public in a more efficient and user-friendly
manner. The department also anticipates incorporating information currently contained in several Excise Tax Advisories
into a revised Rule 210. As a result, those advisories will be
cancelled.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Modified negotiated
rule making.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. Written comments may be submitted by mail, fax,
or at the public meeting. Oral comments will be accepted at
the public meeting. A preliminary draft of the proposed
changes is available upon request. Written comments on
and/or requests for copies of the rule may be directed to Mark
Mullin, Tax Policy Specialist, Legislation and Policy Division, State of Washington Department of Revenue, P.O. Box
47467, Olympia, WA 98504-7467, phone (360) 570-6112,
fax (360) 664-0693, e-mail MarkM@dor.wa.gov.
Location and Date of Public Meeting: Capital Plaza
Building, 4th Floor Large Conference Room, 1025 Union
Avenue S.E., Olympia, WA, on Tuesday, June 25, 2002, at
9:30.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Sandy
Davis no later than ten days before the hearing date, TTY 1800-451-7985, or (360) 570-6175.
May 20, 2002
Alan R. Lynn, Rules Coordinator
Legislation and Policy Division

WSR 02-11-125

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
[Filed May 21, 2002, 11: 19 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: The division of
employment and assistance programs will amend WAC 388448-0180 How and when we redetermine your eligibility if
we decide you are eligible for GAX (general assistance expedited).
Pre proposal

[ 8]

Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 74.04.050, 74.04.055, 74.04.057, 74.04.510,
and 74.08.090.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: In this WAC, the term
"administrative hearing" is intended to mean the very last
level of appeal of a supplemental security income (SSI)
application prior to a federal court appeal; this level is also
known as the "appeals council review." This proposal will
amend that reference to say "appeals council review" instead
of "administrative hearing."
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: DSHS welcomes the
public to take part in developing this rule. Anyone interested
in participating should contact the staff person indicated
below. At a later date, DSHS will file proposed rules with the
Office of the Code Reviser with a notice of proposed rule
making, and send a copy of the draft to everyone currently on
the mailing list and anyone else who requests a copy.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Glenda Lee, DSHS - ESA Division of
Employment and Assistance Programs, P.O. Box 45470,
phone (360) 413-3262, fax (360) 413-3495, e-mail LeeGL
@dshs.wa.gov.
May 20,2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

•
•

•
•

WSR 02-11-126

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

(Aging and Adult Services Administration)
[Filed May 21, 2002, II: 19 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Nursing homes, WAC
388-97-550 and 388-97-555.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 18.51.050.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: To increase the nursing
home licensing fees from $127 a bed to $275 a bed.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: By publishing in the
Washington State Register: CR-101 Preproposal Statement
oflnquiry; CR-102 Proposed Rule Making; and CR-103 Rule
Making Order including a Concise Explanatory Statement.
The Aging and Adult Services Administration (AASA)
welcomes the public participation in developing its rule(s).
Anyone interested in participating should contact the staff
. person indicated below. At a later date, AASA will file proposed rules with the Office of the Code Reviser with a notice
of proposed rule making, and send a copy to everyone cur-

~
•

•
•
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rently on the HCS mailing list and anyone else who requests
a copy.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. If you would like to be personally notified when
draft regulations are ready for review, please contact the following staff person: Patricia Hague by fax at (360) 7252641, e-mail at HaguePE@dshs.wa.gov or write to same at
Home and Community Rates, P.O. Box 45600, Olympia,
WA 98504-5600.
May 15, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
[Filed May 22, 2002, 8:23 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Family care, chapter
296-130 WAC.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: Chapter 49.78 RCW and chapter 243, Laws of2002
(SSB 6426).
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The purpose of this project is
to make changes resulting from legislation enacted in 2002
and to review the rules for possible clarifying and housekeeping changes.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Parties interested in
the formulation of these rules for proposal may contact the
individuals listed below. The public may also participate by
co?1menting after amendments are proposed by providing
wntten comments or giving oral testimony during the public
hearing process.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Josh Swanson, Department of Labor
and Industries, Specialty Compliance Services Division, P.O.
Box 44400, Olympia, WA 98504-4400, phone (360) 9026411, fax (360) 902-5292, e-mail swaj235@Ini.wa.gov.
May 22, 2002
Gary Moore
Director

WSR 02-11-127

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Medical Assistance Administration)
[Filed May 21, 2002, 11 :20 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Chapter 388-555
WAC, Interpreter services.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: Chapter 34.05 RCW, 74.08.090, 74.04.025 and SB
6832 (chapter 200, Laws of 2002).
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: SB 6832, signed into Jaw on
March 27, 2002, gives the Department of Social and Health
Services (DSHS) the authority to purchase interpreter services and interpreter brokerage services. To reduce cost and
improve oversight, DSHS will be changing how interpreter
services are purchased. The Medical Assistance Administration (MAA) is the lead for DSHS in making these changes.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: Center for Medicaid Medicare Services, Office of Civil
Rights, and Washington State Department of Social and
Health Services. Coordination of this rule will be done by
MAA and interested parties will be invited to participate in
the rule-making process.
Process for Developing New Rule: The workgroup will
produce draft language for the rule and the department will
invite the interested public to review and comment on the
draft rule. Draft material and information about how to participate may be obtained from the department representative
listed below.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before pub1ication by contacting Myra Davis, Medical Assistance
Administration, P.O. Box 45533, Olympia, WA 98504-5533,
phone (360) 725-1306, fax (360) 5 86-9727, e-mail
daviss@dshs.wa.gov.
May 17, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

WSR 02-11-140

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
[Filed May 22, 2002, 8:24 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: WAC 296-62-071
Respiratory protection.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 49.17.010, [49.17).040, and [49.17].050.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The Department of Labor
and Industries is proposing to clarify requirements relating to
respiratory protection. We proposed to rewrite and reorganize the rule for clarity, while eliminating unnecessary
requirements and outdated terminology.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: No other state or federal agencies (other than OSHA)
are known that regulate this subject.
Process for Developing New Rule: Parties interested in
the formulation of these rules for proposal may contact the
individuals listed below. The public may also participate by
[ 9]
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commenting after amendments are proposed by providing
written comments·or giving oral testimony during the public
hearing process.
.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before pubIica tion by contacting Kimberly Rhoads, Department of
Labor and Industries, WISHA Services Division, P.O. Box
44620, Olympia, WA 98504-4620, phone (360) 902-5008,
fax (360) 902-5529.
May 22, 2002
Gary Moore
Director

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

BOARD OF INDUSTRIAL
INSURANCE APPEALS
[Filed May 22, 2002, 10:54 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Rules pertaining to
procedures used in hearings conducted by the board and its
industrial appeals judges.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 51.52.020.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Clarification of procedures,
clarification of duties of industrial appeals judges and housekeeping changes to align rules with statutory and regulatory
-changes.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting David E. Threedy, Executive Secretary, (360) 753-9646, fax (360) 586-5611.
May22,2002
David E. Threedy
Executive Secretary

WSR 02-11-142
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Juvenile Rehabilitation Administration)
[Filed May 22, 2002, 10:21 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Chapter 388-730
WAC, Placement of juvenile offenders in juvenile rehabilitation administration (JRA) and related sections.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 72.05.150, 13.40.460.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: RCW 72.05.150 permits the
Department of Social and Health Services to establish minimum-security facilities. Rules regarding the minimum security institutions will provide further detail on the types [of]
facility programs provided.
Process for Developing New Rule: The Department of
Social and Health Services (DSHS) will utilize the Juvenile
Rehabilitation Administration (IRA) division of community
programs staff and the JRA regional administrators to review
draft rule changes. DSHS will send the draft rule changes to
internal and external stakeholders. DSHS will work collaboratively with the community facility providers in amending
the rules. DSHS welcomes the public to take part in developing the rule. Anyone interested in participating should contact the staff person indicated below. At a later date, DSHS
will file proposed rules with the Office of the Code Reviser
with a notice of proposed rule making, and send a copy to
everyone currently on the mailing list and anyone else who
requests a copy.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Kathleen McBride, Office Chief,
Office of Treatment and Intergovernmental Services, P.O.
Box 45720, Olympia, WA 98504, phone (360) 902-8092, fax
(360) 902-8108, TTY (360) 902-7862, e-mail mcbridmk
@dshs.wa.gov.
May 21, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
Preproposa1

WSR 02-11-145

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Filed May 22, 2002, 10:57 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Personal use fishing
rules.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 77.12.047.
·
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: A need for sturgeon protection exists in the upper Columbia tributaries that were not
closed to sturgeon fishing in the recently adopted sport rule
package. A change in crawfish harvest rules will allow fishing at night and expand recreational oppor~unity. Kalama
h~t~~ery steel?ead need to be released to determine the poss1 b1h ty of usmg hatchery stock in natural spawning. A
breach in the earthen dam at the No. 2 powerhouse on the
Lewis River Power Canal warrants closure of part of the
Power Canal and the old Lewis River streambed.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt •
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before pub- •
lication by contacting Lew Atkins, Fish Program Assistant
Director, 600 Capitol Way North, Olympia, WA 98501[ 10 l
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Assistant for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Sandy
Davis no later than ten days before the hearing date, TTY 1800-451-7985, or (360) 570-6175.
May 22, 2002
Alan R. Lynn, Rules Coordinator
Legislation and Policy Division

1091, (360) 902-2651. Contact by July 3, 2002, expected
proposal filing July 5, 2002.
May22, 2002
Evan Jacoby
Rules Coordinator

WSR 02-11-148
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
[Filed May 22, 2002, 11 :24 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: WAC 458-20-135
Extracting natural products.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 82.32.300.
. Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: This rule explains the application of the business and occupation (B&O), retail sales, and
use taxes to persons extracting natural products. Persons
extracting natural products often use the same extracted products in a manufacturing process. The rule provides guidance
for determining when an extracting activity ends and the
manufacturing activity begins.
The department is considering a revision to this rule to·
incorporate provisions of chapter 118, Laws of 2001, which
in part changed the definition of "extractor" to specifically
recognize and exclude "farmers" as defined in RCW
82.04.213. The department is also considering restructuring
the information provided in subsection (2)(b)(ii), which provides guidance as to when an extracting activity ends and
manufacturing begins for commercial fishing, and adding an
example to subsection (3), which explains the tax-reporting
responsibilities for income received by extractors.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Modified negotiated
rule making.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. Written comments may be submitted by mail, email, fax, or at the public meeting. Oral comments will be
accepted at the public meeting. A preliminary discussion
draft of a possible new or revised rule(s) is available upon
request. Written comments on and/or requests for copies of
the draft may be directed to Pat Moses, Legislation and Policy, P.O. Box 47467, Olympia, WA 98504-7467, phone
(360) 570-6117, e-mail PatM@dor.wa.gov, fax (360) 6640693.
Date and Location of Public Meeting: Capital Plaza
Building, 4th Floor Large Conference Room, 1025 Union
Avenue S.E., Olympia, WA, on June 5, 2002, at 9:30 a.m.
[ 11]
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTME NT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Medical Assistance Administration)
[Filed April 30, 2002, Filed 4:33 p.m.,]

Supplemental Notice to WSR 01-21-106.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0105-027.
Title of Rule: Amending WAC 388-543-1000 Definitions for durable medical equipment (DME) etc., 388-5431100 Scope of coverage and coverage limitations for DME,
etc., 388-543-1300 Equipment, etc. not covered, and 388543-2200 Augmentative communication devices (ACD).
Purpose: The amended sections were previously proposed under WSR 01-21-106. Since that proposal, MAA met
with interested stakeholders to further discuss balancing
department policy and fiscal restraints with client needs. The
rules are necessary in order to change the name of augmentative communicat ion device (ACD) to speech generating
device (SGD) to reflect Medicare terminology; to further
explain criteria for department-covered SGDs; and to ensure
that department policy follows Medicare guidelines.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.08.090,
74.09.530.
RCW 74.08.090,
Statute Being Implemented:
74.09.530.
Summary: See Purpose above.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: To clarify department
policy regarding SGDs.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Ann Myers, DPS/RIP, P.O. Box 45533, Olympia, WA
98504-5533, (360) 725-1345; Implementation and Enforcement: Sharon Morrison, DHSQS/QU , P.O. Box 45506,
Olympia, WA 98504-5506, (360) 725-1671.
Name of Proponent: Department of Social and Health
Services, Medical Assistance Administration, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The rule proposed above clarifies department policy
regarding SGDs (formerly known as augmentative communication devices (ACDs)), especially the criteria for a device to
be classified as a department-covered SGD. The purpose of
the rule is to clearly state department policy. The anticipated
effect is to make department policy clearly understandable to
providers and clients.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: The
rules above amend WAC 388-543-1000, 388-543-1100, 388543-1300, and 388-543-2200 to clarify current policy. This
includes amending the definition of SGD and further explaining the criteria for a device to be classified as a departmentcovered SGD.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. MAA analyzed the proposed rules and concluded that they will not place "a more
than minor" impact on the businesses affected by them.
Therefore, a comprehensive small business economic impact
statement is not required.

WSR 02-10-115

RCW 34.05.328 applies to this rule adoption. MAA has
analyzed the proposed rules and concludes that they meet the
definition of a "significant legislative rule." MAA evaluated
the probable costs and probable benefits of the proposed
rules, taking into account both the qualitative and quantitative
benefits and costs. MAA's analysis revealed that any new
costs imposed on the businesses affected by them would be
minor. The probable benefits of allowing providers to furnish specific, prior authorized computer-based SGDs to clients exceed the probable costs. A complete evaluation is
available from the department representativ es identified
above.
Office Building 2 Auditorium
Hearing Location:
entrance at 12th and Wash(parking
)
(DSHS Headquarters
ington), 1115 Washington, Olympia, WA, on June 25, 2002,
at 10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Andy
Fernando, Rules Coordinator, by June 15, 2002, phone (360)
664-6094, TTY (360) 664-6178, e-mail fernaAX@dshs.wa.
gov.
Submit Written Comments to: Identify WAC Numbers,
Rules Coordinator, Rules and Policies Assistance Unit, P.O.
Box 45850, Olympia, WA 98504-5850, fax (360) 664-6185,
e-mail fernaax@dshs.wa.gov, by 5:00 p.m., June 25, 2002.
Date of Intended Adoption: Not sooner than June 26,
2002.
April 26, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-01-078,
filed 12/13/00, effective 1113/01)
WAC 388-543-1000 Definitions for durable medical
equipment (DME) and related supplies, prosthetics, and
orthotics, medical supplies and related services. The following definitions and abbreviation s and those found in
WAC 388-500-0005 apply to this chapter. Defined words and
phrases are bolded the first time they are used in the text.
"Artificial limb" - See "prosthetic device."
"Augmentat ive communicat ion device (ACD)"

((meafls a medical device that traflsmits or produces mes
sages or symaols, either ay voice output or iA writiAg, ifl a
maflAer that compeAsates fur the impairmeAt or disaaility of a
elieflt with severe eKpressive or laAguage commuAicatioA aAd
compreheAsioA disorders. The communicati oA device may
use mechaAieal or electrical imp1:1lses to prod1:1ce messages or
symbols that supplemeAt or replace speech)) - See "speech

generating device CSGD).
"Base year" means the year of the data source used in
calculating prices.
"By report (BR)" means a method of reimbursement
for covered items, procedures, and services for which the
department has no set maximum allowable fees.
"Date of delivery" means the date the client actually
took physical possession of an item or equipment.
"Disposable supplies" means supplies which may be
used once, or more than once, but are time limited.

[l ]
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"Durable medical equipment (DME)" means equipment that: (1) Can withstand repeated use;
(2) Is primarily and customarily used to serve a medical
purpose;
(3) Generally is not useful to a person in the absence of
illness or injury; and
(4) Is appropriate for use in the client's place of residence.
"EPSDT((AteRlthy li:iEls))" - .S.ee WAC 388-500-0005.
"Expedited prior authorization (EPA)" means the
process for obtaining authorization for selected durable medical equipment, and related supplies, prosthetics, orthotics,
medical supplies and related services, in which providers use
a set of numeric codes to indicate to MAA which acceptable
indications/conditions/MAA-defined criteria are applicable
to a particular request for DME authorization.
"Fee-for-service (FFS)((;))" means the general payment method MAA uses to reimburse for covered medical
services provided to clients, except those services covered
under MAA's managed care programs.
"Health care financing administration common procedure coding system (HCPCS)" means a coding system
established by the Health Care Financing Administration
CHCFA) to define services and procedures. HCFA is now
known as the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
CCMS).
"House wheelchair" means a nursing facility wheelchair that is included in the nursing facility's per-patient-day
rate under chapter 74.46 RCW.
"Limitation extension" means an authorization process
to exceed a coverage limitation (quantity, frequency, or duration) set in WAC, billing instructions, or numbered memoranda. Limitation extensions require prior authorization.
"Nonreusable supplies" are disposable supplies, which
are used once and discarded.
"Manual wheelchair" - .S.ee "wheelchair - manual."
"Medical supplies" means supplies that are:
(1) Primarily and customarily used to service a medical
purpose; and
(2) Generally not useful to a person in the absence of illness or injury.
"Orthotic device" or "orthotic" means a corrective or
supportive device that:
(1) Prevents or corrects physical deformity or malfunction; or
(2) Supports a weak or deformed portion of the body.
"Personal or comfort item" means an item or service
which primarily serves the comfort or convenience of the client.
"Personal computer (PC)" means any of a variety of
electronic devices that are capable of accepting data and
instructions, executing the instructions to process the data,
and presenting the results. A PC has a central processing unit
(CPU), internal and external memory storage, and various
input/output devices such as a keyboard, display screen, and
printer. A computer system consists of hardware (the physical components of the system) and software (the programs
used by the computer to carry out its operations).
Proposed

"Power-drive wheelchair" - .S.ee "wheelchair - power."
"Prior authorization" means a process by which clients or providers must request and receive MAA approval for
certain medical equipment and related supplies, prosthetics,
orthotics, medical supplies and related services, based on
medical necessity, before the services are provided to clients,
as a precondition for provider reimbursement. Expedited
prior authorization and limitation extension are types of prior
authorization. Also see WAC 388-501-0165.
"Prosthetic device" or "prosthetic" means a replacement, corrective, or supportive device prescribed by a physician or other licensed practitioner of the healing arts, within
the scope of his or her practice as defined by state law, to:
(1) Artificially replace a missing portion of the body;
(2) Prevent or correct physical deformity or malfunction;
or
(3) Support a weak or deformed portion of the body.
"Resource based relative value scale (RBRVS)"
means a scale that measures the relative value of a medical
service or intervention, based on the amount of physician
resources involve.
"Reusable supplies'.' are supplies which are to be used
more than once.
"Scooter" means a federally-approved, motor-powered
vehicle that:
(1) Has a seat on a long platform;
(2) Moves on either three or four wheels;
(3) Is controlled by a steering handle; and
(4) Can be independently driven by a client.
"Specialty bed" means a pressure reducing support surface, such as foam, air, water, or gel mattress or overlay.
"Speech generating device CSGD)" means an electronic device or system that compensates for the loss or
impairment of a speech function due to a congenital condition. an acquired disability. or a progressive neurological disease. The term includes only that equipment used for the purpose of communication. Formerly known as "augmentative
communication device CACD)."
"Three- or four-wheeled scooter" means a three- or
four-wheeled vehicle meeting the definition of scooter (see
"scooter") and which has the following minimum features:
(1) Rear drive;
(2) A twenty-four volt system;
(3) Electronic or dynamic braking;
(4) A high to low speed setting; and
(5) Tires designed for indoor/outdoor use.
"Trendelenburg position" means a position in which
the patient is lying on his or her back on a plane inclined
thirty to forty degrees. This position makes the pelvis higher
than the head, with the knees flexed and the legs and feet
hangirig down over the edge of the plane.
"Usual and customary charge" means the amount the
provider typically charges to fifty percent or more of his or
her non-Medicaid clients, including clients with other thirdparty coverage.
"Warranty-wheelchair" means a warranty, according
to manufacturers' guidelines, of not less than one year from
the date of purchase.
[ 2]
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"Wheelchair - manual" means a federally-approved,
nonmotorized wheelchair that is capable of being independently propelled and fits one of the following categories:
(1) Standard:
(a) Usually is not capable of being modified;
(b) Accommodates a person weighing up to two hundred
fifty pounds; and
(c) Has a warranty period of at least one year.
(2) Lightweight:
(a) Composed of lightweight materials;
(b) Capable of being modified;
(c) Accommodates a person weighing up to two hundred
fifty pounds; and
(d) Usually has a warranty period of at least three years.
(3) High strength lightweight:
(a) Is usually made of a composite material;
(b) Is capable of being modified;
(c) Accommodates a person weighing up to two hundred
fifty pounds;
(d) Has an extended warranty period of over three years;
and
(e) Accommodates the very active person.
(4) Hemi:
(a) Has a seat-to-floor height lower than eighteen inches
to enable an adult to propel the wheelchair with one or both
feet; and
(b) Is identified by its manufacturer as "Hemi" type with
specific model numbers that include the "Hemi" description.
(5) Pediatric: Has a narrower seat and shorter depth
more suited to pediatric patients, usually adaptable to modifications for a growing child.
(6) Recliner: Has an adjustable, reclining back to facilitate weight shifts and provide support to the upper body and
head.
(7) Tilt-in-space: Has a positioning system, which
allows both the seat and back to tilt to a specified angle to
reduce shear or allow for unassisted pressure releases.
(8) Heavy Duty:
(a) Specifically manufactured to support a person weighing up to three hundred pounds; or
(b) Accommodating a seat width of up to twenty-two
inches wide (not to be confused with custom manufactured
wheelchairs).
(9) Rigid: Is of ultra-lightweight material with a rigid
(nonfolding) frame.
(10) Custom heavy duty:
(a) Specifically manufactured to support a person weighing over three hundred pounds; or
(b) Accommodates a seat width of over twenty-two
inches wide (not to be confused with custom manufactured
wheelchairs).
( 11) Custom manufactured specially built:
(a) Ordered for a specific client from custom measure·
ments; and
factory.
manufacturer's
the
at
primarily
(b) Is assembled
"Wheelchair - power" means a federally-approved,
motorized wheelchair that can be independently driven by a
client and fits one of the following categories:
(1) Custom power adaptable to:
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(a) Alternative driving controls; and
(b) Power recline ·and tilt-in-space systems.
(2) Noncustom power: Does not need special positioning or controls and has a standard frame.
(3) Pediatric: Has a narrower seat and shorter depth that
is more suited to pediatric patients. Pediatric wheelchairs are
usually adaptable to modifications for a growing child.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 01-01-078,
filed 12/13/00, effective 1/13/01)
WAC 388-543-1100 Scope of coverage and coverage
limitations for DME and related supplies, prosthetics,
orthotics, medical supplies and related services. The federal government deems durable medical equipment (DME)
and related supplies, prosthetics, orthotics, and medical
supplies as optional services under the Medicaid program,
except when prescribed as an integral part of an approved
plan of treatment under the home health program or required
under the early and periodic screening, diagnosis and treatment (EPSDT)((Atee llhy liids)) program. The department
may reduce or eliminate coverage for optional services, consistent with legislative appropriations.
(1) The medical assistance administration (MAA) covers
DME and related supplies, prosthetics, orthotics, medical
supplies, related services, repairs and labor charges when all
of the following apply. They must be:
(a) Within the scope of an eligible client's medical care
program (see chapter 388-529 WAC);
(b) Within accepted medical or physical medicine community standards of practice;
(c) Prior authorized as described in WAC 388-543-1600,
. 388-543-1800, and 388-543-1900;
(d) Prescribed by a qualified provider, acting within the
scope of the provider's practice. The prescription must state
the specific item or service requested, diagnosis, prognosis,
estimated length of need (weeks or months, not to exceed six
months before being reevaluated), and quantity;
(e) Billed to the department as the payor of last resort
only. MAA does not pay first and then collect from Medicare;
(f) Medically necessary as defined in WAC 388-5000005. The provider or client must submit sufficient objective
evidence to establish medical necessity. Information used to
establish medical necessity includes, but is not limited to, the
following:
(i) A physiological description of the client's disease,
injury, impairment, or other ailment, and any changes in the ·,
client's condition written by the prescribing physician,
licensed prosthetist and/or orthotist, physical therapist, occupational therapist, or speech therapist; or
(ii) Video and/or photograph(s) of the client demonstrating the impairments as well and client's ability to use the
requested equipment, when applicable.
(2) MAA evaluates a request for any equipment or
devices that are listed as noncovered in WAC 388-543-1300
under the provisions of WAC 388-501-0165.
(3) MAA evaluates a request for a service that is in a
covered category, but has been determined to be experimen[3]
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ta! or investigational under WAC 388-531-0050, under the
provisions of WAC 388-501-0165 which relate to medical
necessity.
(4) MAA evaluates requests for covered services that are
subject to limitations or other restrictions and approves such
services beyond those limitations or restrictions when medically necessary, under the standards for covered services in
WAC 388-501-0165.
(5) MAA does not reimburse for DME and related supplies, prosthetics, orthotics, medical supplies, related services, and related repairs and labor charges under fee-forservice (FFS) when the client is any of the following:
(a) An inpatient hospital client;
(b) Eligible for both Medicare and Medicaid, and is
staying in a nursing facility in lieu of hospitalization;
(c) Terminally ill and receiving hospice care; or
(d) Enrolled in a risk-based managed care plan that
includes coverage for such items and/or services.
(6) MAA covers medical equipment and related supplies, prosthetics, orthotics, medical supplies and related services, repairs, and labor charges listed in MAA's published
issuances, including Washington Administrative Code
(WAC), billing instructions, and numbered memoranda.
(7) An interested party may request MAA to include new
equipment/supplies in the billing instructions by sending a
written request plus all of the following:
(a) Manufacturer's literature;
(b) Manufacturer's pricing;
(c) Clinical research/case studies (including FDA
approval, if required); and
(d) Any additional information the requester feels is
important.
(8) MAA bases the decision to purchase or rent DME for
a client, or to pay for repairs to client-owned equipment on
medical necessity.
(9) MAA covers replacement batteries for purchased
medically necessary DME equipment covered within this
chapter.
( 10) MAA covers the following categories of medical
equipment and supplies only when they are medically necessary, prescribed by a physician or other licensed practitioner
of the healing arts, are within the scope of his or her practice
as defined by state law, and are subject to the provisions of
this chapter and related W ACs:
(a) Equipment and supplies prescribed in accordance
with an approved plan of treatment under the home health
program;
(b) Wheelchairs and other DME;
(c) Prosthetic/orthotic devices;
(d) Surgical/ostomy appliances and urological supplies;
(e) Bandages, dressings, and tapes;
(f) Equipment and supplies for the management of diabetes; and
(g) Other medical equipment and supplies, as listed in
MAA published issuances.
(11) MAA evaluates a BR item, procedure, or service for
its medical appropriateness and reimbursement value on a
case-by-case basis.
Proposed

(12) For a client in a nursing facility, MAA covers only
the following when medically necessary. All other DME and
supplies identified in MAA billing instructions are the
responsibility of the nursing facility, in accordance with
chapters 388-96 and 388-97 WAC. See also WAC 388-5432900 (3) and (4). MAA covers:
(a) The purchase and repair of ((aA llHgmeetetive eam
BlHeieetiee deviee (!.. CI>))) a speech generating device
(SGD), a wheelchair for the exclusive full-time use of a permanently disabled nursing facility resident when the wheelchair is not included in the nursing facility's per diem rate, or
a specialty bed; and
(b) The rental of a speciality bed.
(13) Vendors must provide instructions for use of equipment; therefore, instructional materials such as pamphlets
and video tapes are not covered.
(14) Bilirubin lights are limited to rentals, for at-home
newborns with jaundice.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-01-078,
filed 12113/00, effective 1113/01)
WAC 388-543-1300 Equipment, related supplies, or
other nonmedical supplies, and devices that are not covered. ill MAA pays only for DME and related supplies,
medical supplies and related services that are medically necessary, listed as covered, and meet the definition of DME and
medical supplies as defined in WAC 388-543-1000 and prescribed per WAC 388-543-1100 and 388-543-1200.
ill MAA pays only for prosthetics or orthotics that are
listed as such by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), formerly known as HCFA, that meet the definition of prosthetic and orthotic as defined in WAC 388-5431000 and are prescribed per WAC 388-543-1100 and 388543-1200..
ill MAA considers all requests for covered DME,
related supplies and services, medical supplies, prosthetics,
orthotics, and related services and noncovered equipment,
related supplies and services, supplies and devices, under the
provisions of WAC 388-501-0165 ((which relate to medical
0ecessity)). When MAA considers that a request does not
meet the requirement for medical necessity, the definition(s)
of covered item(s), or is not covered, the client may appeal
that decision under the provisions of WAC 388-501-0165.
ffi MAA specifically excludes services and equipment
in this chapter from fee-for-service (FFS) scope of coverage
when the services and equipment do not meet the definition
for a covered item, or the services are not typically medically
necessary. This exclusion does not apply if the services and
equipment are ((reqttirecl ttHcler the EPSDT/healthy kicls flFO
gram;));_
hl.lncluded as part of a managed care plan service package((,)),;.
.(hl]ncluded in a waivered program((,-er)),;.
fil.Eart of one of the Medicare programs for qualified
Medicare beneficiaries,;_gr
(d) Requested for a child who is eligible for services
under the EPSDT program. MAA reviews these requests
according to the provisions of chapter 388-534 WAC.
[ 4]
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emergency response systems and services (refer to AASA
COPES or outpatient hospital programs for emergency
response systems and services);
((fffi1)) .{Q Two-way radios; and
((ft¥1)) fill Rental of related equipment or services;
((fgj)) (vii) Environmental control devices, such as air
conditioners, air cleaners/purifiers, dehumidifiers, portable
room heaters or fans (including ceiling fans), heating or cooling pads;
((flB)) (viii) Ergonomic equipment;
((fi-1)) fill Exercise classes or equipment such as exercise
mats, bicycles, tricycles, stair steppers, weights, trampolines;
((ffi)) W Generators; .
(((k) Persoaal eompa!ers ineladiag laptops,))
(xi) Computer software other than speech generating,
printers, and computer accessories (such as anti-glare shields,
backup memory cards)((, aaEl eomputer equipmeat other thaa
speeified ia '.¥AC 388 543 2200));
((flt)) (xii) Computer utility bills, telephone bills. Internet service. or technical support for computers or electronic
notebooks;
(xiii) Any communication device that is useful to someone without severe speech impairment (e.g .. cellular telephone.walkie-talkie. pager. or electronic notebook);
(xiv) Racing strollers/wheelchairs and purely recreational equipment;
((fffl:1)) (xv) Room fresheners/deodorizers;
((ffl1)) (xvi) Bidet or hygiene systems, paraffin bath
units, and shampoo rings;
((fa))) (xii) Timers or electronic devices to tum things on
or off, which are not an integral part of the equipment;
((fpJ)) (xiii) Vacuum cleaners, carpet cleaners/deodorizers, and/or pesticides/insecticides; or
((fq1)) (xix) Wheeled reclining chairs, lounge and/or lift
chairs (e.g., geri-chair, posture guard, or lazy boy).
((fl-l-1)) ill Personal and comfort items that do not meet
the DME definition, including but not limited to the following:
((W)) ill Bathroom items, such as antiperspirant, astringent, bath gel, conditioner, deodorant, moisturizer, mouthwash, powder, shampoo, shaving cream, shower cap, shower
curtains, soap (including antibacterial soap), toothpaste, towels, and weight scales;
((fl»)) ilil Bedding items, such as bed pads, blankets,
mattress covers/bags, pillows, pillow cases/covers and
sheets;
((fe1)) .Llill Bedside items, such as bed trays, carafes, and
over-the-bed tables;
((fti1)) ful Clothing and accessories, such as coats,
gloves (including wheelchair gloves), hats, scarves, slippers,
and socks;
· ((fe1)) .(y} Clothing protectors and other protective cloth
furniture coverings;
((ft))) .(yi} Cosmetics, including corrective formulations,
hair depilatories, and products for skin bleaching, commercial sun screens, and tanning;
((fgj)) (vii) Diverter valves for bathtub;
((fft))) (viii) Eating/feeding utensils;
((fi-1)) fill Emesis basins, enema bags, and diaper wipes;

ill Excluded services and equipment include, but are not

limited to:

ill Services, procedures, treatment, devices,
application of associated services that the
the
or
drugs,
department of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
and/or the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(DMS). formerly known as the Health Care Financing
Administration (HCFA) consider investigative or experimental on the date the services are provided;
((~))ill Any service specifically excluded by statute;
((f31)) .{£}A client's utility bills, even if the operation or
maintenance of medical equipment purchased or rented by
MAA for the client contributes to an increased utility bill
(refer to the aging and adult services administration's
(AASA) COPES program for potential coverage);
((f47)) @Hairpieces or wigs;
((f§-1)) ill Material or services covered under manufacturers' warranties;
((fej)) ill Shoe lifts less than one inch, arch supports for
flat feet, and nonorthopedic shoes;
((f71)) .(g} Outpatient office visit supplies, such as tongue
depressors and surgical gloves;
((f81)) .(h} Prosthetic devices dispensed solely for cosmetic reasons (refer to WAC 388-531-0150 (l)(d);
((f91)) ill Home improvements and structural modifications, including but not limited to the following:
((fit1)) ill Automatic door openers for the house or
garage;
((fl»)) ilil Saunas;
((fe1)) .(iill Security systems, burglar alarms, call buttons,
lights, light dimmers, motion detectors, and similar devices;
((fd1)) ful Swimming pools;
((fej)) .(y} Whirlpool systems, such asjacuzzies, hot tubs,
or spas; or
((ft))) .(yi} Electrical rewiring for any reason;
((fgj)) (vii) Elevator systems and elevators; and
((fft))) (viii) Lifts or ramps for the home; or
( (fi1)) fill Installation of bathtubs or shower stalls.
((fH)j)) ill Nonmedical equipment, supplies, and related
services, including but not limited to, the following:
((W)) ill Back-packs, pouches, bags, baskets, or other
carrying containers;
((fl»)) ilil Bed boards/conversion kits, and blanket lifters
(e.g., for feet);
((fe1)) .(iill Car seats for children under five, except for
positioning car seats that are prior authorized. Refer to WAC
388-543-1700( 13) for car seats;
((fd1)) ful Cleaning brushes and supplies, except for
ostomy-related cleaners/supplies;
((fej)) .(y} Diathermy machines used to produce heat by
high frequency current, ultrasonic waves, or microwave radiation;
((ft))) .(yi} Electronic communication equipment, installation services, or service rates, including but not limited to,
the following:
((fi-1)) W Devices intended for amplifying voices (e.g.,
microphones);
((ftij)) illl Interactive communications computer programs used between patients and healthcare providers (e.g.,
hospitals, physicians), for self care home monitoring, or
((f:li))
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U0. Health club memberships;
M Hot or cold temperature food and drink con-

(a) Digitized speech output. using pre-recorded messages:
Cb) Synthesized speech output requiring message formation by spelling and access by physical contact with the
device: or
(c) Synthesized speech output. permitting multiple methods of message formulation and multiple methods of device
access.
ill MAA requires a provider to submit a prior authorization request for ((AGDs)) SGDs. The request must be in writing and contain all of the following information:
(a) A detailed description of the client's therapeutic history((-;)). including. at a minimum:
(i) The medical diagnosis;
(ii) A physiological description of the underlying disorder:
(iii) A description of the functional limitations: and
(iv) The prognosis for improvement or degeneration.
(b) ((AH)) A written assessment by a licensed speech language pathologist ((of the elieet's Yereel eapeeilities. The
pathologist fftHSt ee keowleelgeaele eem1t seleetieg ACDs:
·
that ffteet the elieet 's Heeds;
fe))) CSLP) that includes all of the following:
ill If the client has a physical disability, condition, or
impairment that requires equipment, such as a wheelchair, or
a device to be specially adapted to accommodate an ((AeD))
SGD, an assessment by the prescribing physician, licensed
occupational therapist or physical therapist; ((ftfld))
((tdf)) .(ill Documented evaluations and/or trials of each •
((AGO)) SGD that the client has tried. This includes less •
costly types/models, and the effectiveness of each device in
promoting the client's ability to communicate with health
care providers, caregivers, and others((~
(3) MAA Fef!1:tires))~
(iii) The current communication impairment. including
the type. severity. language skills. cognitive ability. and
anticipated course of the impairment;
(iv) An assessment of whether the client's daily communication needs could be met using other natural modes of
communication:
(v) A description of the functional communication goals
expected to be achieved. and treatment options:
(vi) Documentation that the client's speaking needs cannot be met using natural communication methods: and
(vii) Documentation that other forms of treatment have
been ruled out.
!£1..Ihe provider ((to show OF the elieet to eefftOftStfftte))
has shown or has demonstrated all of the following:
((fftj)) ill The client has reliable and consistent motor
response, which can be used to communicate with the help of
an ((AeD)) SGD;
((~)) {ill The client has demonstrated the cognitive
((~)) and physical abilities to utilize the equipment
effectively and independently ((Htilii!le the ef!Hipffteet)) 1Q
communicate; and
(((e) With the ADC, the elieet will be able to ee ell efthe ~
•
follewieg:
(i) CoJBfftHflieete with the perseeal physieiae eeoHt the
ffieeieal eoeelitioe, eefftplaiet, ailffteet, or sympteffts;

tainers/holders;
((fB)) (xii) Hot water bottles and cold/hot packs or pads
not otherwise covered by specialized therapy programs;
((~)) (xiii) Impotence devices;
((fftj)) (xiv) Insect repellants;
((fej)) (xv) Massage equipment;
((fpj)) (xvi) Medication dispensers, such as med-collators and count-a-dose, except as obtained under the compliance packaging program. See chapter 388-530 WAC;
((ft'f1)) (xvii) Medicine cabinet and first aid items, such as
adhesive bandages (e.g., Band-Aids, Curads), cotton balls,
cotton-tipped swabs, medicine cups, thermometers, and
tongue depressors;
((fff)) (xviii) Page turners;
((fst)) (xix) Radio and television;
((ftt)) (xx) Telephones, telephone arms, cellular phones,
electronic beepers, and other telephone messaging services;
and
((fttj)) (xxi) Toothettes and toothbrushes, waterpics, and
peridontal devices whether manual, battery-operated, or electric.
((~)) ill Certain wheelchair features and options are
not considered by MAA to be medically necessary or essential for wheelchair use. This includes, but is not limited to, the
following:
((fftj)) ill Attendant controls (remote control devices);
((~)) {ill Canopies, including those for strollers and
other equipment;
((fej)) (iii) Clothing guards to protect clothing from dirt,
mud, or water thrown up by the wheels (similar to mud flaps
for cars);
((fat)) (iy} Identification devices (such as labels, license
plates, name plates);
((fem f.tl Lighting systems;
((ff))) .(yi} Speed conversion kits; and
((fgt)) (vii) Tie-down restraints, except where medically
necessary for client-owned vehicles.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-01-078,
filed 12/13/00, effective 1113/01)

WAC 388-543-2200 {(Attgmeetative ee1111Ht1eiea

ffee.)) Speech generating devices ((~)) !S..G.ID,. (1)

MAA considers all requests for speech generating devices
(SGDs) on a case-by-case basis ((for &Hgmeeteti·1e eoffifftHRi
eetioe eleviees (ACDs) for the IJHFflOse of ftIJIJrOIJrietely relay
ieg ffieelieel iefofffietioe.
~)). The SGD requested must be for a severe expressive speech impairment. and the medical condition must warrant the use of a device to replace verbal communication
(e.g .. to communicate medical information).
(2) In order for MAA to cover an SGD. the SGD must be
a speech device intended for use by the individual who has a
severe expressive speech impairment. and have one of the
following characteristics. For the purposes of this section.
MAA uses the Medicare definitions for "digitized speech"
and "synthesized speech" that were in effect as of April 1.
2002. The SGD must have:
Proposed
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Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The proposed rule allows small credit unions:
1. To schedule special meetings of members from ten to
one hundred twenty days after a request for a special meeting
is received by the credit union's secretary, as provided in the
credit union's bylaws. The current rule requires special meetings to be scheduled from twenty to thirty days after the
request is received; and
2. To hold as few as nine regular board meetings each
calendar year, no more than eight weeks apart, as provided in
the credit union's bylaws. The current rule requires regular
board meetings to be held monthly.
On another aspect of small credit unions' supervision, the
division is aware that the scheduling of on-site examinations
of small credit unions can create staffing problems for them.
For example, an exam can prove challenging at the beginning
of a calendar quarter, when small credit unions must devote
staff to the preparation of financial statements and/or call
reports. The division intends to work with small credit
unions to avoid scheduling their exams during these problematic time periods.
Partly in response to recommendation from the Washington Credit Union League's Small Credit Union Task
Force, the division recently adopted new field of membership
(FOM) rules which streamlined the process for credit unions
to add FOM groups to their FOM bylaws. These new FOM
rules will significantly reduce the regulatory burden on small
credit unions in adding FOM groups. The new rules took
effect on March 8, 2002.
Proposal does not change existing rules.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. The rule reduces the
cost of regulatory compliance and makes existing rules more
flexible. It does not add any costs of compliance.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
RCW 34.05.328 does not include the Department of Financial Institutions as a covered agency.
Hearing Location: Department of Financial Institutions,
210 11th Street S.W., Room 300, Olympia, WA 98501, on
June 25, 2002, at 1:00 p.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Tina
Philippsen by 4:30 p.m., June 19, 2002, TDD (360) 6648126.
Submit Written Comments to: Linda Jekel, 210 1 lth
Street S. W ., Room 300, Olympia, WA 98501, e-mail
Ijekel@dfi.wa.gov, fax (360) 704-6901, by June 25, 2002.
Date oflntended Adoption: June 25, 2002.
May 3, 2002

(ii) Coffiffil:IRieate with the persORBI eBfegiver aeo1:1t eoth
l:lfgeRt 1Hedieal Reeds BREI ro1:1tiRe persoRal eBfe Reeds; BREI
(iii) Ceffiffll:IRieate with ffiedieal persoRRel v1fio proYide
effiergeaey serviees, rehaeilitative eBfe, BREI ether thera13e1:1tie
treaUBeat.
f4t))

(iii) The client's treatment plan includes a training schedule for the selected device.
(d) A prescription for the SGD from the client's treating
physician.
(4) MAA may reguire trial-use rental. All rental costs
for the trial-use will be applied to the purchase price.
ill MAA covers ((ACI}s)) SGDs only once every two
years for a client who meets the criteria in subsection((~))
ill of this section. MAA does not approve a new or updated
component, modification, or replacement model for a client
whose ((ACD is less thaR two years old)) SGD can be
repaired or modified. MAA may make exceptions to the criteria in this subsection based strictly on a finding of unforeseeable and significant changes to the client's medical condition. The prescribing physician is responsible for justifying
why the changes in the client's medical condition were
unforeseeable.
(6) Clients who are eligible for both Medicare and Medicaid must apply first to Medicare for an SGD. If Medicare
denies the reguest and the client reguests an SGD from MAA.
MAA evaluates the reguest based on medical necessity and
the reguirements in this section. The reguest for an SGD
must meet the authorization reguirements in this section.

WSR 02-11-010

PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
[Filed May 3, 2002, 10:32 a.m.)

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0205-045.
Title of Rule: Regulatory relief for small credit unions.
Purpose: To provide appropriate regulatory relief for
small credit unions (those with up to $10 million in total
assets).
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 31.12.516 (2),
(3), (4), 43.17.060, 43.320.040.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 31.12.516(3).
Summary: The rule provides more regulatory flexibility
for small credit unions in regard to scheduling of special
meetings of members, and the number of regular board meetings.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: To eliminate unnecessary
regulatory burden on small credit unions.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Linda Jekel, 210 11th
Street S.W., Room 300, Olympia, WA 98501, (360) 9028753.
Name of Proponent: Division of Credit Unions, governmental.

Mark Thomson
Acting Director
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within the one hundred eighty day period allowed by the statute.
Kerry S. Radcliff, Editor
Washington State Register

Chapter 208-424 WAC
REGULA TORY RELIEF FOR SMALL CREDIT
UNIONS
NEW SECTION
WAC 208-424-010 Definition of small credit union.
For purposes of this chapter, a "small credit union" means a
credit union with up to ten million dollars in total assets as of
its most recently filed call report.

WSR 02-11-024
WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
(By the Code Reviser's Office)
[Filed May 7, 2002, 10:36 a.m.]

NEW SECTION

WAC 308-104-018, proposed by the Department of Licensing in WSR 01-21-110 appearing in issue 01-21 of the State
Register, which was distributed on November 7, 2001, is
withdrawn by the code reviser's office under RCW
34.05.335(3), since the proposal was not adopted within the
one hundred eighty day period allowed by the statute.
Kerry S. Radcliff, Editor
Washington State Register

WAC 208-424-020 Timing of special membership
meetings of small credit unions. In regard to timing of special membership meetings, the last sentence of RCW
31.12.195(3) states:
"The designated time of the membership meeting must
be no sooner than twenty, and no later than thirty days after
the request is received by the secretary."
A small credit union may vary from the last sentence of
RCW 31.12.195(3) as provided in its bylaws, as long as it is
a small credit union at the time the request for a special membership meeting is received by the secretary. However, the
designated time of the special membership meeting must be
no sooner than ten, and no later than one hundred twenty
days, after the request is received by the secretary. In all
other respects, a small credit union must comply with RCW
31.12.195.

WSR 02-11-025
WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE
(By the Code Reviser's Office)
[Filed May 7, 2002, 10:36 a.m.J

NEW SECTION

WAC 232-12-245, proposed by the Department of Fish and
Wildlife in WSR 01-21-116 appearing in issue 01-21 of the
State Register, which was distributed on November 7, 2001,
is withdrawn by the code reviser's office under RCW
34.05.335(3), since the proposal was not adopted within the
one hundred eighty day period allowed by the statute.
Kerry S. Radcliff, Editor
Washington State Register

WAC 208-424-030 Frequency of regular meetings of
board of directors of small credit unions. In regard to timing ofregular board meetings, RCW 31.12.225(5) states:
"The board will have regular meetings not less frequently than once each month."
A small credit union may vary from RCW 31.12.225(5)
as provided in its bylaws. However, a small credit union
must have at least nine regular board meetings each calendar
year, and consecutive regular board meetings must be no
more than ten weeks apart. In all other respects, a small
credit union must comply with RCW 31.12.225.

WSR 02-11-026
WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE
(By the Code Reviser's Office)

WSR 02-11-023

WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

[Filed May 7, 2002, 10:37 a.m.]

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(By the Code Reviser's Office)

WAC 220-52-050, proposed by the Department of Fish and
Wildlife in WSR 01-21-127 appearing in issue 01-21 of the
State Register, which was distributed on November 7, 2001,
is withdrawn by the code reviser's office under RCW
34.05.335(3), since the proposal was not adopted within the
one hundred eighty day period allowed by the statute.
Kerry S. Radcliff, Editor
Washington State Register

[Filed May 7, 2002, 10:36 a.m.]

WAC 388-290-0195, proposed by the Department of Social
and Health Services in WSR 01-20-077 appearing in issue
01-21 of the State Register, which was distributed on
November 7, 2001, is withdrawn by the code reviser's office
under R~W 34.05.335(3), since the proposal was not adopted
Proposed
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Changes in WAC numbering, including added and
deleted sections:

WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE
(By the Code Reviser's Office)

Earlier version of chapter

[Filed May 7, 2002, 10:37 a.m.]

WAC 220-77-100 and 220-77-105, proposed by the Department of Fish and Wildlife in WSR 01-21-129 appearing in
issue 01-21 of the State Register, which was distributed on
November 7, 2001, is withdrawn.by the code reviser's office
under RCW 34.05.335(3), since the proposal was not adopted
within the one hundred eighty day period allowed by the statute.
Kerry S. Radcliff, Editor
Washington State Register

388-112 WAC

0180
0185
0190
0195
0200

0200
0205
0210
0215
Text only deleted as proposed
0220
0225
0230
Added new 0235
0240
0245
0250
0255
0260
0265
0270
0275
Added new 0280
0285
0290
0295
Text only deleted as proposed
0300
0305
0310
0315
0320
0325
0330
0335
0340
0345
Added new 0350
0355
0360
0380
0365
0370
0375
Moved to 0400
0385

0205
0210
0215
0220
0225
0230
0235
0240
0245
0250
0255
0260
0265
0270
0275

WSR 02-11-028

WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
RETIREMENT SYSTEMS
(By the Code Reviser's Office)
[Filed May 7, 2002, 10:37 a.m.]

WAC 415-501-305, proposed by the Department of Retirement Systems in WSR 01-21-132 appearing in issue 01-21 of
the State Register, which was distributed on November 7,
2001, is withdrawn by the code reviser's office under RCW
34.05.335(3), since the proposal was not adopted within the
one hundred eighty day period allowed by the statute.
Kerry S. Radcliff, Editor
Washington State Register

0280
0285
0290
0295
0300
0305
0310
0315
0320
0335(3)
0325
0330
0335 (1) and (2)
0340
0345(1)
0345 (2)-(6)
0350
0355

WSR 02-11-031

PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Aging and Adult Services Administration)
[Filed May 7, 2002, 4:01 p.rn.]

Supplemental Notice to WSR 01-23-074.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0023-049.
Title of Rule: New WAC 388-112-0200 through 388112-0410 Residential Jong-term care services-Training; and
amending WAC 388-78A-050 Boarding homes.
Purpose: Implement SSB 6502 and SHB 2707 on training for adult family homes and boarding homes; combine
training requirements for these settings into one WAC. Significant revisions have been made based on public comment
to the proposal published in WSR 01-23-074.
This document compares draft WAC 388-112-0200
through 388-112-0410 with the earlier version WAC 388112-0180 through 388-112-0375, published in WSR 01-23074.
[ 9]
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0390
0395
0400
0405
0410

0360
0365
0350
0370
0375

Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.20.090
Boarding homes, 70.128.040 Adult family homes, 34.05.020.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 121, Laws of2000,
chapter 233, Laws of 2002.
Summary: Implements requirements for licensed boarding home administrators and caregivers to have continuing
education; moves all training requirements for these two settings into one training WAC; implements processes for
approval of alternative curricula and for instructors.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Implementing statutes
referenced above.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Dotti Wilke, P.O. Box 45600, Olympia, WA 98504-5600,
(360) 725-2539; Implementation and Enforcement: Marta
Acedo, P.O. Box 45600, Olympia, WA 98504-5600, (360)
725-2549.
Name of Proponent: Department of Social and Health
Services, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: This rule implements RCWs on training for adult
family homes and boarding homes, and consolidates the current training rules for those settings into one place. The rule
also sets the processes for approval of instructors and alternative curricula for certain trainings. New requirements in the
RCW include requirements for licensed boarding homes for
administrators or their designees, and caregivers to have continuing education. The rule has been revised based on public
comment on the rule proposed in WSR 01-23-074.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: This
proposal moves existing rules for residential care settings
from two separate chapters into one new chapter 388-112
WAC.
A small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW.
Small Business Economic Impact Statement
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RULES: The Department of
Social and Health Services' Aging and Adult Services
Administration (AASA) is proposing to create new chapter
388-112 WAC, Home and community long-term care services-Training . The new chapter contains the training rules
for adult family homes, and boarding homes. The proposed
rules have been changed in response to public comments.
New chapter 388-112 WAC consolidates training rules
by including rules moved from:

•
•
•

Chapter 388-76 WAC, Adult family homes;
Chapter 388-78A WAC, Boarding homes; and
Chapter 388-110 WAC, Contracted residential services.

Proposed

The chapter also contains new rules implementing
changes mandated by the following RCWs:
Chapter 18.20 RCW, Boarding homes; and
•
Chapter 70.128 RCW, Adult family homes.
•
The purpose of this chapter is to: Define minimum training requirements; define the types of training; clarify curriculum requirements and instructor requirements; and establi~h
department procedures for approval of curricula and instructors.
The statutory authority for these chapters includes RCW
18.20.270 Boarding homes and 70.128.230 Adult family
homes.
, ...
I•
The major proposed changes are:
Incorporating a new requirement for orientation train•
ing for new staff in both settings, as required in chapters 18.20 and 70.128 RCW.
Incorporating new training requirements for licensed
•
boarding homes that do not contract with DSHS,
including orientation, basic training, special needs
(specialty) training, and continuing education, as
required in RCW 18.20.270.
Creating an approval system for alternative curricula
•
for basic and specialty training, as required by RCW
18.20.270 Boarding homes and 70.128.230 Adult family homes.
Creating an approval system for trainers as required by
•
theRCWs.
Background of the proposed rule: In 1995, as part of
long-term care reform, the legislature allocated funds for
training during the following year. Providers and caregivers
who were trained included:
Caregivers in boarding homes that contract with
•
DSHS; and
All licensed adult family home providers and caregiv•
ers.
In 1997, two task forces were created under the auspices
of the legislature, to review caregiver training:
The Joint Executive-Legislative Long Term Care Task
•
Force's subcommittee on training. This task force
reported to the legislature in December 1998 and January 2000.
The training task force, which DSHS, the Department
•
of Health, and the Nursing Care Quality Assurance
Commission created, under legislative directives, to
review caregiver training. This task force reported to
the legislature in December 1998.
Recommendations from both task forces were key in
establishing new training requirements created by legislation
in the 2000 session. This same legislation created the Community Long Term Care Education and Training Steering
Committee to advise the department on the development of
rules to implement the new law. (See RCW 74.39A.190.)
This steering committee has advised the department for two
years on the development of these rules.
Goals for the proposed rules:
Increase the number of caregivers who will be trained;
•
Ensure that all caregivers have an orientation when
•
they begin to work with residents; and
.'.
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attend meetings, the proposed rules as recommended by the
steering committee have been posted on the AASA Internet
web site, with contact person information for anyone wishing
to comment or make suggestions on the rule. All the input
from these various groups and meetings has helped shape the
development of this rule. Public comment on the earlier proposed chapter 388-112 WAC included comments from small
businesses, and was considered and incorporated into the proposed rules.
COST OF COMPLIANCE: Costs related to record keeping: Each business must keep on file copies of certificates
showing successful completion of required trainings for each
of their employees. The only new record-keeping requirement for boarding homes that contract with DSHS and adult
family homes is orientation. The new requirements for
boarding homes that do not contract with DSHS include orientation, basic training, specialty training for some, and continuing education. Boarding homes that contract with DSHS
already meet these requirements under contracting rules, so
they will incur no additional costs. Training costs are
included in the DSHS rates paid to both boarding homes and
adult family homes. Keeping these certificates on file will
result in a minor cost to the business.
Costs related to professional services: In estimating
costs, AASA has chosen to assume that staff are trained onsite for orientation, and sent off-site for other trainings, with
the intent that these are probably the highest cost scenarios.
However, if a boarding home or adult family home chooses
to contract with a trainer to come in and provide training in
their own facility, this will result in costs for the professional
services of a trainer. This training strategy, however, eliminates the costs of paying tuition and paying for travel time to
and from training, for each trainee, and should reduce the
overall costs of training.
Estimated training costs: Expected costs include:
The trainer's wages and benefits (if an on-staff trainer is
•
used, as for orientation);
The trainee's wages and benefits; and
•
Costs for training materials (if training is on site) or for
•
tuition, if off-site.
See Tables 1 and 2 below for estimated costs for each
type of provider.
To fairly consider costs of compliance, AASA has
elected to look at costs per trainee. This is because there is no
reliable data on the number of employees that will be
required to have this training, or the rate of turnover, both of
which affect total training costs.
In each setting, the most costly wage scenarios were generally used for cost estimates. Facilities may well be able to
reduce these costs by making different choices. The assumptions include:
For orientation, using a registered nurse as the orienta•
tion trainer, and assuming a one-on-one training, rather
than in a group;
For basic training, assuming the facility will pay tuition
•
rather than providing training at the facility;
For specialty, which is required only if the boarding
•
home has residents with special needs, assuming the
administrator (or designee) will attend the specialty

SMALL BUSINESS ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT:

Chapter 19.85 RCW, the Regulatory Fairness Act, requires
that the economic impact of proposed regulations be analyzed in relation to small businesses. This statute outlines
information that must be included in a small business economic impact statement (SBEIS). Preparation of an SBEIS is
required when a proposed rule has the potential of placing a
disproportionate economic impact on small businesses.
Aging and Adult Services Administration has analyzed
the proposed amendments to their rules and has determined
that small businesses will be impacted by these changes, with
some costs considered "more than minor."
Aging and Adult Services
INDUSTRY ANALYSIS:
Administration is responsible for boarding home and adult
family home licensing. As part of licensing, this state agency
keeps current internal databases that identify all licensed
facilities and agencies. Since internal industry information
can be obtained at a more accurate level than is required by
chapter 19.85 RCW, it is unnecessary to conduct an industry
analysis using the four-digit standard industrial classification
(SIC) codes.
INVOLVEMENT OF SMALL BUSINESSES: The data used
in this analysis was gathered from several sources:
The statewide organizations that represent the 2,084
•
adult family homes, and 513 boarding homes affected
by these proposed rules.
The residential care services and management services
•
divisions of the Aging and Adult Services Administration.
The organizations that contributed current data on
wages, benefits, and cost estimates for the businesses they
represent, most of which are small businesses, include:
Washington State Residential Care Council (AFH), the Adult
Family Home Association (AFH), Washington Health Care
Association (BH), Washington Association of Housing and
Services for the Aging (BH), and Northwest Assisted Living
Facilities Association (BH).
This proposed chapter has been developed with the
advice of the Training Steering Committee, which has been
meeting monthly for twenty-two months to consider and recommend the tules to implement these laws. Represented in
this committee are small business members from the statewide provider organizations mentioned above.
In addition, four public forums were held during the
summer in (Bellevue, Lacey, Spokane, and Yakima) to discuss the rule development and take public comment on the
proposed rules as recommended by the steering committee.
Approximately 2,000 interested parties were invited; seventy-seven people attended and commented. Small businesses were represented at these forums, as well.
AASA staff have also regularly attended meetings with
adult family home and boarding home providers for the past
year to update them on the rule development and take their
comments and suggestions. To reach those who could not
[ 11]
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training and then train their own caregivers at the facility;
For continuing education, assuming the facility will
•
pay tuition rather than providing training at the facility.
Circumstances that may be used to mitigate these costs
are noted in the section on mitigating expenses, which follows the cost estimates.
Costs of Compliance for Boarding Homes:
Orientation is a new requirement for all boarding
•
homes. It is always provided at the facility, by facility
staff.
Basic training is a new requirement for boarding
•
homes that do not contract with DSHS". It may be provided by the facility or staff may be sent to another educator for training.
Specialty training is a new requirement for all boarding
•
homes that serve residents with special needs in
dementia, mental health, or developmental disabilities.

Continuing education is a new requirement for boarding homes that do not contract with DSHS. It includes
ten hours of training on caregiving issues, per calendar
year. The requirement begins the second year after the
basic training is completed. It may be provided by the
facility, or staff may be sent to another educator for
training.
Tables 1 and 2 below show estimated training costs for
each type of provider. Based on public comments, a number
of assumptions were changed, including:

•

The number of hours of orientation was increased from
two to three hours.
Specialty training costs were added.
One hour of travel time was added to basic and specialty training~
Continuing education tuition was increased from $5 to
$8 per hour.

•
•
•
•

Table 1 Boarding Homes
Personnel & other costs

Training
Orientation

Benefits &
Taxes
$6.14

$9.15

$2.32

$11.48

3

NIA
NIA

$9.15

$2.32

$11.47

28

$129.00

$24.24

Trainer (RN)
Trainee
Materials

Tuition
(if applies)

Hours

Total per hour
$30.38

Wages

3

Total per trainee
Basic

Trainee

Specialty
(Administrator)

$91.14
$34.44
$10.00
$135.58
$450.16
$11.47

1

Travel
Total

Total Cost

$461.63
$35.29

$7.16

$28.13

Trainee

20

$200

$35.29
$941.09

1

Travel
Total

$905.80

Specialty
(Caregiver)

Trainee

$9.15

$2.32

$11.47

20

NIA

$229.40

Continuing Education

Trainee

$9.15

$2.32

$11.47

10

$80.00

$194.70

Costs of Compliance for Adult Family Homes: Orientation is a new requirement for all adult family homes. It is always
provided at the facility, by facility staff.
Table 2 Adult Family Homes
Training
Orientation

Personnel, other costs
Trainer (RN)
Trainee

Wages
$24.24

Benefits & Taxes
$6.14

$9.15

$2.32

Materials

Hours

$30.38

3

$11.47

3

Tuition

Total Cost

$0.00

$34.44
$10.00

$91.14

$135.58

Total

All for-profit adult family homes are by nature small
businesses; an adult family home can serve a maximum of six
residents at a time, and so has a small number of employees.
No data is available on the actual numbers of employees in
boarding homes, but many or most boarding homes are small

Disproportionate Economic Impact Analysis: When
there are more than minor costs to small businesses as a result
of proposed rule changes, the Regulatory Fairness Act
requires an analysis to be done, comparing these costs
between small businesses and 10% of the largest businesses.
Proposed

Total per hour
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businesses with fewer than fifty employees. While the pertrainee costs do not differ between small and large businesses, the costs may be a higher proportion of overall costs
for a small business. AASA elected to focus on mitigating
expenses regardless of results of comparing large and small
businesses; therefore AASA considered this type of comparative analysis unnecessary. Therefore, AASA proposes several measures that will mitigate the impact of costs for small
businesses.
Mitigating Expenses:
Aging and Adult Services
Administration has included the following to help mitigate
training costs for small businesses:

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Orientation training costs can be significantly reduced
if the person doing the orientation is not an RN (high
wage rate). The organization has a choice of who to
use in conducting the orientation training. For
instance, if an LPN does the orientation, the median
hourly wage is estimated to be $15.72, and a social
worker's median hourly wage is $18.74 (compared to
an RN at $24.24). For instance, an RN's median hourly
wage is estimated to be $24.24. If an LPN does the orientation, the hourly wage drops to $15.72; if a social
worker does the orientation, the hourly wage is $18.74.
Both are qualified to do this training.
Orientation training costs are further reduced if the
facility orients more than one person at a time. This
can be done any time the facility hires several new caregivers and has them start working at the same time.
Individuals who have already been oriented at another
facility can have a much briefer orientation at a new
facility, which is a savings for the second business. The
orientation can be shorter because basic information on
the required topics will be consistent across facilities.
The facility will be able to spend less time on basic
information, and focus primarily on information specific to the facility.
Basic training costs may be mitigated if the training is
done on-site. The rules allow for facilities to train their
own staff if the instructor(s) meet minimum qualifications. The instructor minimum qualifications have
been reduced in the proposed rules. This means the
facility does not have to pay tuition for each student,
nor pay for travel time and expenses to the training.
Individuals who take basic, specialty training, or continuing education will not be required to take it again if
hired at another business where training is required,
which is a savings for the second business.
The revised rules allow the board home administrator
or designee, or the adult family home provider or resident manager, to train their caregivers in specialty
areas, resulting in tuition and travel savings for every
caregiver.
Specialty instructor qualifications have been lowered
based on public comment.
Boarding homes with a new requirement for basic
training for caregivers will have up to one hundred
twenty days following the effective date of the rule to
meet the requirement.

•
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Specialty training may be completed up to ninety days
after basic training is completed, spreading the costs
over a longer period of time.
Continuing education costs may be mitigated by holding this training at the facility rather than sending staff
out to training, saving the costs of each person's tuition
and travel. No pre-approval of curriculum or instructor
is required.

Additional cost savings:
The orientation reduces the time it takes new employees to begin to provide quality care to residents, which
translates into higher satisfaction for the clients, and
better word-of-mouth publicity for the agency, which
may increase income.
Well-trained employees generally have higher job satisfaction and this leads to a lower turnover rate, significantly reducing overall costs. Turnover rates have
been estimated as 50% or higher per year, for caregivers. Village Green, a Washington state boarding home,
determined that monthly turnover for caregivers
dropped from 21 % to under 5% after implementing a
thorough orientation program.

CONCLUSION: Aging and Adult Services Administration has given careful consideration to the impact of proposed
rules in chapter 388-112 WAC, Home and community longterm care services-Training, on small businesses. In accordance with the Regulatory Fairness Act, chapter 19.85 RCW,
Aging and Adult Services Administration has analyzed
impacts on small businesses and proposed ways to mitigate
those costs associated with implementing the training
requirements in these rules. Training staff adequately to care
for adult residents is a benefit to both the resident and the provider.
A copy of the statement may be obtained by writing to
Tresa Harambasic, Aging and Adult Services Administration, P.O. Box 45600, Olympia, WA 98504-5600, phone
(360) 725-2548, fax (360) 725-2646.
RCW 34.05.328 applies to this rule adoption. A cost
benefit analysis has been prepared concerning these proposed
rules, and may be obtained by contacting Tresa Harambasic,
Aging and Adult Services. Administration, P.O. Box 45600,
Olympia, WA 98504-5600, phone (360) 725-2548, fax (360)
725-2646.
Hearing Location:
Office Building 2 Auditorium
(DSHS Headquarters) (parking at 12th and Washington),
1115 Washington, Olympia, WA 98504, on June 25, 2002, at
10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Andy
Fernando, DSHS Rules Coordinator, by May 21, 2002, phone
(360) 664-6094, TTY (360) 664-6178, e-mail fernaax@dshs.
wa.gov .
Submit Written Comments to: Identify WAC Numbers,
DSHS Rules Coordinator, Rules and Policies Assistance
Unit, P.O. Box 45850, Olympia, WA 98504-5850, fax (360)
664-6185, e-mail fernaax@dshs.wa.gov, by 5:00 p.m., June
25, 2002.
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Date of Intended Adoption: Not earlier than June 26,
2002.
May2, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

continuing education requiremen t? Re-taking basic or
modified basic training may not be used to meet the continuing education requirement.

SECTION VII-CONT INUING EDUCATIO N

WAC 388-112-0225 May specialty training be used
to meet continuing education requiremen. ts? Specialty
training and caregiver specialty training, except any specialty
training completed through a challenge test, may be used to
meet continuing education requirements.
(1) If one or more specialty trainings are completed in
the same year as basic or modified basic training, the specialty training hours may be applied toward the continuing
education requirement for up to two calendar years following
the year of completion of the basic and specialty trainings.
(2) If one or more specialty trainings are completed in a
different year than the year when basic or modified basic
training was taken, the specialty training hours may be
applied toward the continuing education requirement for the
calendar year in which the specialty training is taken and the
following calendar year.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-020 0 What is continuing education?
Continuing education is additional caregiving-related training designed to increase and keep current a person's knowledge and skills. DSHS does not pre-approve continuing education programs or instructors.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0205 How many hours of continuing
education are required each year? (1) Individuals subject
to a continuing education requirement must complete at least
ten hours of continuing education each calendar year (January 1 through December 31) after the year in which they successfully complete basic or modified basic training.
(2) One hour of completed classroom instruction or other
form of training (such as a video or on-line course) equals
one hour of continuing education.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-021 0 What kinds of training topics
are required for continuing education? Continuing education must be on a topic relevant to the care setting and care
needs of residents, including but not limited to:
(1) Resident rights;
(2) Personal care (such as transfers or skin care);
(3) Mental illness;
(4) Dementia;
(5) Developmental disabilities;
(6) Depression;
(7) Medication assistance;
(8) Communication skills;
(9) Positive resident behavior support;
(10) Developing or improving resident centered activities;
(11) Dealing with wandering or aggressive resident
behaviors; and
(12) Medical conditions.

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0230 May nurse delegation core training be used to meet continuing education requirement s?
Nurse delegation training under WAC 388-112-0175 may be
applied toward continuing education requirements for the
calendar year in which it is completed.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0235 May residential care administrator training be used to meet continuing education
requirement s? Residential care administrator training under
WAC 388-112-0275 may be used to meet ten hours of continuing education requirements.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-024 0 What are the documentat ion
requirement s for continuing education? (1) The adult family home or boarding home must maintain documentation of
continuing education including:
(a) The trainee's name;
(b) The title or content of the training;
(c) The instructor's name or the name of the video, online class, professional journal, or equivalent instruction
materials completed;
(d) The number of hours of training; and
(e) The date(s) of training.
(2) The trainee must be given an original certificate or
other documentation of continuing education.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0215 Is competency testing required
for continuing education? Competency testing is not
required for continuing education.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-02 20 May basic or modified basic
training be completed a second time and used to meet the
Proposed
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(4) Boarding home administrators, licensed nurses, and
caregivers must take CPR and first aid within thirty days of
employment, and must maintain valid cards or certificates.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0245 Who is required to complete
continuing education training, and when? Adult Family
Homes
(1) Adult family home providers (including entity representatives as defined under chapter 388-76 WAC), resident
managers; and caregivers must complete ten hours of continuing education each calendar year (January 1 through
December 31) after the year in which they successfully complete basic or modified basic training.
(2) Continuing education must be on a topic relevant to
the care setting and care needs of residents in adult family
homes.
Boarding Homes
(3) Boarding home administrators (or their designees)
and caregivers must complete ten hours of continuing education each calendar year (January 1 through December 31)
after the year in which they successfully complete basic or
modified basic training.
(4) C~ntinuing education must be on a topic relevant to
the care setting and care needs of residents in boarding
homes.·

SECTION IX-RESIDENTIAL CARE ADMINISTRATOR TRAINING
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0265 What is residential care administrator training? Residential care administrator training is a
minimum of forty,-eight hours of training on topics related to
the management'of adult family homes. DSHS must approve
residential care administrator training curricula.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0270 Who must take residential care
administrator training and when? Before operating more
than one adult family home, the provider (including an entity
representative as defined under chapter 388-76 WAC) must
successfully complete residential care administrator training.
NEW SECTION

SECTION VIII-CPR AND FIRST AID TRAINING

WAC 388-112-0275 What knowledge and skills must
residential care administrator training include? Minimally, residential care administrator training must have at
least forty-eight hours of class time, and include all of the following:
(1) Business planning and marketing;
(2) Fiscal planning and management;
(3) Human resource planning;
(4) Resident health servic!'!s;
(5) Nutrition and food service;
(6) Working with people who are elderly, chronically
mentally ill, or developmentally disabled;
(7) The licensing process;
(8) Social and recreational activities;
(9) Resident rights;
(10) Legal issues;
(11) Physical maintenance and fire safety; and
(12) Housekeeping.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0250 What is CPR training? Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) training is training that meets
the content requirements in WAC 296-800-15010.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0255 What is first aid training? First
aid training is training that meets the content requirements in
WAC 296-800-15010.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0260 What are the CPR and first aid
training requirements? Adult Family Homes
(1) Adult family home providers and resident managers
must possess a valid CPR and first aid card or certificate prior
to providing care for reside11ts, and must maintain valid cards
or certificates.
(2) Adult family home caregivers must obtain a valid
CPR and first aid card or certificate:
(a) Within thirty days of beginning to provide care for
residents, if the provision of care for residents is directly
supervised by a fully qualified caregiver who has a valid first
aid and CPR card or certificate; or
(b) Before providing care for residents, if the provision
of care for residents is not directly supervised by a fully qualified caregiver who has a valid first aid and CPR card or certificate.
(3) Adult family home caregivers must maintain valid
CPR and first aid cards or certificates.
Boarding Homes

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0280 Is competency testing required
for residential care administrator training? Competency
testing is not required for residential care administrator training.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0285 What documentation is required
for residential care administrator training? ( 1) Residential care administrator training must be documented by a certificate of successful completion of training, issued by the
instructor or training entity, that includes:
(a) The trainee's name;
[ 15 J
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(b) The name of the training;
(c) The location of the training;
(d) The instructor's name and signature; and
(e) The date(s) of training.
(2) The trainee must be given an original certificate. A
copy of the certificate must be in the adult family home's
files.

NEW SECTION

SECTION X-COMP ETENCY TESTING

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0 290 What is competen cy testing?
Competen cy testing, including challenge testing, is evaluating a trainee to determine if they can demonstra te the
required level of skill, knowledg e, and/or behavior with
respect to the identified l~arning outcomes of a particular
course.

WAC 388-112-0 310 What form of identifica tion
must students provide before taking a competen cy or
challenge test? Students must provide photo identification
before taking a competenc y test (or challenge test, when
applicable) for basic, modified basic, specialty, or nurse delegation training.

WAC 388-112-0315 How many times may a competency test be taken? (1) A competency test that is part of a
course may be taken twice. If the test is failed a second time,
the person must re-take the course before any additional tests
are administered.
(2) If a challenge test is available for a course, it may be
taken only once. If the test is failed, the person must take the
classroom course.
SECTION XI-CURR ICULUM APPROVA L

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0 295 What componen ts must competency testing include? Competenc y testing must include the
following components:
(1) Skills demonstrat ion of ability to perform and/or
implement specific caregiving approaches, and/or activities
as appropriate for the training;
(2) Written evaluation to show level of comprehension
and knowledge of the learning outcomes for the training; and
(3) A scoring guide for the tester with clearly stated criteria and minimum proficiency standards.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0 300 What training must include the
DSHS-dev eloped competenc y test? Basic, modified basic,
specialty, caregiver specialty, and nurse-dele gation core
training must include the DSHS-dev eloped competency test.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0320 What trainings must be taught
with a curriculum approved by DSHS? (1) The following
trainings must be taught using the DSHS curriculum or other
curriculum approved by DSHS: Basic, modified basic, mental health specialty, dementia specialty, and developmental
disabilities specialty training, and any training that integrates
basic training with a specialty training or a caregiver specialty training.
(2) The residential care administrator training must use a
curriculum approved by DSHS.
(3) The nurse delegation training must use only the
DSHS curriculum.
(4) A curriculum other than the DSHS curriculum must
be approved, at a minimum by attestation, before it is used.
NEW SECTION

WAC 388-112-0325 What are the minimum components that an alternativ e curriculu m must include in
order to be approved? In order to be approved, an alternative curriculum must at a minimum include:
(1) All the DSHS-published learning outcomes and competencies for the course;
(2) Printed student materials that support the curriculum,
a teacher's guide or manual, and learning resource materials
such as learning activities, audio-visual materials, handouts,
and books;
(3) The recommended sequence and delivery of the
material;
(4) The teaching methods or approaches that will be used
sections of the course, including for each lesson:
different
for
(a) The expected learning outcomes;
(b) Learning activities that incorporate adult learning •
principles and address the learning readiness of the student ~
population;
(c) Practice of skills to increase competency;

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0 305 How must competen cy test
administr ation be standardi zed? To standardiz e competency test administration, testing must include the following
components:
(1) The person teaching the course must oversee all testing; and
(2) The tester must follow DSHS guidelines for:
(a) The maximum length of time allowed for testing;
(b) The amount and nature of instruction given to students before beginning a test;
(c) The amount of assistance to students allowed during
testing;
(d) The accommod ation guidelines for students with disabilities; and
(e) Accessibility guidelines for students with limited
English proficiency.
Proposed
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(b) Name of training(s) the home will conduct;
(c) Name of curriculum(s) the home will use; and
(d) Whether the home will train only the home's staff, or
will also train staff from other homes;
(4) Ensures that DSHS competency tests are administered as required under this chapter;
(5) Provides a certificate of completion of training to all
staff that successfully complete the entire course, including:
(a) The trainee's name;
(b) The name of the training;
(c) The location of the training;
(d) The instructor's name and signature; and
(e) The date(s) of training;
(6) Keeps a copy of student certificates on file for six
years, and gives the original certificate to the trainee;
(7) Keeps attendance records and testing records of students trained and tested on file for six years; and
(8) Reports training data to DSHS in DSHS-identified
time frames.

(d) Feedback to the student on knowledge and skills;
(e) An emphasis on facilitation by the teacher; and
(t) An integration of knowledge and skills from previous
lessons to build skills.
(5) A list of the sources or references used to develop the
curriculum;
(6) Methods of teaching and student evaluation for students with limited English proficiency and/or learning disabilities; and
(7) A plan for updating material. Substantial changes to
a previously approved curriculum must be approved before
they are used.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0330 What is the curriculum
approval process? (1) An alternative curriculum must be
submitted to DSHS for approval with:
(a) Identification of where each DSHS-published
required learning outcome and competency is located in the
alternate curriculum;
•(b) All materials identified in WAC 388-112-0325; and
(c) A letter from the boarding home administrator or
adult family home provider attesting that the training curriculum addresses all of the training competencies identified by
DSHS;
(2) DSHS may approve a curriculum based upon the
attestation in (l)(c) above, until it has been reviewed by
DSHS;
(3) If, upon review by DSHS, the curriculum is not
approved, the alternative curriculum may not be used until all
required revisions have been submitted and approved by
DSHS.
(4) After review of the alternative curriculum, DSHS
will send a written response to the submitter, indicating
approval or disapproval of the curriculum and if disapproved,
the reasons for denial;
(5) If the alternative curriculum is not approved, a
revised curriculum may be re-submitted to DSHS for another
review.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0340 Do homes need department
approval to provide continuing education for their staff?
Homes may provide continuing education for their staff without prior approval of curricula or instructors by the· department.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0345 When can DSHS prohibit a
home from conducting its own training? DSHS may prohibit a home from providing its own basic, modified basic,
specialty, or caregiver specialty training when:
(1) DSHS determines that the training fails to meet the
standards under this chapter;
(2) The home's instructor does not meet the applicable
qualifications under WAC 388-112-0375 through 388-1120395; or
(3) The home's instructor has been a licensee, boarding
home administrator, or adult family home resident manager,
as applicable, of any home while it was under temporary
management or subject to a revocation or summary suspension of the home's license, a stop placement of admissions
order, a condition on the license related to resident care, or a
civil fine of five thousand dollars or more; or
(4) The home has been operated under temporary management or has been subject to a revocation or suspension of
the home license, a stop placement of admissions order, a
condition on the license related to resident care, or a civil fine
of five thousand dollars or more.
(5) Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit
DSHS' authority under chapters 388-76 or 388-78A WAC to
require the immediate enforcement, pending any appeal, of a
condition on the home license prohibiting the home from
conducting its own training programs.

SECTION XII-HOME-BASED TRAINING
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0335 What are the requirements for a
boarding home or adult family home that wishes to conduct basic, modified basic, or specialty staff training? A
boarding home or adult family home wishing to conduct
basic, modified basic, specialty, or caregiver specialty training may do so if the home:
( l) Verifies and documents that all instructors meet each
of the minimum instructor qualifications for the course they
plan to teach;
(2) Teaches using a complete DSHS-developed or
approved alternative curriculum.
(3) Notifies DSHS in writing of the home's intent to conduct staff training prior to providing training, including:
(a) Home name;
[ 17]
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XIII-INSTRUCTO R APPROVAL
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0350 What trainings must be taught
by an instructor who meets the applicable minimum qualifications under this chapter? ( 1) The following trainings
must be taught by an instructor who meets the applicable
minimum qualifications for that training: Basic training;
modified basic training; mental health, dementia, and developmental disability specialty training; and caregiver specialty
training that is not taught by the boarding home administrator
(or designee) or adult family home provider or resident manager.
(2) Nurse delegation training and residential care administrator training must be taught by an instructor who is
approved by DSHS.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0355 What are an instructor's or
training entity's responsibilities? The instructor or training
entity is responsible for:
(1) Coordinating and teaching classes,
(2) Assuring that the curriculum used is taught as
designed,
(3) Selecting qualified guest speakers where applicable,
(4) Administering or overseeing the administration of
DSHS competency and challenge tests,
(5) Maintaining training records including student tests
and attendance records for a minimum of six years,
(6) Reporting training data to DSHS in DSHS-identified
time frames, and
(7) Issuing or re-issuing training certificates to students.
NEW SECTION

(3) Other instructors
DSHS must approve all other instructors not described in •
•
subsection (1) and (2) of this section.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0365 Can DSHS deny or terminate a
contract with an instructor or training entity? (1) DSHS
may determine not to accept a bid or other offer by a person
or organization seeking a contract with DSHS to conduct
basic, modified basic, specialty, or nurse delegation core
training cl.asses using the training curricula developed by
DSHS. The protest procedures under chapter 236-48 WAC,
as applicable, are a bidder's exclusive administrative remedy.
No administrative remedies are available to dispute DSHS'
decision not to accept an offer that is not governed by chapter
236-48 WAC, except as may be provided through the contracting process.
(2) DSHS may terminate any training contract in accordance with the terms of the contract. The contractor's administrative remedies shall be limited to those specified in the
contract.
NEW SECTION

WAC 388-112-0360 Must instructors be approved by
DSHS? {l) DSHS-contracted instructors
(a) DSHS must approve any instructor under contract
with DSHS to conduct basic, modified basic, specialty, or
nurse delegation core training classes using the training curricula developed by DSHS.
(b) DSHS may select contracted instructors through a
purchased services contract procurement pursuant to chapter
236-48 WAC or through other applicable contracting procedures. Contractors must meet the minimum qualifications for
instructors under this chapter and any additional qualifications established through a request for qualifications and quotations (RFQQ) or other applicable contracting procedure.
(2) Homes conducting their own training
Homes conducting their own training programs using the
training curricula developed by DSHS or alternative curricula
approved by DSHS must ensure that their instructors meet
the minimum qualifications for instructors under this chapter,
except for boarding home administrators (or designees), and
adult family home providers or resident managers who are
teaching their own caregiver staff as permitted under this
chapter.
Proposed
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WAC 388-112-0370 What is a guest speaker, and
what are the minimum qualifications to be a guest
speaker for basic and developmental disabilities specialty
training? Guest speakers for basic and developmental dis- •
abilities specialty training teach a specific subject in which •
they have expertise, under the supervision of the instructor.
A guest speaker must have as minimum qualifications, an
appropriate background and experience that demonstrates
that the guest speaker has expertise on the topic he or she will
teach. The instructor must select guest speakers that meet the
minimum qualifications, and maintain documentation of this
background. DSHS does not approve guest speakers.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0375 What are the minimum general
qualifications for an instructor teaching a DSHS curriculum or DSHS-approved alternate curriculum as defined
under chapter 388-112 WAC? An instructor teaching a
DSHS curriculum or DSHS-approved alternate curriculum
must meet the following minimum general qualifications:
(1) Twenty-one years of age; and
(2) Has not had a professional health care or social services license or certification revoked in.Washington state
(however, no license or certification is required).
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0380 What are the minimum qualifications for an instructor for basic or modified basic training? An instructor for basic or modified basi~ training must •
meet the following minimum qualification~ in addition to the •
general instructor qualifications in WAC 388-112-0375:
(1) Education and work experience:
[ 18]
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(ii) For instructors teaching DSHS-developed mental
health specialty training, successful completion of the DSHSdeveloped train the trainer.
(5) Instructors who will administer tests must have experience in assessment and competency testing.

(a) Upon initial approval or hire, must have:
(i) A high school diploma and one year of caregiving
experience within the last five years in an adult family home,
boarding home, supported living through DDD per chapter
388-820 WAC, or home care setting; or
(ii) An associate degree in a health field and six months
caregiving experience within the last five years in an adult
family home; boarding home, supported living through DDD
per chapter 388-820 WAC, or home care setting.
(2) Teaching experience:
(a) Must have one hundred hours of experience teaching
adultS on topics directly related to the basic training; or
(b) Meet up to forty hours of the one hundred hours of
teaching experience, hour for hour, by teaching while being
mentored by an instructor who meets these qualifications,
and attend a class in adult education that meets the requirements of WAC 388-112-0400.
(3) The instructor must be experienced in caregiving
practices and capable of demonstrating competency with
respect to the course content or units being taught;
(4) Instructors who will administer tests must have experience or training in assessment and competency testing; and
(5) If required under WAC 388-112-0075 or 388-1120105, instructors must successfully complete basic or modified basic training prior to beginning to train others.

NEW SECTION
.WAC 388-112-0390 What are the minimum qualifications for dementia specialty instructors? The minimum
qualifications for dementia specialty instructors, in addition
to the general qualifications under WAC 388-112-0375,
include:
(1) The instructor must be experienced in dementia caregiving practices and capable of demonstrating competency in
the entire course content;
(2) Education
(a) Bachelor's degree, registered nurse, or mental health
specialist, with at least one year of education in seminars,
conferences, continuing education or college classes, in
dementia or subjects directly related to dementia, such as, but
not limited to, psychology. (One year of education equals
twenty-four semester hours, forty-five quarter hours, or at
least one hundred ninety-two hours of seminars, conferences,
or continuing education.)
(b) If required under WAC 388-112-0160, successful
completion of the dementia specialty training, prior to beginning to train others.
(3) Work experience - Two years full-time equivalent
direct work experience with people who have dementia; and
(4) Teaching experience
(a) Two hundred hours experience teaching dementia or
closely related subjects; and
(b) Successful completion of an adult education class or
train the trainer as follows:
(i) For instructors teaching alternate curricula, a class in
adult education that meets the requirements of WAC 388112-0400, or a train the trainer class for the curriculum they
are teaching;
(ii) For instructors teaching DSHS-developed dementia
specialty training, successful completion of the DSHS-developed train the trainer.
(5) Instructors who will administer tests must have experience in assessment and competency testing.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0385 What are the minimum qualifications for mental health specialty instructors? The minimum qualifications for mental health specialty instructors, in
addition to the general qualifications in WAC 388-112-0375
include:
(1) The instructor must be experienced in mental health
caregiving practices and capable of demonstrating competency in the entire course content;
(2) Education
(a) Bachelor's degree, registered nurse, or mental health
specialist, with at least one year of education in seminars,
conferences, continuing education, or in college classes, in
subjects directly related to mental health, such as, but not limited to, psychology. (One year of education equals twentyfour semester hours, forty-five quarter hours, or one hundred
ninety-two hours of seminars, conferences, and continuing
education.)
(b) If required under WAC 388-112-0160, successful
completion of the mental health specialty training, prior to
beginning to train others.
(3) Work experience - Two years full-time equivalent
direct work experience with people who have a mental illness; and
(4) Teaching experience
(a) Two hundred hours experience teaching mental
health or closely related subjects; and
(b) Successful completion of an adult education class or
train the trainer as follows:
(i) For instructors teaching alternate curricula, a class in
adult education that meets the requirements of WAC 388112-0400, or a train the trainer class for the curriculum they
are teaching;

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0395 What are the minimum qualifications for developmental disabilities specialty instructors? The minimum qualifications for developmental disabilities specialty instructors, in addition to the general qualifications under WAC 388-112-0375, include:
(1) Education and work experience:
(a) Bachelor's degree with at least two years of full-time
work experience in the field of disabilities; or
(b) High school diploma or equivalent, with four years
full time work experience in the field of developmental disabilities, including two years full time direct work experience
with people who have a developmental disability; and
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(2) Successful completion of developmental disabilities
specialty training under WAC 388-112-0120; and
(3) Teaching experience:
(a) Two hundred hours of teaching experience; and
(b) Successful completion of adult education or train the
trainer as follows:
(i) For instructors teaching alternative curricula, a class
in adult education that meets the requirements of WAC 388112-0400, or a train the trainer class for the curriculum they
are teaching;
(ii) For instructors teaching DSHS-developed developmental disabilities specialty training, successful completion
of the DSHS-developed train the trainer.
(4) Instructors who will administer tests must have experience in assessment and competency testing.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0400 What must be included in a class
on adult education? A class on adult education must include
content, student practice, and evaluation of student skills by
the instructor in:
(1) Adult education theory and practice principles;
(2) Instructor facilitation techniques;
(3) Facilitating learning activities for adults;
(4) Administering competency testing; and
(5) Working with adults with special training needs (for
example, English as a second language or learning and literacy issues).
SECTION XIV-PHYSICAL RESOURCES AND
STANDARD PRACTICES FOR TRAINING
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0405 What physical resources are
required for basic, modified basic, specialty, or nurse delegation core classroom training and testing? (1) Classroom space used for basic, modified basic, specialty, or nurse
delegation core classroom training must be accessible to
trainees and provide adequate space for learning activities,
comfort, lighting, lack of disturbance, and tools for effective
teaching and leaning such as white boards and flip charts.
Appropriate supplies and equipment must be provided for
teaching and practice of caregiving skills in the class being
taught.
(2) Testing sites must provide adequate space for testing,
comfort, lighting, and lack of disturbance appropriate for the
written or skills test being conducted. Appropriate supplies
and equipment necessary for the particular test must be provided.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0410 What standard training practices must be maintained for basic, modified basic, specialty, or nurse delegation core classroom training and
testing? The following training standards must be mainProposed

tained for basic, modified basic, specialty or nurse delegation
core classroom training and testing:
(1) Training, including all breaks, must not exceed eight
hours within one day;
(2) Training provided in short time segments must
include an entire unit, skill or concept;
(3) Training must include regular breaks; and
(4) Students attending a classroom training must not be
expected to leave the class to attend to job duties, except in an
emergency.

•
•

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-15-067,
filed 7119/99, effective 8/19/99)
WAC 388-78A-050 Staff. (1) The licensee shall:
(a) Develop and maintain written job descriptions for the
administrator and each staff position;
(b) Verify work references;
(c) Verify required credentialling is current and in good
standing for licensed and certified staff;
(d) Document and retain weekly staffing schedules, as
planned and worked, for the last twelve months;
(e) Provide sufficient, trained staff in each boarding
home to:
(i) Furnish the services and care needed by residents;
(ii) Maintain the boarding home free of safety hazards;
and
(iii) Implement fire and disaster plans;
(t) Assure one or more resident-care staff eighteen years
of age or older, with current cardiopulmonary resuscitation
and first-aid cards, is present to assist residents at all times:
(i) On the boarding home premises when one or more
residents are present;
(ii) Off the boarding home premises during boarding
home activities; and
(iii) When staff transport a resident;
(g) Assure staff provide "on-premises" supervision when
any resident is working for, or employed by, the boarding
home; and
(h) Provide staff orientation and appropriate training for
expected duties, including:
(i) Organization of boarding home;
(ii) Physical boarding home layout;
(iii) Specific duties and responsibilities; and
(iv) Policies, procedures, and equipment necessary to
perform duties.
(2) The licensee shall ensure that the administrator and
staff complete any training required under chapter 388-112
WAC.
ill The licensee shall, in addition to following WISHA
requirements, protect residents from tuberculosis by requiring each staff person to have, upon employment:
(a) A tuberculin skin test by the Mantoux method, unless
· the staff person:
(i) Documents a previous positive Mantoux skin test,
which is ten or more millimeters of induration read at fortyeight to seventy-two hours;
(ii) Documents meeting the requirements of this subsection within the six months preceding the date of employment;
or
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(iii) Provides a written waiver from the department or
.authorized local health department stating the Mantoux skin
.test presents a hazard to the staff person's health;
(b) A second test one to three weeks after a negative
Mantoux skin test for staff thirty-five years of age or older;
(c) A chest x-ray within seven days of any positive Mantoux skin test.
((f31)) ffi The licensee shall report positive chest x-rays
to the appropriate public health authority, and follow precautions ordered by a physician or public health authority.
((f4j)) ill The licensee shall retain records of tuberculin
test results, reports of x-ray findings, exceptions, physician or
public health official orders, and waivers in the boarding
home.
( ((5) The lieensee shall ass1:1re that all resident eare staff
inel1:1ding these transfJerting residents and SttfJervising resi
dent aetiYities, eiteef)t lieensed staff whese fJFOfessienal train
ing eirneeds first resfJonder training, have within thirty days
ef emfJleyment:
(a) CttHent eardief)ttlmenary res1:1seitatien eards frem
instr1:1eters eertified lly:
(i) Ameriean Red Cross;
(ii) Ameriean Heart Asseeiatien;
(iii) United States Burea1:1 of Mines; er
(iv) Washingten state defJartment ef laller and industries;
mttl
•
(19) CuHent first aid cards from instrneters eertified as in
.(a) ef this s1:1llseetien, exeef)t n1:1rses de net need first aid

•
•
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Aging and Adult Services Administration)
[Filed May 7, 2002, 4:19 p.m.]

Supplemental Notice to WSR 01-23-073.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0023-049.
Title of Rule: New WAC 388-112-0001 through 388112-0195, Residential long-term care services-Training;
amending WAC 388-76-570, 388-76-655, and 388-76-660,
Adult family home minimum licensing requirements; and
repealing WAC 388-76-59100, 388-76-59110, and 388-7659120, Adult family home minimum licensing requirements,
and 388-110-110 Caregiver education and training requirements.
Purpose: Implementing SSB 6502 and SHB 2707 on
training for adult family homes and boarding homes; and
combining training requirements for these settings into one
WAC. Significant revisions have been made based on public
comment to the proposal published in WSR 01-23-073. This
document compares proposed WAC 388-112-0001 through
388-112-0195 with the earlier version WAC 388-112-0001
through 388-112-0175, published in WSR 01-23-073.
Amendments: The proposed amendments to WAC
388-78A-060 are withdrawn.
Changes in WAC numbering, including added and
deleted sections:
New version of WAC 388Earlier version of WAC
112388-112- published as
WSR 01-23-073
same
0001
same
0005
Added new 00 IO
0015
0010
0020
0015
0025
0020
0030
0025
0030
0035
0040
0035
0045
0040
0050
0045
0055
0050
0060
0055
0065
0060
0065
0070
0075
0070
0080
0075
0080
0085
0090
0085
0095
0090
0100
0095

eftf4r.))

(6) The licensee shall restrict a staff person's contact with
residents when the staff person has a known communicable
disease in the infectious stage which is likely to be spread in
the boarding home setting or by casual contact.
(7) The licensee shall assure any staff person suspected
or accused of abuse does not have access to any resident until
the licensee investigates and takes action to assure resident
safety to the satisfaction of the department.
(8) The licensee shall not interfere with the investigation
of a complaint, coerce a resident, or conceal evidence of
alleged improprieties occurring within the boarding home.
(9) The licensee shall prohibit an employee from being
directly employed by a resident or a resident's family during
the hours the employee is working for the boarding home.
(10) The licensee shall maintain the following documentation on the boarding home premises, during employment,
and at least two years following termination of employment:
(a) Staff orientation and training pertinent to duties,
including but not limited to cardiopulmonary resuscitation,
first-aid, tuberculin skin testing and HIV/AIDS training;
(b) Criminal history disclosure and background checks
as required in WAC 388-78A-045; and
(c) Verification of contacting work references and professional licensing and certification boards as required by
subsection ( 1) of this section.
Reviser's note: The spelling error in the above section occurred in the
copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.
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0100
0105
0110
0115
0120

0105

0125

0135
Added new 0140

0130
0135
0140
0145 (1) - (5)
0145(6)
0150
0155
0160
0165
0170
0175

0145
0150
0155
0160
0165
0170
0175
0180
0185
0190
0195

-

-

OllO
Oll5
0120
0125
Added new 0130

Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.20.090
Boarding homes, 70.128.040 Adult family homes, 34.05.020.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 121, Laws of2000
and chapter 233, Laws of 2002.
Summary: Implements requirements for staff orientation in adult family homes and boarding homes; implements
requirements for licensed boarding home administrators and
caregivers to have basic training and specialty training;
moves all training requirements for these two settings into
one training WAC.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Implementing statutes
referenced above.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Dotti Wilke, P.O. Box 45600, Olympia, WA 98504-5600,
(360) 725-2539; Implementation and Enforcement: Marta
Acedo, P.O. Box 45600, Olympia, WA 98504-5600, (360)
725-2549.
Name of Proponent: Department of Social and Health
Services, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: This rule implements RCWs on training for adult
family homes and boarding homes, and consolidates the current training rules for those settings into one place. New
requirements in the RCW include an orientation for all staff
with significant interaction with residents in adult family
homes and boarding homes; requirements for licensed boarding homes for administrators or their designees, and caregivers to have basic training and specialty training. The rule has
been revised based on public comment on the rule as proposed in WSR 01-23-074.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: This
proposal moves existing rules for residential care settings
from two separate chapters into new chapter 388-112 WAC.
Proposed

A small business economic impact statement hai; been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW.
Small Business Economic Impact Statement
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RULES: The Department of
Social and Health Services' Aging and Adult Services
Administration (AASA) is proposing to create new chapter
388-112 WAC, Home and community long-term care services-Training. The new chapter contains the training rules
for adult family homes, and boarding homes. The proposed
rules have been changed in response to public comments.
New chapter 388-112 WAC consolidates training rules
by including rules moved from:
Chapter 388-76 WAC, Adult family homes;
•
Chapter 388-78A WAC, Boarding homes; and
•
Chapter 388-110 WAC, Contracted residential services.
•
The chapter also contains new rules implementing
changes mandated by the following RCWs:
Chapter 18.20 RCW, Boarding homes; and
•
Chapter 70.128 RCW, Adult family homes.
•
The purpose of this chapter is to: Define minimum training requirements; define the types of training; clarify curriculum requirements and instructor requirements; and establish
department procedures for approval of curricula and instructors.
The statutory authority for these chapters includes RCW
18.20.270 Boarding homes and 70.128.230 Adult family
~~.

.

•
The major proposed changes are:
Incorporating a new requirement for orientation train•
ing for new staff in both settings, as required in chapters 18.20 and 70.128 RCW.
Incorporating new training requirements for licensed
•
boarding homes that do not contract with DSHS,
including orientation, basic training, special needs
(specialty) training, and continuing education, as
required in RCW 18.20.270.
Creating an approval system for alternative curricula
•
for basic and specialty training, as required by RCW
18.20.270 Boarding homes and 70.128.230 Adult family homes.
Creating an approval system for trainers as required by
•
theRCWs.
Background of the proposed rule: In 1995, as part of
long-term care reform, the legislature allocated funds for
training during the following year. Providers and caregivers
who were trained included:
Caregivers in boarding homes that contract with
•
DSHS; and
All licensed adult family home providers and caregiv•
ers.
In 1997, two task forces were created under the auspices
of the legislature, to review caregiver training:
The Joint Executive-Legislative Long Term Care Task.
•
Force's subcommittee on training. This task force,.
reported to the legislature in December 1998 and January 2000.
[ 22]
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The training task force, which DSHS, the Department
of Health, and the Nursing Care Quality Assurance
Com~ission created, under legislative directives, to
review caregiver training. This task force reported to
the legislature in December 1998.
'·
Recommendations from both task forces were key in
establishing new training requirements created by legislation
in the 2000 session. This same legislation created the Community Long Term Care Education and Training Steering
Committee to advise the department on the development of
rules to implement the new law. (See RCW 74.39A.190.)
This steering committee has advised the department for two
years on the development of these rules.
Goals for the proposed rules:
Increase the number of caregivers who will be trained;
•
Ensure that all caregivers have an orientation when
•
they begin to work with residents; and
Allow more boarding homes and adult family homes to
•
teach their own staff and use their own curricula.
Training improves caregiving skills and the quality of
care delivered to more than 7 ,000 adults receiving care
through these programs.

WSR 02-11-032

This proposed chapter has been developed with the
advice of the Training Steering Committee, which has been
meeting monthly for twenty-two months to consider and recommend the rules to implement these laws. Represented in
this committee are small business members from the statewide provider organizations mentioned above.
In addition, four public forums were held during the
summer in (Bellevue, Lacey, Spokane, and Yakima) to discuss the rule development and take public comment on the
proposed rules as recommended by the steering committee.
Approximately 2,000 interested parties were invited; seventy-seven people attended and commented. Small businesses were represented at these forums, as well.
AASA staff have also regularly attended meetings with
adult family home and boarding home providers for the past
year to update them on the rule development and take their
comments and suggestions. To reach those who could not
attend meetings, the proposed rules as recommended by the
steering committee have been posted on the AASA Internet
web site, with contact person information for anyone wishing
to comment or make suggestions on the rule. All the input
from these various groups and meetings has helped shape the
development of this rule. Public comment on the earlier proposed chapter 388-112 WAC included comments from small
businesses, and was considered and incorporated into the proposed rules.
COST OF COMPLIANCE: Costs related to record keeping: Each business must keep on file copies of certificates
showing successful completion of required trainings for each
of their employees. The only new record-keeping requirement for boarding homes that contract with DSHS and adult
family homes is orientation. The new requirements for
boarding homes that do not contract with DSHS include orientation, basic training, specialty training for some, and continuing education. Boarding homes that contract with DSHS
already meet these requirements under contracting rules, so
they will incur no additional costs. Training costs are
included in the DSHS rates paid to both boarding homes and
adult family homes. Keeping these certificates on file will
result in a minor cost to the business.
Costs related to professional services: In estimating
costs, AASA has chosen to assume that staff are trained onsite for orientation, and sent off-site for other trainings, with
the intent that these are probably the highest cost scenarios.
However, if a boarding home or adult family home chooses
to contract with a trainer to come in and provide training in
their own facility, this will result in costs for the professional
services of a trainer. This training strategy, however, eliminates the costs of paying tuition and paying for travel time to
and from training, for each trainee, and should reduce the
overall costs of training.
Estimated training costs: Expected costs include:
The trainer's wages and benefits (if an on-staff trainer is
•
used, as for orientation);
The trainee's wages and benefits; and
•
Costs for training materials (if training is on site) or for
•
tuition, if off-site.
See Tables 1 and 2 below for estimated costs for each
type of provider.

SMALL. BUSINESS ECONOMIC -IMPACT STATEMENT:

Chapter 19.85 RCW, the Regulatory Fairness Act, requires
thaf the economic impact of proposed regulations be analyzed in relation to small businesses. This statute outlines
information that must be included in a small business economic impact statement (SBEIS). Preparation of an SBEIS is
required when a proposed rule has the potential of placing a
disproportionate ecortomic impact on small businesses.
Aging and Adult Services Administration has analyzed
the proposed amendments to their rules and has determined
that small businesses will be impacted by these changes, with
some costs considered "more than minor."
Aging and Adult Services
INDUSTRY ANALYSIS:
Administration is responsible for boarding home and adult
family home licensing. As part of licensing, this state agency
keeps current internal databases that identify all licensed
facilities and- agencies. Since internal industry information
c'an be obtained at a more accurate level than is required by
chapter 19.85 RCW, it is unnecessary to conduct an industry
analysis using the four-digit standard industrial classification
(SIC) codes.
INVOLVEMENT OF SMALL BUSINESSES: The data used
in this analysis was gathered from. several sources:
The statewide organizations that represent the 2,084
•
adult family homes, and 513 boarding homes affected
by these proposed rules.
The residential care services and management services
•
divisions of the Aging and Adult Services Administration. ,, ...
The organizations that contributed current data on
wages, benefits, and cost estimates for the businesses they
represent, mo~t of which are small businesses, include:
Washington State Residential Care Council (AFH), the Adult
Family Home.Association (AFH), Washington Health Care
Association (BH), Washington Association of Housing and
Services for the Aging (BH), and Northwest Assisted Living
Facilities Association (BH).
[ 23]
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To fairly consider costs of compliance, AASA has
elected to look at costs per trainee. This is because there is no
reliable data on the number of employees that will be
required to have this training, or the rate of turnover, both of
which affect total training costs.
In each setting, the most costly wage scenarios were generally used for cost estimates. Facilities may well be able to
reduce these costs by making different choices. The assumptions include:
•

•
•

•

For orientation, using a registered nurse as the orientation trainer, and assuming a one-on-one training, rather
than in a group;
For basic training, assuming the facility will pay tuition
rather than providing training at the facility;
For specialty, which is required only if the boarding
home has residents with special needs, assuming the
administrator (or designee) will attend the specialty
training and then train their own caregivers at the facility;
For continuing education, assuming the facility will
pay tuition rather than providing training at the facility.

Circumstances that may be used to mitigate these costs
are noted in the section on mitigating expenses, which follows the cost estimates.

Costs of Compliance for Boarding Homes:
Orientation is a new requirement for all boarding
•
homes. It is always provided at the facility, by facility
staff.
Basic training is a new requirement for boarding
•
homes that do not contract with DSHS. It may be provided by the facility or staff may be sent to another educator for training.
Specialty training is a new requirement for all boarding
•
homes that serve residents with special needs in
dementia, mental health, or developmental disabilities.
Continuing education is a new requirement for board•
ing homes that do not contract with DSHS. It includes
ten hours of training on caregiving issues, per calendar
year. The requirement begins the second year after the
basic training is completed. It may be provided by the
facility, or staff may be sent to another educator for
training.
Tables 1 and 2 below show estimated training costs for
each type of provider. Based on public comments, a number
of assumptions were changed, including:
The number of hours of orientation was increased from
•
two to three hours.
Specialty training costs were added.
•
One hour of travel time was added to basic and spe•
cialty training.
Continuing education tuition was increased from $5 to
•
$8 per hour.

Table 1 Boarding Homes
Personnel & other costs

Training
Orientation

Trainer (RN)
Trainee

Wages

Benefits &
Taxes

Tuition
Total per hour

(if applies)

Hours

$24.24

$6.14

$30.38

3

$9.15

$2.32

$11.48

3

NIA
NIA

Trainee

$135.58
$2.32

$9.15

$11.47

28

$129.00

$461.63

Total
Trainee

$450.16
$11.47

1

Travel

Specialty
(Administrator)

$91.14
$34.44
$10.00

Materials
Total per trainee
Basic

Total Cost

$7.16

$28.13

$35.29

20

$200

$35.29

1

Travel

$905.80

$941.09

Total
Specialty
(Caregiver)

Trainee

$9.15

$2.32

$11.47

20

NIA

$229.40

Continuing Education

Trainee

$9.15

$2.32

$11.47

IO

$80.00

$194.70

Costs of Compliance for Adult Family Homes: Orientation is a new requirement for all adult family homes. It is always
provided at the facility, by facility staff.
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Table 2 Adult Family Homes
Training

Personnel, other costs

Wages

Benefits & Taxes

Total per ho11r

Hours

Orientation

Trainer (RN)

$24.24

$6.14

$30.38

3

$9.15

$2.32

$11.47

3

Trainee
Materials

t

Total Cost

$0.00

$34.44
$10.00

$91.14

$135.58

Total

•
•

Tuition

Disproportionate Economic Impact Analysis: When
there are more than minor costs to small businesses as a result
of proposed rule changes, the Regulatory Fairness Act
requires an analysis to be done, comparing these costs
between small businesses and 10% of the largest businesses.
All for-profit adult family homes are by nature small
businesses; an adult family home can serve a maximum of six
residents at a time, and so has a small number of employees.
No data is available on the actual numbers of employees in
boarding homes, but many or most boarding homes are small
businesses with fewer than fifty employees. While the pertrainee costs do not differ between small and large businesses, the costs may be a higher proportion of overall costs
for a small business. AASA elected to focus on mitigating
expenses regardless of results of comparing large and small
businesses; therefore AASA considered this type of comparative analysis unnecessary. Therefore, AASA proposes several measures that will mitigate the impact of costs for small
businesses.
Aging and Adult Services
Mitigating Expenses:
Administration has included the following to help mitigate
training costs for small businesses:
Orientation training costs can be significantly reduced
•
if the person doing the orientation is not an RN (high
wage rate). The organization has a choice of who to
use in conducting the orientation training. For
instance, if an LPN does the orientation, the median
hourly wage is estimated to be $15.72, and a social
worker's median hourly wage is $18.74 (compared to
an RN at $24.24). For instance, an RN's median hourly
wage is estimated to be $24.24. If an LPN does the orientation, the hourly wage drops to $15.72; if a social
worker does the orientation, the hourly wage is $18.74.
Both are qualified to do this training.
Orientation training costs are further reduced if the
•
facility orients more than one person at a time. This
can be done any time the facility hires several new caregivers and has them start working at the same time.
Individuals who have already been oriented at another
•
facility can have a much briefer orientation at a new
facility, which is a savings for the second business. The
orientation can be shorter because basic information on
the required topics will be consistent across facilities.
The facility will be able to spend less time on basic
information, and focus primarily on information specific to the facility.
Basic training costs may be mitigated if the training is
done on-site. The rules allow for facilities to train their
own staff if the instructor(s) meet minimum qualifications. The instructor minimum qualifications have
been reduced in the proposed rules. This means the

•

•

•
•

•
•

facility does not have to pay tuition for each student,
nor pay. for travel time and expenses to the training.
Individuals who take basic, specialty training, or continuing education will not be required to take it again if
hired at another business where training is required,
which is a savings for the second business.
The revised rules allow the board home administrator
or designee, or the adult family home provider or resident manager, to train their caregivers in specialty
areas, resulting in tuition and travel savings for every
caregiver.
Specialty instructor qualifications have been lowered
based on public comment.
Boarding homes with a new requirement for basic
training for caregivers will have up to one hundred
twenty days following the effective date of the rule to
meet the requirement.
Specialty training may be completed up to ninety days
after basic training is completed, spreading the costs
over a longer period of time.
Continuing education costs may be mitigated by holding this training at the facility rather than sending staff
out to training, saving the costs of each person's tuition
and travel. No pre-approval of curriculum or instructor
is required.
Additional cost savings:

The orientation reduces the time it takes new employees to begin to provide quality care to residents, which
translates into higher satisfaction for the clients, and
better word-of-mouth publicity for the agency, which
may increase income.
Well-trained employees generally have higher job sat•
isfaction and this leads to a lower turnover rate, significantly reducing overall costs. Turnover rates have
been estimated as 50% or higher per year, for caregivers. Village Green, a Washington state boarding home,
determined that monthly turnover for caregivers
dropped from 21 % to under 5% after implementing a
thorough orientation program.
CONCLUSION: Aging and Adult Services Administration has given careful consideration to the impact of proposed
rules in chapter 388-112 WAC, Home and community longterm care services-Traini ng, on small businesses. In accordance with the Regulatory Fairness Act, chapter 19.85 RCW,
Aging and Adult Ser.vices Administration has analyzed
impacts on small businesses and proposed ways to mitigate
those costs associated with implementing the training
requirements in these rules. Training staff adequately to care
for adult residents is a benefit to both the resident and the provider.

•

•
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A copy of the statement may be obtained by writing to
Tresa Harambasic, Aging and Adult Services Administration, P.O. Box 45600, Olympia, WA 98504-5600, phone
(360) 725-2548, fax (360) 725-2646.
RCW 34.05.328 applies to this rule adoption. A cost
benefit analysis has been prepared concerning these proposed
rules, and may be obtained by writing to Tresa Harambasic,
Aging and Adult Services Administration, P.O. Box 45600,
Olympia, WA 98504-5600, phone (360) 725-2548, fax (360)
725-2646.
Hearing Location:
Office Building 2 Auditorium
(DSHS Headquarters) (parking at 12th and Washington),
1115 Washington, Olympia, WA 98504, on June 25, 2002, at
10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Andy
Fernando, DSHS Rules Coordinator, by June 21, 2002, phone
(360) 664-6094, TTY (360) 664-6178, e-mail femaax@dshs.
wa.gov.
Submit Written Comments to: Identify WAC Numbers,
DSHS Rules Coordinator, Rules and Policies Assistance
Unit, P.O. Box 45850, Olympia, WA 98504-5850, fax (360)
664-6185, e-mail femaax@dshs.wa.gov, by 5:00 p.m., June
25, 2002.
Date of Intended Adoption: Not earlier than June 26,
2002.
May 2, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

"Competency" means the minimum level of information and skill trainees are required to know and be able to •
demonstrate.
•
"Designee" means a person in a boarding home who
supervises caregivers and who is designated by a boarding
home administrator to take the trainings in this chapter
required of the boarding home administrator. · ·
"Direct supervision" means oversight by a person who
has demonstrated competency in the basic training (and specialty training if required), or who has been exempted from
the basic training requirements, is on the premises, and is
quickly and easily available to the caregiver.
"DSHS"· refers to the department of social and health
services.
"Home" refers to adult family homes and bo~ding
homes.
"Indirect supervision" means oversight by a person
who has demonstrated competency in the basic training (and ,
specialty training if required), or who has been exempted
from the basic training requirements, and who is quickly and
easily available to the caregiver, but not necessarily on-site.
"Learning outcomes" means the specific information,
skills and behaviors desired of the learner as a result of a specific unit of instruction, such as what they would learn by the
end of a single class or an entire course. Leaming outcomes
are generally identified with a specific lesson plan or curriculum.
"Resident" means a person residing and receiving longterm care services at a boarding home or adult family home. •
As applicable, the term resident also means the resident's . •
legal guardian or other surrogate decision maker.
·
"Routine interaction" .means c1;mtact with residents
that happens regularly.

Chapter 388-112 WAC
RESIDENTIAL LONG-TERM CARE SERVICES
TRAINING

NEW SECTION

SECTION I-PURPOSE AND DEFINITIONS

WAC 388-112-0010 When do the training requirements go into effect? The training requirements of this chapter begin September 1, 2002, or one hundred twenty days
from the date of employment, whichever is later, and ap1,>lY

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0001 What is the purpose of this chapter? The residential long-term care training requirements
under this chapter apply to:
( 1) All adult family homes licensed under chapter 70.128
RCW;and
(2) All boarding homes licensed under chapter 18.20
RCW.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0005 What definitions apply to this
chapter? "Caregiver" means anyone providing hands-on
personal care to another person including but not limited to
cuing, reminding, or supervision of residents, on behalf of an
adult family home or boarding home, except volunteers who
are directly supervised.
"Challenge test" means a competency test taken without first taking the class for which the test is designed.
Proposed
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.

(1) Adult family home providers, resident managers, and
caregivers, and boarding home administrators, designees, and
caregivers, who are hired or begin to provide hands-on personal care to residents subsequent to September 1, 2002; and
(2) Existing adult family home providers, resident managers, and caregivers, and boarding home administrators,
designees, and caregivers, who on September 1, 2002, have
not successfully completed the training requirements under .
RCW 74.39A.010, 74.39A.020, 70.128.120, or 70.128.130
and this chapter. Existing adult family home providers, resident managers, and caregivers, and boarding home administrators, designees, and caregivers, who have not successfully
completed the training requirements under RCW
74.39A.010, 74.39A.020, 70.128.120, or 70.128)30 are subject to all applicable requirements of this chapter. However,
. until September l, 2002, nothing in this chapter affects the
current training requirements under RCW 74.39A.010,
74.39A.020, 70.128.120, or 70.128.130.
[ 26]
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WAC 388-112-0015 What is orientation ? Orientation
provides basic introductory information appropriate to the
residential care setting and population served. The department does not approve specific orientation programs, materials, or trainers for homes. No test is required for orientation.

(d) How and to whom staff should report any concerns
they may have about a resident's decision concerning the resident's ~are;
(e) Staff's duty to report any suspected abuse, abandonment, neglect, or exploitation of a resident;
(f) Advocates that are available to help residents (LTC
ombudsmen, organizations); and
(g) Complaint lines, hot lines, and resident grievance
procedures.

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

SECTION II-ORIEN TATION
NEW SECTION

WAC 388-112-0020 What content must be included
in an orientatio n? Orientation may include the use of videotapes, audiotapes, and other media if the person overseeing
the orientation is available to answer questions or concerns
for the person(s) receiving the orientation. Orientation must
include introductory information in the following areas:
(1) The care setting;
(2) The characteristics and special needs of the population served;
(3) Fire and life safety, including:
(a) Emergency communication (including phone system
exists);
one
if
(b) Evacuation planning (including fire alarms and fire
extinguishers where they exist);
(c) Ways to handle resident injuries and falls or other
accidents;
(d) Potential risks to residents or staff (for instance,
•
• aggressive resident behaviors and how to handle them); and
(e) The location of home policies and procedures.
(4) Communication skills and information, including:
(a) Methods for supporting effective communication
among the resident/guardian, staff, and family members;
(b) Use of verbal and non-verbal communication;
(c) Review of written communications and/or documentation required for the job, including the resident's service
·
plan;
(d) Expectations about communication with other home
staff; and
(e) Whom to contact about problems and concerns.
(5) Universal precautions and infection control, including:
(a) Proper hand washing techniques;
(b) Protection from exposure to blood and other body
fluids;
(c) Appropriate disposal of contaminated/hazardous articles;
(d) Reporting exposure to contaminated articles, blood,
or other body fluids; and
(e) What staff should do if they are ill.
(6) Resident rights, including:
(a) The resident's right to confidentiality of information
about the resident;
(b) The resident's right to participate in making decisions
~
about the resident's care, and to refuse care;
•
(c) Staff's duty to protect and promote the rights of each
resident, and assist the resident to exercise his or her rights;

WAC 388-112-0025 Is competenc y testing required
for orientation ? There is no competency testing required for
orientation.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0030 Is there a challenge test for orientation? There is no challenge test for orientation.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0035 What documenta tion is required
for orientation ? The home must maintain documentation of
completion of orientation, issued by the home, that includes:
(1) The trainee's name;
(2) A list of the specific information taught;
(3) Signature of the person overseeing orientation, indicating completion of the required information;
(4) The trainee's date of employment;
(5) The location of the orientation; and
(6) The date(s) of orientation.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0040 Who is required to complete orientation, and when must it be completed ? Adult Family
Home
(1) Adult family home providers (including entity representatives as defined under chapter 388-76 WAC), resident
managers, and all paid or volunteer staff who begin work
September 1, 2002 or later must complete orientation before
having routine interaction with residents. Orientation must
be provided by appropriate adult family home staff.
Boarding Home
(2) Boarding home administrators (or their designees),
caregivers, and all paid or volunteer staff who begin work
September l, 2002 or later must complete orientation before
having routine interaction with residents. Orientation must
be provided by appropriate boarding home staff.
SECTION III-BASI C TRAININ G
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0 045 What is basic training? Basic
training includes the core knowledge and skills that caregiv[ 27]
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ers need in order to provide personal care services effectively
and safely. DSHS must approve basic training curricula.

(e) The date(s) of training.
(2) The trainee must be given an original certificate. A •
home must keep a copy of the certificate on file.
•

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 388-112-0050 Is there an alternative to the
basic training for some health care workers? Certain
health care workers may complete the modified basic training
instead of basic training if they meet the requirements in
WAC 388-112-0105.

WAC 388-112-0075 Who is required to complete
basic training, and when? Adult Family Homes
(1) Adult family home providers (including entity representatives as defined under chapter 388-76 WAC) must complete basic training and demonstrate competency before operating an adult family home.
(2) Adult family home resident managers must complete
basic training and demonstrate competency before providing
services in an adult family home.
(3) Caregivers in adult family homes must complete
basic training within one hundred twenty days of when they
begin providing hands-on personal care or within one hundred twenty days of September 1, 2002, whichever is later.
Until competency in the basic training has been demonstrated, caregivers may not provide hands-on personal care
without indirect supervision.
Boarding Homes
(4) Boarding home administrators (or their designees)
must complete basic training and demonstrate competency
within one hundred twenty days of employment or within one
hundred twenty days of September 1, 2002, whichever is
later.
(5) Caregivers must complete basic training within one
hundred twenty days of when they begin providing hands-on
personal care or within one hundred twenty days of September 1, 2002, whichever is later. Until competency in the basic
training has been demonstrated, caregivers may not provide
hands-on personal care without direct supervision.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0055 What knowledge and skills must
be taught in basic training? (1) The basic training knowledge and skills must include all of the learning outcomes and
competencies published by the department for the following
core knowledge and skills:
(a) Understanding and using effective interpersonal and
problem solving skills with the resident, family members,
and other care team members;
(b) Taking appropriate action to promote and protect resident rights, dignity, and independence;
(c) Taking appropriate action to promote and protect the
health and safety of the resident and the caregiver;
(d) Correctly performing required personal care tasks
while incorporating resident preferences, maintaining the resident's privacy and dignity, and creating opportunities that
encourage resident independence;
(e) Adhering to basic job standards and expectations.
(2) The basic training learning outcomes and competencies may be obtained from the DSHS aging and adult services
administration.
NEW SECTION

SECTION IV-MODIFIED BASIC TRAINING

WAC 388-112-0060 Is competency testing required
for basic training? Passing the DSHS competency test is
required for successful completion of basic training as provided under WAC 388-112-0290 through 388-112-0315.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0080 What is modified basic training?
Modified basic training is a subset of the basic training curriculum designed for certain health care workers defined in
WAC 388-112-0105, whose previous training includes many
of the outcomes taught in the full basic training. DSHS must
approve modified basic training curricula.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0065 Is there a challenge test for basic
training? Individuals may take the DSHS challenge test
instead of the required training. If a person does not pass a
challenge test on the first attempt, they may not re-take the
challenge test and must attend a class.

NEW SECTION

WAC 388-112-0085 What knowledge and skills must
be included in modified basic training? (1) Modified basic
training must include all of the learning outcomes and competencies published by DSHS for the following core knowledge and skills:
(a) Resident rights, including mandatory reporting
requirements;
(b) Medication assistance regulations;
(c) Nurse delegation regulations;
•
(d) Assessment and observations in home and commu- ,.
nity settings;
(e) Documentation in home and community settings;

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0070 What documentation is required
for successful completion of basic training? (1) Basic training must be documented by a certificate of successful completion of training, issued by the instructor or training entity,
that includes:
(a) The name of the trainee;
(b) The name of the training;
{c) The location of the training;
(d) The instructor's name and signature; and
Proposed
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changeable. Specialty training may be integrated with basic
training if the complete content of each training is included.
DSHS must approve specialty training curricula, except for
caregiver dementia and caregiver mental health training.
(1) Boarding home administrator (or designee), adult
family home provider and resident manager specialty training:
(a) Developmental disabilities specialty training, under
WAC 388-112-0120, is the required training on that specialty
for adult family home providers and resident managers, and
for boarding home administrators (or designees.)
(b) Dementia specialty training, under WAC 388-1120135, and mental health specialty training, under WAC 388112-0140, are the required trainings on those specialties for
adult family home providers and resident managers, and for
boarding home administrators (or designees).
(2) Boarding home caregiver specialty training:
After successfully completing the specialty training, the
boarding home administrator (or designee) may train his or
her own caregiver staff as follows:
(a) Developmental disabilities specialty training, under
WAC 388-112-0120, is the required training on that specialty
for boarding home caregivers.
(b) Caregiver dementia training, under WAC 388-1120135, and caregiver mental health training, under WAC 388112-0140, are the required trainings on those specialties for
boarding home caregivers.
(3) Adult family home caregiver specialty training:
The provider or a person knowledgeable about the specialty area trains adult family home caregivers in the specialty needs of the individual residents in the adult family
home, and there is no required curriculum.

(f) Service planning in home and community care settings;
(g) Resource information, including information on continuing education; and
(h) Self-directed care regulations for home care.
(2) The modified basic training learning outcomes and
competencies may be obtained from the DSHS aging and
adult services administration.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0090 Is competency testing required
for modified basic training? Passing the DSHS competency
test is required for successful completion of modified basic
training as provided in WAC 388-112-0290 through 388112-0315.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0095 Is there a challenge test for moditied basic training? Individuals may take the department's
challenge test instead of the required training. If a person
does not pass a challenge test on the first attempt, they may
not re-take the challenge test and must attend the class.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0100 What documentation is required
for successful completion of modified basic training? (1)
Modified basic training must be documented by a certificate
of successful comp'letion of training, issued by the instructor
or training entity, that includes:
(a) The name of the trainee;
(b) The name of the training;
(c) The location of the training;
(d) The instructor's name and signature; and
(e) The date(s) of training.
(2) The trainee must be given an original certificate. A
home must keep a copy of the certificate on file.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0115 What specialty training, including caregiver specialty training, is required if a resident
has more than one special need? If an individual resident
has needs in more than one of the special needs areas, the
home must determine which of the specialty trainings will
most appropriately address the overall needs of the person
and ensure that the specialty training that addresses the overall needs is completed as required. If additional training
beyond the specialty training is needed to meet all of the resident's needs, the home must ensure that additional training is
completed.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0105 Who may take modified basic
training instead of the full basic training? Modified basic
training may be taken, instead of the full basic training, by a
person who can document that they have successfully completed training as a registered or licensed practical nurse, certified nursing assistant, physical therapist, occupational therapist, or Medicare-certified home health aide.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0120 What knowledge and skills must
developmental disabilities specialty training include? (1)
Developmental disabilities specialty training must include all
of the learning outcomes and competencies published by
DSHS for the following cpre knowledge and skills:
(a) Overview of developmental disabilities;
(b) Values of service delivery;
(c) Effective communication;
(d) Introduction to interactive planning;
(e) Understanding behavior;

SECTION V-SPECIALTY TRAINING
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0110 What is specialty training? Specialty or "special needs" training, including caregiver specialty training, provides instruction in caregiving skills that
meet the special needs of people living with mental illness,
dementia, or developmental disabilities. Specialty trainings
are different for each population served and are not inter[ 29)
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NEW SECTION

(t) Crisis prevention and intervention; and
(g) Overview of legal issues and individual rights.
(2) For adult family homes, the division of developmental disabilities (DDD) will provide in-home technical assistance to the adult family home upon admission of the first
resident eligible for services from DDD and, thereafter, as
determined necessary by DSHS.
(3) The developmental disabilities specialty training
learning outcomes and competencies may be obtained from
the DSHS division of developmental disabilities.

WAC 388-112-0135 What knowledge and skills must
mental health specialty training include? (1) Mental health
specialty training must include all the learning outcomes and
competencies published by DSHS for the following core
knowledge and skills:
(a) Introduction to mental illness;
(b) Culturally compassionate care;
(c) Respectful communications;
(d) Understanding mental illness - major mental disorders;
(e) Understanding mental illness - baseline, decompensation, and relapse planning; responses to hallucinations and
delusions;
(t) Understanding and interventions for behaviors perceived as problems;
(g) Aggression;
(h) Suicide;
(i) Medications;
(j) Getting help from others; and
(k) Self-care for caregivers.
(2) The mental health specialty training learning outcomes and competencies may be obtained from the DSHS
aging and adult services administration.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0125 What knowledge and skills must
dementia specialty training include? (1) Dementia specialty training must include all the learning outcomes and
competencies published by DSHS for the following core
knowledge and skills:
(a) Introduction to the dementias;
(b) Differentiating dementia, depression, and delirium;
(c) Caregiving goals, values, attitudes and behaviors;
(d) Caregiving principles and dementia problem solving;
(e) Effects of cognitive losses on communication;
(t) Communicating with people who have dementia;
(g) Sexuality and dementia;
(h) Rethinking "problem" behaviors;
(i) Hallucinations and delusions;
U) Helping with activities of daily living (ADLs);
(k) Drugs and dementia;
(I) Working with families;
(m) Getting help from others; and
(n) Self-care for caregivers.
(2) The dementia specialty training learning outcomes
and competencies may be obtained from the DSHS aging and
adult services administration.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0140 What knowledge and skills must
caregiver mental health training include? (1) Caregiver
mental health training must include all the learning outcomes
and competencies published by DSHS for the following core
knowledge and skills:
(a) Understanding major mental disorders;
(b) Individual background, experiences and beliefs;
(c) Responding to decompensation, relapse, hallucinations and delusions;
(d) Interventions for behaviors perceived as problems;
(e) Aggression; and
(t) Suicide.
(2) The learning outcomes and competencies for caregiver mental health training may be obtained from the DSHS
aging and adult services administration.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0130 What knowledge and skills must
caregiver dementia training include? (1) Caregiver dementia training must include all the learning outcomes and competencies published by DSHS for the following core knowledge and skills:
(a) Introduction to the dementias;
(b) Dementia, depression, and delirium;
(c) Resident-based caregiving;
(d) Dementia caregiving principles;
(e) Communicating with people who have dementia;
(t) Sexuality and dementia;
(g) Re-thinking "problem" behaviors;
(h) Hallucinations and delusions;
(i) Helping with activities of daily living (ADLs); and
(j) Working with family and friends.
(2) The learning outcomes and competencies for caregiver dementia training may be obtained from the DSHS
aging and adult services administration.
Proposed

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0145 Is competency testing required
for specialty training, including caregiver specialty training? Passing the DSHS competency test is required for successful completion of specialty training for adult family
home providers and resident managers, and for boarding
home administrators (or designees) and caregivers, as provided under WAC 388-112-0290 through 388-112-0315.
Competency testing is not required for adult family home
caregivers.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0150 Is there a challenge test for specialty training, including caregiver specialty training?
[30]
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There is a challenge test for all the specialty trainings, including caregiver specialty trainings, except the adult family
home caregiver training. Individuals may take the DSHS
challenge test instead of required specialty training. A person
who does not pass a challenge test on the first attempt must
attend the class.
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Boarding homes
If a boarding home serves one or more residents with
special needs, caregivers must complete caregiver specialty
training and demonstrate competency.
(1) If the caregiver specialty training is integrated with
basic training, caregivers must complete the caregiver specialty training within one hundred twenty days of when they
begin providing hands-on personal care to a resident having
special needs or within one hundred twenty days of September 1, 2002, whichever is later.
(2) If the caregiver specialty training is not integrated
with basic training, caregivers must complete the relevant
caregiver specialty training within ninety days of completing
basic training.
(3) Until competency in the caregiver specialty has been
demonstrated, caregivers may not provide hands-on personal
care to a resident with special needs without direct supervision

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0155 What documentation is required
for successful completion of specialty training, including
caregiver specialty training? Specialty training, including
caregiver specialty training, as applicable, must be documented by a certificate of successful completion of training,
issued by the instructor or training entity, that includes:
(1) The trainee's name;
(2) The name of the training;
(3) The location of the training;
(4) The instructor's name and signature; and
(5) The date(s) of training.
(6) The trainee must be given an original certificate. The
home must keep a copy of the certificate on file.

SECTION VI-NURSE DELEGATION CORE TRAINING
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0170 What is nurse delegation core
training? Nurse delegation core training is required before a
nursing assistant may be delegated a nursing task. DSHS
approves instructors for nurse delegation core training.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0160 Who is required to complete specialty training, and when? Adult Family Homes
(1) Adult family home providers (including entity representatives as defined under chapter 388-76 WAC) and resident managers must complete specialty training and demonstrate competency before admitting and serving residents
who have special needs related to mental illness, dementia, or
a developmental disability.
(2) If a resident develops special needs while living in a
home without a specialty designation, the provider and resident manager have one hundred twenty days to complete specialty training and demonstrate competency.
Boarding Homes
(3) If a boarding home serves one or more residents with
special needs, the boarding home administrator (or designee)
must complete specialty training and demonstrate competency within one hundred twenty days of employment or
within one hundred twenty days of September 1, 2002,
whichever is later.
(4) If a resident develops special needs while living in a
boarding home, the bbarding home administrator (or designee) has one hundred twenty days to complete specialty training and demonstrate competency.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0175 What knowledge and skills must
nurse delegation core training include? Only the curriculum developed by DSHS may be used for nurse delegation
core training.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0180 Is competency testing required
for nurse delegation core training? Passing the DSHS competency test is required for successful completion of nurse
delegation core training, as provided under WAC 388-1120265 through 388-112-0295.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-112-0185 Is there a challenge test for
nurse delegation core training? There is no challenge test
for nurse delegation core training.

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 388-112-0165 Who is required to complete caregiver specialty training, and when? Adult family homes
If an adult family home serves one or more residents
with special needs, all caregivers must receive training
regarding the specialty needs of individual residents in the
home. The provider or resident manager knowledgeable
about the specialty area may provide this training.

WAC 388-112-0190 What documentation is required
for successful completion of nurse delegation core training? (1) Nurse delegation core training must be documented
by a certificate of successful completion of training, issued
by the instructor or training entity, that includes:
(a) The name of the trainee;
(b) The name of the training;
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(t) WorkiHg with people who are elderly, chroflically
meHtally ill, or cleYelopmeHtally disabled;
(g) The liceHsiHg process;
(h) Social aHcl recreatioflal actiYities;
(i) ResicleHt rights;
U) Legal iss1:1es;
(k) Physical maiHteflaflce aflcl fire safety; aflcl
(I) Ho1:1sekeepiHg)) as specified in WAC 388-112-0265
through 388-112-0285.

(c) The location of the training;
(d) The instructor's name and signature; and
(e) The date(s) of training.
(2) The trainee must be given an original certificate.
Homes must keep a copy of the certificate on file.
NEW SECTION

WAC 388-112-0195 Who is required to complete
nurse delegation core training, and when? Adult Family
Homes
(1) Before performing any delegated nursing task, adult
family home staff must successfully complete DSHS-designated nurse delegation core training, and be a nursing assistant registered or certified under chapter 18.88A RCW.
Boarding Homes
(2) Before performing any delegated nursing task, boarding home staff must successfully complete DSHS-designated
nurse delegation core training, and be a nursing assistant registered or certified under chapter 18.88A RCW.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-11-095,
filed 5/20/98, effective 7/1/98)

WAC 388-76-570 Additional license requirementsMultiple facility providers. (1) The department shall not
issue a license to a provider to operate more than one adult
family home unless:
(a) The applicant has operated an adult family home for
at least one year in this state without any significant violation
of the rules of this chapter; or
(b) The applicant has submitted evidence demonstrating
that it has the capability to operate multiple adult family
homes.
(2) An applicant that is applying to be licensed for more
than one adult family home shall submit to the department for
each adult family home:
(a) A twenty-four hour per day, seven days per week,
staffing plan; and
(b) A plan for covering administrative responsibilities.
(3) Multiple facility providers shall have on-site at each
adult family home a plan that addresses visitor parking, deliveries, and staff parking.
(4) The department may consider the applicant's credit
history in determining whether to license the applicant for
more than two adult family homes, when the department
determines the credit history relates to an applicant's ability
to provide care and services to vulnerable adults.
(5) Prior to operating two or more adult family homes,
the individual provider or entity representative shall successfully complete forty-eight hours of residential care administrator's training, ((iHcl1:1cliHg traiHiHg iH at least the followiHg
area!*

(a) B1:1siHess plaHHiHg aHcl marketiHg;
(0) fiscal plaHHiHg aHcl maHagemeHt;
(c) H1:1maH reso1:1rce plaHHiHg;
(cl) ResicleHt health services;
(e) N1:1tritiofl aHcl food service;

Proposed

•
•

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-11-095,
filed 5/20/98, effective 7/1/98)

WAC 388-76-655 General management and administration. (1) The provider shall not admit or retain any resident whose needs the provider cannot meet.
(2) The provider shall ensure all of the following:
(a) That staff are competent((;)) and receive necessary
training. including but not limited to any training required
under chapter 388-112 WAC to perform assigned tasks;
(b) The adult family home is in compliance with the
requirements of this chapter and other applicable state laws;
(c) The home employs sufficient staff to meet the needs
of the residents; and
(d) That he/she is available to respond to resident needs
and caregiver inquiries within a reasonable time frame. In the
event a provider is unavailable (including but not limited to
being on vacation), a person must be designated to respond
•
on behalf of the provider.
(3) The provider shall maintain liability insurance of at •
least one hundred thousand dollars per occurrence to cover:
(a) Damage or loss of the resident's property if due to
negligence of the insured; and
(b) Injury or harm to the resident resulting from:
(i) The provision of services or failure to provide needed
services; or
(ii) Incidents occurring in the adult family home or on
the home's premises.
(4) The provider shall ensure that all caregivers are at
least eighteen years of age or older.
(5) The provider shall ensure that the provider, entity
representative, resident manager and all caregivers:
(a) Are able to communicate or make provisions for
communicating with the resident in his or her primary language;
(b) Have a clear understanding of job responsibilities and
knowledge of residents' negotiated care plans in order to be
able to provide care specific to each resident's needs; and
(c) Not engage in the illegal use of drugs or the excessive
use of alcohol when providing care to residents; and
(d) Possess a valid first aid and CPR card prior to providing care for residents unless such care is directly supervised
by a fully qualified caregiver who has a valid first aid and
CPR card.
(6) The provider shall ensure that:
(a) There is at least one caregiver present in the home ~
,.
whenever one or more residents are on the premises;
(b) The caregiver referred to in (a) of this subsection is
.
capable of understanding and speaking English well enough
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to be able to respond appropriately to emergency situations;
and
(c) At least one caregiver is accessible by phone or
beeper for emergencies when there are no residents on the
((he!fleS-)) home's premises.
(7) An adult family home shall be exempt from subsection (6)(a) of this section if:
(a) The home provides care to residents whose primary
disabilities are developmental disabilities as defined by WAC
388-76-590; and
(b) It is determined and documented in a resident's current negotiated care plan that the resident is capable and willing to be left alone unsupervised in the adult family home
during normal awake hours. The maximum period of time a
resident can be left alone must be documented in the negotiated care plan.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-11-095,
filed 5/20/98, effective 7/1/98)
WAC 388-76-660 Training. (((1) Before operatiflg aHd
providiag sen·iees ia aH)) Adult family home((;)) individual
providers, entity ((represeHtative aad)) representatives, resident managers ((shall s1:1eeessfolly eomplete the depart
meffi!s-;.

earegiving trainiHg iA aeeordaHee with the dates speeified iH
s1:1bseetioA (2) of this seetion.
(4) Caregi;·ers are exempt from atteHdiHg the foHdameH
tals of earegiving or modified ftmdameHtals of earegiviHg
trainings if the;· stteeessfoll)' pass the department's ehalleHge
test for the elass they are reE}ttired to take. The earegiver has
only oHe opportt1Hity to stteeessfHll;• pass the ehalleHge test
then he/she mttst attend the foHdamentals of earegiving or
modified fuHdameHtals of earegiving traiHiHgs as reE}Hired.
(5) A provider and any of their staff who haYe stteeess
fully eompleted the diYisioH of developmeHtal disabilities
(DDD) staff traiAiHg as req1:1ired by ehaflter 275 26 Wi".C is
eJ<empt from the foHdamentals of earegiviHg traiHing ifl sttb
seetioHs (1) aHd (2) of this seetion, as loHg as the pro.,·ider
eoF1tint1es to vl'ork for a DDD eoHtraeted ageHey. This
ei(em(ltion HO loHger applies if the provider or their staff
lea·,•es the DDD eoHtreeted ageHey.
(6) Volttnteers are eJ<empt from the training req1:1ire
ments listed aboYe HA)ess they provide t1nSt1peFYised direet
personal care to resideHts.
(7) The provider shall doettment tliat earegivers have met
the edtteation and training reE}Hirements)), and caregivers
must meet the training reguirements under chapter 388-112
WAC.

(a) P1:1HdameF1tals of earegiYiHg traiHiag; or
(b) Modified fofldamefltals of earegiviHg kaiHiag if they
meet the reE}1:1iremeflts listed ifl s1:1bseetioH (3) of this seetioH.
(2) Providers shall efls1:1re that:
(a) All earegi·rers hired ifl the ad1:1lt family home s1:1eeess
fully eomplete the departmeHt desigHated fuHdameHtals of
earegiYiHg traifliflg withiH oHe h1:1fldred tweflt)' days of
employmeHt, 1:1Hless he or she meets the reE}1:1iremeHts iH sttb
seetioHs (3) or (4) below; aHd
(b) All earegivers eomplete a miHimttm of tefl hottrs of
eofltiF11:1iAg ed1:watioA eredits per ealeHdar yeltf, OH topies rel
e;'aflt to earegiYiag:
(i) Topi es iHel1:1de, b1:1t are flOt limited to resideats, rights,
persoHal eare, demeatia, meHtal illfless, developmental dis
abilities, depressiofl, medieatioH assistanee, eommt1HieatioH
skills, alternatives to restraints, and aetivities fur resideHts;
(ii) Caregivers m1:1st reeei·re a eertifieate of eompletioH to
meet the reE}1:1iremeHt for eoAtinttiHg edtteatioA eredit and
eaeh hottr of eompleted instrnetion ·will eottnt as one hottr of
eontinttiAg edtteation eredit; and
(iii) The eof1tin1:1ing edtteation reE}l:lirement begiHS the
ealeHdar )'ear after the year iH whieh the earegi.,•er eompletes
the fundameHtals or modified fundamentals of earegiviHg
traiHing.
(3) A earegiYer who has stteeessfolly eompleted treiHing
as a registered or lieeHsed praetieal n1:1rse, a physieal or oeett
pational therapist, a H1:1rsiflg assistaflt eertified, a home health
aid from a Medieare eertified home health ageHe)', •n·ho has
stteeessfull;• eompleted departmeAt appro¥ed adttlt family
home training, or department apflro.,·ed persoHal eare treiniHg
from an area ageney Ofl agiflg or their s1:1beontreetor, or who
is a resident manager or proYider flFior to faly 20, 1996, is
exempt from the fHHdameHtals of earegiviHg traiHiflg iA sttb
seetion (2) of this seetion if the earegi•t'er stteeessfully eom
pletes the department designated modified foHdamentals of

REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 388-76-59100

Does completion of this
training substitute for any
other required trainings?

WAC 388-76-59110

For the dementia and mental
health specialties can providers take a test instead of
attending the training?

WAC 388-76-59120

Are there any different training requirements for adult
family homes providing services to persons with developmental disabilities?

WAC 388-110-110

Caregiver education and
training requirements.
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WASHINGTON STATE PATROL
[Filed May 8, 2002, 10:47 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0207-018.
Title of Rule: Chapter 212-12 WAC, State patrol, fire
protection.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 93-02, filed
2116/93, effective 3/19/93)

Purpose: Prescribe regulations consistent with nationally recognized good practice for the safeguarding of life and
property from the hazards of fire, explosion, and panic.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 19.27 RCW.
Summary: Amendment is being made to change language to reflect current state building fire codes as adopted
by the state Building [Code] Council.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The verbiage needs to be
current and to reflect the terminology used by the Building
Code Council.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting
and Implementation: Mr. Roger Woodside, P.O. Box 42601,
Olympia, WA 98504-2601, (360) 705-5763; and Enforcement: Ms. Mary Corso, P.O. Box 42600, Olympia, WA
98504-2600, (360) 753-0404.
Name of Proponent: Building Code Council, governmental.
Agency Comments or Recommendations, if any, as to
Statutory Language, Implementation, Enforcement, and Fiscal Matters: Approve of the amendment.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
·
court decision.

WAC 212-12-005 Definitions. Unless otherwise clarified in this section, definitions in the State Building Code
shall apply to this chapter. The following definitions shall
also apply to this chapter:
( 1) (( "Ae1:1lt fafftily hofftes" are those faeilities lieefisee
by the eefJ&rtffteRt of soeial &REI health seniees 1:1REler ,ehaf)ter
70.128 RCW atlel ehafJter 388 76 WAC. Ae1:11t fafftily hefftes
shall be elassifieel as:
(a) Gfo1:1fJ R, DivisioR 3 Oee1:1fJ&tley whetl aeeofftfftoeat
·
iRg fj·re or less elieRts or resiEleRts, eitel1:1eitlg staff. _,
(b) GrOl:lfJ R, DiYisioR 4 Oeel:lfJ&Rey Vt'hetl aeeofftfftoelat
itlg fftore thaR fi're atle Rot fftore thaR siitteeR afftb1:1latory,
ROtlrestraiRee elieRts or resiEleRts who fftay have a ffteRtal or
fJhysieal iffifJ&irmetlt, eKel1:1Elitlg staff.
(e) Gfo1:1fJ R, Di·1isioR 5 Oee1:1fJaAey Vihefl aeeomfftoeat.
iRg fftore thaH fiye aHEl Rot fftore thaH siKteeR ROfl&ffibttlatory,
RoftfestraiHee elieHts or resieeHts, eKel1:1eitlg staff.
(El) Gfo1:1fJ R, DiYisioR 1 Oeel:lfJ&Hey with GrOl:lfJ I, Diyi
sioR 1.2 eKit reEJ1:1ireffieflts wheR aeeofftmoeatiHg ffl:OFe thaR
siKteeH elieRts or resieeHts, eitel1:1eiRg staff.
f21)) "Adult residential rehabilitation ((faei.liey-)) center"
means a residence, place, or ((faei.l.tty)) center, including private adult treatment homes, licensed by the department of
health under chapter 71.12 RCW and chapter 246-325 WAC.
Adult residential rehabilitation facilities shall be classified

Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Prescribe regulations consistent with nationally recognized good practice for the safeguarding of life and property from the hazards of fire, explosion, and panic.
Proposal does not change existing rules.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. No small business
impact made from this amendment.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Hearing Location: Commercial Vehicle Division Conference Room (G-21), General Administration Building, 210
11th Avenue S.W., Olympia, WA 98504, on June 27, 2002,
at 9:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Mr.
Mike Palios by June 25, 2002, TDD (253) 536-4270, or (360)
753-5966.
Submit Written Comments to: Mr. Roger Woodside,
Fire Protection Bureau, P.O. Box 42601, rwoodsi@wsp.wa.
gov, fax (360) 753-0395, by June 24, 2002.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 29, 2002.
May 7, 2002

as((~

(a) GrOl:lfJ R, DiYisioR 3 Oeel:lfJ&Hey whefl aeeomffioelat
iHg five or less elieAts or resiEleRts, eKel1:1eitlg staff.
(b) Gfo1:1fJ R, DiYisioH 4 Oee1:1fJ&Hey whefl aeeOfftffioElat
iRg ffiore thaR fiye &Re Hot ffiOfe thaR siKteeR amb1:1latory,
RORrestraiReEl elieRts or resieeRtis who may ha ..·e a meHtal or
fJhysieal imfJairmeHt, e1<el1:1EliAg staff.
(e) GrOl:lfJ R, Di.,·isioR 5 Oee1:1fJ&Hey whea aeeommoelat
iRg ffiOFe thaR fiye ftHS aot fftOFe thaR siKteeR Roaamb1:1latory,
Roarestraiaee elieats or resieeRts, e1tel1:1eiHg staff.
(a) Gfo1:1fJ R, Di~isioa 1 Oee1:1fJ&Rey with Gfo1:1fJ I, DiYi
sioR 1.2 eKit reEJ1:1iremeats wheH aeeommoeatiag more thaa
siKteeH elieats or resieeats, eKel1:1eiag staff.
(J1)) a Group LC Occupancy.
ill "Alcoholism hospital" means facilities or institutions
licensed by the department of health under chapter 71.12
RCW and chapter 246-322 WAC. Alcoholism hospitals shall
be classified as a Group I, Division 1.1 Occupancy.
((f41)) ill "Alcoholism intensive inpatient treatment services" means those services licensed by the department of
health under chapter 71.12 RCW and chapter 246-326 WAC.
Alcoholism intensive inpatient treatment services shall be
classified as((:(a) Gfo1:1fJ R, Divisioa 3 Oee1:1fJ&Rey whetl aeeomffioelat
iRg fiye or less elieats or resieeRts, Mel1:1eiRg staff.
(b) Grot:tfJ R, Divisioa 4 Oeet:tfJ&ftey wheR aeeomfftoelat
iRg ffiore thaH five aHe aot more thafl siitteea ambulatory,
RORrestraiaee elieats or resieleats who may have a ffieatal or
fJhysieal iffifJ&irffteat, eKel1:1Eliag staff.
(e) Grot:tfJ R, Di.,·isioR 5 Oeet:tfJ&Rey whea aeeoffifftoeat
iRg more thaa five &REI aot ffiore thaR siKteeH Roaamb1:1latory,
RORrestraiaee elieats or resieeats, eKelt:teliag staff.

Ronal W. Serpas
Chief
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 93-02, filed
2/16/93, effective 3/19/93)

WAC 212-12-001 Purpose. The purpose of this chapter
is to prescribe regulations consistent with nationally recognized good practice for the safeguarding of life and property
from the hazards of fire, explosion, and panic. ((This reg1:1la
tiOR is ftfJfJlieab)e to the eireetor of fire fJFOteetiOR serviees.))
The director of fire protection ((serviees)) is authorized to
administer and enforce this chapter.
Proposed
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(El) Gro1:1f1 R, DiYisiofl l Oee1:1f1aHey with GrOl:lfl I, Divi
siofl 1.2 exit reEj1:1iremeRts wheR aeeommoElatiHg more thafl
sixteefl elieHts or resiEleflts, exel1:1EliRg staff.
f§t)) a Group LC Occupancy.
ill "Alcoholism treatment facility" means a facility
operated primarily for the treatment of alcoholism licensed
by the department of health under chapter 71.12 RCW and
chapter 246-362 WAC. Alcoholism treatment facilities shall
be classified as follows:
(a) "Alcoholism detoxification services":
(i) Acute: Group I, Division 1.1.
(ii) Sub-acute: ((Gro1:1f1 R, Divisiofl 3 Oee1:1f1aHey '+'+'heft
aeeommoElatiHg five or less elieHts or resiEleRts, exel1:1EliHg
staff; Gro1:1f1 R, Divisiofl 4 Oee1:1flaHey whefl aeeommoelatiag
more tkaa five aHel Hot more thaR sixteeH amb1:1latory, flOMe
straiaeEI elieHts or resieleHts who may have a meHtal or f!hys
ieal imf!aifffteflt, exel1:1eliHg staff; Gfo1:1f1 R, Divisiofl 5 Oee1:1
f!aHe)' whefl aeeommoelatiflg more thaa five aHEI Hot more
thaa siitteefl flORamb1:1latoF)', AoHrestraiHeEI elieHts or resi
EleHts, exel1:1eliHg staff; Gro1:1f1 R, Di·;isiofl l Oee1:1f1aHey with
Gfol:lfl I, Divisiofl 1.2 exit reEjt:1iremeats whefl aeeommoaat
iflg more thaa sixteefl elieHts or resiEleHts, exel1:1eliHg staff.)) A
Group LC Occupancy.
(b) "Alcoholism long term treatment services": Alcoholism long term treatment services shall be classified as((+
(i) Grol:lfl R, Divisiofl 3 Oee1:1f1aHey whea aeeommoelat
iflg fiye for less elieHts or resieleHts, exel1:1eliHg staff.
(ii) Gfo1:1f1 R, Divisiofl 4 Oee1:1f1aHey wlteR aeeommoelat
iflg more thafl fi'+·e aHEI Hot more thafl si](teefl amb1:1latory,
flOMestraiaeel elieats or resieleHts v;ho may haYe a meRtal or
f!hysieal imf!airmeat, eitel1:1eliHg staff.
(iii) Gro1:1f1 R, Di·;isiofl 5 Oee1:1f1aHey wlteR aeeommoElat
iag more tkafl five &fie Hot more tltaa sixteea flOHafftb1:1latory,
ftOHrestraiaeEI elieHts or resiEleHts, exel1:1eliRg staff.
(iv) GrOl:lfl R, Divisiofl l Oee1:1f1&Hey with Gro1:1f1 I, Divi
siofl 1.2 exit reEjt:1iremeRts wheR aeeommoelatiag more thafl
sixteefl elieHts or resieleHts, exel1:1eliHg staff.)) a Group LC
Occupancy.
(c) "Alcohol recovery house services": Alcohol recovery house services shall be classified as((+
(i) Gfo1:1f1 R, Divisiofl 3 Oeet:tf!&Hey whefl aeeommoaat
iRg fiye or less elieHts or resieleHts, exel1:1eliHg staff.
(ii) Gro1:1f1 R, Di.,•isiofl 4 Oee1:1f1&Hey whefl aeeommoaat
iftg more thafl fiye &Rel ROt more thafl sixteefl amb1:1latory,
flOflrestraiHeel elieflts or resieleRts who ffi&y ltaYe a meRtal or
flhysieal iFRfl&irmeflt, exel1:1EliHg staff.
(iii) Gro1:1f1 R, Di'risiofl 5 Oee1:1f1&Rey whefl aeeomFRoElat
iflg ff!ore thaR fiye aHEI Hot more thafl sixteefl a0Ramb1:1latory,
HoarestraiHeEI elieHts or resiEleHts, exel1:1Eliflg staff.
(iY) GrOl:lfl R, DiYisioa l Oee1:1f1aaey with Gro1:1f1 I, DiYi
siofl 1.2 exit FeEjHiremeflts 'llhea aeeommoElatiHg more thafl
sixteefl elieHts or resiE:ieHts, exeh:1EliHg staff.
fe))) a Group LC Occupancy.
ill "Ambulatory" means physically and mentally capable of walking or traversing a normal path to safety, including
the ascent and descent of stairs, without the physical assistance of another person.
((f+t)) ,(fil "Approved" refers to approval by the director
of fire protection ((seniees)) as a result of investigation and
tests conducted by the director of fire protection ((sen·iees))
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or by reason of accepted principles or tests by national
authorities, or technical or scientific organizations.
((f&t)) ill "Authority having jurisdiction" is the director
of fire protection ((serviees)) or authorized deputy or designee.
(8) "Assistant state fire marshal" means the assistant
state fire marshal who manages a specific division within the
fire protection bureau or as designated by the director of fire
protection.
(9) "Bed and breakfast:" See transient accommodation
definition in this section.
(10) "Boarding home" means any home or other institution licensed by the department of health under chapter 18.20
RCW and chapter ((246 316)) 388-78A WAC. Boarding
homes shall be classified as((+
(a) GfOHfl R, Di·;isioR 3 OeeHf!aHey whefl aeeommoelat
iag fiye or less elieHts or resiEleRts, eitel1:1Eliag staff.
(b) Gro1:1f1 R, DivisioR 4 OeeHfl&Hey V+'hefl aeeoFRmoelat
iHg more thafl five &AEI Aot mere thafl sixteefl ambulatory,
ROflrestraiHeEI elieAts or resiEleHts 'NAO may have a meatal er
f!hysieal im13aifffleat, eJtel1:1Eling staff.
(e) GrOHfl R, DiYisiefl 5 OeeHf!aAey wheA aeeoFRmoelat
iHg more thafl five tntel Aot more thaA sillteeA flOR&ffib1:1latory,
flOflrestraiaeel elieAts or resieleHts, exel1:1eliag staff.
(el) GFOHfl R, DiYisioa l OeeHf!aHey with Gfo1:1f1 I, Divi
siofl 2.1 exit reEjt:tiremeHts whee aeeommoelatiflg more than
sillteefl elients or resideflts, exel1:1eliHg staff.)) a Group LC
Occupancy.
(11) "Building official" means the designated authority
appointed by the governing body of each city or county who
is in charge of the administration and enforcement of the Uniform Building Code.
( 12) (("Chief Elef!l:lty state fire marshal" meaas the ehief
Elef11:1ty state fire marshal who maaages a Sf!eeifie HRit withia
the fire f!roteetioa seniees eliYisioa or as elesigHated by the
elireetor of fire f!roteetioH serviees.
f-81)) "Child birth center" means a facility or institution
licensed by the department of health under chapter 18.46
RCW and chapter 246-329 WAC. Child birth centers shall be
classified as((~
(a) GrOHfl R, Di·risieA 3 Oeettf!aHey wheH aeeemmoelat
iRg five or less elieAts er resieleHts, eiteluEliag staff.
(b) Greu13 R, Di ..·isieR 4 OeeH13aHey wheR aeeommodat
iHg more thaa fi'«e aRe Rot more thafl siitteefl amb1:1latory,
aoArestraiReEI elieRts OF resieeRts who may ha.,·e a meAtal or
f!hysieal impairmeat, eitel1:1eliag staff.
(e) Gro1:1f1 R, DiYisioH 5 OeeHflaHey whefl aeeommoaat
iHg more thafl fiye aHEl Hot more thafl sixteea flOflamb1:1latory,
ROHrestraiHeel elieats or resieeflts, exel1:1eliag staff.
(el) Gro1:1p R, DiYisioR l OeeupaAey with GrOl:lfl I, Divi
siofl 1.2 exit reEJ1:1ireme1tts whefl aeeommoElatiflg more dtaA
siitteefl elieHts or resieeHts, exel1:1EliHg staff.
fl-4))) a Group B Occupancy.
.Ll.n "Child day care center" means an agency which provides child day care outside the abode of the licensee or for
thirteen or more children in the abode of the licensee. Such
facilities are licensed by the department of social and health
services under chapter 74.15 RCW and chapter 388-150
WAC. Child day care centers shall be classified as a Group E,
Division 3 Occupancy.
[35]
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((~)) f.H} "Director of fire protection ((serviees))"
means the director of the fire protection ((sen·iees divisioH))
bureau in the ((departmeflt of eomm1,mity de·,.elopmeHt))
Washington state patrol or authorized deputy or designee.
((~))@"Evaluation process" means the initial steps
in the informal appeals process established by the director of
fire protection ((sen·iees)) under the authority of RCW

34.05.060.

((f+B)) .Llfil "Family child day care home" means a child
day care facility located in the family abode of the person or
persons under whose direct care and supervision the child is
placed, for the care of twelve or fewer children, including
children who reside at the home. Such facilities are licensed
by the department of social and health services under chapter
74.15 RCW and chapter 388-155 WAC. Family child day
care homes shall be classified as a Group R, Division 3 Occupancy.
((fl-81)) .Ll1l "Fire official" means the person or other
designated authority appointed by the city or county for the
administration and enforcement of the Uniform Fire Code.
((fl-9t)) .Ll..fil "Group care facility" means a facility
licensed by the department of social and health services
under chapter 74.15 RCW·and chapter 388-73 WAC. Group
care facilities shall be classified as((:(a) Grol:lf'l R, Divisiofl 3 Oee1:1paRey viheR aeeommodat
iHg fiye or fev,·er elief!ts or resideHts, exel1:1diHg staff.
(b) Gro1:113 R, Divisiofl 4 Oee1:1paHey 't'ihefl aeeommodat
iflg more thafl five af!d Hot more thafl sixteeR amb1:1latory,
flOflfeStraif!ed eJiefltS Of residef!tS who may ha't'e a tHefltaJ Of
physieal impairmeflt, eJlel1:1diHg staff.
(e) Gro1:113 R, Divisiofl 5 Oee1:1paHey whefl aeeommodat
iHg more thafl fi'+'e af!d Hot more thafl siJlteefl flORamb1:1latory,
flOHrestraiHed elieflts or residef!ts, eJrnl1:1diRg staff.
(d) Gro1:113 R, Divisiofl l Oee1:1fOlaHey with Gro1:113 I, Divi
siofl 1.2 exit req1:1ireme£1ts whefl aeeommodatiHg more thafl
siJlteeR elieRts or resideRts, exel1:1diHg staff.
f291)) a Group LC Occupancy.
il2} "Group care facilities for severely and multiply
handicapped children" means facilities which are maintained
and operated for the care of a group of children as licensed by
the department of social and health services under chapter
74.15 RCW and chapter 388-73 WAC. Group care facilities
for severely and multiply handicapped children shall be classified as:
(a) ((Gro1:113 R, Di'+'isiofl 3 Oee1:1paHe)' whefl aeeommo
datiflg five or less elieHts or resideflts, eJlel1:1diHg staff.
(b) Gro1:1f0l R, Divisiofl 4 Oee1:1paRey wheR aeeommodat
iHg more thafl fi'+'e af!d Hot more thafl sixteefl amb1:1latory,
flOflrestraiHed elief!ts or residef!ts •.vho may ha·1e a mefltal or
physieal impairmeflt, exel1:1diHg staff.
(e) Gro1:113 R, Divisiofl 5 Oee1:1paHey whefl aeeommodat
iHg more thafl five aRd Hot more thaR sixteefl RORamb1:1latory,
flORrestraiHed elieRts or resideHts, eJrnl1:1diHg staff.
(d) Gro1:113 R, Divisiofl l Oee1:1paHey wiili Gro1:113 I, Divi
sioR 1.2 ellit req1:1iremeRts whefl aeeommodatiflg more thaR
siJlteefl amb1:1latory elieHts or resideRts, exel1:1diRg staff.
fet)) A Group LC Occupancy.
fhl Group I, Division 1.1 Occupancy when accommodating more than sixteen nonambulatory clients or residents,
excluding staff.
Proposed

((ft})) ill Group I, Division 3 Occupancy when accom•
modating any number of restrained persons.
(((Ut)) (20) "Hospice care center" means any building, •
facility, or place licensed by the department of health under
chapter 70.41 RCW and chapter 246-321 WAC. Hospice care
centers shall be classified as a Group I, Division 1.1 Occupancy.
((~)) .GD "Hospital" means an institution, place,
building, or agency licensed by the department of health
under chapter 70.41 RCW and chapter 246-318 WAC. Hospitals shall be classified as a Group I, Division 1.1 Occupancy.
((~)) (22) "Nonambulatory" means physically or mentally unable to walk or traverse a normal path to safety without the physical assistance of another person.
((f241))@ "Nursing home" means any home, place, or
institution licensed by the department of social and health
services under chapter 18.51 RCW and chapter 248-14
WAC. Nursing homes shall be classified as a Group I, Division 1.1 Occupancy.
((f2-St)) (24) "Private adult treatment home" means the
same as an adult residential rehabilitation ((faeility)) center
as defined in ((f2t)) ill of this section.
((f261)) ill} "Psychiatric hospital" means an institution
licensed by the department of health under chapter 71.12
RCW and chapter 246-322 WAC. Psychiatric hospitals shall
be classified as a Group I, Division 3 Occupancy.
((f2'.71)) (26) "Residential treatment facility for psychiatrically impaired children and youth" means a residence, •
place, or facility licensed by the department of health under ~
chapter 71.12 RCW and chapter 246-323 WAC. Residential
treatment facilities for psychiatrically impaired children and
youth shall be classified as:
(a) ((Grol:lf'l R, Divisiofl 3 Oee1:1fOlaRey wheR aeeommo
datiRg five or less elieHts or resideRts, exel1:1diRg staff.
(b) Gro1:1f0l R, Di'+'isiofl 4 Oee1:1fOlaRey wheR aeeommodat
iflg more thaR five af!d Rot more thafl sixteeR emb1:1latory,
flOHrestraiHed elieRts or residef!ts who may ha·1e a meRtal or
physieal impairmeflt, eJ1el1:1diHg staff.
(e) Gro1:1f0l R, Di't'isiofl 5 Oee1:1fla£1ey whefl eeeommodat
iRg more thaR five af!d Hot more thaR siilteeR H0Rame1:1latory,
flORrestraiRed elieRts or resideHts, exel1:1diHg staff.
(d) Gro1:113 R, DivisioR I Oeel:lflaRe)' with GrOl:lf'l I, Divi
siofl 1.2 e1lit req1:1iremeRts wheR aeeommodatiRg more thafl
siJ<teeH amlrnlatory, RORrestraiRed elieRts or reside1Hs,
exel1:1diRg staff.
fej)) A Group LC Occupancy.
ill Group I, Division 1.1 Occupancy when accommodating more than sixteen nonambulatory, nonrestrained clients
or residents, excluding staff.
((fit)) ill Group I, Division 3 Occupancy when accommodating any number of restrained persons.
((fU1)) (27) "State fire marshal" means the director of
fire protection ((ser'+'iees)) or authorized deputy or designee.
((f291)) (28) "Transient accommodation" means any
facility licensed by the department of health under chapter •
70.62 RCW and chapter 246-360 WAC and shall include bed ,.
and breakfast inns. Transient accommodations shall be classified as a Group R, Division l Occupancy when accommo[ 36]
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b1:1t OBI)' if the most reeeftt eode is 1:1sed iH its eHtirety as the
applieable eode for the oee1:1paHey.
(ft))@ Occupancies, operations or processes not specifically covered elsewhere, in which the ((state fire marshal))
director of fire protection has responsibilities for the removal
of fire hazards, shall be conducted and/ or maintained in
accordance with the latest edition of the National Fire Protection Association Fire Codes which shall be deemed prima
facie evidence of good practice.

dating more than ten persons and a Group R, Division 3
Occupancy when accommodating ten or less persons.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order FM-77-2,
filed 11117177)

WAC 212-12-010 Adoption of fire safety standards.
(1) Application. This regulation shall apply to:
(a) Transient accommodations (RCW 70.62.290).
(b) Nursing homes (RCW 18.51.140).
(c) Hospitals (RCW 70.41.080).
(d) Boarding homes (RCW 18.20.130).
(e) Private establishments; i.e. private, mental, and alcoholic hospitals (RCW 71.12.485).
(t) ((Matentity homes)) Child birth center (RCW
18.46.110).
(g) Agencies licensed by the department of social and
health services pursuant to chapter 74.15 RCW, RCW
74.32.040 through 74.32.055, and 74.13.031, except foster
family homes and child placing agencies.
(h) Schools under the jurisdiction of the superintendent
of public instruction and the state board of education (RCW
48.48.045).
(((i) Private sehools (RCW 28A.00.201).))
(2) Purpose. The purpose of these standards is to specify
measures which will provide a reasonable degree of public
safety from fire without involving hardship or interference
with the normal use and occupancy of a building.
(3) Fire safety standards. The fire safety standards of
the ((state fire marshal)) director of fire protection shall be as
follows:
(a) The fire safety standards or applicable portions
thereof as found or referenced in the State Building Code
Act, chapter 19.27 RCW.
(b) The ((-:1:916)) 1985 edition of the National Fire Protection Association Life Safety Code 101.
(c) Those standards of the National Fire Protection Association applicable to and expressly or impliedly referenced in
the Life Safety Code.
(4) Enforcement. Enforcement of these fire safety standards shall be as follows:
(a) New construction or major remodeling shall be in
conformance with the Uniform Building Code and the Uniform Fire Code, as administered by {(the)) state and local
official§. having jurisdiction.
(b) Operation and maintenance shall be in conformance
with the Uniform Fire Code, as administered by ((the)) state
and local official§. having jurisdiction.
(c) ((EKistiHg b1:1ildiHgs shall be governed by loeal eodes
aftd the Life Safety Code.
fd1)) Existing licensed occupancies previously approved
by the state fire marshal as in conformance with the standards
then in effect shall have their existing use or occupancy continued, provided such continued use is not dangerous to life
and is acceptable to the local fire and building officials having jurisdiction.
(((e) AH eKistiHg oee1:1paHey, lieeHsed as iH eoHfeHHaftee
with a previo1:1s editioH of the Life Safety Code, may opt to
eoftferm to the most reeeftt editioH of the Life Safety Code,

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 93-02, filed
2/16/93, effective 3/19/93)

WAC 212-12-011 Applicability. This chapter shall
apply to:
( 1) Child birth centers.
(2) Transient accommodations.
(3) Nursing homes.
(4) Hospice care centers.
(5) Hospitals.
(6) Boarding homes.
(7) ((0He day 01:1t patieHt s1:1rgery eeftters.
00)) Child day care centers.
((f9j)) .{fil Family child day care homes.
((f-l-G7)) !.21 Private establishments: I.e., adult residential
rehabilitation facilities, alcoholism hospitals, alcoholism
treatment facilities, psychiatric hospitals, and residential
treatment facilities for psychiatrically impaired children and
youth.
((fl-B)) ilQl Facilities licensed by the department of
social and health services, except foster family homes and
child placing agencies.
((~)) .Ll..D Schools under the jurisdiction of the superintendent of public instruction and the state board of education (RCW 48.48.045).
(((13) PTivete sehools (RCW 28A.195.0l0).
f-141)) 1112 Public buildings (RCW 48.48.030).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 93-02, filed
2116/93, effective 3/19J93)

WAC 212-12-015 Compliance. ( 1) The director of fire
protection ((serviees)) has the responsibility under WAC
212-12-010, chapters 19.27 and 48.48 RCW, and chapters
((5120,5121,51 22, aad 51 24)) 51-40. 51-42. 51-44. and
51-45 WAC to require occupancies, operations, or processes
to be conducted and/ or maintained so as not to pose a hazard
to life or property and for the removal of fire and life safety
hazards.
(2) New construction or remodeling shall be in conformance with the State Building Code Act and chapters 19.27
and 48.48 RCW.
(3) All occupancies, operations, or processes in which
the director of fire protection ((serviees)) has responsibility
shall comply with the provisions of this chapter.
[ 37]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 93-02, filed
2/16/93, effective 3/19/93)
WAC 212-12-020 Inspection. (1) The director of fire
protection ((seniees)) shall have the authority to:
(a) Enter upon and examine any building or premises
where any fire has occurred and other buildings and premises
adjoining or near thereto per RCW 48.48.030(1), 48.48.060,
48.48.070, and 48.48.080.
(b) Enter upon and examine any public building or premises to inspect for fire hazards per RCW 48.48.030(2),
48.48.040, 48.48.045, and 48.48.050.
(c) Collect and disseminate statistical information and
reports per RCW 48.48.065.
(2) The director of fire protection ((serviees)) may designate another person or agency to conduct the inspection.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 93-02, filed
2/16/93, effective 3/19/93)
WAC 212-12-025 Right of appeal. Any person may
appeal any decision macle by fire protection ((serviees))
bureau under this chapter through the following procedure:
(1) The first level of appeal is to the ((ehief ElepHty))
assistant state fire marshal. The appeal must be submitted in
writing to the ((ehief Elepl:lt)')) assistant state fire marshal
within thirty days of receipt of the decision in question. The
((ehief Elepl:lty)) assistant state fire marshal shall reply to the
appellant within ten days of receipt of such appeal.
(2) The second level of appeal is to the director of fire
protection ((seniees)). If the appellant wishes to appeal the
decision of the ((ehief Elepl:lty)) assistant state fire marshal,
he/she shall, within ten days of the receipt of that decision,
submit a written appeal to the director of fire protection. The
director of fire protection ((serdees)) shall reply to the appellant within ten days of receipt of such appeal.
(3) Should this process not satisfy the appellant, he or
she may further appeal per chapter 34.05 RCW.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 93-02, filed
2/16/93, effective 3/19/93)
WAC 212-12-030 Standards. The fire and life safety
standards of the fire protection ((seniees Elivision)) bureau
shall include the following:
(1) Chapter((~)) 51-40 WAC, State Building Code
adoption ((ana amenament)) of the ((+99+)) 1997 edition of
the Uniform Building Code. standards and amendments.
(2) ((Chapter 51 21 WAC, State Bl:li!Eling CoEle aElofl~OR
anEl amenElment of the 1991 eElition of the Unifofffi Bl:li!Eling
Cose StanElards.
~)) Chapter ((~)) 51-42 WAC, State Building
Code adoption ((and amenElment)) of the ((+99+)) 1997 edition of the Uniform Mechanical Code. standards and amendments.
((f41)) ill Chapter((~)) 51-44 WAC, State Building
Code adoption ((and amendment)) of the ((+99+)) 1997 edition of the Uniform Fire Code, and amendments.
Proposed

((~))®Chapter((~)) 51-45 WAC, State Building
Code adoption ((anEl ameRElffieRt)) of the ((+99+)) 1997 edition of the Uniform Fire Code Standards.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 93-02, filed
2/16/93, effective 3119/93)
WAC 212-12-035 Special requirements. In addition to
the fire and life safety standards listed in WAC 212-12-030,
the following shall apply:
(1) ((In Grol:lp I Oeel:lpaneies, light haurd areas shall ae
proYiEleEl with 140 to 165 degree F. ftttiek response sprinklers
as listed ay Underwriters Laaoratories aad/or Feetory
Mtttl:lal.
~)) In nursing homes, fire alarm system annunciators
shall be provided where the system serves more than one
floor, one fire or smoke division, or one building. They shall
be located at each main nurses' station on each floor, fire or
smoke division, and/or building.
((f37)) (2) In all Group E-3. I. LC Occupancies. annual
certification of fire alarm systems shall be performed by the
holder of a current low-voltage electrical contractors specialty license issued by the department of labor and industries.
(((4) In adElition to other reftttirelftents as speeified in this
ehapter, the following shall apply to resiElential grott13 eare
faeilities elassifieEl as Grottfl R, Division 1 Oeett13aaeies
ineh:tEling Sl:leh resiaential grol:lp eare faeilities as a1:1l:llt faFRil''
hoffies, aElttlt residential rehaailitation faeilities, aleoholism
intensive in13atient treatffient serviees, Sl:la aettte aleoholism
detoxifieation serviees, aleoholisffi long tefftl: treatfftent ser
·1iees, aleohol reeovery hol:lse serviees, aoarding hoFRes,
ehild birth eer1ters, grottfl eare faeilities, grOl:lfl eare faeilities
fer seyerely and ffil:lltif!IY haHdieaf113eEl ehildreH, f)ri·;ate adttlt.
treatment hemes, residential treatment faeilities for 13syehiat
rieally iffifJ&ired ehildren aHEI yol:lth, aHEI ether like faeilities
aHd oeel:l13aneies wheH elassifieEI as a Grol:lfl R, Division l
Oeel:lf!aney.
(a) Have iHstalleEI &fl tlflflFOveEI folly ftl:ltoffiatie fire
extiHgl:lishiHg system eoHforffiiHg to UBC StaHElarEl ~is. 38 l. ·
(b) IH bl:lilEliHgs with iHEliviElttal floor areas e·rer 6,000
Sftttttre feet, ha·1e aH apfJroYeEI Sffioke barrier Eli,·iding the
floor iHto at least two eoffipartffieHts, fJro·;idee that eaeh eofft
fl&rtffient shall fJrOYide no less than thirty Sftl:l&re feet 13er
eeel:lpaHt.
(e) Be a ffiiRiffiHffi Type V, oHe ho1:1r eonstrHetion.
(El) Be eft1:1i1313eEl with an a13preveEI Sffioke Eleteeter ead
a1:1tematie sh1:1toff in eaeh siHgle systeffi fJro·1idiag heetiag
aHEI eeoliHg air. A1:1toffiatie shtttoffs shall shttt Elowft the air
ffioYing eft1:1ipffieHt wheH Sffioke is Eleteetee ia a eire1:1letiag
aifstreaffi er as aa alternate, wheA Sffioke is deteetee ia rooffis
serYeEI by the systeffi.
WheH Feft1:1ireEI, smoke deteetors shall ae instellea ia the
maiH eire1:1latiHg air E11:1et ahead of any fresh air ialet, er
iAstallee in eaeh rooffi er spaee serveEI ay the retttffl eir E11:1et.
:AetiYatioH of aay Eleteetor shall ea1:1se the air lftoving ef!tti13
ffieflt to a1:1toffiatieally sh1:1t Elewa. Aa enelesttre shall ae pro
YiEleEI for a stairway, raffip, or esealeter serviag oAly Ofte adja
eeHt floor.
[ 38]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 93-02, filed
2/16/93, effective 3/19/93)

.(e) Paeilities leeates aeeYe the first fleer shall have at
least twe ei~its sireetl}' te the eilterior of the Bllilsiflg, er ifltO
sef!erate eidt S}'Stems if! aeeersaflee with Seetiefl 3309(a),
UAifefffl B11ilsiAg Cose.

WAC 212-12-044 Fire drills. In all Group I, Group E,
Group LC. and Group R Occupancies, at least twelve planned
fire drills shall be held every year. Drills shall be conducted
quarterly on each shift in Group I. Group R. and Group LC
Occupancies and monthly in Group((~)) E ((flftd.-.R:)) Occupancies to familiarize personnel with signals and emergency
action required under varied conditions. A detailed written
record of all fire drills shall be maintained and available for
inspection at all times. When drills are conducted between
9:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m., a coded announcement may be used
instead of audible alarms. Fire drills shall include the transmission of a fire alarm signal and simulation of emergency
conditions. The {(loeal fire separtmeRt)) fire alarm monitoring company shall be notified prior to the activation of the
fire alarm system for drill purposes and again at the conclusion of the transmission and restoration of the fire alarm system to normal mode.

00)) ill Every story, and basement~ ((or portiofl
fftereef)) of Group LC Occupancies shall have not less than
two exits.
Ex.ception((s)):

((-h)) Basements used exclusively for the service of the
building may have one exit. For the purpose of this exception, storage rooms, laundry rooms, maintenance offices,
and similar uses shall not be considered as providing service to the building.

((2. Stemge FeeH15, la11eElfy reelll5, aed maiateaaeee
efftees aet elieeediag three huadred sq11are feet ia fleer
area may Ile JlFeYided 'll'ilil ealy eae eidt.

(g) Cerrisors shall ee Aet less tha11 six feet i11 width.
(h) lfl the e·1e11t of power fail11re, exit i1111mi11atio11 shall
ee 81ltematieally f!re·;ises from tlfl emerge11ey system)) (4) In
all Groups E-3. I. and LC Occupancies. emergency lighting
for means of egress shall be provided. Emergency systems
shall activate automatically in a power failure and be supplied from storage batteries or an on-site generator set
((ftfl0))Jhe system shall be installed in accordance with the
requirements of the Electrical Code.
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(((i) Exit soors shall ee Of1e11aele from the i11sise with
Ofle metiefl a11s witho11t the 11se ofa key or a11y speeial kAowl
eage er effort.

[Filed May 9, 2002, 1:59 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0207-077.
Title of Rule: New section WAC 458-16-560 Housing
for very low-income households.
Purpose: WAC 458-16-560 explains the property tax
exemption for nonprofit entities providing housing or mobile
home lots within a mobile home park to very low-income
households available under RCW 84.36.560.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 84.36.865.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 84.36.560.
Summary: WAC 458-16-560 describes the exemption
that may be claimed by nonprofit entities providing rental
housing or lots for mobile homes within a mobile home park
for occupancy by a very low-income household in accordance with RCW 84.36.560. It also explains the mechanics
of claiming the property tax exemption allowed under this
statute and provides applicable examples.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: To establish a rule
explaining the property tax exemption provided in RCW
84.36.560.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Kim M. Qually, 1025 Union Avenue S.E., Suite #400, Olympia, WA, (360) 570-6113; Implementation and Enforcement:
Sandy Guilfoil, 1025 Union Avenue S.E., Suite #200, Olympia, WA, (360) 570-5860.
Name of Proponent: Department of Revenue, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: RCW 84.36.560 provides a property tax exemption

(j) A11 &flf1FO¥es a11tematie a11s ma1111al fire alarm systeffi,
SllfleF'rises ey a11 &flf1FO¥es ee11tral, proprietary er remote sta
tiefl ser¥iee, shall ee f!reYises ifl aeeorsa11ee with Artiele 14
ef the U11ifefffl Pire Cose.
(k) Bxits shall ee pre,·ises 85 f!eT the req11ireme11ts fer 8
Gre11f1 I, Di¥isie11 l.2 Oeellfl&Hey.
'(5) ~fothiflg ifl this ehapter affeets the f1r0Yisie11s of ehap
ter 70.77 or 18.HiO RCW, ehapter 212 17 or 212 80 WAC.))
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 93-02, filed
2/16/93, effective 3119/93)
WAC 212-12-040 Fire ((evaeaatiae)) emergency
plan. All Group I, Group E, Group LC and Group R Occupancies shall develop and maintain a written fire ((e¥ae11a
~))emergency plan. The plan shall include the following:
(1) Action to take by the person discovering a fire.
(2) Method of sounding an alarm on the premises.
(3) Action~ to take for evacuation ( (of the e11ilsi11g)) and
assuring accountability of the occupants. ·
(4) ((Aetie11 te take pe11si11g arri¥al of the fire separt

meffi.:

.

f51)) An evacuation floor plan identifying exit.s, ((doors
&As 't'iiAdews)). ·

((fej)) ill In Group R, Division 1 Occupancies and
Group R, Division 3 Occupancies used as transient accommodations, a copy of the written evacuation plan shall be
posted in each guest room((, preferaely e11 the maiR exit
eeer)).

[ 39]
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to nonprofit organization s that provide rental housing or
mobile home lots within a mobile home park for very lowincome households. The statute was first enacted in 1999. It
was extensively rewritten in 2001 and codified as chapter 7,
Laws of2001 1st sp.s.
The new rule, WAC 458-16-560, is being proposed at
this time to provide guidance and information to nonprofit
entities seeking an exemption under RCW 84.36.560. The
rule explains the requirement s of the statute and provides
examples demonstrating how the department will administer
the exemption. In particular, the rule contains:
•

•

Definitions of terms used in the underlying statute and
the rule;
Details outlining the eligibility requirements for either
a total or partial exemption under this statute;
Information as to how the department will process an
application for exemption and determine the size of the
exemption for a facility with only three or less units or
a mobile home park with only three or less lots with
vacancies on January 1st;
An explanation of th~ eligibility requirements for facilities with ten or less units or mobile home parks with
ten or less lots that allow the income of the very lowincome households to grow to the low-income level
before the status of the exemption will be affected;
A description and an example of how this exemption
will be applied to group homes;
An explanation of the eligibility of very low-income
housing if it is unoccupied at the time of initial application or at any time after an exemption has been granted;
A description of the exclusive use of the property
requirement; and
An explanation of the payments in-lieu of property tax
that a nonprofit entity receiving an exemption under
this statute may agree to make to a city, county, or other
political subdivision for the improvements, services,
and facilities furnished by the city, county, or political
subdivision for the benefit of the exempt property.

Proposal does not change existing rules.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. Profit making businesses are not affected by this rule. WAC 458-16-560 does
not impose any additional burdens or responsibilities upon a
small business.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
This is an interpretative rule as defined by RCW 34.05.328.
Hearing Location: Capital Plaza Building, 1025 Union
Avenue S.E., 4th Floor Large Conference Room, Olympia,
WA, on Wednesday, June 26, 2002, at 11 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Sandy
Davis no later than ten days before the hearing date at (360)
570-6175, or TTY 1-800-451-7985.
Submit Written Comments to: Kim M. Qually, Department of Revenue, P.O. Box 47467, Olympia, WA 985047467, fax (360) 664-0693, e-mail kimq@dor.wa.gov, by June
26, 2002.
Proposed

Date of Intended Adoption: July 3, 2002.

May 9, 2002
Alan R. Lynn, Rules Coordinator .
Legislation and Policy Division

NEW SECTION
WAC 458-16-560 Housing for very low-income
households. (1) Introduction . This rule explains the exemption that may be claimed by nonprofit entities providing
rental housing or lots for mobile homes within a mobile home
park for occupancy by a very low-income household in
accordance with RCW 84.36.560.
(2) Definitions. For the purposes of this rule, the following definitions apply:
(a) "CTED" means the state department of community,
trade, and economic development or its successor agency;
(b) "Department" means the state department of revenue;
(c) "Group home" means a single-family dwelling
financed, in whole or in part, by the state department of community, trade, and economic development or by an affordable
housing levy under RCW 84.52.105. A "group home" has
multiple units occupied on a twenty-four-hour basis by persons who are not related by birth or marriage and who are not
dependent upon each other financially. Residents of a "group
home" typically receive financial assistance from the federal
or state government, such as Social Security benefits or supplementary security insurance;
(d) "Mobile home lot" or "mobile home park" means the
same as these terms are defined in RCW 59.20.030;
(e) "Occupied dwelling unit" means a living unit that is
occupied by an individual or household as of December 31st
of the first assessment year the rental housing or mobile home
park becomes operational or is occupied by an individual or
household on January 1st of each subsequent assessment year
in which the claim for exemption is submitted;
(f) "Rental housing" means a residential housing facility
or group home that is.occupied, but not owned, by very lowincome households;
(g) "Very low-income household'~· means a single person, family, or unrelated persons living together whose
income is at or below fifty percent of the median income
adjusted for family size as most recently determined by the
federal department of housing and urban development for the
county in which the rental housing or mobile home park is
located. The median income level is that which is in effect as
of January 1st of the year the application for exemption is
submitted; and
(h) "Nonprofit entity" means a:
(i) Nonprofit as defined in RCW 84.36.800 that is
exempt from income tax under section 501(c) of the federal
Internal Revenue Code;
(ii) Limited partnership in which a general partner is a
nonprofit as defined in RCW 84.36.800 that is exempt from
income tax under section 501 (c) of the federal Internal Revenue Code, a public corporation established under RCW
35.21.660, 35.21.670, or 35.21.730, a housing authority created under RCW 35.82.030 or 35.82.300, or a housing
authority meeting the definition in RCW 35.82.210 (2)(a); or
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mobile home park becomes operational or on January 1st of
each subsequent assessment year in which the claim for
exemption is submitted.
(5) Exempt facility with only three or less units or
mobile home park with only three or less lots with
vacancy on January 1st - Size of exemption. If the rental
housing or mobile home park is comprised of only three or
less dwelling units or lots and there are any unoccupied
dwelling units or lots on January 1st after receipt of a property tax. ex.emption, the department will determine the size of
the ex.emption based on the number of occupied dwelling
units or lots on May 1st of the assessment year in which a
claim for ex.emption is submitted. For example, if one-half of
an ex.empt duplex. is vacant on January 1st, which is the
duplex's third year of operation, the department will determine the size of the ex.emption based on the number of occupied units on May 1st of that assessment year.
(6) Facilities with ten or less units or mobile home
parks with ten or less lots - Allowance for income growth.
Because the occupants of rental housing and mobile home
parks granted an exemption under RCW 84.36.560 are generally attempting to improve their financial situation, the
income of the household is likely to fluctuate during the time
they occupy the housing unit or lot in the mobile home park.
(a) In an attempt to assist these households in improving
their circumstances, the exemption will continue for specific
rental units or mobile home lots when the household's income
rises above fifty percent of median income under the following conditions:
(i) The currently exempt rental housing unit in a facility
with ten units or fewer or mobile home lot in a mobile home
park with ten lots or fewer was occupied by a very lowincome household at the time the ex.emption was granted;
(ii) The household's income rises above fifty percent of
the median income but remains at or below eighty percent of
median income adjusted for family size as most recently
determined by the federal Department of Housing and Urban
Development for the county in which the rental housing or
mobile home park is lo.cated; and
(iii) The rental housing or mobile home park continues to
meet the certification requirements of a very low-income
housing program administered by CTED or the affordable
housing levy under RCW 84.52.105; and
(b) If a dwelling unit or mobile home lot receiving an
ex.emption under this exception becomes vacant and is subsequently rerented, the income of the household moving into
the unit or onto the mobile home lot must be at or below fifty
percent of the median income adjusted for family size as most
recently determined by the federal Department of Housing
and Urban Development for the county in which the rerttal
housing or mobile home park is located to remain exempt
from property tax.
(c) Ex.ample. If a unit is occupied by a household whose
income rises up to sixty percent of median income, the unit
will retain its ex.empt status as long as the household continues to occupy the unit and the household's income remains
below eighty percent of median income. If the residents of
this ,unit move out on June 1st and the unit is subsequently
rented to a household whose income is at or below fifty per-

(iii) Limited liability company in which a managing
member is a nonprofit as defined in RCW 84.36.800 that is
exempt from income tax under section 501 (c) of the federal
Internal Revenue Code, a public corporation established
under RCW 35.21.660, 35.21.670, or 35.21.730, a housing
authority established under RCW 35.82.030 or 35.82.300, or
a housing authority meeting the definition in RCW 35.82.210
(2)(a).
(3) Total exemption - Requirements for rental housing or lot(s) for a mobile home. Real and personal property
is exempt from all property taxes if:
(a) The property is owned or used by a nonprofit entity in
providing rental housing for very low-income households or
used to provide a lot of land upon which a mobile home for a
very low-income household will be placed in a mobile home
park;
(b) The benefit of the exemption is received by the nonprofit entity. That is, if the property is leased to or used by,
but not owned by, a nonprofit entity, the reduction in property
taxes due to the exemption is passed on to the nonprofit user
either through a reduction in rent, reimbursement of rent, or
property tax paid;
(c) At least seventy-five percent of the occupied dwelling units in the rental housing or lots in the mobile home park
are occupied by very low-income households; and
(d) The rental housing or lots in the mobile home park
are insured, financed, or assisted, in whole or in part, through:
(i) A federal or state housing program administered by
CTED; or
(ii) An affordable housing levy authorized under RCW
84.52.105.
(4) Partial exemption - Determination of the amount
of exemption. If less than seventy-five percent of the occupied dwelling units within the rental housing or lots in the
mobile home park are occupied by very low-income households, the rental housing or mobile home park is eligible for
a partial exemption on the real property and a total exemption
on the housing's or park's personal property. The property
must be owned or used by a nonprofit entity in providing
rental housing for very low-income households or used to
provide a lot upon which a mobile home for a very lowincome household will be placed in a mobile home park.
(a) A partial exemption will be allowed for each dwelling unit in the rental housing or for each lot in the mobile
home park occupied by a very low-income household; and
(b) The amount of the real property exemption will be
calculated by multiplying the assessed value of the property
reasonably necessary to provide the rental housing or to operate the mobile home park by a fraction. The formula for
determining the fraction is as follows:
(i) The numerator of the fraction is the number of dwelling units or lots occupied by very low-income households as
of December 31st of the first assessment year in which the
rental housing facility or mobile home park becomes operational or on January 1st of each subsequent assessment year
in which the claim for exemption is submitted; and
(ii) The denominator of the fraction is the total number
of dwelling units or lots occupied as of December 31st of the
first assessment year in which the rental housing facility or
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cent of median income, the unit will retain its exempt status.
Conversely, ifthe unit is rented to a household whose income
is above fifty percent of median income, the unit becomes
ineligible for exemption as of January 1st of the following
year.
(7) Group homes - Income of residents. The income of
the individual residents of a group home, as defined in subsection (2) of this rule, will not be combined so as to constitute the income of a single household. Each resident will be
considered an independent household occupying a separate
dwelling unit. In other words, the income of the residents of
a group home will not be aggregated when the department
determines the size of the exemption the group home is entitled to receive. For example, if there are six residents in a
group home, the department will process the application for
exemption as if there were six separate dwelling units and
determine the size of the exemption on that basis. If three of
the residents have income at or below fifty percent of median
income, the home will receive a fifty percent reduction in the
property taxes due on the home.
(8) Eligibility of property unoccupied at the time of
initial application or at any time after the exemption is
granted. Property that is unoccupied at the time of application or on January 1 of any subsequent year is still eligible for
exemption if certain conditions are met. If the property is
currently taxable, it may receive exempt status as of the
assessment year in which the claim for exemption is submitted. If the property is currently exempt but the exempt use
will cease or will be reduced because of renovations or
repairs, the exempt status of the property may be continued
for taxes payable the next year. The following conditions
must be satisfied to receive an exemption under either of
these circumstances:
(a) The rental housing or mobile home park will be used
exempt purpose stated in RCW 84.36.560 within two
the
for
assessment years;
(b) The nonprofit entity applying for or receiving the
exemption has obtained a commitmen t for financing, in
whole or in part, to acquire, construct, remodel, renovate, or
otherwise convert the property to provide housing for very
low-income households from:
(i) A federal or state housing program administered by
CTED;or
(ii) An affordable housing levy authorized under RCW
84.52.105;
(c) The nonprofit entity has manifested its intent in writto
ing construct, remodel, renovate, or otherwise convert the
rental housing or mobile home park to housing for very Iowincome households; and
(d) If less than the entire facility or mobile home park
will be used to provide rental housing or mobile home lots for
very low~income households, only that portion that will be so
used is entitled to an exemption under this subsection.
(9) Exclusive use required. To be exempt under RCW
84.36.560, the property must be exclusively used to provide
rental housing or mobile home lots for very low-income
households, except as provided in RCW 84.36.805.
( 10) Payments in-lieu of property tax will ~e
accepted. Any nonprofit entity that qualifies for a property
Proposed

tax exemption under RCW 84.36.560 may agree to make
payments to the city, county, or other political subdivision for
the improvements, services, and facilities furnished by the
city, county, or political subdivision for the benefit of the
exempt rental housing facility or mobile home lots. However, these payments may not exceed the amount of property
tax last levied as the annual tax by the city, county, or political subdivision upon the property prior to the time the exemption was effective.

WSR 02-11-057

WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTME NT OF LICENSING
[Filed May 10, 2002, 2: 14 p.m.]

The Department of Licensing hereby withdraws proposed rule, chapter 308-14 WAC, regulating court reporters,
filed with your office on April 3, 2002, as part of WSR 02-08074, which included amending WAC 308-14-085 Examination, 308-14-100 License renewal-Pen alties, 308-14-120
Examination appeal procedures, 308-14-130 Standards of
professional practice, 308-14-135 Transcript preparation format, 308-14-210 Application of brief adjudicative proceedings; and repealing WAC 308-14-090 Application.
Rosie McGrew
Licensing Manager

WSR 02-11-058

WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTME NT OF.
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
[Filed May 10, 2002, 4:35 p.m.]

The Economic Services Administration (ESA) i_s
requesting the withdrawal of three related proposed rulemaking filings. They are:
WSR 01-19-019 filed on September 11, 2002
•
(expired)
WSR 02-05-068 filed on February 15, 2002 (suppl~
mental)
WSR 02-09-063 filed on April 15, 2002 (supplemental)
Brian Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
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Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Kristi Olson, P.O. Box
45600, Olympia, WA 98504-5600, olsonkl2@dshs.wa.gov,
(360) 725-2537.
Name of Proponent: Department of Social and Health
Services, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: (1) To modify existing rules on guardianship fees
charged to Medicaid recipients receiving long-term care services who are required to participate in the cost of their care;
(2) to preclude allowance of prospective or retrospective
guardianship fees and administrative costs prior to the Medicaid recipient's eligibility for long-term care services or after
the recipient's death; and (3) to change the home and community services regional administrator notice by adding twenty
days to the notice time.
The department expects the loss of revenue to the small
businesses affected will be minor.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: WAC
388-79-010, clarifies the applicability of guardianship rules
per RCW 11.92.180 and 43.20B.460.
WAC 388-79-020, clarifies definitions used in this chapter.
WAC 388-79-030, adding language to preclude the
allowance of prospective or retrospective guardianship fees
and administrative costs prior to the Medicaid recipient's eligibility for long-term care services or after the recipient's
death.
WAC 388-79-040, language to allow the regional
administrator an added twenty days notice before the guardian files with the court.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. A small business economic impact statement has not been prepared because the
department does not find the cost to the small businesses
affected to be more than minor.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
The rule does not meet the definition of a significant legislative rule per RCW 34.05.328 (5)(b)(vii), exempting DSHS
rules relating only to client medical or financial eligibility or
rules concerning liability for care of dependents.
Hearing Location: Office Building 2 Auditorium
(DSHS Headquarters) (parking at 12th and Washington),
1115 Washington, Olympia, WA, 98504, on June 25, 2002,
at 10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Andy
Fernando, DSHS Rules Coordinator, by May 21, 2002, phone
(360) 664-6094, TTY (360) 664-6178, e-mail fernaaxH
@dshs.wa.gov.
Submit Written Comments to: Identify WAC Numbers,
DSHS Rules Coordinator, Rules and Policies Assistance
Unit, P.O. Box 45850, Olympia, WA 98504-5850, fax (360)
664-6185, e-mail femaax@dshs.wa.gov by 5 p.m., June 25,
2002.

M.'ITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Aging and Adult Services Administration)
[Filed May 10, 2002, 4:37 p.m.]

The Aging and Adult Services Administration (AASA)
would like to withdraw WAC 388-78A-060 from proposed
rule making filed as WSR 01-23-074.
Brian Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

WSR 02-11-067
PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Aging and Adult Services Administration)
[Filed May 10, 2002, 4:48 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal ·statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0201-043.
Title of Rule: Amendments to WAC 388-79-010, 38879-020, 388-79-030 and 388-79-040, concerning guardianship fees for Medicaid clients of the department.
Purpose: ( 1) To provide for a total of thirty days' notice
of proceedings; (2) to prohibit deductions from participation
for fees and costs occurred prior to Medicaid eligibility, during any subsequent period of ineligibility, or after the client
has died; and (3) to limit, to the extent possible, the court's
ability to advance fees at one accounting and then to award
higher fees at the next accounting after the services as [are]
rendered.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 11.92.180,
43.20B.460.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 11.92.180 and
43.20B.460.
Summary: ( 1) To provide for a total of thirty days' notice
of proceedings; (2) to prohibit deductions from participation
for fees and costs occurred prior to Medicaid eligibility, during any subsequent period of ineligibility, or after the client
has died; and (3) to limit, to the extent possible, the court's
ability to advance fees at one accounting and then to award
higher fees at the next accounting after the services as [are]
rendered. AASA believes that these changes will not have a
substantial impact or a more than minor cost to the small
businesses affected.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: This will help our administration estimate and possibly close the accounting period
once a regular payment on an account can be established and
once deductions for participation during periods of ineligibility are eliminated. This rule will also help our regional
administrators prepare by adding twenty days making notice
of proceedings a total of providing thirty days. Eliminating
deductions during periods of ineligibility will also save
department money.
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Date of Intended Adoption: Not earlier than June 26,
2002.
May 8, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 98-10-055,
filed 4/30/98, effective 5/31/98)
WAC 388-79-010 ((ApplieelJiliey sell Feesae fap lite
ehepteF)) Puroose. ((It is the intent efthis WAC te eflff}' eHt
R:CW 43.20B.4€i0, &Rd that 13art et)) These rules implement
RCW 11.92.180 ((whieh allews)) and 43.20B.460 to the
extent that those statutes require the department to ((set max
ffffitm)) establish by rule the maximum amount of guardianship fees and additional compensation for administrative
costs that may be allowed by ((ee11rts in g11ardiaHshi13s fer a
Ele13artmeHt ef seeial &Ad health serviees (DSHS) elieHt resid
ing in a HHrsing faeility er in a residential or heme setting,
anEl whe is req11ireEl by DSHS te eontril:mte a 13ortioH of their
iHeome towards the eost of residential or s111313ertive ser
¥tees)) the court for a guardian or limited guardian of an incapacitated person who is a Medicaid client of the department
and is thus required by federal law to contribute to the cost of
the client's long-term care.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 98-10-055,
filed 4/30/98, effective 5/31/98)
WAC 388-79-020 Definitions. "Administrati ve
costs" or "costs" means necessary costs paid by the guardian
including attorney fees ((and easts of serviee of 13roeess at the
least ex13ensive level)).
((~)) "((Qep&Fbeeet )) ~lient" means a person who
((has been approves to reeeive a grant or program adminis
tereEl by the ElepartmeHt)) is eligible for and is receiving Medicaid-funded long-term care.
"Guardianshio fees" or "fees" means necessary fees
charged by a guardian for services rendered on behalf of a client.
"Participation " means the amount the client pays from
current monthly income toward the cost of the client's longterm care.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 98-10-055,
filed 4/30/98, effective 5/31198)
WAC 388-79-030 ((GeeFdieeship )) Maximum fees
and ((edmieistFetiv e)) costs ((ieeledieg ettaFeey fees)).
The superior court may allow guardianship fees and administrative costs in an amount set out in an order. For orders
entered after June 15, 1998, ((fer a detJartment elient)) where
the order establishes or continues a legal guardianship for a
department client, and requires a future review or accounting;
then unless otherwise modified by the process described in
WAC 388-79-040:
(1) The amount of guardianship fees shall not exceed one
hundred seventy-five dollars per month;
Proposed

(2) The amount of administrative costs directly related to
establishing a guardianship for a department client shall not
exceed seven hundred dollars; and
(3) ((IR any orEler OR review)) Ihe amount of administrative costs other than the costs of establishing the guardianship
shall not exceed a total of six hundred dollars during any
three-year period.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 98-10-055,
filed 4/30/98, effective 5/31/98)
WAC 388-79-040 Procedure ((ta Fevise BWBFd let
teP)) for allowing fees and costs from client participation.
ill After June 15, 1998 where a ((departmeRt)) client is subject to a guardianship ((theft)) the departi:nent shall be entitled
to notice of proceedings as described in RCW 11.92.150.
((fB)) ill The notice ((shall be giveR to the appropriate))
must be served to the department's regional administrator of
the program ((serving the department)) that is providing services to the client. A list of the regional administrators will be
((a,·ailaele)) furnished upon request.
If the fees and costs requested and established
((f2t))
by the order are equal to or ((lewer)) less than the maximum
((amouRt set ey this r11Ie then the award letter or dee11meRt
settiRg the ElepartmeRt's)) amounts allowed under WAC 38879-030. then the department will adjust the client's current
participation ((shall be adj11steEl)) to reflect ((that amo11nt))
the amounts allowed upon receipt by the department of the
court order setting ((a)) the monthly ((tlfflOttflt)) amounts.
((~)) ffi Should fees and costs ((aeeve those
requested)) in excess of the amounts allowed in WAC 38879-030 be requested:
(a) At least twenty days before filing the request with the
court. the guardian must present the request in writing to the
appropriate regional administrator ((will ee giveR notiee of
the hearing as deseribed iH R:CW 11.92.150, aRd proviEled
with eopies of all s11p13ortiHg doe11ments filed with the eo11rt))
to allow the department an opportunity to consider whether
the request should be granted on an exceptional basis.
(b) In considering a request for extraordinary fees or
costs. the department must consider the following factors:
(i) The department's obligation under federal and state
law to ensure that federal Medicaid funding is not jeopardized by noncompliance with federal regulations limiting
deductions from the client's participation amount;
(ii) The usual and customary guardianship services for
which the maximum fees and costs under WAC 388-79-030
must be deemed adequate for a Medicaid client. including.
but not limited to:
(A) Acting as a representative payee;
(B) Managing the client's financial affairs;
CC) Preserving and/or disposing of property;
(D) Making health care decisions:
(E) Visiting and/or maintaining contact with the client;
(F) Accessing public assistance programs on behalf of
the client;
CG) Communicating with the client's service providers:
and
(H) Preparing any reports or accountings required by the
court.

ru
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els that may be damaging to plants grown in or around compost.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Cliff Weed, 1111 Washington Street, Olympia, WA 98504-2560, (360) 902-2036.
Name of Proponent: Department of Agriculture, governmental.

(iii) Extraordinary services provided by the guardian .
such as:
(A) Unusually complicated property transactions;
(B) Substantial interactions with adult protective services or criminal justice agencies;
CC) Extensive medical services setup needs, and/or
emergency hospitalizations; and
(D) Litigation other than litigating an award of guardianship fees or costs.
ill Should the court determine after consideration of the
facts{{, law aRd e,·ideRee of the ease)) and law, that fees and
costs ((higher thaR ROrfRali)')) in excess of the amounts
allowed in WAC 388-79-030 are just and reasonable and
should be allowed then the ((award letter or doe1:1tReRt settiRg
the def!artfReRt)) department will adjust the client's current
participation ((shall be adj1:1sted)) to reflect ((that afROl:IRt))
the amounts allowed upon receipt by the department of the
court order setting ((a)) the monthly ((ametmt)) amounts.
(5) In no event may a client's participation be prospectively or retrospectively reduced to pay fees and costs
incurred before the effective date of the client's Medicaid eligibility; or during any subsequent time period when the client
was not eligible for or did not receive long-term care services; or after the client has died.
(6) If the court, at a prior accounting. has allowed the
guardian to receive fees from the client's monthly income in
advance of services rendered by the guardian, and the client
dies before the next accounting the fees and costs allowed by
the court at the final accounting may be less than, but may not
exceed the amounts advanced and paid to the guardian from
the client's income.

Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The proposed rule places restrictions on pesticides
containing the active ingredient clopyralid when labeled for
use on cereal grains, grass used for hay, lawns and turf
including golf courses. The rules spell out the restrictions
and requirements for the sale, distribution and use on lawns
and turf including golf courses. The proposed restrictions are
intended to prevent clopyralid residues in compost at levels
that may be damaging to plants grown in or around compost.
Proposal does not change existing rules.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. The Department of
Agriculture's Pesticide Management Division conducted an
economic impact survey of all Washington state licensed pesticide dealers and commercial applicators licensed to apply
pesticides to turf and ornamental weeds. Based upon the
results of that survey, the department has concluded that any
new compliance costs imposed by the proposed new rules are
not "more than minor," therefore a small business economic
impact statement is not required.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Date of Intended Adoption: May 28, 2002.
May 13, 2002

WSR 02-11-070

Bob Arrington

PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Assistant Director

[Filed May 13, 2002, 9:47 a.m.]

Continuance of WSR 02-07-080.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0117-08 [01-17-083] and 01-20-035.
Title of Rule: Rules relating to pesticides containing the
active ingredient clopyralid, WAC 16-228-1235 through 16228-1238.
Purpose: To restrict some uses of pesticides containing
the active ingredient clopyralid. The restrictions are intended
to prevent clopyralid residues in compost at levels that may
be damaging to plants grown in or around compost.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapters 15.58,
17.21, and 34.05 RCW.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapters 15.58 and 17.21
RCW.
Summary: Based on the large volume of public comment received on this issue the Department of Agriculture
will take an additional two weeks to consider them. This continuance changes the proposed adoption date to May 28,
2002.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The proposed restrictions
are intended to prevent clopyralid residues in compost at lev-

WSR 02-11-083
WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
[Filed May 15, 2002, 8:20 a.m.]

The Washington State Department of Agriculture hereby
withdraws the proposal to repeal the Asparagus Marketing
Order, under chapter 16-557 WAC, originally filed on
November 7, 200 l, WSR 01-22-104, and continued on April
4, 2002, WSR 02-09-005. The department conducted a referendum on the proposal to terminate the Washington Asparagus Commission in accordance with chapter 15.65 RCW and
the referendum failed.
Anyone with questions should contact Deborah Anderson, Commodity Commission Coordinator, (360) 902-2043.
William E. Brookreson
Acting Director
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WASHING TON STATE UNIVERS ITY: CAMPUS
TRAFFIC AND PARKING REGULA TIONS

WSR 02-11-092
PROPOSED RULES

WASHING TON STATE UNIVERS ITY
[Filed May 17, 2002, 1:42 p.m.)

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0207-104.
Title of Rule: Campus traffic and parking regulations.
Purpose: To reorganize, clarify and streamline existing
parking regulation s in accordanc e with board of regents
directive.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 28B.30.150.
Summary: Removes fine structure from WAC and
allows fines to be set by board of regents without codification
in WAC, establishes residence hall parking, adds definition
of "fire zone," addresses counterfeit permits, removes obsolete language and sections.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: To reorganize, clarify
and streamline existing parking regulations.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
John Shaheen, Glenn Ford, Public Safety Building, P.O. Box
7300, Pullman, WA 99164, (509) 335-4911; Implementation
and Enforceme nt: John Shaheen, Public Safety Building,
P.O. Box 7300, Pullman, WA 99164, (509) 335-4911.
Name of Proponent: Board of Regents.
Explanatio n of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Removes fine structure from WAC and allows fines
to be set by board of regents without codification in WAC,
establishes residence hall parking, adds definition of "fire
zone," addresses counterfeit permits, removes obsolete language and sections.
The effect will be to reorganize, clarify and streamline
existing parking regulations and provide for parking needs of
students living in residence halls.
Proposal does not change existing rules. Obsolete sections eliminated, fine structure eliminated, additional parking
areas provided for students residing on campus.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. Not applicable.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Hearing Location: Conferenc e Room 405, Lighty Student Building, Washington State University, Pullman, Washington 99164, on June 25, 2002, at 1:00.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Kirsten Pauli
by June 21, (509) 335-7739.
Submit Written Comments to: Loretta M. Lamb, P.O.
Box 64105, Pullman, WA 99164, fax (509) 335-4642, by
June 21, 2002.
Date of Intended Adoption: June 25, 2002.
May 10, 2002
Loretta M. Lamb
Associate Vice-President for
Personnel and Administration
Rules Coordinator
Proposed

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-13-003 ,
filed 6/8/95, effective 7/9/95)
WAC 504-15-100 Definition s. The definitions in this
section are applicable within the context of these regulations.
(1) Campus. Describes all property owned, leased,
and/ or controlled by Washington State University in Pullman
which is or may hereafter be dedicated mainly to the educational, research, housing, recreation al, parking, or other
activities of Washington State University.
(2) Commuter student. Any student who does not live in
a residence hall (dormitory). All students living in fraternities, sororities, university housing (other than residence
halls), and private housing are considered to be commuter
students.
(3) Disability zone. A parking zone identified with a sign
bearing the international disability symbol that is restricted at
all times to use by vehicles bearing a valid WSU disability
parking permit or indicator, or any state-issue d disability
parking permit.
(4) Dormitory. See residence hall.
(5) Fire zone. An area needed for emergency access to
buildings. fire hydrants. or fire equipment . Such areas
include. but are not limited to areas with adjacent curbs or
•
rails painted red.
•
the
activates
that
card
((~)) .(fil Gate card. A plastic
areas.
parking
certain
to
gates controlling access
((fet)) ill Holiday or university holiday. A day when all
university facilities are generally closed (e.g., Thanksgiving
Day, Christmas Day, New Year's Day). Vacation days are not
considered holidays. See definition of vacation.
((ft-1)) .{fil Housing area. Housing units or apartments,
and their respective parking areas, that are owned by the university, but are not included as residence halls.
((f&t)) .{21 Illegal use of permit. A parking violation in
which a citation is issued under the following circumstances:
(a) Use of a permit/indicator on an unspecified vehicle.
(( (b) Use ef a ee1:1Hterfeit permit/ ifldieater.))

((fej)) ill Use of a permit/indicator obtained under false
pretenses.
({tef)) {£).Use of a modified permit/indicator.
((~))@Use and/or retention of a permit/indicator by
person(s) ineligible, or no longer eligible, for such.!! permit as
described and authorized in this chapter.
((~)) f.lQ} Indicator. A decal displayed adjacent to a
parking permit which more clearly defines the parking areas
available to a permit holder.
((fl-Gj)) Lll} Loading zone. A loading dock, or an area
signed "loading zone" adjacent to a facility, in a parking area,
or near a residence hall. Such an area is intended for loading
and unloading bulky or voluminous material. Loading zones •
•
are restricted at all times.
led
((fl-B)) @Moped . Any two-wheeled or three-whee
motor vehicle with an engine displacement of 50 cc or less.
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Q.fil Vehicle. See motor vehicle.
Visitors. Persons who are not staff or students and who only visit the campus on an occasional basis.
((~)) (30) Wheel lock. A device used to temporarily
immobilize a vehicle (i.e., on-the-spot impoundment).

-((~)) .(Lll Motorcycle. Any two-wheeled or threewheeled motor vehicle with an engine displacement greater
than 50 cc.
((fl-37 f..W Motor vehicle. All motor-driven conveyances
except wheelchairs.
((fl-4j £..ill No parking zone. Any area not specifically
marked and/ or signed for parking. Such areas include, but are
not limited to areas with adjacent curbs or rails painted yellow ef-feEl.
((~ _(_lfil Park/parking. This refers to the placement or
standing of a vehicle, with or without a driver in attendance,
and with or without the engine running.
((fMt ill} Parking permit. A vinyl, plastic, or paper
instrument sanctioned by parking services that is displayed
from a vehicle, and authorizes parking in specified areas.
((f-Ht .lifil Resident student. A student living in a residence hall.
((f-l--81 fl.21 Residence hall. ((The fullowi11:g livi11:g 1:111:its
are eo11:sidered r)) Residence halls include the following:
Streit Hall, Perham Hall, Regents Hall, Scott Hall, Coman
Hall, Wilmer Hall, Davis Hall, Duncan-Dunn Hall, Community Hall, Stevens Hall, McCroskey Hall, Gannon Hall, Goldsworthy Hall, McEachern Hall, Orton Hall, Rogers Hall,
Stephenson Complex, Stimson Hall, Waller Hall, ((atttl))
Kruegel McAllister Hall and Honors Hall.
((fl-9) (20) Service vehicle. A vehicle used to provide a
service for the university or a tenant or contractor of the university (e.g., a university-owned vehicle or a privately-owned
vehicle with a valid service permit displayed).
((~ail Service zone. Parking spaces designated for
the use of university vehicles, other government-owned vehicles, and vehicles displaying a service indicator or commercial permit. Authorized vehicles may park in these zones for
a maximum of fifteen minutes, except for vehicles that display a commercial permit, or a service indicator issued for an
extended time. Service zones are restricted at all times.
((fUj (22) Resident priority zone (i.e., crimson zone,
gray zone). A parking area close to a residence hall. Parking
in these areas is assigned to resident students by residence life
personnel, and/or residence hall officers.
((~@Staff. For the purposes of these regulations,
"staff' includes all faculty, classified staff, administrative and
professional employees, temporary employees, and other
support personnel employed by the university, and the personnel of other activities located on campus. Teaching assistants, research assistants, and other students employed by the
university are not "staff." They are considered as students for
the purpose of these rules.
((~)) (24) Student. Any person who has been admitted
to the university, and who is either attending classes, or
actively pursuing a degree or certificate.
((~)) (25) Summer session. The summer session
includes all summer school sessions beginning on the first
day of the earliest session, and ending on the last day of the
latest session.
((~)) (26) University holiday. See holiday.
((~)) (27) Vacation. A period of time when classes or
final exams are not in session. Except for holidays that fall
within this period, the business offices of the university are
open during this time.

((~))

((~)) (29)

Reviser's note: The typographical errors in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appear in the Register pursuant to the
requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-11-078,
filed 5/16/90, effective 7/1190)
WAC 504-15-200 Enforcement authority. Parking
services ((is)) and the police department are charged with the
impartial enforcement of these regulations. Enforcement personnel have authority to issue parking citations, to impound
vehicles, and to control access to areas.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-13-003,
filed 6/8/95, effective 7/9/95)
WAC 504-15-210 Times of enforcement. Parking regulations are subject to enforcement at all times.
. (1) Permit areas: All parking zones are limited to authorized permit holders during specific hours. These hours are
posted in each parking zone either at the entrance to parking
areas, or along roadways where parking is marked. Restricted
spaces are enforced at all times. See subsection (4) of this
section, special conditions.
(2) Restricted spaces: These spaces are restricted for
their designated purpose at all times (twenty-four hours a
day, seven days a week):
(a) Disability.
(((0) Gray zoHes (reside11:t priority areas).))
((fej)) 1Ql Load/unload.
((fdj)) {£1 Service.
((fe1)) @Reserved.
((tfj)) _w Reserved (bagged) meters.
((fgJ)) ill Specially signed areas.
(((h) H01:1si11:g area5:))
(3) Metered spaces: Parking meters are in effect during
the times posted on each meter. During these times the meter
must be paid the posted amount. Additional time cannot be
purchased beyond the meter's posted time limit (e.g., a twohour meter will allow a maximum of two hours to be purchased at one time).
(4) Special conditions: The parking regulations are
enforced every day, twenty-four hours a day. ((However,
a))Quring certain times the following ((perteds)) special conditions exist, and the regulations are modified.
(a) ((D1:1riHg the followiHg times, permits are Hot
req1:1ired iH el1:1e aHd gray ZOHes:)) Crimson zones.
(i) ((A)) Permits are not reguired in crimson zones at the
start of each semester from the Monday of registratioH the
week prior to the first day of class through the ((sHtth)) fifth
day of class.
(ii) ({!})) Crimson. orange. and green permits are valid in
crimson zones during summer session. vacation periods. and
between semesters.
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(iii) ((9)) Temporary one-hour parking zones may be
establishe d in portions of the crimson zones during finals
week and at the start of each semester to accommodate moving into and moving out of residence halls.
(b) Gray zones.
(i) Permits are not required in gray zones at the start of
each semester from the Monday of the week prior to the first
day of class through the fifth day of class, during vacation
periods. and between semesters.
fill During ((the)) summer session, gray zones are open
to all valid WSU parking permits, except blue permits and
housing permits.
(iii) Temporary one-hour parking zones may be established in portions of the gray zones during finals week and at
the start of each semester to accommodate moving into and
moving out of residence halls.
(c) Blue zones. Permits are not required in blue zones at
the start of each semester from the Monday of the week prior
to the first day of class through the fifth day of class. during
finals week, vacation periods, and between semesters.
(d) Housing areas. ((9uring the following times, housing
p)) £ermits are not required in housing areas-:fit-A £t the start of each semester from the Monday of
((registration)) the week prior to the first day of class through
the ((sHHl=t)) fifth day of class. and((~))
((fii1--l})) guring finals week.
((fti1)) (e) Summer business hours. During the period
when the university is officially on summer business hours,
all metered spaces and permit areas which are not restricted
will be open parking after 4:00 p.m. This period varies from
year to year, and does not include periods when individual
departments change their business hours outside the university's official summer business hours.
(5) Pay parking facilities: Some nonmetered areas are
provided for ((ttmttea)) parking on an ((eftsh)) hourly basis.
Hours of operation and a schedule of fees are posted at the
facility entrance and at the point of payment. Parking violations are issued to vehicles that are parked over the duration
of time that was paid and for nonpayment.
Reviser's note: The typographical errors in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appear in the Register pursuant to the
requirements ofRCW 34.08.040.

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-13-003,
filed 6/8/95, effective 7/9/95)
WAC 504-15-460 False informatio n. No person shall
obtain, attempt to obtain, or use in a manner contrary to these
regulations, a modified ((or counterfeit)) parking permit or a
permit issued upon false information. A violation of this section includes giving a false name, address, Social Security
number, and/or other information known to be false. It also
includes the mere use of a visitor, conference, and commercial permit by staff or students. Violation of this provision
shall constitute the illegal use of a parking permit, and will be
subject to citation and fine.
Proposed

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-13-003,
filed 6/8/95, effective 7/9/95)
WAC 504-15-540 Zone permits-A vailabilit y and
use. The management and assignment of parking zones is
designed to provide a reliable parking space to permit holders. However, uncontrolled access to parking areas and unexpected parking demand make it impossible to guarantee a
parking space in a permit holder's assigned zone. Every effort
will be made via surveys and limits on permit sales, to ensure
that permit holders are not displaced from their assigned
zones. The only exception to this will be that the sale of blue
.
permits will not be limited.
Staff and students are generally assigned to specific
parking areas, called zones. Parking zones are color-coded
with respect to their price and numbered with respect to the
specific parking area assignment of each permit holder. Permit holders may park in their assigned zone as reflected by
the combination of color and number on their permit and corresponding sign, or they may park in other zones as described
below.
(1) Orange permits: Orange permit holders may park in
their numerically assigned orange zone, or in any green, yellow, red, or blue zone. These permits may be available on a
temporary basis during the summer session.
(2) Green permits: Green permit holders may park in
their numerically assigned green zone, or in any yellow, red,
or blue zone. These permits may be available on a temporary
•
basis during the summer session.
•
in
park
may
holders
permit
Yellow
permits:
(3) Yellow
their numerically assigned yellow zone, or in any red or blue
zone. These permits may be available on a temporary basis.
(4) Red permits:. Red permit holders may park in their
numerically assigned red zone or in any blue zone. These permits may be available on a temporary basis.
(5) Gray permits (((resident priority parking))): Gray
permit holders may park in their numerically assigned gray
zone, or in any blue zone. These permits may be available on
a temporary basis. Gray permit holders must turn in their gray
permit for refund or credit toward another permit, if applicable, immediately upon moving out of a residence hall. Only
resident students are eligible for gray permits.
(6) Blue permits (peripheral parking): Blue permit holders may park in any blue zone. These permits are available on
a temporary basis.
(7) Crimson permits. Crimson permit holders may park
in their numerically assigned crimson zone, or in the numerically corresponding gray zone (e.g .. a crimson 1 permit is
valid in the gray 1 zone. but not in the gray 2 zone), or in any
blue zone. Crimson permit holders must turn in their crimson
permit for a refund or credit toward another permit. if applicable. immediately upon moving out of the residence hall.
Only resident students are eligible for crimson permits.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-13-003, •
•
filed 6/8/95, effective 7/9/95)
WAC 504-15-580 Special indicator decals/han gers.
Special indicator decals or hangers may be issued to staff and
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student permit holders who have otherwise valid parking permits in the following cases:
(1) Service indicator decals/hangers which are valid for
a maximum of fifteen minutes in a marked service zone. A
separate mall service indicator allows a maximum of fifteenminute parking in the pedestrian mall. These are available to
staff or students who must use a private vehicle for university
business. They are issued on an annual or daily basis after the
approval of the parking manager or his/her designee.
(2) Night parking indicator decals/hangers which are
valid in parking zones up to thirty minutes after the permit
times begin, and thirty minutes before the permit times end.
For example, if permits are required in a parking zone from
7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., the night parking indicator is valid in
that zone from 4:30 p.m. until 7:30 a.m. Night parking indicators are not valid at any time in crimson zones. gray zones,
meter spaces, restricted spaces, or parking zones that require
a parking permit at all times.
(3) Reserved parking indicator decals/hangers which are
valid in parking spaces that are signed for the corresponding
permit and indicator.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-13-003,
filed 6/8/95, effective 7/9/95)
WAC 504-15-600 Disability permits. The university
and parking services strongly supports the provision of disability par~ing spaces at a reasonable proximity to campus
buildings for people of disability.
There are two types of disability permits:
(1) Permanent physical disability. An annual disability
permit is available to permanently disabled university
employees and students at the established fee. Holders of
annual permits may park in orange, green, yellow, red, crimson. gray, and blue zones, and metered spaces. They may not
park in service zones or reserved spaces. The fee for an
annual disability permit is equal to the blue zone fee. Payment of regular posted fees is required in pay lots.
(2) Temporary physical disability. Temporary disability
permits will be issued to temporarily disabled staff and students for a maximum of six weeks, although they may be
renewed.
Employees and students must obtain a temporary disability form from parking services. These disabled parking
privileges will be granted only after submission of the form
that shows the applicant meets established physical limitations. The form must be completed by a health care provider.
Parking services will not accept substitute forms or letters.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-13--102,
filed 6/20/01, effective 7/21/01)

as the Board has delegated authority to the president or his
designee to approve all such fees. The· schedules for all parking fees, parking administrative fees, meter rates, prorate and
((f))refund schedules!, including those for the SRC, will
thereafter be posted in the public area of the parking services
office, ftfltl filed with the university rules coordinator, and
posted on the parking services web site.
(((2) Disabilit;· permits will be iss1:1ed free of charge to
those who ha·,ce their vehicle identified with a state disability
license plate or other iRdieator iR accordaRee with RCW
46.16.380.))
((Bj)) ill Payments: Fees may be paid at parking services by cash, check, or money order. A payroll deduction
plan is available for permanent university employees and eligible graduate students during the fall semester only.
((t4))).Lll The annual fee for any shorter period relative
to all permits shall be prorated.
((~)) ill The proper fee must be paid for all vehicles
parked in metered areas unless otherwise authorized.
((f61)) ill Staff members whose work schedules qualify
them for night time differential pay may purchase a permit
for one-half the regular fee. Verification will be required.
((f+-1)) .{fil Refunds: Annual permits being relinquished
may be returned to parking services for a prorata refund.
Identifiable remnants of the permit must be returned. Provision of the permit holder's copy of the permit receipt will
facilitate the refund process. A minimum ten-dollar service
charge will be retained by parking services. Further, the balance of any fees and fines owed parking services will be
deducted from any refund due. ((No refl:!Rds will be graRted
after 5:00 p.m. Friday of the third week of the spring semes
ter-:)) Refunds for temporary permits will not be granted.
Reviser's note: The typographical errors in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appear in the Register pursuant to the
requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-13-003,
filed 6/8/95, effective 7/9/95)
WAC 504-15-810 Violations, fines, and sanctions. (1)
Violations and fines: Parking violations will be processed by
the University. Fines must be paid at parking services ((Hrthe
p1:1blic safety b1:1ilding,)) or other authorized locations((,-ftt-the
follo·n'iRg rates:)). Schedules for parking violations, fines.
and sanctions are posted in the public area of the parking services office and on the parking services web site.
(((a)Overtime!nonpaymeRt at meter

fb1
te1

td1

fe)

WAC 504-15-650 Permit fees. (1) Schedules for parking fees, parking administrative fees, parking fines and sanctions, meter rates, prorate and refund schedules, and the
effective date thereof will be submitted to the president or
his/her designee and to the board of regents for approval by
motion, provided, however, that fees associated with parking
at the Student Recreational Center, (SRC) including refunds
of fees, will not be submitted to the Board of Regents so long

ft)
fg1

w

fi1

t:ff
fk1
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Overtime in time zoRe
f>.fo parleiRg permit
No parkiRg permit for this area
No parleiRg zone
Improper display of permit/indicator
Blocleing traffic
Una1:1thorized parking in a disability space
Parking in fire zone
Un111:1thorized parking in reserved area
Illegal 1:1se of permit

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

.W,00
.W,00
~

20,00
20,00
~
~
~
~

40-:QQ
~
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((0f))_,_ stolen. or counterfeit permit may be temporarily

fl1 Dis13lay of lost or stolen 13ermit

immobilized by use of a wheel lock device placed on a wheel. •
A ((fifty dollar)) fee will be assessed on vehicles which are.
.
immobilized with a wheel lock.
(b) Any vehicle may be towed away at owner's/operator's expense if the vehicle:
(i) Has been immobilized by wheel lock more than
twenty-four hours; or
(ii) Is illegally parked in a marked tow-away zone; or
(iii) Is a hazard or obstruction to vehicular or pedestrian
traffic (including, but not limited to, vehicles parked at curbs
or rails painted yellow or red or in crosswalks); or
(iv) Cannot be impounde~ with a wheel lock device; or
(v) Is illegally parked in a disability space.
(c) The driver and/or owner of a towed vehicle shail pay
towing and storage expenses.
(d) Any vehicle immobilized by use of the wheel Ioele
device in excess of twenty-four hours will be assessed a storage fee ((of ten dollars)) for each calendar day or portion
thereof, beyond the first twenty-four hours.
(e) The university assumes no responsibility in the event
of damages resulting from towing, use of wheel lock devices,
storage, or attempts to move a vehicle with a wheel lock
·
device installed.
(f) No vehicle impounded by towing or wheel ·lock
devices, shall be released until the following fines are paid in
•
.
~h:
(i) All unpaid parking violation penalties against said •
vehicle and any other vehicle registered to the violator;
(ii) A ((fifty dollar)) wheel lock fee;
(iii) All towing and storage fees.
(g) Any vehicle impounded pursuant to these regulations
in excess of thirty calendar days shall be considered an aban~
doned vehicle and shall be disposed of in accordance with
chapter 46.55 RCW.
(h) A person wishing to challenge·_ the validity of· any
fines or fees imposed under this subsection may appeal such
fines or fees as elsewhere provided in these regulations.
However, in order to secure release of the vehicle, such per-·
son must pay the amount of such fines or fees as a bond
which will be refunded to the extent the appeal is successful.
(i) An accumulation of six unpaid violations during any
twelve-month period, exclusive of meter violations, and
overtime in time zone violations, will subject the violator to
revocation or denial of parking privileges. Vehicles without
permits which accumulate the above number of violations
may be prohibited from parking on university property.
((~)) ffi Failure to pay fines: Failure to pay a fine or
comply with other penalties assessed pursuant to these regulations, after exhausting or failing to exercise appeals provided for in these regulations, constitutes a violation ofRCW
28B.10.560. A citation or complaint for such violation may
be issued and filed with the district court. Upon request of the •
university, the department of licensing may withhold vehicle~
registration pending the payment of outstanding parking
fines.

Wheel leek fee
W Una1:1thoril!iedlo¥ertime 13arking
in serviee s13aee
W Una1:1thori'i!ied/overtime 13arking OH
the 13edestrian mall
W O·rertime/non13ayment in a 13ay lot
W All other 13arking violations

~

(2) Reduction of fines: Fines for violations in subsection
(l)(a) and (b) of this section paid within twenty-four hours
will be reduced by one-half. Eligible violations received on
Friday or Saturday can be paid on the following Monday to
satisfy the twenty-four hour requirement. Mailed fines must
be postmarked within twenty-four hours to receive the onehalf reduction. If a permit holder of record neglects to display
his/her permit and receives a notice of violation for No parking permit, (subsection (l)(c) of this section), that fine will be
reduced to five dollars when possession of a valid parking
permit for the location is verified by the parking services
within twenty-four hours.
(3) Visitors: The first violation of the notices listed in
subsection (l)(c) of this section, No parking permit, and subsection ( l)(d) of this section, No parking permit for this area,
issued to visitors are considered warning notices upon presentation to the parking services office.
(4) Inoperable.vehicles: It is the owner's responsibility
to immediately contact parking services in the event that their
vehicle becomes inoperable.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-13-003,
filed 6/8/95, effective 7/9/95)
WAC 504-15-830 Other violations and sanctions. ill
Schedules for parking violations. fines and sanctions are
posted in the public area of the parking services office and on
the parking services web site.
((flt)) ill Late payment of fines: Forty-five days after
issuance of a notice of violation a ((ten dollar)) charge shaB
be added to all unpaid parking violations. If a student or staff
member fails to pay the fine assessed for any violation, the
fine will be referred to the WSU controller's office for collection. The controller may, if other collection efforts fail,
deduct outstanding fines from the salary warrants of employees or withhold the amount of the outstanding fines from
damage deposits or other funds held for any student in order
to secure payment. Where collection efforts are unsuccessful,
the controller may notify the registrar to refrain from issuing
student transcripts or to withhold permission to reenroll for a
subsequent term until outstanding fines are paid. The procedures discussed above are not exclusive, however, and failure
by anyone to pay fines may lead to towing or use of the wheel
lock device described in these regulations. Nor are the procedures discussed above a precondition to towing or use of the
wheel lock.
((~))ill Impound by wheel lock or towing:
(a) Any vehicle with an accumulation of three or more
unpaid parking violations, or any vehicle displaying a lost
Proposed
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REPEALER

WSR 02-11-101

Date of Intended Adoption: July 9, 2002.

The following section of the Washington State Administrative Code is repealed:
WAC 504-15-060

Advisory and governing bodies.

May 13, 2002
Loretta M. Lamb
Associate Vice-President for
Personnel and Administration
Rules Coordinator

Reviser's note: The material contained in this filing exceeded the
page-count limitations of WAC 1-21-040 for appearance in this issue of the
Register. It will appear in the 02-12 issue of the Register.

WSR 02-11-093
PROPOSED RULES

WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY

WSR 02-11-101

PROPOSED RULES

[Filed May 17, 2002, 1:51 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0206-094.
Title of Rule: Standards of conduct for students.
Purpose: To clarify requirements for student conduct, to
streamline the hearing and disciplinary process and provide
for parental notification under FERPA rules.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 28B.30.150.
Summary: Clarifies requirements for student conduct,
streamlines hearing and disciplinary process and provides for
parental notification under FERPA rules.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: To clarify requirements
for student conduct, to streamline the hearing and disciplinary process and provide for parental notification under
FERPA rules.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Dr. Charlene Jaeger, Dr. Elaine Voss, Lighty Student Services Building, Room 360, (509) 335-4531; Implementation
and Enforcement: Dr. Charlene Jaeger, Lighty Student Services Building, Room 360, (509) 335-4531.
Name of Proponent: Office of Student Affairs, Washington State University.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Clarifies requirements for student conduct, to
streamline the hearing and disciplinary process and provides
for parental notification under FERPA rules.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Clarifies requirements for student conduct, streamlines the hearing
and disciplinary process and provides for parental notifica-'
ti on under FERP A rules.
,. No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Hearing Location: Conference Room 405, Lighty Student Services Building, Washington State University, Pullman, Washington 99164, on July 10, 2002, at 1:00 p.m.
Contact
Assistance r·for Persons with Disabilities:
~irsten Pauli by July 5, 2002.
.-- Submit Written Comments to: Loretta M. Lamb, P.O.
Box 64105, Pullman, WA 99164, fax (509) 335-4642, by
June 21, 2002.
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DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

[Order02-03-Filed May 20, 2002, 11:18 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0205-054.
Title of Rule: Dangerous waste regulations, chapter
173-303 WAC.
Purpose: To adopt a conditional exclusion for controlled
substances based on an emergency rule that was adopted on
January 25, 2002, and to make technical corrections.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapters 70.105 and
70.105D RCW.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 70.105 RCW.
Summary: A conditional exclusion is being proposed to
allow controlled substances that are held as evidence by law
enforcement agencies or that are managed by licensees and
registrants of the state Board of Pharmacy or Drug Enforcement Administration to be destroyed in incinerators. Other
changes are technical corrections.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The existing regulations
are a barrier to feasible management of these substances and
there is a suitable alternative that will be allowed by this proposal.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Ty Thomas, Lacey, Washington, (360) 407-6758; Implementation and Enforcement: Greg Sorlie, Lacey, Washington,
(360) 407 -6702.
Name of Proponent: Department of Ecology, governmental.
Rule is necessary because of federal law, 40 C.F.R.
266.205 (d) and (e).
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The dangerous waste regulations set forth the
requirements for determining if solid wastes are dangerous
wastes, establish a system for tracking dangerous waste from
generation to treatment or disposal, and establish requirements for facilities that manage dangerous waste so that all
dangerous wastes are managed safely and responsibly in
Washington state. The regulations also exempt a variety of
wastes which can be managed safely and appropriately in a
manner other than that required for most wastes.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Law
enforcement agencies within the state of Washington confiscate drugs, including controlled substances, during the course
of their work. The controlled substances are kept as evidence
Proposed
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until the case is adjudicated. When no longer needed as evidence, law enforcement agencies follow their own policies
for the destruction of the controlled substances. These policies include incineration, witnessed by a law enforcement
officer. There is only one waste-to-energy facility in Washington that is 'Currently able to take these wastes; however its
permit prohibits the burning of dangerous waste. Some controlled substances designate as state-only dangerous wastes
in the state of Washington. This conditional exclusion will
make it possible for these wastes to be disposed of at the
waste to energy facility.
Controlled substances collected by law enforcement
agencies within the state of Washington must be handled
according to law enforcement policy to assure consistency in
handling procedures. Deviations from the policy can put the
law enforcement agency at risk for liability, loss of accreditation of their evidence rooms, and may impact case development. Law enforcement agencies have limited budgets for
evidence disposal and varying disposal needs. The absence
of the option for incinerating controlled substances is an
impediment to a necessary element of police work.
This conditional exclusion from the dangerous waste
regulations applies only to wastes that are regulated as stateonly dangerous waste; that is, they are not also regulated
under federal hazardous waste regulations. Ecology does not
have the authority to exempt any drug that is a regulated
waste under federal law from regulation. The drugs that are
regulated as state-only dangerous waste are regulated primarily due to their toxicity. Incineration is an appropriate
method of disposal for these low volume, low toxicity
wastes.
An emergency rule was adopted on January 25, 2002, to
exempt these wastes. A permanent rule is being proposed to
conditionally exempt the same wastes covered by the emergency rule. In addition, the conditional exclusion is being
expanded to include controlled substances held by facilities
that are licensees or registrants of the State Board of Pharmacy (Board) or Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA).
These facilities include hospitals, pharmacies, universities
and reverse distributors. Expanding the rule to include these
additional facilities will make it easier for them to comply
with the regulations on the management and disposal of controlled substances implemented by the board and the DEA. It
will provide them with an option that improves their ability to
comply with other regulations.
Other proposed changes to the regulations include correcting citations and other typographical errors. During the
recent authorization process that ecology underwent with the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), several minor corrections were noted for consistency with the federal hazardous waste regulations. These changes add no new requirements.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. The proposed exemption has no adverse impact on any business, large or small.
While not changing the standard to which the relevant substances must be treated, it exempts the affected entities from
several administrative requirements: (1) There is no need to
obtain an EPNstate ID#; (2) there is no requirement to manifest and manage waste at a treatment, storage and disposal
Proposed

facility as dangerous waste; (3) wastes can be disposed of in
a facility that is not allowed to accept dangerous wastes. ~
Thus, there is no cost increase imposed on any party.
•
RCW 34.05.328 applies to this rule adoption. It has been
determined that the conditional exclusion would be consic;lered a significant legislative rule. Thus, it is subject to the
requirements of RCW 34.05.328 and those requirements are
being followed, as appropriate.
Hearing Location: Washington Department of Ecology,
300 Desmond Drive, Lacey, WA 98502, on June 27, 2002, at
10:30 to 11:50 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities:
Contact
Marnie Black by June 17, 2002, TDD (360) 407-6006, or
(360) 407-6759.
Patricia Hervieux,
Submit Written Comments to:
pher46l@ecy.wa.gov, P.O. Box 47600, Olympia, WA
98504-7600, fax (360) 407-6715, by 5 p.m., July 12, 2002.
For questions, call (360) 407-6756.
Date of Intended Adoption: August 30, 2002.
May 14, 2002
Linda Hoffman
Deputy Director
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed

5110100, effective 6/10/00)

WAC 173-303-045 References to EPA 's hazardous
waste and permit regulations. ( 1) Any references in this •
chapter to any parts, subparts, or sections from EPA's hazard- •
ous waste regulations, including 40 CFR Parts 260 through
280 and Part 124, are in reference to those rules as they
existed on July 1, 1999. Copies of the appropriate referenced
federal requirements are available upon request from the
department.
(2) The following sections and any cross-reference to
these sections are not incorporated or adopted by reference
because they are provisions that EPA cannot delegate to
states:
(a) 40 CFR Parts 260.l (b)(4)-(6) and 260.20-22.
(b) 40 CFR Parts 264.1 (d) and (f); 265.l (c)(4);
264.149-150 and 265.149-150; 264.30l(k); and 265.430.
(c) 40 CFR Parts 268.5 and 268.6; 268 Subpart B;
268.42(b) and 268.44 ((e1teept for 268.44(h))) (a) through

.{gl.

(d) 40 CFR Parts 270.l (c)(l)(i); 270.3; 270.60(b); and
270.64.
(e) 40 CFR Parts 124.l (b)-(e); 124.4; 124.5(e); 124.9;
124.10 (a)(l)(iv); 124.12(e); 124.14(d); 124.15 (b)(2);
124.16; 124.17(b); 124.18; 124.19; and 124.21.
(3) Where EPA's regulations are incorporated by reference:
(a) "Regional administrator" means "the department."
(b) "Administrator" means "director."
(c) "Director" means "department."
(d) These substitutions should be made as appropriate. ~
They should not be made where noted otherwise in this chap- ~
ter. They should not be made where another EPA region is
referred to, where a provision cannot be delegated to the
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state. or where the director referred to is the director of
tanother agency.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6/10/00)

WAC 173-303-070 Designation of dangerous waste.
(1) Purpose and applicability.
(a) This section describes the procedures for determining
whether or not a solid waste is DW or EHW.
(b) The procedures in this section are applicable to any
person who generates a solid waste (including recyclable
materials) that is not exempted or excluded by this chapter or
by the department. Any person who must determine whether
or not their solid waste is designated must follow the procedures set forth in subsection (3) of this section. Any person
who determines by these procedures that their waste is designated DW or EHW is subject to all applicable requirements
of this chapter.
(c) The requirements for the small quantity generator
exemption are found in subsection (8) of this section.
(2)(a) Once a material has been determined to be a dangerous waste, then any solid waste generated from the recycling, treatment, storage, or disposal of that dangerous waste
is a dangerous waste unless and until:
(i) The generator has been able to accurately describe the
variability or uniformity of the waste over time, and has been
able to obtain demonstration samples which are representa• tive of the waste's variability or uniformity; and
•
(ii)(A) It does not exhibit any of the characteristics of
WAC 173-303-090; however, wastes that exhibit a characteristic at the point of generation may still be subject to the
requirements of WAC 173-303-140 (2)(a), even if they no
longer exhibit a characteristic at the point of land disposal;
and
(B) If it was a listed waste under WAC 173-303-080
through 173-303-083, it also has been exempted pursuant to
WAC 173-303-910(3); or
(iii) If originally designated only through WAC 173303-100, it does not meet any of the criteria of WAC 173303-100.
Such solid waste will include but not be limited to any
sludge, spill residue, ash emission control dust, leachate, or
precipitation run-off. Precipitation run-off will not be considered a dangerous waste if it can be shown that the run-off has
not been contaminated with the dangerous waste, or that the
run-off is adequately addressed under existing state laws (e.g.
chapter 90.48 RCW), or that the run-off does not exhibit any
of the criteria or characteristics described in WAC 173-303100.
(b) Materials that are reclaimed from solid wastes and
that are used beneficially (as provided in WAC 173-303-016
and 173-303-017) are not solid wastes and hence are not dangerous wastes under this section unless the reclaimed material is burned for energy recovery or used in a manner constituting disposal.
•
(c) Notwithstanding subsections (1) and (2) of this sec.tion and provided the debris does not exhibit a characteristic
identified in WAC 173-303-090, the following materials are
not subject to regulation under this chapter:
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(i) Hazardous debris that has been treated using one of
the required extraction or destruction technologies specified
in Table 1 of 40 CPR section 268.45; persons claiming this
exclusion in an enforcement action will have the burden of
proving by clear and convincing evidence that the material
meets all of the exclusion requirements; or
(ii) Debris that the department, considering the extent of
contamination, has determined is no longer contaminated
with hazardous waste.
(3) Designation procedures.
(a) To determine whether or not a solid waste is designated as a dangerous waste a person must:
(i) First, determine if the waste is a listed discarded
chemical product, WAC 173-303-081;
(ii) Second, determine if the waste is a listed dangerous
waste source, WAC 173-303-082;
(iii) Third, if the waste is not listed in WAC 173-303-081
or 173-303-082, or for the purposes of compliance with the
federal land disposal restrictions as adopted by reference in
WAC 173-303-140, determine if the waste exhibits any dangerous waste characteristics, WAC 173-303-090; and
(iv) Fourth, if the waste is not listed in WAC 173-303081 or 173-303-082, and does not exhibit a characteristic in
WAC 173-303-090, determine if the waste meets any dangerous waste criteria, WAC 173-303-100.
(b) A person must check each section, in the order set
forth, until they determine whether the waste is designated as
a dangerous waste. Once the waste is determined to be a dangerous waste, further designation is not required except as
required by subsection (4) or (5) of this section. If a person
has checked the waste against each section and the waste is
not designated, then the waste is not subject to the requirements of chapter 17 3-303 WAC.
Any person who wishes to seek an exemption for a waste
which has been designated DW or EHW must comply with
the requirements of WAC 173-303-072.
(c) For the purpose of determining if a solid waste is a
dangerous waste as identified in WAC 173-303-080 through
173-303-100, a person must either:
(i) Test the waste according to the methods, or an
approved equivalent method, set forth in WAC 173-303-110;
or
(ii) Apply knowledge of the waste in light of the materials or the process used, when:
(A) Such knowledge can be demonstrated to be sufficient for determining whether or not it designated and/or designated properly; and
(B) All data and records supporting this determination in
accordance with WAC 173-303-210(3) are retained on-site.
(4) Testing required. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter, the department may require any person
to test a waste according to the methods, or an approved
equivalent method, set forth in WAC 173-303-110 to determine whether or not the waste is designated under the dangerous waste lists, characteristics, or criteria, WAC 173-303-080
through 173-303-100. Such testing may be required if the
department has reason to believe that the waste would be designated DW or EHW by the dangerous waste lists, characteristics, or criteria, or if the department has reason to believe
that the waste is designated improperly (e.g., the waste has
Proposed
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(7) Quantity exclusion limits; aggregated waste quanti~
.
.
(a) Quantity exclusion limits. In each of the designation •
sections describing the lists, characteristics, and criteria,'
quantity exclusion limits (QEL) are identified. The QEL are
used to distinguish when a dangerous waste is only subject to
the small quantity generator provisions, and when a dangerous waste is subject to the full requirements of this chapter.
Any solid waste which is not excluded or exempted and
which is listed by or exhibits the characteristics or meets the
criteria of this chapter is a dangerous waste. Small quantity
generators who produce dangerous waste below the QEL are
subject to the requirements described in subsection (8) of this
section.
(b) Aggregated waste quantities. A person may be generating, accumulating, or storing more than one kind of dangerous waste. In such cases, they must consider the aggregate
quantity of their wastes when determining whether or not
their waste amounts exceed the specific limits for waste accumulation or the specific quantity exclusion limits (QEL) for
waste generation. Waste quantities must be aggregated for all.
wastes with common QEL 's. Example: If a person generates
100 pounds of an ignitable waste and 130 pounds of a persis-·
tent waste, then both wastes are regulated because theit
aggregate waste quantity (230 pounds) exceeds their common QEL of 220 pounds. On the other hartd, if~ person generates one pound of a toxic EHW and 218 pounds of a corrosive waste, their quantities would not be aggregated because
they do not share a common QEL (2.2 pounds and 220
pounds, respective QEL's). (Note: In order to remain a small
quantity generator, the total quantity of dangerous waste generated in one month, all DW and EHW regardless of their
QELs, must not equal or exceed 220 pounds. Not more than
2.2 pounds of a waste with a 2.2 pound QEL may be part of
that total.)
(c) When making the quantity determinations of this subsection and WAC 173-303-170 through 173-303-230, generators must include all dangerous wastes they generate, except
dangerous waste that:
(i) Is exempt from regulation under WAC 173-303-071;
or
(ii) Is recycled under WAC 173-303-120 (2)(a), (3)(c),
(e), or (h); or
(iii) Is managed immediately upon generation only in onsite elementary neutralization units, wastewater treatment
units, or totally enclosed treatment facilities as defined in
WAC 173-303-040; or
(iv) Is recycled, without prior storage or accumulation,
only in an on-site process subject to regulation under WAC
173-303-120 (4)(a); or
(v) Is spent lead-acid batteries managed under the
requirements of WAC 173-303-120 (3)(f) and 173-303-520;
or
(vi) Is universal waste managed under WAC 173-303077 and 173-303-573.
(d) In determining the quantity of dangerous waste gen•
erated, a generator need not include:
(i) Dangerous waste when it is removed from on-site ,.
storage; or
(ii) Reserve; or

been designated DW but should actually be designated
EHW). If a person, pursuant to the requirements of this subsection, determines that the waste is a dangerous waste or that
its designation must be changed, then they are subject to the
applicable requirements of this chapter 173-303 WAC. The
department will base a requirement to test a waste on evidence that includes, but is not limited to:
(a) Test information indicating that the person's waste
may be DW or EHW;
(b) Evidence that the person's waste is very similar to
another persons' already designated DW or EHW;
(c) Evidence that the persons'waste has historically been
aDWorEHW;
(d) Evidence or information about a person's manufacturing materials or processes which indicate that the wastes
may be DW or EHW; or
(e) Evidence that the knowledge or test results a person
has regarding a waste is not sufficient for determining
whether or not it designated and/or designated properly.
(5) Additional designation required. A generator must
manage dangerous waste under the most stringent management standards that apply. The following subsections
describe how waste that has been designated as DW under the
dangerous waste lists, WAC 173-303-080 through, 173-303082, or characteristics, WAC 173-303-090, or in the case of
(c) of this subsection, under the lists, characteristics, or criteria, must be further designated under the dangerous waste criteria, WAC 173-303-100. This further designation under the
criteria is necessary because it may change how the waste
must be managed. Additional designation is required when:
(a) The waste is designated as DW with a QEL of 220
pounds and the generator otherwise qualifies as a small quantity generator. In this case, a generator must determine iftheir
DW is also designated as a toxic EHW, WAC 173-303-100,
with a QEL of 2.2 pounds; or
(b) The waste is designated as DW and the waste is to be
discharged to a POTW operating under WAC 173-303802(4) (Permits by rule). In this case, a generator must determine if the waste is also an EHW under WAC 173-303-100;
or
(c) The waste is designated as a state-only DW and the
waste is to be:
(i) Burned for energy recovery, as used oil, under the
provisions of WAC 173-303-515; or
(ii) Land disposed within the state. In this case, a generator must determine if the waste is also an EHW under WAC
173-303-100.
(6) Dangerous waste numbers. When a person is reporting or keeping records on a dangerous waste, they must use
all the dangerous waste numbers which they know are assignable to the waste from the dangerous waste lists, characteristics, or criteria. For example, if the waste is ignitable and contains more than 5 mg/l leachable lead when tested for the toxicity characteristic, they must use the dangerous waste
numbers of DOOl and D008. This will not be construed as
requiring a person to designate their waste beyond those designation requirements set forth in subsections (2), (3), (4),
and (5) of this section.
Proposed
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(iii) Spent materials that are generated, reclaimed, and
subsequently reused on-site, as long as such spent materials
have been counted once (Note: If after treatment or reclamation a residue is generated with a different waste code(s), that
residue must be counted); or
· (iv) The container holding/containing the dangerous
waste as described under WAC 173-303-160( 1).
· (8) Small quantity generators.
· (a) A person is a small quantity generator and subject to
the requirements of this subsection if:
· (I) Their waste is dangerous waste under subsection (3)
of th~s section, and the quantity of waste generated per month
(or the aggregated quantity if more than one kind of waste is
generated) does not equal or exceed the quantity exclusion
limit (QEL) for such waste (or wastes) as described in WAC
173-303-070(7); and
(ii) The quantity accumulated or stored does not exceed
2200 pounds for wastes with a 220 pound QEL and 2.2
pounds for waste with a 2.2 pound QEL. (Exception: The
accumulation limit for the acute hazardous wastes described
in WAC 173-303-081 (2)(iv) and 173-303-082 (2)(b) is 220
lbs); and
,(iii) The total quantity of dangerous waste generated in
one mont~, all DW and EHW regardless of their QELs, does
not equal or exceed 220 pounds. If a person generates any
dangerous wastes that exceed the QEL or accumulates or
stores waste that exceeds the accumulation limits, then all
dangerous. waste generated, accumulated, or stored by that
person is subject to the requirements of this chapter. A small
quantity generator who generates in excess of the quantity
exclusion limits or, accumulates, or stores waste in excess of
the accumulation limits becomes subject to the full requirements of thi~ .chapter ~n~ cannot again be a small quantity
generator until after all dangerous waste on-site at the time he
or she became fully regulated have been removed, treated, or
disposed.
Example. If a person generates four pounds of an acute
hazardous waste discarded chemical product (QEL is 2.2
pounds) and 200 pounds of an ignitable waste (QEL is 220
pounds), then both wastes are fully regulated, and the person
is not a small quantity generator for either waste.
(Comment: If a generator generates acute hazardous
waste in a calendar month in quantities greater than the
QELs, all quantities of that acute hazardous waste are subject
to full regulation under this chapter. "Full regulation" means
the regulations applicable to generators of greater than 2200
pounds of dangerous wastes in a calendar month.)
.(b) Small quantity generators will not be subject to the
requirements of this chapter if they:
(i) Designate their waste in accordance with WAC 173303-070; and
(ii) Manage their waste in a way that does not pose a
potential threat to human health or the environment; and
(iii) Either treat or dispose of their dangerous waste in an
on-site facility,C()r ensure delivery to an off-site facility, either
of which, if located in the United States, is:
(A) Permitted (including permit-by-rule, interim status,
or final status) under WAC 173-303-800 through 173-303840;
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(B) Authorized to manage dangerous waste by another
state with a hazardous waste program approved under 40
CFR Part 271, or by EPA under 40 CFR Part 270;
(C) Permitted to manage moderate-risk waste under
chapter 173-304 WAC (Minimum functional standards for
solid waste handling), operated in accordance with state and
local regulations, and consistent with the applicable local
hazardous waste plan that has been approved by the department;
(D) A facility that beneficially uses or reuses, or legitimately recycles or reclaims the dangerous waste, or that
treats the waste prior to such recycling activities;
(E) Permitted, licensed, or registered by a state to manage municipal solid waste and, if managed in a municipal
solid waste landfill is subject to 40 CFR Part 258 or chapter
173-351 WAC;
(F) Permitted, licensed, or registered by a state to manage nonmunicipal nonhazardous waste and, if managed in a
nonmunicipal nonhazardous waste disposal unit after January
1, 1998, is subject to the requirements in 40 CFR 257.5
through 257.30;
(G) A publicly owned treatment works (POTW): Provided, That small quantity generator(s) comply with the provisions of the domestic sewage exclusion found in WAC
173-303-071 (3)(a); or
(H) For universal waste managed under WAC 173-303573, a universal waste handler or destination facility subject
to the requirements of WAC 173-303-573; and
(iv) Submit an annual report in accordance with WAC
173-303-220 if they have obtained an EPA/state identification number pursuant to WAC 173-303-060.
(c) If a small quantity generator's wastes are mixed with
used oil, the mixture is subject to WAC 173-303-510 if it is
destined to be burned for energy recovery. Any material produced from such a mixture by processing, blending, or other
treatment is also regulated if it is destined to be burned for
energy recovery.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6/10/00)
WAC 173-303-071 Excluded categories of waste. (1)
Purpose. Certain categories of waste have been excluded
from the requirements of chapter 173-303 WAC, except for
WAC 173-303-050, because they generally are not dangerous waste, are regulated under other state and federal programs, or are recycled in ways which do not threaten public
health or the environment. WAC 173-303-071 describes
these excluded categories of waste.
(2) Excluding wastes. Any persons who generate a common class of wastes and who seek to categorically exclude
such class of wastes from the requirements of this chapter
must comply with the applicable requirements of WAC 173303-072. No waste class will be excluded if any of the wastes
in the class are regulated as hazardous waste under 40 CFR
Part 261 .
(3) Exclusions. The following categories of waste are
excluded from the requirements of chapter 173-303 WAC,
except for WAC 173-303-050, 173-303-145, and 173-303960, and as otherwise specified:
Proposed
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(a)(i) Domestic sewage; and
(ii) Any mixture of domestic sewage and other wastes
that passes through a sewer system to a publicly owned treatment works (POTW) for treatment provided:
(A) The generator or owner/operator has obtained a state
waste discharge permit issued by the department, a temporary
permit obtained pursuant to RCW 90.48.200, or pretreatment
permit (or written discharge authorization) from a local sewage utility delegated pretreatment program responsibilities
pursuant to RCW 90.48.165;
(B) The waste discharge is specifically authorized in a
state waste discharge permit, pretreatment permit or written
discharge authorization, or in the case of a temporary permit
the waste is accurately described in the permit application;
(C) The waste discharge is not prohibited under 40 CFR
Part 403.5; and
(D) The waste prior to mixing with domestic sewage
must not exhibit dangerous waste characteristics for ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity as defined in WAC
173-303-090, and must not meet the dangerous waste criteria
for toxic dangerous waste or persistent dangerous waste
under WAC 173-303-100, unless the waste is treatable in the
publicly owned treatment works (POTW) where it will be
received. This exclusion does not apply to the generation,
treatment, storage, recycling, or other management of dangerous wastes prior to discharge into the sanitary sewage system;
(b) Industrial wastewater discharges that are pointsource discharges subject to regulation under Section 402 of
the Clean Water Act. This exclusion does not apply to the
collection, storage, or treatment of industrial waste-waters
prior to discharge, nor to sludges that are generated during
industrial wastewater treatment. Owners or operators of certain wastewater treatment facilities managing dangerous
wastes may qualify for a permit-by-rule pursuant to WAC
173-303-802(5);
(c) Household wastes, including household waste that
has been collected, transported, stored, or disposed. Wastes
that are residues from or are generated by the management of
household wastes (e.g., leachate, ash from burning of refusederived fuel) are not excluded by this provision. "Household
wastes" means any waste material (including, but not limited
to, garbage, trash, and sanitary wastes in septic tanks) derived
from households (including single and multiple residences,
hotels and motels, bunkhouses, ranger stations, crew quarters, campgrounds, picnic grounds, and day-use recreation
areas). A resource recovery facility managing municipal
solid waste will not be deemed to be treating, storing, disposing of, or otherwise managing dangerous wastes for the purposes of regulation under this chapter, if such facility:
(i) Receives and burns only:
(A) Household waste (from single and multiple dwellings, hotels, motels, and other residential sources); and
(B) Solid waste from commercial or industrial sources
that does not contain dangerous waste; and
(ii) Such facility does not accept dangerous wastes and
the owner or operator of such facility has established contractual requirements or other appropriate notification or inspection procedures to assure that dangerous wastes are not
received at or burned in such facility;
Proposed

(d) Agricultural crops and animal manures which are
•
returned to the soil as fertilizers;
(e) Asphaltic materials designated only for the presence •
of PAHs by WAC 173-303-100(6). For the purposes of this
exclusion, asphaltic materials means materials that have been
used for structural and construction purposes (e.g., roads,
dikes, paving) that were produced from mixtures of oil and
..
sand, gravel, ash or similar substances;
(f) Roofing tars and shingles, except that these wastes are
not excluded if mixed with wastes listed in WAC 173-303081 or 173-303-082, or if they exhibit any of the characteristics specified in WAC 173-303-090;
(g) Treated wood waste and wood products including:
(i) Arsenical-treated wood that fails the test for the toxicity characteristic of WAC 173-303-090(8) (dangerous waste
numbers D004 through D017 only), or which fails any state
criteria, if the waste is generated by persons who utilize the
arsenical-treated wood for the materials' intended end use.
(ii) Wood treated with other preservatives provided such
treated wood is, within one hundred eighty days after becoming waste:
(A) Disposed of at a landfill that is permitted in accordance with WAC 173-304-460, minimum functional standards for solid waste handling, or chapter 173-351 WAC, criteria for municipal solid waste landfills, and provided that
such wood is neither a listed waste under WAC 173-3039903 and 173-303-9904 nor a TCLP waste under WAC 173303-090(8); or
(B) Sent to a facility that will legitimately treat or recycle ~
the treated wood waste, and manage any residue in accordance with that state's dangerous waste regulations; or
(C) Sent off-site to a permitted TSD facility or placed in
an on-site facility which is permitted by the department under
WAC 173-303-800 through WAC 173-303-845. In addition,
creosote-treated wood is excluded when burned for energy
recovery in an industrial furnace or boiler that has an order of
approval issued pursuant to RCW 70.94.152 by ecology or a
local air pollution control authority to burn creosote treated
wood.
(h) Irrigation return flows;
(i) Reserve;
(j) Mining overburden returned to the mining site;
(k) Polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) wastes:
(i) PCB wastes whose disposal is regulated by EPA
under 40 CFR 761.60 (Toxic Substances Control Act) and
that are dangerous either because:
(A) They fail the test for toxicity characteristic (WAC
173-303-090(8), Dangerous waste codes DO 18 through D043
only); or
(B) Because they are designated only by this chapter and
not designated by 40 CFR Part 261, are exempt from regulation under this chapter except for WAC 173-303-505 through
173-303-525, 173-303-960, those sections specified in subsection (3) of this section, and 40 CFR Part 266;
(ii) Wastes that would be designated as dangerous waste
under this chapter solely because they are listed as WOO!
under WAC 173-303-9904 when such wastes are stored and •
disposed in a manner equivalent to the requirements of 40 ,.
CFR Part 761 Subpart D for PCB concentrations of 50 ppm
or greater.
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These wastes are not excluded if they exhibit one or more of
the dangerous waste characteristics or criteria;
(q) As of January 1, 1987, secondary materials that are
reclaimed and returned to the original process or processes in
which they were generated where they are reused in the production process provided:
(i) Only tank storage is involved, and the entire process
through completion of reclamation is closed by being entirely
connected with pipes or other comparable enclosed means of
conveyance;
(ii) Reclamation does not involve controlled flame combustion (such as occurs in boilers, industrial furnaces, or
incinerators);
(iii) The secondary materials are never accumulated in
such tanks for over twelve months without being reclaimed;
(iv) The reclaimed material is not used to produce a fuel,
or used to produce products that are used in a manner constituting disposal; and
(v) A generator complies with the requirements of chapter 173-303 WAC for any residues (e.g., sludges, filters, etc.)
produced from the collection, reclamation, and reuse of the
secondary materials.
(r) Treatability study samples.
(i) Except as provided in (r)(ii) of this subsection, persons who generate or collect samples for the purpose of conducting treatability studies as defined in WAC 173-303-040
are not subject to the requirements of WAC 173-303-180,
173-303-190, and 173-303-200 (l)(a), nor are such samples
included in the quantity determinations of WAC 173-303070 (7) and (8) and 173-303-201 when:
(A) The sample is being collected and prepared for transportation by the generator or sample collector; or
(B) The sample is being accumulated or stored by the
generator or sample collector prior to transportation to a laboratory or testing facility; or
(C) The sample is being transported to the laboratory or
testing facility for the purpose of conducting a treatability
study; or
(D) The sample or waste residue is being transported
back to the original generator from the laboratory or testing
facility.
(ii) The exemption in (r)(i) of this subsection is applicable to samples of dangerous waste being collected and
shipped for the purpose of conducting treatability studies provided that:
(A) The generator or sample collector uses (in "treatability studies") no more than 10,000 kg of media contaminated
with nonacute dangerous waste, I 000 kg of non acute dangerous waste other than contaminated media, l kg of acutely
hazardous waste, 2500 kg of media contaminated with
acutely hazardous waste for each process being evaluated for
each generated waste stream; and
(B) The mass of each sample shipment does not exceed
10,000 kg; the 10,000 kg quantity may be all media contaminated with nonacute darigerous waste or may include 2500 kg
of media contaminated with acute hazardous waste, 1000 kg
of dangerous waste, and l kg of acutely hazardous waste; and
(C) The sample must be packaged so that it will not leak,
spill, or vaporize from its packaging during shipment and the
requirements of (r)(it')(C)(I) or (II) of this subsection are met.

(I) Samples:

(i) Except as provided in (!)(ii) of this subsection, a sampie of solid waste or a sample of water, soil, or air, which is
collected for the sole purpose of testing to determine its characteristics or composition, is not subject to any requirements
of this chapter, when:
(A) The sample is being transported to a lab for testing or
being transported to the sample collector after testing; or
(B) The sample is being stored by the sample collector
before transport, by the laboratory before testing, or by the
laboratory after testing prior to return to the sample collector;
or
(C) The sample is being stored temporarily in the laboratory after testing for a specific purpose (for example, until
conclusion of a court case or enforcement action).
(ii) In order to qualify for the exemptions in (l)(i) of this
subsection, a sample collector shipping samples to a laboratory and a laboratory returning samples to a sample collector
must:
(A) Comply with United States Department of Transportation (DOT), United States Postal Service (USPS), or any
other applicable shipping requirements; or
(B) Comply with the following requirements if the sample collector determines that DOT or USPS, or other shipping
requirements do not apply:
(I) Assure that the following information accompanies
the sample:
(AA) The sample collector's name, mailing address, and
telephone number;
(BB) The laboratory's name, mailing address, and telephone number;
(CC) The quantity of the sample;
(DD) The date of shipment;
(EE) A description of the sample; and
(II) Package the sample so that it does not leak, spill, or
vaporize from its packaging.
(iii) This exemption does not apply if the laboratory
determines that the waste is dangerous but the laboratory is
no longer meeting any of the conditions stated in (l)(i) of this
subsection;
(m) Reserve;
(n) Dangerous waste generated in a product or raw material storage tank, a product or raw material transport vehicle
or vessel, a product or raw material pipeline, or in a manufacturing process unit or an associated nonwaste-treatment-manufacturing unit until it exits the unit in which it was generated. This exclusion does not apply to surface impoundments,
nor does it apply if the dangerous waste remains in the unit
more than ninety days after the unit ceases to be operated for
manufacturing, or for storage or transportation of product or
raw materials;
(o) Waste pickle liquor sludge generated by lime stabilization of spent pickle liquor from the iron and steel industry
(SIC codes 331 and 332), except that these wastes are not
excluded if they exhibit one or more of the dangerous waste
criteria (WAC 173-303-100) or characteristics (WAC 173303-090);
(p) Wastes from burning any of the materials exempted
from regulation by WAC 173-303-120 (2)(a)(vii) and (viii).
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(I) The transportation of each sample shipment complies
with United States Department of Transportation (DOT),
United States Postal Service (USPS), or any other applicable
shipping requirements; or
(II) If the DOT, USPS, or other shipping requirements do
not apply to the shipment of the sample, the following information must accompany the sample:
(AA) The name, mailing address, and telephone number
of the originator of the sample;
(BB) The name, address, and telephone number of the
laboratory or testing facility that will perform the treatability
study;
(CC) The quantity of the sample;
(DD) The date of shipment; and
(EE) A description of the sample, including its dangerous waste number.
(D) The sample is shipped, within ninety days of being
generated or of being taken from a stream of previously generated waste, to a laboratory or testing facility which is
exempt under (s) of this subsection or has an appropriate final
facility permit or interim status; and
(E) The generator or sample collector maintains the fol- ·
lowing records for a period ending three years after completion of the treatability study:
(I) Copies of the shipping documents;
(II) A copy of the contract with the facility conducting
·
the treatability study;
(III) Documentation showing:
(AA) The amount of waste shipped under this exemption;
(BB) The name, address, and EPA/state identification
number of the laboratory or testing facility that received the
waste;
(CC) The date the shipment was made; and
(DD) Whether or not unused samples and residues were
returned to the generator.
(F) The generator reports the information required under
(r)(ii)(E)(III) of this subsection in its annual report.
(iii) The department may grant requests, on a case-bycase basis, for up to an additional two years for treatability
studies involving bioremediation. The department may grant
requests on a case-by-case basis for quantity limits in excess
of those specified in (r)(ii)(A) and (B) of this subsection and
(s)(iv) of this subsection, for up to an additional 5000 kg of
media contaminated with nonacute dangerous waste, 500 kg
of nonacute dangerous waste, 1 kg of acute hazardous waste,
and 2500 kg of media contaminated with acute hazardous
waste or for up to an additional 10,000 kg of wastes regulated
only by this chapter and not regulated by 40 CFR Part 261, to
conduct further treatability study evaluation:
(A) In response to requests for authorization to ship,
store and conduct treatability studies on additional quantities
in advance of commencing treatability studies. Factors to be
considered in reviewing such requests include the nature of
the technology, the type of process, (e.g., batch versus continuous), size of the unit undergoing testing (particularly in relation to scale-up considerations), the time/quantity of material
required to reach steady state operating conditions, or test
design considerations such as mass balance calculations.
Proposed
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(B) In response to requests for authorization to ship,
store, and conduct treatability studies on additional quantities :
after initiation or completion of initial treatability studies,
when:
There has been an equipment or mechanical failure during the conduct of a treatability study; there is a need to verify .
the results of previously conducted treatability study; there is
a need to study and analyze alternative techniques withill a
previously evaluated treatment process; or there is a need to .
do further evaluation of an ongoing treatability, .~tudy t(). ·
determine final specifications for treatment.
·
(C) The additional quantities and time frames allowed in
(r)(iii)(A) and (B) of this subsection are subject to all the provisions in (r)(i) and (r)(ii)(C) through (F) of this subsection..
The generator or sample collector must apply· to the depart- .
ment where the sample is collected and provide in writing the
following information:
. .
(I) The reason the generator or sample collector requires:·
additional time or quantity of sample for the treatability s~udy
evaluation and the additional time or quantity needed;
(II) Documentation accounting for all samples of dangerous waste from the waste stream which have been sent for
or undergone treatability studies including the date each.pre~
vious sample from the waste stream was shipped, the quantity
of each previous shipment, the laboratory or testing facility to
which it was shipped, what treatability study processes were
conducted on each sample shipped, and the available results ·
of each treatability study;
'
(III) A description of the technical modificatioris or
change in specifications which will be evaluated arid the . •
expected results;
,
, . •
(IV) If such further study is being required due to equip- .
ment or mechanical failure, the applicant must inch~de information regarding the reason for the failure or breakdown and
also include what procedures or equipment ·improvements"
have been made to protect against further breakdowns; and.
(V) Such other information that the department considers necessary.
(s) Samples undergoing treatability studies aflaboratories and testing facilities. Samples undergoing treatability
studies and the laboratory or testing facility conducting such
treatability studies (to the extent such facilities are not other•
wise subject to chapter 70.105 RCW) are not subject to the
requirements of this chapter, except.WAC l 73~203-050, 173303-145, and 173-303-960 provided that the conditions of
(s)(i) through (xiii) of this subsection are met. A mobile treatment unit (MTU) may qualify as a testing fac;ility subject t9 .
(s)(i) through (xiii) of this subsection. Where a group of.
MTUs are located at the same site, the limitations specified in
(s)(i) through (xiii) of this subsection apply to the entire
group of MTUs collectively as if the group were one MTU.
(i) No less than forty-five days before conducting treat~ ·
ability studies the laboratory or testing facility notifies the
department in writing that it intends to conduct treatability
studies under this subsection.
.
(ii) The laboratory or testing facility cc;>pducting the
treatability study has an EPA/state identification number.
· ~
(iii) No more than a total of 10,000 kg of "as received" ,.
media contaminated with nonacute dangerous waste, 2500 kg,.
of media contaminated with acute hazardous waste or 250 kg
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(A) The name, address, and EPA/state identification
number of the laboratory or testing facility conducting the
treatability studies;
(B) The types (by process) of treatability studies conducted;
(C) The names and addresses of persons for whom studies have been conducted (including their EPA/state identification numbers);
(D) The total quantity of waste in storage each day;
(E) The quantity and types of waste subjected to treatability studies;
(F) When each treatability study was conducted;
(G) The final disposition of residues and unused sample
from each treatability study.
(x) The laboratory or testing facility determines whether
any unused sample or residues generated by the treatability
study are dangerous waste under WAC 173-303-070 and if
so, are subject to the requirements of this chapter, unless the
residues and unused samples are returned to the sample originator under the exemption in (r) of this subsection.
(xi) The laboratory or testing facility notifies the department by letter when it is no longer planning to conduct any
treatability studies at the site.
(xii) The date the sample was received, or ifthe treatability study has been completed, the date of the treatability
study, is marked and clearly visible for inspection on each
container.
(xiii) While being held on site, each container and tank is
labeled or marked clearly with the words "dangerous waste"
or "hazardous waste." Each container or tank must also be
marked with a label or sign which identifies the major risk(s)
associated with the waste in the container or tank for employees, emergency response personnel and the public.

of other "as received" dangerous waste is subject to initiation
of treatment in all treatability studies in any single day. "As
received" waste refers to the waste as received in the shipment from the generator or sample collector.
(iv) The quantity of "as received" dangerous waste
stored at the facility for the purpose of evaluation in treatability studies does not exceed 10,000 kg, the total of which can
include 10,000 kg of media contaminated with nonacute dangerous waste, 2500 kg of media contaminated with acute hazardous waste, 1000 kg of nonacute dangerous wastes other
than contaminated media, and 1 kg of acutely hazardous
waste. This quantity limitation does not include treatment
materials (including nondangerous solid waste) added to "as
received" dangerous waste.
(v) No more than ninety days have elapsed since the
treatability study for the sample was completed, or no more
than one year (two years for treatability studies involving
bioremediation) has elapsed since the generator or sample
collector shipped the sample to the laboratory or testing facility, whichever date first occurs. Up to 500 kg of treated material from a particular waste stream from treatability studies
may be archived for future evaluation up to five years from
the date of initial receipt. Quantities of materials archived are
counted against the total storage limit for the facility.
(vi) The treatability study does not involve the placement
of dangerous waste on the land or open burning of dangerous
waste.
(vii) The laboratory or testing facility maintains records
for three years following completion of each study that show
compliance with the treatment rate limits and the storage time
and quantity limits. The following specific information must
be included for each treatability study conducted:
(A) The name, address, and EPA/state identification
number of the generator or sample collector of each waste
sample;
(B) The date the shipment was received;
(C) The quantity of waste accepted;
(D) The quantity of "as received" waste in storage each

Note: If there is already a system in use that performs this function in
accordance with local, state, or federal regulations, then such
system will be adequate.

(t) Petroleum-contaminated media and debris that fail
the test for the toxicity characteristic of WAC 173-303090(8) (dangerous waste numbers D018 through D043 only)
and are subject to the corrective action regulations under 40
CFR Part 280.
(u) Special incinerator ash (as defined in WAC 173-303040).
{v) Wood ash that would designate solely for corrosivity
by WAC 173-303-090 (6)(a)(iii). For the purpose of this
exclusion, wood ash means ash residue and emission control
dust generated from the combustion of untreated wood, wood
treated solely with creosote, and untreated wood fiber materials including, but not limited to, wood chips, saw dust, tree
stumps, paper, cardboard, residuals from waste fiber recycling, deinking rejects, and associated wastewater treatment
solids. This exclusion allows for the use of auxiliary fuels
including, but not limited to, oils, gas, coal, and other fossil
fuels in the combustion process.
(w)(i) Spent wood preserving solutions that have been
reclaimed and are reused for their original intended purpose;
and
(ii) Wastewaters from the wood preserving process that
have been reclaimed and are reused to treat wood.

day;

(E) The date the treatment study was initiated and the
amount of "as received" waste introduced to treatment each
day;
(F) The date the treatability study was concluded;
(G) The date any unused sample or residues generated
from the treatability study were returned to the generator or
sample collector or, if sent to a designated TSD facility, the
name of the TSD facility and its EPA/state identification
number.
(viii) The laboratory or testing facility keeps, on-site, a
copy of the treatability study contract and all shipping papers
associated with the transport of treatability study samples to
and from the facility for a period ending three years from the
completion date of each treatability study.
(ix) The laboratory or testing facility prepares and submits a report to the department by March 15 of each year that
estimates the ·number of studies and the amount of waste
expected to be used in treatability studies during the current
year, and includes the following information for the previous
calendar year:
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(iii) Prior to reuse, the wood preserving wastewaters and
spent wood preserving solutions described in (w)(i) and (ii)
of this subsection, so long as they meet all of the following
conditions:
(A) The wood preserving wastewaters and spent wood
preserving solutions are reused on-site at water borne plants
in the production process for their original intended purpose;
(B) Prior to reuse, the wastewaters and spent wood preserving solutions are managed to prevent release to either
land or ground water or both;
(C) Any unit used to manage wastewaters and/or spent
wood preserving solutions prior to reuse can be visually or
otherwise determined to prevent such releases;
(D) Any drip pad used to manage the wastewaters and/or
spent wood preserving solutions prior to reuse complies with
the standards in Part 265, Subpart W which is incorporated
by reference at WAC 173-303-400 (3)(a), regardless of
whether the plant generates a total of less than 220 pounds/
month of dangerous waste; and
(E) Prior to operating pursuant to this exclusion, the
plant owner or operator submits to the department a one-time
notification stating that the plant intends to claim the exclusion, giving the date on which the plant intends to begin operating under the exclusion, and containing the following language: "I have read the applicable regulation establishing an
exclusion for wood preserving wastewaters and spent wood
preserving solutions and understand it requires me to comply
at all times with the conditions set out in the regulation." The
plant must maintain a copy of that document in its on-site
records for a period of no less than three years from the date
specified in the notice. The exclusion applies only so long as
the plant meets all of the conditions. If the plant goes out of
compliance with any condition, it may apply to the department for reinstatement. The department may reinstate the
exclusion upon finding that the plant has returned to compliance with all conditions and that violations are not likely to
recur.
(F) Additional reports.
(I) Upon determination by the department that the storage of wood preserving wastewaters and spent wood preserving solutions in tanks and/or containers poses a threat to public health or the environment, the department may require the
owner/operator to provide additional information regarding
the integrity of structures and equipment used to store wood
preserving wastewaters and spent wood preserving solutions.
This authority applies to tanks and secondary containment
systems used to store wood preserving wastewaters and spent
wood preserving solutions in tanks and containers. The
department's determination of a threat to public health or the
environment may be based upon observations of factors that
would contribute to spills or releases of wood preserving
wastewaters and spent wood preserving solutions or the generation of hazardous by-products. Such observations may
include, but are not limited to, leaks, severe corrosion, structural defects or deterioration (cracks, gaps, separation of
joints), inability to completely inspect tanks or structures, or
concerns about the age or design specification of tanks.
(II) When required by the department, a qualified, independent professional engineer registered to practice in WashProposed

ington state must perform the assessment of the integrity of
tanks or secondary containment systems.
~
(III) Requirement for facility repairs and improvements . •
If, upon evaluation of information obtained by the department under (w)(iii)(F)(I) of this subsection, it is determined
that repairs or structural improvements are necessary in order
to eliminate threats, the department may require the
owner/operator to discontinue the use of the tank system or
container storage unit and remove the wood preserving
wastewaters and spent wood preserving solutions until such
repairs or improvements are completed and approved by the
department.
(x) Nonwastewater splash condenser dross residue from
the treatment of K061 in high temperature metals recovery
units, provided it is shipped in drums (if shipped) and not
land disposed before recovery.
(y) Used oil filters that are recycled in accordance with
WAC 173-303-120, as used oil and scrap metal.
(z) Used oil re-refining distillation bottoms that are used
as feedstock to manufacture asphalt products.
(aa) Wastes that fail the test for the toxicity characteristic
in WAC 173-303-090 because chromium is present or are
listed in WAC 173-303-081 or 173-303-082 due to the presence of chromium. The waste must not designate for any
other characteristic under WAC 173-303-090, for any of the
criteria specified in WAC 173-303-100, and must not be
listed in WAC 173-303-081 or 173-303-082 due to the presence of any constituent from WAC 173-303-9905 other than
chromium. The waste generator must be able to demonstrate ~
that:
•
(i) The chromium in the waste is exclusively (or nearly
exclusively) trivalent chromium; and
(ii) The waste is generated from an industrial process
that uses trivalent chromium exclusively (or nearly exclusively) and the process does not generate hexavalent chromium; and
(iii) The waste is typically and frequently managed in
nonoxidizing environments.
(bb)(i) Nonwastewater residues, such as slag, resulting
from high temperature metals recovery (HTMR) processing
of K061, K062 or F006 waste, in units identified as rotary
kilns, flame reactors, electric furnaces, plasma arc furnaces,
slag reactors, rotary hearth furnace/electric furnace combinations or industrial furnaces (as defined in WAC 173-303-040
- blast furnaces, smelting, melting and refining furnaces, and
other devices the department may add to the list - of the definition for "industrial furnace"), that are disposed in subtitle D
units, provided that these residues meet the generic exclusion
levels identified in the tables in this paragraph for all constituents, and exhibit no characteristics of dangerous waste.
Testing requirements must be incorporated in a facility's
waste analysis plan or a generator's self-implementing waste
analysis plan; at a minimum, composite samples of residues
must be collected and analyzed quarterly and/or when the
process or operation generating the waste changes. Persons ~
claiming this exclusion in an enforcement action will have ~
the burden of proving by clear and convincing evidence that
the material meets all
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the initial point of generation. The certification must be
signed by an authorized representative and must state as follows: "I certify under penalty of law that the generic exclusion levels for all constituents have been met without impermissible dilution and that no characterii)tic of dangerous
waste is exhibited. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting a false certification, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment." These wastes are not
excluded if they exhibit one or more of the dangerous waste
characteristics (WAC 173-303-090) or criteria (WAC 173303-100).
(cc)(i) Oil-bearing hazardous secondary materials (that
is, sludges, by-products, or spent materials) that are generated
at a petroleum refinery (SIC code 2911) and are inserted into
the petroleum refining process (SIC code 2911 - including,
but not limited to, distillation, catalytic cracking, fractionation, or thermal cracking units (that is, cokers)) unless the
material is placed on the land, or speculatively accumulated
before being so recycled. Materials inserted into thermal
cracking units are excluded under this paragraph: Provided,
That the coke product also does not exhibit a characteristic of
hazardous waste. Oil-bearing hazardous secondary materials
may be inserted into the same petroleum refinery where they
are generated, or sent directly to another petroleum refinery,
and still be excluded under this provision. Except as provided in (cc)(ii) of this subsection, oil-bearing hazardous secondary materials generated elsewhere in the petroleum industry (that is, from sources other than petroleum refineries) are
not excluded under this section. Residuals generated from
processing or recycling materials excluded under this paragraph, where such materials as generated would have otherwise met a listing under WAC 173-303-081 and 173-303082, are designated as F037 listed wastes when disposed of or
intended for disposal.
(ii) Recovered oil that is recycled in the same manner
and with the same conditions as described in (cc)(i) of this
subsection. Recovered oil is oil that has been reclaimed from
secondary materials (including wastewater) generated from
normal petroleum industry practices, including refining,
exploration and production, bulk storage, and transportation
incident thereto (SIC codes 1311, 1321, 1381, 1382, 1389,
2911, 4612, 4613, 4922, 4923, 4789, 5171, and 5172).
Recovered oil does not include oil-bearing hazardous wastes
listed in WAC 173-303-081 and 173-303-082; however, oil
recovered from such wastes may be considered recovered oil.
Recovered oil does not include used oil as defined in WAC
173-303-040.
(dd) Dangerous waste Nos. K060, K087, Kl41, Kl42,
Kl43, Kl44, Kl45, Kl47, and Kl48, and any wastes from
the coke by-products processes that are dangerous only
because they exhibit the Toxicity Characteri~tic (TC) specified in WAC 173-303-090(8) when, subsequent to generation, these materials are recycled to coke ovens, to the tar
recovery process as a feedstock to produce coal tar, or mixed
with coal tar prior to the tar's sale or refining. This exclusion
is conditioned on there being no land disposal of the wastes
from the point they are generated to the point they are recycled to coke ovens or tar recovery or refining processes, or
mixed with coal tar.

Maximum for any single
composite sample-TCLP (mg/I)
Generic exclusion levels for K061
and K062 nonwastewater HTMR residues
0.10
Antimony
0.50
Arsenic
7.6
Barium
0.010
Beryllium
0.050
Cadmium
0.33
Chromium (total)
(2)Lead
0.15
0.009
Mercury
1.0
Nickel
0.16
Selenium
0.30
Silver
0.020
Thallium
70
Zinc

Constituent

Generic exclusion levels for
F006 nonwastewater HTMR residues
0.10
Antimony
0.50
Arsenic
7.6
Barium
0.010
Beryllium
0.050
Cadmium
0.33
Chromium (total)
Cyanide (total) (mg/kg)
1.8
0.15
Lead
0.009
Mercury
1.0
Nickel
0.16
Selenium
0.30
Silver
0.020
Thallium
70
Zinc
(ii) A orie-time notification and certification must be
placed in the facility's files and sent to the department for
K061, K062 or F006 HTMR residues that meet the generic
exclusion levels for all constituents and do not exhibit any
characteristics that are sent to subtitle D units. The notification and certification that is placed in the generator's or
treater's files must be updated if the process or operation generating the waste changes and/or if the subtitle D unit receiving the waste changes. However, the generator or treater need
only notify the department on an annual basis if such changes
occur. Such notification and certification should be sent to
the department by the end of the calendar year, but no later
than Decembt;r 31. The notification must include the following information: The name and address of the subtitle D unit
receiving the waste shipments; the dangerous waste number(s) and treatability group(s) at the initial point of generation; and, the treatment standards applicable to the waste at
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(ee) Biological treatment sludge from the treatment of
one of the following wastes listed in WAC 173-303-9904 organic waste (including heavy ends, still bottoms, light ends,
spent solvents, filtrates, and decantates) from the production
of carbamates and carbamoyl oximes (Dangerous Waste No.
Kl56), and wastewaters from the production of carbamates
and carbamoyl oximes (Dangerous Waste No. Kl57) unless
it exhibits one or more of the characteristics or criteria of dangerous waste.
(ff) Excluded scrap metal (processed scrap metal,
unprocessed home scrap metal, and unprocessed prompt
scrap metal) being recycled.
(gg) Shredded circuit boards being recycled: Provided,
That they are:
(i) Stored in containers sufficient to prevent a release to
the environment prior to recovery; and
(ii) Free of mercury switches, mercury relays and nickelcadmium batteries and lithium batteries.
(hh) Petrochemical recovered oil from an associated
organic chemical manufacturing facility, where the oil is to
be inserted into the petroleum refining process (SIC code
2911) along with normal petroleum refinery process streams,
provided:
(i) The oil is hazardous only because it exhibits the characteristic of ignitability (as defined in WAC 173-303-090(5)
and/or toxicity for benzene (WAC 173-303-090(8), waste
code D018); and
(ii) The oil generated by the organic chemical manufacturing facility is not placed on the land, or speculatively accumulated before being recycled into the petroleum refining
process.
An "associated organic chemical manufacturing facility"
is a facility where the primary SIC code is 2869, but where
operations may also include SIC codes 2821, 2822, and 2865;
and is physically colocated with a petroleum refinery; and
where the petroleum refinery to which the oil being recycled
is returned also provides hydrocarbon feedstocks to the
organic chemical manufacturing facility. "Petrochemical
recovered oil" is oil that has been reclaimed from secondary
materials (that is, sludges, by-products, or spent materials,
including wastewater) from normal organic chemical manufacturing operations, as well as oil recovered from organic
chemical manufacturing processes.
(ii) Spent caustic solutions from petroleum refining liquid treating processes used as a feedstock to produce cresylic
. or naphthenic acid unless the material is placed on the land,
or accumulated speculatively as defined in WAC 173-303016(5).
Uj) Catalyst inert support media separated from one of
the following wastes listed in WAC 173-303-9904 Specific
Sources - Spent hydrotreating catalyst (EPA Hazardous
Waste No. Kl 71), and Spent hydrorefining catalyst (EPA
Hazardous Waste No. Kl 72). These wastes are not excluded
if they exhibit one or more of the dangerous waste characteristics or criteria.
(kk) Leachate or gas condensate collected from landfills
where certain solid wastes have been disposed: Provided,
That:
(i) The solid wastes disposed would meet one or more of
the listing descriptions for Hazardous Waste Codes Kl69,
Proposed
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K 170, K 171, and K 172 if these wastes had been generated
after the effective date of the listing (February 8, 1999);
•
(ii) The solid wastes described in (kk)(i) of this subsec- •
tion were disposed prior to the effective date of the listing;
(iii) The leachate or gas condensate does not exhibit any
characteristic or criteria of dangerous waste nor is derived
from any other listed hazardous waste;
(iv) Discharge of the leachate or gas condensate, including leachate or gas condensate transferred from the landfill to
a POTW by truck, rail, or dedicated pipe, is subject to regulation under sections 307(b) or 402 of the Clean Water Act.
(v) After February 13, 2001, leachate or gas condensate
will no longer be exempt if it is stored or managed in a surface impoundment prior to discharge. There is one exception:
If the surface impoundment is used to temporarily store
leachate or gas condensate in response to an emergency situation (for example, shutdown of wastewater treatment system): Provided, That the impoundment has a double liner,
and: Provided further, That the leachate or gas condensate is
removed from the impoundment and continues to be managed in compliance with the conditions of this paragraph
after the emergency ends.
(II) Dredged material. Dredged material as defined in 40
CFR 232.2 that is subject to:
(i) The requirements of a permit that has been issued by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or an approved state under
section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33
u.s.c. 1344);
(ii) The requirements of a permit that has been issued by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers under section 103 of the •
Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 •
(33 U.S.C. 1413); or
(iii) In the case of a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers civil
works project, the administrative equivalent of the permits
referred to in (ll)(i) and (ii) of this subsection, as provided for
in U.S. Army Corps of Engineers regulations, including, for
example, 33 CFR 336.l, 336.2 and 337.3.
(mm) Condensates derived from the overhead gases
from kraft mill steam strippers that are used to comply with
40 CFR 63.446(e). The exemption applies only to combustion at the mill generating the condensates.
(nn) Controlled substances that are state-only dangerous
wastes. Controlled substances as defined and regulated by 21
CFR Parts 1300-1399 and chapter 69.50 RCW (Schedule I
through V drugs) that are held in the custody of law enforcement agencies or possessed by any registrant or licensee as
defined and regulated by 21 CFR Parts 1300-1399 and chapter 69.50 RCW and authorized to possess drugs within the
state of Washington. and managed for destruction: Provided.
That they are disposed of by incineration in a controlled combustion unit with a heat input rate greater than 250 million
British thermal units/hour and a combustion zone temperature greater than 1500 degrees Fahrenheit or disposed by
other methods approved by ecology.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6/10/00)
WAC 173-303-100 Dangerous waste criteria. (1) Purpose. The purpose of this section is to describe methods for
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person, then the toxic category need not be determined for
that constituent.

determining if a solid waste is a dangerous waste by the criteria set forth in this section. The dangerous waste criteria consist of:
(a) Toxic dangerous wastes; and
(b) Persistent dangerous wastes.
(2) References. The National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health's (NIOSH) Registry of Toxic Effects of
Chemical Substarices (RTECS), Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC
20402 is adopted by reference.
(3) A person must use data which is available to him,
and, when such data is inadequate for the purposes of this
seetion, must refer to the NIOSH RTECS to determine:
(a) Toxicity data or toxic category for each known constituent in the waste;
(b) Whether or not each known constituent of the waste
is a halogenated organic compound or a polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon as defined in WAC 173-303-040.
(4) Quantity exclusion limit. A solid waste is a dangerous waste if it meets one or mote of the dangerous waste criteria described in subsections (5) and (6) of this section. If a
person's solid waste meets one or more of these criteria then
he or she is a dangerous waste generator (and may not be considered a small quantity generator as provided in WAC 173303~070(8)) if the quantity of the waste exceeds the following quantity exclusion limits:
(a) For toxic dangerous wastes designated as EHW
(WTOl), the quantity exclusion limit is 2.2 lbs. per month.
(b) For all other wastes designating under this section the
• quantity· exclusion limit is 220 lbs. ( 100 kg) per month or per
•batch.
(5) Toxicity criteria. Except as provided in WAC 173303-070 (4) or"(5), a person must determine if a solid waste
meets the toxicity criteria under this section by following
either the instructions for book designation, when his knowledge of the waste is sufficient, or by testing the waste using
the biological testing methods adopted under WAC 173-303110(3).
(a) Except as provided in WAC 173-303-070(4), if a person knows only some of the toxic constituents in the waste or
only some of the constituent concentrations, and if the waste
is undesignated for those known constituents or concentrations, then the waste is not designated for toxicity under this
subsection.
(b) Book designation procedure. A person may determine if a waste meets the toxicity criteria by following the
book designation instructions as follows:
(i) A person must determine the toxic category for each
known constituent. The toxic category for each constituent
may be determined from available data, or by obtaining data
from the NIOSH RTECS and checking this data against the
toxic category table, below. If data is available for more than
one of the toxicity criteria (fish, oral, inhalation, or dermal),
then the data indicating severest toxicity must be used, and
the most acutely toxic category must be assigned to the constituent. If the.NIOSH RTECS or other data sources do not
• agree on the sa~e category, then the category arrived at using
• the NIOSH RTECS will be used to determine the toxic category. If toxicity data for a constituent cannot be found in the
NIOSH RTECS, or other source reasonably available to a

•
•

TOXIC CATEGORY TABLE
Fish
Toxic
Category LC50(mg/L)*

x

<0.01

A

0.0I - <0.1

B

O.I - <1

c

Inhalation
(Rat)
Oral (Rat)
LDso(mg/kg) LCso(mg/L)
<.5
.5 - <5
5 -<50

Dermal
(Rabbit)
LD 50(mglkg)

<.02

<2

.02 - <.2
.2- <2

2-<20
20-<200

200-<2000
2-<20
2000 - 20,000
20- 200
* The LC50 data must be from an exposure period greater than or
equal to twenty-four hours. LC50 data from any species is acceptable, however, if salmonid LC50 data is available it will supersede all other fish data. If salmonid data is unavailable but fathead minnow data is available, it will supersede all other fish species data.
Note: "Inhalation LC50 " means a concentration in milligrams of substance per liter of air which, when administered to the respiratory
tract for four hours or less, kills within fourteen days half of a
group of ten rats each weighing between 200 and 300 grams.
D

50- <500
500- 5000

I - <10
10- 100

(ii) A person whose waste contains one or more toxic
constituents must determine the equivalent concentration for
the waste from the following formula:
Equivalent
Concentration(%)=

IX% + IA% + IB% + IC%
-- --- --- -100
1000

1

10

+

ID%
10,000

where }:(X,A,B,C, or D)% is the sum of all the concentration
percentages for a particular toxic category.
Example 1. A person's waste contains: Aldrin (A Category) - .01 %; Endrin (A Category) - 1%; Benzene (D Category) - 4%; Phenol (C Category) - 2%; Dinoseb (B Category)
- 5%; Water (nontoxic) - 87%. The equivalent concentration
(E.C.) would be:
E.C.(%)

+ (0.01%+ 1.0%) + 5.0% + 2.0% + 4.0%
10,000
1000
100
10
I
0% + 0.101%+0.05% + 0.002% + 0.0004% = 0.1534%
0%

So the equivalent concentration equals 0.1534%.
(iii) A person whose waste contains toxic constituents
must determine its designation according to the value of the
equivalent concentration:
(A) If the equivalent concentration is less than 0.001 %,
the waste is not a toxic dangerous waste; or
(B) If the equivalent concentration is equal to or greater
than 0.001 % and less than 1.0%, the person will designate the
waste as DW and assign the dangerous waste number WT02;
and
(C) If the equivalent concentration is equal to or less than
0.01 %, the DW may also be a special waste; or
(D) If the equivalent concentration is equal to or greater
than 1.0%, the person will designate the waste as EHW and
assign the dangerous waste number WTOl.
Example 1. Continued. The equivalent concentration of
0.1534% (from Example 1. above) is greater than 0.001%
and less than 1.0%. The waste is DW and the dangerous
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sistent constituents by either applying knowledge of the
waste or by testing the waste according to WAC 173-303-110
(3)(c) Chemical Testing Methods for Designating Dangerous
Waste, February 1998.
(a) Except as provided in WAC 173-303-070(4), if a person knows only some of the persistent constituents in the
waste, or only some of the constituent concentrations, and if
the waste is undesignated for those known constituents or
concentrations, then the waste is not designated for persistence under this subsection.
(b) When a waste contains one or more halogenated
organic compounds (HOC) for which the concentrations are
known, the total halogenated organic compound concentration must be determined by summing the concentration percentages for all of the halogenated organic compounds for
which the concentration is known.
Example 2. A waste contains: Carbon tetrachloride .009%; DDT - .012%; 1,1,l - trichloroethylene - .020%. The
total halogenated organic compound concentration would be:
Total HOC Concentration (%) = .009% + .012% +
.020% = .041 %
(c) A person whose waste contains polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (P AH) as defined in WAC 173-303-040, must
determine the total P AH concentration by summing the concentration percentages of each of the polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons for which they know the concentration.
Example 3. A person's waste contains: Chrysene - .08%;
3,4 - benzo(a)pyrene - 1.22%. The total polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon concentration would be:
Total PAH Concentration(%)= .08% + 1.22% = 1.30%
(d) A person whose waste contains halogenated organic
compounds and/or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons must
determine its designation from the persistent dangerous waste
table ((or persisteRt claRgero1:1s v1aste eriteria graph WAC
173 303 9907)).

waste number WT02 must be assigned. Since 0.1534% is
also greater than 0.01 %, the waste is not a special waste.
(iv) Reserve.
(c) Designation from bioassay data. A person may determine if a waste meets the toxicity criteria by following the
bioassay designation instructions of either:
(i) The DW bioassay. To determine if a waste is DW, a
person must establish the toxicity category range (D category
toxicity or greater toxicity) of a waste by means of the 100
mg/L acute static fish test or the 5000 mg/kg oral rat test, as
described in the biological testing methods (bioassay)
adopted in WAC 173-303-110(3). If data from the test indicates that the waste is DW, then the person will assign the
dangerous waste number WT02. Otherwise, the waste is not
regulated as toxic dangerous waste. No further testing must
be done except as provided in WAC 173-303-070 (4) and (5),
or if the person chooses to determine whether the waste is
EHW, or in the case of state-only solid dangerous waste, if
the person chooses to determine whether the waste is special
waste; or
(ii) The EHW and special waste bioassay. To determine
if a waste is EHW, a person must establish the toxicity category range of a waste by means of the fish bioassay at 10
mg/Lor the rat bioassay at 50 mg/Kg, as described in the biological testing methods (bioassay) adopted in WAC 173-303110(3). (NOTE: A fish bioassay at l mg/L corresponds with
the definition of EHW, which includes toxic categories X-B.
However, the fish bioassay is not reproducible at these low
levels.) If data from the test indicates that the waste is EHW,
then the person will assign the dangerous waste number
WTO l. Otherwise, the waste will be designated DW, and the
person will assign the dangerous waste number WT02. A person with state-only solid waste may choose to test a waste to
determine if it is special waste. Testing levels for special
waste must be at 10 mg/L for the fish bioassay or 500 mg/Kg
for the oral rat bioassay. No further testing must be done
except as provided in WAC 173-303-070 (4) and (5), or if the
person chooses to test the waste in accordance with WAC
173-303-100 (5)(c)(i) to determine if the waste is not regulated as toxic dangerous waste.
(d) If the designation acquired from book designation
and bioassay data do not agree, then bioassay data will be
used to designate a waste. If a waste is designated as DW or
EHW following the book designation procedure, a person
may test the waste by means of the biological testing methods
(bioassay) adopted under WAC 173-303-110(3), using either
the static acute fish or the acute oral rat method, to demonstrate that the waste is not a dangerous waste or should be
designated as DW and not EHW.
(e) A waste designated as DW by toxicity criteria must
be assigned the dangerous waste number of WT02. A waste
designated as EHW by toxicity criteria must be assigned the
dangerous waste number of WTO l.
(6) Persistence criteria. For the purposes of this section,
persistent constituents are chemical compounds which are
either halogenated organic compounds (HOC), or polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), as defined under WAC 173303-040. Except as provided in WAC 173-303-070 (4) or (5),
a person may determine the identity and concentration of perProposed
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PERSISTENT DANGEROUS WASTE TABLE
If your waste
contains...

At a total
concentration
level of...

Then your waste's
designation, and
waste# are ...

Halogenated
Organic Compounds (HOC)

0.0 I% to 1.0%
greater than 1.0%

DW, WP02
EHW, WPOI

Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons (PAH)

greater than 1.0%

EHW*, WP03

*No DW concentration level for PAH.

(7) Reserve.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5/10100, effective 6/ 10/00)
WAC 173-303-110 Sampling and testing methods. (1)
Purpose. This section sets forth the testing methods to be
used to comply with the requirements of this chapter. Quality
control procedures specified by the testing method or an
approved equivalent method must be followed for the analyt- •
ical result to be considered valid for designation. All methods •
and publications listed in this section are incorporated by reference.
[ 64]
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For copies of APTI methods:

(2) Representative samples.
(a) The methods and equipment used for obtaining representative samples of a waste will vary with the type and form
of the waste. The department will consider samples collected
using the sampling methods below or the most recent version
of such methods for wastes with properties similar to the indicated materials, to be representative samples of the wastes:
(i) Crushed or powdered materiai - ASTM Standard
D346-75;
(ii) Extremely viscous liquid - ASTM Standard Dl4070;
(iii) Fly ash-like material - ASTM Standard D2234-86;
(iv) Soil-like material - ASTM Standard Dl452-80
(Reapproved 1990);
(v) Soil or rock-like material - ASTM Standard D42093;
(vi) Containerized liquid wastes - "COLIWASA"
described in SW-846, as incorporated by reference at WAC
173-303-110 (3)(a), or the equivalent representative sampling method known as the plunger type sampler, described
in ASTM D 5743-97, section 8.6; and,
(vii) Liquid waste in pits, ponds, lagoons, and similar
reservoirs - "Pond Sampler" described in SW-846, as incorporated by reference at WAC 173-303-110 (3)(a).
(b) Copies of these representative sampling methods are
available from the department except for the ASTM standards and the AC & D Liquid Sampler Method which can be
obtained by writing to:

APTI
National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22161

The document titles and included test procedures are as follows:
(a) Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Methods, EPA Publication, SW-846 (Third
Edition (November 1986) as amended by Updates I (dated
July 1992), II (dated September 1994), IIA (dated August
1993), IIB (dated January 1995), III (dated December 1996),
and IIIA (dated April 1998)). The Third Edition of SW-846
and its Updates (document number 955-001-00000-1) are
available from the Superintendent of Documents. Update
IIIA is available through EPA 's Methods Information Communication Exchange (MICE) Service. MICE can be contacted by phone at (703) 821-4690. Update IIIA can also be
obtained by contacting the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Office of Solid Waste (5307W), OSW Methods
Team, 401 M Street, SW, Washington, D.C. 20460. Copies
of the Third Edition and all of its updates are also available
from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS),
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161, (703) 6056000 or (800) 553-6847;
(b) Biological Testing Methods, Department of Ecology
Publication #80-12, the latest revision, describing procedures
for:
(i) Static acute fish toxicity test; and
(ii) Acute oral rat toxicity test;
(c) Chemical Testing Methods for Designating Dangerous Waste, Department of Ecology Publication #97-407, February 1998 describing methods for testing:
(i) lgnitability;
(ii) Corrosivity;
(iii) Reactivity;
(iv) Toxicity characteristic leaching procedure;
(v) Halogenated organic compounds; and
(vi) Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.
(d) Reserve;
(e)(i) The determination of Polychlorinated Biphenyls in
Transformer Fluids and Waste Oils, EPA-600/4-81-045; and
(ii) Analysis of Polychlorinated Biphenyls in Mineral
Insulating Oils by Gas Chromatography, ASTM Standard D
4059-86.
(f) 40 CFR Part 261 Appendix III Chemical Analysis
Test Methods, which refers to appropriate analytical procedures to determine whether a sample contains a given toxic
constituent in Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste,
Physical/Chemical Methods, EPA Publication SW-846, and
40 CFR Part 261 Appendix II, which refers to Method 1311
Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure.
(g) The following publications for air emission standards.
(i) ASTM Standard Method for Analysis of Reformed
Gas by Gas Chromatography, ASTM Standard D 1946-82.

ASTM
1916 Race Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103.
AC & D Liquid Sampler Method
AC & D Liquid Samplers
77 Symons Street
Richland, WA 99352
(3) Test procedures. Copies of the test procedures listed
in this subsection can be obtained by writing to the appropriate address below:
For copies of Department of Ecology test methods:
Attn: Test Procedures
Hazardous Waste Section
Department of Ecology
PO Box 47600
Olympia, Washington 98504-7600
For copies of SW 846, including updates, and 40 CFR
Part 261:
Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402
(202) 512-1800
For copies of ASTM methods:
ASTM
1916 Race Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
[ 65
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adequate opportunity for public review and comment on the
proposed changes. The department may, at its discretion,
schedule a public hearing on the proposed changes.
(5) Equivalent testing methods. Any person may req·uest
the department to approve an equivalent testing method by
submitting a petition, prepared in accordance with WAC 173303-910(2), to the department.

(ii) ASTM Standard Test Method for Heat of Combustion of Hydrocarbon Fuels by Bomb Calorimeter (High-Precision Method), ASTM Standard D 2382-83.
(iii) ASTM Standard Practices for General Techniques
of Ultraviolet-Visible Quantitative Analysis, ASTM Standard E 169-87.
(iv) ASTM Standard Practices for General Techniques
of Infrared Quantitative Analysis, ASTM Standard E 168-88.
(v) ASTM Standard Practice for Packed Column Gas
Chromatography, ASTM Standard E 260-85.
(vi) ASTM Standard Test Method for Aromatics in Light
Naphthas and Aviation Gasolines by Gas Chromatography,
ASTM Standard D 2267-88.
(vii) ASTM Standard Test Method for Vapor PressureTemperature Relationship and Initial Decomposition Temperature of Liquids by ((lsoteriscope)) Isoteniscope, ASTM
Standard D 2879-((&e)) 92.
(viii) APTI Course 415: Control of Gaseous Emissions,
EPA Publication EPA-450/2-81-005, December 1981.
(ix) "API Publication 2517, Third Edition," February
1989, "Evaporative Loss from External Floating-Roof
Tanks," available from the American Petroleum Institute,
1220 L Street, Northwest; Washington, D.C. 20005.
(x) "ASTM Standard Test Method for Vapor PressureTemperature Relationship and Initial Decomposition Temperature of Liquids by Isoteriscope," ASTM Standard D
2879-92, available from American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM), 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA
19103.
(h) The following publications:
(i) "Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code" (1977
or 1981), available from the National Fire Protection Association, 470 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, MA 02210.
(ii) U.S. EPA, "Screening Procedures for E~timating the
Air Quality Impact of Stationary Sources, Revised," October
1992, EPA Publication No. EPA-450/R-92-019, Environmental Protection Agency, Research Triangle Park, NC.
(iii) "ASTM Standard Test Methods for Preparing
Refuse-Derived Fuel (RDF) Samples for Analyses of Metals," ASTM Standard E926-88, Test Method C-Bomb, Acid
Digestion Method, available from American Society for
Testing Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103.
(iv) Method 1664, Revision A, n-Hexane Extractable
Material (HEM; Oil and Grease) and Silica Gel Treated nHexane Extractable Material (SGT-HEM; Nonpolar Material) by Extraction and Gravimetry. Available from NTIS,
PB99-121949, U.S. Department of Commerce, 5285 Port
Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161.
(v) ASTM Standard Test Methods for Flash Point of Liquids by Setaflash Closed Tester, ASTM Standard D-3278-78,
available from American Society for Testing and Materials.
(vi) ASTM Standard Test Methods for Flash Point by
Pensky-Martens Closed Tester, ASTM Standard D-93-79 or
D-93-80.
(vii) API Publication 2517, Third Edition, February
1989, "Evaporative Loss from External Floating-Roof
Tanks," available from the American Petroleum Institute,
1220 L Street, Northwest, Washington, D.C. 20005.
(4) Substantial changes to the testing methods described
above will be made only after the department has provided
Proposed
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 97-03,.. nled
1/12/98, effective 2/12/98)

WAC 173-303-140 Land disposal restrictions. (1)
Purpose.
(a) The purpose of this section is to encourage the best
management practices for dangerous wastes according to the
priorities of RCW 70.105.150 which are, in order of priority:
(i) Reduction;
(ii) Recycling;
(iii) Physical, chemical, and biological treatment; ·
(iv) Incineration;
(v) Stabilization and solidification; and
'. ,.
(vi) Landfill.
(b) This section identifies dangerous wastes that are
restricted from land disposal, ·describes requirements for
restricted wastes, and defines the circumstances under. which
a prohibited waste may continue to be land disposed.' . . ·
(c) For the purposes of this section, the term "landfill," as
stated in the priorities of RCW 70.105.150, will be the same
as the term "land disposal." Land disposal will be used iri this •
•
section to identify the lowest w.aste management priority.
(2) Applicability.
The land disposal restrictions of this section apply to any
person who owns or operates a dangerous waste treatment,
storage, or disposal facility in Washington state and to any
person who generates or transports dangerous waste.
(a) Land disposal restrictions for wastes designated. ' :1
accordance with WAC 173-303-070 (3)(a)(i}, (ii), and (iii)
are the restrictions set forth by the Environmental Protection
Agency in 40 CFR Part 268 which are incorporated by 'ref~r
ence into this regulation and the restrictions sedorth in subsections (3) through (7) of this section. The words "regional
administrator" (in 40 CFR) will mean the '.'pepartm~nt,"
except for 40 CFR Parts 268.5 and 268.6; 268 S~bpart B;
((ftfld}) 268.42(b) and 268.44(a) through (g). The authority
for implementing these excluded CFR sections remains with
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The word "EPA"
(in 40 CFR) means "Ecology" at 40 CFR 268.44(m). The
exemption and exception provisions of subsections (3)
through (7) of this section are not applicable to the federal
·
.
land disposal restrictions.
(b) Land disposal restrictions for state-only dangerous
waste are the restrictions set forth in subsections (3) through
(7) of this section.
(3) Definitions.
When used in this section the following terms have the
meaning provided in this subsection. All other terms have the •
~
meanings given under WAC 173-303-040.
(a) "Dangerous waste constituents" means those constituents listed in WAC 173-303-9905 and any other constitu[ 66]
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ents which have caused a waste to be a dangerous waste
under this chapter.
(b) "Land disposal" means placement in a facility or on
the land with the intent of leaving the dangerous waste at closure, and includes, but is not limited to, placement for disposal purposes in a: Landfill; surface impoundment; waste
pile; injection well; land treatment facility; salt dome or salt
bed formation; underground cave or mine; concrete vault or
bunker.
(c) "Organic/carbonaceous waste" means a dangerous
waste that contains combined concentrations of greater than
ten percent organic/carbonaceous constituents in the waste;
organic/carbonaceous constituents are those substances that
contain carbon-hydrogen, carbon-halogen, or carbon-carbon
chemical bonding.
(d) "Solid acid waste" means a dangerous waste that
exhibits the characteristic of low pH under the corrosivity test
of WAC 173-303-090 (6)(a)(iii).
(e) "Stabilization" and "solidification" mean a technique
that limits the solubility and mobility of dangerous waste
constituents. Solidification immobilizes a waste through
physical means and stabilization immobilizes the waste by
bonding or chemically reacting with the stabilizing material.
(4) Land disposal restrictions and prohibitions. The land
disposal requirements of this subsection apply to land disposal in Washington state.
(a) Disposal of extremely hazardous waste (EHW). No
person may land dispose of EHW, except as provided in subsection (5) of this section, at any land disposal facility in the
state. No person may land dispose of EHW at the facility
established under RCW 70.105.050, except as provided by
subsections (5), (6), and (7) of this section. A person is
encouraged to reclaim, recycle, recover, treat, detoxify, neutralize, or otherwise process EHW to remove or reduce its
harmful properties or characteristics, provided that such processing is performed in accordance with the requirements of.
this chapter.
. (b) Disposal of liquid waste. Special requirements for
bulk and containerized liquids.
(i) Effective May 8, 1985, the placement of bulk or noncontainerized liquid hazardous waste or hazardous waste
containing free liquids (whether or not sorbents have been
added) in any landfill is prohibited. (40 CFR 264.314(a)
which applies prior to May 8, 1985, is incorporated by reference.)
(ii) Containers holding free liquids must not be placed in
a landfill unless:
(A) All free-standing liquid:
(I) Has been removed by decanting, or other methods; or
(II) Has been mixed with sorbent or stabilized (solidified) so that free-standing liquid is no longer observed; or
(III) Has been otherwise eliminated; or
(B) The container is very small, such as an ampule; or
(C) The container is designed to hold free liquids for use
other than storage, such as a battery or capacitor; or
(D) The container is a labpack and is disposed of in
accordance with WAC 173-303-161 and this chapter.
(iii) To demonstrate the absence or presence of free liquids in either a containerized or a bulk waste, the following
tests must be used: Method 9095 (Paint Filter Liquids Test)
[ 67 J
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as described in "Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Wastes,
Physical/Chemical Methods" EPA Publication SW-846 as
incorporated by reference in WAC 173-303-110 (3)(a).
(iv) Sorbents used to treat free liquids to be disposed of
in landfills must be nonbiodegradable. Nonbiodegradable
sorbents are: Materials listed or described in (b)(iv)(A) of
this subsection; materials that pass one of the tests in
(b)(iv)(B) of this subsection; or materials that are determined
by the department to be nonbiodegradable through WAC
173-303-910.
(A) Nonbiodegradable sorbents.
(I) Inorganic minerals, other inorganic materials, and
elemental carbon (e.g., aluminosilicates, clays, smectites,
Fuller's earth, bentonite, calcium bentonite, montmorillonite,
calcined montmorillonite, kaolinite, micas (illite), vermiculites, zeolites; calcium carbonate (organic free limestone);
oxides/hydroxides, alumina, lime, silica (sand), diatomaceous earth; perlite (volcanic glass); expanded volcanic rock;
volcanic ash; cement kiln dust; fly ash; rice hull ash; activated charcoal/activated carbon); or
(II) High molecular weight synthetic polymers (e.g.,
polyethylene, high density polyethylene (HOPE), polypropylene, polystyrene, polyurethane, polyacrylate, polynorborene, polyisobutylene, ground synthetic rubber, crosslinked allylstyrene and tertiary butyl copolymers). This does
not include polymers derived from biological material or
polymers specifically designed to be degradable; or
(III) Mixtures of these nonbiodegradable materials.
(B) Tests for nonbiodegradable sorbents.
(I) The sorbent material is determined to be nonbiodegradable under ASTM Method G21-70 (1984a)-Standard
Practice for Determining Resistance of Synthetic Polymer
Materials to Fungi; or
(II) The sorbent material is determined to be nonbiodegradable under ASTM Method G22-76 (1984b)-Standard
Practice for Determining Resistance of Plastics to Bacteria;
or
(III) The sorbent material is determined to be nonbiodegradable under OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) test 301B: [C0 2 Evolution (Modified
Sturm Test)].
(v) Effective November 8, 1985, the placement of any
liquid which is not a hazardous waste in a landfill is prohibited unless the owner .or operator of such landfill demonstrates to the department, or the department determines, that:
(A) The only reasonably available alternative to the
placement in such landfill is placement in a landfill or unlined
surface impoundment, whether or not permitted or operating
under interim status, which contains, or may reasonably be
anticipated to contain, hazardous waste; and
(B) Placement in such owner or operator's landfill will
not present a risk of contamination of any underground
source of drinking water (as that term is defined in 40 CFR
Section 144.3.)
(c) Disposal of solid acid waste. No person may land dispose solid acid waste, except as provided in subsections (5),
(6), or (7) of this section. A person is encouraged to reclaim,
recycle, recover, treat, detoxify, neutralize, or otherwise process these wastes to remove or reduce their harmful properProposed
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ties or characteristics, provided that such processing is performed in accordance with the requirements of this chapter.
(d) Disposal of organic/ carbonaceous waste.
(i) No person may land dispose organic/carbonaceous
waste, except as provided in subsections (5), (6), or (7) of this
section. A person is encouraged to reclaim, recycle, recover,
treat, detoxify, or otherwise process these wastes to remove
or reduce their harmful properties or characteristics, provided
that such processing is performed in accordance with the
requirements of this chapter. Organic/ carbonaceous wastes
must be incinerated as a minimum management method
according to the dangerous waste management priorities as
defined in subsection (l)(a) of this section.
(ii) This prohibition against the land disposal of
organic/carbonaceous waste does not apply to black mud
generated from the caustic leach recovery of cryolite at primary aluminum smelting plants.
(iii) This prohibition against the land disposal of
organic/ carbonaceous waste does not apply to any person
who certifies to the department that recycling, treatment and
incineration facilities are not available within a radius of one
thousand miles from Washington state's borders. Such certification must be sent to the department by certified mail and
must include: The name, address and telephone number of
the person certifying; a brief description of the organic/carbonaceous waste covered by the certification; a discussion of
the efforts undertaken to identify available recycling, treatment and incineration facilities; and the signature of the person responsible for the certification and development of
information used to support the certification. Records and
information supporting the certification must be retained by
the certifying person and must be made available to the
department upon request.
A certification that has been properly submitted to the
department will remain valid until the department determines
that a recycling, treatment or incineration facility is available
within a radius of one thousand miles from Washington
state's borders and the person who submitted the certification
is unable to demonstrate otherwise. A recycling, treatment or
incineration facility will be considered by the department to
be available if such facility: Is operating, and; can safely and
legally recycle, treat or incinerate the organic/carbonaceous
waste, and; has sufficient capacity to receive and handle significant amounts of the waste, and; agrees to accept the
waste.
(5) Treatment in land disposal facilities. The land disposal restrictions in subsection (4) of this section do not apply
to persons treating dangerous wastes in surface impoundments, waste piles, or land treatment facilities provided that
such treatment is performed in accordance with the requirements of this subsection and this chapter.
(a) Surface impoundment treatment.
Liquid waste, extremely hazardous waste (EHW), solid
acid waste, and organic/carbonaceous waste may be placed
in surface impoundments for purposes of treatment provided
the owner/operator can demonstrate that effective treatment
of the dangerous waste constituents will occur and at closure
the owner/ operator complies with the prohibitions and
restrictions of subsection (4) of this section.
(b) Waste pile treatment.
Proposed

Liquid waste, extremely hazardous waste (EHW), solid
acid waste, and organic/ carbonaceous waste may be placed •
in waste piles for purposes of treatment provided the. •
owner/operator can demonstrate that effective treatment of
dangerous waste constituents will occur and that at closure
the owner/operator will be in compliance with the prohibitions and restrictions of subsection (4) of this section.
(c) Land treatment.
Liquid waste, extremely hazardous waste (EHW), and
organic/carbonaceous waste may be land treated"'provided
that the owner/operator can demonstrate that effective treatment of dangerous waste constituents will occur, and at the
end of the post-closure care period the owner/ operator will be
in compliance with subsection (4) of this section.
(6) Case-by-case exemptions to a land disposal prohibition. Any person may petition the department for an exemption from a prohibition in subsection (4) of this section for the
land disposal of a dangerous waste. The procedures to submit
a petition to the department are specified in WAC 173-303910( 6). The department may deny any petition if it determines that there is a potential for dangerous waste constituents to migrate from the land disposal facility where the
waste is to be placed. The department will deny any petition
when exemption would result in a substantial or imminent
threat to public health or the environment. The department
will deny any petition when exemption would result in a violation of applicable state laws.
The department may grant an exemption from the prohibitions and restrictions of subsection (4) of this section based
on the demonstrations specified in (a), (b) or (c) of this subsection.
(a) Land disposal exemption for treatment residuals. Any
person may request an exemption from a land disposal prohibition in subsection (4) of this section for treatment residuals
by demonstrating to the department that:
(i) The person has applied the best achievable management method to the original waste; and
(ii) Application of additional management methods to
the treatment residuals would prevent the person from utilizing the best achievable management methods for the original
dangerous waste; and
(iii) The land disposal of the treatment residuals does not
pose a greater risk to the public health and the environment
than land disposal of the original dangerous waste would
pose.
(b) Economic hardship exemption. Any person may
request an exemption from a prohibition in subsection (4) of
this section for the land disposal of a dangerous waste by
demonstrating to the department that alternative management
of the dangerous waste will impose an unreasonable economic burden in relation to the threat of harm to public health
and the environment. It will be solely within the discretion of
the department to approve or deny the requests for exemptions based on economic hardship.
(c) Organic/carbonaceous waste exemption. Any person ~
may request an exemption from the requirements in subsec- ,.
tion (4) of this section by demonstrating to the department
that:
[ 68]
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(i) Alternative management methods for organic/carbonaceous waste are less protective of public health and the
environment than stabilization or landfilling; or
(ii)(A) The organic/carbonaceous waste has a heat content less than 3,000 BTU/LB or contains greater than sixtyfive percent water or other noncombustible moisture; and
(B) Incineration is the only management method available within a radius of one thousand miles from Washington
state's border (i.e., recycling or treatment are not available).
(7) Emergency cleanup provision. The department may,
on a case-by-case basis, grant an exception to the land disposal restrictions in subsection (4) of this section for an emergency cleanup where an imminent threat to public health and
the environment exists. Any exception will require compliance with applicable state law and will require (consistent
with the nature of the emergency and imminent threat) application of the waste management priorities of RCW 70.105.150.

WSR 02-11-101

(A) A release of waste and waste constituents to the
environment;
(B) Endangerment of health of employees or the public;
(C) Excessive noise;
(D) Negative aesthetic impact on the use of adjacent
property.
(iii) The treatment unit must also be inspected routinely
for deterioration that would lead to a release and repairs must
be conducted promptly.
(4) The generator must comply with the special land disposal restrictions for certain dangerous wastes in WAC 173303-140.
(5) Persons responding to an explosives or munitions
emergency in accordance with WAC 173-303-400
(2)(c)((f*Ht)) (xiii)(A)(IV) or 173-303-600 (3)(p)(i)(D)((,))
or (3)(p)(iv)((, or (3)(13)(xii)(D))), and WAC 173-303-800
(7)(c)((fi-'4))illill.l or (7)((fe1))(c)(i)(E) are not required to
comply with the standards of WAC 173-303-170 through
173-303-230.

Reviser's note: The brackets and enclosed material in the text of the
above section occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appear in the Register pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6/10/00)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6/10/00)
WAC 173-303-170 Requirements for generators of
dangerous waste. (1) A person is a dangerous waste generator if their solid waste is designated by the requirements of
WAC 173-303-070 through 173-303-100.
(a) The generator is responsible for designating their
waste as DW or EHW.
(b) The generator may request an exemption for their
dangerous waste according to the procedures of WAC 173303-072.
(2) A dangerous waste generator must notify the department and obtain an EPA/state identification number as
required by WAC 173-303-060, and must comply with the
requirements of WAC 173-303-170 through 173-303-230.
(3) Any generator who stores, treats, or disposes of dangerous waste on-site must perform their operations in accordance with the TSD facility requirements with the following
exceptions:
(a) Generators who accumulate dangerous wastes for
less than ninety days as allowed under WAC 173-303-200 or
for less than one hundred eighty days as allowed under WAC
173-303-201 and 173-303-202;
(b) Generators who treat dangerous waste on-site in
accumulation tanks, containers, and containment buildings
provided that the generator maintains a log showing the date
and amount of waste treated and complies with:
(i) The applicable requirements of WAC 173-303-200,
173-303-201, and 173-303-202; and
(ii) WAC 173-303-283(3);
(c) Generators who treat special waste on-site provided:
(i) The accumulation standards of WAC 173-303-073
(2)(a) and (b) are met;
(ii) When treated in units other than tanks or containers,
the unit is designed, constructed, and operated in a manner
that prevents:

WAC 173-303-200 Accumulating dangerous waste
on-site. (1) A generator, not to include transporters as referenced in WAC 173-303-240(3), may accumulate dangerous
waste on-site without a permit for ninety days or less after the
date of generation, provided that:
(a) All such waste is shipped off-site to a designated
facility or placed in an on-site facility which is permitted by
the department under WAC 173-303-800 through 173-303845 or recycled or treated on-site in ninety days or less. The
department may, on a case-by-case basis, grant a maximum
thirty day extension to this ninety day period if dangerous
wastes must remain on-site due to unforeseen, temporary and
uncontrollable circumstances. A generator who accumulates
dangerous waste for more than ninety days is an operator of a
storage facility and is subject to the facility requirements of
this chapter and the permit requirements of this chapter as a
storage facility unless he has been granted an extension to the
ninety day period allowed pursuant to this subsection;
(b)(i) The waste is placed in containers and the generator
complies with WAC 173-303-630 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (8),
(9), (10), and ((fl-it)) 40 CFR Part 265 Subpart CC incorporated by reference at WAC 173-303-400 (3)(a). For container
accumulation (including satellite areas as described in subsection (2) of this section), the department may require that
the accumulation area include secondary containment in
accordance with WAC 173-303-630(7), if the department
determines that there is a potential threat to public health or
the environment due to the nature of the wastes being accumulated, or due to a history of spills or releases from accumulated containers. In addition, any new container accumulation
' areas (but not including new satellite areas, unless required
by the department) constructed or installed after September
30, 1986, must comply with the provisions of WAC 173-303630(7); and/or
(ii) The waste is placed in tanks and the generator complies with 40 CFR Part 265 Subpart CC incorporated by reference at WAC 173-303-400 (3)(a) and WAC 173-303-640
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(2) through ((fl-B)) Llfil, except WAC 173-303-640 (8)(c)
and the second sentence of WAC 173-303-640 (8)(a). (Note:
A generator, unless otherwise required to do so, does not
have to prepare a closure plan, a cost estimate for closure, or
provide financial responsibility for his tank system to satisfy
the requirements of this section.) Such a generator is exempt
from the requirements of WAC 173-303-620 and 173-303610, except for WAC 173-303-610 (2) and (5); and/or
(iii) The waste is placed on drip pads and the generator
complies with WAC 173-303-675 and maintains the following records at the facility:
(A) A description of procedures that will be followed to
ensure that all wastes are removed from the drip pad and
associated collection system at least once every 90 days; and
(B) Documentation of each waste removal, including the
quantity of waste removed from the drip pad and the sump or
collection system and the date and time of removal; and/or
(iv) The waste is placed in containment buildings and the
generator complies with 40 CFR Part 265 Subpart DD, which
is incorporated by reference, and the generator has placed its
professional engineer certification that the building complies
with the design standards specified in 40 CFR 265.1101 in
the facility's operating record no later than sixty days after the
date of initial operation of the unit. After February 18, 1993,
PE certification will be required prior to operation of the unit.
The owner or operator shall maintain the following records at
the facility:
(A) A written description of procedures to ensure that
each waste volume remains in the unit for no more than
ninety days, a written description of the waste generation and
management practices for the facility showing that they are
consistent with respecting the ninety-day limit, and documentation that the procedures are complied with; or
(B) Documentation that the unit is emptied at least once
every 90 days.
In addition, such a generator is exempt from all the
requirements in WAC 173-303-610 and 173-303-620, except
for WAC 173-303-610(2).
(c) The date upon which each period of accumulation
begins is marked and clearly visible for inspection on each
container;
(d) While being accumulated on site, each container and
tank is labeled or marked clearly with the words "dangerous
waste" or "hazardous waste." Each container or tank must
also be marked with a label or sign which identifies the major
risk(s) associated with the waste in the container or tank for
employees, emergency response personnel and the public
(Note-If there is already a system in use that performs this
function in accordance with local, state, or federal regulations, then such system will be adequate). The department
may also require that a sign be posted at each entrance to the
accumulation area, bearing the legend, "danger-unauthorized personnel keep out," or an equivalent legend, written in
English, and legible from a distance of twenty-five feet or
more; and
(e) The generator complies with the requirements for
facility operators contained in:
(i) WAC 173-303-330 through 173-303-360 (personnel
training, preparedness and prevention, contingency plan and
Proposed

emergency procedures, and emergencies) except for WAC
•
173-303-355 (SARA Title III coordination); and
(ii) WAC 173-303-320 (1), (2)(a), (b), (d), and (3) (gen- •
era! inspection); and
(t) The generator complies with 40 CFR 268.7 (a)(5).
(2) Satellite accumulation.
(a) A generator may accumulate as much as fifty-five
gallons of dangerous waste or one quart of acutely hazardous
waste per waste stream in containers at or near any point of
generation where waste initially accumulates (defined as a.
satellite accumulation area in WAC 173-303-040). The satellite area must be under the control of the operator of the process generating the waste or secured at all times to prevent
improper additions of wastes to a satellite container. Satellite
accumulation is allowed without a permit provided the gener~
ator:
(i) Complies with WAC 173-303-630 (2), (4), (5)(a) and
(b), (8)(a), and (9)(a) and (b); and
(ii) Complies with subsection (l)(d) of this section.
(b) When fifty-five gallons of dangerous waste or one
quart of acutely hazardous waste is accumulated per waste
stream, the container(s) must be marked immediately with
the accumulation date and moved within three days to a designated storage or accumulation area.
(c) On a case-by-case basis the department may require
the satellite area to be managed in accordance with all or
some of the requirements under subsection ( 1) of this section,
if the nature of the wastes being accumulated, a history of
spills or releases from accumulated containers, or other factors are determined by the department to be a threat or potential threat to human health or the environment.
(3) For the purposes of this section, the ninety-day accumulation period begins on the date that:
(a) The generator first generates a dangerous waste; or
(b) The quantity (or aggregated quantity) of dangerous
waste being accumulated by a small quantity generator first
exceeds the accumulation limit for such waste (or wastes); or
(c) Fifty-five gal.Ions of dangerous waste or one quart of
acutely hazardous waste, per waste stream, is accumulated in
a satellite accumulation area.

4

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 94-30, filed
10/19/95, effective 11/19/95)

WAC 173-303-283 Performance standards. (1) Purpose. This section provides general performance standards
for designing, constructing, operating, and maintaining dangerous waste facilities.
(2) Applicability. This section applies to all dangerous
waste facilities permitted under WAC 173-303-800 through
173-303-840. These general performance standards must be
used to determine whether more stringent facility standards
should be applied than those spelled out in WAC 173-303280, 173-303-290 through 173-303-400 and 173-303-600
through ((173 303 670)) 173-303-692.
(3) Performance standards. Unless authorized by state,
local, or federal laws, or unless otherwise authorized in thi~ •
regulation, the owner/ operator must design, construct, oper- ~
ate, or maintain a dangerous waste facility that to the maximum extent practical given the limits of technology prevents:
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(a) Degradation of ground water quality;
(b) Degradation of air quality by open burning or other
activities;
(c) Degradation of surface water quality;
(d) Destruction or impairment of flora and fauna outside
the active portion of the facility;
; (e) E\(cessive noise;
· '(f) Conditions that constitute a negative aesthetic impact
for the public using rights of ways, or public lands, or for
landown~·of adjacent properties;
(g) Unstable hillsides or soils as a result of trenches,
impoundments, excavations, etc.;
· (h) The use of processes that do not treat, detoxify, recycle, reclaim, arid recover waste material to the extent economically feasible; and
. . (i) Endangerment of the health of employees, or the pubIlc near the facility.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6/10/00)

WAC 173-303-380 Facility recordkeeping. (1) Operating record. The owner or operator of a facility must keep a
written operating record at their facility. The following information must be recorded, as it becomes available, and maintained in the operating record until closure of the facility:
(a) A description of and the quantity of each dangerous
waste received or managed on-site, and the method(s) and
date(s) of its treatment, storage, or disposal at the facility as
required by subsection (2) of this section, recordkeeping
instructions;
(b) ·The location of each dangerous waste within the
facility and the quantity at each location. For disposal facilities, the location and quantity of each dangerous waste must
be recorded on a map or diagram of each cell or disposal area.
For all facilities, this information must include cross-references to specific manifest_document numbers, if the waste
was accompanied by a manifest;
'' (c)Records and results of waste analyses, waste determinations (as required by Subpart CC), and trial tests required
by WAC 173-303-300, General waste analysis, and by 40
CFR sections 264.1034, 264.1063, 264.1083, 265.1034,
265.1063, 265.1084, 268.4(a), and268.7;
(d) Summary reports and details of all incidents that
require implementing the contingency plan, as specified in
. WAC 173-303-360 (2)(k);
(e) Records and results of inspections as required by
WAC 173-303-320 (2)(d), General inspection (except such
information need be kept only for five years);
{t) Monitoring, testing, or analytical data, and corrective
ae<tion where required by 40 CFR Part 265 Subparts F
through Rand sections 265.1034 (c) through (f), 265.1035,
265.1063 (d) through (i), 265.1064, and 265.1083 through
265.1090 for interim status facilities, and by WAC 173-303630 through 173-303-695 and 40 CFR sections 264.1034 (c)
• through (f), 264.1035, 264.1063 (d) through (i), 264.1064,
• and 264.. 1082 through 264.1090 for final status facilities;
(g) All closure and post-closure cost estimates required
for the facility; ..
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(h) For off-site facilities, copies of notices to generators
informing them that the facility has all appropriate permits, as
required by WAC 173-303-290, Required notices;
(i) Records of the quantities (and date of placement) for
each shipment of hazardous waste placed in land disposal
units under an extension to the effective date of any land disposal restriction granted pursuant to 40 CFR 268.5, a petition
pursuant to 40 CFR 268.6, ((or a eertifieatioH ttflcler 268.8,))
and the applicable notice required by a generator under 40
CFR 268.7(a);
(j) For an off-site treatment facility, a copy of the notice,
and the certification and demonstration, if applicable,
required by the generator or the owner or operator under 40
CFR 268.7 ((or 268.8));
(k) For an on-site treatment facility, the information contained in the notice (except the manifest number), and the
certification and demonstration if applicable, required by the
generator or the owner or operator under 40 CFR 268.7 ((er

™));
(I) For an off-site land disposal facility, a copy of the

notice, and the certification and demonstration if applicable,
required by the generator or the owner or operator of a treatment facility under 40 CFR 268.7 ((afld 268.8, whiehever is

tltJt>lieable));

(m) For an on-site land disposal facility, the information
contained in the notice required by the generator or owner or
operator of a treatment facility under 40 CFR 268.7, except
for the manifest number((, afld the eertifieatiofl afld deFHOfl
stftltiofl if tltJtJlieable, reEJttired ttHder 40 CFR 268.8, whieh
ever is tltJtJlieable));

(n) For an off-site storage facility, a copy of the notice,
and the certification and demonstration if applicable,
required by the generator or the owner or operator under 40
CFR 268.7 ((or 268.8)); ((ftfltl))
(o) For an on-site storage facility, the information contained in the notice (except the manifest number), and the
certification and demonstration if applicable, required by the
generator or the owner or operator under 40 CFR 268.7 ((er
™));and
(p) Any records required under WAC 173-303-280(6).
(2) Recordkeeping instructions. This paragraph provides
instructions for recording the portions of the operating record
which are related to describing the types, quantities, and
management of dangerous wastes at the facility. This information must be recorded, as it becomes available, and maintained in the operating record until closure of the facility, as
follows:
(a) Each dangerous waste received, treated, stored, or
disposed of at the facility must be described by its common
name and by its dangerous waste number(s) from WAC 173303-080 through 173-303-104. Each listed, characteristic,
and criteria waste has its own four-digit dangerous waste
number. Where a dangerous waste contains more than one
process waste or waste constituent the waste description must
include all applicable dangerous waste numbers. If the dangerous waste number is not listed, the waste description must
include the process which generated the waste;
(b) The waste description must include the waste's physical form (i.e., liquid, solid, sludge, or contained gas);
Proposed
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T 13 Wet air oxidation
T14 Calcination
TIS Microwave discharge
T18 Other (specify)
(b) Chemical treatment
Tl9 Absorption mound
T20 Absorption field
T2 l Chemical fixation
T22 Chemical oxidation
T23 Chemical precipitation
T24 Chemical reduction
T2S Chlorination
T26 Chlorinolysis
T27 Cyanide destruction
T28 Degradation
T29 Detoxification
T30 Ion exchange
T3 l Neutralization
T32 Ozonation
T33 Photolysis
T34 Other (specify)
(c) Physical treatment
(i) Separation of components
T3S Centrifugation
T36 Clarification
T37 Coagulation
T38 Decanting
T39 Encapsulation
T40 Filtration
T41 Flocculation
T42 Flotation
T43 Foaming
T44 Sedimentation
T4S Thickening
T46 Ultrafiltration
T47 Other (specify)
(ii) Removal of specific components
T48 Absorption-molecular sieve
T49 Activated carbon
TSO Blending
TS l Catalysis
TS2 Crystallization
TS3 Dialysis
TS4 Distillation
TSS Electrodialysis
TS6 Electrolysis
TS7 Evaporation
TS8 High gradient magnetic separation
TS9 Leaching
T60 Liquid ion exchange
T61 Liquid-liquid extraction
T62 Reverse osmosis
T63 Solvent recovery
T64 Stripping
T6S Sand filter
T66 Other (specify)
(d) Biological treatment
T67 Activated sludge
T68 Aerobic lagoon
T69 Aerobic tank

(c) The estimated or manifest-reported weight, or volume and density, where applicable, of the dangerous waste
must be recorded, using one of the units of measure specified
in Table 1, below; and
TABLE I
Unit of Measure
Gallons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Code 1
G

Gallons per Hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

E

Gallons per Day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Liters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

U

Liters per Hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Liters per Day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

H

Short tons (2000 lbs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Short Tons per Hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

L
V
T
D

Metric Tons per Hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Short Tons per Day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

W

Metric Tons per Day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

S

Pounds per Hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kilograms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

N
P
J
K

Kilograms per Hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

R

Cubic yards ................ ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cubic meters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Y
C

Acres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

B

Acres-feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hectares . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A

Q

Hectare-meter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

F

Btu's per Hour
Footnote:

1Single-digit symbols are used here for data processing purposes.

(d) The method(s) (by handling code(s)) of management
for each dangerous waste received or managed, and the
date(s) of treatment, recycling, storage, or disposal must be
recorded, using the handling code(s) specified in Table 2,
below.
TABLE 2 - Handling Codes for Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Methods
Enter the handling code(s) listed below that most closely represents the technique(s) used at the facility to treat, store, or dispose of each quantity of dangerous waste received.

l. Storage
SOI Container (barrel, drum, etc.)
S02 Tank
S03 Waste pile
S04 Surface impoundment
SOS Drip Pad
S06 Containment Building (Storage)
S99 Other storage (specify)
2. Treatment
(a) Thermal Treatment
T06 Liquid injection incinerator
T07 Rotary kiln incinerator
T08 Fluidized bed incinerator
T09 Multiple hearth incinerator
T 10 Infrared furnace incinerator
Tl 1 Molten salt destructor
Tl2 Pyrolysis
Proposed
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T70 Anaerobic tank
T7 l Composting
T72 Septic tank
T73 Spray irrigation
T74 Thickening filter
T75 Trickling filter
T76 Waste stabilization pond
T77 Other (specify)
T78-79 (Reserved)
(e) Boilers and industrial furnaces
T80Boiler
T81 Cement kiln
T82 Lime kiln
T83 Aggregate kiln
T84 Phosphate kiln
T85 Coke oven
T86 Blast furnace
T87 Smelting, melting, or refining furnace
T88 Titanium dioxide chloride process oxidation
reactor
T89 Methane reforming furnace
T90 Pulping liquor recovery furnace
T9 l Combustion device used in the recovery of
sulfur values from spent sulfuric acid
T92 Halogen acid furnaces
T93 Other industrial furnaces listed in WAC
173-303-040 (specify)
(t) Other treatment
T94 Containment building (treatment)

WAC 173-303-390 Facility reporting. The owner or
operator of a facility is responsible for preparing and submitting the reports described in this section.
(1) Unmanifested waste reports. If a facility accepts any
dangerous waste from an off-site source without an accompanying manifest or shipping paper, and if the waste is not
excluded from the manifest requirements of this chapter 173303 WAC, then the owner or operator must prepare and submit a single copy of a report to the department within fifteen
days after receiving the waste. The report form and instructions in the Unmanifested Dangerous Waste Report((---Fefffi
6 (whiefi may ee OetaiHed from tfie departmeHt))) must be
used for this report. The report must include at least the following information:
(a) The EPA/state identification number, name, and
address of the facility;
(b) The date the facility received the waste;
(c) The EPA/state identification number, name, and
address of the generator and the transporter, if available;
(d) A description and the quantity of each unmanifested
dangerous waste the facility received;
(e) The method of management for each dangerous
waste;
(t) The certification signed by the owner or operator of
the facility or his authorized representative; and
(g) A brief explanation of why the waste was unmanifested, if known.
(2) Annual reports. The owner or operator of a facility
that holds an active EPA/state identification number must
prepare and submit a single copy of an annual report to the
department by March 1 of each year. The report form and
instructions in the Dangerous Waste Annual Report (which
may be obtained from the department) must be used for this
report. In addition, any facility which ships dangerous waste
off-site must comply with the annual reporting requirements
of WAC 173-303-220. The annual report must cover facility
activities during the previous calendar year and must include,
but is not limited to the following information:
(a) The EPA/state identification number, name, and
address of the facility;
(b) The calendar year covered by the report;
(c) For off-site facilities, the EPA/state identification
number of each dangerous waste generator from which the
facility received a dangerous waste during the year. For
imported shipments, the report must give the name and
address of the foreign generator;
(d) A description and the quantity of each dangerous
waste the facility received during the year. For off-site facilities, this information must be listed by EPA/state identification number of each generator;
(e) The method of treatment, storage, or disposal for
each dangerous waste;
(t) The most recent closure cost estimate under WAC
173-303-620(3) (or 40 CFR 265.142 for interim status facilities), and for disposal facilities, the most recent post-closure
cost estimate under WAC 173-303-620(5) (or 40 CFR
265.144 for interim status facilities); and

3. Disposal
D79 Underground injection
D80 Landfill
D8 l Land treatment
D82 Ocean disposal
D83 Surface impoundment
(to be closed as a landfill)
D99 Other disposal (specify)
4. Miscellaneous (Subpart X)
XOl Open burning/open detonation
X02 Mechanical processing
XOJ Thermal unit
X04 Geologic repository
X99 Other Subpart X (specify)
(3) Availability, retention and disposition of records.
(a) All facility records, including plans, required by this
chapter must be furnished upon request, and made available
at all reasonable times for inspection, by any officer,
employee, or representative of the department who is designated by the director.
(b) The retention period for all facility records required
under this chapter is extended automatically during the
course of any unresolved enforcement action regarding the
facility or as requested by the director.
(c) A copy of records of waste disposal locations and
quantities under this section must be submitted to the United
States EPA regional administrator, the department, and the
local land use and planning authority upon closure of the
facility.
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(g) The certification signed in accordance with the
requirements of WAC 173-303-810(12).
(3) Additional reports. The owner or operator must
report to the department:
(a) Releases of dangerous wastes, fires, and explosions
as specified in WAC 173-303-360 (2)(k);
(b) Interim status ground water monitoring data, as specified in 40 CFR 265.94 (a)(2) and (b)(2);
(c) Facility closures specified in WAC 173-303-610(6);
and
(d) As otherwise required by WAC 173-303-645 through
173-303-665, WAC 173-303-690 through 173-303-692, and
WAC 173-303-400.
The owner or operator must also submit any other
reports (including engineering reports, plans, and specifications) required by the department.
(4) Recordkeeping. The owner/operator of a facility
must keep a copy of all U!lmanifested waste reports, annual
reports, and any other reports submitted to the department
according to the requirements of this section for a period of
three years from the date the report was submitted. Note that
some records must be kept until closure of the facility as otherwise required under WAC 173-303-380.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6/10/00)

WAC 173-303-400 Interim status facility standards.
(1) Purpose. The purpose of WAC 173-303-400 is to establish standards which define the acceptable management of
dangerous waste during the period of interim status and until
certification of final closure or, if the facility is subject to
post-closure requirements, until post-closure responsibilities
are fulfilled.
(2) Applicability.
(a) Except as provided in 40 CFR 265.1080(b), the
interim status standards apply to owners and operators of
facilities that treat, store, transfer, and/or dispose of dangerous waste. For purposes of this section, interim status applies
to all facilities that comply fully with the requirements for
interim status under Section 3005(e) of the Federal Resource
· Conservation and Recovery Act or WAC 173-303-805. The
interim status standards also apply to those owners and operators of facilities in existence on November 19, 1980, for
RCRA wastes and those facilities in existence on August 9,
1982, for state only wastes who have failed to provide the
required notification pursuant to WAC 173-303-060 or failed
to file Part A of the permit application pursuant to WAC 173303-805 (4) and (5). Interim status will end after final administrative disposition of the Part B permit application is completed, or may be terminated for the causes described in
WAC 173-303-805(8).
(b) Interim status facilities must meet the interim status
standards by November 19, 1980, except that:
(i) Interim status facilities which handle only state designated wastes (i.e., not designated by 40 CFR Part 261) must
meet the interim status standards by August 9, 1982; and
(ii) Interim status facilities must comply with the additional state interim status requirements specified in subsection (3)(c)(ii), (iii) and (v), of this section, by August 9, 1982.
Proposed

(c) The requirements of the interim status standards do
·....
not apply to:
(i) Persons disposing of dangerous waste subject to a1 •
permit issued under the Marine Protection, Research ano
. ,. 1"··'
Sanctuaries Act;
(ii) Reserved;
(iii) The owner or operator of a POTW who treats,
stores, or disposes of dangerous wastes, provided that.he·has
a permit by rule pursuant to the requirements of WAC 173303-802( 4);
(iv) The owner or operator of a totally enclosed treatment facility or elementary neutralization or wa·stewater
treatment units as defined in WAC 173-303-040, provided
that he has a permit by rule pursuant to theTequirements of
.
WAC 173-303-802(5);
(v) Generators accumulating waste for less than ninety
days except to the extent WAC 173-303-200 provides otherwise;
(vi) The addition, by a generator, of absorbent material
to waste in a container, or of waste to absorbent material in a
container, provided that .these actions occur at the time the
waste is first placed in containers or; in the case of repackaging of previously containerized waste iI).to new containers, at
the time the waste is first placed into the ·new containers and
the generator complies with WAC 173-303-200 (l)(b)·and
·
173-303-395 (l)(a) and (b);
(vii) The compaction or sorting, by a generator, of miscellaneous waste forms such as cans, rags, and bottles in a
container, so long as the activity is solely for the purpose of •
reducing waste void space, and so long as these activities are •
conducted in a manner that protects human health and prevents any release to the environment and the generator complies with WAC 173-303-200 (l)(b) and 173-303-395 (l)(a)
· ..: 1· ·
and (b);
(viii) Generators treating dangerous waste on-site irt
tanks, containers, or containment buildings that are usedi for
accumulation of such wastes provided the generator complies
with the WAC 173-303-170(3);
(ix) The owner or operator of an elementary neutrallzation unit or a wastewater treatment unit as defined· i'n WAC
173-303-040, provided that if the owner or operator is diluting hazardous ignitable (DOOl) wastes (other than the D001
High TOC Subcategory defined in 40 CFR section 268.40',
Table Treatment Standards for Hazardous Wastes), or reactive (D003) waste, to remove the characteristic'before land
disposal, the owner/operator must comply with the'requirements set out in WAC 173-303-395 (l)(a); and
(x) Any person, other than an owner or operator who is
already subject to the final facility standards, who is carrying
out an immediate or emergency response to contain or treat a
discharge or potential discharge of a dangerous waste or hazardous substance.
(xi) Universal waste handlers and universal waste trans~
porters (as defined in WAC 173-303-040) handling the
wastes listed below. These handlers are subject to regulation
under WAC 173-303-573, when handling the below listed
~
universal wastes.
(A) Batteries as described in WAC 173-303-573(2); and ,.
(B) Thermostats as described in WAC 173-303-573(3).
(C) Lamps as described in WAC l 73-303c573(5).
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(xii) .WAC 173-303-578 identifies when the requirements of this section apply to the storage of military munitions classified as solid waste under WAC 173-303-578(2).
The treatment and disposal of dangerous waste military
munitions are subject to the applicable permitting, procedural, and technical standards in this chapter.
(xiii)(A) Except as provided in (c)(xiii)(B) of this subsection, a person engaged in treatment or containment activities during immediate response to any of the following situations:
(I) A discharge of a dangerous waste;
(II) An imminent and substantial threat of a discharge of
dangerous waste;
(III) A discharge of a material that, when discharged,
becomes a dangerous waste;
'(IV) An immediate threat to human health, public safety,
property, or the environment, from the known or suspected
presence of military munitions, other explosive material, or
an explosive device, as determined by an explosive or munitions emergency response specialist as defined in WAC 173303-040.
(B) An owner or operator of a facility otherwise regulated by WAC 173-303-600 must comply with all applicable
requirements of WAC 173-303-340 and 173-303-350.
(C) Any person who is covered by (c)(xiii)(A) of this
section and who continues or initiates dangerous waste treatment or containment activities after the immediate response
is over is subject to all applicable requirements of this chapter
for those activities.
(D) In the case of an explosives or munitions emergency
response, if a federal, state, tribal or local official acting
within the scope of his or her official responsibilities, or an
explosives or munitions emergency response specialist,
determines that immediate removal of the material or waste is
necessary to protect human health or the environment, that
official or specialist may authorize the removal of the material or waste by transporters who do not have EPA/state identification numbers and without the preparation of a manifest.
In the case of emergencies involving military munitions, the
responding military emergency response specialist's organizational unit must retain records for three years identifying
the dates of the response, the responsible persons responding,
the type and description of material addressed, and its dispositjon.
(3) Standards.
(a) Interim status standards are the standards set forth by
the Environmental Protection Agency in 40 CFR Part 265
Section 265.19 of Subpart B, Subparts F through R, Subpart
W, Subparts AA, BB, CC (including references to 40 CFR
Parts 60, 61, and 63), DD, EE, and Appendix VI, which are
incorporated by reference into this regulation (including, by
reference, any EPA requirements specified in those subparts
which are not otherwise explicitly described in this chapter),
and:
(i) The land disposal restrictions of WAC 173-303-140;
t.he facility requirements of WAC 173-303-280 through 173303-440 except WAC 173-303-335; and the corrective action
requicements of WAC 173-303-646;
(ii) WAC 173-303-630(3), for containers. In addition,
for container storage, the department may require that the
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storage area include secondary containment in accordance
with WAC 173-303-630(7), if the department determines that
there is a potential threat to public health or the environment
due to the nature of the wastes being stored, or due to a history of spills or releases from stored containers. Any new
container storage areas constructed or installed after September 30, 1986, must comply with the provisions of WAC 173303-630(7).
(iii) WAC 173-303-640 (5)(d), for tanks; and
(iv) WAC 173-303-805.
(b) For purposes of applying the interim status standards
of 40 CFR Part 265 Subparts F through R, Subpart W, and
Subparts AA, BB, CC, DD, and EE to the state of Washington facilities, the federal terms have (and in the case of the
wording used in the financial instruments referenced in Subpart Hof Part 265, must be replaced with) the following state
of Washington meanings:
(i) "Regional administrator" means the "department"
except for 40 CFR Parts 270.2; 270.3; 270.5; 270.10 (e)(l),
(2) and (4); 270.10 (f) and (g); 270.11 (a)(3); 270.14 (b)(20);
270.32 (b )(2); and 270.51;
(ii) "Hazardous" means "dangerous" except for Subparts
AA, BB, CC. and DD. These subparts apply only to hazardous waste as defined in WAC 173-303-040;
(iii) "Compliance procedure" has the meaning set forth
in WAC 173-303-040, Definitions;
(iv) "EPA hazardous waste numbers" mean "dangerous
waste numbers".
(c) In addition to the changes described in (b) of this subsection, the following modifications are made to interim status standards of 40 CFR Part 265 Subparts F through R, Subpart W, and Subparts AA, BB, CC, DD, and EE:
(i) The words "the effective date of these regulations"
means:
(A) November 19, 1980, for facilities which manage any
wastes designated by 40 CFR Part 261;
(B) For wastes which become designated by 40 CFR Part
261 subsequent to November 19, 1980, the effective date is
the date on which the wastes become regulated;
(C) March 12, 19g2, for facilities which manage wastes
designated only by WAC 173-303-080 through 173-303-100
and not designated by 40 CFR Part 261;
(D) For wastes which become designated only by WAC
173-303-080 through 173-303-100 and not designated by 40
CFR Part 261 subsequent to March 12, 1982, the effective
date is the date on which the wastes become regulated.
(ii) "Subpart N - landfills" has an additional section
added which reads: "An owner/operator must not landfill an
organic carcinogen or an EHW, as defined by WAC 173-303080 through 173-303-100, except at the EHW facility at Hanford";
(iii) "Subpart R - underground injection" has an additional section which reads: "Owners and operators of wells
are prohibited from disposing of EHW or an organic carcinogen designated under WAC 173-303-080 through 173-303100";
(iv) "Subpart M - land treatment," section 265.273(b) is
modified to replace the words "Part 261, Subpart D of this
chapter" with "WAC 173-303-080";
Proposed
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(v) "Subpart F - ground water monitoring," section
265.9l(c) includes the requirement that: "Ground water
monitoring wells must be designed, constructed, and operated so as to prevent ground water contamination. Chapter
173-160 WAC may be used as guidance in the installation of
wells";
(vi) "Subpart H - financial requirements" has an additional section which reads: "Any owner or operator who can
provide financial assurances and instruments which satisfy
the requirements of WAC 173-303-620 will be deemed to be
in compliance with 40 CFR Part 265 Subpart H". In 40 CFR
Parts 265.143(g) and 265 .145(g) the following sentence does
not apply to the state: "If the facilities covered by the mechanisms are in more than one Region, identical evidence of
financial assurance must be submitted to, and maintained
with the Regional Administrators of all such Regions."
Instead, the following sentence applies: "If the facilities covered by the mechanism are in more than one state, identical
evidence of financial assurance must be submitted to and
maintained with the state agency regulating hazardous waste
or with the appropriate regional administrator if the facility is
located in an unauthorized state." In addition, the following
sections and any cross-reference to these sections are not
incorporated by reference: 40 CFR Parts 265.149 and
265.150; and
(vii) "Subpart J - tank systems" section 265.193(a) is
modified so that the dates by which secondary containment
(which meets the requirements of that section) must be provided are the same as the dates in WAC 173-303-640 (4)(a).
(viii) "Subpart J - tank systems" section 265.19l(a) is
modified so that the date by which an assessment of a tank
system's integrity must be completed is January 12, 1990.
(ix) "Subpart G - closure and post-closure" section
265.115 is modified to read "Within 60 days of completion of
closure of each dangerous waste management unit (including
tank systems and container storage areas) and within 60 days
of completion of final closure ... " In addition, the clean-up
levels for removal or decontamination set forth at WAC 173303-610 (2)(b) apply.
(x) "Subpart B - general facility standards. References to
"EPA" (etc.), means the "department" except at 40 CFR
265.11. Additionally, references to "administrator" (etc.),
means the "director" except at 40 CFR 265.12(a)."
(xi) The following sections and any cross-reference to
these sections are not incorporated or adopted by reference:
(A) 40 CFR Parts 260.1 (b)(4)-(6) and 260.20-22.
(B) 40 CFR Parts 264.l (d) and (f); 265.1 (c)(4);
264.149-150 and 265.149-150; 264.30l(k); and 265.430.
(C) 40 CFR Parts 268.5 and 6; 268 Subpart B; 268.42(b);
and 268.44 ((exeef!t fof 268.44(h))) (a) through Cg).
(D) 40 CFR Parts 270.l (c)(l)(i); 270.60(b); and 270.64.
(E) 40 CFR Parts 124.l (b)-(e); 124.4; 124.5(e); 124.9;
124.10 (a)(l)(iv); 124.12(e); 124.14(d); 124.15 (b)(2);
124.16; 124.17(b); 124.18; 124.19; and 124.21.
(F) 40 CFR Parts 2.106(b); 2.202(b); 2.205(i); 2.209 (b)(c); 2.212-213; and 2.301-311.
(G) 40 CFR 265.1 lO(c) ((ood)). 40 CFR 265.118 (c)(4).
40 CFR 265.121and40 CFR 265.1080 (e) and (f).
(xii) "Subpart EE - Hazardous waste munitions and
explosives storage." The first sentence at 40 CFR 265.1202 is
Proposed

modified to exclude the exception for hazardous wastes managed under 261.3(d).
(4) The requirements of this section apply to owners or
operators of all facilities that treat, store or dispose of hazardous waste referred to in 40 CFR Part 268, and the 40 CFR
Part 268 standards are considered material conditions or
requirements of the interim status standards incorporated by
reference in subsection (3) of this section.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 94-30, filed
10/19/95, effective 11/19/95)
WAC 173-303-500 Recycling requirements for stateonly dangerous waste. (1) Applicability. This section
applies to the recycling of state-only dangerous waste that are
not regulated as hazardous wastes (defined in WAC 173-303040) by EPA. (Also, see WAC 173-303-120(3).)
(2) Standards.
(a) If state-only dangerous wastes are recycled in any of
the ways described in WAC 173-303-505 through 173-303525, then such recycling is subject to the respective requirements of WAC 173-303-505 through 173-303-525, except as
provided in (c) of this subsection.
(b) If state-only dangerous wastes are recycled in any
way not specifically described in WAC 173-303-505 through
173-303-525, then such recycling is subject to the requirements of WAC 173-303-120(4), except as provided in (c) of
this subsection.
(c) Recyclers who receive state-only dangerous wastes
from off-site and who store the wastes in containers or tanks
may, in lieu of the provisions for storing dangerous wastes
prior to recycling, comply with:
(i) WAC 173-303-060;
(ii) WAC 173-303-370 (if the dangerous waste received
must be accompanied by a manifest); and
(iii) The following requirements, provided that the dangerous waste is recycled within ninety days of the date it is
received by the recycler:
(A) WAC 173-303-330 through 173-303-360;
(B) WAC 173-303-630 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (8) and (9),
for containers;
(C) WAC 173-303-640 (3), (4), (5), (6) and (7), for
tanks; and
(D) WAC 173-303-630(7) for new container areas
installed after September 30, 1986, and WAC 173-303640(2) for new tanks installed after September 30, 1986.
(d) The department may require a recycler who is storing
his waste under the provisions of (c) of this subsection to
comply with the provisions for storing dangerous waste prior
to recycling specified in WAC 173-303-505 through 173303-525 and 173-303-120(4) if:
(i) The recycler fails to comply with the requirements of
(c) of this subsection; or
(ii) The department determines, on a case-by-case basis,
that the requirements of (c) of this subsection do not adequately protect public health or the environment.
(3) Relief from standards. The owner/ operator of a facility recycling dangerous wastes under the provisions of this
section may ask the department to provide relief from any of
the applicable requirements of this section. Requests for
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relief must be submitted as described in (a) of this subsection.
Requests for relief will be approved or denied as described in
(b) of this subsection.
(a) A request for relief must be submitted by the recycler
to the department in writing and must describe the standards
from which the recycler is seeking relief. The request must
include:
(i) The facility name, EPA/state identification number,
address, telephone number, and a contact person at the facility;
(ii) The waste(s) managed at the facility and the type(s)
recycling;
(iii) The specific standards from which the
owner/operator seeks relief;
(iv) A description, for each standard, demonstrating:
(A) Why the owner/operator believes the standard to be
unnecessary;
(B) How public health and the environment will continue
to be protected if the standard is not applied to the facility;
and
(C) Any evidence supporting the contention that public
health and the environment will be adequately protected if
the standard is not applied (e.g., test data, diagrams, experiences at similar facilities, records, reports, etc.); and
(v) The following certification, signed and dated by a
person who would be authorized to sign a report under WAC
173-303-810 (12)(b):
"I certify under penalty of law that I have personally
examined and am familiar with the information submitted in
this request and all attachments and that, based on my inquiry
of those individuals immediately responsible for obtaining
the information, I believe that the information is true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment."
The department may ask for any additional information
it deems necessary, and will not consider approval of the
owner's/operator's request until all necessary information has
been submitted. Failure to provide any of the information
required may result in the department's denying the
owner's/operator's request.
(b) The department will review any requests submitted
pursuant to (a) of this subsection, and based on the adequacy
of the information provided in the request will approve or
deny all or any part of the request. The department will notify
the recycler of its decision in writing. If the department
decides to approve all or part of the request and the recycler
agrees with the department's decision, then the department
will proceed to grant the approval as described below. No
approval will be effective until the procedures described
below have been completed.
(i) For facilities which are required to have a final facility permit, the department will follow the procedures for issuing (or, for facilities which already have a final facility permit, the procedures for modifying) a final facility permit, as
described in WAC 173-303-806. The new or modified final
facility permit will include the standards the owner/operator
must meet.
(ii) For all other types of recycling facilities, the department will issue a notice of modification stating what stan[ 77
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dards will be applied. Before issuing the notice of modification, the department will provide public notice of its intent,
will allow thirty days for public comment, and will hold a
public hearing if there is a significant degree of public interest or there is written notice of opposition and the department
receives a request for a hearing during the comment period.
Notice of a public hearing will be provided at least fifteen
days in advance, and the public comment period will be
extended to include the date of the hearing if it will occur
after the initial thirty-day comment period. Within fifteen
days of the end of the public comment period the department
will, based on comments received, issue, modify and issue, or
deny the notice of modification.
(c) Failure to comply with the conditions and standards
as stated in the permit or notice of modification issued under
(b) of this subsection will form a basis for modifying or
revoking the permit or notice of modification.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6/10/00)

WAC 173-303-505 Special requirements for recyclable materials used in a manner constituting disposal. (1)
Applicability. (Also. see WAC 173-303-120(3).)
(a) This section applies to recyclable materials that are
applied to or placed on the land:
(i) Without mixing with any other substance(s); or
(ii) After mixing or combining with any other substance(s). These materials will be referred to as "materials
used in a manner that constitutes disposal."
(b)(i) Products produced for the general public's use that
are used in a manner that constitutes disposal and that contain
recyclable materials are not presently subject to regulation if
the recyclable materials have undergone a chemical reaction
in the course of producing the product so as to become inseparable by physical means and if such products meet the applicable treatment standards in 40 CFR Part 268 Subpart D (or
applicable prohibition levels in 268.32 or RCRA section
3004(d), where no treatment standards have been established) for each recyciable material (i.e., hazardous waste)
that they contain. Registered commercial fertilizers that are
produced for the general public's use that contain recyclable
materials also are not subject to regulation provided they
meet these same treatment standards or prohibition levels for
each recyclable material that they contain. For the purpose of
implementation of this section, fertilizers that contain recyclable material derived from state-only waste must also meet
the treatment standards in 40 CFR Part 268 Subpart D that
apply to the characteristics of dangerous waste that the stateonly waste exhibits. The prohibition levels for fertilizer using
K061, in mg/I, are as follows: Arsenic, 5.0; Barium, 100.0;
Cadmium, 1.0; Chromium (Total), 5.0; Lead, 5.0; Mercury,
0.20; Selenium, 5.7; and Silver, 5.0. The department may recommend registration under chapter 15.54 RCW for a wastederived fertilizer (including fertilizers that contain recyclable
material) or micronutrient fertilizer: Provided, That the registrant submits the information described in (b)(i)(A) or (B)
of this subsection:
(A) Initial Criteria.
J
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The applicable Land Disposal Restriction (LDR) Certification as described in 40 CFR Part 268, or toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) data that indicate the
product contains less than the maximum concentrations for
TCLP metals described in WAC 173-303-090(8); and
(II) Total Halogenated Organic Compounds (HOC) test
data that indicate the product contains less than 1% total
HOC.
(B) Secondary Criteria.
(I) A complete description of the fertilizer manufacturing process, including the location of the manufacturing facility; and
(II) A complete list of all ingredients used in manufacturing the fertilizer and a complete description of the sources of
those ingredients, including a description of the original process and location for each of those ingredients; and
(III) Evidence that any waste(s) used in manufacturing
the product does not designate as dangerous waste according
to procedures described in WAC 173-303-070; and
(IV) Other information as required by the department.
(ii) Anti-skid/deicin g uses of slags, which are generated
from high temperature metals recovery (HTMR) processing
of dangerous waste K061, K062, and F006, in a manner constituting disposal are not covered by the exemption in (b)(i)
of this subsection and remain subject to regulation.
(2) Recyclable materials used in a manner that constitutes disposal are dangerous wastes and are subject to the following requirements:
(a) For generators, WAC 173-303-170 through 173-303230;
(b) For transporters, WAC 173-303-240 through 173303-270; and
(c) For facilities that store or use dangerous wastes in a
manner constituting disposal, the applicable requirements of
40 CFR Part 268 (incorporated by reference in WAC 173303-140 (2)(a)l and 173-303-280 through 173-303-840
(except that users of such products are not subject to these
standards if the products meet the requirements of subsection
(l)(b) of this section).
(d) The use of waste oil, used oil, or other material that is
contaminated with dioxin or any other dangerous waste for
dust suppression or road treatment is prohibited.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 94-30, filed
10/19/95, effective 11/19/95)
WAC 173-303-506 Special requirements for the
recycling of spent CFC or HCFC refrigerants. (1) Applicability. (Also. see WAC 173-303-120(3). )
(a) This section applies to spent chlorofluorocarb on
(CFC) and hydrochloroflu orocarbon (HCFC) refrigerants
that are reclaimed or recycled. Refrigerants eligible for these
special requirements are those CFCs and HCFCs that were
used as heat transfer material in a refrigeration cycle in totally
enclosed heat transfer equipment and are subsequently
reclaimed or recycled.
(b) Persons who generate, transport, or store spent CFC
or HCFC refrigerants prior to reclamation or recycling and
facilities that reclaim or recycle spent CFC or HCFC refrigerants are subject to the requirements of this section, and WAC
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173-303-050, 173-303-145, and 173-303-960. Spent CFC or
HCFC refrigerants that are not reclaimed or recycled are subject to all the applicable requirements of chapter 173-303
WAC. Any discharge of spent CFCs or HCFCs to the environment constitutes disposal and is subject to full regulation
under chapter 173-303 WAC.
(2) Generator requirements.
(a) Persons who reclaim or recycle their spent CFC or
HCFC refrigerants, either on-site or send their wastes off-site
to be reclaimed or recycled, must keep records for a 'period of
at least five years from the date of reclamation/recy cling to
document:
(i) The date of shipment (if sent off-site);
(ii) The quantity (by weight) reclaimed/recyc led per
shipment (when sent off-site) or batch (when recycled onsite);
(iii) The percentage of the total amount of CFC or HCFC
wastes reclaimed/recyc led per shipment or batch (and the
manner of disposal for the remaining CFCs or HCFCs); and
(iv) The dates of reclamation/recy cling.
(b) For CFCs or HCFCs sent off-site, the generator must
obtain a signed document from the reclamation facility certifying the information in (a) of this subsection.
(3) Reclamation facility requirements.
(a) Facilities that reclaim or recycle CFC or HCFC
refrigerants must comply with all the requirements of WAC
173-303-500 (except for WAC 173-303-500 (2)(c)(ii)). The
applicable provisions of the following sections will also
~
apply:
(i) WAC 173-303-280(2), General re9uirements for dan- •
gerous waste management facilities, imminent hazard;
(ii) WAC 173-303-283, Performance standards;
(iii) WAC 173-303-290 (1) and (2), Required notices;
(iv) WAC 173-303-380, Facility recordkeeping; except
for WAC 173-303-380 ( l)(c), (e), and (h);
(v) WAC 173-303-390(3), Facility reporting;
(vi) WAC 173-303-630(10), Use and management of
containers;
(vii) WAC 173-303-640 (1), (2), (8), and (10), Tank systems, except WAC 173-303-640 (8)(c) and the< second sentence of WAC 173-303-640 (8)(a) (i.e., a recycler, unless otherwise required to do so, does not have to prepare a closure
plan, a cost estimate for closure, or provide financial responsibility for his tank system to satisfy the requirements of this
section).
(b) The reclamation facility must supply generators with
a signed document certifying the information in subsection
(2)(a) of this section.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6/10/00)

WAC 173-303-510 Special requirements for dangerous wastes burned for energy recovery. (1) Applicability.
(Also. see WAC 173-303-120(3).)
(a) This section applies to generators, marketers, transporters, blenders, and burners of dangerous waste fuels that •
are to be burned for energy recovery in any boiler or indus- ~
trial furnace that is not regulated under Subpart 0 of 40 CFR
Part 265 or WAC 173-303-670, except as provided by (b) of
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this subsection. These regulations do not apply to gas recovered from dangerous waste management activities when such
gas is burned for energy recovery. Note: (This note is a
r~minder that all generators, transporters, and burners of federally regulated hazardous waste fuels that are to be burned
for energy recovery, and all storage facility owners and operators of facilities that store dangerous waste that is burned in
a boiler or industrial furnace must comply with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 266 Subpart H.)
(b) The following dangerous wastes are not subject to
regulation under this section:
(i) Used oil burned for energy recovery if it is a dangerous waste because it:
(A) Exhibits a characteristic of dangerous waste identified in WAC 173-303-090; or
(B) Is designated as DW only through the criteria of
WAC 173-303-IOO({t-ef
(C) Is a daAgerotts waste desigAated solely as WOOi)).
Such used oil is subject to regulation under WAC 173303-515 rather than this section.
Note: Used oil burned for energy recovery containing a
listed waste (unless such listed waste is only state source
WOOi) or a waste designated as EHW through the criteria of
WAC 173-303-100 (a) and (b) is subject to this section.
(ii) (Reserved.)
(2) Definitions. Any terms used in this section that are
not defined below have the meanings provided in WAC 173303-040. For the purposes of this section, the following terms
have the described meanings:
(a) "Dangerous waste fuel" means dangerous waste
burned or to be burned for energy recovery. Fuel produced
from dangerous waste by processing, blending, or other treatment is also dangerous waste fuel.
(b) "Distributor" means persons who distribute but do
not process or blend dangerous waste fuel. Distributors may
broker fuel by arranging for the final disposition of the fuel.
Distributors are regulated under subsection (6) of this section.
(c) "Blender" means persons who produce, process, or
blend fuel from dangerous wastes. Blenders are regulated
under subsection (7) of this section.
(d) "Marketer" means persons who are:
· (i) Generators who market dangerous waste fuel directly
to a burner. Generators are regulated under subsection (4) of
this section;
(ii) Distributors, regulated under subsection (6) of this
section;
(iii) Blenders, regulated under subsection (7) of this secti on.
(3) Prohibitions.
(a) A person may market dangerous waste fuel only:
(i) To persons, in state, who have notified the department
of their dangerous waste fuel activities under WAC 173-303060 and have.an EPA/state identification number or to outof-state marketers or burners who have notified the EPA or
authorized st~te agency and who have an EPA/state identification number; and
(ii) When marketed to a burner, to persons who burn the
fuel in boilers or industrial furnaces identified in (b) of this
subsection.
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(b) Dangerous waste fuel may be burned for energy
recovery in the following devices only;
(i) Industrial furnaces identified in WAC 173-303-040;
(ii) Boilers, as defined in WAC 173-303-040, that are
identified as follows:
(A) Industrial boilers located on the site of a facility
engaged in a manufacturing process where substances are
transformed into new products, including the component
parts of products, by mechanical or chemical processes; or
(B) Utihty boilers used to produce electric power, steam,
or heated or cooled air or other gases or fluids for sale.
(c) No fuel which contains any dangerous waste may be
burned in any cement kiln which is located within the boundaries of any incorporated municipality with a population
greater than five hundred thousand (based on the most recent
census statistics) unless such kil'1 fully complies with regulations under this chapter that are applicable to incinerators.
(4) Standards applicable to generators of dangerous
waste fuel.
(a) All generators of dangerous waste that is used as a
fuel or used to produce a fuel are subject to WAC 173-303170 through 173-303-230.
(b) Generators who are marketers. Generators are marketers if they send their waste fuel directly to a burner. Generators who are marketers must:
(i) Prohibitions. Comply with the prohibitions under subsection (3) of this subsection.
(ii) Notification. Comply with the notification requirements under WAC 173-303-060 for dangerous waste fuel
activities. Generators who have previously notified the
department of their dangerous waste management activities
and obtained an EPA/state identification number, must renotify to identify their dangerous waste fuel activities.
(iii) Accumulation. Comply with accumulation requirements of WAC 173-303-200 or 173-303-201.
(iv) Storage. For generators who have interim or final
status and exceed the accumulation time frames referenced in
(b )(iii) of this subsection, comply with the storage provisions
of:
(A) WAC 173-303.-280 through 173-303-395; and
(B) WAC 173-303-800 through 173-303-840; and
(C) WAC 173-303-400 for interim status facilities or
WAC 173-303-600 through 173-303-692 for final status
facilities.
(v) Required notice. Obtain, prior to initiating the first
shipment of dangerous waste fuel, a one time written and
signed certification notice from the burner certifying that:
(A} The burner has notified as described under subsection (3) of this subsection; and
(B) The burner will burn the dangerous waste fuel only
in an industrial furnace or boiler identified in subsection
(3)(b) of this subsection.
(vi) Recordkeeping. Keep a copy of each certification
notice received for at least five years from the date of the last
dangerous waste fuel shipment to the burner who sent such
notice.
(c) Generators who are burners also are subject to subsection (8) of this section.
(5) Standards applicable to transporters of dangerous
waste fuel. Transporters of dangerous waste fuel (and dangerProposed
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ous waste that is used to produce a fuel) are subject to the
requirements of WAC 173-303-240 through 173-303-270.
(6) Standards applicable to distributors of dangerous
waste fuel.
(a) Prohibitions. The prohibitions under subsection (3) of
this section;
(b) Notification. Notification requirements under WAC
173-303-060 for dangerous waste fuel activities. Distributors
who have previously notified the department of their dangerous waste management activities and obtained an EPA/state
identification number, must renotify to identify their dangerous waste fuel activities.
(c) Storage. Distributors who store dangerous waste
fuels must comply with the applicable storage provisions of:
(i) WAC 173-303-280 through 173-303-395; and
(ii) WAC 173-303-800 through 173-303-840; and
(iii) WAC 173-303-400 for interim status facilities or
WAC 173-303-600 through 173-303-692 for final status
facilities;
(iv) The standards for generators in WAC 173-303-170
through 173-303-230.
(d) Off-site shipment. A distributor must meet the standards for generators in WAC 173-303-170 through 173-303230 when the distributor initiates a shipment of dangerous
waste fuel. Except that a distributor may not accumulate dangerous waste fuels under the accumulation provisions of
WAC 173-303-200 or 173-303-201;
(e) Required notices.
(i) Before initiating the first shipment of dangerous
waste fuel to another distributor, a blender, or a burner, a distributor must obtain a one-time written and signed certification notice from the distributor, blender, or burner certifying
that:
(A) The burner, distributor, or blender has notified as
described under subsection (3) of this section; and
(B) If the recipient is a burner, the burner will burn the
dangerous waste fuel only in an industrial furnace or boiler
identified in subsection (3)(b) of this section.
(ii) Before accepting the first shipment of dangerous
waste fuel from another distributor or blender, the distributor
must provide the other distributor or blender with a one-time
written and signed certification that the distributor has complied with the notification requirements described in subsection (3) of this section; and
(f) Recordkeeping. A distributor must keep a copy of
each certification notice received or sent for at least five years
from the date the distributor last engaged in a dangerous
waste fuel marketing transaction with the person who sent or
received the certification notice.
(7) Standards applicable to blenders of dangerous waste
fuels.
(a) Prohibitions. The prohibitions under subsection (3) of
this section.
(b) Notification. Notification requirements under WAC
173-303-060 for dangerous waste fuel activities. Blenders
who have previously notified the department of their dangerous waste management activities and obtained an EPA/state
identification number, must renotify to identify their dangerous waste fuel activities.
Proposed

(c) Facility. For tanks, containers, or other units used to
hold dangerous waste prior to blending or processing; for
blending or processing tanks, containers, or other units; and
for tanks, containers, or other units, used to hold blended or
processed fuel, blenders must comply with the applicable
provisions of:
(i) WAC 173-303-280 through 173-303-395; and
(ii) WAC 173-303-800 through 173-303-840; and
(iii) WAC 173-303-400 for interim status facilities or
WAC 173-303-600 through 173-303-692 for final status
facilities;
(d) Off-site shipment. The standards for generators in
WAC 173-303-170 through 173-303~230 when a blender initiates a shipment of dangerous wast.e fuel, except that a
blender may not accumulate dangerous waste fuels under the
accumulation provisions of WAC 173-303-200 or 173-303201;
(e) Required notices.
(i) Before initiating the first shipment of dangerous
waste fuel to another blender, a distributor, or a burner, a
blender must obtain a one-time written and signed certification notice from the blender, distributor, or burner certifying
that:
(A) The burner, distributor, or blender has notified as
described under subsection (3) of this section; and
(B) If the recipient is a burner, the burner will burn the
dangerous waste fuel only in an industrial furnace or boiler
identified in subsection (3)(b) of this section.
(ii) Before accepting the first shipment of dangerous
waste fuel from another blender or distributor, the blender
must provide the other blender or distributor with a one-time
written and signed certification that the blender has complied
with the notification requirements described in subsection (3)
of this section; and ·
(f) Recordkeeping. A blender must keep a copy of each
certification notice received or sent for at least five years
from the date the blender last engaged in a dangerous waste
fuel marketing transaction with the person who sent or
received the certification notice.
(8) Standards applicable to burners of dangerous waste
fuel.
Owners and operators of industrial furnaces and boilers
identified in subsection (3)(b) of this section must comply
with:
(a) Prohibitions. The prohibitions under subsection (3) of
this section;
(b) Notification. Notification requirements under WAC
173-303-060 for dangerous waste fuel activities. A burner
who has previously notified the department of dangerous
waste management activities and obtained an EPA/state
identification number, must renotify to identify the dangerous waste fuel activities;
(c) Storage.
(i) For short term accumulation by generators who bum
their dangerous waste fuel on-site, the applicable provisions
of WAC 173-303-200 or 173-303-201.
(ii) For all burners who store dangerous waste fuel, the
applicable storage provisions of:
(A) WAC 173-303-280 through 173-303-395;
(B) WAC 173-303-800 through 173-303-840; and
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(b) For reclaimers with interim status permits, the applicable storage provisions of WAC 173-303-400 including
Subparts F through L of 40 CFR Part 265;
(c) For reclaimers with final facility permits, the applicable storage provisions of:
(i) WAC 173-303-600 through 173-303-650; and
(ii) WAC 173-303-660.

(C) WAC 173-303-400 for interim status facilities or
WAC 173-303-600 through 173-303-692 for final status
facilities (the air emission requirements do not apply to burners that meet the small quantity burner exemption at 40 CFR
266.101);
(d) Required notices. Before a burner accepts the first
shipment of dangerous waste fuel from a distributor, or a
blender, or a generator the burner must provide the distributor, or the blender, or the generator a one-time written and
signed notice certifying that:
(i) The burner has notified as described under subsection
(J) of this section; and
(ii) The dangerous waste fuel will only be burned in an
industrial furnace or boiler identified in subsection (3)(b) of
this section.
(e) Recordkeeping. In addition to the applicable recordkeeping requirements of WAC 173-303-380, a burner must
keep a copy of each certification notice sent for at least five
years from the date the burner last receives dangerous waste
fuel from the person who received the certification notice.
(f) Local requirements. Any person Who burns dangerous waste for energy recovery must comply with air emission
requirements of the local air pollution control authority (or
department of ecology if no local authority with jurisdiction
exists).

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5/10/00, effective 6/10/00)
WAC 173-303-522 Special requirements for recycling spent antifreeze. (1) Applicability. This section applies
to the recycling of spent antifreeze. Antifreeze means ethylene glycol based coolant used as a heat exchange medium in
motor vehicle radiators, motorized equipment, or in other
industrial processes. For the purposes of this section recycling means reclamation and reuse, but not burning for
energy recovery. (Also. see WAC 173-303-120(3).)
(2) Standards. Persons who generate, transport, or store
spent antifreeze but do not reclaim or recycle it are subject to
the requirements of WAC 173-303-050, 173-303-145, and
173-303-960 if their spent antifreeze is going to a recycler.
Any discharge of spent antifreeze to the environment constitutes disposal and is subject to full regulation under this chapter.
(a) Generator requirements:
(i) Persons who reclaim or recycle their spent antifreeze
on-site, or send their antifreeze off-site to be reclaimed or
recycled, must keep records for a period of five years from
the date of reclamation/recycling.
Proof of reclamation/recycling is either a log for on-site
reclamation/recycling or an invoice or bill of lading for offsite reclamation/recycling.
(ii) Containers and tanks used to accumulate spent antifreeze must be labeled "spent antifreeze."
(iii) Spent antifreeze that is to be reclaimed can be accumulated on-site for any length of time, and in any amount.
(iv) During accumulation, spent antifreeze must be
stored in a manner to prevent releases to the environment.
This includes, but is not limited to, storing wastes in compatible containers, on impermeable surfaces, or in secondary
containment structures.
(b) If spent antifreeze is mixed with another dangerous
waste, generators are subject to the generator requirements,
WAC 173-303-170 through 173-303-230.
(c) Persons who generate spent antifreeze that is not
reclaimed/recycled, but is otherwise disposed, are subject to
all applicable requirements of this chapter.
(3) Transporters and transfer facility requirements:
(a) Persons engaged in routine off-site transportation of
spent antifreeze are required to obtain a state/EPA ID number, WAC 173-303-060, and to comply with the transporter
requirements, WAC 173-303-240.
(b) If spent antifreeze is mixed with another dangerous
waste, transporters are subject to the generator requirements,
WACl 73-303-170 through 173-303-230.
(c) Transporters who store spent antifreeze at a transfer
facility are allowed to use tanks or containers as defined in

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6/10/00)
WAC 173-303-520 Special requirements for reclaiming spent lead acid battery wastes. This section applies to
persons who reclaim (including regeneration) spent lead-acid
batteries that are recyclable materials ("spent batteries").
(Also, see WAC 173-303-120(3).)
(1) Persons who generate, transport, or collect spent batteries, who regenerate spent batteries, or who store spent batteries but do not reclaim them (other than spent batteries that
are to be regenerated) are subject only to the requirements of
WAC 173-303-016 through 173-303-161 except for 173303-060, and WAC 173-303-960 if such spent batteries are
going to a battery reclaimer. Persons who reclaim spent batteries through regeneration (such as by electrolyte replacement) are not subject to 40 CFR Part 268, which is incorporated by reference at WAC 173-303-140 (2)(a).
(2) Owners and operators of battery reclaiming facilities
that store spent lead acid batteries prior to reclaiming (other
than spent batteries that are to be regenerated) them are subject to the following requirements:
(a) For all reclaimers, the applicable storage provisions
of:
(i) WAC 173-303-280 (2) and (3);
(ii) WAC 173-303-282;
(iii) WAC 173-303-283;
(iv) WAC 173-303-290;
(v) WAC 173-303-310 through 173-303-360;
(vi) WAC 173-303-380;
(vii) WAC 173-303-390 (2) and (3);
(viii) WAC 173-303-395; and
(ix) WAC 173-303-800 through 173-303-840.
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WAC 173-303-040, and store such waste for up to ten days,
WAC 173-303-240((~)).(fil.
Transporters may store spent antifreeze at a transfer
facility for longer than ten days if they meet the requirements
for tank and/or container management, including secondary
containment in WAC 173-303-630 through 173-303-640.
(4) Reclamation/recycling facility requirements: Owners and operators of antifreeze reclaiming/recycling facilities
are subject to the conditions of WAC 173-303-120 (4)(c).
These conditions apply equally to facilities whether or not
twenty-four-hour storage of spent antifreeze occurs prior to
reclamation.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-42, filed
317/91, effective 417/91)
WAC 173-303-525 Special requirements for recyclable material utilized for precious metal recovery. (1)
Applicability and requirements. (Also. see WAC 173-303120(3).)
(a) This section applies to recyclable materials that are
reclaimed to recover economically significant amounts of
gold, silver, platinum, palladium, iridium, osmium, rhodium,
ruthenium, or any combination of these.
(b) Persons who generate, transport, or store recyclable
materials that are regulated under this section are subject to
the following requirements:
(i) Notification requirements under WAC 173-303-060;
(ii) WAC 173-303-180 (for generators), 173-303-250
(for transporters), and 173-303-370 (for persons who store).
(c) Persons who store recycled materials that are regulated under this section must keep the following records to
document that they are not accumulating these materials
speculatively (as defined in WAC 173-303-016 (5)(d)(ii));
(i) Records showing the volume of these matedals stored
at the beginning of the calendar year;
(ii) The amount of these materials generated or received
during the calendar year; and
(iii) The amount of materials remaining at the end of the
calendar year.
(d) Recyclable materials that are regulated under this
section that are accumulated speculatively (as defined in
WAC 173-303-016 (5)(d)(ii)) are dangerous wastes and are
subject to all applicable provisions of this chapter.
(2) Additional regulation of recyclable materials utilized
for precious metal recovery on a case-by-case basis.
The department may decide on a case-by-case basis that
persons accumulating or storing recyclable materials utilized
for precious metal recovery should be regulated under WAC
173-303-120(4). The basis for this decision is that the materials are being accumulated or stored in a manner that does not
protect human health and the environment because the materials or their toxic constituents have not been adequately contained, or because the materials being accumulated or stored
together are incompatible. In making this decision, the
department will consider the following factors:
(a) The types of materials accumulated or stored and the
amounts accumulated or stored;
(b) The method of accumulation or storage;
Proposed

(c) The length of time the materials have been accumu.•
lated or stored before being reclaimed;
(d) Whether any contaminants are being released into the •
environment, or are likely to be so released; and
(e) Other relevant factors.
The procedures for this decision are set forth in subsection (3) of this section.
(3) Procedures for case-by-case regulation of rec;yclable
materials utilized for precious metal recovery.
The department will use the following procedures wh~n
determining whether to regulate recyclable lllaterials utilized
for precious metal recovery under the provisions of WAC
173-303-120(4), rather than under the provisions of subsection (1) of this section.
(a) If a generator is accumulating the waste, the department will issue a notice setting forth the factual basis for the
decision and stating that the person must comply with the
applicable requirements of WAC 173-303-170 and 173.-303190 through 173-303-230. The notice will become final
within thirty days, unless the person served requests a public
hearing to challenge the decision. Upon receiving such a
request, the department will hold a public hear.ing. The
department will provide notice of the hearing to the public
and allow public participation at the hearing. The department
will issue a final order after the hearing stating whether or not
compliance with WAC 173-303-170 and 173-303-190
through 173-303-230 is required. The order becomes effective thirty days after service of the decision unless the department specifies a later date or unless review by the department •
is requested. The order may be appealed to the pollution con- •
trol hearings board, in accordance with WAC 173-303-845,
by any person who participated in the public hearing.
(b) If the person is accumulating the recyclable material
as a storage facility, the notice will state that the person must
obtain a permit in accordance with all applicable provisions
of WAC 173-303-800 through 173-303-840. The owner or
operator of the facility must apply for a permit within no less
than sixty days and no more than six months of notice, as
specified in the notice. If the owner or operator of the facility
wishes to challenge the department's decision he may do so in
his permit application, in a public hearing held on the draft
permit, or in comments filed on the draft permit or on the
notice of intent to deny the permit. The fact sheet accompanying the permit will specify the reasons for the department's
determination. The question of whether the department's
decision was proper will remain open for consideration during the public comment period discussed under WAC 173303-840 (4)(d) and in any subsequent hearing.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6/10/00)

WAC 173-303-578 Military muni~io,ns. (1) Applicability.
(a) The rules in this section identify when military munitions become a solid waste, and, if these wastes are also dan- ~
gerous under this section or WAC 173-303-0~6 through 173- ,.
303-100, the management standards that apply to these
wastes.
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(e) Military munitions at closed or transferred ranges.
Munitions discharged during military activities are discarded
material (and therefore solid waste) for purposes of WAC
173-303-646 under the following circumstance:
The munition is left in place at the firing range at the
time the range is closed or when the range is transferred from
military control, whichever occurs first.
(3) Standards applicable to emergency responses.
Explosives and munitions emergencies involving military munitions or explosives are subject to WAC 173-303170(5), 173-303-240 ((f61fe+))LlQl, 173-303-400
(2)(c)((f*Ht))Cxiii), 173-303-600 (3)(p), and 173-303-800
(7)(c), or alternatively to WAC 173-303-804.
(4) Standards applicable to the storage of solid waste
military munitions.
(a) Criteria for dangerous waste regulation of waste nonchemical military munitions in storage.
(i) Waste military munitions in storage that exhibit a
dangerous waste characteristic, criteria, or are listed as dangerous waste under WAC 173-303-070 are listed or identified as a dangerous waste (and thus are subject to regulation
under this chapter), unless all the following conditions are
met:
(A) The waste military munitions are not chemical
agents or chemical munitions.
(B) The waste military munitions must be subject to the
jurisdiction of the Department of Defense Explosives Safety
Board (DDESB).
(C) The waste military munitions must be stored in
accordance with the DDESB storage standards applicable to
waste military munitions.
(D) Within ninety days of August 12, 1997, or within
ninety days of when a storage unit is first used to store waste
military munitions, whichever is later, the owner or operator
must notify the department of the location of any waste storage unit used to store waste military munitions for which the
conditional exemption in (a)(i) of this subsection is claimed.
(E) The owner or operator must provide oral notice to the
department within twenty-four hours from the time the owner
or operator becomes aware of any loss or theft of the waste
military munitions, or any failure to meet a condition of (a)(i)
of this subsection that may endanger health or the environment. In addition, a written submission describing the circumstances must be provided within five days from the time
the owner or operator becomes aware of any loss or theft of
the waste military munitions or any failure to meet a condition of (a)(i) of this subsection.
(F) The owner or operator must inventory the waste military munitions at least annually, must inspect the waste military munitions at least quarterly for compliance with the
conditions of (a)(i) of this subsection, and must maintain
records of the findings of these inventories and inspections
for at least three years.
(0) Access to the stored waste military munitions must
be limited to appropriately trained and authorized personnel.
(ii) The conditional exemption in (a)(i) of this subsection
from regulation as dangerous waste applies only to the storage of nonchemical waste military munitions. It does not
affect the regulatory status of waste military munitions as

(b) Unless otherwise specified in this section, all applicable requirements in this chapter apply to waste military munitions.
(2) Definition of solid waste.
(a) A military munition is not a solid waste when:
(i) Used for its intended purpose, including:
(A) Use in training military personnel or explosives and
munitions emergency response specialists (including training
in proper destruction of unused propellant or other munitions); or
(B) Use in research, development, testing, and evaluation of military munitions, weapons, or weapon systems; or
(C) Recovery, collection, and on-range destruction of
unexploded ordnance and munitions fragments during range
clearance activities at active or inactive ranges. However,
"use for intended purpose" does not include the on-range disposal or burial of unexploded ordnance and contaminants
when the burial is not a result of product use.
(ii) An unused munition, or component thereof, is being
repaired, reused, recycled, reclaimed, disassembled, reconfigured, or otherwise subjected to materials recovery activities, unless such activities involve use constituting disposal
as defined in WAC 173-303-016 (5)(a), or burning for energy
recovery as defined in WAC 173-303-016 (5)(b).
(b) An unused military munition is a solid waste when
any of the following occurs:
(i) The munition is abandoned by being disposed of,
burned, detonated (except during intended use as specified in
(a) of this subsectipn), incinerated, or treated prior to disposal; or
(ii) The munition is removed from storage in a military
magazine or other storage area for the purpose of being disposed of, burned, or incinerated, or treated prior to disposal;
or
(iii) The munition is deteriorated or damaged (for example, the integrity of the munition is compromised by cracks,
leaks, or other damage) to the point that it cannot be put into
serviceable condition, and cannot reasonably be recycled or
used for other purposes; or·
(iv) The munition has been declared a solid waste by an
authorized military official.
(c) A used or fired military munition is a solid waste:
(i) When transported off range or from the site of use,
where the site of use is not a range, for the purposes of storage, reclamation, treatment, disposal, or treatment prior to
disposal; or
(ii) If recovered, collected, and then disposed of by
burial, or landfilling either on or off a range.
(d) A used or fired military munition is a solid waste,
and, therefore, is potentially subject to corrective action
under WAC 173-303-646 or imminent and substantial endangerment authorities under WAC 173-303-960, if the munition lands off-range and is not promptly rendered safe and/or
retrieved. Any imminent and substantial threats associated
with any remaining material must be addressed. If remedial
action is infeasible, the operator of the range must maintain a
record of the event for as long as any threat remains. The
record must include the type of munition and its location (to
the extent the location is known).
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dangerous wastes with regard to transportation, treatment or
disposal.
(iii) The conditional exemption in (a)(i) of this subsection applies only so long as all of the conditions in (a)(i) of
this subsection are met.
(b) Notice of termination of waste storage. The owner or
operator must notify the department when a storage unit identified in (a)(i)(D) of this subsection will no longer be used to
store waste military munitions.
(c) Reinstatement of conditional exemption. If any waste
military munition loses its conditional exemption under (a)(i)
of this subsection, an application may be filed with the
department for reinstatement of the conditional exemption
from dangerous waste storage regulation with respect to such
munition as soon as the munition is returned to compliance
with the conditions of (a)(i) of this subsection. If the department finds that reinstatement of the conditional exemption is
appropriate based on factors such as the owner's or operator's
provision of a satisfactory explanation of the circumstances
of the violation, or a demonstration that the violations are not
likely to recur, the department may reinstate the conditional
exemption under (a)(i) of this subsection. If the director does
not take action on the reinstatement application within sixty
days after receipt of the application, then reinstatement will
be deemed granted, retroactive to the date of the application.
However, the department may terminate a conditional
exemption reinstated by default in the preceding sentence if it
finds that reinstatement is inappropriate based on factors such
as the owner's or operator's failure to provide a satisfactory
explanation of the circumstances of the violation, or failure to
demonstrate that the violations are not likely to recur. In reinstating the conditional exemption under (a)(i) of this subsection, the department may specify additional conditions as are
necessary to ensure and document proper storage to protect
human health and the environment.
(d) Waste chemical munitions.
(i) Waste military munitions that are chemical agents or
chemical munitions and that exhibit a hazardous waste characteristic or are listed as hazardous waste under WAC 173303-070. are listed or identified as a hazardous waste and are
subject to the applicable regulatory requirements of RCRA
subtitle C and the Hazardous Waste Management Act.
(ii) Waste military munitions that are chemical agents or
chemical munitions and that exhibit a hazardous waste characteristic or are listed as hazardous waste under WAC 173303-070. are not subject to the storage prohibition in RCRA
section 3004(j), codified at 40 CFR 268.50 (which is incorporated by reference at WAC 173-303-140 (2)(a)).
(e) Amendments to DDESB storage standards. The
DDESB storage standards applicable to waste military munitions. referenced in subsection (4)(a)(i) of this section. are
DOD 6055.9-STD ("DOD Ammunition and Explosive
Safety Standards"), in effect on November 8. 1995. except as
provided in the following sentence. Any amendments to the
DDESB storage standards will become effective for purposes
of subsection (4)(a)(i) of this section on the date the Department of Defense publishes notice in the Federal Register that
the DDESB standards referenced in subsection (4)(a)(i) of
this section have been amended.
Proposed

(5) Standards applicable to the treatment and dis•
posal of waste military munitions.
The treatment and disposal of dangerous waste military •
munitions are subject to the applicable permitting, procedural, and technical standards of this chapter.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6/10/00)

WAC 173-303-645 Releases from regulated units. (1)
Applicability.
(a)(i) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection, the
regulations in this section apply to owners and operators of
facilities that treat, store, or dispose of dangerous waste. The
owner or operator must satisfy the requirements identified in
(a)(ii) of this subsection for all wastes (or constituents
thereof) contained in solid waste management units at the
facility, regardless of the time at which waste was placed in
such units.
(ii) All solid waste management units must comply with
the requirements in WAC 173-303-646(2). Regulated units
(as defined in WAC 173-303-040) must comply with the
requirements of subsections (2) through (12) of this section,
in lieu of WAC 173-303-646(2), for purposes of detecting,
characterizing, and responding to releases to the uppermost
aquifer. The corrective action financial responsibility
requirements of WAC 173-303-646(2) apply to corrective
action regulated units.
(b) The owner or operator's regulated unit or units are not ~
subject to regulation for releases into the uppermost aquifer •
under this section if:
(i) The owner or operator is exempted under WAC 173303-600; or
(ii) He operates a unit which the department finds:
(A) Is an engineered structure;
(B) Does not receive or contain liquid waste or waste
containing free liquids;
(C) Is designed and operated to exclude liquid, precipitation, and other run-on and run-off;
(D) Has both inner and outer layers of containment
enclosing the waste;
(E) Has a leak detection system built into each containment layer;
(F) The owner or operator will provide continuing operation and maintenance of these leak detection systems during
the active life of the unit and the closure and post-closure care
periods; and
(G) To a reasonable degree of certainty, will not allow
dangerous constituents to migrate beyond the outer containment layer prior to the end of the post-closure care period.
(iii) The department finds, pursuant to WAC 173-303655 (8)(d), that the treatment zone of a land treatment unit
does not contain levels of dangerous constituents that are
above background levels of those constituents by an amount
that is statistically significant, and if an unsaturated zone
monitoring program meeting the requirements of WAC 173- ~
303-655(6) has not shown a statistically significant increase~
in dangerous constituents below the treatment zone during
the operating life of the unit. An exemption under this sub[ 84]
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described in subsection (lO)(h) of this section. Exceeded is
defined as statistically significant evidence of contamination
as described in WAC 173-303-645 (lO)(d);
(iii) Whenever dangerous constituents under subsection
(4) of this section, from a regulated unit exceed concentration
limits under subsection (5) of this section, in ground water
between the compliance point under subsection (6) of this
section and the downgradient facility property boundary, the
owner or operator must institute a corrective action program
under subsection (11) of this section; and
(iv) In all other cases, the owner or operator must institute a detection monitoring program under subsection (9) of
this section.
(b) The department will specify in the facility permit the
specific elements of the monitoring and response program.
The department may include one or more of the programs
identified in (a) of this subsection, in the facility permit as
may be necessary to protect human health and the environment and will specify the circumstances under which each of
the programs will be required. In deciding whether to require
the owner or operator to be prepared to institute a particular
program, the department will consider the potential adverse
effects on human health and the environment that might
occur before final administrative action on a permit modification application to incorporate such a program could be
taken.
(3) Ground water protection standard. The owner or
operator must comply with conditions specified in the facility
permit that are designed to ensure that dangerous constituents
under subsection (4) of this section, detected in the ground
water from a regulated unit do not exceed the concentration
limits under subsection (5) of this section, in the uppermost
aquifer underlying the waste management area beyond the
point of compliance under subsection (6) of this section, during the compliance period under subsection (7) of this section. To the extent practical, the department will establish this
ground water protection standard in the facility permit at the
time the permit is issued. If the department determines that an
established standard is not protective enough, or ifthe department decides that it is not practical to establish standards at
the time of permit issuance, the department will establish the
ground water protection standard in the facility permit when
dangerous constituents have been detected in the ground
water from a regulated unit.
(4) Dangerous constituents.
(a) The department will specify in the facility permit the
dangerous constituents to which the ground water protection
standard of subsection (3) of this section, applies. Dangerous
constituents are constituents identified in 40 CFR Part 264
Appendix IX, which is adopted by reference (this list is available from the department), and any other constituents not
listed there which have caused a waste to be regulated under
this chapter, that may be or have been detected in ground
water in the uppermost aquifer underlying a regulated unit
and that are reasonably expected to be in or derived from
waste contained in a regulated unit, unless the department has
excluded them under (b) of this subsection.
The department may also specify in the permit indicator
parameters (e.g., specific conductance, pH, total organic carbon (TOC), total organic halogen (TOX), or heavy metals),

section can only relieve an owner or operator of responsibility to meet the requirements of this section during the postclosure care period; or
(iv) The department finds that there is no potential for
migration of liquid from a regulated unit to the uppermost
aquifer during the active life of the regulated unit (including
the closure period) and the post-closure care period. This
demonstration must be certified by a qualified geologist or
geotechnical engineer. In order to provide an adequate margin of safety in the prediction of potential migration of liquid,
the owner or operator must base any predictions made under
this subsection on assumptions that maximize the rate of liquid migration.
(c) The regulations under this section apply during the
active life of the regulated unit (including the closure period).
After closure of the regulated unit, the regulations in this section:
(i) Do not apply if all waste, waste residues, contaminated containment system components, and contaminated
subsoils are removed or decontaminated at closure in accordance with the removal or decontamination limits specified
in WAC 173-303-610 (2){b);
(ii) Apply during the post-closure care period if the
owner or operator is conducting a detection monitoring program under subsection (9) of this section; and
(iii) Apply during the compliance period under subsection (7) of this section, if the owner or operator is conducting
a compliance monitoring program under subsection (10) of
this section, or a corrective action program under subsection
(11) of this section.
(d) Regulations in this section may apply to miscellaneous units when necessary to comply with WAC 173-303680 (2) through (4).
(e) The director may, in an enforceable document,
replace all or part of the requirements of this section with
alternative requirements for ground water monitoring and
corrective action when he or she determines:
(i) A dangerous waste unit is situated among other solid
waste management units or areas of concern, a release has
occurred, and both the dangerous waste unit and one or more
of the solid waste management units or areas of concern are
likely to have contributed to the release; and
(ii) It is not necessary to apply the requirements of this
section because the alternative requirements will protect
human health and the environment.
(2) Required programs.
(a) Owners and operators subject to this section must
conduct a monitoring and response program as follows:
(i) Whenever dangerous constituents under subsection
(4) of this section, from a regulated unit are detected at the
compliance point under subsection (6) of this section, the
owner or operator must institute a compliance monitoring
program under subsection (10) of this section. Detected is
defined as statistically significant evidence of contamination
as described in subsection (9)(t) of this section;
(ii) Whenever the ground water protection standard
under subsection (3) of this section, is exceeded, the owner or
operator must institute a corrective action program under
subsection ( 11) of this section. Exceeded is defined as statistically significant evidence of increased contamination as
[85]
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waste constituents or reaction products as identified in the
detection monitoring program under subsection (9)(a) of this
section, that provide a reliable indication of the presence of
dangerous constituents in the ground water.
(b) The department will exclude a 40 CFR Part 264
Appendix IX, or other identified constituent from the list of
dangerous constituents specified in the facility permit if it
finds that the constituent is not capable of posing a substantial
present or potential hazard to human health or the environment. In deciding whether to grant an exemption, the department will consider the following:
(i) Potential adverse effects on ground water quality,
considering:
(A) The physical and chemical characteristics of the
waste in the regulated unit, including its potential for migration;
(B) The hydrogeological characteristics of the facility
and surrounding land;
(C) The quantity of ground water and the direction of
ground water flow;
(D) The proximity and withdrawal rates of ground water
users;
(E) The current and future uses of ground water in the
area;
(F) The existing quality of ground water, including other
sources of contamination and their cumulative impact on the
ground water quality;
(G) The potential for health risks caused by human exposure to waste constituents;
(H) The potential damage to wildlife, crops, vegetation,
and physical structures caused by exposure to waste constituents; and
(I) The persistence and permanence of the potential
adverse effects;
(ii) Potential adverse effects on hydraulically-connected
surface water quality, considering:
(A) The volume and physical and chemical characteristics of the waste in the regulated unit;
(B) The hydrogeological characteristics of the facility
and surrounding land;
(C) The quantity and quality of ground water, and the
direction of ground water flow;
(D) The patterns of rainfall in the region;
(E) The proximity of the regulated unit to surface waters;
(F) The current and future uses of surface waters in the
area and any water quality standards established for those
surface waters;
(G) The existing quality of surface water, including other
sources of contamination and the cumulative impact on surface water quality;
(H) The potential for health risks caused by human exposure to waste constituents;
(I) The potential damage to wildlife, crops, vegetation,
and physical structures caused by exposure to waste constituents; and
(J) The persistence and permanence of the potential
adverse effects; and
(iii) Any identification of underground sources of drinking water and exempted aquifers made pursuant to chapter
Proposed

90.48 RCW, chapter 270, Laws of 1983, and other applicable
,~
state laws and regulations.
•
.
(5) Concentration limits.
permit
(a) The department will specify in the facility
concentration limits in the ground water for dangerous constituents established under subsection (4) of this section. The
concentration of a dangerous constituent:
(i) Must not exceed the background level of that constituent in the ground water at the time that limit is specified in
the permit; or
(ii) For any of the constituents listed in Table 1 of this
subsection, must not exceed the respective value given in that
table if the background level of the constituent is below the
value given in Table l; or
(iii) Must not exceed an alternate limit established by the
department under (b) of this subsection.
Table 1.
Maximum Concentration of Constituents
for Ground Water Protection
Maximum
Concentration 1
0.05

Constituent
Arsenic

.

"

Barium

1.0

Cadmium

0.01

Chromium

0.05

Lead

0.05

Mercury

0.002

Selenium

.

Silver

0.01
-

0.05

Endrin

0.0002

Lindane

0.004

Methoxychlor

0.1

Toxaphene

0.005

2,4-D

O.lm

2,4,5-TP Silvex

0.01

1Milligrams

4

per liter.

(b) The department will establish an alternate concentration limit for a dangerous constituent if it finds that the con. stituent will not pose a substantial present or potential hazard
to human health or the environment as long as the alternate
concentration limit is not exceeded. In establishing alternate
concentration limits, the department will consider the same~
f~ctors listed in subsection (4)(b)(i) through (iii) of this sec-~
t1on.
(6) Point of compliance.
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(ii) Represent the quality of ground water passing the
point of compliance.
(iii) Allow for the detection of contamination when dangerous waste or dangerous constituents have migrated from
the waste management area to the uppermost aquifer.
{b) If a facility contains more than one regulated unit,
separate ground water monitoring systems are not required
for each regulated unit, provided that provisions for sampling
the ground water in the uppermost aquifer will enable detection and measurement at the compliance point of dangerous
constituents from the regulated units that have entered the
ground water in the uppermost aquifer.
(c) All monitoring wells must be cased in a manner that
maintains the integrity of the monitoring well bore hole. This
casing must allow collection of representative ground water
samples. Wells must be constructed in such a manner as to
prevent contamination of the samples, the sampled strata, and
between aquifers and water bearing strata. Wells must meet
the requirements set forth in Parts 1 and 3 of chapter 173-160
WAC, "Minimum standards for construction and maintenance of wells."
(d) The ground water monitoring program must include
at a minimum, procedures and techniques for:
{i) Decontamination of drilling and sampling equipment;
(ii) Sample collection;
(iii) Sample preservation and shipment;
(iv) Analytical procedures and quality assurance; and
(v) Chain of custody control.
(e) The ground water monitoring program must include
consistent sampling and analytical methods that ensure reliable ground water sampling, accurately measure dangerous
constituents and indicator parameters in ground water samples, and provide a reliable indication of ground water quality
below the waste management area.
(f) The ground water monitoring program must include a
determination of the ground water surface elevation each
time ground water is sampled.
(g) In detection monitoring or where appropriate in compliance monitoring, data on each dangerous constituent specified io the permit will be collected from background wells
and wells at the compliance point(s). The number and kinds
of samples collected to establish background must be appropriate for the form of statistical test employed, following generally accepted statistical principles. The sample size must be
as large as necessary to ensure with reasonable confidence
that a contaminant release to ground water from a facility will
be detected. The owner or operator will determine an appropriate sampling procedure and interval for each hazardous
constituent listed in the facility permit which will be specified in the unit permit upon approval by the department. This
sampling procedure will be:
{i) A sequence of at least four samples, taken at an interval that assures, to the greatest extent technically feasible,
that an independent sample is obtained, by reference to the
uppermost aquifer's effective porosity, hydraulic conductivity and hydraulic gradient, and the fate and transport characteristics of the potential contaminants; or
(ii) An alternate sampling procedure proposed by the
owner or operator and approved by the department.

(a) The department will specify in the facility permit the
point of compliance at which the ground water protection
standard of subsection (3) of this section, applies and at
which monitoring must be conducted. The point of compliance is a vertical surface located at the hydraulically downgradient limit of the waste management area that extends
down into the uppermost aquifer underlying the regulated
units. Alternatively, the point of compliance may be any
closer points identified by the department at the time the permit is issued, considering the risks of the facility, the wastes
and constituents managed there, the potential for waste constituents to have already migrated past the alternate compliance point, and the potential threats to ground and surface
waters.
(b) The waste management area is the limit projected in
the horizontal plane of the area on which waste will be placed
during the active life of a regulated unit. The waste management area includes horizontal space taken up by any liner,
dike, or other barrier designed to contain waste in a regulated
unit. If the facility contains more than one regulated unit, the
waste management area is described by an imaginary line circumscribing the several regulated units.
(7) Compliance period.
(a) The department will specify in the facility permit the
compliance period during which the ground water protection
standard of subsection (3) of this section applies. The compliance period is the number of years equal to the active life of
the waste management area (including any waste management activity prior to permitting, and the closure period).
(b) The compliance period begins when the owner or
operator initiates a compliance monitoring program meeting
the requirements of subsection ( 10) of this section.
(c) If the owner or operator is engaged in a corrective
action program at the end of the compliance period specified
in (a) of this subsection, the compliance period is extended
until the owner or operator can demonstrate that the ground
water protection standard of subsection (3) of this section,
has not been exceeded for a period of three consecutive years.
(8) General ground water monitoring requirements.
The owner or operator must comply with the requirements of this subsection for any ground water monitoring
program developed to satisfy subsections (9), ( 10), or ( 11) of
this section.
(a) The ground water monitoring system must consist of
a sufficient number of wells, installed at appropriate locations
and depths to yield ground water samples from the uppermost
aquifer that:
(i) Represent the quality of background water that has
not been affected by leakage from a regulated unit;
.(A) A determination of background quality may include
sampling of we.lls that are not hydraulically upgradient of the
waste management area where:
(I) Hydrogeologic conditions do not allow the owner or
operator to determine what wells are hydraulically upgradient; and
(II) Sampling at other wells will provide an indication of
background ground water quality that is representative or
more representative than that provided by the upgradient
wells; and
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(h) The owner or operator will specify one of the following statistical methods to be used in evaluating ground water
monitoring data for each hazardous constituent which, upon
approval by the department, will be specified in the unit permit. The statistical test chosen must be conducted separately
for each dangerous constituent in each well. Where practical
quantification limits (pql's) are used in any of the following
statistical procedures to comply with (i)(v) of this subsection,
the pql must be proposed by the owner or operator and
approved by the department. Use of any of the following statistical methods must be protective of human health and the
environment and must comply with the performance standards outlined in (i) of this.subsection.
(i) A parametric analysis of variance (ANOV A) followed by multiple comparisons procedures to identify statistically significant evidence of contamination. The method
must include estimation and testing of the contrasts between
each compliance well 's mean and the background mean levels for each constituent.
(ii) An analysis of variance (ANOV A) based on ranks
followed by multiple comparisons procedures to identify statistically significant evidence of contamination. The method
must include estimation and testing of the contrasts between
each compliance well 's median and the background median
levels for each constituent.
(iii) A tolerance or prediction interval procedure in
which an interval for each constituent is established from the
distribution of the background data, and the level of each
constituent in each compliance well is compared to the upper
tolerance or prediction limit.
(iv) A control chart approach that gives control limits for
each constituent.
(v) Another statistical test method submitted by the
owner or operator and approved by the department.
(i) Any statistical method chosen under (h) of this subsection for specification in the unit permit must comply with
the following performance standards, as appropriate:
(i) The statistical method used to evaluate ground water
monitoring data must be appropriate for the distribution of
chemical parameters or dangerous constituents. If the distribution of the chemical parameters or dangerous constituents
is shown by the owner or operator to be inappropriate for a
normal theory test, then the data should be transformed or a
distribution-free theory test should be used. If the distributions for the constituents differ, more than one statistical
method may be needed.
(ii) If an individual well comparison procedure is used to
compare an individual compliance well constituent concentration with background constituent concentrations or a
ground water protection standard, the test must be done at a
Type I error level no less than 0.01 for each testing period. If
a multiple comparisons procedure is used, the Type I experiment wise error rate for each testing period must be no less
than 0.05; however, the Type I error of no less than 0.01 for
individual well comparisons must be maintained. This performance standard does not apply to tolerance intervals, prediction intervals, or control charts.
(iii) If a control chart approach is used to evaluate
ground water monitoring data, the specific type of control
chart and its associated parameter values must be proposed
Proposed

by the owner or operator and approved by the department if it
finds it to be protective of human health and the environment.
(iv) If a tolerance interval or a prediction interval is used
to evaluate ground water monitoring data, the levels of confidence and, for tolerance intervals, the percentage of the population that the interval must contain, must be proposed by
the owner or operator and approved by the department if it
finds these parameters to be protective of human health and
the environment. These parameters will be determined after
considering the number of samples in the background data
base, the data distribution, and the range of the concentration
values for each constituent of concern.
(v) The statistical method must account for data below
the limit of detection with one or more statistical procedures
that are protective of human health and the environment. Any
practical quantification limit (pql) approved by the department under (h) of this subsection that is used in the statistical
method must be the lowest concentration level that can be
reliably achieved within specified limits of precision and
accuracy during routine laboratory operating conditions that
are available to the facility.
(vi) If necessary, the statistical method must include procedures to control or correct for seasonal and spatial variability as well as temporal correlation in the data.
(j) Ground water monitoring data collected in accordance with {g) of this subsection including actual levels of
constituents must be maintained in the facility operating
record. The department will specify in the permit when the
data must be submitted for review.
(9) Detection monitoring program. An owner or operator
required to establish a detection monitoring program under
this subsection must, at a minimum, discharge the responsibilities described in this subsection.
(a) The owner or operator must monitor for indicator
parameters (e.g., pH, specific conductance, total organic carbon (TOC), total organic halogen (TOX), or heavy metals),
waste constituents, or reaction products that provide a reliable indication of the presence of dangerous constituents in
ground water. The department will specify the parameters or
constituents to be monitored in the facility permit, after con·
sidering the following factors:
constituof
concentrations
and
quantities,
types,
(i) The
ents in wastes managed at the regulated unit;
(ii) The mobility, stability, and persistence of waste constituents or their reaction products in the unsaturated zone
beneath the waste management area;
(iii) The detectability of indicator parameters, waste constituents, and reaction products in ground water; and
(iv) The concentrations or values and coefficients of
variation of proposed monitoring parameters or constituents
in the ground water background.
(b) The owner or operator must install a ground water
monitoring system at the compliance point, as specified
· under subsection (6) of this section. The ground water monitoring system must comply with subsection {8)(a){ii), {b), and
(c) of this section.
(c) The owner or operator must conduct a ground water
monitoring program for each chemical parameter and dangerous constituent specified in the permit pursuant to (a) of this
subsection in accordance with subsection {8)(g) of this sec[88]
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ance monitoring program meeting the requirements of subsection (10) of this section. The application must include the
following information:
(A) An identification of the concentration or any Appendix IX constituent detected in the ground water at each monitoring well at the compliance point;
(B) Any pr9posed changes to the ground water monitoring system at the facility necessary to meet the requirements
of subsection ( 10) of this section;
(C) Any proposed additions or changes to the monitoring
frequency, sampling and analysis procedures or methods, or
statistical methods used at the facility necessary to meet the
requirements of subsection ( l 0) of this section;
(D) For each dangerous constituent detected at the compliance point, a proposed concentration limit under subsection (5)(a)(i) or (ii) of this section, or a notice of intent to seek
an alternate concentration limit under subsection (S)(b) of
this section; and
(v) Within one hundred eighty days, submit to the
department:
(A) All data necessary to justify an alternate concentration limit sought under subsection (S)(b) of this section; and
(B) An engineering feasibility plan for a corrective
action program necessary to meet the requirement of subsection ( 11) of this section unless:
(I) All dangerous constituents identified under (g)(ii) of
this subsection are listed in Table I of subsection (5) of this
section and their concentrations do not exceed the respective
values given in that Table; or
(II) The owner or operator has sought an alternate concentration limit under subsection (S)(b) of this section for
every dangerous constituent identified under (g)(ii) of this
subsection.
(vi) If the owner or operator determines, pursuant to (f)
of this subsection, that there is a statistically significant difference for chemical parameters or dangerous constituents
specified pursuant to (a) of this subsection at any monitoring
well at the compliance point, he or she may demonstrate that
a source other than a regulated unit caused the contamination
or that the detection is an artifact caused by an error in sampling, analysis, or statistical evaluation or natural variation in
the ground water. The owner operator may make a demonstration under this subsection in addition to, or in lieu of, submitting a permit modification application under (g)(iv) of this
subsection; however, the owner or operator is not relieved of
the requirement to submit a permit modification application
within the time specified in (g)(iv) of this subsection unless
the demonstration made under this subsection successfully
shows that a source other than a regulated unit caused the
increase, or that the increase resulted from error in sampling,
analysis, or evaluation. In making a demonstration under this
subsection, the owner or operator must:
(A) Notify the department in writing within seven days
of determining statistically significant evidence of contamination at the compliance point that he intends to make a demonstration under this subsection;
(B) Within ninety days, submit a report to the department
which demonstrates that a source other than a regulated unit
caused the contamination or that the contamination resulted
from error in sampling, analysis, or evaluation;

tion. The owner or operator must maintain a record of ground
water analytical data as measured and in a form necessary for
the determination of statistical significance under subsection
(8)(h) of this section.
(d) The department will specify the frequencies for collecting samples and conducting statistical tests to determine
whether there is statistically significant evidence of contamination for any parameter or dangerous constituent specified
in the permit under (a) of this subsection in accordance with
subsection (8)(g) of this section. A sequence of at least four
samples from each well (background and compliance wells)
must be collected at least semiannually during detection
monitoring.
(e) The owner or operator must determine the ground
water flow rate and direction in the uppermost aquifer at least
annually.
(f) The owner or operator must determine whether there
is statistically significant evidence of contamination for any
chemical parameter of dangerous constituent specified in the
permit pursuant to (a) of this subsection at a frequency specified under (d) of this subsection.
(i) In determining whether statistically significant evidence of contamination exists, the owner or operator must
use the method(s) specified in the permit under subsection
(8)(h) of this section. These method(s) must compare data
collected at the compliance point(s) to the background
ground water quality data.
(ii) The owner or operator must determine whether there
is statistically significant evidence of contamination at each
monitoring well as the compliance point within a reasonable
period of time after completion of sampling. The department
will specify in the facility permit what period of time is reasonable after considering the complexity of the statistical test
and the availability of laboratory facilities to perform the
analysis of ground water samples.
(g) If the owner or operator determines pursuant to (f) of
this subsection that there is statistically significant evidence
of contamination for chemical parameters or dangerous constituents specified pursuant to (a) of this subsection at any
monitoring well at the compliance point, he or she must:
(i) Notify the department of this finding in writing within
seven days. The notification must indicate what chemical
parameters or dangerous constituents have shown statistically significant evidence of contamination:
(ii) Immediately sample the ground water in all monitoring wells and determine whether constituents in the list of
Appendix IX of 40 CFR Part 264 (which is adopted by reference) are present, and if so, in what concentration.
(iii) For any Appendix IX compounds found in the analysis pursuant to (g)(ii) of this subsection, the owner or operator may resample within one month and repeat the analysis
for those compounds detected. If the results of the second
analysis confirm the initial results, then these constituents
will form the basis for compliance monitoring. If the owner
or operator does not resample for the compounds found pursuant to (g)(ii) of this subsection, the dangerous constituents
found during this initial Appendix IX analysis will form the
basis for compliance monitoring.
(iv) Within ninety days, submit to the department an
application for a permit modification to establish a compli[ 89]
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(C) Within ninety days, submit to the department an
application for a permit modification to make any appropriate
changes to the detection monitoring program facility; and
(D) Continue to monitor in accordance with the detection
monitoring program established under this section.
(h) If the owner or operator determines that the detection
monitoring program no longer satisfies the requirements of
this section, he or she must, within ninety days, submit an
application for a permit modification to make any appropriate
changes to the program.
( 10) Compliance monitoring program. An owner or
operator required to establish a compliance monitoring program under this section must, at a minimum, discharge the
responsibilities described in this subsection.
(a) The owner or operator must monitor the ground water
to determine whether regulated units are in compliance with
the ground water protection standard under subsection (3) of
this section. The department will specify the ground water
protection standard in the facility permit, including:
(i) A list of the dangerous constituents and parameters
identified under subsection (4) of this section;
(ii) Concentration limits under subsection (5) of this section for each of those dangerous constituents and parameters;
(iii) The compliance point under subsection (6) of this
section; and
(iv) The compliance period under subsection (7) of this
section.
(b) The owner or operator must install a ground water
monitoring system at the compliance point as specified under
subsection (6) of this section. The ground water monitoring
system must comply with subsection (8)(a)(ii), (b), and (c) of
this section.
(c) The department will specify the sampling procedures
and statistical methods appropriate for the constituents and
the facility, consistent with subsection (8)(g) and (h) of this
section.
(i) The owner or operator must conduct a sampling program for each chemical parameter or dangerous constituent
in accordance with subsection (8)(g) of this section.
(ii) The owner or operator must record ground water analytical data as measured and in form necessary for the determination of statistical significance under subsection (8)(h) of
this section for the compliance period of the facility.
(d) The owner or operator must determine whether there
is statistically significant evidence of increased contamination for any chemical parameter or dangerous constituent
specified in the permit, pursuant to (a) of this subsection, at a
frequency specified under (f) of this subsection.
(i) In determining whether statistically significant evidence of increased contamination exists, the owner or operator must use the method(s) specified in the permit under subsection (8)(h) of this section. The method(s) must compare
data collected at the compliance point(s) to a concentration
limit developed in accordance with subsection (5) of this section.
(ii) The owner or operator must determine whether there
is statistically significant evidence of increased contamination at each monitoring well at the compliance point within a
reasonable time period after completion of sampling. The
department will specify that time period in the facility permit,
Proposed

after considering the complexity of the statistical test and the
availability of laboratory facilities to perform the analysis of .
ground water samples.
(e) The owner or operator must determine the rate and
direction of ground water flow in the uppermost aquifer at
least annually.
(t) The department will specify the frequencies for collecting samples and conducting statistical tests to determine
statistically significant evidence of increased contamination
in accordance with subsection (8)(g) of this s~ction,. A
sequence of at least four samples from each well (background
and compliance wells) must be collected at least semiannually during the compliance period of the facility.
(g) The owner or operator must analyze samples from all
monitoring wells at the compliance point for all constituents
contained in Appendix IX of Part 264 at least annually to
determine whether additional dangerous constituents are
present in the uppermost aquifer and, if so, at what concentration, pursuant to procedures in (f) of this subsection. If the
owner or operator finds Appendix IX constituents in the
ground water that are not already identified in the permit as
monitoring constituents, the owner or operator may resample
within one month and repeat the Appendix IX analysis. If the
second analysis confirms the presence of new constituents,
the owner or operator must report the concentration of these
additional constituents to the department within seven days
after the completion of the second analysis and add them to
the monitoring list. If the owner or operator chooses not to
resample, then he or she must report the concentrations of
these additional constituents to the department within seven
days after completion of the initial analysis and add them to
the monitoring list. If the owner or operator determines, pursuant to (d) of this subsection, that any concentration limits
under subsection (5) of this section are being exceeded at any
monitoring well at the point of compliance, he must:
(i) Notify the department of this finding in writing within
seven days. The notification must indicate what concentration limits have been exceeded;
(ii) Submit to the department an application for a permit
modification to establish a corrective action program meeting
the.requirements of subsection (11) of this section, within
ninety days, or within sixty days if an engineering feasibility
study has been previously submitted to the department under
subsection (9)(h)(v) of this section. For regulated units managing EHW, time frames of sixty days and forty-five days,
respectively will apply. However, ifthe department finds that
the full extent of the ninety/sixty-day or the sixty/forty-fiveday time periods will increase the likelihood to cause a threat
to public health, or the environment, it can at its discretion
reduce their duration. In specifying shorter limits, the department will consider the following factors:
(A) The physical and chemical characteristics of the dangerous constituents and parameters in the ground water;
(B) The hydrogeological characteristics bf the facility
and of the surrounding land;
(C) The rate of movement and direction of flow of the
affected ground water;
·
·
(D) The proximity to and withdrawal ra'tes of ground
water users downgradient; and
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(E) The current and future uses of ground water in the
.concerned area; and
(iii) The application must at a minimum include the fol•
lowing information:
(A) A detailed description of corrective actions that will
achieve compliance with the ground water protection standard specified in the permit; and
(B) A plan for a ground water monitoring program that
will demonstrate the effectiveness of the corrective action.
Chl Reserved.
(i) If the owner or operator determines, pursuant to (d) of
this subsection, that the ground water concentration limits
under this section are being exceeded at any monitoring well
at the point of compliance, he may demonstrate that a source
other than a regulated unit caused the contamination or that
the detection is an artifact caused by an error in sampling,
analysis, or statistical evaluation or natural variation in the
ground water. In making a demonstration under this subsection, the owner or operator must:
(i) Notify the department in writing within seven days
that he intends to make a demonstration under this subsection;
(ii) Within forty-five days, submit a report to the department which demonstrates that a source other than a regulated
unit caused the standard to be exceeded or that the apparent
noncompliance with the standards resulted from error in sampling, analysis, or evaluation;
(iii) Within forty-five days, submit to the department an
• application for a permit modification to make appropriate
• changes to the compliance monitoring program at the facility;
and
(iv) Continue to monitor in accord with the compliance
monitoring program established under this section.
(j) If the owner or operator determines that the compliance monitoring program no longer satisfies the requirements
of this section, he must, within forty-five days, submit an
application for a permit modification to make any appropriate
changes to the program.
(11) Corrective action program. An owner or operator
required to establish a corrective action program under this
section must, at a minimum, discharge the responsibilities
described in this subsection.
(a) The owner or operator must take corrective action to
ensure that regulated units are in compliance with the ground
water protection standard under subsection (3) of this section.
The department will specify the ground water protection
standard in the facility permit, including:
.(i) A list of the dangerous constituents and parameters
identified under subsection (4) of this section;
(ii) Concentration limits under subsection (5) of this section, for each of those dangerous constituents and parameters;
(iii) The compliance point under subsection (6) of this
section; and
(iv) The compliance period under subsection (7) of this
section.
(b) The owner or operator must implement a corrective
• action program that prevents dangerous constituents and
• parameters from exceeding their respective concentration
limits at the compliance point by removing the dangerous
waste constituents and parameters or treating them in place.
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The permit will specify the specific measures that will be
taken.
(c) The owner or operator must begin corrective action
within a reasonable time period after the ground water protection standard is exceeded. The department will specify that
time period in the facility permit. If a facility permit includes
a corrective action program in addition to a compliance monitoring program, the permit will specify when the corrective
action will begin and such a requirement will operate in lieu
of subsection (lO)(i)(ii) of this section.
(d) In conjunction with a corrective action program, the
owner or operator must establish and implement a ground
water monitoring program to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the corrective action program. Such a monitoring program
may be based on the requirements for a compliance monitoring program under subsection (10) of this section, and must
be as effective as that program in determining compliance
with the ground water protection standard under subsection
(3) of this section, and in determining the success of a corrective action program under (e) of this subsection, where appropriate.
(e) In addition to the other requirements of this section,
the owner or operator must conduct a corrective action program to remove or treat in place any dangerous constituents
or parameters under subsection (4) of this section, that exceed
concentration limits under subsection (5) of this section, in
ground water between the compliance point under subsection
(6) of this section, and the downgradient facility property
boundary; and beyond the facility boundary, where necessary
to protect human health and the environment, unless the
owner or operator demonstrates to the satisfaction of the
department that, despite the owner's or operator's best efforts,
the owner or operator was unable to obtain the necessary permission to undertake such action. The owner/ operator is not
relieved of all responsibility to clean up a release that has
migrated beyond the facility boundary where off-site access
is denied. On-site measures to address such releases will be
determined on a case-by-case basis. For a facility seeking or
required to have a permit, the corrective action measures to
be taken must be specified in the permit.
(i) Corrective action measures under this subsection
must be initiated at the effective date of the modified permit
and completed without time delays considering the extent of
contamination.
(ii) Corrective action measures under this subsection
may be terminated once the concentration of dangerous constituents and parameters under subsection (4) of this section,
is reduced to levels below their respective concentration limits under subsection (5) of this section.
(f) The owner or operator must continue corrective
action measures during the compliance period to the extent
necessary to ensure that the ground water protection standard
is not exceeded. If the owner or operator is conducting corrective action at the end of the compliance period, he must
continue that corrective action for as long as necessary to
achieve compliance with the ground water protection standard. The owner or operator may terminate corrective action
measures taken beyond the period equal to the active life of
the waste management area (including the closure period) if
he can demonstrate, based on data from the ground water
[ 91 J
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agement units at the facility. Corrective action is required
regardless of the time at which waste was managed at the •
facility or placed in such units and regardless of whether such •
facilities or units were intended for the management of solid
or dangerous waste. Assurances of financial responsibility
for such corrective action must be provided.
(b) The owner/operator must implement corrective
actions beyond the facility property boundary, where necessary to protect human health and the environment. Additionally, as necessary to protect human health and the environment, the department may require the owner/operator to
implement on site measures to address releases which have
migrated beyond the facility boundary. Assurances of financial responsibility for such corrective action must be provided.
(c) In the case of a facility seeking or required to have a
permit under the provisions of chapter 173-303 WAC, corrective action must be specified in the permit. The permit will
contain schedules of compliance for such corrective action
(where such corrective action cannot be completed prior to
issuance of the permit) and assurances of financial responsibility for completion of such corrective action.
(d) At a minimum, corrective actions must be consistent
with the following requirements of chapter 173-340 WAC.
(i) As necessary to select a cleanup action consistent
with WAC 173-340-360, 173-340-350, state remedial investigation and feasibility study. Information that is adequate to
support selection of a cleanup action consistent with WAC
173-340-360 but was developed under a different authority (for example, as part of closure under WAC 173-303-610 or
as part of a federally overseen cleanup) may be used.
(ii) WAC 173-340-360, selection of cleanup actions.
(iii) WAC 173-340-400, cleanup actions.
(iv) WAC 173-340-410, compliance monitoring requirements.
(v) WAC 173-340-420, periodic site reviews.
(vi) WAC 173-340-440, institutional controls.
(vii) WAC 173-340-700 through 173-340--760, cleanup
standards.
(3) Use of the Model Toxics Control Act.
(a) The department may require the owner/operator of a
facility to fulfill his corrective action responsibilities under
subsection (2) of this section using an enforceable action
issued pursuant to the Model Toxics Control Act, as
amended, (chapter 70.105D RCW) and its implementing regulations.
(b) Corrective action requirements imposed by the
department in an action issued pursuant to the Model Toxics
Control Act will be in compliance with the requirements of
subsection (2) of this section and the requirements of chapter
173-303 WAC to the extent required by RCW 70.105D.030
(2)(d) and WAC 173-340-710.
(c) In the case of facilities seeking or required to have a
permit under the provisions of this chapter the department
will incorporate corrective action requirements imposed pursuant to the Model Toxics Control Act into permits at the
time of permit issuance. Such incorporation will in no way
_affect the timing or scope of review of the Model Toxics
Control Act action.
(4) Corrective action management unit (CAMU).

monitoring program under (d) of this subsection, that the
ground water protection standard of subsection (3) of this
section, has not been exceeded for a period of three consecutive years.
(g) The owner or operator must report in writing to the
department on the effectiveness of the corrective action program. The owner or operator must submit these reports semiannually.
(h) If the owner or operator determines that the corrective action program no longer satisfies the requirements of
this section, he must, within forty-five days, submit an application for a permit modification to make any appropriate
changes to the program.
(12) Use of the Model Toxics Control Act.
(a) The department may require the owner/operator of a
facility to fulfill his corrective action responsibilities under
WAC 173-303-645 using an enforceable action issued pursuant to the Model Toxics Control Act, as amended, (chapter
70.105D RCW) and its implementing regulations.
(b) Corrective action requirements imposed by an action
issued pursuant to the Model Toxics Control Act will be in
compliance with the requirements of WAC 173-303-645 and
the requirements of chapter 173-303 WAC to the extent
required by RCW 70.105D.030 (2)(d) and WAC 173-340710.
(c) In the case of facilities seeking or required to have a
permit under the provisions of this chapter the department
will incorporate corrective action requirements imposed pursuant to the Model Toxics Control Act into permits at the
time of permit issuance. Such incorporation will in no way
affect the timing or scope of review of the Model Toxics
Control Act action.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6/10/00)
WAC 173-303-646 Corrective action. ( 1) Purpose and
applicability.
(a) The provisions of this section establish requirements
for corrective action for releases of dangerous wastes and
dangerous constituents including releases from solid waste
management units.
(b) The provisions of this section apply to facilities seeking or required to have a permit to treat, store, recycle or dispose of dangerous waste.
(c) The provisions of this section do not apply to
cleanup-only facilities.
(d) For purposes of this section, dangerous constituent
means any constituent identified in WAC 173-303-9905 or
40 CFR Part 264 Appendix IX, any constituent that caused a
waste to be listed as a dangerous waste or to exhibit a dangerous characteristic under this chapter or to meet a dangerous
waste criteria under this chapter, and any constituent that is
within the meaning of "hazardous substance" under RCW
70.105D.020(7).
(2) Requirements.
(a) The owner or operator of a facility must institute corrective action as necessary to protect human health and the
environment for all releases of dangerous wastes and dangerous constituents, including releases from all solid waste manProposed
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(a) In accordance with the requirements of this subsec• tion, the director may designate an area at a facility as a cor.rective action management unit for the purpose of treating,
storing or disposing of remediation waste that originates at
the same facility in order to implement remedies under this
section or to implement other cleanup actions. Placement of
dangerous remediation waste into or within a CAMU does
not constitute land disposal of dangerous waste. Consolidation or placement of dangerous remediation waste into or
within a CAMU does not constitute creation of a unit subject
to minimum technology requirements.
(b) Designation of a CAMU will not in any way affect
the department's existing authorities, including authority
under chapter 70.105D RCW, to address clean-up levels,
media-specific points of compliance, or other remedy selection decisions.
(c) Designation of a CAMU will not in any way affect
the timing or scope of review of any actions taken under the
Model Toxics Control Act pursuant to subsection (3) of this
section to fulfill the corrective action requirements of subsection (2) of this section or the corrective action requirements
of WAC 173-303-645.
(5) Designation of a corrective action management unit.
(a) When designating a CAMU, the director will do so in
accordance with subsection (4) of this section, and the following:
(i) The CAMU will facilitate the implementation of reliable, effective, protective, and cost-effective remedies;
(ii) Waste management activities associated with the
•
• CAMU will not create unacceptable risks to humans or the
environment resulting from exposure to dangerous wastes or
dangerous constituents;
(iii) The CAMU will include uncontaminated areas of
the facility only if including such areas for the purposes of
managing remediation wastes is more protective than management of such wastes at contaminated areas of the facility;
(iv) Areas within the CAMU where wastes remain in
place after closure of the CAMU, will be managed and contained so as to minimize future releases of dangerous wastes
and dangerous constituents to the extent practicable;
(v) When appropriate and practicable, the CAMU will
expedite the timing of remedial activity implementation;
(vi) The CAMU will enable the use, when appropriate,
of treatment technologies (including innovative technologies) to enhance the long-term effectiveness of remedial
actions by reducing the toxicity, mobility, or volume of
wastes that will remain in place after closure of the CAMU;
and
(vii) The CAMU will, to the extent practicable, minimize
the land area of the facility upon which wastes will remain in
place after closure of the CAMU.
(b) When designating a CAMU, the director will specify
requirements for the CAMU including the following:
(i) The areal configuration of the CAMU;
(ii) Requirements for remediation waste management
• within the CAMU including specification of applicable
• design, operation, and closure requirements;
(iii) Requirements for ground water and/or vadose zone
monitoring that are sufficient to:
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(A) Continue to detect and to characterize the nature,
extent, concentration, direction, and movement of existing
releases of dangerous waste and dangerous constituents in
ground water from sources located within the CAMU; and
(B) Detect and subsequently characterize releases of
dangerous waste and dangerous constituents to ground water
that may occur from areas of the CAMU in which wastes wi II
remain in place after CAMU closure.
(iv) Requirements for closure that will minimize the
need for further maintenance of the CAMU and will include,
as appropriate and deemed necessary by the director, the following:
(A) Requirements for excavation, removal, treatment,
and/or containment of wastes;
(B) For areas in which wastes will remain after closure
CAMU, requirements for capping of such areas; and
the
of
(C) Requirements for removal and decontamination of
equipment, devices, and structures used in remediation waste
management activities within the CAMU.
(c) In establishing closure requirements for CAMUs
under (b)(iv) of this subsection the director will consider the
following factors:
(i) CAMU characteristics;
(ii) Volume of wastes which will remain in place after
CAMU closure;
(iii) Potential for releases from the CAMU;
(iv) Physical and chemical characteristics of the waste;
(v) Hydrological and other relevant environmental conditions at the facility which may influence the migration of
any potential or actual releases in and/or from the CAMU;
and
(vi) Potential for exposure of humans and environmental
receptors if releases were to occur at or from the CAMU.
(d) The director will, for areas of the CAMU in which
wastes will remain in place after CAMU closure, specify
post-closure requirements to control, minimize, or eliminate,
to the extent necessary to protect human health and the environment, post-closure escape of dangerous waste, dangerous
constituents, leachate, contaminated runoff, and dangerous
waste decomposition products to the ground, to ground
waters, to surface waters, and to the atmosphere. Such postclosure requirements will include, as necessary to protect
human health and the environment, monitoring and maintenance activities and the frequency with which such activities
will be performed to ensure the integrity of any cap, final
cover, or other containment system.
(e) The owner/operator of a facility must provide sufficient information to enable the director to designate a CAMU
in accordance with the criteria in subsections (4), (5)(a)
through (d), and (6) of this section.
(f) The director will document the rationale for designating CAMUs and will make such documentation available to
the public.
(g) Incorporation of the designation of and requirements
for a CAMU into a existing permit must be approved by the
director according to the procedures for agency initiated permit modifications under WAC 173-303-830(3), or according
to the permit modification procedures of WAC 173-303830( 4).
(6) Incorporation of a regulated unit within a CAMU.
[93 J
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(a) The director may designate a regulated unit (as
defined in WAC 173-303-040) as a CAMU, or may incorporate a regulated unit into a CAMU, if:
(i) The regulated unit is closed or closing, meaning it has
begun the closure process under WAC 173-303-610 or 173303-400; and
(ii) Inclusion of the regulated unit will enhance implementation of effective, protective and reliable remedial
actions at the facility.
(b) The requirements of WAC 173-303-610, 173-303620, 173-303-645, and the unit specific requirements of
WAC 173-303-650 through 173-303-680 that applied to the
regulated unit will continue to apply to the portion of the
CAMU into which the regulated unit was incorporated.
(7) Temporary units (TUs).
(a) In accordance with the requirements of this subsection, the director may designate a tank or container storage
area at a facility as a temporary unit for the purpose of treating or storing remediation waste that originates at the same
facility in order to implement remedies under this section or
to implement other cleanup actions. The director may replace
the design, operating and closure standards applicable to dangerous waste tank and container treatment and storage units
under this chapter with alternative requirements that protect
human health and the environment.
(b) Any temporary unit to which alternative requirements are applied in accordance with (a) of this subsection
will be:
(i) Located within the facility boundary; and
(ii) Used only for treatment or storage of remediation
wastes managed pursuant to implementation of the corrective
action requirements of subsection (2) of this section at the
facility.
(c) In establishing standards to be applied to a temporary
unit, the director will consider the following factors:
(i) Length of time unit will be in operation;
(ii) Type of unit;
(iii) Volumes of wastes to be managed;
(iv) Physical and chemical characteristics of the wastes
to be managed in the unit;
(v) Potential for releases from the unit;
(vi) Hydrogeological and other relevant environmental
conditions at the facility which may influence the migration
of any potential releases; and
(vii) Potential for exposure of humans and environmental receptors if releases were to occur from the unit.
(d) The director will specify the length of time, not to
exceed one year, a temporary unit will be allowed to operate.
The director will also specify design, operating, and closure
requirements for the temporary unit.
(e) The director may extend the operating period of a
temporary unit for up to one additional year, provided the
director determines that:
(i) Continued operation of the unit will not pose a threat
to human health and the environment; and
(ii) Continued operation of the unit is necessary to ensure
timely and efficient implementation of remedial actions at the
facility.
Proposed

(f) Incorporation of the designation of and requirements
for a temporary unit or a time extension for a temporary unit
into an existing permit will be:
(i) Approved in accordance with the procedures for
agency-initiated permit modifications under WAC 173-303830(3); or
(ii) Requested by the owner or operator as a Class II
modification according to the procedures under WAC 173303-830(4).
(g) The director will document the rationale for designating a temporary unit and for granting time extensions for temporary units and will make such documentation available to
the public.
(8) Staging piles. The requirements for staging piles in
40 CFR Part 264.554 are incorporated by reference. The
word "director" in 40 CFR means "department."
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5/10/00, effective 6/10/00)

WAC 173-303-690 Air emission standards for process vents. (1) Applicability.
(a) The regulations in this section apply to owners and
operators of facilities that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous
wastes.
(b) Except for 40 CFR 264.1034(d) and (e), this section
applies to process vents associated with distillation, fractionation, thin-film evaporation, solvent extraction, or air or
steam stripping operations that manage hazardous wastes ~
with organic concentrations of at least 10 ppmw, if these ~
operations are conducted in one of the following:
(i) A unit that is subject to the permitting requirements of
WAC 173-303-800 through 173-303-840; or
(ii) A unit (including a hazardous waste recycling unit)
that is not exempt from permitting under the provisions of
WAC 173-303-200(1) (i.e., a hazardous waste recycling unit
that is not a ninety-day tank or container) and that is located
at a hazardous waste management facility otherwise subject
to the permitting requirements of WAC 173-303-800 through
173-303-840; or
(iii) A unit that is exempt from permitting under the provisions of WAC 173-303-200(1) (i.e., a "ninety-day" tank or
container) and is not a recycling unit under the provisions of
WAC 173-303-120.
(c) For the owner and operator of a facility subject to this
section and who received a final hazardous waste permit prior
to December 6, 1996, the requirements of this section must be
incorporated into the permit when the permit is reissued in
accordance with the requirements of WAC 173-303-840(8)
or reviewed in accordance with the requirements of WAC
173-303-806(11). Until such date when the owner and operator receives a final permit incorporating the requirements of
this section, the owner and operator is subject to the requirements of 40 CFR 265 Subpart AA.
Note:
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The requirements of 40 CFR Parts 264.1032 through 264. l 036
apply to process vents on hazardous waste recycling units previously exempt under WAC 173-303-120 (4){d). Other exemptions under WAC 173-303-071 and 173-303-600(2) are not
affected by these requirements.
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(e) Equipment that is in vacuum service is excluded from
the requirements of 40 CFR 264.1052 to 264.1060 if it is
identified as required in 40 CFR 264.1064 (g)(5) .
(f) Equipment that contains or contacts hazardous waste
with an organic concentration of at least ten percent by
weight for less than three hundred hours per calendar year is
excluded from the requirements of 40 CFR Parts 264.1052
through 264.1060 if it is identified, as required in 40 CFR
Part 264.1064 (g)(6).

(d) The requirements of this section do not apply to the
• process vents at a facility where the facility owner or operator
• certifies that all of the process vents that would otherwise be
subject to this section are equipped with and operating air
emission controls in accordance with the process vent
requirements of an applicable Clean Air Act regulation codified under 40 CFR Part 60, Part 61, or Part 63. The documentation of compliance under regulations at 40 CFR Part 60,
Part 61, or Part 63 must be kept with, or made readily available with, the facility operating record.
(2) 40 CFR 264.1031 through 1036 (Subpart AA) is
incorporated by reference.

•
•

•
•
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Note:

Where the incorporated language refers to 264.1030, refer to
subsection (I) of this section. Where the incorporated language refers to Part 270, refer to WAC 173-303-800 through
173-303-840.

The requirements of 40 CFR Parts 264.1052 through 264. I 065
apply to equipment associated with hazardous waste recycling
units previously exempt under WAC 173-303-120 (4)(d). Other
exemptions under WAC 173-303-071 and 173-303-600(2) are
not affected by these requirements.

(2) 40 CFR 264.1051 through 1065 (Subpart BB) is
incorporated by reference.
Note:

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6/10/00)

Where the incorporated language refers to 264.1050, refer to
WAC 173-303-691. Where the incorporated language refers to
Part 270, refer to WAC 173-303-800 through 173-303-840.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6110/00)

WAC 173-303-691 Air emission standards for equipment leaks. (1) Applicability.
(a) The regulations in this section apply to owners and
operators of facilities that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous
wastes.
(b) Except as provided in 40 CFR 264.1064(k), this section applies to equipment that contains or contacts hazardous
wastes with organic concentrations of at least 10 percent by
weight that are managed in one of the following:
(i) A unit that is subject to the permitting requirements of
WAC 173-303-800 through 173-303-840; or
(ii) A unit (including a hazardous waste recycling unit)
that is not exempt from permitting under the provisions of
WAC 173-303-200(1) (i.e., a hazardous waste recycling unit
that is not a "ninety-day" tank or container) and that is located
at a hazardous waste management facility otherwise subject
to the permitting requirements of WAC 173-303-800 through
l 73~303-840; or
(iii) A unit that is exempt from permitting under the provisions of WAC 173-303-200(1) (i.e., a "ninety-day" tank or
container) and is not a recycling unit under the provisions of
WAC 173-303-120.
(c) ((If)) For the owner or operator of ((eEJ:HitJHl:eHt)) ~
facility subject to the requirements of 40 CFR 264.1052
through 264.1065 ((htts)) and who received a final permit
under section 3005 ofRCRA prior to December ((21, 1990))
6. 1996, the requirements of 40 CFR 264.1052 through
264.1065 must be incorporated into the permit when the permit is reissued under WAC 173-303-840(8) or reviewed
under WAC 173-303-806(11). Until such date when the
owner or operator receives a final permit incor:porating the
requirements of 40 CFR 264.1052 through 264.1065. the
owner or operator is subject to the reguirements of 40 CFR
265. Subpart BB. which is incor:porated by reference at WAC
173-303-400 (3)(a).
(d) Each piece of equipment to which this section applies
must be marked in such a manner that it can be distinguished
readily from other pieces of equipment.

WAC 173-303-692 Air emission standards for tanks,
surface impoundments, and containers. (1) Applicability.
(a) The requirements of 40 CFR Part 264 Subpart CC
apply to owners and operators of all facilities that treat, store,
or dispose of hazardous waste in tanks, surface impoundments, or containers subject to either WAC 173-303-630,
173-303-640, or 173-303-650 except as WAC 173-303-600
and (b) of this subsection provide otherwise.
(b) The requirements of 40 CFR Part 264 Subpart CC do
not apply to the following waste management units at the
facility:
(i) A waste management unit that holds hazardous waste
placed in the unit before December 6, 1996, and in which no
hazardous waste is added to the unit on or after December 6,
1996.
(ii) A container that has a design capacity less than or
equal to 0.1 m3 •
(iii) A tank in which an owner or operator has stopped
adding hazardous waste and the owner or operator has begun
implementing or completed closure pursuant to an approved
closure plan.
(iv) A surface impoundment in which an owner or operator has stopped adding hazardous waste (except to implement an approved closure plan) and the owner or operator has
begun implementing or completed closure pursuant to an
approved closure plan.
(v) A waste management unit that is used solely for onsite treatment or storage of hazardous waste that is placed in
the unit as a result of implementing remedial activities
required under the corrective action authorities of WAC 173303-646, or RCRA section 3008(h), or CERCLA authorities.
(vi) A waste management unit that is used solely for the
management of radioactive mixed waste in accordance with
all applicable regulations under the authority of the Atomic
Energy Act and the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.
(vii) A hazardous waste management unit that the owner
or operator certifies is equipped with and operating air emis[ 95 l
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sion controls in accordance with the requirements of an applicable Clean Air Act regulation codified under 40 CFR Parts
60, 61, or 63. For the purpose of complying with this paragraph, a tank for which the air emission control includes an
enclosure, as opposed to a cover, must be in compliance with
the enclosure and control device requirements of 40 CFR Part
264.1084(i), except as provided in 40 CFR Part 264.1082
(c)(5).
(viii) A tank that has a process vent as defined in 40 CFR
Part 264.1031.
(c) For the owner and operator of a facility subject to this
section who received a final permit under the Hazardous
Waste Management Act prior to December 6, 1996, the
requirements of 40 CFR Part 264 Subpart CC will be incorporated into the permit when the permit is reissued in accordance with the requirements of WAC 173-303-840(8) or
reviewed in accordance with the requirements of WAC 173303-806 (l l)(d). Until such date when the permit is reissued
in accordance with the requirements of WAC 173-303840(8) or reviewed in accordance with the requirements of
WAC 173-303-806 ( l l)(d), the owner and operator is subject
to the requirements of 40 CFR Part 265 Subpart CC, which is
incorporated by reference at WAC 173-303-400 (3)(a).
(d) The requirements of 40 CFR Part 264 Subpart CC,
except for the recordkeeping requirements specified in 40
CFR Part 264.1089(i), are administratively stayed for a tank
or a container used for the management of hazardous waste
generated by organic peroxide manufacturing and its associated laboratory operations when the owner or operator of the
unit meets all of the following conditions:
(i) The owner or operator identifies that the tank or container receives hazardous waste generated by an organic peroxide manufacturing process producing more than one functional family of organic peroxides or multiple organic peroxides within one functional family, that one or more of these
organic peroxides could potentially undergo self-accelerating
thermal decomposition at or below ambient temperatures,
and that organic peroxides are the predominant products
manufactured by the proce.ss. For the purpose of meeting the
conditions of this paragraph, "organic peroxide" means an
organic compound that contains the bivalent - 0 - 0 structure and which may be considered to be a structural
derivative of hydrogen peroxide where one or both of the
hydrogen atoms has been replaced by an organic radical.
(ii) The owner or operator prepares documentation, in
accordance with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 264.1089(i)
explaining why an undue safety hazard would be created if
air emission controls specified in 40 CFR Parts 264.1084
through 264.1087 are installed and operated on the tanks and
containers used at the facility to manage the hazardous waste
generated by the organic peroxide manufacturing process or
processes meeting the conditions of (d)(i) of this subsection.
(iii) The owner or operator notifies the department in
writing that hazardous waste generated by an organic peroxide manufacturing process or processes meeting the conditions of (d)(i) of this subsection are managed at the facility in
tanks or containers meeting the conditions of (d)(ii) of this
subsection. The notification must state the name and address
of the facility, and must be signed and dated by an authorized
representative of the facility owner or operator.
Proposed

(2) 40 CFR Parts 264.1081 through 264.1091 (Sub•
part CC) is incorporated by reference.
Note:

Where the incorporated language refers to ((~))
264.1080, refer to WAC ((173 3Q3 @I)) 173-303-692. Where
the incorporated language refers to Part 270, refer to WAC
173-303-800 through 173-303-840.

•

(3) References within 40 CFR Part 264 Subpart CC
to the following parts are incorporated by reference: 40
CFR Parts 60, 61, and 63. This includes Method 25E - Determination of Vapor Phase Organic Concentration in Waste
Samples at 40 CFR Part 60 Appendix A.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6/10/00)

WAC 173-303-806 Final facility permits. (1) Applicability. This section applies to all dangerous waste facilities
required to have a final facility permit. The final facility permit requirements are applicable to:
(a) Final status TSD facilities; and
(b) Certain recycling facilities that are not exempt from
the permit requirements.
(2)(a) Application. Any person subject to the permit
requirements of this section who intends to operate a new
TSD facility must comply with WAC 173-303-281 and apply
for a final facility permit. The department may, at any time,
require the owner or operator of an existing TSD facility to
apply for a final facility permit. Such owner or operator will
be allowed one hundred eighty days to submit his applica- •
tion; the department may extend the length of the application •
period if it finds that there are good reasons to do so. The
owner or operator of an existing TSD facility may voluntarily
apply for a final facility permit at any time. Any person seeking a final facility permit must complete, sign, and submit an
application to the department. An application must consist of
a Part A permit form (which can be obtained from the department), and the contents of Part B as specified in subsection
(4) of this section. The requirements for the contents of a part
A permit application are at WAC 173-303-803( 4).
(b) Persons covered by permits by rule (WAC 173-303802) need not apply. Procedures for applications, issuance
and administration of emergency permits are found exclusively in WAC 173-303-804. Procedu!eS for application,
issuance and administration of research, development, and
demonstration permits are found exclusively in WAC 173303-809.
(3) Effective regulations. A final facility permit will
include all applicable requirements of this chapter which are
in effect on the date that the permit is issued by the department. WAC 173-303-840(7) provides a means for reopening
permit proceedings at the discretion of the department where
new requirements become effective during the permitting
process and are of sufficient magnitude to make additional
proceedings desirable. Any other changes to the final facility
permit will be in accordance with the permit modification
~
requirements of WAC 173-303-830.
(4) Contents of Part B. Part B of a permit application ~
must consist of the information required in (a) through (m) of
this subsection.
[ 96]
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(D) Mitigate effects of equipment failure and power outages;
(E) Prevent undue exposure of personnel to dangerous
waste (for example, protective clothing); and
(F) Prevent releases to the atmosphere.
(ix) A description of precautions to prevent accidental
ignition or reaction of ignitable, reactive, or incompatible
wastes as required to demonstrate compliance with WAC
173-303-395 including documentation demonstrating compliance with WAC 173-303-395 (l)(c).
(x) Traffic pattern, estimated volume (number, types of
vehicles) and control (for example, show turns across traffic
lanes, and stacking lanes (if appropriate); describe access
road surfacing and load bearing capacity; show traffic control
signals).
(xi) Seismic risk consideration. The owner/operator of a
proposed facility or expansion of an existing facility must
identify the seismic risk zone in which the facility is intended
to be located. Where state or local maps are not available,
United States Geological Survey Open File Report number
82-1033 may be used to identify seismic risk zones. The
owner/ operator must demonstrate that the facility can and
will be designed to resist seismic ground motion and that the
design is sufficient to withstand the maximum horizontal
acceleration of a design earthquake specified in the demonstration.
(xii) An outline of both the introductory and continuing
training programs by owners or operators to prepare persons
to operate or maintain the TSD facility in a safe manner as
required to demonstrate compliance with WAC 173-303-330.
A brief description of how training will be designed to meet
actual job tasks in accordance with requirements in WAC
173-303-330 (l)(d).
(xiii) A copy of the closure plan and, where applicable,
the post-closure plan required by WAC 173-303-610 (3) and
(8). Include, where applicable, as part of the plans, specific
requirements in WAC 173-303-630(10), 173-303-640(8),
173-303-650(6), 173-303-655(8), 173-303-660(9), 173-303665(6), 173-303-670(8), and 173-303-680 (2) and (4).
(xiv) For dangerous waste disposal units that have been
closed, documentation that notices required under WAC 173303-610(10) have been filed.
(xv) The most recent closure cost estimate for the facility
prepared in accordance with WAC 173-303-620(3) and a
copy of the documentation required to demonstrate financial
assurance under WAC 173-303-620(4). For a new facility, a
copy of the required documentation may be submitted sixty
days prior to the initial receipt of dangerous wastes, if that is
later than the submission of the Part B.
(xvi) Where applicable, the most recent post-closure cost
estimate for the facility prepared in accordance with WAC
173-303-620(5) plus a copy of the documentation required to
demonstrate financial assurance under WAC 173-303620(6). For a new facility, a cppy of the required documentation may be submitted sixty days prior to the initial receipt of
dangerous wastes, if that is later than the submission of the
Part B.
(xvii) Where applicable, a copy of the insurance policy
or other documentation which comprises compliance with the
requirements of WAC 173-303-620(8). For a new facility,

(a) General requirements. Part B of the permit application consists of the general information requirements of this
subsection, and the specific information requirements in (b)
through (h) of this subsection as applicable to the facility.
The Part B information requirements presented in (a) through
(h) of this subsection, reflect the standards promulgated in
WAC 173-303-600. These information requirements are necessary in order for the department to determine compliance
with WAC 173-303-600 through 173-303-670. If owners and
operators of TSD facilities can demonstrate that the information prescribed in Part B cannot be provided to the extent
required, the department may make allowance for submission
of such information on a case-by-case basis. Information
required in Part B must be submitted to the department and
signed in accordance with requirements in WAC 173-303810(12). Certain technical data, such as design drawings and
specifications, and engineering studies must be certified by a
registered professional engineer. The following information
is required for all TSD facilities, except as WAC 173-303600(3) provides otherwise.
(i) A general description of the facility.
(ii) Chemical, biological, and physical analyses of the
dangerous waste and hazardous debris to be handled at the
facility. At a minimum, these analyses must contain all the
information which must be known to treat, store, or dispose
of the wastes properly in accordance with WAC 173-303600.
(iii) A copy of the waste analysis plan required by WAC
173-303-300(5) and, if applicable WAC 173-303-300 (5)(g).
(iv) A description of the security procedures and equipment required by WAC 173-303-310, or a justification demonstrating the reasons for requesting a waiver of this requirement.
(v) A copy of the general inspection schedule required
by WAC 173-303-320(2): Include where applicable, as part
of the inspection schedule, specific requirements in WAC
173-303-395 (l)(d), 173-303-630(6), 173-303-640 (4)(a)(i)
and (6), 173-303-650(4), 173-303-655(4), 173-303-660 (4)
and (5), 173-303-665( 4 ), 173-303-670(7), and 173-303680(3), and 40 CFR 264.1033, 264.1035, 264.1052,
264.1053, 264.1058, 264.1064, 264.1067, 264.1084,
264.1085, 264.1086, and 264.1088.
(vi) A justification of any request for a waiver(s) of the
preparedness and prevention requirements of WAC 173-303340, or a description of the procedures used to comply with
these requirements.
(vii) A copy of the contingency plan required by WAC
173-303-350: Include, where applicable, as part of the contingency plan, specific requirements in WAC 173-303640(7), 173-303-650(5) and 173-303-660(6).
(viii) A description of procedures, structures, or equipment used at the facility to:
(A) Prevent hazards and contain spills in unloading/
loading operations (for example, ramps, berms, pavement,
special forklifts);
(B) Prevent run-off from dangerous waste handling areas
to other areas of the facility or environment, or to prevent
flooding (for example, berms, dikes, trenches);
(C) Prevent contamination of water supplies;
[ 97]
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(C) On the topographic map required under (a)(xviii) of
this subsection, a delineation of the waste management area,
the property boundary, the proposed "point of compliance" as
defined under WAC 173-303-645(6), the proposed location
of ground water monitoring wells as required under WAC
173-303-645(8), and, to the extent possible, the information
required in (a)(xx)(B) of this subsection;
(D) A description of any plume of contamination that has
entered the ground water from a regulated unit at the time that ·
the application was submitted that:
(I) Delineates the extent of the plume on the topographic
map required under (a)(xviii) of this subsection;
(II) Identifies the concentration of each constituent
throughout the plume or identifies the maximum concentrations of each constituent in the plume. (Constituents are those
listed in Appendix IX of 40 CFR Part 264, and any other constituents not listed there which have caused a managed waste
to be regulated under this chapter.);
(E) Detailed plans and an engineering report describing
the proposed ground water monitoring program to be implemented to meet the requirements of WAC 173-303-645(8);
(F) If the presence of dangerous constituents has not
been detected in the ground water at the time of permit application, the owner or operator must submit sufficient information, supporting data, and analyses to.establish a detection
monitoring program which meets the requirements of WAC
173-303-645(9). This submission must address the following
items specified under WAC 173-303-645(9):
•
(I) A proposed list of indicator parameters, waste constituents, or reaction products that can provide a reliable indica- •
tion of the presence of dangerous constituents in the ground
water;
(II) A proposed ground water monitoring system;
(III) Background values for each proposed monitoring
parameter or constituent, or procedures to calculate such values; and
(IV) A description of proposed sampling, analysis and
statistical comparison procedures to be utilized in evaluating
ground water monitoring data;
(G) If the presence of dangerous constituents has been
detected in the ground water at the point of compliance at the
time of permit application, the owner or operator must submit
sufficient information, supporting data, and analyses to establish a compliance monitoring program which meets the
requirements of WAC 173-303-645( 10). The owner or operator must also submit an engineering feasibility plan for a
corrective action program necessary to meet the requirements
of WAC 173-303-645(11) except as provided in WAC 173303-645 (9)(h)(v). Alternatively, the owner or operator can
obtain written authorization in advance from the department
to submit a proposed permit schedule for development and
submittal of such information. To demonstrate complia.nce
with WAC 173-303-645(10), the owner or operator must
address the following items:
(I) A description of the wastes previously handled at the
•
facility;
•
ground
contaminated
the
of
(II) A characterization
water, including concentrations of dangerous constituents
and parameters;

documentation showing the amount of insurance meeting the
specification of WAC 173-303-620 (8)(a) and, if applicable,
WAC 173-303-620 (8)(b), that the owner or operator plans to
have in effect before initial receipt of dangerous waste for
treatment, storage, or disposal. A request for a variance in the
amount of required coverage, for a new or existing facility,
may be submitted as specified in WAC 173-303-620 (8)(c).
(xviii) A topographic map showing a distance of one
thousand feet around the facility at a scale of 2.5 centimeters
(1 inch) equal to not more than 61.0 meters (200 feet). Contours must be shown on the map. The contour interval must
be sufficient to clearly show the pattern of surface water flow
in the vicinity of and from each operational unit of the facility. For example, contours with an interval of 1.5 meters (5
feet), if relief is greater than 6.1 meters (20 feet), or an interval of 0.6 meters (2 feet), if relief is less than 6.1 meters (20
feet). Owners and operators of TSD facilities located in
mountainous areas should use large contour intervals to adequately show topographic profiles of facilities. The map must
clearly show the following:
(A) Map scale and date;
(B) One hundred-year floodplain area;
(C) Surface waters including intermittent streams;
(D) Surrounding land uses (residential, commercial,
agricultural, recreational);
(E) A wind rose (i.e., prevailing windspeed and direction);
(F) Orientation of the map (north arrow);
(G) Legal boundaries of the TSD facility site;
(H) Access control (fences, gates);
(I) Injection and withdrawal wells both on-site and offsite;
(J) Buildings; treatment, storage, or disposal operations;
or other structure (recreation areas, run-off control systems,
access and internal roads, storm, sanitary, and process sewerage systems, loading and unloading areas, fire control facilities, etc.);
(K) Barriers for drainage or flood control; and
(L) Location of operational units within the TSD facility
site, where dangerous waste is (or will be) treated, stored, or
disposed (include equipment clean-up areas).
(Note - For large TSD facilities the department will
allow the use of other scales on a case-by-case basis.)
(xix) Applicants may be required to submit such information as may be necessary to enable the department to carry
out its duties under other state or federal laws as required.
(xx) Additional information requirements. The following additional information regarding protection of ground
water is required from owners or operators of dangerous
waste facilities containing a regulated unit except as otherwise provided in WAC 173-303-645 (l)(b):
(A) A summary of the ground water monitoring data
obtained during the interim status period under 40 CFR
265.90 through 265.94, where applicable;
(B) Identification of the uppermost aquifer and aquifers
hydraulically interconnected beneath the facility property,
including ground water flow direction and rate, and the basis
for such identification (i.e., the information obtained from
hydrogeologic investigations of the facility area);
Proposed
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constituents from waste management units to the nearest
hydraulically downgradient receptor at any time during the
life of the facility. For the purposes of this subsection, the
downgradient receptor will be the facility property line,
perennial surface water or domestic well, whichever is nearest to the dangerous waste management unit. The contingent
ground water protection program must at a minimum:
(I) Define the local and regional hydrogeologic characteristics. The contingent ground water protection program
must be based on a sufficient understanding of site geology,
hydrology, and other factors to allow evaluation of its adequacy by the department. Site characterization must be performed in sufficient detail to provide, at a minimum, the following information: Site geostratigraphy; site hydrostratigraphy; identification of aquifers, aquitards, and aquicludes;
flow models for each stratum (i.e., porus media or fracture
flow); the distribution of vertical and horizontal hydraulic
conductivity; effective porosity; horizontal and vertical
hydraulic gradients; ground water travel time to receptors;
and heterogeneity for each stratigraphic unit. Site interpretative models must include ranges of tested values: The provisions of WAC 173-303-806 (4)(a)(xx) and 173-303-645,
must be used as guidance in the development of the contingent ground water protection program.
(II) Identify the range of potential release scenarios that
could occur during facility operation and the post-closure
care period. The scenarios must incorporate the intended
design(s) of the dangerous waste management unit(s), wastes
to be placed in the dangerous waste management unit(s),
waste and leachate chemistry, waste, and soil and rock
geochemical interactions, and the results of site characterization pursuant to WAC 173-303-806 (4)(a)(xx) and (xxi);
(III) Include specific physical action to be taken if dangerous waste or dangerous waste constituents are detected in
one or more of the monitoring wells. The physical actions
must be based upon engineering feasibility studies describing
remedial actions established from site specific conditions and
waste features. Such actions may include installation of a
pump and treat system between the monitoring well and the
receptor or installation of a section of slurry wall to decrease
ground water travel times. The description of the systems
must also provide how the remediation system will achieve
cleanup, its efficiency, and the timeframes involved;
(IV) Incorporate the design, construction, and sampling
methods outlined in WAC 173-303-645 (8)(c), (d), (e), (f),
and (g);
(V) Demonstrate to the satisfaction of the department
that the owner/ operator of the dangerous waste management
facility has the financial capability to implement the proposed ground water protection plan; and
(VI) Include reporting procedures to the department.
(B) The response actions identified in WAC 173-303806 (4)(a)(xxi)(A)(III) must be activated if the presence of
dangerous waste or dangerous waste constituents have been
detected at the point of compliance in accordance with WAC
173-303-645 (9)(g), and must continue until the concentration of dangerous waste or dangerous waste constituents
under WAC 173-303-645(4) are reduced to levels below their
respective concentration limits specified in WAC 173-303645(5).

(III) A list of constituents and parameters for which compliance monitoring will be undertaken in accordance with
WAC 173-303-645 (8) and (10);
(IV) Proposed concentration limits for each dangerous
constituent and parameter, based on the criteria set forth in
WAC 173-303-645 (5)(a), including a justification for establishing any alternate concentration limits;
(V) Detailed plans and an engineering report describing
the proposed ground water monitoring system, in accordance
with the requirements of WAC 173-303-645(8); and
(VI) A description of proposed sampling, analysis and
statistical comparison procedures to be utilized in evaluating
ground water monitoring data; and
(H) If dangerous constituents or parameters have been
measured in the ground water which exceed the concentration limits established under WAC 173-303-645(5), Table 1,
or if ground water monitoring conducted at the time of permit
application under 40 CFR 265.90 through 265.94 at the waste
boundary indicates the presence of dangerous constituents
from the facility in ground water over background concentrations, the owner or operator must submit sufficient information, supporting data, and analyses to establish a corrective
action program which meets the requirements of WAC 173303-645( ll). However, an owner or operator is not required
to submit information to establish a corrective action program if he demonstrates to the department that alternate concentration limits will protect human health and the environment after considering the criteria listed in WAC 173-303645(5). An owner or operator who is not required to establish
a corrective action program for this reason must instead submit sufficient information to establish a compliance monitoring program which meets the requirements of WAC 173-303645 (10) and (a)(xx)(F) of this subsection. To demonstrate
compliance with WAC 173-303-645(11), the owner or operator must address, at a minimum, the following items:
(I) A characterization of the contaminated ground water,
including concentrations of dangerous constituents and parameters;
(II) The concentration limit for each dangerous constituent and parameter found in the ground water as set forth in
WAC 173-303-645(5);
(III) Detailed plans and an engineering report describing
the corrective action to be taken;
(IV) A description of how the ground water monitoring
program will demonstrate the adequacy of the corrective
action; and
(V) The permit may contain a schedule for submittal of
the information required in (a)(xx)(H)(III) and (IV) of this
subsection, provided the owner or operator obtains written
authorization from the department prior to submittal of the
complete permit application.
(xxi) Contingent ground water protection program. The
following actions are required for owners or operators of proposed land-based facilities and may be required for owners/
operators of existing land-based facilities, except as provided
in WAC 173-303-645 (l)(b).
(A) Contingent ground water protection program. The
owner or operator must develop a contingent ground water
protection program. The purpose of this program will be to
prevent the migration of dangerous waste or dangerous waste
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(C) If the owner/operator does not demonstrate that the
ground water protection program will prevent the migration
of dangerous waste or its constituents to the nearest receptor,
the department will require corrections to be made in the protection program, increase setbacks from the nearest receptor,
or deny the permit.
(xxii) Additional requirements for incineration facilities.
The following actions regarding the protection of human
health and the environment must be taken by owners/operators of proposed hazardous waste incineration facilities and
may be required for owners or operators of existing incineration facilities.
(A) Ambient monitoring program. The owner/operator
will be required to develop an ambient monitoring program.
The purpose of this ambient monitoring program will be to:
Gather baseline environmental information characterizing
on-site and off-site environmental conditions prior to facility
operation; and, to identify and measure changes in the environment which may be linked to the construction and operation of the facility. The ambient monitoring program must, at
a minimum:
(I) Include a characterization of facility emission sources
and pathways of contaminant transport.
(II) Characterize local and regional ecosystems, including agricultural, and their sensitivity to the potential contaminants from the facility.
(III) Incorporate the findings of the environmental
impact statement's health risk assessment and/ or other
assessments specific to the proposal or available to the scientific community regarding emissions from dangerous waste
management facilities and their potential human health and
environmental effects.
(IV) Identify sensitive indicator plants and animals for
biomonitoring, identify specific chemical constituents of
concern, sampling locations, sampling frequency, sampling
and analytical methods, chain of custody procedures, quality
assurance/quality control procedures, reporting times, .
recordkeeping procedures, and data evaluation procedures.
(B) Environmental review procedures. The owner/
operator must establish procedures to allow for public review
of facility operation and all monitoring data required by the
facility's permit. In developing this process, the owner/
operator must, at a minimum:
(I) Coordinate this effort with the public and interested
local organizations;
(II) Identify the informational needs of the community
and develop a public information process which meets these
needs; and
(III) Develop procedures allowing full access by the public to all monitoring data required by the permit.
(C) Impact mitigation plan. Prior to the department issuing a permit, the owner/operator must submit an impact mitigation plan which demonstrates to the satisfaction of the
department that the owner/operator will mitigate all probable
significant adverse impacts, including economic, due to facility location and operations. The owner/operator must use as a
basis for identifying probable significant adverse economic
impacts those probable economic impacts identified during a
public review process, such as the environmental impact
statement scoping process, if applicable.
Proposed

The plan must include, but is not limited to, a description
of what the owner/ operator will do to reduce or prevent any
probable significant impacts before they occur, to mitigate
such impacts should they occur, and to ensure the owner/
operator has and will have the financial capability to implement such preventative and mitigative measures. Mitigation
measures may include, as an element, financial compensation
to adversely affected parties.
This plan may be submitted with environmental reports
the department requires for compliance with the State Environmental Policy Act, with the written citizen proponent
negotiation report and agreements, or with the Part B permit
application. If the plan does not demonstrate that the
owner/operator is capable of adequately mitigating the identified probable significant adverse economic impacts, the
department will require modification of the plan or of the proposed facility location, or will deny the permit application.
The department must be satisfied with the plan prior to the
issuance of the permit.
(xxiii) Information requirements for solid waste management units.
(A) The following information is required for each solid
waste management unit:
(I) The location of the unit on the topographic map
required under (a)(xviii) of this subsection.
(II) Designation of type of unit.
(III) General dimensions and structural description (supply any available drawings).
(IV) Time frame over which the unit was operated.
(V) Specification of all wastes that have been managed
in the unit, to the extent available.
(B) The owner/operator of any facility containing one or
more solid waste management units must submit all available
information pertaining to any release of dangerous wastes or
dangerous constituents from such unit or units.
(C) The owner/operator must conduct and provide the
results of sampling and analysis of ground water, landsurface, and subsurface strata, surface water, or air, which may
include the installation of wells, where the department determines it is necessary to complete a RCRA Facility Assessment that will determine if a more complete investigation is
necessary.
WAC 173-303-806 (4)(a)(xxiv):
(xxiv) Information requirements for known releases.
(A) In order to provide for corrective action necessary to
protect human health and the environment, the following
information is required for all known significant releases of
dangerous waste and dangerous constituents (as defined by
WAC 173-303-646 (2)(c)) at, and from, the facility. A significant release is a release which has affected or has the potential to affect human health or the environment at or beyond
the facility.
(I) The location of the release on the topographic map
required under (a)(xviii) of this subsection.
(II) General dimensions of the release and any relevant
structural description. For example, if the release is from a
storage tank, provide a structural description of the tank. Supply any available drawings.
(III) Time frame over which the release occurred.
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(IV) Specification of all dangerous waste or dangerous
constituents (as defined by WAC 173-303-646 (2)(c)) present
in the release, to the extent available.
(xxv) A summary of the preapplication meeting, along
with a list of attendees and their addresses, and copies of any
written comments or materials submitted at the meeting, as
required under WAC 173-303-281 (3)(c).
(xxvi) For land disposal facilities, if a case-by-case
extension has been approved under 40 CPR 268.5 or a petition has been approved under 40 CPR 268.6, a copy of the
notice of approval for the extension or petition is required.
(b) Specific Part B information requirements for containers. Except as otherwise provided in WAC 173-303-600(3),
owners or operators of facilities that store containers of dangerous waste must provide the following additional information:
(i) A description of the containment system to demonstrate compliance with WAC 173-303-630(7). Show at least
the following:
(A) Basic design parameters, dimensions, and materials
of construction including allowance for a twenty-five-year,
twenty-four-hour storm;
(B) How the design promotes positive drainage control
or how containers are kept from contact with standing liquids
in the containment system;
(C) Capacity of the containment system relative to the
volume of the largest container to be stored;
(D) Provisions for preventing or managing run-on;
(E) How accumulated liquids can be analyzed and
removed to prevent overflow; and
(F) A description of the building or other protective covering for EHW containers;
(ii) For storage areas that store containers holding wastes
that do not contain free liquids, a demonstration of compliance with WAC 173-303-630 (7)( c), including:
(A) Test procedures and results or other documentation
or information to show that the wastes do not contain free liquids; and
(B) A description of how the storage area is designed or
operated to drain and remove liquids or how containers are
kept from contact with standing liquids;
(iii) A description of the procedures for labeling containers;
(iv) Sketches, drawings, or data demonstrating compliance with WAC 173-303-630(8) (location of buffer zone and
containers holding ignitable or reactive wastes) and WAC
173-303-630 (9)(c) (location of incompatible wastes), where
applicable;
(v) Where incompatible wastes are stored or otherwise
managed in containers, a description of the procedures used
to ensure compliance with WAC 173-303-630 (9)(a) and (b),
and 173-303-395 (l)(b) and (c); and
(vi) Information on air emission control equipment as
required in (m) of this subsection.
(c) Specific Part B information requirements for tanks.
Except as otherwise provided in WAC 173-303-600(3), owners and operators of facilities that use tanks to store or treat
dangerous waste must provide the following information:
(i) A written assessment that is reviewed and certified by
an independent, qualified, registered professional engineer as
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to the structural integrity and suitability for handling dangerous waste of each tank system, as required under WAC 173303-640 (2) and (3);
(ii) Dimensions and capacity of each tank;
(iii) Description of feed systems, safety cutoff, bypass
systems, and pressure controls (e.g., vents);
(iv) A diagram of piping, instrumentation, and process
flow for each tank system;
(v) A description of materials and equipment used to
provide external corrosion protection, as required under
WAC 173-303-640 (3)(a)(iii)(B);
(vi) For new tank systems, a detailed description of how
the tank system(s) will be installed in compliance with WAC
173-303-640 (3)(b), (c), (d), and (e);
(vii) Detailed plans and a description of how the secondary containment system for each tank system is or will be
designed, constructed, and operated to meet the requirements
of WAC 173-303-640 (4)(a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f);
(viii) For tank systems for which a variance from the
requirements of WAC 173-303-640(4) is sought (as provided
by WAC 173-303-640 (4)(g)):
(A) Detailed plans and engineering and hydrogeologic
reports, as appropriate, describing alternate design and operating practices that will, in conjunction with location aspects,
prevent the migration of any dangerous waste or dangerous
constituents into the ground water or surface water during the
life of the facility; or
(B) A detailed assessment of the substantial present or
potential hazards posed to human health or the environment
should a release enter the environment.
(ix) Description of controls and practices to prevent
spills and overflows, as required under WAC 173-303-640
(5)(b);
(x) For tank systems in which ignitable, reactive, or
incompatible wastes are to be stored or treated, a description
of how operating procedures and tank system and facility
design will achieve compliance with the requirements of
WAC 173-303-640 (9) and (10);
(xi) A description of the marking and/or labeling of
tanks;
(xii) Tank design to prevent escape of vapors and emissions of acutely or chronically toxic (upon inhalation) EHW;
and
(xiii) Information on air emission control equipment as
required in (m) of this subsection.
(d) Specific Part B information requirements for surface
impoundments. Except as otherwise provided in WAC 173303-600(3), owners and operators of facilities that store,
treat, or dispose of dangerous waste in surface impoundments
must provide the following additional information:
(i) A list of the dangerous wastes placed or to be placed
in each surface impoundment;
(ii) Detailed plans and an engineering report describing
how the surface impoundment is designed, and is or will be
constructed, operated and maintained to meet the requirements of WAC 173-303-650 (2)U), ( 10), (11 ), and 173-303335, addressing the following items:
(A) The liner system (except for an existing portion of a
surface impoundment), including the certification required
by WAC 173-303-650 (2)(a)(i)(D) for EHW management. If
Proposed
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an exemption from the requirement for a liner is sought as
provided by WAC 173-303-650 (2)(b), submit detailed plans
and engineering and hydrogeologic reports, as appropriate,
describing alternate design and operating practices that will,
in conjunction with location aspects, prevent the migration of
any dangerous constituents into the ground water or surface
water at any future time;
(B) Prevention of overtopping;
(C) Structural integrity of dikes;
(D) The double liner and leak (leachate) detection, collection, and removal system, if the surface impoundmen t
must meet the requirements of WAC 173-303-650 (2)(j). If
an exemption from the requirements for double liners and a
leak detection, collection, and removal system or alternative
design is sought as provided by WAC 173-303-650 (2)(k),
(1), or (m), submit appropriate information;
(E) If the leak detection system is located in a saturated
zone, submit detailed plans and an engineering report
explaining the leak detection system design and operation,
and the location of the saturated zone in relation to the leak
detection system;
(F) The construction quality assµrance (CQA) plan if
required under WAC 173-303-335; and
(G) Proposed action leakage rate, with rationale, if
required under WAC 173-303-650( 10), and response action
plan, if required under WAC 173-303-650(11).
(iii) Reserve.
(iv) A description of how each surface impoundment,
including the double liner system, leak detection system,
cover systems and appurtenances for control of overtopping,
will be inspected in order to meet the requirements of WAC
173-303-650 (4)(a), (b), and (d). This information should be
included in the inspection plan submitted under (a)(v) of this
subsection;
(v) A certification by a qualified engineer which attests
to the structural integrity of each dike, as required under
WAC 173-303-650 (4)(c). For new units, the owner or operator must submit a statement by a qualified engineer that he
will provide such a certification upon completion of construction in accordance with the plans and specifications;
(vi) A description of the procedure to be used for removing a surface impoundment from service, as required under
WAC 173-303-650 (5)(b) and (c). This information should be
included in the contingency plan submitted under (a)(vii) of
this subsection;
(vii) A description of how dangerous waste residues and
contaminated materials will be removed from the unit at closure, as required under WAC 173-303-650 (6)(a)(i). For any
wastes not to be removed from the unit upon closure, the
owner or operator must submit detailed plans and an engineering report describing how WAC 173-303-650 (6)(a)(ii)
and (b) will be complied with. This information should be
included in the closure plan and, where applicable, the postclosure plan submitted under (a)(xiii) of this subsection;
(viii) If ignitable or reactive wastes are to be placed in a
surface impoundment, an explanation of how WAC 173-303650(7) will be complied with;
(ix) If incompatible wastes, or incompatible wastes and
materials will be placed in a surface impoundment, an explanation of how WAC 173-303-650(8) will be complied with;
Proposed

(x) Where applicable, a waste management plan for Dangerous Waste Nos. F020, F021, F022, F023, F026, or F027
describing how the surface impoundme nt is or will be
designed to meet the requirements of WAC 173-303-650(9);
and
(xi) Information on air emission control equipment as
required in (m) of this subsection.
(e) Specific Part B information requirements for waste
piles. Except as otherwise provided in WAC 173-303-600(3),
owners and operators of facilities that store or treat dangerous
waste in waste piles must provide the following additional
information:
(i) A list of dangerous wastes placed or to be placed in
each waste pile;
(ii) If an exemption is sought to WAC 173-303-660(2),
and 173-303-645 as provided by WAC 173-303-660 ( 1)(c),
an explanation of how the standards of WAC 173-303-660
(l)(c) will be complied with;
(iii) Detailed plans and an engineering report describing
how the waste pile is designed, and is or will be constructed,
operated, and maintained to meet the requirements of WAC
173-303-335, 173-303-660 (2)(j), (11) and (12), addressing
the following items:
(A)(I) The liner system (except for an existing portion of
a pile) if the waste pile must meet the requirements of WAC
173-303-660(2), including the licensed engineer's certification when required by WAC 173-303-660 (2)(c). If an
exemption from the requirement for a liner is sought, as provided by WAC 173-303-660 (2)(d), submit detailed plans and
engineering and hydrogeolog ic reports, as applicable,
describing alternate design and operating practices that will,
in conjunction with location aspects, prevent the migration of
any dangerous constituents into the ground water or surface
water at any future time;
(II) The double liner and leak (leachate) detection, collection, and removal system, if the waste pile must meet the
requirements of WAC 173-303-660 (2)(j). If an exemption
from the requirements for double liners and a leak detection,
collection, and remov.al system or alternative design is sought
as provided by WAC 173-303-660 (2)(k), (I), or (m), submit
appropriate information;
(III) If the leak detection system is located in a saturated
zone, submit detailed plans and an engineering report
explaining the leak detection system design and operation,
and the location of the saturated zone in relation to the leak
detection system;
(IV) The construction quality assurance (CQA) plan if
required under WAC 173-303-335;
(V) Proposed action leakage rate, with rationale, if
required under WAC 173-303-660(3), and response action
plan, if required under WAC 173-303-660(4);
(B) Control of run-on;
(C) Control of run-off;
(D) Management of collection and holding units associated with run-on and run-off control systems; and
(E) Control of wind dispersal of particulate matter,
where applicable;
(iv) Reserve.
(v) A description of how each waste pile, including the
double liner system, leachate collection and removal system,
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leak detection system, cover system and appurtenances for
control of run-on and run-off, will be inspected in order to
meet the requirements of WAC 173-303-660(5). This information should be included in the inspection plan submitted
under (a)(v) of this subsection. If an exemption is sought to
WAC 173-303-645 pursuant to WAC 173-303-660(4),
describe in the inspection plan how the inspection requirements of WAC 173-303-660 (4 )(a)(iii) will be complied
with;
(vi) If treatment is carried out on or in the pile, details of
the process and equipment used, and the nature and quality of
the residuals;
(vii) If ignitable or reactive wastes are to be placed in a
waste pile, an explanation of how the requirements of WAC
173-303-660(7) will be complied with;
(viii) If incompatible wastes, or incompatible wastes and
materials will be placed in a waste pile, an explanation of
how WAC 173-303-660(8) will be complied with;
(ix) A description of how dangerous waste, waste residues and contaminated materials will be removed from the
waste pile at closure, as required under WAC 173-303-660
(9)(a). For any waste not to be removed from the waste pile
upon closure, the owner or operator must submit detailed
plans and an engineering report describing how WAC 173303-665 (6)(a) and (b) will be complied with. This information should be included in the closure plan and, where applicable, the post-closure plan submitted under (a)(xiii) of this
subsection;
(x) Where applicable, a waste management plan for Dangerous Waste Nos. F020, F021, F022, F023, F026, or F027
describing how a waste pile that is not enclosed (as defined in
WAC 173-303-660 (l)(c)) is or will be designed, constructed, operated, and maintained to meet the requirements
of WAC 173-303-660( 10).
(f) Specific Part B information requirements for incinerators. Except as WAC 173-303-670(1) provides otherwise,
owners and operators of facilities that incinerate dangerous
waste must fulfill the informational requirements of (f) of this
subsection.
(i) When seeking an exemption under WAC 173-303670 (l)(b) (ignitable or reactive wastes only):
(A) Documentation that the waste is listed as a dangerous waste in WAC 173-303-080, solely because it is ignitable; or
(B) Documentation that the waste is listed as a dangerous
waste in WAC 173-303-080, solely because it is reactive for
characteristics other than those listed in WAC 173-303-090
(7)(a)(iv) and (v), and will not be burned when other dangerous wastes are present in the combustion zone; or
(C) Documentation that the waste is a dangerous waste
solely because it possesses the characteristic of ignitability,
as determined by the tests for characteristics of dangerous
waste under WAC 173-303-090; or
(D) Documentation that the waste is a dangerous waste
solely because it possesses the reactivity characteristics listed
in WAC 173-303-090 (7)(a)(i), (ii), (iii), (vi), (vii), and (viii),
and that it will not be burned when other dangerous wastes
are present in the combustion zone.
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(ii) Submit a trial burn plan or the results of a trial bum,
including all required determinations, in accordance with
WAC 173-303-807 .
(iii) In lieu of a trial burn, the applicant may submit the
following information;
(A) An analysis of each waste or mixture of wastes to be
burned including:
(I) Heating value of the waste in the form and composition in which it will be burned;
(II) Viscosity (if applicable), or description of physical
form of the waste, and specific gravity of the waste;
(III) An identification of any dangerous organic constituents listed in WAC 173-303-9905 or, if not listed, which
cause the waste(s) to be regulated, which are present in the
waste to be burned, except that the applicant need not analyze
for constituents which would reasonably not be expected to
be found in the waste. The constituents excluded from analysis must be identified and the basis for their exclusion stated.
The waste analysis must rely on analytical techniques specified in WAC 173-303-110 (3)(a), or their equivalent;
(IV) An approximate quantification of the dangerous
constituents identified in the waste, within the precision produced by the analytical methods specified in WAC 173-303110 (3)(a); and
(V) A quantification of those dangerous constituents in
the waste which may be designated as principal organic dangerous constituents (PODC's) based on data submitted from
other trial or operational bums which demonstrate compliance with the performance standards in WAC 173-303670(4);
(B) A detailed engineering description of the incinerator,
including:
(I) Manufacturer's name and model number of incinerator;
(II) Type of incinerator;
(III) Linear dimension of incinerator unit including cross
sectional area of combustion chamber;
(IV) Description of auxiliary fuel system (type/feed);
(V) Capacity of prime mover;
(VI) Description of automatic waste feed cutoff system(s);
(VII) Stack gas monitoring and pollution control monitoring system;
(VIII) Nozzle and burner design;
(IX) Construction materials; and
(X) Location and description of temperature, pressure,
and flow indicating devices and control devices;
(C) A description and analysis of the waste to be burned
compared with the waste for which data from operational or
trial bums are provided to support the contention that a trial
bum is not needed. The data should include those items listed
in (f)(iii)(A) of this subsection. This analysis should specify
the principal organic dangerous constituents (PODC's) which
the applicant has identified in the waste for which a permit is
sought, and any differences from the PODC's in the waste for
which bum data are provided;
(D) The design and operating conditions of the incinerator unit to be used, compared with that for which comparative
bum data are available;
Proposed
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(E) A description of the results submitted from any previously conducted trial burn(s) including:
(I) Sampling and analysis techniques used to calculate
performance standards in WAC 173-303-670(4); and
(II) Methods and results of monitoring temperatures,
waste feed rates, carbon monoxide, and an appropriate indicator of combustion gas velocity (including a statement concerning the precision and accuracy of this measurement);
(F) The expected incinerator operation information to
demonstrate compliance with WAC 173-303-670 (4) and (6),
including:
(I) Expected carbon monoxide (CO) level in the stack
exhaust gas;
(II) Waste feed rate;
(III) Combustion zone temperature;
(IV) Indication of combustion gas velocity;
(V) Expected stack gas volume, flow rate, and temperature;
(VI) Computed residence time for waste in the combustion zone;
(VII) Expected hydrochloric acid removal efficiency;
(VIII) Expected fugitive emissions and their control procedures; and
(IX) Proposed waste feed cutoff limits based on the identified significant operating parameters;
(G) Such supplemental information as the department
finds necessary to achieve the purposes of this subsection;
(H) Waste analysis data, including that submitted in
(f)(iii)(A) of this subsection, sufficient to allow the department to specify as permit principal organic dangerous constituents (permit PODC's) those constituents for which
destruction and removal efficiencies will be required; and
(I) Test protocols and sampling and analytical data to
demonstrate the designation status under WAC 173-303-070
of:
(I) Incinerator ash residues, if any; and
(II) Residues from the air pollution control devices.
(iv) The department will approve a permit application
without a trial burn if the department finds that:
(A) The wastes are sufficiently similar; and
(B) The incinerator units are sufficiently similar, and the
data from other trial burns are adequate to specify (under
WAC 173-303-670(6)) operating conditions that will ensure
that the performance standards in WAC 173-303-670(4) will
be met by the incinerator.
(g) Specific Part B information requirements for land
treatment facilities. Except as otherwise provided in WAC
173-303-600(3), owners and operators of facilities that use
land treatment to dispose of dangerous waste must provide
the following additional information:
(i) A description of plans to conduct a treatment demonstration as required under WAC 173-303-65 5(3). The
description must include the following information:
(A) The wastes for which the demonstration will be
made and the potential dangerous constituents in the waste;
(B) The data sources to be used to make the demonstration (e.g., literature, laboratory data, field data, or operating
data);
(C) Any specific laboratory or field test that will be conducted, including:
Proposed

(I) The type of test (e.g., column leaching, degradation);
(II) Materials and methods, including analytical proce- ~
~
dures;
and
completion;
for
time
Expected
(III)
(IV) Characteristics of the unit that will be simulated in
the demonstration, including treatment zone characteristics,
climatic conditions, and operating practices;
(ii) A description of a land treatment program, as
required under WAC 173-303-655(2). This information must
be submitted with the plans for the treatment demons\fation,
and updated following the treatment demonstration. The land
treatment program must address the following items:
(A) The wastes to be land treated;
(B) Design measures and operating practices necessary
to maximize treatment in accordance with WAC 173-303655 (4)(a) including:
(I) Waste application method and rate;
(II) Measures to control soil pH;
(III) Enhancement of microbial or chemical reactions;
and
(IV) Control of moisture content;
(C) Provisions for unsaturated zone monitoring, including:
(I) Sampling equipment, procedures, and frequency;
(II) Procedures for selecting sampling locations;
(III) Analytical procedures;
(IV) Chain of custody control;
(V) Procedures for establishing background values;
(VI) Statistical methods for interpreting results; and
(VII) The justification for any dangerous constituents
recommended for selection as principal dangerous constituents, in accordance with the criteria for such selection in
WAC 173-303-655 (6)(a);
(D) A list of dangerous constituents reasonably expected
to be in, or derived from, the wastes to be land treated based
on waste analysis performed pursuant to WAC 173-303-300;
(E) The proposed dimensions of the treatment zone;
(iii) A description of how the unit is or will be designed,
constructed, operated, and maintained in order to meet the
requirement s of WAC 173-303-655 (4). This submission
must address the following items:
(A) Control of run-on;
(B) Collection and control of run-off;
(C) Minimization of run-off of dangerous constituents
from the treatment zone;
(D) Management of collection and holding facilities
associated with run-on and run-off control systems;
(E) Periodic inspection of the unit. This information
should be included in the inspection plan submitted under
(a)(v) of this subsection; and
(F) Control of wind dispersal of particulate matter, if
applicable;
(iv) If food-chain crops are to be grown in or on the treatment zone of the land treatment unit, a description of how the
demonstration required under WAC 173-303-655(5) will be ~
~
conducted including:
the
which
for
crop
(A) Characteristics of the food-chain
demonstration will be made;
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(B) Characteristics of the waste, treatment zone, and
waste application method and rate to be used in the demonstration;
(C) Procedures for crop growth, sample collection, sample analysis, and data evaluation;
(D) Characteristics of the comparison crop including the
location and conditions under which it was or will be grown;
and
(E) If cadmium is present in the land treated waste, a
description of how the requirements of WAC 173-303-655
(5)(b) will be complied with;
(v) A description of the vegetative cover to be applied to
closed portions of the facility, and a plan for maintaining
such cover during the post-closure care period, as required
under WAC 173-303-655 (8)(a)(viii) and (c)(ii). This information should be included in the closure plan and, where
applicable, the post-closure care plan submitted under
(a)(xiii) of this subsection;
(vi) If ignitable or reactive wastes will be placed in or on
the treatment zone, an explanation of how the requirements
of WAC 173-303-655(9) will be complied with; and
(vii) If incompatible wastes, or incompatible wastes and
materials, will be placed in or on the same treatment zone, an
explanation of how WAC 173-303-655(10) will be complied
with.
(viii) Where applicable, a waste management plan for
Dangerous Waste Nos. F020, F021, F022, F023, F026, or
F027 describing how a land treatment facility is or will be
designed, constructed, operated, and maintained to meet the
requirements of WAC 173-303-655( 12).
(h) Specific Part B information requirements for landfills. Except as otherwise provided in WAC 173-303-600(3),
owners and operators of facilities that dispose of dangerous
waste in landfills must provide the following additional information;
(i) A list of the dangerous wastes placed or to be placed
in each landfill or landfill cell;
(ii) Detailed plans and an engineering report describing
how the landfill is designed, and is or will be constructed,
operated and maintained to comply with the requirements of
WAC 173-303-335, 173-303-665 (2), (8) and (9) address.ing
the following items:
(A)(I) The liner system (except for an existing portion of
a landfill), if the landfill must meet the requirements of WAC
173-303-665 (2)(a), including the licensed engineer's certification required by WAC 173-303-665 (2)(a)(i). If an exemption from the requirements for a liner and a leachate collection and removal system is sought, as provided by WAC 173303-665 (2)(b), submit detailed plans and engineering and
hydrogeologic reports, as appropriate, describing alternate
designs and operating practices that will, in conjunction with
location aspects, prevent the migration of any dangerous constituent into the ground water or surface water at any future
time;
(II) The double liner and leak (leachate) detection, collection, and removal system, if the landfill must meet the
requirements of WAC 173-303-665 (2)(h). If an exemption
from the requirements for double liners and a leak detection,
collection, and removal system or alternative design is sought
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as provided by WAC 173-303-665 (2)(j), (k) or (I), submit
appropriate information;
(III) If the leak detection system is located in a saturated
zone, submit detailed plans and an engineering report
explaining the leak detection system design and operation,
and the location of the saturated zone in relation to the leak
detection system;
(IV) The construction quality assurance (CQA) plan if
required under WAC 173-303-335;
(V) Proposed action leakage rate, with rationale, if
required under WAC 173-303-665(8), and response action
plan, if required under 173-303-665(9);
(B) Control of run-on;
(C) Control of run-off;
(D) Management of collection and holding facilities
associated with run-on and run-off control systems; and
(E) Control of wind dispersal of particulate matter,
where applicable;
(iii) Reserve.
(iv) A description of how each landfill, including the
double liner system, leachate collection and removal system,
cover systems, and appurtenances for control for run-on and
run-off will be inspected in order to meet the requirements of
WAC 173-303-665(4). This information must be included in
the inspection plan submitted under (a)(v) of this subsection;
(v) Detailed plans and an engineering report describing
the final cover which will be applied to each landfill or landfill cell at closure in accordance with WAC 173-303-665
(6)(a), and a description of how each landfill will be maintained and monitored after closure in accordance with WAC
173-303-665 (6)(b) and (c). This information should be
included in the closure and post-closure plans submitted
under (a)(xiii) of this subsection;
(vi) If incompatible wastes, or incompatible wastes and
materials will be landfilled, an explanation of how WAC
173-303-665(7) will be complied with;
(vii) A description of how each landfill will be designed
and operated in order to comply with WAC 173-303-140.
(i) Specific Part B information requirements for miscellaneous units. Except.as otherwise provided in WAC 173303-680(1), owners and operators of facilities that treat,
store, or dispose of dangerous waste in miscellaneous units
must provide the following additional information:
(i) A detailed description of the unit being used or proposed for use, including the following:
(A) Physical characteristics, materials of construction,
and dimensions of the unit;
(B) Detailed plans and engineering reports describing
how the unit will be located, designed, constructed, operated,
maintained, monitored, inspected, and closed to comply with
the requirements of WAC 173-303-680 (2) and (3); and
(C) For disposal units, a detailed description of the plans
to comply with the post-closure requirements of WAC 173303-680(4).
(ii) Detailed hydrologic, geologic, and meteorologic
assessments and land-use maps for the region surrounding
the site that address and ensure compliance of the unit with
each factor in the environmental performance standards of
WAC 173-303-680(2). If the applicant can demonstrate that
he does not violate the environmental performance standards
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of WAC 173-303-6 80(2) and the departmen t agrees with
such demonstra tion, preliminary hydrologic, geologic, and
meteorologic assessments will suffice.
(iii) Information on the potential pathways of exposure
of humans or environmental receptors to dangerous waste or
dangerous constituents and on the potential magnitude and
nature of such exposures.
(iv) For any treatment unit, a report on a demonstration
of the effectiveness of the treatment based on laboratory or
field data.
(v) Any additional information determined by the
department to be necessary for evaluation of compliance of
the unit with the environme ntal performance standards of
WAC 173-303-680(2).
U) Specific Part B information requirements for process
vents. Except as otherwise provided in WAC 173-303600(3), owners and operators of facilities that have process
vents to which WAC 173-303-690 applies must provide the
following additional information:
(i) For facilities that cannot install a closed-vent system
and control device to comply with the provisions of WAC
173-303-690 on the effective date that the facility becomes
subject to the provisions of WAC 173-303-690 or 40 CFR
265 Subpart AA incorporated by reference at WAC 173-303400 (3)(a), an implementation schedule as specified ,in 40
CFR section 264.1033 (a)(2).
(ii) Documentation of compliance with the process vent
standards in 40 CFR section 264.1032, including:
(A) Information and data identifying all affected process
vents, annual throughput and operating hours of each affected
unit, estimated emission rates for each affected vent and for
the overall facility (i.e., the total emissions for all affected
vents at the facility), and the approximate location within the
facility of each affected unit (e.g., identify the dangerous
waste management units on a facility plot plan).
(B) Information and data supporting estimates of vent
emissions and emission reduction achieved by add-on control
devices based on engineering calculations or source tests. For
the purpose of determinin g complianc e, estimates of vent
emissions and emission reductions must be made using operating parameter values (e.g., temperatures, flow rates, or concentrations) that represent the conditions that exist when the
waste manageme nt unit is operating at the highest load or
capacity level reasonably expected to occur.
(C) Information and data used to determine whether or
not a process vent is subject to the requirements of 40 CFR
section 264.1032.
(iii) Where an owner or operator applies for permission
to use a control device other than a thermal vapor incinerator,
catalytic vapor incinerator, flare, boiler, process heater, condenser, or carbon adsorption system to comply with the
requireme nts of 40 CFR 264.1032, and chooses to use test
data to determine the organic removal efficiency or the total
organic compound concentrat ion achieved by the control
device, a performan ce test plan as specified in 40 CFR
264.1035 (b)(3).
(iv) Documentation of compliance with 40 CFR
264.1033, including:
(A) A list of all information references and sources u~ed
in preparing the documentation.
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appropriate sections of "APTI Course 415: Control of Gaseous Emissions" (WAC 173-303-110 (3)(g)(viii)) or other
engineering texts acceptable to the department that present
basic control device design information. The design analysis
will address the vent stream characteri stics and control
device operation parameters as specified in 40 CFR 264.1035
(b)( 4)(iii).
(D) A statement signed and dated by the owner or operator certifying that the operating parameters used in the
design analysis reasonably represent the conditions that exist
when the dangerous waste management unit is or would be
operating at the highest load or capacity level reasonably
expected to occur.
(E) A statement signed and dated by the owner or operator certifying that the control device is designed to operate at
an efficiency of 95 weight percent or greater unless the total
organic emission limits of 40 CFR 264.1032(a) for affected
process vents at the facility can be attained by a control
device involving vapor recovery at an.efficiency less than 95
weight percent.
(k) Specific Part B information requirements for equipment leaks. Except as otherwise provided in WAC 173-303600(3), owners and operators of facilities that have equipment to which WAC 173-303-691 applies must provide the
•
following additional information:
~
173-303WAC
which
to
equipment
of
piece
(i) For each
691 applies:
(A) Equipment identification number and dangerous
waste management unit identification.
(B) Approximate locations within the facility (e.g., identify the dangerous waste management unit on a facility plot
plan).
(C) Type of equipment (e.g., a pump or pipeline valve).
(D) Percent by weight total organics in the hazardous
waste stream at the equipment.
(E) Hazardous waste state at the equipment (e.g.,
gas/vapor or liquid).
(F) Method of compliance with the standard (e.g.,
"monthly leak detection and repair" or "equipped with dual
mechanical seals").
(ii) For facilities that cannot install a closed-vent system
and control device to comply with the provisions of WAC
173-303-691 on the effective date that the facility becomes
subject to the provisions of WAC 173-303-6 91or40 CFR
Part 265 Subpart BB incorporated by reference at WAC 173303-400 (3)(a), an implementation schedule as specified in
40 CFR 264.1033 (a)(2).
(iii) Where an owner or operator applies for permission
to use a control device other than a thermal vapor incinerator,
catalytic vapor incinerator, flare, boiler, process heater, condenser, or carbon adsorption system and chooses to use test
data to determine the organic removal efficiency or the total ~
organic compound concentrat ion achieved by the control •
device, a performance test plan as specified in 40 CFR section 264.1035 (b)(3).
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(iv) Documentation that demonstrates compliance with
the equipment standards in 40 CFR sections 264.1052 to
264.1059. This documentation will contain the records
required under 40 CFR 264.1064. The department may
request further documentation before deciding if compliance
has been demonstrated.
(v) Documentation to demonstrate compliance with 40
CFR section 264.1060 will include the following information:
(A) A list of all information references and sources used
in preparing the documentation.
(B) Records, including the dates, of each compliance test
required by 40 CFR 264.1033(j).
(C) A design analysis, specifications, drawings, schematics, and piping and instrumentation diagrams based on the
appn:>priate sections of "ATPI Course 415: Control of Gaseous Emissions" (incorporated by reference as specified in
WAC 173-303-110 (3)(g)(viii)) or other engineering texts
acceptable to the department that present basic control device
design information. The design analysis will address the vent
stream characteristics and control device operation parameters as specified in 40 CFR 264.1035 (b)(4)(iii).
(D) A statement signed and dated by the owner or operator certifying that the operating parameters used in the
design analysis reasonably represent the conditions that exist
when the dangerous waste management unit is operating at
the highest load or capacity level reasonably expected to
occur.
(E) A statement signed and dated by the owner or operator certifying that the control device is designed to operate at
an efficiency of 95 weight percent or greater.
(I) Special Part B information requirements for drip
pads.
Except as otherwise provided by WAC 173-303-600(3),
owners and operators of dangerous waste treatment, storage,
or disposal facilities that collect, store, or treat hazardous
waste on drip pads must provide the following additional
information:
(i) A list of hazardous wastes placed or to be placed on
each drip pad.
(ii) If an. exemption is sought to WAC 173-303-645, as
provided by WAC 173-303-645(1 ), detailed plans and an
engineering report describing how the requirements of WAC
173-303-645 (l)(b) will be met.
(iii) Detailed plans and an engineering report describing
how the drip pad is or will be designed, constructed, operated
and maintained to meet the requirements of WAC 173-303675( 4), including the as-built drawings and specifications.
This submission must address the following items as specified in WAC 173-303-675(2):
(A) The design characteristics of the drip pad;
(B) The liner system;
(C) The leakage detection system, including the leak
detection system and how it is designed to detect the failure
of the drip pad or the presence of any releases of hazardous
waste or accumulated liquid at the earliest practicable time;
(D) Practices designed to maintain drip pads;
(E) The associated collection system;
(F) Control of run-on to the drip pad;
(G) Control of run-off from the drip pad;
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(H) The interval at which drippage and other materials
will be removed from the associated collection system and a
statement demonstrating that the interval will be sufficient to
prevent overflow onto the drip pad;
(I) Procedures for cleaning the drip pad at least once
every seven days to ensure the removal of any accumulated
residues of waste or other materials, including but not limited
to rinsing, washing with detergents or other appropriate solvents, or steam cleaning and provisions for documenting the
date, time, and cleaning procedure used each time the pad is
cleaned.
(J) Operating practices and procedures that will be followed to ensure that tracking of hazardous waste or waste
constituents off the drip pad due to activities by personnel or
equipment is minimized;
(K) Procedures for ensuring that, after removal from the
treatment vessel, treated wood from pressure and nonpressure processes is held on the drip pad until drippage has
ceased, including recordkeeping practices;
(L) Provisions for ensuring that collection and holding
units associated with the run-on and run-off control systems
are emptied or otherwise managed as soon as possible after
storms to maintain design capacity of the system;
(M) If treatment is carried out on the drip pad, details of
the process equipment used, and the nature and quality of the
residuals.
(N) A description of how each drip pad, including appurtenances for control of run-on and run-off, will be inspected
in order to meet the requirements of WAC 173-303-675(4).
This information should be included in the inspection plan
submitted under (a)( v) of this subsection.
(0) A certification signed by an independent qualified,
registered professional engineer, stating that the drip pad
design meets the requirements of WAC 173-303-675 (4)(a)
through (t).
(P) A description of how hazardous waste residues and
contaminated materials will be removed from the drip pad at
closure, as required under WAC 173-303-675 (6)(a). For any
waste not to be removed from the drip pad upon closure, the
owner or operator must submit detailed plans and an engineering report describing how WAC 173-303-665(6) will be
complied with. This information should be included in the
closure plan and, where applicable, the post-closure plan submitted under (a)(xiii) of this subsection.
(m) Specific Part B information requirements for air
emission controls for tanks, surface impoundments, and containers (Subpart CC) at 40 CFR Part 270.27 are incorporated
by reference.
(5) Construction. A person may begin physical construction of a new facility, or of new portions of an existing facility if the new portions would amount to reconstruction under
interim status (WAC 173-303-805(7)), only after complying
with WAC 173-303-281, submitting Part A and Part B of the
permit application and receiving a final facility permit. All
permit applications must be submitted at least one hundred
eighty days before physical construction is expected to begin.
(6) Reapplications. Any dangerous waste facility with an
effective final facility permit must submit a new application
one hundred eighty days prior to the expiration date of the
effective permit, unless the department grants a later date
Proposed
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provided that such date will never be later than the expiration
date of the effective permit.
Note:

See public notice requirements at WAC 173-303-28 !(5).

(7) Continuation of expiring permits.

(a) When the owner/opera tor submits a timely application for a final facility permit and the application is determined by the department to be complete pursuant to subsection (8) of this section, the facility is allowed to continue
operating under the expiring or expired permit until the effective date of the new permit.
(b) When the facility is not in compliance with the conditions of the expiring or expired permit, the department may
choose to do any of the following:
(i) Initiate enforcement action based upon the permit
which has been continued;
(ii) Issue a notice of intent to deny the new permit. If the
permit is denied, the owner or operator would then be
required to cease the activities authorized by the continued
permit or be subject to enforcement action for operating without a permit;
(iii) Issue a new permit with appropriate conditions;
and/or
(iv) Take other actions authorized by this chapter.
(8) Completeness. The department will not issue a final
facility permit before receiving a complete application,
except for permits by rule or emergency permits. An application for a permit is complete when the application form and
any supplementa l information has been submitted to the
department's satisfaction. The completeness of any application for a permit will be judged independently of the status of
any other permit application or permit for the same facility or
activity. The department may deny a permit for the active life
of a dangerous waste managemen t facility or unit before
receiving a complete application for a permit.
(9) Recordkeeping. Applicants must keep records of all
data used to complete the permit applications, and any supplemental information submitted to the department for a
period of at least three years from the date the application is
signed.
(10) General permit conditions. All final facility permits
will contain general permit conditions described in WAC
173-303-810.
(11) Permit duration.
(a) Final facility permits will be effective for a fixed term
not to exceed ten years.
(b) The department may issue any final facility permit
for a duration that is less than the full allowable term.
(c) The term of a final facility permit will not be
extended beyond ten years, unless otherwise authorized
under subsection (7) of this section.
(d) Each permit for a land disposal facility will be
reviewed by the department five years after the date of permit
issuance or reissuance and will be modified as necessary, as
provided in WAC 173-303-830(3).
(12) Reserve.
(13) Grounds for denial. A permit application will be
denied pursuant to the procedures in WAC 173-303-840 if it
is determined that the proposed location and/or activity
endangers public health and the environment as demonstrated
Proposed

by the permit applicant's failure to satisfy the performance
standards of WAC 173-303-283.
(14) Permit changes. All final facility permits will be
subject to the requirements of permit changes, WAC 173303-830.
(15) Procedures for decision making. Issuance of final
facility permits will be subject to the procedures for decision
making described in WAC 173-303-840.
(16) Other requirements for final recycling facility permits. In lieu of issuing a final recycling facility permit, the
department may, after providing opportunity for public comment in accordance with WAC 173-303-840, defer to a permit already issued under other statutory authority administered by the department (such as the State Water Pollution
Control Act, chapter 90.48 RCW, the State Clean Air Act,
chapter 70.94 RCW, etc.) which incorporates the requirements of this section, and WAC 173-303-500 through 173303-525 for recycling facilities.

4

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-01, filed
5110100, effective 6/10/00)

WAC 173-303-830 Permit changes. (1) Purpose and
applicability . This section describes the types of permit
changes that may be made to all permits issued by the director. This section does not apply to permits by rule or interim
status permits.
(2) Transfer of permits.
(a) A permit may be transferred by the permittee to a new
owner or operator only if the permit has been modified or ..
revoked and reissued (under (b) of this subsection or subsec- ~
tion (3) of this section) to identify the new permittee and
incorporate such other requirement s as may be necessary
under the appropriate act.
(b) Changes in the ownership or operational control of a
facility may be made as a Class 1 modification with prior
written approval of the director in accordance with subsection (4) of this section. The new owner or operator must submit a revised permit application no later than ninety days
prior to the scheduled change. A written agreement containing a specific date for transfer of permit responsibili ty
between the current and new permittees must also be submitted to the director. When a transfer of ownership or operational control occurs, the old owner or operator must comply
with the requirement s of WAC 173-303-620 (Financial
requirements) until the new owner or operator has demonstrated that he or she is complying with the financial requirements. The new owner or operator must demonstrate compliance with the financial requirements within six months of the
date of the change of ownership or operational control of the
facility. Upon demonstration to the director by the new owner
or operator of compliance with the financial requirements,
the director will notify the old owner or operator that he or
she no longer needs to comply with the financial requirements as of the date of demonstration.
(3) Modification or revocation and reissuance of permits.
When the director receives any information (for example, ~
inspects the facility, receives information submitted by the ~
permittee as required in the permit, receives a request for
revocation and reissuance, or conducts a review of the permit
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file), the director may determine whether or not one or more
of the causes listed in (a) and (b) of this subsection for modification or revocation and reissuance or both exist. If cause
exists, the director may modify or revoke and reissue the permit accordingly, subject to the limitations of (c) of this subsection, and may request an updated application if necessary.
When a permit is modified, only the conditions subject to
modification are reopened. All other aspects of the existing
permit remain in effect for the duration of the unmodified
permit. If a permit is revoked and reissued, the entire permit
is reopened and subject to revision and the permit is reissued
for a new term. During any revocation and reissuance proceeding, the permittee must comply with all conditions of the
existing permit until a new final permit is reissued. If cause
does not exist under this subsection, the director will not
modify or revoke and reissue the permit, except on request of
the permittee. If a permit modification is requested by the
permittee, the director will approve or deny the request
according to the procedures of subsection (4) of this section.
Otherwise, a draft permit must be prepared and public review
provided in accordance with WAC 173-303-840.
(a) Causes for modification. The following are causes for
modification, but not revocation and reissuance, of permits;
the following may be causes for revocation and reissuance, as
well as modification, when the permittee requests or agrees:
(i) Alterations. There are material and substantial alterations or additions to the permitted facility or activity which
occurred after permit issuance which justify the application
•
of permit conditions that are different or absent in the existing
•
permit;
(ii) Information. Permits may be modified during their
terms if the director receives information that was not available at the time of permit issuance (other than revised regulations, guidance, or test methods) and which would have justified the application of different permit conditions at the time
of issuance;
(iii) New statutory requirements or regulations. The standards or regulations on which the permit was based have been
changed by statute, through adoption of new or amended
standards or regulations or by judicial decision after the permit was issued.
(iv) Compliance schedules. The director determines
good cause exists for modification of a compliance schedule,
such as an act of God, strike, flood, or materials shortage, or
other events over which the permittee has little or no control
and for which there is no reasonably available remedy;
(v) Notwithstanding any other provision in this section,
when a permit for a land disposal facility is reviewed by the
director under 173-303-806 (l l)(d), the director will modify
the permit as necessary to assure that the facility continues to
comply with the currently applicable requirements in this
chapter.
(b) Causes for modification or revocation and reissuance. The following are causes to modify, or alternatively,
revoke and reissue a permit:
~
(i) Cause exists for termination under WAC 173-303,
830(5) for final facility permits, and the director determines
that modification or revocation and reissuance is appropriate;
or

•
•
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(ii) The director has received notification of a proposed
transfer of the permit.
(c) Reserve.
(4) Permit modification at the request of the permittee.
(a) Class 1 modifications.
(i) Except as provided in (a)(ii) of this subsection, the
permittee may put into effect Class 1 modifications listed in
Appendix I of this section under the following conditions:
(A) The permittee must notify the director concerning
the modification by certified mail or other means that establish proof of delivery within seven calendar days after the
change is put into effect. This notice must specify the
changes being made to permit conditions or supporting documents referenced by the permit and must explain why they
are necessary. Along with the notice, the permittee must provide the applicable information required by WAC 173-303805, 173-303-806, 173-303-807, and 173-303-808.
(B) The permittee must send a notice of the modification
to all persons on the facility mailing list, maintained by the
director in accordance with WAC 173-303-840 (3)(e)(i)(D),
and the appropriate units of state and local government, as
specified in WAC 173-303-840 (3)(e)(i)(E). This notification
must be made within ninety calendar days after the change is
put into effect. For the Class 1 modifications that require
prior director approval, the notification must be made within
ninety calendar days after the director approves the request.
(C) Any person may request the director to review, and
the director may for cause reject, any Class 1 modification.
The director must inform the permittee by certified mail that
a Class 1 modification has been rejected, explaining the reasons for the rejection. If a Class 1 modification has been
rejected, the permittee must comply with the original permit
conditions.
(ii) Class 1 permit modifications identified in Appendix
I by an asterisk may be made only with the prior written
approval of the director.
(iii) For a Class 1 permit modification, the permittee may
elect to follow the procedures in (b) of this subsection for
Class 2 modifications instead of the Class 1 procedures. The
permittee must inforrr.i the director of this decision in the
notice required in (b)(i) of this subsection.
(b) Class 2 modifications.
(i) For Class 2 modifications, listed in Appendix I of this
section, the permittee must submit a modification request to
the director that:
(A) Describes the exact change to be made to the permit
conditions and supporting documents referenced by the permit;
(B) Identifies that the modification is a Class 2 modification;
(C) Explains why the modification is needed; and
(D) Provides the applicable information required by
WAC 173-303-805, 173-303-806, 173-303-807, and 173303-808.
(ii) The permittee must send a notice of the modification
request to all persons on the facility mailing list maintained
by the director and to the appropriate units of state and local
government as specified in WAC 173-303-840 (3)(e)(i)(E)
and must publish this notice in a major local newspaper of
general circulation. This notice must be mailed and published
Proposed
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within seven days before or after the date of submission of
the modification request, and the permittee must provide to
the director evidenc e of the mailing and publicat ion. The
notice must include:
(A) Announcement of a sixty-day comment period, in
accordance with (b)(v) of this subsection, and the name and
address of a departmental contact to whom comments must
be sent;
(B) Announcement of the date, time, and place for a public meeting held in accordance with (b)(iv) of this subsection;
(C) ~fame and telephone number of the permittee's contact person;
(D) Name and telephone number of a departmental contact person;
(E) Location where copies of the modification request
and any support ing documents can be viewed and copied;
and
(F) The following statement: "The permittee's compliance history during the life of the permit being modified is
available from the department of ecology contact person."
(iii) The permittee must place a copy of the permit modification request and support ing docume nts in a location
accessible to the public in the vicinity of the permitted facility.
(iv) The permittee must hold a public meeting no earlier
than fifteen days after the publication of the notice required in
(b)(ii) of this subsection and no later than fifteen days before
the close of the sixty-day comment period. The meeting must
be held to the extent practicable in the vicinity of the permitted facility.
(v) The public will be provided sixty days to comment
on the modification request. The comment period will begin
on the date the permitte e publishe s the notice in the local
newspaper. Comments should be submitted to the department
of ecology contact identified in the public notice.
(vi)(A) No later than ninety days after receipt of the notification request, the director must:
(I) Approve the modification request, with or without
changes, and modify the permit accordingly;
(II) Deny the request;
(III) Determine that the modification request must folprocedures in (c) of this subsection for Class 3 modithe
low
fications for the following reasons:
(AA) There is significant public concern about the proposed modification; or
(BB) The complex nature of the change requires the
more extensive procedures of Class 3;
(IV) Approve the request, with or without changes, as a
temporary authorization having a term of up to one hundred
eighty days; or
(V) Notify the permittee that he or she will decide on the
request within the next thirty days.
(B) If the director notifies the permittee of a thirty-day
extension for a decision, the director must, no later than one
hundred twenty days after receipt of the modification request:
(I) Approve the modification request, with or without
changes, and modify the permit accordingly;
(II) Deny the request; or
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(IV) Approve the request, with or without changes, as a
temporary authorization having a term of up to one hundred
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(C) If the director fails to
ified in (b)(vi)(B) of this subsection by the one hundred twentieth day after receipt of the modification request, the permittee is automat ically authoriz ed to conduct the activitie s
described in the modification request for up to one hundred
eighty days, without formal departmental action. The authorized activities must be conducted as described in the permit
modification request and must be in complia nce with all
appropriate standards of 40 CPR Part 265 (as referenced by
WAC 173-303-400). If the director approves, with or without
changes, or denies the modification request during the term
of the temporary or automatic authorization provided for in
(b)(vi)(A), (B), or (C) of this subsection, such action cancels
the temporary or automatic authorization.
(D)(I) In the case of an automatic authorization under
(b)(vi)(C) of this subsection, or a temporary authorization
under (b)(vi)(A)(IV) or (B)(IV) of this subsection, if the
director has not made a final approval or denial of the modification request by the date fifty days prior to the end of the
temporary or automatic authorization, the permittee must •
within seven days of that time send a notification to persons •
on the facility mailing list, and make a reasonable effort to
notify other persons who submitted .written comments on the
modification request, that:
(AA) The permittee has been authorized temporarily to
conduct the activities described in the permit modification
request; and .
(BB) Unless the director acts to give final approval or
denial of the request by the end of the authorization period,
the permitte e will receive authoriz ation to 1conduct such
activities for the life of the permit.
(II) If the owner/ operator fails to notify the public by the
date specified in (b )(vi)(D)(I) of this subsection, the effective
date of the permane nt authorization will be deferred until
fifty days after the owner/operator notifies the public.
(E) Except as provided in (b)(vi)(G) of this subsection, if
the director does not finally approve or deny a modification
request before the end of the automatic or temporary authorization period or reclassify the modification as a Class 3, the
permittee is authorized to conduct the activities described in
the permit modific ation request for the life of the permit
unless modified later under subsection (3) or (4) of this section. The activiti es authori zed under this subsect ion
(b)(vi)(E) must be conducted as described in the permit modification request and must be in compliance with all appropriate standards of 40 CFR Part 265 (as referenced by WAC
~
173-303-400).
•
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tor must consider all written comments submitted during the
public comment period and must respond in writing to all significant comments in his or her decision.
(G) With the written consent of the permittee, the director may extend indefinitely or for a specified period the time
periods for final approval or denial of a modification request
or for reclassifying a modification as a Class 3.
(vii) The director may deny or change the terms of a
Class 2 permit modification request under (b)(6)(i) through
(iii) of this subsection for the following reasons:
(A) The modification request is incomplete;
(B) The requested modification does not comply with the
appropriate requirements of WAC 173-303-280 through 173303-395 and 173-303-600 through 173-303-680 or other
applicable.requirements; or
(C) The conditions of the modification fail to protect
human health and the environment.
(viii) The permittee may perform any construction associated with a Class 2 permit modification request beginning
sixty days after the submission of the request unless the director establishes a later date for commencing construction and
·informs thf? permittee in writing before day sixty.
(c) Class 3 modifications.
(i) For Class 3 modifications listed in Appendix I of this
section, the permittee must submit a modification request to
the director that:
(A) Describes the exact change to be made to the permit
• conditions and supporting documents referenced by the per• mit;
(B) Identifies that the modification is a Class 3 modificati on;
(C) Explains why the modification is needed; and
(D) Provides the applicable information required by
WAC 173-303-805, 173-303-806, 173-303-807, and 173303-808.
(ii) The permittee must send a notice of the modification
request to all persons on the facility mailing list maintained
by the director and to the appropriate units of state and local
government as specified in WAC 173-303-840 (3)(e)(i)(D)
and must publish this notice in a major local newspaper of
general circulation. This notice must be mailed and published
within seven days before or after the date of submission of
the modification request, and the permittee must provide to
the director evidence of the mailing and publication. The
notice must include:
(A) Announcement of a sixty-day comment period, and
a name and address of an agency contact to whom comments
must be sent;
(B) Announcement of the date, time, and place for a public meeting on the modification request, in accordance with
(c)( 4) of this subsection;
(C) Name and telephone number of the permittee's contact person;
(D) Name and telephone number of a departmental con~ tact person;
,
(E) Location where copies of the modification request
and any supporting documents can be viewed and copied;
·
and

•

1'
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(F) The following statement: "The permittee's compliance history during the life of the permit being modified is
available from the department of ecology contact person."
(iii) The permittee must place a copy of the permit modification request and supporting documents in a location
accessible to the public in the vicinity of the permitted facility.
(iv) The permittee must hold a public meeting no earlier
than fifteen days after the publication of the notice required in
(c)(ii) of this subsection and no later than fifteen days before
the close of the sixty-day comment period. The meeting must
be held to the extent practicable in the vicinity of the permitted facility.
(v) The public will be provided at least sixty days to
comment on the modification request. The comment period
will begin on the date the permittee publishes the notice in the
local newspaper. Comments should be submitted to the
department of ecology contact identified in the notice.
(vi) After ·the conclusion of the sixty-day comment
period, the director must grant or deny the permit modification request according to the permit modification procedures
of WAC 173-303-840. In addition, the director must consider and respond to all significant written comments
received during the sixty-day comment period.
(d) Other modifications.
(i) In the case of modifications not explicitly listed in
Appendix I of this section, the permittee may submit a Class
3 modification request to the department, or he or she may
request a determination by the director that the modification
should be reviewed and approved as a Class 1 or Class 2
modification. If the permittee requests that the modification
be classified as a Class 1 or 2 modification, he or she must
provide the department with the necessary information to
support the requested classification.
(ii) The director will make the determination described
in (d)(i) of this subsection as promptly as practicable. In
determining the appropriate class for a specific modification,
the director will consider the similarity of the modification to
other modifications codified in Appendix I and the following
criteria:
(A) Class 1 modifications apply to minor changes that
keep the permit current with routine changes to the facility or
its operation. These changes do not substantially alter the permit conditions or reduce the capacity of the facility to protect
human health or the environment. In the case of Class 1 modifications, the director may require prior approval.
(B) Class 2 modifications apply to changes that are necessary to enable a permittee to respond, in a timely manner,
to:
(I) Common variations in the types and quantities of the
wastes managed under the facility permit;
(II) Technological advancements; and
(III) Changes necessary to comply with new regulations,
where these changes can be implemented without substantially changing design specifications or management practices in the permit.
(C) Class 3 modifications substantially alter the facility
or its operation.
(e) Temporary authorizations.
Proposed
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(i) Upon request of the permittee, the director may, without prior public notice and comment, grant the permittee a
temporary authorization in accordance with this subsection.
Temporary authorizations must have a term of not more than
one hundred eighty days.
(ii)(A) The permittee may request a temporary authorization for:
(I) Any Class 2 modification meeting the criteria in
(e)(iii)(B) of this subsection; and
(II) Any Class 3 modification that meets the criteria in
(e)(iii)(B)(I) or (II) of this subsection; or that meets the criteria in (e)(iii)(B)(III) through (V) of this subsection and provides improved manageme nt or treatment of a dangerous
waste already listed in the facility permit.
(B) The temporary authorization request must include:
(I) A description of the activities to be conducted under
the temporary authorization;
(II) An explanation of_ why the temporary authorization
is necessary; and
(Ill) Sufficient information to ensure compliance with
in WAC 173-303-2 80 through 173-303-395
standards
the
and 173-303-600 through 173-303-680.
(C) The permittee must send a notice about the temporary authorization request to all persons on the facility mailing list maintained by the director and to appropriate units of
state and local governments as specified in WAC 173-303840 (3)(e)(i)(D). This notification must be made within seven
days of submission of the authorization request.
(iii) The director will approve or deny the temporary
authorizati on as quickly as practical. To issue a temporary
authorization, the director must find:
(A) The authorized activities are in compliance with the
standards of WAC 173-303-280 through 173-303-395 and
173-303-600 through 173-303-680.
(B) The temporary authorization is necessary to achieve
one of the following objectives before action is likely to be
taken on a modification request:
(I) To facilitate timely implementation of closure or corrective action activities;
(II) To allow treatment or storage in tanks, containers, or
in containme nt buildings in accordanc e with 40 CFR Part
268;
(III) To prevent disruption of ongoing waste management activities;
(IV) To enable the permittee to respond to sudden
changes in the types or quantities of the wastes managed
under the facility permit; or
(V) To facilitate other changes to protect human health
and the environment.
(iv) A temporary authorization may be reissued for one
additional term of up to one hundred eighty days provided
that the permittee has requested a Class 2 or 3 permit modification for the activity covered in the temporary authorization,
and:
(A) The reissued temporary authorization constitutes the
director's decision on a Class 2 permit modification in accordance with (b)(vi)(A)(IV) or (B)(IV) of this subsection; or
(B) The director determines that the reissued temporary
authorization involving a Class 3 permit modification request
is warranted to allow the authorized activities to continue
Proposed

while the modification procedures of (c) of this subsection
are conducted.
(f) Public notice and appeals of permit modification
decisions.
(i) The director will notify persons on the facility mailing
list and appropriat e units of state and local governme nt
within ten days of any decision under this section to grant or
deny a Class 2 or 3 permit modification request. The director
will also notify such persons within ten days after an automatic authorizat ion for a Class 2 modificati on goes into
effect under (b )( vi)(C) or (E) of this subsection.
(ii) The director's decision to·grant or deny a Class 2 or 3
permit modificat ion request u~der this section may be
appealed under the permit appeal procedures of WAC 173303-845.
(iii) An automatic authorization that goes into effect
under (b)(vi)(C) or (E) of this subsection may be appealed
under the permit appeal procedures of WAC 173-303-845;
however, the permittee may continue to conduct the activities
pursuant to the automatic authorization until the appeal has
been granted pursuant to WAC 173-303-845, notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 173-303-840 (8)(b).
(g) Newly regulated wastes and units.
(i) The permittee is authorized to continue to manage
wastes listed or identified as dangerous under WAC 173-303070, or to continue to manage dangerous waste in units newly
regulated as dangerous waste management units, if:
(A) The unit was in existence as a dangerous waste facility with respect to the newly listed or identified waste or
newly regulated waste management unit on the effective date
of the final rule listing or identifying the waste, or regulating
the unit;
(B) The permittee submits a Class 1 modification request
on or before the date on which the waste or unit becomes subject to the new requirements;
(C) The permittee is in compliance with the applicable
standards of 40 CFR Part 265 (as referenced in WAC 173303-400) and Part 266 (as referenced in WAC 173-303-510);
(D) The permittee also submits a complete Class 2 or 3
permit modification request within one hundred eighty days
of the effective date of the rule listing or identifying the
waste, or subjecting the unit to management standards under
this chapter; and
(E) In the case of land disposal units, the permittee certieach such unit is in compliance with all applicable
that
fies
requirements of 40 CFR Part 265 for ground water monitoring and financial responsibility (as referenced in WAC 173303-400) on the date twelve months after the effective date of
the rule identifying or listing the waste as dangerous, or regulating the unit as a dangerous waste management unit. If the
owner or operator fails to certify compliance with all these
requirements, he or she will lose authority to operate under
this section.
(ii) New wastes or units added to a facility's permit under
this subsection do not constitute expansions for the purpose
of the twenty-five percent capacity expansion limit for Class
2 modifications.
(h) Military dangerous waste munitions treatment and
disposal. The permittee is authorized to continue to accept
[ 112]
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waste military munitions notwithstanding any permit conditions barring the permittee from accepting off-site wastes, if:
(i) The facility was in existence as a dangerous waste
facility, and the facility was already permitted to handle the
waste military munitions, on the date when the waste military
munitions became subject to dangerous waste regulatory
requirements;
(ii) On or before the date when the waste military munitions become subject to dangerous waste regulatory requirements, the permittee submits a Class 1 modification request
to remove or amend the permit provision restricting the
receipt of off-site waste munitions; and
(iii) The permittee submits a complete Class 2 modification request within one hundred eighty days of the date when
the waste military munitions became subject to dangerous
waste regulatory requirements.
(i) Permit modification list. The director must maintain a
list of all approved permit modifications and must publish a
notice once a year in a statewide newspaper that an updated
list is available for review.

d. Other changes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
2. Changes to analytical quality assurance/control plan:
a. To conform with agency guidance
or regulations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
b. Other changes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
3. Changes in procedures for maintaining the operating
record .................. .................. .... 1
4. Changes in frequency or content of inspection
schedules . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
5. Changes in the training plan:
a. That affect the type or decrease the amount of training
given to employees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
b. Other changes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
6. Contingency plan:
a. Changes in emergency procedures (i.e., spill or release
response procedures) .................. ........... 2
b. Replacement with functionally equivalent equipment,
upgrade, or relocate emergency equipment listed . . . . . . . 1

APPENDIX I

Modifications

c. Removal of equipment from emergency equipment
list . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
d. Changes in name, address, or phone number of
coordinators or other persons or agencies identified in the
plan .................. .................. ..... .
7. Construction quality assurance plan:
a. Changes that the CQA officer certifies in the operating
record will provide equivalent or better certainty that the unit
components meet the design specification . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
b.Otherchanges .................. ........... 2

Class

A. General Permit Provisions

1. Administrative and informational changes . . . . . . 1
2. Correction of typographical errors . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
3. Equipment replacement or upgrading with function-
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4. Changes in the frequency of or procedures for monitoring, reporting, sampling, or maintenance activities by the
permittee:
a. To provide for more frequent monitoring, reporting,
sampling, or maintenance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
b. Other changes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Note:

5. Schedule of compliance:
a. Changes in interim compliance dates, with prior
approval of the director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
b. Extension of final compliance date . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
6. Changes in expiration date of permit to allow earlier
permit termination, with prior approval of the
director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
7. Changes in ownership or operational control of a facility, provided the procedures of subsection (2)(b) of this section are followed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
B. General Facility Standards
1. Changes to waste sampling or analysis methods:
a. To conform with agency guidance or
regulations .................. .................. .
b. To incorporate changes associated with F039 (multisource leachate) sampling or analysis methods ........ 1 1
c. To incorporate changes associated with underlying
dangerous constituents in ignitable or corrosive
wastes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

When a permit modification (such as introduction of a new
unit) requires a change in facility plans or other general
facility standards, that change will be reviewed under the
same procedures as the permit modification.

C. Ground Water Protection
1. Changes to wells:
a. Changes in the number, location, depth, or design of
up gradient or downgradient wells of permitted ground water
monitoring system .................. .............. 2
b. Replacement of an existing well that has been damaged or rendered inoperable, without change to location,
design, or depth of the well .................. ....... 1
2. Changes in ground water sampling or analysis
procedures or monitoring schedule, with prior approval
of the director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
3. Changes in statistical procedure for determining
whether a statistically significant change in ground water
quality between upgradient and downgradient wells has
occurred, with prior approval of the director . . . . . . . . . . 11
4. Changes in point of compliance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
5. Changes in indicator parameters, hazardous constituents, or concentration limits (including ACLs):
[ 113]
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a. As specified in the ground water protection
standard ........... ........... ........... ....... 3
b. As specified in the detection monitoring
program ........... ........... ........... ....... 2
6. Changes to a detection monitoring program as
required by WAC 173-303-645 (9)((ffi)), unless otherwise
specified in this appendix ._. ........... ........... .. 2
7. Compliance monitoring program:
a. Addition of compliance monitoring program as
required by WAC 173-303-645 (9){{WfM)) and (10) .... 3
b. Changes to a compliance monitoring program as
required _by_ WAC 173-303-645 (10)(((-ltj)), unless otherwise
specified in this appendix .... , ........... .......... 2
8. Corrective action program:
a. Addition of a corrective action program as
required by WAC 173-303-645 (lO){i)(ii) and (11) ...... 3
b. Changes to a·corrective action program as
required by WAC 173-303-645 (l l)(h), unless otherwise
specified in this appendix . ; ........... ........... .. 2

D. Closure
1. Changes to the c!Osure plan:
a. Ch~nges in estimate of maximum extent of operations or maximum inventory of waste on-site at any time
during the active life of the facility, with prior approval of
1
the direct~r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
b. Changes in the closure schedule for any unit, changes
in the final closure schedule for the facility, or extension of
the closure period, with prior approval of the
director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
c . Changes in the expected year of final closure, where
other permit conditions are no't changed, with prior ·
1
approval of the director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
d. Changes in procedures for decontamination of facility
equipment or structures, with prior approval
of the director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
e. Changes in approved closure plan resulting from
unexpected events occurring during partial or final closure,
unless otherwise specified in this appendix ........... . 2
f. Extension of the closure period to allow a landfill, surface impoundment, or land treatment unit to receive nondangerous wastes after final receipt of dangerous wastes under
WAC 173-303-610 (4)(d) and {e) ........... ......... 2
2. Creation of a new landfill unit as part of
closure ........... ........... ........... ........ 3
3. Addition of the following new units to be used temporarily for closure activities:
a. Surface impoundment1> ........... ........... . 3
b. Incinerators ........... ........... ......... 3
c. Waste piles that do not comply with WAC 173-303660 {l)(c) ........... ........... ........... ...... 3
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d. Waste piles that comply with WAC 173-303-660
(1 )(

2

c~. ~~~~~ ~~ ·c~~~~i~~~~ C~~h~~ ·t~~~ ·s~~~~f~~~ ......... ~

below) ........... ........... ........... ...... : . 2
f. Tanks used for neutralization, dewatering, phase
separation, or component separation, with prior approval of
the director ........... ........... .......... '...". i1
g. Staging piles ........... ........... ... .' .... : . 2

E. Post-Closure
1. Changes in name, address, or phone number of contact
in post-closure plan ........... ........... ......... l.
2. Extension of post-closure care period ............ 2
3. Reduction in the post-closure care period ........ 3.
4. Changes to the expected year of final clost:ire, where. '
other permit conditions are not changed ........... ... ·.·1
5. Changes in post-closure plan necessitated by events · ·
occurring during the active life of the facility, including par" •
tial and final closure ........... ........... ........ 2

F. Containers
1. Modification or addition of container units:
a. Resulting in greater than 25% increase in the faciHty's-·
container storage capacity, except as provided in F (l)(c) and
F (4)(a) below ........... ........... ........... .. 3
b. Resulting in up to 25% increase in the facility's con-

~:;~:; ~~~a!e. ~~~~c.i~~· .e.x~~~~ ~?~~~~~~d. i.n. ~«.l~~~}_~~~ ~2
c. Or treatment processes necessary to treat wastes that
are restricted from land disposal to meet some or all of the
applicable treatment standards or to treat wastes to satisfy (in
whole or in part) the standard of "use of practically available
technology that yields the greatest environmental benefit"
contained in 40 CFR 268.8 (a){2)(ii), with prior approval of
the director. This modification may also involve· addition of
new waste codes or narrative descriptions of wastes. It is not
applicable to dioxin-containing wastes (F020, 021, 022, 023;
026, 027, and 028) ........... ....... : ........... . 11

4

2:

a. Modification of a container unit without increasing the
capacity of the unit ........... ........... ......... 2
b. Addition of a roof to a container unit without alteration of the containment system ........... .......... 1
3. Storage of different wastes in containers:
t
a. That require additional or different management prae<~
tices from those authorized in the permit, except as provided
in F(4) below ........... ........... ........... ... 3
b. That do not require additional or different management practices from those au,thorized in the permit ...... 2
Note:
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4. Storage or treatment of different wastes in containers:
a. That require addition of units or change in treatment process or management standards, provided that the
wastes are restricted from land disposal and are to be treated
to meet some or all of the applicable treatment standards, or
that are to be treated to satisfy (in whole or in part) the standard of "use of practically available technology that yields
the greatest environmental benefit" contained in 40 CFR
268.8 (a)(2)(ii). This modification is not applicable to dioxincontaining wastes (F020, 021, 022, 023, 026, 027, and
028) ·.......................... ................ 11
b. That do not require the addition of units or a change in
the treatment process or management standards, and provided that the units have previously received wastes of the
same type (e.g., incinerator scrubber water). This modification is not applicable to dioxin-containing wastes (F020, 021,
022, 023, 026, 027, and 028) ........................ 1
G. Tanks
1:
a. Modification or addition of tank units resulting in
greater than 25% increase in the facility's tank capacity,
except as provided in G (l)(c), G (l)(d), and G (l)(e)
below .......................... ................ 3
b. Modification or addition of tank units resulting in up
to 25% increase in the facility's tank capacity, except as provided in G (l)(d) and G (l)(e) below ................. 2
c. Addition of a new tank that will operate for more than
90 days using any of the following physical or chemical treatment technologies: Neutralization, dewatering, phase separation, or component separation ..................... 2
d. After prior approval of the director, addition of a new
tank that will operate for up to 90 days using any of the following physical or chemical treatment technologies: Neutralization, dewatering, phase separation, or component
separation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
e. Modification or addition of tank units or treatment
processes necessary to treat wastes that are restricted from
land disposal to meet some or all of the applicable treatment
standards or to treat wastes to satisfy (in whole or in part) the
standard of "use of practically available technology that
yields the greatest environmental benefit" contained in 40
CFR 268.8 (a)(2)(ii), with prior approval of the director. This
modification may also involve addition of new waste codes.
It is not applicable to dioxin-containing wastes (F020, 021,
022, 023, 026, 027, and 028) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
2. Modification of a tank unit or secondary containment
system without increasing the capacity of the unit ....... 2
3. Replacement of a tank with a tank that meets the same
design standards and has a capacity within +/ - 10% of the
replaced tank provided ........................... . 1
-The capacity difference is no more than 1500 gallons,
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-The facility's permitted tank capacity is not increased,

-The replacement tank meets the same conditions in the
permit.
4. Modification of a tank management practice ..... 2
5. Management of different wastes in tanks:
a. That require additional or different management
practices, tank design, different fire protection specifications,
or significantly different tank treatment process from that
authorized in the permit, except as provided in G (5)(c) below

.......................... ..................... 3

b. That do not require additional or different management practices, tank design, different fire protection specifications, or significantly different tank treatment process than
authorized in the permit, except as provided in G (5)(d) .. 2
c. That require addition of units or change in treatment
processes or management standards, provided that the wastes
are restricted from land disposal and are to be treated to meet
some or all of the applicable treatment standards or that are to
be treated to satisfy (in whole or in part) the standard of "use
of practically available technology that yields the greatest
environmental benefit" contained in 40 CFR 268.8 (a)(2)(ii).
The modification is not applicable to dioxin-containing
wastes (F020, 021, 022, 023, 026, 027, and 028) . . . . . . . 11
(d) That do not require the addition of units or a change
in the treatment process or management standards, and provided that the units have previously received waste of the
same type (e.g., incinerator scrubber water). This modification is not applicable to dioxin-containing wastes (F020, 021,
1
022, 023, 026, 027, and 028) ........................
.
.
Note:

See (g) of this subsection for modification procedures to be
used for the management of newly listed or identified
wastes.

H. Surface Impoundments
1. Modification or addition of surface impoundment
units that result in increasing the facility's surface impoundment storage or treatment capacity ................... 3
2. Replacement of a surface impoundment unit ..... 3
3. Modification of a surface impoundment unit without
increasing the facility's surface impoundment storage or
treatment capacity and without modifying the unit's liner,
leak detection system, or leachate collection system ..... 2
4. Modification of a surface impoundment
management practice .......................... .... 2
5. Treatment, storage, or disposal of different wastes in
surface impoundments:
a. That require additional or different management practices or different design of the liner or leak detection system
than authorized in the permit ....................... 3
b. That do not require additional or different management practices or different design of the liner or leak detection system than authorized in the permit .............. 2
Proposed
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c. That are wastes restricted from land disposal that meet
the applicable treatment standards or that are treated to satisfy the standard of "use of practically available technology
that yields the greatest environmental benefit" contained in
40 CFR 268.8 (a)(2)(ii), and provided that the unit meets the
minimum technological requirements stated in 40 CFR 268.5
(h)(2). This modification is not applicable to dioxin-containing wastes (F020, 021, 022, 023, 026, 027, and 028) ..... 1
d. That are residues from wastewater treatment or incineration, provided that disposal occurs in a unit that meets the
minimum technological requirements stated in 40 CFR 268.5
(h)(2), and provided further that the surface impoundment
has previously received wastes of the same type (for example, incinerator scrubber water). This modification is not
applicable to dioxin-containing wastes (F020, 021, 022, 023,
026, 027, and 028) .......................... ...... 1
6. Modifications of unconstructed units to comply with
WAC 173-303-650 (2)U), (10), (11), and (4)(d) ........ * 1
7. Changes in response action plan:
a. Increase in action leakage rate ................. 3
b. Change in a specific response reducing its frequency
or effectiveness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
c. Other changes .......................... .... 2
Note:

See (g) of this subsection for modification procedures to be
used for the management of newly listed or identified
wastes.

I. Enclosed Waste Piles. For all waste piles except those complying with WAC 173-303-660 (l)(c), modifications are
treated the same as for a landfill. The following modifications are applicable only to waste piles complying with WAC
173-303-660 (l)(c).
1. Modification or addition of waste pile units:
a. Resulting in greater than 25% increase in the facility's
waste pile storage or treatment capacity ............... 3
b. Resulting in up to 25% increase in the facility's waste
pile storage or treatment capacity .................... 2
2. Modification of waste pile unit without increasing the
capacity of the unit .......................... ..... 2
3. Replacement of a waste pile unit with another waste
pile unit of the same design and capacity and meeting all
waste pile conditions in the permit ................... 1

4. Modification of a waste pile management
practice .......................... .............. 2
5. Storage or treatment of different wastes in waste piles:
a. That require additional or different management practices or different design of the unit ................... 3
b. That do not require additional or different management practices or different design of the unit ........... 2
6. Conversion of an enclosed waste pile to a containment
building unit .......................... .......... 2
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Note:

See (g) of this subsection for modification procedures to be
used for the management of newly listed or identified •
•
wastes.

J. Landfills and Unenclosed Waste Piles
l. Modification or addition of landfill units that result in
increasing the facility's disposal capacity .............. 3
2. Replacement of a landfill ..................... 3
3. Addition or modification of a liner, leachate collection
system, leachate detection system, run-off control, or final
cover system ........................... .......... 3
4. Modification of a landfill unit without changing a
liner, leachate collection system, leachate detection system, ,
run-off control, or final cover system ................. 2

5. Modification of a landfill management
practice .......................... .............. 2
6. Landfill different wastes:
a. That require additional or different management practices, different design of the liner, leachate collection system,
or leachate detection system ........................ 3
b. That do not require additional or different management practices, different design of the liner, leachate collection system, or leachate detection system .............. 2
c. That are wastes restricted from land disposal that meet
the applicable treatment standards or that are treated to satisfy the standard of "use of practically available technology
that yields the greatest environmental benefit" contained in
40 CFR 268.8 (a)(2)(ii), and provided that the landfill unit
meets the minimum technological requirements stated in 40
CFR 268.5 (h)(2). This modification is not applicable to
dioxin-containing wastes (F020, 021, 022, 023, 026, 027, and
028) .......................... ................. 1
d. That are residues from wastewater treatment or incineration, provided that disposal occurs in a landfill unit that
meets the minimum technological requirements stated in 40
CFR 268.5 (h)(2), and provided further that the landfill has
previously received wastes of the same type (for example,
incinerator ash). This modification is not applicable to
dioxin-containing wastes (F020, 021, 022, 023, 026, 027, and
028) .......................... ................. 1
7. Modifications of unconstructed units to comply with
WAC 173-303-660 (2)U), (11), (12), (5)(c), 173-303-665
(2)(h), (8), (4)(c), and (9) ......................... * 1
8. Changes in response action plan:
a. Increase in action leakage rate ................. 3
b. Change in a specific response reducing its frequency
or effectiveness. . .......................... ...... 3
c. Other changes ................... _, .......... 2
Note:

See (g) of this subsection for modification procedures to be
used for the management of newly listed or identified
wastes.
I
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K. Land Treatment
1. Lateral expansion of or other modification of a land
treatment unit to increase areal extent ................. 3
2. Modification of run-on control system .......... 2
3. Modify run-off control system ................. 3
4. Other modifications of land treatment unit component
specifications or standards required in permit .......... 2
5. Management of different wastes in land treatment
units:
a. That require a change in permit operating conditions
or unit design specifications ........................ 3
b. That do not require a change in permit operating conditions or unit design specifications .................. 2
Note:

See (g) of this subsection for modification procedures to be
used for the management of newly listed or identified
wastes.

6. Modification of a land treatment unit management
practice to:
a. Increase rate or change method of waste
application .......................... ............ 3
b. Decrease rate of waste application .............. 2
7. Modification of a land treatment unit management
practice to change measures of pH or moisture content, or to
enhance microbial or chemical reactions .............. 2
8. Modification of a land treatment unit management
practice to grow food chain crops, to add to or replace existing permitted crops with different food chain crops, or to
modify operating plans for distribution of animal feeds
resulting from such crops .......................... 3
9. Modification of operating practice due to detection of
releases from the land treatment unit pursuant to WAC 173303-655 (6)(g)(ii) .......................... ...... 3
10. Changes in the unsaturated zone monitoring system,
resulting in a change to the location, depth, number of sampling points, or replace unsaturated zone monitoring devices
or components of devices with devices or components that
have specifications different from permit requirements ... 3
11. Changes in the unsaturated zone monitoring system that do not result in a change to the location, depth,
number of sampling points, or that replace unsaturated
zone monitoring devices or components of devices with
devices or components having specifications different from
permit requirements .......................... .... 2
12. Changes in background values for hazardous constituents in soil and soil-pore liquid ..................... 2
13. Changes in sampling, analysis, or statistical
procedure .......................... ............. 2
14. Changes in land treatment demonstration program
prior to or during the demonstration .................. 2
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15. Changes in any condition specified in the permit
for a land treatment unit to reflect results of the land
treatment demonstration, provided performance standards
are met, and the director's prior approval has been
received .......................... .............. 2
16. Changes to allow a second land treatment demonstration to be conducted when the results of the first demonstration have not shown the conditions under which the
wastes can be treated completely, provided the conditions for
the second demonstration are substantially the same as the
conditions for the first demonstration and have received the
prior approval of the director ....................... 2
17. Changes to allow a second land treatment demonstration to be conducted when the results of the first demonstration have not shown the conditions under which the
wastes can be treated completely, where the conditions for
the second demonstration are not substantially the same as
the conditions for the first demonstration .............. 3
18. Changes in vegetative cover requirements for
closure .......................... ............... 2
L. Incinerators, Boilers, and Industrial Furnaces
1. Changes to increase by more than 25% any of the following limits authorized in the permit: A thermal feed rate
limit, a feedstream feed rate limit, a chlorine/chloride feed
rate limit, a metal feed rate limit, or an ash feed rate limit. The
director will require a new trial burn to substantiate compliance with the regulatory performance standards unless this
demonstration can be made through other means ........ 3
2. Changes to increase by up to 25% any of the following
limits authorized in the permit: A thermal feed rate limit, a
feedstream feed rate limit, a chlorine/chloride feed rate limit,
a metal feed rate limit, or an ash feed rate limit. The director
will require a new trial burn to substantiate compliance with
the regulatory performance standards unless this demonstration can be made through other means ................ 2
3. Modification of an incinerator, boiler, or industrial
furnace unit by changing the internal size or geometry of the
primary or secondary combustion units, by adding a primary
or secondary combustion unit, by substantially changing the
design of any component used to remove HC l/C 12 , metals, or
particulate from the combustion gases, or by changing other
features of the incinerator, boiler, or industrial furnace that
could affect its capability to meet the regulatory performance
standards. The director will require a new trial burn to substantiate compliance with the regulatory performance standards unless this demonstration can be made through other
means .......................... ............... 3
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c. Changes in the operating requirements set in the
permit for conducting a trial burn, provided the
change is minor and has received the prior approval
of the director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
d. Changes in the ranges of the operating requirements
set in the permit to reflect the results of the trial burn, p~o
vided the change is minor and has received the prior approval
of the director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
8. Substitution of an alternate type of nondangerous fuel
that is not specified in the permit .................. .. 1

4. Modification of an incinerator, boiler, or industrial
furnace unit in a manner that would not likely affect the capability of the unit to meet the regulatory performance standards but which would change the operating conditions or
monitoring requirements specified in the permit. The director
may require a new trial burn to demonstrate compliance with
the regulatory performance standards ................. 2
5. Operating requirements:
a. Modification of the limits specified in the permit for
minimum or maximum combustion gas temperature, minimum combustion gas residence time, oxygen concentration
in the secondary combustion chamber flue gas carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon concentration, maximum temperature
at the inlet to the particulate matter emission control system,
or operating parameters for the air pollution control system.
The director will require a new trial burn to substantiate compliance with the regulatory performance standards unless this
demonstration can be made through other means ........ 3
b. Modification of any stack gas emission limits specified in the permit, or modification of any conditions in the
permit concerning emergency shutdown or automatic waste
feed cutoff procedures or controls .................. .. 3
c. Modification of any other operating condition or any
inspection or recordkeeping requirement specified in the
permit ................. ................. ....... 2

M. Containment Buildings
1. Modification or addition of containment building
units:
a. Resulting in greater than 25% increase in the facility's
containment building storage or treatment capacity. . .... 3
b. Resulting in up to 25% increase in the facility's containment building storage or treatment capacity. . ....... 2
2. Modification of a containment building unit or secondary containment system without increasing the capacity
of the unit. .................. .................. .. 2
3. Replacement of a containment building with a containment building that meets the same design standards pro' ..... .
vided:

6. Burning different wastes:
a. If the waste contains a POHC that is more difficult
to burn than authorized by the permit or if burning of the
waste requires compliance with different regulatory
performance standards than specified in the permit. The
director will require a new trial burn to substantiate
compliance with the regulatory performance standards
unless this demonstration can be made through other
means ................. ................. ....... 3
b. If the waste does not contain a POHC that is more difficult to burn than authorized by the permit and if burning of
the waste does not require compliance with different regulatory performance standards than specified in the permit .. 2
Note:

See (g) of this subsection for modification procedures to be
used for the management of newly listed or identified
wastes.

7. Shakedown and trial bum:
a. Modification of the trial burn plan or any of the
permit conditions applicable during the shakedown period
for determining operational readiness after construction,
the trial bum period, or the period immediately following
the trial burn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ 2
b. Authorization of up to an additional 720 hours of
waste burning during the shakedown period for determining
operational readiness after construction, with the prior
approval of the director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

Proposed

a. The unit capacity is not increased. . ............. 1
b. The replacement containment building meets the same
conditions in the permit. ............ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1
4. Modification of a containment building management
practice.................. .................. ..... 2
5. Storage or treatment of different wastes in containment buildings:
a. That require additional or different management
practices. . .................. ...... ·.............. 3
b. That do not require additional or different management practices. . .................. ............... 2
N. Corrective Action
1. Approval of a corrective action management unit pursuant to WAC 173-303-646 (4), (5), and (6) ............ 3
2. Approval of a temporary unit or time extension for a
temporary unit pursuant to WAC 173-303-646(7) ....... 2
3. Approval of a staging pile or staging pile operating
term extension .................. ....... : ......... 2
4. Modification to incorporate a corrective action order
issued pursuant to MTCA .................. ........ 3.
5. Modification or amendment of a corrective action
order issued pursuant to MTCA when the MTCA public par. ticipation requirements are met and order has. already been
incorporated by reference into the permit .............. 1
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(5) Permit termination. The director will follow the
~ applicable procedures in WAC 173-303-840, procedures for
decision making, in terminating any permit. The following
are causes for terminating a permit during its term or for
denying a permit renewal application:
·(a) Noncompliance by the permittee with any condition
of the permit; ··
(b) The permittee's failure in the application or during
the permit issuance process to disclose fully all relevant facts,
or the permittee's misrepresentation of any relevant facts at
any time; or
(c) A determination that the permitted activity endangers
public health or the environment and can only be regulated to
acceptable levels by permit modification or termination.

I'

NEW SECTION
WAC 173-303-920 Petitions-State delistings. Petitions that have been granted for state delistings.
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PROPOSED RULES

· DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
(Board of Nursing Home Administrators)
[Filed May 20, 2002, 12:28 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0013-093.
Title of Rule: WAC 246-843-150 Continuing education
requirements for renewal of license, 246-843-180 Expired
licenses, and 246-843-330 Inactive credential.
Purpose: Reporting continuing education (CE) on a periodic basis ensures that NHAs are gaining current knowledge
related to administering a licensed nursing home. For individuals who have had a five-year or more absence from practice, taking the national exam again will ensure that the NHA
is knowledgeable of current national practice standards for
the profession.
Other Identifying Information: Clarify existing language.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.52.061 and
18.52.110.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 18.52 RCW.
Summary:· Rule amendment will change the reporting
cycle for contin"uing education to a two-year cycle but the
ratio of hours accumulated to number of years remains the
same. Rule amendments will create a requirement for nursing home administrators with an expired license or an inactive license ~9,.take the current examination if the NHA is out
of practice for five years and wants active license.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Changing the reporting
cycle will require NHA to keep CE documentation for a
~ shorter time. Requiring national examination will assure that
NHAs who are out of practice are competent to be in administrative charge of a licensed nursing home for the safety,
health and welfare of residents.
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Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Barbara A. Hayes,
Department of Health, (360) 236-4921.
Name of Proponent: Boarding of Nursing Home Administrators, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The rule requires reporting continuing education to
ensure current knowledge of profession and requires certain
NHAs to retake the national exam.
The purpose of the changes is to assure that the NHA is
knowledgeable regarding current national practice standards
for the profession. Federal and state regulations change frequently and people who are out of practice for five years will
have to retake the national examination.
The board anticipates this rule will improve safety,
health and welfare of residents by assuring NHAs have met
current practice standards.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: The
proposed amendments to WAC 246-843-150 change the continuing education reporting schedule from a three-year to a
two-year reporting cycle.
The proposed amendments to WAC 246-843-180 will
require an NHA with an expired license who has been in
active practice in another jurisdiction to provide proof of
active practice to return to active status and will require an
NHA with an expired license who has not been in practice in
any jurisdiction for five years or more to take the current
national examination to return to active status.
The proposed amendments to WAC 246-843-330 will
require an NHA with an inactive license who has been in
active practice in another jurisdiction to provide proof of
active practice to return to active status and will require an
NHA with an inactive license who has not been in active
practice in any jurisdiction for five years or more to take the
current national examination.
A small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW.
Small Business Economic Impact Statement
I. What does the rule or rule amendment require? The
proposed regulations will establish requirements for nursing
home administrators (NHA). Every nursing home facility
has one licensed NHA in administrative charge of the facility.
One rule change revises the continuing education reporting
cycle for NHA to maintain their active license status. One
rule change requires NHA who wish to reactive an expired
license to provide proof of practice if they have allowed the
license to expire for more than five years and have been in
active practice in any jurisdiction. If they have not been in
active practice, the NHA is required to pass the current
national examination. One rule change requires NHA who
wish to reactivate an inactive license to take the current
national examination if they nave had an inactive license for
more than five years and have not been in active practice in
any jurisdiction.

I'
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Old Requirements

New Requirement
Old Requirements
The Continuing Education Cycle
Continuing education runs on a
Continuing education
runs on a three year cycle two year cycle at thirty-six
at fifty-four hours every hours every two years or eighteen hours per year.
three years or eighteen
hours per year.
Preceptors for administrator in training programs are
granted one hour per month of continuing education
credit
Preceptor credit was Jim- Preceptor credit will be limited
ited to twenty-four hours to sixteen hours per two year
period or an average of eight
per three year period.
hours per year.
Expired licenses
If a license has been on
expired status for over
three years the licensee
must complete an abbreviated application form,
pay applicable fees and
attest to completion of
the two most recent years
of continuing education
in order to return to
active status.

Inactive licenses
If a license has been on
inactive status the lieensee must pay applicable fees and attest to
completion of the two
most recent years of continuing education in
order to return to active
status.

Proposed

New Requirement
If a license has been on inactive
status for over five years and
the licensee has been in active
practice in another state, the lieensee must pay applicable fees,
attest to completion of the two
most recent years of continuing
education and provide proof of
active practice in order to return
to active status.
If a license has been on inactive
status for over five years and
the licensee has not been in
active practice in another state,
the licensee must pay applicable fees, attest to completion of
the two most recent years of
continuing education and suecessfully complete the current
licensing exam in order to
return to active status.

If a license has been on expired
status for over five years and
the licensee has been in active
practice in another state, the lieensee must complete an abbreviated application form, pay
applicable fees, attest to completion of the two most recent
years of continuing education
and provide proof of active
practice in order to return to
active status.
If a license has been on expired
status for over five years and
the licensee has not been in
active practice in another state,
the licensee must complete an
abbreviated application form,
pay applicable fees, attest to
completion of the two most
recent years of continuing education and successfully complete the current licensing exam
in order to return to active status.

II. What industries are affected? SIC 8051 covers skilled
nursing facilities, which require a licensed NHA. Each facility has one NHA in administrative charge of the nursing
home. Licensed NHA who are in charge of a nursing home
are also called chief executives in the industry. There are 281 ~
firms in the industry. Some nursing homes are operated by ~
corporations that own more than one facility. DSHS, which
licenses nursing homes, lists 301 licensed nursing home facilities.

If a license has been on inactive
status for less than five years
the licensee must pay applicable fees and attest to completion
of the two most recent years of
continuing education in order to
return to active status.
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t

SIC
8051

DESCRIPT ION
Skilled nursing care facilities

TOTAL

TOTAL

UNITS
281

Employmen t
26,407

III. What are the costs? The revised schedule for reporting continuing education from three years to two years is not
expected to have an impact because the number of hours per
year will be the same. Further, it requires NHA to keep CE
documentation for a shorter period of time.
A nursing home administrator required to take the
national exam to get an active license would pay a total cost
of $1325 as follows:
$245
$130
$170
$390
$390
$1325

t

•
•

per examination ($185 exam fee and $60 testing fee)
for NAB study guide
1
to fill out examination paperwork- 1/2 day at $390
average per day NHA salary
to study for exam-1 day at $3902 average per day 3
NHA salary
travel to exam site and take 3-hour exam- I day at
$3904 average per day 5
to take the exam

Based on past years, the Department of Health (DOH)
estimates that 2,000 practitioners may be subject to the
requirements of the proposed rules. This figure includes 460
people with active licenses, 140 with inactive license and
1400 with expired license-man y of which will not require
an active license.
Approximately one person per year with expired license
who has not practiced in any jurisdiction for more than five
years will request active license. Approximately one person
per year with inactive license who has not practiced in any
jurisdiction for more than five years will request active
license. Each practitioner must obtain a separate, individual
credential. If a· nursing home covers the licensing reactivation costs for these two people, then they will incur this additional cost.
DOH used input from the Board of Nursing Home
Administrators rather than a survey or a committee to obtain
cost data.
Other than the costs above, there are no new costs such
as reporting, record keeping, compliance costs, professional
services, equipment, supplies, labor, increased administrative
costs, lost sales or revenue.
IV. Is the cost disproportionate? This rule may have a
disproportio nate impact on small nursing homes and the
board has therefore taken steps to minimize the costs of the
rule.
A worst-case scenario for disproportionate impact would
be that two nursing homes, one large and one a small business, would pay for the examination. Since only two people
will encounter the current examination requirement each
year, only two businesses can experience the impact of this
change.
The cost for the exam, $1325, is the same for both large
and small companies.

Average employment
Largest 10%
Smallest 90%
15

144

The cost per employee for large businesses with an
average of one hundred forty-four employees is $9.20
per employee.
The cost per employee for small businesses with an
average of fifteen employees is $88 per employee.
V. What cost minimizing features were included? List
everything you have done AND if you have not done any of
the following explain why it was not legal and feasible.
A. Reducing, modifying, or eliminating substantive regulatory requirements;
There has been no reduction, modification or elimination
of substantive regulatory requirements. Reporting CE on a
periodic basis is a standard practice to assure continuing
competency of licensees. The requirement to be tested after
a five-year lapse of practice is a reasonable requirement and
is less onerous than requiring an administrato r-in-training
(AIT) program at a nursing home for much less pay than a
licensed NHA. An AIT works under supervision of a qualified preceptor who works full time as the NHA at the same
nursing home therefore a nursing home would pay the AIT as
well as pay the NHA in charge. An AIT program would
assure that such licensee meets minimal state standards but
passing the national examination assures that such licensee
meets minimal national standards of knowledge needed to be
in charge of a nursing home.
B. Simplifying, reducing, or eliminating record keeping
and reporting requirements;
Record keeping is not changed from current requirements. Licensees reporting CE every two years rather than
every three years on a randomly selected basis is an insignificant workload and the Department of Health will not require
additional fees. The frequency of reporting is increased to
1.5 times what is currently required but does not change the
number of hours per year. There is no record keeping or
reporting requirements associated with taking the national
exam.
C. Reducing the frequency of inspections;
Department will continue to audit continuing education
reporting on randomly selected licensees. Currently, an average of three licensees are audited each month. This activity
will not require additional fees or time on the part of the licensee. There is no inspection related to taking the national
exam.
D. Delaying compliance timetables;
Delay of compliance with CE reporting would conflict
with established department credentialing rules. Delay of
compliance to take the national exam is not feasible because
each NHA with an expired or inactive license cannot anticipate an employment opportunity in Washington state.
E. Reducing or modifying fine schedules for noncompliance; or
There is no reduction or modification to fines for noncompliance of CE rules. No fine is assessed to reactivate an
expired or inactive status.
VI. Any other mitigation techniques.

•
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There are no other mitigation techniques used to minimize cost.
VIL How will you involve small business in the rule
making?
Notice of proposed rules will be mailed to interested persons and licensees with active, inactive or expired licenses.
How did the department involve the public in the
development of the proposed rule? Notices of public meetings were mailed to approximately 850 addresses. Two public meetings for public input were held. There were no
attendees at these meetings. The Board of Nursing Home
Administrators meeting agenda has included the topic for
several open meetings. Agenda was mailed to interested persons on the mailing list. There was no controversial response
from anyone.
1 Bureau of Labor
Statistics - mean
tives.
2
Bureau of Labor Statistics -. mean
tives.
3 A single eight-hour day of study
Nursing Home Administrators.
4
Bureau ·of Labor Statistics - mean
tives.
5 A single eight-hour day of study
Nursing Home Administrators.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR
filed 2/13/98, effective 3/16/98)

...

(2) ((H)) To return to active status when the license p~s
expired for over three years but less than five years, theprac.titioner must((+
(a) ReafJfllY for lieeHsiHg 1:1Haer el:lffeat reft1:1ireffieats;
(a) Meet the reft1:1iremeHts ef ehafJter 246 12 V..1 AC, Part
2)) meet the requirements of WAC 246-12-040 (2)(c).
(3) To return to active status when the license has been
expired for five years or more:
(a) If the practitioner has been in active practice as a
licensed nursing home administrator in another jurisdiction
duriilg that time. the practitioner must:
Ci) Meet the requirements of WAC 246c 12-040 (2)(c);
and
(ii) Provide proof of active practice; or
lb) If the practitioner has not been in active practice as a
licensed nursing home administrator in another jurisdiction
during that time. the practitioner must:
(i) Meet the requirements of WAC 246-12-040 (2)(c);
and
(ii} Successfully complete the current licensing examination.
·

was based on input from the Board of
hourly wage of $48.67 for chief execuwas based on input from the Board of

WAC 246-843-150 Continuing education requirements for renewal of active license. (1) Licensed nursing
home administrators must demonstrate completion of ((AAyfetH:)) thirty-six hours of continuing education every ((fftt=ee))
two years as provided in chapter 246-12 WAC, Part 7.
(2) Licensees practicing solely out of Washington state
are exempt from WAC 246-843-130(1) and must meet all
other requirements.

98-05~060,

{hl.

hourly wage of $48.67 for chief execu-

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 00-01-074,
filed 12/13/99, effective 1/13/00)

~

~

WAC 246-843-180 Expired license((s)). (1) ((H))To
return to active status when the license has expired for three
years or less, the practitioner must meet the requirements of
((ehaf)ter 246 12 'NAG, Part 2)) WAC 246-12-040 (2)(a) or

hourly wage of $48.67 for chief execu-

A copy of the statement may be obtained by writing to
Barbara A. Hayes, Health Services Consultant, Board of
Nursing Home Administrators, P.O. Box 47867, Olympia,
WA 98504-7867, phone (360) 236-4921, fax (360) 6649077.
RCW 34.05.328 applies to this rule adoption. The proposed rule is significant because it adopts a new or makes significant amendments to a policy or regulatory program. The
agency has conducted the additional analysis required.
Hearing Location: CenterPoint Corporate Park, Creekside Building No. 3, 1st Floor, 20435 72nd Avenue South,
Kent, WA 98032, on August 9, 2002, at 3:00 p.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Barbara Hayes at (360) 236-4921, by July 26, 2002, TDD (800)
833-6388.
Submit Written Comments to: Barbara A. Hayes, fax
(360) 664-9077, by July 26, 2002.
Date of Intended Adoption: August 9, 2002.
April 10, 2002
Barbara A. Hayes
Health Services Consultant 3
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(3) A preceptor for an administrator-in-training program
may be granted continuing education credit of one hour per
month of the AIT program. Credit as a preceptor is limited to
((tweHty fo1:1r)) sixteen hours of continuing.education in any
((fftt=ee)) two-year period.

~

~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-05-060,
filed 2/13/98, effective 3/ 16/98)
WAC 246-843-330 Inactive ((eredee~iel)) license. ill
A practitioner may obtain an inactive ((ereeleHtial)) license.
Refer to the requirements of chapter 246-12 WAC, Part 4.
(2) To return to active status from inactive status if the
license has been on inactive status for less than five years. the
practitioner must meet the requirements of WAC 246-12llO.
(3) To return to active status from inactive status if the
license has been on inactive status for five years or more:
(a) If the practitioner has been in active practice as a
licensed nursing home administrator in another jurisdiction
during that time. the practitioner must:
(i) Meet the requirements of WAC 246-12-110: and
(ii) Provide proof of active practice; or
(b) If the practitioner has not been in active practice as a
licensed nursing home administrator in another jurisdiction
during that time. the practitioner must:
Ci) Meet the requirements of WAC 246-12-110: and
(ii) Successfully complete the current licensing examination.
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Chapter 136-50 WAC

WSR 02-11-118
PROPOSED RULES

COUNTY ROAD
ADMINIST RATION BOARD
[Filed May 21, 2002, 11:12 a.m.]

•

I'

Original Notice.
Exempt from preproposal statement of inquiry under
RCW 34.05.310(4).
Title of Rule: Title 136 WAC.
Purpose: Creates chapter 136-50 WAC, Standards of
good practice-"-Statutory relationship between county engineer and county legislative authority-A doption of written
policies. Creates a new standard of good practice to identify
the statutory relationship between the county engineer and
county legislative authority.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 36.79 RCW.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Chris Mudgett, 2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240, 7535989; Implementat ion: Karen Pendleton, 2404 Chandler
Court S.W., Suite 240, 753-5989; and Enforcement : Jay
Weber, 2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240, 753-5989.
Name of Proponent: County Road Administration
Board, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Creates chapter 136-50 WAC, Standards of good
practice-Sta tutory relationship between county engineer
and county legislative authority-A doption of written policies. Creates a new standard of good practice to identify the
statutory relationship between the county engineer and
county legislative authority.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Creates chapter 136-50 WAC, Standards of good practice-Sta tutory relationship between county engineer and county legislative authority-A doption of written policies. Creates a new
standard of good practice to identify the statutory relationship
between the county engineer and county legislative authority.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under·chapter 19.85 RCW.
. RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Hearing Location: County Road Administration Board,
2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 280, Olympia, WA 985040913, on July 11, 2002, at 2:00 p.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Karen
Pendleton by July 5, 2002, TDD (800) 833-6384, or (360)
753-5989.
Submit Written Comments to: Karen Pendleton, 2404
Chandler Court S:W., Suite 240, Olympia, WA 98504-0913,
fax (360) 586-0386, by July 5, 2002.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 11, 2002.
May 9, 2002

STANDARD S OF GOOD PRACTICE -STATUTO RY
RELATION SHIP BETWEEN COUNTY ENGINEER
AND COUNTY LEGISLATI VE AUTHORIT Y-ADOPTION OF WRITTEN POLICIES
NEW SECTION
WAC 136-50-010 Purpose and authority. The powers
and duties of the county legislative authority in relation to
roads and bridges, and the qualifications and duties of the
county engineer are detailed in Title 36 RCW. The purpose
of these laws is to designate the county engineer as the chief
administrative officer of the county road department. This
chapter reiterates the formal relationship between the legislative authority and its county engineer and requires that certain written policies be adopted to insure the efficient and
productive operation of the road department.
In this chapter and throughout Title 136 WAC, the term
"county engineer" shall mean both "county road engineer"
and "county engineer," as those terms are used in Title 36
RCW.
NEW SECTION
WAC 136-50-020 Duties of county legislative authority. Certain specific powers and duties are set forth in RCW
36.75.040, 36.75.050, 36.80.010, 36.81.121 and 36.81.130.
In addition to these specific statutory duties, the county legislative authority shall have the duty to develop written policies
regarding county road department operation for the information and guidance of the county engineer.
NEW SECTION
WAC 136-50-030 Duties of the county engineer. The
various duties and responsibilities of the county engineer are
set forth in chapter 36.80 RCW. In addition to these specifically defined duties, the county engineer shall be guided by
written policies regarding county road department operation
as promulgated by the county legislative authority.
NEW SECTION
WAC 136-50-035 Charter counties. In counties that
have adopted a home rule charter, as provided for in Article
11 subsection 4 of the state Constitution , the duties and
responsibilities of the county engineer set forth in chapter
36.80 RCW may be modified by the county legislative
authority as allowed by existing constitutional law, statutory
law, and the county's charter.
NEW SECTION
WAC 136-50-050 Written policy. In order to implement the requirements of this chapter, the county legislative
authority shall develop and by resolution adopt written policy
covering any matters relating to road department operation as

Jay P. Weber
Executive Director
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they may see fit. WAC 136-50-051 through 136-50-055 list
the issues that must be covered by such policies.

(2) Statement indicating procedures to be followed in
processing such requests in accordance with applicable statutes.
(3) Statement indicating any delegation of authority in
processing such requests.

NEW SECTION
WAC 136-50-051 Policy regarding organization. It
shall be the duty of the county engineer to organize the road
department in accordance with the policies of the county legislative authority, into such departments, divisions, districts,
or units as may be necessary to meet statutory requirements
and to perform such additional services as may be directed by
policy of the legislative authority.
The county legislative authority shall adopt a written
policy, including a chart or pictorial representation, designating the interrelationships of all positions in the road department from the county legislative authority through all
employees. The chart shall clearly show the complete chain
of command throughout the entire organization. Copies of
such chart shall be prominently posted in the office of the
county engineer and in all road department shops in such a
manner that it will be readily available to all road department
employees and the general public.

NEW SECTION
WAC 136-50-055 Policy regarding accommodation
of utilities on county road rights of way. The county legislative authority shall adopt a written policy outlining the
county's administrative, procedural, and technical requirements regarding the installation, replacement, adjustment,
relocation, and maintenance of all utilities in, on, or above the
county road right of way.
NEW SECTION
WAC 136-50-070 Submittal of policies to the county
road administration board. Each county legislative authority shall submit to the office of the county road administration
board one copy of each policy required in WAC 136-50-051
through 136-50-055, and any subsequent revisions thereto,
adopted pursuant to this regulation. The county road administration board shall maintain a current file of all such
adopted policies for each county.

NEW SECTION
WAC 136-50-052 Policy regarding personnel practices. The county legislative authority shall adopt a written
policy outlining all road department personnel practices. The
policy shall address recruitment, appointment, promotion,
dismissal, hours of work, overtime, annual leave, sick leave,
military leave, holidays, classification, union relationship
where applicable, and general work rules, and may also
include other topics as desired by the legislative authority.
Copies of such policy shall be prominently posted in the
office of the county engineer and in all road department shops
in such a manner that it will be readily available to all road
department employees and prospective employees.
NEW SECTION
WAC 136-50-053 Policy regarding handling of complaints. The county legislative authority shall adopt a written
policy establishing the method by which complaints from the
general public and others related to any road department
activity will be handled. The purpose is to assure that each
county will have an orderly procedure to insure that citizen
complaints receive prompt attention.
NEW SECTION
WAC 136-50-054 Policy regarding approval of work
for other public agencies and county departments. The
county legislative authority shall adopt a written policy
regarding approval of work for other public agencies and
county departments. The policy shall include, but is not limited to, the following:
( 1) Statement of intent indicating whether or not the legislative authority will accept requests for work for other public agencies or other county departments.
Proposed
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PROPOSED RULES

COUNTY ROAD
ADMINISTRATION BOARD
[Filed May 21, 2002, 11:13 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Exempt from preproposal statement of inquiry under
RCW 34.05.310(4).
Title of Rule: Title 136 WAC.
Purpose: Amends chapter 136-18 WAC, Standards of
good practice-Day labor construction. Amends chapter
136-18 WAC by adding new section WAC 136-18-085
Determination day labor compliance by the county road
administration board. Identifies a list for the county road
administration board to consider when determining if a
county has unreasonably exceeded its statutory day labor
limit for the proceeding calendar year, as indicated in RCW
36.77.065(d).
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 36.79 RCW.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Chris Mudgett, 2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240, 7535989; Implementation: Karen Pendleton, 2404 Chandler
Court S.W., Suite 240, 753-5989; and Enforcement: Jay
Weber, 2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240, 753-5989.
Name of Proponent: County Road Administration
Board, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
. court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Amends chapter 136-18 WAC, Standards of good
[ 124]
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practice-Day labor construction. Amends chapter 136-18
• WAC by adding new section WAC 136-18-085 Determina.tion day labor compliance by the county road administration
board. Identifies a list for the county road administration
board to consider when determining if a county has unreasonably exceeded its statutory day labor limit for the proceeding
calendar year, as indicated in RCW 36.77.065(d).
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules:
Amends chapter 136-18 WAC, Standards of good practiceDay labor construction. Amends chapter 136-18 WAC by
adding new section WAC 136-18-085 Determination day
labor compliance by the county road administration board.
Identifies a list for the county road administration board to
consider when determining if a county has unreasonably
exceeded its statutory day labor limit for the proceeding calendar year, as indicated in RCW 36.77.065(d).
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Hearing Location: County Road Administration Board,
2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 280, Olympia, WA 985040913, on July 11, 2002, at 2:00 p.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Karen
Pendleton by July 5, 2002, TDD (800) 833-6384, or (360)
753-5989.
Submit Written Comments to: Karen Pendleton, 2404
• Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240, Olympia, WA 98504-0913,
• fax (360) 586-0386, by July 5, 2002.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 11, 2002.
May 9, 2002

•
•
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Jay P. Weber
Executive Director
NEW SECTION
WAC 136-18-085 Determination of day labor compliance by the county road administration board. At its
second regular meeting of each calendar year, the county
road administration board shall determine if any county has
unreasonably exceeded its statutory day labor limit for the
preceding calendar year, as indicated in RCW 36.77.065. In
determining what is unreasonable, the county road administration board shall consider the following:
(1) Did the county provide prior notification of the possible day labor limit violation in writing to the county road
administration board?
(2) What is the amount of the excess day labor expenditure compared to the total annual county road construction
expenditure for the same time period?
(3) Are there extenuating circumstances beyond the control of the county that resulted in exceeding the statutory day
labor limit?
(4) What is the past record of the county regarding day
labor compliance?

WSR 02-11-120

PROPOSED RULES

COUNTY ROAD
ADMINISTRA TION BOARD
[Filed May 21, 2002, 11: 14 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Exempt from preproposal statement of inquiry under
RCW 34.05.310(4).
Title of Rule: Title 136 WAC.
Purpose: Amends WAC 136-04-020 Inquiry by the
county road administration board. Amendment changes
when the board will approve the standard of goods practice
questionnaire from the first quarterly meeting of the calendar
year to the last quarterly meeting of the calendar year.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 36.79 RCW.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Chris Mudgett, 2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240, 7535989; Implementation : Karen Pendleton, 2404 Chandler
Court S.W., Suite 240, 753-5989; and Enforcement: Jay
Weber, 2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240, 753-5989.
Name of Proponent: County Road Administration
Board, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Amendment cha~ges when the board will approve
the standard of goods practice questionnaire from the first
quarterly meeting of the calendar year to the last quarterly
meeting of the calendar year.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules:
Amendment changes when the board will approve the standard of goods practice questionnaire from the first quarterly
meeting of the calendar year to the last quarterly meeting of
the calendar year.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Hearing Location: County Road Administration Board,
2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 280, Olympia, WA 985040913, on July 11, 2002, at 2:00 p.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Karen
Pendleton by July 5, 2002, TDD (800) 833-6384, or (360)
753-5989.
Submit Written Comments to: Karen Pendleton, 2404
Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240, Olympia, WA 98504-0913,
fax (360) 586-0386, by July 5, 2002.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 11, 2002.
May 9, 2002
Jay P. Weber
Executive Director
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 99-01-021,
filed 1217/98, effective 117/99)
WAC 136-04-020 Inquiry by the county road administration board. The executive director shall formulate a
questionnaire for use by the counties designed to demonstrate
to the county road administration board each county's level of
compliance with pertinent laws and regulations. The pro[ 125 J
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Submit Written Comments to: Karen Pendleton, 2404
Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240, Olympia, WA 98504-0913,
fax (360) 586-0386, by July 5, 2002.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 11, 2002.
May 9,2002
Jay P. Weber
Executive Director

posed questionnaire shall be reviewed and approved by the
county road administration board at((~)) the last regularly scheduled meeting of each calendar year and may be
revised and modified from year to year to reflect changes in
statutory and regulatory requirements. The approved questionnaire shall be distributed to all counties no later than ((ftfteeA clays after saicl meetiag)) Januarv 31 of the year following its approval.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-01-021,
filed 1217/98, effective 117/99)

WSR 02-11-121

PROPOSED RULES

COUNTY ROAD
ADMINISTRATION BOARD
[Filed May 21, 2002, 11: 14 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Exempt from preproposal statement of inquiry under
RCW 34.05.310(4).
Title of Rule: Title 136 WAC.
Purpose: Amends chapter 136-12 WAC, Standards of
good practice-Vacancy in position of county engineer.
Amends WAC 136-12-010, 136-12-020, 136-12-060, 13612-070, and 136-12-080 and adds a new section WAC 13612-045 to better identify the county's responsibility in reporting a county engineer vacancy in the county.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 36.79 RCW.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Chris Mudgett, 2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240, 7535989; Implementation: Karen Pendleton, 2404 Chandler
Court S.W., Suite 240, 753-5989; and Enforcement: Jay
Weber, 2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240, 753-5989.
Name of Proponent: County Road Administration
Board, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Amends chapter 136-12 WAC, Standards of good
practice-Vacancy in position of county engineer. Amends
WAC 136-12-010, 136-12-020, 136-12-060, 136-12-070,
and 136-12-080 and adds a new section WAC 136-12-045 to
better identify the county's responsibility in reporting a
county engineer vacancy in the county.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules:
Amends chapter 136-12 WAC, Standards of good practiceVacancy in position of county engineer. Amends WAC 13612-010, 136-12-020, 136-12-060, 136-12-070, and 136-12080 and adds a new section WAC 136-12-045 to better identify the county's responsibility in reporting a county engineer
vacancy in the county.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Hearing Location: County Road Administration Board,
2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 280, Olympia, WA 985040913, on July 11, 2002, at 2:00 p.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Karen
Pendleton by July 5, 2002, TDD (800) 833-6384, or (360)
753-5989.
Proposed

4

WAC 136-12-010 Purpose and authority. The laws of
the state of Washington make detailed provisions in chapter
36.80 RCW, for the employment of a county engineer in each
county. This chapter specifies that ((he/she shall ee empleyeEI
foll time: PreYieecl, That ia ee1:1aties with a pep1:1lati0A ef less
thaA eight th01:1saAG he/she fflll:)' ee empleyee 98 ft flllR time
Basis llAG may ee the ee1:1Aty eagiaeer ef llA0ther ee1:1Aty)) the
county legislative authority of each county shall employ a
county road engineer on either a full-time or part-time basis.
or by contracting with another county for the engineering services of a county road engineer; that he/she shall be a registered and licensed professional civil engineer under the laws
of this state; that he/she shall have supervision, under the
direction of the county legislative authority, of all activities
related to the county roads of the county, including maintenance; that he/she shall certify to the county legislative
authority all bills with respect to county roads; that he/she
shall keep complete public records of all road department
activities; that he/she shall prepare plans and specifications
for all construction work on the county road system. Since it
is unavoidable that vacancies will occur from time to time in
the position of county engineer, the following rule has been
formulated to cover an interim period.

~
~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-01-021,
filed 1217/98, effective 117/99)
WAC 136-12-020 Procedure during vacancy. When a
vacancy occurs in the office of county engineer due to resignation, retirement, death or for any other reason, the county
legislative authority shall take immediate steps to find a
replacement, either by promotion from within the organization if a competent and eligible person is available, or by
advertisement for, and interview of, qualified applicants. The
county legislative authority or county executive shall
((ifflffiecliately)). within five working days. notify the county
road administration board of the vacancy, and of the procedure to be followed during the period of vacancy.
NEW SECTION
WAC 136-12-045 Notification of hiring. When final
arrangements for the employment of a new county engineer
have been made, the county legislative authority or the
county executive shall, within five working days, notify the
county road administration board in writing and shall include
· the following information: Name of new county engineer,
Washington registration number, and e-mail address. In
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addition, the notification shall include a copy of the revised
organization chart for the public works department.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 99-01-021,
filed 1217/98, effective 117/99)
WAC 136".12-060 Failure to comply ((with FHlieg)).
((WheA the eet1Aty legislative et1therity has maae fiAal
arreAgemeHts for the emf)leymeAt ef a Hew eet1Ht)' eHgiHeer
meetiAg the reqt1iremeHts ef ehef)ter 36.80 RC\V the eet1Ht)'
reaa aamifliStretieA beers shall be flOtifiea aeeeraiHgly.)) If
((Ho st1eh)) notification is not received within ((six moHths ef
the begiHfliftg of the vaeaftey)) the time frame established in
WAC 136-12-045, the matter of the vacancy will be considered at the next regular meeting of the county road administration board. The county road administration board may
require that all day labor construction projects be shut down
and/ or that all distribution of gas tax funds to the county
cease: Provided however, That it may continue to grant reasonable extensions in the event the affected county can give
adequate proof or demonstrate at the next regularly scheduled
board meeting that a diligent effort has been made to secure
the services of a qualified engineer.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 99-01-021,
filed 1217/98, effective 117/99)

~

WAC 136-12-070 County engineer in counties with a
population of less than eight thousand. When the county
legislative authority ((of e eet1Hty with a fl9fltdetieA ef less
thaft eight thet1saAa)) chooses to employ a county engineer
on a part-time basis the terms of such employment shall be
set forth in a contract adopted by resolution of the legislative
authority. Such contract shall specify, but need not be limited
to: Statement of legal responsibility, salary or wage arrangements, meetings with the legislative authority, travel
expenses and relationship with regular employees. A copy of
such resolution and contract shall be forwarded to the office
of the coupty road administration board.
When the legislative authority chooses to contract with
another county for services such contract shall be approved
by resolution of both legislative authorities. Such contract
shall specify, but need not be limited to: Statement of legal
responsibility, salary or wage arrangements, meetings with
the legislative authority, travel expenses and relationship
with regular employees. A copy of the contract and both resolutions shall be forwarded to the office of the county road
administration board. Any such contract shall be in accordance with the.procedures of the Interlocal Cooperation Act,
chapter 39.34 RCW.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-17-013,
filed 8/12/96,~effective 9/12/96)

WAC 136-12-080 Assistant county engineer in counties with a ((tJ8f.1Hlatiae af less thee eight tllattsBRd)) part~ time county ~rigi~eer or a contract county engineer. When
a legislative authority of a county ((with a J>9flt1latioA ef less
,
thaH eight thettsaHa)) chooses to employ a licensed professional civil engineer on a part-time basis or contract with

another county for the services of its licensed professional
civil engineer, it shall designate by resolution a full-time
employee as assistant county engineer. In such cases, the designated assistant county engineer shall perform the day to day
supervision of the road department under the county engineer
in accordance with policies established by the legislative
authority.

WSR 02-11-122
PROPOSED RULES

COUNTY ROAD
ADMINISTRA TION BOARD
[Filed May 21, 2002, 11: 15 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Exempt from preproposal statement of inquiry under
RCW 34.05.310(4).
Title of Rule: Title 136 WAC.
Purpose: Repeals chapter 136-10 WAC, Relationship of
county engineer and county legislative authority. Repeals
entire chapter to be replaced with new chapter 136-50 WAC
to better identify the statutory relationship between the
county engineer and county legislative authority and adopts
written policies.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 36. 79 RCW.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Chris Mudgett, 2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240, 7535989; Implementation : Karen Pendleton, 2404 Chandler
Court S.W., Suite 240, 753-5989; and Enforcement: Jay
Weber, 2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240, 753-5989.
Name of Proponent: County Road Administration
Board, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Repeals chapter 136-10 WAC, Relationship of
county engineer and county legislative authority. Repeals
entire chapter to be replaced with new chapter 136-50 WAC
to better identify the statutory relationship between the
county engineer and county legislative authority and adopts
written policies.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules:
Repeals chapter 136-10 WAC, Relationship of county engineer and county legislative authority. Repeals entire chapter
to be replaced with new chapter 136-50 WAC to better identify the statutory relationship between the county engineer
and county legislative authority and adopts written policies.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Hearing Location: County Road Administration Board,
2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 280, Olympia, WA 985040913, on July 11, 2002, at 2:00 p.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Karen
Pendleton by July 5, 2002, TDD (800) 833-6384, or (360)
753-5989.
[ 127 J
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Submit Written Comments to: Karen Pendleton, 2404
Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240, Olympia, WA 98504-0913,
fax (360) 586-0386, by July 5, 2002.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 11, 2002.
May 9, 2002
Jay P. Weber
Executive Director
REPEALER
The following chapter of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 136-10-010

Purpose and authority.

WAC 136-10-020

Duties of county legislative
authority.

WAC 136-10-030

Duties of the county engineer.

WAC 136-10-035

Charter counties.

WAC 136-10-040

Organization of county road
department.

WAC 136-10-050

Written policy.

WAC 136-10-060

Forwarding of written policy.

WSR 02-11-128

PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
[Filed May 21, 2002, 11:22 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Exempt from preproposal statement of inquiry under
RCW 34.05.310(4).
Title of Rule: Working connections child care (WCCC).
Purpose: WAC 388-290-0010, 388-290-0075, and 388290-0085 are being revised to reduce the upper income limit
for eligibility for the working connections child care program
from 225% to 200% of the federal poverty level (FPL) and to
increase copayments by $5 at all levels. This filing will permanently adopt the emergency rule filed March 27, 2002, as
WSR 02-08-032, which was effective April 1, 2002.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.04.050,
74.13.085.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapters 74.04 and 74.13
RCW.
Summary: The upper income limit for eligibility for the
WCCC program is being decreased from 225% to 200% of
the FPL, and copayments are being increased by $5 at all levels.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The state is currently
experiencing one of the largest budget shortfalls in its history.
Program dollars must be distributed as efficiently as possible.
To achieve this the department is lowering the income eligibility level for the subsidized child care program and increasProposed

ing copayments, which are the amounts paid to the providers
by eligible families, by $5 per month.
~
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,· ~
Implementation and Enforcement: Carla Gira, Program
Manager, Lacey Government Center, 1009 College Street
S.E., Lacey, WA 98503, (360) 413-3268.
Name of Proponent: Department of Social and Health
Services, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: This rule will lower the income limit for eligibility
for the working connections child care (WCCC) program
from 225% to 200% of the federal poverty level (FPL). It
will also increase copayments paid to child care providers by
eligible families by $5 at all levels. These changes are being
made due to large budget shortfalls, and in an attempt to distribute the available funds as evenly as possible across the
program. The effects will be fewer eligible families and
slightly higher family copayments, resulting in a reduction in.
spending during this time of budget tightening.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: The
eligibility limit for the working connections child care program is being decreased from 225% to 200% of the federal
poverty level and family copayments are being increased by
$5 at all levels.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. This rule does not
impact small business.
..
RCW 34.05.328 applies to this rule adoption. The rule ~
meets the definition of a "significant legislative rule" but
DSHS is exempt from preparing a cost benefit analysis under
RCW 34.05.328 (5)(b)(vii).
Hearing Location: Office Building 2 - Auditorium
(DSHS Headquarters) (parking at 12th and Washington),
1115 Washington, Olympia, WA 98504, on June 25, 2002, at
lO:OOa.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Andy
Fernando, DSHS Rules Coordinator, by June 21, 2002, phone
(360) 664-6094, TTY (360) 664-6178, e-mail
femaAX@dshs.wa.gov.
Submit Written Comments to: Identify WAC Numbers,
DSHS Rules Coordinator, Rules and Policies Assistance
Unit, P.O. Box 45850, Olympia, WA 98504-5850, fax (360)
664-6185, e-mail fernaax@dshs.wa.gov, by 5:00 p.m., June
25, 2002.
Date of Intended Adoption: No sooner than June 26,
2002.
May 15, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 02-01-135,
filed 12/19/01, effective 1119/02)
WAC 388-290-0010 What makes me eligible for
WCCC benefits? For the purposes of this chapter "we" and
· "us" refer to the department of social and health services.
You may be eligible for WCCC benefits if:
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(1) Your family is described under WAC 388-290-0015;
(2) ((¥ettte)) You are participating in an approved activ-

ity under WAC 388-290-0040, 388-290-0045, or 388-2900050;
(3) You and your children are eligible under WAC 388290-0020;
(4) Your countable income, is at or below two hundred
((tweAty fi¥e)) percent of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL)
(under WAC 388-290-0065); and
(5) Your share of the child care cost, called a copayment
(under WAC 388-290-0075) is lower than the total DSHS
maximum monthly payment for all children in the family
who are eligible for subsidized care.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 02-01-135,
filed 12/19/01, effective 1119/02)
WAC 388-290-0075 What are the steps the WCCC
program takes to ((HgMe)) determine my family's WCCC
eligibility and copayment amount? The WCCC program
takes the following steps to ((figt:tre)) determine your WCCC
income eligibility and copayment:
(1) Determine your family size (under WAC 388-2900015); and
(2) Determine your countable income (under WAC 388290-0065).
(3) If your family's countable monthly income falls
within the range below, then your copayment is:
YOUR INCOME
At or below 82% of the FPL
Above 82% of the FPL up to
137.5% of the FPL
Above((~)) 137.5% of the
FPL - ((~)) 200% of the FPL

YOUR COPAYMENT is:
$((-Hl)) .li
$((;!(})) 25

The dollar amount equal to subtracting 137.5% of FPL from countable income, multiplying by 44%,
then adding $( (;!G)) 25

Income above((~)) 200% of the
FPL, you are not eligible for
WCCC benefits.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending 02-01-135, filed
12/19/01, effective 1/19/02)
WAC 388-290-0085 When might my WCCC copayment change? (1) Once we have determined that you are eligible for WCCC benefits, your copayment could change
when:
(a) Your activity changes under WAC 388-290-0040,
388-290-0045, or 388-290-0050;
(b) Your monthly income decreases;
(c) Your family size increases;
(d) You are no longer eligible for the three-month T ANF
grant exemption under WAC 388-290-0070(h) or the minimum copayment under WAC 388-290-0090.
(2) If your copayment changes during your eligibility
period, the change is effective the first of the month following the change.
(3) We do not increase your copayment during your current eligibility period when your countable income remains at

or below two hundred ((twefll)' fiye)) percent of the FPL,
and:
(a) Your monthly countable income increases; or
(b) Your family size decreases.
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Aging and Adult Services Administration)
[Filed May 21, 2002, 11 :26 a.m.]

Supplemental Notice to WSR 01-23-072.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0023-049.
Title of Rule: New WAC 388-71-05949 What are the
minimum requirements for an instructor for basic or modified
basic training?
Purpose: Implementing SSB 6502, on training for Medicaid in-home services.
Other Identifying Information: This proposed rule was
previously proposed as WAC 388-71-05950 in WSR 01-23072.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 34.05.040,
74.39A.050.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 121, Laws of2000.
Summary: Implements instructor minimum qualifications for basic training.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Implementing statute referenced above.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Dotti Wilke, P.O. Box 45600, Olympia, WA 98504-5600,
(360) 725-2539; Implementation and Enforcement: Marta
Acedo, P.O. Box 45600, Olympia, WA 98504-5600, (360)
725-2549.
Name of Proponent: Department of Social and Health
Services, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: This rule implements the RCW on training for Medicaid home care (agency and individual providers). The rule
describes the requirements for instructors for basic training.
Proposal does not change existing rules.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. The proposed rules will
not impose any additional cost to small businesses. A cost
benefit analysis has been prepared, and a copy of this document may be obtained from the person listed below.
RCW 34.05.328 applies to this rule adoption. A cost
benefit analysis has been prepared, and a copy of this document may be obtained from Tresa Harambasic, P.O. Box
45600, Olympia, WA 98504-5600, phone (360) 725-2548,
fax (360) 725-2646, e-mail haramtj@dshs.wa.gov.
Hearing Location: Office Building 2 - Auditorium
(DSHS Headquarters) (parking at 12th and Washington),
1115 Washington, Olympia, WA 98504, on June 25, 2002, at
10:00 a.m.
[ 129)
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Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Andy
Fernando, DSHS Rules Coordinator, by June 21, 2002, phone
(360) 664-6094, TTY (360) 664-6178, e-mail fernaax@dshs.
wa.gov.
Submit Written Comments to: Identify WAC Numbers,
DSHS Rules Coordinator, Rules and Policies Assistance
Unit, P.O. Box 45850, Olympia, WA 98504-5850, fax (360)
664-6185, e-mail fernaax@dshs.wa.gov, by 5:00 p.m., June
25, 2002.
Date of Intended Adoption: Not earlier than June 26,
2002.
May 14, 2002

PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
[Filed May 21, 2002, 11:28 a.m.)

Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05949 What are the minimum qualifications for an instructor for basic or modified basic training? An instructor for basic or modified basic training must
meet the following minimum qualifications:
(1) General qualifications:
(a) Twenty-one years of age;
(b) Has not had a professional health care or social services license or certification revoked in .Washington state.
However, no license or certification is required.
(2) Education and work experience:
(a) Upon initial approval or hire, must have:
(i) A high school diploma and one year of caregiving
experience within the last five years in an adult family home,
boarding home, supported Jiving through DDD per chapter
388-820 WAC, or home care setting; or
(ii) An associate degree in a health field and six months
caregiving experience within the last five years in an adult
family home, boarding home, supported Jiving through DDD
per chapter 388-820 WAC, or home care setting.
(3) Teaching experience:
(a) Must have one hundred hours of experience teaching
adults on topics directly related to the basic training; or
(b) Meet up to forty hours of the one hundred hours of
teaching experience, hour for hour, by teaching while being
mentored by an instructor who meets these qualifications,
and must attend a class on adult education that meets the
requirements of WAC 388-71-05951.
(4) The instructor must be experienced in caregiving
practices and capable of demonstrating competency with
respect to the course content or units being taught;
(5) Instructors who will administer tests must have experience or training in assessment and competency testing; and
(6) If required under WAC 388-71-05923 or 388-7105929, instructors must successfully complete basic or modified basic training prior to beginning to train others.
Proposed
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Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0201-008.
Title of Rule: Amending WAC 388-460-0001 Who may
be issued cash, child care, medical and food assistance benefits?; and new WAC 388-460-0020 Who is a protective
payee?, 388-460-0025 Who can be a protective payee?, 388460-0030 When is an emergency or temporary protective
payee (TANF/SFA) used?, 388-460-0035 When is a protec~
tive payee assigned for mismanagement of funds?, 388-4600040 When is a protective payee assigned to TANF/SFA
pregnant or parenting minors?, 388-460-0045 Are clients in
WorkFirst sanction status assigned protective· payees?, 388460-0050 When is a client transferred from a protective·
payee to guardianship?, 388-460-0055 What are the protective payee's responsibilities?, 388-460-0060 When are protective payee plans done?, 388-460-0065 When is the.protective payee status ended and how is a protective payee
changed?, and 388-460-0070 What are your fair hearing
rights regarding protective payment?
Purpose: This filing will- migrate chapter 388-265 WAC
into chapter 388-460 WAC to have all payee WACs in the
same section and simplify the protective payee policy.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.08.090,
74.04.050, and 74.08A.340.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 74.08.090, 74.04.050, 74.08A.340, and WSR 99-14-043.
Summary: These WACs will simplify the protective
payee policy and introduce the following changes: Protective
payees and their staff will now have to pass new more stringent criminal background checks; clients using EBT funds
for the purposes of gambling will be assigned a protective:
payee to manage their funds; protective payee plans will now
be required if a client has expenses other than rent and utilities; and clarifies that only minor parents that a [are] .head of,
household must have a protective payee.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: To simplify the language
and to add new conditions for the protective payee program.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Ian Horlor, Lacey Government Center, 1009 College Street S.E., Lacey, WA 98503,
(360) 413-3247.
Name of Proponent: Department of Social and Health
Services, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal Jaw, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The rule changes bring the protective payees into the
same chapter as the other payees.
The rule changes are to simplify and clarify how and
when a protective payee is assigned. It clarifies who can be a
protective payee and the requirements the protective payee
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must meet. The effect of the changes is to streamline and
make more understandable the protective policy and process.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: These
W ACs will simplify the protective payee policy and introduce the following changes:
Criminal background checks requirement for pay•
ees.
Using EBT funds for gambling results in a protec•
tive payee.
• Revised when a protective payee plan is required.
Introduced new language to clarify that only minor
•
parents that are a head of household must have a
protective payee.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. These rules do not
affect small businesses.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
The rules are exempt under RCW 34.05.328 (5)(b)(vii).
Office Building 2 Auditorium
Hearing Location:
(DSHS Headquarters) (parking at 12th and Washington),
1115 Washington, Olympia, WA 98504, on June 25, 2002, at
lO:OOa.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Andy
Fernando, DSHS Rules Coordinator, by May [June] 21,
2002, phone (360) 664-6094, TTY (360) 664-6178, e-mail
fernaax@dshs.wa.gov.
Submit Written Comments to: Identify WAC Numbers,
DSHS Rules Coordinator, Rules and Policies Assistance
Unit, P.O. Box 45850, Olympia, WA 98504-5850, fax (360)
664-6185, e-mail fernaax@dshs.wa.gov, by 5:00 p.m., June
25, 2002.
Date of Intended Adoption: No sooner than June 26,
2002.
May 17, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
filed 7/31/98, effective 9/1/98)
WAC 388-460-0001 ((Payee fer)) Who may be issued
cash, child care. medical and food assistance benefits((r))1
(1) Cash and child care assistance may be issued in the name
of the following persons:
(a) A client who is the recipient of the benefits;
(b) An ineligible parent or other relative ((Feeehiiag))
~ benefits on behalf of an eligible child;
(c} A person, facility, organization, institution or agency
acting as a protective payee or representative payee for a client;
(d) A guardian or agent acting on behalf of a client; or
(e) A vendor of goods or services supplied to an eligible
client.
(2) When medical coverage accompanies cash assistance, the medical identification (MAID) card for the assistance unit members is issued in the name of the person listed
as payee for the cash benefit.
(3) For other medical assistance units, the MAID card is
issued to the person named as the head of the assistance unit.

WSR 02-11-131

(4) Food assistance benefits are issued to the person
named as the head of the food assistance unit.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-460-0020 Who is a protective payee? (1) A
protective payee is a person or an employee of an agency who
manages client cash benefits to provide for basic needs housing, utilities, clothing, child care, and food. They may
also provide services such as training clients how to manage
money.
(2) Clients are assigned to protective payees for the following reasons:
(a) Emergency or temporary situations where a child is
left without a caretaker (T ANF/SFA) per WAC 388-4600030;
(b) Mismanagement of money (TANF/SFA, GA, or
WCCC) per WAC 388-460-0035;
(c) Noncooperation with WorkFirst program requirements per WAC 388-310-1600 or 388-310-1650; or
(d) Pregnant or parenting minors per WAC 388-4600040.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-460-0025 Who can be a protective payee?

(1) Clients may ask for a particular protective payee, but the

department makes the final choice.
(2) Protective payees must contract with the department,
except for employees of the department who are assigned this
function as part of their job duties.
(3) The contracted protective payee and their staff must
pass a criminal background check per WAC 388-06-0170,
388-06-0180 and 388-06-0190.
(4) A departmental employee acting as a protective
payee cannot:
(a) Have the client in their caseload,
(b) Have the client in the caseloads of other employees
under their supervision,
(c) Be responsible for determining or issuing benefits for
the client,
(d) Be the office administrator, or
(e) Be a special investigator.
(5) For TANF/SFA, a department employee cannot act
as a protective payee when the department has legal custody
or responsibility for placement and care of the child.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-460-0030 When is an emergency or temporary protective payee (TANF/SFA) used? An emergency
or temporary protective payee is assigned when a caretaker
relative or adult acting in loco parentis per WAC 388-4540005 is not available to take care of and supervise a child due
to an emergency.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-460-0035 When is a protective payee
assigned for mismanagemen t of funds? (1) The decision to
[ 131]
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assign a person to a protective payee because of mismanagement of funds must be based on law or with proof the client is
unable to manage their cash benefits. The proof must be current and show how this threatens the well being of a child or
client on T ANF/SFA, GA or WCCC. Examples of proof are:
(a) Department employees or others observe that the client or client's children are hungry, ill, or not adequately
clothed;
(b) Repeated requests from the client for extra money for
basic essentials such as food, utilities, clothing, and housing;
(c) A series of evictions or utility shut off notices within
the last twelve months;
(d) Medical or psychological evaluations showing an
inability to handle money;
(e) An ADATSA alcohol/drug assessment establishing
incapacity due to substance abuse;
(f) Not paying an in home child care provider for services when payment has been issued to the client by the
department for that purpose;
(g) A complaint from businesses showing a pattern of
failure to pay bills or rent;
(h) Using public assistance electronic benefits transfer
(EBT) card or cash obtained through EBT to purchase or pay
for lottery tickets, pari-mutuel wagering, or any of the activities authorized under chapter 9.46 RCW.
(2) A lack of money or a temporary shortage of money
because of an emergency does not constitute mismanagement.
(3) When a client has a history of mismanaging money,
benefits can be paid through a protective payee or directly to
a vendor.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-460-0040 When is a protective payee
assigned to T ANF/SF A pregnant or parenting minors?
Pregnant or parenting minors must be assigned to protective
payees if the clients are:
(l)' Head of a household;
(2) Under age eighteen;
(3) Unmarried; and
(4) Pregnant or have a dependent child.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-460-0045 Are clients in WorkFirst sanction status assigned protective payees? (1) Clients in sanction status for noncooperation or nonparticipation in WorkFirst work activities are assigned to protective payees following the rules in WAC 388-310-1600 and 388-310-1650.
(2) Clients in sanction status remain in protective payee
status until they cooperate with WorkFirst and the sanction is
removed, as long as they are receiving assistance.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-460-0050 When is a client transferred
from a protective payee to guardianship? (1) In emergency
cases where a person is physically or mentally unable to manProposed

age their own funds, the client is referred to other divisions of
the department for full care, including guardianship.
(2) In cases where a child is eligible for TANF/SFA and
relative does not use the benefits for adequate
caretaker
the
care of the child, the case can be referred to the attorney general to establish a limited guardianship.
(3) Guardianships are used only if it appears there is a
need for services that are expected to last longer than two
years.
(4) These guardianships are limited to management of
DSHS benefits.
(5) The protective payee plan is changed if a guardian is
appointed. The guardian is designated as the payee.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-460-0055 What are the protective payee's
responsibilities? The protective payee's responsibilities are
to:
(1) Manage client cash and child care assistance benefits
to pay bills for basic needs, such as housing and utilities, or as
directed in the protective payee plans;
(2) Provide money management for client if this item is
included in the protective payee plans;
(3) Encourage clients to comply with WorkFirst and
other program requirements, such as getting a job or attending school; and
(4) Provide reports to the department on client progress.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-460-0060 When are protective payee plans
done? A protective payee plan may be developed when a
case is assigned to a protective payee.
(1) A copy of the plan is provided to the protective payee
and the client.
(2) All cases, e.xcept for when a protective payee is
assigned due to sanction status, must be reviewed:
(a) After an initial three-month period; and
(b) At least every six months beyond the initial period
for on going cases.
(3) Reviews include evaluation of:
(a) The need for the client to continue in protective payee
status; or
(b) The need to change the plan; or
(c) The client's potential to assume control of their funds
(or be removed from protective payee status); and
(d) Protective payee performance.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-460-0065 When is the protective payee status ended and how is a protective payee changed? A client
may be removed from a protective payee status when a:
(1) Protective payee requests the client be reassigned;
(2) The department assigns a different protective payee;
or
(3) Protective payee is no longer required.
[ 132]
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NEW SECTION

WAC 388-460-0070 What are your fair hearing
I' rights regarding protective payment? You have the right
for a fair hearing if you disagree with the department's decision to:
(1) Assign payment of benefits through a protective
payee,
(2) Continue the assignment,
(3) Change the protective payee selected for you, or
(4) Change the contents of your protective payee plan.
~

REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 388-265-1150

Protective payee-General
information.

WAC 388-265-1155

Protective payee selection.

WAC 388-265-1200

Emergency and temporary
protective payees
(TANF/SFA).

WAC 388-265-1250

Protective payee or vendor
payment due to mismanagement of money.

WAC 388-265-1275

Assigning TANF/SFA or GA
pregnant or parenting minors
to protective payee.

WAC 388-265-1300

Assigning TANF/SFA clients
sanctioned for noncooperation or nonparticipation with
WorkFirst activities to protective payees.

WAC 388-265-1375

Transfer from protective payees to guardianship.

WAC 388-265-1450

Protective payee responsibility and fees.

WAC 388-265-1500

Protective payee plans.

WAC 388-265-1600

Ending protective payee status and changing payees.

WAC 388-265-1650

Your fair hearing rights
regarding protective payment.

WSR 02-11-133
PROPOSED RULES

SECRETARY OF STATE
[Filed May 21, 2002, 2:52 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0208-013.

WSR 02-11-133

Title of Rule: An electronic system to file declarations
of candidacy.
Purpose: Rules are established to establish a definition
and standards for the implementation of a system to file declarations of candidacy electronically.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Section 3, chapter
140, Laws of 2002.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 140, Laws of2002.
Summary: An electronic system to file declarations of
candidacy shall be an online system accessible to candidates
on the world wide web that records information required in
statute.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The system will be more
efficient for the Office of the Secretary of State and more
convenient for candidates across the state.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Bill Huennekens, Office of the Secretary of State, (360) 9024169; Implementation and Enforcement: Dean Logan,
Office of the Secretary of State, (360) 902-4180.
Name of Proponent: Office of the Secretary of State,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: These rules define and establish standards for a system to file declarations of candidacy electronically, determine which jurisdictions may accept electronically filed declarations of candidacy, and allow interlocal agreements to
provide electronic filing services.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules:
Changes rules to allow for the implementation of a system to
file declarations of candidacy electronically, transfer filing
information electronically to the public disclosure commission, and allowing the acceptance of a voter registration form
by electronic facsimile.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. These rules do not
impact small businesses.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
RCW 34.05.328 (5)(b)(ii) establishes that this section does
not apply to rules relating only to internal governmental operations.
Hearing Location: Office of the Secretary of State, 520
Union Avenue S.E., Olympia, WA, on June 26, 2002, at 9:00.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Bill
Huennekens by June 21, 2002, TDD (800) 422-8683, or
(360) 902-4169.
Submit Written Comments to: Bill Huennekens, Office
of the Secretary of State, P.O. Box 40229, Olympia, WA
98584 [98504], fax (360) 586-5629, by June 26, 2002.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 23, 2002.
May 21, 2002
Steve Excell
Assistant Secretary of State
[ 133]
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AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 02-09-007, filed 4/4/02, effective 4/4/02)
w Ac 434-215-012 Declaration of candidacy-Offices subject to a ~rimary. ~eclarations of ~andidacy for all partisan
and nonpartisan offices ((shall ee)) filed either in person or by mail shall be m substantially the following form:
Place Illustration Here
(WAC 434-215-012, Illus. 1) Place illustration here.
FILING DATA ••• FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Date/Time
Paid By (Check one)
0Check
OOther
Ocash
0Nom. Petition

Fee Paid $. _ _ _ __ File No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Office

Clerll/Cashierinilials

Code:

DECLARATION OF CANDIDACY
1. I, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a m a registered voter residing at:
(PRINT NAME AS YOU ARE REGISTERED TO VOTE)

2.

(STREET ADDRESS OR RURAl ROUTE WHERE REGISTERED TO VOTE)

(CITY)

(COUNTY)

(ZIPCODE)

(MAILING ADDRESS)

(CITY)

(COUNTY)

(ZIPCODE)

(TELEPHONE NO.)

(EMAIL ADDRESS)

and at the time of filing this declaration I am legally qualified to assume office if elected.
3. I declare myself as a candidate for nomination to the office of:
(NAME OF OFFICE)
(CONGRESSIONAl OR LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT, COUNTY. CITY, OR OTHER JURISDICTION)
(POSITION NUMBER IF APPLICABLE)

(DIRECTOR OR COMMISSIONER DISTRICT. IF ANY)

4. For the following term of office:

0

0

A full term or a full term and a short term, or
An unexpired term

5. This office is:

0
0

Nonpartisan, or
Partisan, and I am:

Oa candidate of the
party, or
Dan independent candidate nominated pursu·ant to chapter 29.24 RCW.

6. Filing Fee (Check one):

0
0

0

0
7.

There is no filing fee because the office has no fixed annual salary, or
I am submitting a filing fee of $10 because the fixed annual salary of the office being sought is $1,000 or
less, or
I am submitting a filing fee of$
, an amount equal to 1% of the annual salary, or
I am without sufficient assets or income to pay the filing fee required by law and I have attached a nominating
petition in lieu of this fee, pursuant to RCW 29.15.050.

Ple1;1se print my name on the ballot exactly as f o l l o w s : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (PLEASE PRINT)

I declare that this infonnation Is, to the best of my knowledge, true. I also swear, or affirm, that I will support the Constitution and
laws of the United States and the Constitution and laws of the State of Washington.

S::.b:,: ~=~z:U"::::~~ ':t::. the

Nore: Your signature must be personally

:~:=~~

s.

Sign Here

STATE OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF - - - - - - -

x

(SIGNATURE OF CANDlllATE AS REGISTERED TO VOTE)

SIGNED OR ATTESTED BEFORE ME ON

(DATE)

by_~-----~--~-----~
(CANDIDATE)

(SEAL OR STAMP)

(SIGNATURE OF NOTARY)

(TITLE)
SSE 84-1 (2002)

Proposed

My APPOINTMENT EXPIRES

Candidate: Return all copies of this declaraUon to your Elections Dept.
Distribution by Elections Dept: White-County: Yello-PDC; Pink-Candidate
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those required in RCW 29.15.010. At a minimum, electronically filed declarations of candidacy shall provide:
(1) The month and day of the candidate's date of birth;
(2) An electronic mail address, phone number, and mailing address where the candidate may be contacted.

Candidate: Return all copies of this declaration to the filing
officer. Distribution by the filing officer: White-County;
Yellow-PDC; Pink-Candidate
The form((&)) shall measure eight and one-half inches by
eleven inches and be printed on paper stock of good quality.
The form shall also contain space for recording the date and
time of filing and a sequential filing and receipt number. One
copy of the form or an electronic file. in a format approved by
the secretary of state and acceptable to the public disclosure
commission. containing the information on the form of each
properly executed and filed declaration and affidavit of candidacy shall be forwarded to the public disclosure commission as required by RCW 29.15.030, and one copy of the
form or an electronic file containing the information on the
form of each properly executed and filed declaration and affidavit of candidacy shall be returned to the candidate.

NEW SECTION
WAC 434-215-110 Interlocal agreements to provide
electronic filing services. The secretary of state may enter
into interlocal agreements with county auditors to provide
services in order that county auditors may accept electronic
filings. Nothing in an agreement shall contravene RCW
29.15.030, determining where candidates file for office.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-08-010,
filed 3/18/98, effective 3/18/98)

NEW SECTION

•
•

WAC 434-215-070 Definition and standards for systems to file declarations of candidacy electronically. An
electronic system to file declarations of candidacy shall be an
online system accessible to candidates on the world wide web
that records the information specified in RCW 29.15.010 (1)
through (4) and WAC 434-215-090. At a minimum, the system shall perform the following functions:
(1) Verify the candidate's voter registration status;
(2) Check the candidate's name against the name
returned by electronic transfer of funds process;
(3) Allow the filing officer to verify filings before filing
information is made public;
(4) Accept electronic transfer of funds for the payment of
filing fees required by RCW 29.15.050, except that a candidate submitting a nominating petition in the place of a filing
fee may not file the declaration of candidacy electronically;
(5) Inform, and require the candidate to acknowledge,
that submission of the form constitutes agreement that the
information provided with the filing is true, that he or she will
support the Constitution and laws of the United States and the
state of Washington, and that he or she agrees to electronic
payment of the filing fee established in RCW 29.15.050; and
(6) Inform the candidate that knowingly providing false
information on a declaration of candidacy is a class C felony
as provided by RCW 29.85.100.

WAC 434-208-060 Filing of electronic facsimile documents. In addition to those documents specified by RCW
29.04.230, the secretary of state or the county auditor shall
accept and file in his or her office electronic facsimile transmissions of the following documents:
(1) The text of any proposed initiative, referendum, or
recall measure and any accompanying documents required by
law;
(2) Any minor party or independent candidate filing
material except nominating petitions;
(3) Lists of presidential electors selected by political parties or independent candidates;
(4) Voted ballots, provided the voter agrees to waive the
secrecy of his or her ballot;
(5) Resolutions from cities, towns, and other districts
calling for a special election;
(6) Filling of vacancies on the ticket by a major political
party,;
(7) Voter registration form.

WSR 02-11-138

PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES
[Filed May 21, 2002, 4:42 p.m.]

NEW SECTION
WAC 434-215-080 Jurisdictions eligible to accept
electronically filed declarations of candidacy. The secretary of state and county auditors may accept electronically
filed declarations of candidacy for any office for which they
are authorized to accept filings provided by RCW 29.15.030.
Any system designed to accept electronically filed declarations of candidacy must comply with the requirements of
WAC 434-215-070.

~

NEW SECTION
WAC 434-215-090 Information requirements for
electronically filed declarations of candidacy beyond
C 135

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0207-023.
Title of Rule: Definition of Class II forest practices, salvage of logging residue.
Purpose: Changes would correct an error to WAC 22216-050 that, if implemented as written, would likely result in
damage to public resources and an inconsistency with the
definition of Class II forest practices in RCW 76.09.050.
WAC 222-16-050
Other Identifying Information:
Classes of forest practices.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 76.09.040,
76.09.050, 76.09.370.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 280, Laws of 200 l.

J
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Summary: The existing rules under WAC 222-16-050,
that became effective on July 1, 2001, contain an error that
would classify the salvage of logging residue as a Class II
forest practice, regardless of whether this action occurs
within a riparian management zone of a Type F water, within
a bankfull width of a Type Np water, within a wetland or wetland management zone, or involves the use of mechanized
equipment on slopes greater than 40%.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The current rule language
is outside the original intent of the Forest Practices Board and
could result in damages to public resources. Additionally,
this error causes existing rules to be inconsistent with chapter
76.09RCW.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Debora Brown Munguia, 1111 Washington Street S.E.,
Olympia, WA 98504, (360) 902-1448; Implementation:
Garry Gideon, 1111 Washington Street S.E., Olympia, WA
98504, (360) 902-1483; and Enforcement: Lenny Young,
1111 Washington Street S.E., Olympia, WA 98504, (360)
902-1744.
Name of Proponent: Forest Practices Board, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The existing rules under WAC 222-16-050, that
became effective on July 1, 2001, contain an error that would
classify the salvage of logging residue as a Class II- forest
practice, regardless of whether this action occurs within a
riparian management zone of a Type F water, within a bankfull width of a Type Np water, within a wetland or wetland
management zone, or involves the use of mechanized equipment on slopes greater than 40%.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: WAC
222-16-050 (4)(d), would remove salvage of logging residue
from being categorized as a Class II forest practice if it occurs
in an area with specific landscape features where damage to
public resources is likely to occur, including within an RMZ
of a Type F water, within the bankfull width of a Type Np
water, within a wetland management zone, within a wetland,
or within the CRGNSA special management area, or if it
involves off road use of equipment on a sideslope of greater
than 40%.
WAC 222-16-050 (4)(e), removes language indicating
that salvage of logging residue is a Class II forest practice.
WAC 222-16-050 (4)(f), corrects formatting.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. This rule is intended to
correct an error that was made during previous rule making to
WAC 22-16-050 and would preserve the original intent of the
forest practices rules effective July 1, 2001, for which a small
business economic impact statement was already prepared.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
This rule is intended to correct an error that was made during
previous rule making to WAC 222-16-050 and would preserve the original intent of the forest practices rules effective
July 1, 2001, for which a cost benefit analysis was already
prepared.
Proposed

Hearing Location: Natural Resources Building, 1111
Washington Street S.E., Fourth Floor, Room 461, Olympia,
WA 98504, on July 16, 2002, at 3:00 p.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Josh
Brown by July 1, 2002, TDD (360) 902-1125, or (360) 9021480.
Submit Written Comments to: Patricia Anderson, Rules
Coordinator, Forest Practices Board, P.O. Box 47012, Olympia, WA 98504-4701, e-mail forest.practicesboard@wadnr.
gov, fax (360) 902-1428, by July 17, 2002.
Date of Intended Adoption: August 14, 2002.
May 21, 2002
Ron T_eissere
for Pat McElroy
Chair
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-12-042,
·
filed 5/30/01, effective 7/1/01)
WAC *222-16-050 Classes of forest practices. There
are 4 classes of forest practices created by the act. All forest
practices (including those in Classes I and II) must be conducted in accordance with the forest practices rules.
(1) "Class IV - special." Except as provided in WAC
222-16-051, application to conduct forest practices involving
the following circumstances requires an environmental
checklist in compliance with the State Environmental Policy
Act (SEPA), and SEP A guidelines, as they have been determined to have potential for a substantial impact on the environment. It may be determined that additional information or
a detailed environmental statement is required before these
forest practices may be conducted.
*(a) Aerial application of pesticides in a manner identified as having the potential for a substantial impact on the
environment under WAC 222-16-070 or ground application
of a pesticide within a Type A or B wetland.
(b) Specific forest practices listed in WAC 222-16-080
on lands designated as critical habitat (state) of threatened or
endangered species.
(c) Harvesting, road construction, aerial application of
pesticides and site preparation on all lands within the boundaries of any national park, state park, or any park of a local
governmental entity, except harvest of less than 5 MBF
within any developed park recreation area and park managed
salvage of merchantable forest products.
*(d) Timber harvest, or construction of roads, landings,
gravel pits, rock quarries, or spoil disposal areas, on potentially unstable slopes or landforms described in (i) below that
has the potential to deliver sediment or debris to a public
resource or that has the potential to threaten public safety,
and which has been field verified by the department (see
WAC 222-10-030 SEP A policies for potential unstable
slopes and landforms).
(i) For the purpose of this rule, potentially unstable
slopes or landforms are one of the following: (See the board
manual section 16 for more descriptive definitions.)
(A) Inner gorges, convergent headwalls, or bedrock hollows with slopes steeper than 35 degrees (70% );
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(B) Toes of deep-seated landslides, with slopes steeper
than 33 degrees (65%);
•
(C) Ground water recharge areas for glacial deep-seated
landslides;
(D) Outer edges of meander bends along valley walls or
high terraces of an unconfined meandering stream; or
(E) Any areas containing features indicating the presence of potential slope instability which cumulatively indicate the presence of unstable slopes.
(ii) The department will base its classification of the
application/notification on professional knowledge of the
area, information such as soils, geologic or hazard zonation
maps and reports or other information provided by the applicant.
(iii) An application would not be classified as Class IVSpecial for potentially unstable slopes or landforms under
this subsection if:
(A) The proposed forest practice is located within a
WAU that is subject to an approved watershed analysis;
(B) The forest practices are to be conducted in accordance with an approved prescription from the watershed
analysis (or as modified through the 5-year review process);
and
(C) The applicable prescription is specific to the site or
situation, as opposed to a prescription that calls for additional
analysis. The need for an expert to determine whether the site
contains specific landforms will not be considered "additional analysis," as long as specific prescriptions are estab~ lished for such landforms.
I'
*(e) Timber harvest, in a watershed administrative unit
not subject to an approved watershed analysis under chapter
222-22 WAC, construction of roads, landings, rock quarries,
gravel pits, borrow pits, and spoil disposal areas on snow avalanche slopes within those areas designated by the department, in consultation with department of transportation and
local government, as high avalanche hazard where there is
the potential to deliver sediment or debris to a public
resource, or the potential to threaten public safety.
(f) Timber harvest, construction of roads, landings, rock
quarries, gravel pits, borrow pits, and spoil disposal areas on
archaeological or historic sites registered with the Washington state office of archaeology and historic preservation, or
on sites containing evidence of Native American cairns,
graves, or glyptic records, as provided for in chapters 27 .44
and 27.53 RCW. The department shall consult with affected
Indian tribes in identifying such sites.
*(g) Forest practices subject to an approved watershed
analysis conducted under chapter 222-22 WAC in an area of
resource sensitivity identified in that analysis which deviates
from the prescriptions (which may include an alternate plan)
in the watershed analysis.
*(h) Filling or draining of more than 0.5 acre of a wetland.
(2) "Class IV - general." Applications involving the
following circumstances are "Class IV - general" forest prac•
tices unless they are listed in "Class IV - special." Upon
,
receipt of an application, the department will determine the
lead agency for purposes of compliance with the State Environmental Policy Act pursuant to WAC 197-11-924 and 197~
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11-938(4) and RCW 43.21C.037(2). Such applications are
subject to a 30-day period for approval unless the lead agency
determines a detailed statement under RCW 43.21C.030
(2)( c) is required. Upon receipt, if the department determines
the application is for a proposal that will require a license
from a county/city acting under the powers enumerated in
RCW 76.09.240, the department shall notify the applicable
county/city under WAC 197-11-924 that the department has
determined according to WAC 197-11-938(4) that the
county/city is the lead agency for purposes of compliance
with State Environmental Policy Act.
(a) Forest practices (other than those in Class I) on lands
platted after January 1, 1960, or on lands being converted to
another use.
(b) Forest practices which would otherwise be Class III,
but which are taking place on lands which are not to be reforested because of likelihood of future conversion to urban
development. (See WAC 222-16-060 and 222-34-050.)
(3) "Class I." Those operations that have been determined to have no direct potential for damaging a public
resource are Class I forest practices. When the conditions
listed in "Class IV - Special" are not present, these operations
may be commenced without notification or application.
(a) Culture and harvest of Christmas trees and seedlings.
*(b) Road maintenance except: (i) Replacement of
bridges and culverts across Type S, F or flowing Type Np
Waters; or (ii) movement of material that has a direct potential for entering Type S, F or flowing Type Np Waters or
Type A or B Wetlands.
*(c) Construction of landings less than 1 acre in size, if
not within a shoreline area of a Type S Water, the riparian
management zone of a Type F Water, the bankfull width of a
Type Np Water, a wetland management zone, a wetland, or
the CRGNSA special management area.
*(d) Construction of less than 600 feet of road on a sideslope of 40 percent or less if the limits of construction are not
within the shoreline area of a Type S Water, the riparian management zone of a Type F Water, the bankfull width of a
Type Np Water, a wetland management zone, a wetland, or
the CRGNSA special management area.
*(e) Installation or removal of a portable water crossing
structure where such installation does not take place within
the shoreline area of a Type S Water and does not involve disturbance of the beds or banks of any waters.
*(f) Initial installation and replacement of relief culverts
and other drainage control facilities not requiring a hydraulic
permit.
(g) Rocking an existing road.
(h) Loading and hauling timber from landings or decks.
(i) Precommercial thinning and pruning, if not within the
CRGNSA special management area.
(j) Tree planting and seeding.
(k) Cutting and/or removal of less than 5,000 board feet
of timber (including live, dead and down material) for personal use (i.e., firewood, fence posts, etc.) in any 12-month
period, if not within the CRGNSA special management area.
(I) Emergency fire control and suppression.
(m) Slash burning pursuant to a burning permit (RCW
76.04.205).
Proposed
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*(n) Other slash control and site preparation not involving either off-road use of tractors on slopes exceeding 40 per~
cent or off-road use of tractors within the shorelines of a Type
S Water, the riparian management zone of any Type F Water,
or the bankfull width of a Type Np Water, a wetland management zone, a wetland, or the CRGNSA special management
area.
*(o) Ground application of chemicals, if not within the
CRGNSA special management area. (See WAC 222-38-020
and 222-38-030.)
*(p) Aerial application of chemicals (except insecticides), outside of the CRGNSA special management area
when applied to not more than 40 contiguous acres if the
application is part of a combined or cooperative project with
another landowner and where the application does not take
place within 100 feet of lands used for farming, or within 200
feet of a residence, unless such farmland or residence is
owned by the forest landowner. Provisions of chapter 222-38
WAC shall apply.
(q) Forestry research studies and evaluation tests by an
established research organization.
*(r) Any of the following if none of the operation or Jim~
construction takes place within the shoreline area of a
of
its
Type S Water or the riparian management zone of a Type F
Water, the bankfull width of a Type Np Water or flqwing
Type Ns Water, or within the CRGNSA special management
area and the operation does not involve off-road use of tractor
or wheeled skidding systems on a sideslope of greater than 40
percent: _
(i) Any forest practices within the boundaries of existing
golf courses.
(ii) Any forest practices within the boundaries of existing
cemeteries which are approved by the cemetery board.
(iii) Any forest practices involving a single landowner
where contiguous ownership is less than two acres in size.
(s) Removal of beaver structures from culverts on active
and inactive roads. A hydraulics project approval from the
Washington department of fish and wildlife may be required.
(4) "Class II." Certain forest practices have been determined to have a less than ordinary potential to damage a public resource and may be conducted as Class II forest prac- ·
tices: Provided, That no forest practice enumerated below
may be conducted as a Class II forest practice ifthe operation
requires a hydraulic project approval (RCW 75.20.100) or is
within a "shorelines of the state," or involves owner of perpetual timber rights subject to RCW 76.09.067 (other than
renewals). Such forest practices require an application. No
forest practice enumerated below may be conducted as a
"Class II" forest practice if it takes place on lands platted after
January 1, 1960, or on lands being converted to another use.
Such forest practices require a Class IV application. Class II
forest practices are the following:
(a) Renewal of a prior Class II notification where no
change in the nature and extent of the forest practices is
required under rules effective at the time of renewal.
(b) Renewal of a previously approved Class III or IV forest practice application where:
(i) No modification of the uncompleted operation is proposed;
Proposed

(ii) No notices to comply, stop work orders or .other
enforcement actions are outstanding ~ith respee~ to the prior ~
~
application; and
prac~
forest
the
of
extent
and
nature
(iii) No change in the
tice is required under rules effective at the time of renewal.
Renewal of a previously approved multiyear permit for forest
practices within a WAU with an approved watershecJ.:-anqlysis
requires completion of a necessary 5-year review ·of the
.
watershed analysis.
*(c) Any of the following if none of the operation or limits of construction takes place within the riparian management zone of a Type F Water, within the bankfull width of a
Type Np Water, within a wetland manageinent zone, within a
wetland, or within the CRGNSA special management area: ,
(i) Construction of advance fire trails.
(ii) Opening a new pit of, or extending an existing pit by,
less than 1 acre.
*(d) ((AHy of the followiHg)) Salvage of logging residue.
if none of the operation or limits of construction takes place
within the riparian management zone of a Type F Water,
within the bankfull width of a Type Np Water, within a wetland management zone or within a wetland; and if none of the
operations involve off-road use of tractor or wheeled skidding systems on a sideslope of greater than 40 percent. .
.'."._(e) ((8ah·age ofloggiHg resid1:1e.
3!.fft)) Any of the following if none ·Of the operation or
limits of construction takes place within the riparian management zone of a Type F Water, within the bankfull width of a
Type Np Water, within a wetland management zone, within a ~
wetland, or within the CRGNSA special management area, ~
and if none of the operations involve off-road use of tractor or
wheeled skidding systems on a sid~slope of greater than 40
percent, and if none of the operations are located on lands
with a likelihood of future conversion (see WAC 222-16060):
(i) West of the Cascade summit, partial cutting of 40 percent or less of the live timber volum~.
(ii) East of the Cascade summit, partial cutting of 5,000
board feet per acre or less.
(iii) Salvage of dead, down, or dying timber if less than
40 percent of the total timber volume is removed in any 12month period.
(iv) Any harvest on less than 40 acres.
(v) Construction of 600 or more feet of road, provided
that the department shall be notified at least 2 twsiness days
before commencement of the construction.
(5) "Class III." Forest practices not listed under Classes
IV, I or IT above are "Class Ill" forest practices. Among Class
III forest practices are the following:
(a) Those requiring hydraulic project approval (RCW
75.20.100).
*(b) Those within the shorelines of the state other than
those in a Class I forest practice.
*(c) Aerial application of insecticides, except where
~
classified as a Class IV forest practice.
*(d) Aerial application of chemicals (except insecti- ~
cides), except where classified as Class I or IV forest practices.
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*(e) Harvest or salvage of timber except where classed
as Class I, II or IV forest"practices.
*(f) All road construction and reconstruction except as
listed in Classes I, II and IV forest practices.
(g) Opening of new pits or extensions of existing pits
over 1 acre.
· *(h)'Road maintenance involving:
(i) Replacement of bridges or culverts across Type S, F
or flowing Type Np Waters; or
(ii) Movement of material that has a direct potential for
entering Type S, For flowing Type Np Waters or Type A or
B Wetlands.
(i) Operations involving owner of perpetual timber rights
subject to RCW 76.09.067.
(j) Site preparation or slash abatement not listed in
Classes I or IV forest practices.
(k) Harvesting, road construction, site preparation or
aerial application of pesticides on lands which contain cultural, historic or archaeological resources which, at the time
the application or notification is filed, are:
(i) On or are eligible for listing on the National Register
of Historic Places; or
(ii) Have been identified to the department as being of
interest to an affected Indian tribe.
(l) Harvesting exceeding 19 acres in a designated difficult regeneration area.
(m) Utilization of an alternate plan. See WAC 222-12040.
*(n) Any filling of wetlands, except where classified as
Class IV forest practices.
*(o) Multiyear permits.
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Health and Rehabilitative Services Administration)
[Filed May 22. 2002, 10:23 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Exempt from preproposal statement of inquiry under
RCW 34.05.310(4).
Title of Rule: Chapter 388-825 WAC, Division of developmental disabilities service rules; chapter 388-830 WAC,
Division of developmental disabilities program option rules;
chapter 388-835 WAC, ICF/MR program and reimbursement
system; chapter 388-850 WAC, County plan for developmental disabilities; and chapter 388-853 WAC, Cost of care
of mentally deficient persons residing in state institutions.
Reviser's note: The material contained in this filing exceeded the
page-count limitations of WAC 1-21-040 for appearance in this issue of the
Register. It will appear in the 02-13 issue of the Register.

Purpose: The proposed amendments make corrections
~ to obsolete or incorrect WAC and RCW cross-references
, without changing the effect of the rules; therefore a preproposal statement of inquiry was not filed per RCW
34.05.310(4).

WSR 02-11-143

Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 71A.16.010,
71A.16,030, 71A.12.030, chapter 71A.20 RCW, and RCW
72.01.090.
Statute Being Implemented:
RCW 71A.16.010,
71A.16.030, 71A.12.030, chapter 71A.20 RCW, and RCW
72.01.090.
Summary: The proposed amendments only make corrections to obsolete or incorrect WAC and RCW cross-references without changing the effect of the rules; therefore a
preproposal statement of inquiry was not filed per RCW
34.05.310(4).
Reasons Supporting Proposal: These rules have been
rewritten to correct erroneous WAC references and do not
change their effect.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Jeannie T. Gorski, P.O. Box 45310, Olympia, WA 9850445310 (98504-5310]. (360) 902-7562; Implementation and
Enforcement: Chris Coleman, P.O. Box 45310, Olympia,
WA 98504-45310 (98504-5310), (360) 902-8478.
Name of Proponent: Department of Social and Health
Services, Health and Rehabilitative Services Administration,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: This action is intended to correct erroneous crossreferences. The anticipated effect is to direct the reader to the
correct reference.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: The
proposed amendments make corrections to obsolete or incorrect WAC and RCW cross-references without changing the
effect of the rules.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. Since the proposed
amendments do not "make significant amendments to a policy or regulatory program" (see RCW 34.05.328 (5)(c)(iii)),
the Division of Developmental Disabilities has determined
that the proposed rules are not "significant" as defined by the
legislature. These rules have been rewritten to correct erroneous WAC and RCW references and do not change their
effect. Therefore, under RCW 34.05.328 (5)(b)(iv), these
proposed chapters are exempt from needing a cost-benefit
analysis.
RCW 34.05 .328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
The Division of Developmental Disabilities has determined
that the proposed amendments do not make significant
amendments to a policy or regulatory program as defined in
RCW 34.05.328 (5)(c)(iii).
Hearing Location:
Office Building 2 Auditorium
(DSHS Headquarters) (parking at 12th and Washington),
1115 Washington, Olympia, WA 98504, on July 23, 2002, at
10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Andy
Fernando, DSHS Rules Coordinator, by July 19, 2002, phone
(360) 664-6094, TTY (360) 664-6178, e-mail fernaax@dshs.
wa.gov.
Submit Written Comments to: Identify WAC Numbers,
DSHS Rules Coordinator, Rules and Policies Assistance
Unit, P.O. Box 45850, Olympia, WA 98504-5850, fax (360)
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664-6185, e-mail fernaax@dshs.wa.gov, by 5:00 p.m., July
23, 2002.
Date of Intended Adoption: Not earlier than July 24,
2002.
May 15, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
Reviser's note: The material contained in this filing exceeded the
page-count limitations of WAC 1-21-040 for appearance in this issue of the
Register. It will appear in the 02-13 issue of the Register.
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

[Order 01-12-Filed May 22, 2002, 11:35 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 0124-099.
Title of Rule: Chapter 173-50 WAC, Accreditation of
environmental laboratories.
Purpose: This amendment will allow ecology to grant
accreditation for tests on matrices other than water, for physical tests, and for drinking water tests, and to grant accreditation as a national environmental laboratory accreditation program (NELAP) accrediting authority. Also, the revision will
allow collection of sufficient fees to make the accreditation
program self supporting.
Other Identifying Information: All resources for implementation of the laboratory accreditation program come from
the general fund and are partially offset by collection of fees.
The offset currently covers direct costs, which are approximately two-thirds of total costs. This rule revision will allow
fee collections to balance program expenditures.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 43.21A.230.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 43.21A RCW
allows but does not require this rule.
Summary: Chapter 173-50 WAC establishes the procedures to be taken by environmental laboratories to become
accredited and thus meet state requirements for use of accredited labs. Department of Health has an essentially identical
program for accreditation of labs that submit drinking water
data. The amended chapter 173-50 WAC will combine these
two programs. The amended WAC will also allow ecology
to accredit for tests of soil, tissue, air, and other nonwater
matrix samples. It will also allow but not require ecology to
become a national environmental laboratory accreditation
program accrediting authority.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Combining the lab
accreditation programs will be a significant advantage to labs
participating in both ecology's and health's programs.
Accreditation for matrices in addition to water will assure
labs have a demonstrated capability to provide reliable data
for such samples. Designating ecology as a NELAP accrediting authority will allow Washington labs to gain NELAP
accreditation without incurring the additional (travel) cost of
having another state provide that service. A revised fee
Proposed

schedule will afford ecology full compensation for the cost of
..
administering the accreditation program.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting, ,.
Implementation and Enforcement: Perry Brake, Supervisor,
Ecology Lab Accreditation Unit, 2350 Colchester Drive, P.O.
Box 488, Manchester, WA 98353-0488, (360) 895-6149.
Name of Proponent: Department of Ecology, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Chapter 173-50 WAC needs to be expanded to
include granting accreditation for tests on matrices other than
water, for physical tests and for drinking water tests. The
WAC currently allows granting such accreditations, but does
not allow collecting fees for these services. Furthermore,
there is a need for the department to become an accrediting
authority within the national environmental laboratory
accreditation program (NELAP). All resources for implementation of the laboratory accreditation program come from
the general fund and are partially offset by collection of fees.
The offset currently covers direct costs, which are approximately two-thirds of total costs. The primary objective of
this rule revision is to allow fee collections to balance program expenditures.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: This
revision of chapter 173-50 WAC will negate the need for
chapter 246-390 WAC, Department of Health's drinking
~
water certification rules.
A small business economic impact statement has been ~
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW.
Small Business Economic Impact Statement

Requirement for Small Business Economic Impact
Statement (SBEIS): The Regulatory Fairness Act, chapter
19.85 RCW, requires that rules having an economic impact
on more than 20% of all industries, or more than 10% of the
businesses in any one industry, be reviewed and altered to
minimize their impact upon small businesses. Further, the
Economic Policy Act, chapter 43.21H RCW, suggests consideration of economic values in general during the rule-making process. The regulatory proposals in amending chapter
173-50 WAC, Accreditation of environmental laboratories,
have been reviewed in light of both requirements. Conclusions of that review are summarized in this small business
economic impact statement (SBEIS) which is designed to satisfy the intent of chapter 43.21H RCW while concentrating
on the specific requirements of chapter 19.85 RCW.
Scope of SBEIS: As intended by the cited acts, this
impact statement deals with laboratories operated within the
private sector of the economy. Some laboratories affected by
the rule are also operated by government entities (cities,
counties, water and sewer districts, publicly-owned utilities,
state, and federal agencies). The impact of fee changes proposed by this rule amendment is not examined in this SBEIS
other than to state here that for the smaller of those govern- ~
ment entities, the proposed fee increase is insignificant, ~
amounting to an increase of 2.5% for most, and for some, a
small decrease. Section I addresses proposed increases
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which will have a continuing impact because those fees are
paid each year. Section II addresses associated (indirect)
costs which may be incurred by some entities in preparing for
accreditation of their laboratories for new analytical procedures not previously accredited. Generally, these costs will
impose a noncontinuing (one-time) impact. Finally, Section
III summarizes actions that have been taken or are proposed
to mitigate the impact of accreditation fees on those small
businesses for which the fee increase is found to be significant.
Summary of Proposed Rule Amendments: The environmental laboratory accreditation program implementing
chapter 173-50 WAC needs to be expanded to include granting. accreditation:

•

For tests on matrices other than water;
For physical tests;
To labs that analyze drinking water and report resulting
data to Department of Health; and
As a national environmental laboratory accreditation
program (NELAP) accrediting authority.

The current version of chapter 173-50 WAC would
allow granting these new accreditations, but without amendment, it would not allow the department to collect fees for
these services. All resources for implementation of the laboratory accreditation program come from the general fund, and
are offset by collection of fees. The primary objective of this
rule revision is to allow fee collections to balance program
expenditures as program staff is increased to allow providing
the new services to accredited labs. There will be no new
industries entering the accreditation program because of the
proposed rule revision. Furthermore, the proposed rule revisions alone will not cause any new business within any given
industry to enter the accreditation program.
Summary of Economic Impact: Fees imposed by the
environmental laboratory accreditation program as amended
are expected to have a significant impact on only one industry, commercial (for profit) testing labs, encompassing only a
few businesses in the state. While the fees do tend to place a
proportionally higher burden on smaller businesses within a
given industry, the burden is not so substantial that it will
reduce competition, reduce employment, reduce new
employment opportunities, reduce innovation, or threaten the
existence of any small businesses.
Accreditation has been shown to be an economic benefit
to most commercial testing laboratories (i.e., laboratories that
analyze environmental samples as a business) 1• Furthermore,
some testing labs, especially those that analyze drinking
water AND other environmental samples, will benefit from a
reduction in fees because of the enhanced efficiency of the
combined program.
Associated (i.e., nonfee) costs are not readily quantifiable and not justifiably attributable to the laboratory accreditation program. Associated costs are realized by activities
whose laboratories are not meeting scientific standards inherent in doing accurate analyses (standards imposed by others,
such as EPA, ·and not the accreditation program).
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Section I - Impact On Businesses
Background: As required by RCW 19.85.040, this
analysis compares the cost of complying with the rule for
small businesses (those employing fewer than fifty people) to
the cost of compliance for large businesses. To do this, it is
necessary to distinguish between two types of laboratories
that currently participate in the accreditation program. One
type is a commercial laboratory (i.e., a laboratory that performs analytical services for hire). Presently, forty-nine
commercial laboratories in the state are involved in the
accreditation program. Washington businesses in this category are generally small, although two laboratories have
more than fifty employees and are therefore classified as
being large per chapter 19.85 RCW.
The other type of laboratory is operated by businesses
which are required to report environmental data in compliance with a permit issued by the Department of Ecology.
Some of these businesses hire commercial laboratories to
perform all or some of their required analyses, while others
conduct the analyses in their own laboratories. Presently,
seventy businesses, all permitted wastewater dischargers
operating their own laboratories, participate in the laboratory
accreditation program. Wastewater dischargers not operating
their own laboratories may be affected by the proposed fee
increases because the commercial laboratories to which they
send their samples for analysis may pass on to their clients
their increased costs of being accredited.
A basic assumption of this analysis is that all affected
businesses will pay a fee which in most cases will increase as
a result of rule amendment. The fee will be direct if they
operate their own laboratory, or indirect if the commercial
laboratories they contract increase their charges for analyses.
From the standpoint of economic impact on businesses that
use accredited laboratory services, this assumption presents a
worst case situation. A best case situation would involve no
indirect fee increases because the supporting lab chose not to
pass on the fee increase because of concern over losing clientele. Furthermore, essentially all labs serve more than one
business. Thus, a lab with, for example, four customers, even
if it passed through all of its fee increase, would only pass
along 1/4 of the increase to each customer (on average). The
actual impact will probably be closer to the best case situation
than to the situation presented in this statement.
When chapter 173-50 WAC was promulgated, the following were used as the basis for determining economic
impact. The 1982 Census of Manufacturers; Washington, the
1982 Census of Service Industries: Miscellaneous Subjects,
and the 1982 Census of Wholesale Trade: Washington (all
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1985)
were used to estimate average sales to payroll ratios. The
1987 Employment and Payrolls in Washington State by
County and Industry (Washington State Department of
Employment Security, 1988) was used to determine average
number of employees and total 1987 wages paid per industry.
The average wages paid within a business and the sales to
payroll ratio were used to estimate the average sales. From
these, estimates were made of the fee imposed by this rule as
a percentage of sales (one of the methods of estimating ecoProposed
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and every three years thereafter. Generally, the effort
required of the department in conducting the system audit is
directly proportional to the scope of the laboratory's analytical operations. The accreditation fee to defray program costs
is therefore directly determined by the number and complexity of analytical parameters for which the laboratory seeks
accreditation. Within the commercial testing laboratory
industry (NAICS 8734)2, small laboratories will analyze
fewer parameters and consequently be charged proportionately smaller fees, and smaller fee increases as a result of the
proposed rule revision.
Larger, multi-discipline laboratories are charged higher
fees commensurate with the increased effort required in the
accreditation process. For other businesses, the fee is aJso
proportional to the scope (and size) of the laboratory, but not
necessarily to the size of the business. ·Large businesses discharging few potentially harmful materials into the environment may be required to analyze only a few parameters and
would therefore have a small laboratory and pay a small fee.
However, within each industry, there is generally a direct correlation between business size and the fee imposed by this
rule.
Potentially, each business discharging wastewater in
accordance with permits issued pursuant to chapters 173-220,
173-216, and 173-226 WAC (NPDES, state, and general
wastewater discharge permit regulations, respectively) could
be affected by the fee increases projected in the revision of
chapter 173-50 WAC. While there are hundreds of such
businesses, this SBEIS shows that proposed fee increases will
not have a significant impact on any of these small businesses.

nomic impact allowed by RCW 19.85.040). For this SBEIS,
comparable documents were used by the department to compile a list of industries showing "minor and negligible"
thresholds for most Washington industries based on 1990
data.
Although the references cited above are not current, they
are considered sufficient to support the conclusion that the
laboratory accreditation program, including proposed fee
increases, does not have an unwarranted economic impact on
any industry or business in Washington. Table 1 below
shows the anticipated impact on Washington industries. The
"Fee Now" and "Projected Fee" columns in Table 1 reflect
the current (2002) situation. Note that the determination of
"significance" is based on the fee increase and not the absolute fee. Note also that for only one industry, testing labs at
the bottom of the list, is the fee increase significant.
Determining Program Cost: The accreditation process
involves:
Submittal by each laboratory of a comprehensive appli•
cation;
Submittal of a quality assurance (QA) manual;
•
Submittal of performance evaluation sample analysis
•
results; and
Successful completion of and an on-site audit.
The cost of reviewing the application, the laboratory's
accreditation manual, and the results of the performance evaluation sample analysis are considered in determining the cost
of administering the accreditation program to the department.
The primary factor in determining cost to the department,
however, is the system audit, or on-site inspection, which
must be conducted at each laboratory prior to accreditation
No. of
Small
Bus.

Table 1 - Projected Economic Impact on Small Businesses
PROJ'D
FEE
THRESHOLD
%
%
AVG$K

NAICS

INDUSTRY

21222

6

21232

Gold/Silver Mining
Sand/Gravel Mining

18

311612

Meat Processing

39

14871

4.08

0.0041

607.3

31151

Dairy Products
Fruit & Veg Canning

12

25393

2.2

0.0022

558.66

76
12

5390
13326

2.6

35

3294
8179

31142
311711

Breweries
Seafood Canning

321113

Sawmills

7

321212

Plywood Plants
Recons. Wood Prod

11

31212

321219
322110
32212
325120

2

M&N

$

6491

0.001

64.91

439

0.001

4.39

SALES

PROFIT

NOW

FEE

$
124
124

$

INCREASE

INCREASE SIG·
NIFICANT?

NO

127

3

127

3

NO

417

429

12

355

365

10

NO
NO,,

140.15

62

64

2

NO

527.94

62

64

2

NO

0.0038

124.22

62

2

NO

2.52

0.0025

226.46

124

64
127

3

NO

1.6

0.0016

97.83

62

64

2

NO

6231

1.4

0.0014

369.05

62

64

2

NO

0.0063

1889.06

372

382

10

NO

393.85
225.7

372

382

10

NO

62

2

NO

372
124

64
382

10

NO

6102

3.96
3.77

0.0026
0.004

Pulp Mills

4

30040

6.29

Paper Mills
Indust Gas Mfg

8

8037

4.9

0.0049

2

4716

4.79

0.0048

3.5

0.0035

324110

Petroleum Refineries

5

14271

327320

Concrete/Cement

9

4361

1.93

0.0019

499.5
84.29

127

3

NO

331312

Aluminum Producers

3

15697

0.003

470.93

372

382

10

NO

33281

Metal Coaters

3

3578

3
2.8

0.0028

100.19

186

191

5

NO

332813
33441

Electroplating

5

2543

2.1

0.0021

53.41

191

5

NO

Electronics

8

9256

3.8

0.0038

127

3

NO

33621

Motor Vehicle Mfg
Aircraft Parts Mfg

2

2008

710.67

62
496

64
510

NO

10112

0.004
0.007

2

9

5
7.03

351.57
80.44

186
124

14

NO

Ship/Boat Building

4

4496

1.6

0.0016

71.95

62

64

2

NO

336413
33661

Proposed
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Table 1 - Projected Economic Impact on Small Businesses
NAICS

No. of
Small
Bus.

INDUSTRY

AVG$K

%

%

SALES

PROFIT

•

THRESHOLD

FEE

PROJ'D

M&N

$

NOW

FEE

8.69

3

869

0.001

29

33059
22159'

0.001

330.59
1728.47

$
62
372
310

1403.10

256

INCREASE

INCREASE SIG-

42271

Petroleum Wholesale

21

143321

1.08

0.0011

1547.12

496

$
64
382
319
263
509

53112

Nonresidential
Building Lessors

6

1681

1.3

0.0019

21.86

248

255

IO
9
7
13
7

72121

RV Parks
grounds

II

1753

3.9

0.0039

68.37

248 .

255

7

NO

541380

Testing Labs

49

3732

6.06

0.0061

226.10

2240

3360

1120

YES

488490

Road Transport Spt

2~ lll,l, r ..... ,)lydroelectric
Sanitary Services
22132
Petrochemical Mfg
325110

&

Camp-

12
21

52818

7.8
2.66

0.0079
0.0027

Note: (1) Percent profits arbitrarily set at I o/o (no specific data available)

The impact on affected industries in the state is discussed ·
in the remainder of this section and summarized in Table 1
above. Although not shown in Table 1, another important
aspect qf this fee program is that in no case is the fee significant for asmall business while being negligible for large
businesses within the same industry (which could be very
unfavorable to the small business). For commercial testing
labs, the proposed fee increase is significant for the few large
businesses in the industry. Furthermore, for some of the
small testing labs, there may be a fee decrease.
Within most affected industries (e.g., pulp and paper),
essentially all businesses in the industry are impacted by
these rules because all are wastewater discharge permit holders. Many permitted dischargers (probably the majority of
state-permitted dischargers, for example) are not affected by
chapter 173-50 WAC because their permits do not require
reporting of accreditable analytical data (e.g., some report
only temperature and/or flow, neither of which require
accreditation). The majority of industries in the state as
defined in chapter 19.85 RCW will not be affected directly or
indirectly by the accreditation program. A detailed discussion is provided only for the Commercial Testing Laboratories industry, the sole industry affected.
Impacts on industries in the state having small businesses likely to be affected by the accreditation program are
summarized in Table 1, which shows the following:
The number of units (small businesses) in that industry
involved ih lab accreditation;
The average annual sales (in thousands of dollars) for
the small units;
The percent profit realized in 1990 by each industry
(unless otherwise indicated by notes in which case a
1% profit was assigned, representing a worst case since
profit margins for all other affected industries were
greater than 1%);
The percent Hmit below which a fee increase would be
•
minor and negligible(% M&N) for the industry., set as
0.1 % of the percent profit;
The "%M&N" threshold in dollars (i.e., average sales
times %M&N);
Average fee now (before rule amendment);
Average projected fee (following proposed 2002 rule
amendments);
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NIFICANT?

2

NO
NO
NO

NO
NO
NO

The projected fee increase for the average business;
and
Whether the projected fee is significant (yes) or negligible (no).
Impacts on Commercial Testing Laboratories
(NAICS 541380): Not all laboratories in NAICS 541380 are
affected by the accreditation program. There are several
which test materials other than those of interest to the Department of Ecology (or, in the case of drinking water labs, to the
Department of Health), such as construction materials, food,
and other products. However, many test environmental
materials (e.g., water, hazardous waste) and submit data to
the department. Others test drinking water and report data to
the Department of Health. Criticality of accuracy of the these
analyses dictates accreditation for those parameters; complexity of most analyses dictates an involved and therefore
costly accreditation process. It is unlikely any actions other
than those mentioned in Section III can be undertaken to significantly mitigate the economic impact on commercial testing labs.
Accreditation fees are directly proportional to the number and complexity of analytical parameters for which a laboratory is accredited. Consequently, the magnitude of the fee
for any given business is directly related to the size of the laboratory. Small laboratories with limited capabilities generally analyze few parameters and are therefore charged a relatively small fee. Large, multi-functional laboratories are
charged larger fees. The minimum possible fee for a given
laboratory will be $64, although no such uni-functional laboratory has been identified. A more probable rriinimum fee is
$237 which would be the fee for a laboratory conducting limited microbiology tests (e.g., fecal coliforms only). At least
one such laboratory exists in the state. The maximum possible fee following proposed rule amendments will be approximately $10,000. Here again, it is unlikely such an omnifunctional laboratory exists, although some come close. The
most probable maximum fee is approximately $7 ,000, and
that would not be for a lab defined as a small business in
chapter 19.85 RCW.
The fee projected for an average small commercial testing laboratory is $3,360, which is well above the M&N
threshold of $226 for the industry, making the fee significant.
While the fee is also significant for large businesses in this
Proposed
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industry, the smaller the lab, the more significant the fee.
This inequity in favor of the large laboratories is not easily
avoided because part of the fee is based on ecology's need to
evaluate administrative functions such as sample and data
management that are not related to size of the lab or its annual
sales. Fees for both large and small laboratories are in accordance with the effort required of ecology in the accreditation
process. These fees cannot be reduced for either small or
large labs if the program is expected to be self supporting.
On the other hand, the bulk of the fee INCREASES proposed in
this rule revision are primarily based on accreditation for
tests that are done only by the larger testing labs. Thus the
majority of additional fees to be imposed by ecology will be
on the larger businesses in this mostly small-business industry. Nevertheless, the average fee increase of $1,120 is significant causing the department to seek mitigation wherever
possible. Mitigation of the impact of the fee increase is
addressed in Section III.
The current fee structure has not been a problem with
commercial testing labs since program inception in 1989, and
given the economic value of the accreditation itself, the fee is
not considered by the majority of participating labs to be
excessive. For a commercial laboratory, the ability to produce quality data is its main marketable commodity, which
means that evidence attesting to that quality (i.e., an accreditation), has great value. Furthermore, most of the laboratories, and particularly the smaller ones, benefit in terms of
increased efficiency as a result of going through the accreditation process. Increased efficiency should lead to increased
productivity which will help offset increased costs of accreditation. Experience gained in implementing the accreditation
program to date has shown this to be the case for most laboratories and the trend is expected to continue. Furthermore,
there are currently fifty-four Washington labs that are paying
fees to both the health and ecology lab accreditation programs. Consolidation of the accreditation function under
ecology will actually reduce the cost of doing business for
those labs. For some labs, there will actually be a fee
decrease.
Impact of Fees on Profits: Laboratory accreditation
fees are not taxes on profits but rather a cost of doing business
which may be incorporated into the price of a laboratory's (or
its parent organization's) output. Because the fees are generally such a small percentage of sales, large businesses and
most small businesses will probably not find it necessary to
raise prices because of current or projected accreditation fees.
The exception might be very small commercial laboratories
(i.e., those with only one or two employees), of which there
are very few in the state.
For most commercial laboratories, the cost of accreditation fees can be passed on to customers in the form of
increased prices for analytical services. Since all laboratories
in the state performing environmental analyses will be
affected by the fee increases, in a manner designed to be as
equitable as possible, the economic impact will affect most
laboratories. As previously mentioned, the exception could
be the very small lab that performs a specialized type of analysis. Because the fee for such a lab could be a significant percentage of sales, the lab might be forced to increase prices to
Proposed

recover the costs of fee increases. Larger, multidiscipline
laboratories performing the same type of analysis would not
be required to increase prices for the same test to the same
extent as the smaller, unidiscipline lab. This may appear to
give the larger lab an unfair advantage. The advantage is possibly already enjoyed because the larger lab, with more capital, is more likely to be operating efficiently and charging less
than the small lab. However, it is important to note that the
bulk of the fee INCREASE will be borne by larger labs because
it is they that will enjoy the benefit of accreditation for matrices in addition to water and the other new services offered as
a result of this rule revision.
A significant portion of the analytical work performed
by commercial testing laboratories involved in this fee program is contract work for ecology. The department has published a policy statement and promulgated rules which
require use of accredited laboratories. Other state and private
entities, including out-of-state entities, require (or at least
prefer) use of ecology-accred ited laboratories to do their
environmental analyses. These requirements should result in
increased sales for accredited laboratories. Because neither
neighboring state has an environmental lab accreditation program (Oregon is developing one), Washington commercial
testing laboratories are perhaps better able to compete against
neighboring state laboratories for environmental analyses.
Also, it is known that in some cases, Washington testing labs
have not been able to successfully bid on projects from outof-state entities which require labs to be accredited for soil,
tissue, and other matrices for which ecology accreditation has
not heretofore been granted. For all these reasons, accreditation is an economic benefit for the accredited commercial lab.
The benefit should exceed any adverse impact of increased
charges for analysis to recover fees. Realizing this, many
laboratories opt to initially absorb accreditation costs within
their profit margin, anticipating that the profit margin will
eventually increase as a result of accreditation.
Section I Summary: Fees imposed by the environmental laboratory accreditation program have a significant effect
on only a few industries representing only a few businesses in
the state. The only industry for with [which] the projected fee
increase will be significant is the commercial testing lab
industry. The projected fee increases for such labs do not
place a proportionally higher burden on smaller business
within a given industry, and in fact, just the opposite is true.
But even for the larger labs which will be carrying most of the
burden of fee increases, that burden is not so significant that
it will reduce competition, reduce employment, reduce new
employment opportunities, reduce innovation, or threaten the
existence of any businesses in this industry. Accreditation,
and an expanded scope of existing accreditations, is expected
to be an economic benefit to most commercial testing laboratories. Consolidation of the drinking water and environmental lab functions will reduce fees for some of the fifty-four
labs that are currently paying fees to both programs.
Section II - Impact of Associated Costs
The principal cost of complying with chapter 173-50
WAC is the annual fee charged by the Department of Ecology. In addition to paying the fee, participating laboratories
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will be required to obtain and analyze performance evalua• tion samples and report the results of analyses to the depart1' ment. Additionally, each participating laboratory_ is required
to submit a quality assurance manual for review by the
department. Such manuals already exist in environmental
laboratories, but some may need updating to reflect rule revisions. For those that must prepare or revise a manual to comply with the proposed rule revision, assistance is available
from the department to minimize cost of preparation.
Increases in associated costs (indirect costs other than
fees) for laboratories currently practicing what would normally be considered acceptable laboratory procedures will be
minimal. These costs will consist primarily of costs associated with time lost in undergoing the on-site audit which will
be more extensive for labs requesting the new services
(drinking water or NELAP accreditation, or accreditation for
matrices other than water). Well-prepared laboratories
would already be analyzing performance evaluation samples,
would have a formal quality assurance (QA) program as documented in a QA manual, would need no new equipment or
additional personnel or training, would be performing QA
tests such as duplicate and spiked samples, and would be
keeping adequate QA records.
Other laboratories will lack some or all of these elements
of good laboratory practices, necessitating expenditures to
bring the laboratory up to acceptable standards for the newly
offered accreditation parameters. The extent of the expenditures will vary depending upon the requirements. The asso• ciated costs c~nnot be readily qu~nt~fi.ed or even estimated
• without knowmg the status of an md1v1dual laboratory. The
most common deficiency is likely to be lack of a sufficient
QA program as documented in a QA manual. To minimize
expense to deficient laboratories, assistance is available from
ecology in preparation of such manuals.
Section II Summary: Associated costs are not readily
quantifiable and not justifiably attributable to the laboratory
accreditation program. Associated costs will be incurred by
entities whose laboratories are not currently meeting acceptable standards.
Section III - Mitigation

Several actions have been taken since laboratory accreditation was initiated in 1989 to make the program more efficient, thus reducing program costs and keeping fees low.
Accreditation in recognition of a third party's certification has
been emphasized, which accomplishes program objectives
with less effort from ecology, thus reducing program costs
and keeping fees to a minimum. Extensive use of word processing and database programs has decreased time required
to evaluate, track, and report lab performance. Added
emphasis has been placed on combining on-site visits to several laboratories in a geographical area, thus making more
efficient use of time and travel expenses. Staff has been cross
trained so one staff member can audit in a number of different
• technical areas, reducing the requireme~t _for multiple audi• tors for any given lab. Other program efficiency moves could
be implemented if necessary without rule amendment (e.g.,
reducing the number of performance audits from two to one
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annually), but to do so might degrade the quality of the
accreditation program and will be avoided .
To mitigate the impact of indirect costs on laboratories
participating in the accreditation program, several actions
have already been taken by ecology. For example, a model
quality assurance manual was written and has been made
available gratis to any lab entering the program. Likewise,
an MS Excel program which automates the process of monitoring results of quality control tests in the lab was written by
ecology and made available to laboratories free of charge.
These and other forms of assistance from the laboratory
accreditation unit of Department of Ecology will be used to
mitigate the impact of indirect costs on labs seeking accreditation for the new services.
There is one new fee proposed in this rule revision that
has not yet been addressed in this SBEIS because it is not
imposed on Washington businesses. The revised chapter
173-50 WAC will establish a fee to be collected from out-ofstate laboratories to recognize their national environmental
laboratory accreditation program (NELAP) accreditation
granted by other states. The fee for this service will be from
several hundred to a few thousand dollars annually. This will
significantly mitigate the magnitude of fee increases imposed
on Washington labs.
During the rule amendment process, other mitigating
actions will be sought and aggressively pursued.
1 For more detail, see the discussion below of the impact on environmental
testing laboratories .
2

In the late 1990s, the North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS) replaced the Standard Industrial Classification system (SIC) for
categorizing economic activities.

A copy of the statement may be obtained by writing to
Perry Blake, Washington Department of Ecology, P.O. Box
488, Manchester, WA 98353-0488, pbra461 @ecy.wa.gov,
phone (360) 895-6149, fax (360) 895-6180.
RCW 34.05 .328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
The current rule amendment is not subject to the requirements of RCW 34.05.328 for significant legislative rules
because the current rule amendment adopts existing Washington state requirements for lab accreditation without material change. The responsibility for drinking water lab accreditation is being transferred from the Department of Health to
the Department of Ecology, and the Department of Ecology
is further implementing accreditation for matrices that
already require accreditation in Washington state.
Hearing Location: Eastern Washington University,
Conference Room, 705 West 1st Avenue, Spokane, WA, on
July 2, 2001 [2002], at 10:00 a.m.; and at the Headquarters,
Department of Ecology Auditorium, 300 Desmond Drive,
Lacey, WA, on July 3, 2001 [2002], at 10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Perry
Brake by June 24, 2002, (360) 895-4169, TDD (360) 4076006, or (360) 407-7006 (voice).
Submit Written Comments to: Perry Brake, Ecology
Lab Accreditation Unit, P.O. Box 488, Manchester, WA
98353-0488, fax (360) 895-6180, e-mail pbra46l@ecy.wa.
gov, by August 6, 2001.
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Date of Intended Adoption: October 1, 2002.
May 21, 2002
Linda' ·Hoffman
Deputy Dire~to~
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-1and89lA, filed 4/20/89 and 3/13/90, effective 4113/90)
WAC 173-50-010 Purpose. Department of ecofogy'.
department' of health. and other data users reguire p'ers<?~S
and organizations submitting analytical data under the purview of their programs to use environmental laboratodes
which are accredited. The purpose of this chapter is to establish a state program for accreditation of environmental labo:.
ratories which conduct tests ((for or 13re13are data for s'uemit
tal)) and submit data to the department of ecology, the department of health, and other data users. The accreditation
program ((im13lemeated uader this eha13ter)) is designed to
:>··
satisfy the intent ofRCW 43.21A.230.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-1 and
lA, filed 4/20/89 and 3/13/90, effective 4/13/90)

tOf)' subsequeRt to aeereditatioa.)) Objectives of the accreditation program are to:
. . · .
:• •
: · " • Assure accredited laboratories· have a demonstrated.
capability to accurately and defensibly analyze environmental samples;
• Assist environmental laboratories in improving their
guality.assurance/guality control procedures; and
• Foster cooperation between the state departments of
ecology and health, local agencies. other users of environmental data. and operators .of environmental laboratories.

~9-

WAC 173-50-020 Scope. ((The eaviroameatal labora
tory aeereditatioa 13rogram a1313lies to laboratories, 'W"ithiR or
outside the state, whieh eoaduet tests for or 13re13are aRalytieal
data for submittal to the de13artmeat. Federal laboratories may
13artiei13ate ia the aeereditatioR 13rogram OR a voluatar)·
bftsi.s.:.)) ( 1) The environmental laboratory accreditation program applies to laboratories which conduct tests for or prepare analytical data for submittal to state agencies and other
data users. This includes laboratories that analyze drinking
water. This rule also allows the department of ecology to participate in the National Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program (NELAP) as an accrediting authority once the
department is certified by the National Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Conference (NELAC).
(2) Accreditation in itself does not authorize use of a specific method for any specific program or project. If such
authorization is not granted in documentation governing a
program or project within which samples are being analyzed.
authorization should be obtained from the laboratory's data
user.
(3) Accreditation does not guarantee validity of analytical data submitted by the accredited laboratory but rather
assures that the laboratory has demonstrated its capability to
reliably generate and report the analytical data (WAC 17350-040. definition of "accreditation").
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-1and89lA, filed 4/20/89 and 3/13/90, effective 4/13/90)
WAC 173-50-030 Objectives. ((The 13rimary objeetive
of the aeereditatioR 13rogram is to assure aeeredited laborato
ries ha'le a demoastrated ea13ability to aeeurately aaal)·ze
eaviroameatal sam13les. A seeoadary objeeti'le is to assist
eaviroameatal laboratories iR im13roviag their quality
assuraaeelquality eoatrol 13roeedures. AeereditatioR does Rot
guaraatee validity of aRalytieal data submitted by the labora
Proposed
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 92-53, filed
9(22193, effective 10/23/~3)
·
·

WAC. i73-50-040 Definitions. Definitions ((set fort~))
in this section ((shttH)) apply throughout this chapter, unless
context clearly indicates otherwise.
.
((fB)) "Accreditation" ((meftffi))_:_the formal recognition by the department that an environmental. laboratory is
~apable .Qf producing accurate and defensible analytical
data((;)). This recognlticin is signified by ((the)) issuance of
a written certificate accompanied by a scope of accreditation
indicating ((these)) the parameters ((aRd methods)) for which
the laboratory ((has beea)) lli accredited.
~The term "accredit" as used iri this chapter is intended
to have the same meaning as the term "certify" as used in
RCW 43.21A.230.
.
..
~ Any laboratory accredited under this chapter shall be
•
deemed to have been certified under RCW 43.21A.230.
~The department does not; by ((eertifyiag or)) accredit-.
ing any laboratory pursuant to ((this eha13ter)) these rules,
vouch for or warrant the accuracy of any particular work
done or report issued by' ((the)) that laboratory.
((~)) "Accuracy" - the degree to which an analytical
result corresponds to the true or accepted value for the sample
being tested. Accuracy is affected by bias and precision.
"Analytical data" ((meaas))..-=--the. recorded qualitative
and/or quantitative results of a chemical, 'physical', biological,
microbiological, radiochemical, or other sciffn'tific determination:
· "
((~))"Department" ((meaas))_:.Jhe state of Washington department of ecology when the term is not follo'wed by
another state designation.
·
((f4t)) "Drinking water certification manual" - t~e
Environmental Protection Agency Manual for the Certification of Laboratories Analyzing Drinking Water; 4th Edition.
March 1997.
·
;'Ecology accrediting authority" - the-;upervisor of the
lab accreditation unit, environmental assessment program.
,,,,
department of ecology. ,
"Environmental laboratory" ((meaas aRy))..:..!! facility,;_
~nder the ownership and technical management of a
single entity in a single geographical locale((;)),;,
• Where scientific examinations are :pe1Jormed on samples taken from the environment, ((the)) including drinking •
water samples; and
·
.
•
•Where data ((from whieh)) is submitted to the department of ecology. department of health. or-Other data user
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under ((~)) provisions of a ((Elep&Reteet)) regulation, per• mit, or contractual agreement.
I' ((~)) "Lab accreditation unit" - the lab accreditation
unit of the environmental assessment program of the department of ecology.
"Mandatory analytical method" ((meew.;))~a recognized written procedure for acquiring analytical data which is
required by law or a regulatory agency of the federal ((0f)).
state. or local government.
((~)) "Matrix" means the substance from which a
material to be analyzed is extracted, such as ground or surface water, wastewater, drinking water. air, solid waste, soil.
tissue. nuclear waste, and hazardous waste. For the pur.poses
of establishing a fee structure CWAC 173-50-190(4)). matrices are grouped as follows:
• Nonpotable water:
• Drinking water:
• Solid and chemical materials: and
• Air and emissions.
N£LAP accreditations may include other matrices as
·designated in the NELAC standards.
((~)) "NELAC" - the National Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Conference. a voluntary association of
state and federal agencies.
"NELAC standards" - the standards for laboratory
accreditation published by NELAC. September 5. 2001.
"NELAP" - the National Environmental Laboratory
• Accreditation Program governed by NELAC.
"Out-of-state laboratory" - a laboratory that is not
I'
located in the state of Washington.
"Parameter" ((meew.;))..:..a single determination .QI.!run:
piing procedure. or group of related determinations or sampling procedures using a specific written method ((ehesee by
ee epplyieg leeeretef)')).
(((8) "PerfeFRteeee e1:1Elit" meees)) "Proficiencv testing
<PT>" - evaluation of the results ((ef eeelyses ef 1:1eke0we))
from the analysis of PT samples ((wltese))~ true values
of PT samples are unknown to the laboratory conducting the
analyses ((eeEI whieh)). PT samples are provided by a source
external to the environmental laboratory. ((S1:1eh samples
lft8Y 1'e Fefeffeti ta 89 perfeFtB8Hee evel1:1eti0A seetples.
~)) "Quality control" ((me8es these))_-_activities
designed to assure analytical data produced by an environmental laboratory meet data quality objectives for accuracy
and defensibility. Those activities may include routine application of statistically based procedures to evaluate and control the accuracy of analytical results.
((~)) "Quality assurance (QA)" ({ete8BS these))...=
activities ((whese p1:1Fp0se is)) intended to assure that a quality control program is effective. A {{Ej1:1elity 8SS1:1Feeee)) QA
program is a totally integrated program for assuring reliability of measurement data.
((~)) "Quality assurance manual" ((meew.;))_-_a
written record ((efihe)) intended to assure the reliability of
• measurement data. A QA manual documents policies, orgaJ nization, objectives, and specific ((q1:1elity eeAtFel)) Qh and
({Ej1:18lity essl:lf&Aee)) QA activities ((esffielisheEI fer 1:1se ie 8A
eA·1iF0AtBeAtel. l880ret0Fy ta ess1:1re eee1:1reey ef ea81ytieel
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Volume and scope of ((q1:1elity ess1:1reaee)) QA
manuals vary with complexity of the laboratory mission .
((fH))) "Recognized analytical method" ((ffteftftS))...:..a
documented analytical procedure ((fer eaelysis ef &A eA'li
reameAffil seetple whieh was)) developed through collaborative studies by organizations or groups recognized by the
((Elep8fftBeAt)) users of the laboratory's analytical data.
(((13) "System e1:1Eiit" meeas eR eR site iAspeetieA eflee
0f&tery eepebilities By BA egeAey e!lteme) t0 the i&B0F&t0Fy.
· ·( 14) "RegistFetieA" eteeBs flaFtieipetieA ef a leeeretef)' iB
e ~regrem te prepare the laberetef)' fer eeereEiitatieA, sigAi
fieEl ey iSSl:l&ftee ef 8 'NFitteA eertifieate eeeempeBieEi ey 8
seepe ef registretieft iAEiieetiAg these parameters fer whieh
the labeFBtef)' hes eehie'leEi registretiee status.
. ( 15) "RegistereEI" meeas the sffit1:1s ef eeRtie1:1eEI partiei
petieA iB the preperatery pregrem. 0Aly leboreteries ewAeEI
&BEi epereteEI by lftl:lAieipelities, iREl1:1stries, aAEl ether aetivi
ties whieh ere Eiisehergers as tlefiAeEI iB ehapter 173 229 er
173 2Hi WAC shell be eligiele fer pertieipetieB ie the pre
peretery prngram. Stteh lebereteries ere else eligiBle fer
eeereElitetieft. The Eiep&FttBeftt Elees Aet, ey registeFiRg 8AY
leeeretery p1:1rs1:1eRt te these mies, veueh fer er werreAt the
eee1:1rney ef &Ry p&Riettlar werk EleAe er repert issueEI ey the
leeeratory.

~)).

Nete:Aee,·e refefeaeeEI el!llflleP.i llf8 B\•ailaele 1hfe11gl! the E>ejl&flmeel
ef lieelegy, P.O. Bell 416QQ, Olympia, WA 98SQ4 7600.))

"Regulatory orogram" - a program administered by a
federal. state. or other regulatory agency. Examples include.
but are not limited to. the following federal Environmental
Protection Agency programs:
• The Clean Water Act (CW A):
•The Safe Drinking Water Act CSDWA):
• The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA);
• The Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act CCERCLA):
• The Toxic Substances Control Act <TSCA):
•The Clean Air Act (CAA): and
• The Federal Insecticide. Fungicide. and Rodenticide
Act (FIFRAl.
"On-site assessment" - an on-site inspection of laboratory capabilities.
"Primary NELAP accreditation" - granting of
NELAP accreditation by the ecology accrediting authority
after having determined through direct evaluation that the
laboratory is in conformance with the NELAP standards.
"Secondary NELAP accreditation" - recognition by
the ecology accrediting authority of a NELAP accreditation
that was granted by another NELAP accrediting authority.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 92-53, filed
9/22/93, effective 10/23/93)
WAC 173-50-050 Responsibilities of the department.
((( l) The EiepertmeBt shell reqttire perseAs eAEl ergeeiii'JatieAs
s1:18miUiBg aeelytieel Elate te the EiepartmeBt 1:1AEler the p1:1F
Yiew ef Elep&FtmeHt 13reg£ems te ttse eBvireeeteRtel leeerete
ries whieh &Fe eeereEliteEI er registereEI ttBEier the previsieRs af
this ehepter.
Proposed
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(2) The departme1H shall Aot require use of aeeredited or
registered laboratories for determiAatioA of aAalytieal param
eters for Vihieh AO suitable aeereditatioA proeess eaA be rea
soAabl}' devised as determiAed by the qualit}' assuraAee see
tiefr.
(3) The departmeAt shall deYelop a proeedural maAual
describiAg specifics of the accreditatioA process. As a miAi
mum, the procedural maAual shall describe iA detail the pro
cedures to be foll0 t'l'ed for: 8ubmittiAg aA applicatioA; pre
pariAg a quality assuraAce maAual; system (oA site) audits;
performaAce audits; accreditatioA of out of state laboratories;
deteFFAiAatioA aAd paymeAt of fees; issuaAce, deAial, suspeA
sioA, aAd reYocatioA of accreditatioA or registratioA; aAd
methods for AotifyiAg laboratories aAd authorized departmeAt
officials of accreditatioA actioAs. The procedural maAual
shall be made available to all iAterested persoAs.
(4) MaAagers of eAYiroAmeAtal laboratories desiriAg
accreditatioA or registratioA shall submit aA applicatioA aloAg
'Nith appropriate fees to the departmeAt fiscal officer, submit
results of performaAce e't·aluatioAs, a quality assuraAce maA
ual aAd other required documeAtatioA to the quality assuraAce
sectioA, aAd assis~accommodate departmeAt persoAAel dur
iAg S)'Stem audits as required.)) (1) The department maintains
a procedural manual describing specifics of the accreditation
process. As a minimum. the procedural manual describes the
procedures for:
• Submitting an application and fee;
•Preparing a quality assurance manual;
• Performing proficiency testing;
• Conducting on-site assessments;
• Accrediting out-of-state laboratories;
• Issuing. denying. suspending. and revoking accreditation; and
•Notifying laboratories and authorized government officials of accreditation actions.
The department will make the procedural manual available to all interested persons.
(2) Department personnel assigned to assess the capability of drinking water laboratories participating in the environmental laboratory accreditation program must meet the experience. education, and training requirements established in
the Environmental Protection Agency Manual for the Certification o{Laboratories Analyzing Drinking Water.
(3) When granting NELAP accreditations, the ecology
accrediting authority is responsible for those actions designated in applicable chapters of the NELAC standards. If a
NELAC standard is more stringent than the corresponding
standard in this chapter. the NELAC standard applies for laboratories seeking NELAP accreditation.
1

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-21, filed
10/19/90, effective 11/19/90)
WAC 173-50-060 ( (R:e11aire11teets fer aeeredUatiee
aed registratiee.)) Responsibilities of environmental laboratories. ( ( ( 1) MaAagers of eAviroAmeAtal laboratories
desiriAg accreditatioA or registratioA shall submit to the
departmeAt fiscal officer aA applicatioA aAd pay required fees
as predetermiAed by coordiAatioA with the qualit}' assuraAce
Proposed

sectioA. CoAcurreAtly, the laboratory maAager shall submit a
cop}' of their laboratory qualit)' assuraAee maAual to the qua!
ity assuraAce seetioA aAd arraAge with the quality assuraAee •
sectioA for eompletioA of a performaAee audit aAd system •
fH:lffie
(2) Thrm1gh the applicatioA, laboratory maAagers shall
request acereditatioA or registratioA iA applicable parameters
aAd proYide evideAce that sufficieAt persoAAel, equipmeAt,
aAd facilities are aYailable to successfully perform aAalytical
methods as specified iA the applicatioA. The quality assuraAce
maAual submitted COACUTTeAtly •with the applicatioA shall be
iA detail aAd scope eommeAsurate with the size aAd missioA
of the laborator}«
(3) Eligible laboratories shall achieYe registratioA status
by submittiAg a completed applicatiOA, payiAg required fees,
aAd submittiAg a quality assuraAce maAual to the quality
assuraAee sectioA.)) When applying for initial accreditation
(see WAC 173-50-130 for maintaining an existing accreditation). managers of environmental laboratories must:
• Submit an application CW AC 173-50-063) and required
fees CW AC 173-50-190) to the department fiscal officer;
• Submit a copy of the laboratory's quality assurance
manual CW AC 173-50-067);
• Submit an initial set of acceptable PT sample analysis
results CW AC 173-50-070); and
•Undergo an on-site assessment (WAC 173-50-080).
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-50-063 Application. ( 1) Through the appli- •
•
cation, laboratory managers:
• Request accreditation for specific parameters;
• Calculate fees due the department; and
• Provide evidence that sufficient personnel and equipment are available to successfully perform analytical methods as specified in the application.
(2) Through review of the application submitted by the
applicant laboratory, the lab accreditation unit determines if:
• Requested parameters are eligible for accreditation;
• The fee calculated by the applicant laboratory is correct; and
• Personnel and equipment are adequate to support successful performance of requested parameters.
(3) Following the review, the lab accreditation unit
advises the applicant laboratory of any required changes.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-50-067 Quality assurance manual. (1) The
lab accreditation unit reviews and approves the laboratory's
QA manual prior to the initial on-site assessment. The QA
manual submitted concurrently with the application must be
in detail and scope commensurate with the size and mission
of the laboratory. Guidelines for contents of the QA manual
are in the procedural manual.
(2) The QA manual must address QA and QC requirements of applicable regulatory programs. For drinking water
laboratories, such requirements are found in the drinking
water certification manual.
[ 148]
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(3) For laboratories applying for primary NELAP
accreditation, QA requirements, including the conduct of
specific QC tests, are those designated in the NELAC standards. If a NELAC standard is more stringent than the corresponding standard in this chapter, the NELAC standard
applies for laboratories seeking NELAP accreditation.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 92-53, filed

9122193, effective 10/23/93)

WAC 173-50-070 Performance audit. (1) The ((ftl:tftlity ass1:uanee seetien shall)) lab accreditation unit advise~
applying laboratories of specific requirements for ((pet'fefmanee a1:1dits ·.vhieh shall be)) proficiency tests. Such tests
are completed for applicable parameters no more frequently
than twice annually (((see exeefltien in s1:1bseetien (4) of this
seetion))). Current ((J3erfermanee a1:1dits)) proficiency tests
conducted under the provisions of other recognized programs
may be used to satisfy the accreditation program ((peffefmanee a1:1dit)) proficiency testing requirement. The lab
accreditation unit determines the sufficiency of such audits
· ((shall be determined by the q1:1al ity assuranee see ti ml)).
(((2) S1:1bmissien of raw data aleag with the reJ3ort of
anal)·sis ef the flerfermaRee eval1:1atieR samflle may be
req1:1ired at the diseretioR ef the q1:1ality ass1:1raaee seetion.
(3) PerfermaRee a1:1dits fer eertaiR aeereditatien J3arame
ters may be ·.... aived at the diseretiea ef the q1:1ality ass1:1raRee
seetieR if flerfermaRee e¥al1:1atien samflles are Ret available
• er fer other ¥alid reaseRs.
•
(4) Aeeredited laberateries aad laberateries seekiRg
aeereditatieR ·.vhieh fail te aernrately aaalyze a flerfermaRee
eval1:1atieR samflle may be alle·wed a seeoad perfermaaee
a1:1dit. If aeeessitated by a seeeRd faihue, a third flerfermaaee
a1:1dit ma}' be allowed (as an exeefltioa to subseetiea ( 1) of
this seetioR) ORiy after the laboratory has iR\'estigated ea1:1se
fer fail1:1re in t:he preeeding a1:1dits and eompleted eorreetive
aetioas.
(5) Registered laboratories shall s1:1bmit res1:1lts of flerfer
maRee eval1:1ation sample aRalyses to the quality ass1:1raRee
seetioR. RegistratioR status shall Rot be deaied or re¥oked
solely for failure to aee1:1rately aRal)'Ze flerformaRee e't'al1:1a
tioR samflles. Registered laboratories shall ia¥estigate eauses
fer errers ia flerfermanee e•<'al1:1atioa sample aaalysis res1:1lts
whieh haYe beea ideatified as uaaeeeptable or otherwise iR
error. The results of this iaYestigation shall be reported to the
q1:1ality ass1:1raaee seetion withia ferty fiye days of reeeipt of
the performaaee eYaluatioa report. The report to the q1:1ality
ass1:1raaee seetioR shall ideRtif)' probable eauses for error aad
eorreeti¥e aetions taken to preelude rernrrenee.
(6) Appl)'iRg laboratories shall be respoasible fer obtaiR
iag perfermaRee eYal1:1atioa samflles. Ne fee shall be eharged
to the departmeRt fer aaalysis of performaaee e¥al1:1atioa
samples.)) (2) Drinking water laboratories must analyze a
minimum of one PT sample per applicable microbiology
parameter per year and two PT samples for applicable chem• istry parameters per year.
(3) The lab accreditation unit may reguire the laboratory
to submit raw data along with the report of analysis of PT
samples.

I'
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(4) The lab accreditation unit may waive proficiency
tests for certain parameters if PT samples are not readily
available or for other valid reasons.
(5) Applying laboratories are responsible for obtaining
PT samples from vendors certified by the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) or otherwise approved
by the lab accreditation unit. No fee shall be charged to the
department for the purchase or analysis of PT samples.
(6) For laboratories applying for NELAP accreditation,
proficiency testing requirements are those designated in the
NELAC standards. If the NELAC standard is more stringent
than the corresponding standard in this chapter. the NELAC
standard applies for laboratories seeking NELAP accreditation.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 92-53, filed
9/22/93, effective 10/23/93)
WAC 173-50-080 ((System audit.)) On-site assessment. The laboratory ((shall)) must undergo a system audit
by the department to assess critical elements and areas of recommended practices. The laboratory must assist/accommodate department of ecology personnel during on-site assessments as required.
(1) Critical elements for accreditation. ((+hese)) Elements of an environmental laboratory's operations which are
critical to the consistent generation of ((reliable,)) accurate
and defensible data are critical elements for accreditation.
((These)) .Critical elements ((shall ae the)) are subject of
intense scrutiny throughout the accreditation process ((ftfld
defieieaeies ia eritieal elemeats may be the basis for deRial or
re't•oeatioa of aeereditatioR stat1:1s)). The ecology accrediting
authority may deny, revoke. or suspend accreditation for
deficiencies in critical elements. Functional areas ((withffi
whieh there are)) including critical elements are:
(a) Analytical methods. The ((system a1:1eit shall)) onsite assessment seek~ to determine if documentation of mandatory or recognized analytical methods.;.
• Are present at the laboratory((,)).;
• Readily available to analysts((,)).; and
~eing ((ro1:1tiaely followed)) implemented. If the laboratory is using a locally-developed method ((is beiag fel
lewed)), the ((al:IElit)) on-site assessment may include an evaluation of the adequacy of that method.
(b) Equipment and supplies. The ((system a1:1dit shall))
on-site assessment seek~ to determine if sufficient equipment
and supplies as required by analytical methods are.;.
•Available((;)).;
~eing adequately maintained((,)).; and ((are))
~n a condition to allow successful performance of applicable analytical procedures.
To gain and maintain accreditation. laboratories must
demonstrate that equipment and supply requirements of
applicable regulatory programs are being met.
(((e) Quality assuraaee. The laboratory q1:1ality assuraaee
maRual shall be re'>•iewed fer adeq1:1aey prior to the system
audit. The system audit shall iaelude a reviev" of q1:1ality
ass1:1raaee plaRs and q1:1ality assuraaee/q1:1ality eoatrol reeords
for programs/projeets 'tYithia whieh the laboratory is geaerat
Proposed
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iHg analytieal data for s1:1emissien te the detiBFtment.)) ~
and QC records. The on-site assessment includes a review
of QA and QC records for programs/projects within which
the laboratory is generating analytical data for submission to
the data user.
(d) Sample management. The ((system a1:1dit shall)) onsite assessment includeli a review of applicable procedures
for receipt, preservation, transportation, and storage of samples. The laboratory ((shall ee held)) _lli responsible only for
those elements of sample management over which it has
direct control. To gain and maintain accreditation. laboratories must demonstrate that sample management reguirements
of applicable regulatory programs are being met.
(e) Data management. The ((system a1:1dit shall inel1:1de
a re•iiew ef aptilieaele tirneed1:1res fer eheeking dee1:1menta
tieft--ef)) on-site assessment includes a review of activities
necessary to assure accurate management of laboratory data
including:
•Raw data((,));.
~alculations( (,) );.
~ranscription ((ttHti))~ computer data entry, reports of
analytical results((, and ether aetivities neeessary te ass1:1re
aee1:1rate management ef laeeratery data)):.
To gain and maintain accreditation. laboratories must
demonstrate that data management reguirements of applicable regulatory programs are being·met.
(2) Recommended practices. Recommended practices
are those elements of laboratory operations which might
affect efficiency, safety, and other administrative functions,
but do not normally affect quality of analytical data((,-sft&H
ee er01:1ght te the attentien ef laeeratery management 1:1nder
the heading ef "reeemmended tiraetiees" and individ1:1ally,
shall)). Normally these practices would not be the basis for
denial or revocation of accreditation status. Functional areas
within which recommended practices may be noted are:
(a) Personnel. The ((S'.)'Stem a1:1dit shall)) department
seekli to determine if managerial, supervisory, and ((analyti
eal)) technical personnel have adequate training and experience to allow satisfactory completion of analytical procedures and compilation of reliable, accurate data. Minimum
recommended education and experience criteria for laboratory personnel ((shall ee)) are specified in the program procedural manual.
(b) Facilities. The ((system a1:1dit shall)) department
seekli to determine if laboratory facilities allow efficient generation of reliable, accurate data in a safe environment.
(((e) Safety. When the system a1:1dit netes laeeratery
safety tireelems, these j1:1dged seri01:1s shall ee referred te
8tJtJF0tJriate state er federal ageneies.
(3) Registered laeerateries shall ee advised in a written
system 81:tdit retJert tJrepared ey the department ef defieieR
eies in meeting eritieal element and reeemmended tiraetiee
standards. The laeeratery m1:1st restiend in writing te the
detiartment within fort'.)' five days ef reeeitit ef the system
a1:1dit retiert eeneeming eeffeeti'.·e aetiens taken as a res1:1lt ef
the system a1:1dit retiert.)) (c) Safety. The department may
refer serious safety deficiencies to appropriate state or federal
agencies.
Proposed

(3) NELAC requirements. For laboratories applying
for NELAP accreditation. on-site assessment requirements ~
are those designated in the NELAC standards. If the NELAC ,.
standard is more stringent than the corresponding standard in
this chapter, the NELAC standard applies.
'
· (4) Drinking water laboratorv requirements. For laboratories applying for accreditation of drinking water parameters, on-site assessment reguirements are those designated in
the drinking water certification manual. lfsuch a standard is
more stringent than the corresponding standard in this chap=
ter, the drinking water certification manual applies.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 92-53, filed
9/22/93, effective 10/23/93)

WAC 173-50-090 Evaluation and issuance of certificate. ((( l) Aeereditatien. l'ellewing reeeipt ef an BtJtilieatien
and eemtiletien ef a tJeffeRHanee a1:1dit and system a1:1dit, the
EJl:IBiity ass1:1ranee seetien shall s1:1emit a retiert te the affeeted
laeeratery eeneerning the res1:1lts ef the everall aeereditatien
tireeess. The retiert shall list finElings, assess the imtiertanee
ef eaeh finding, anEI make reeemmenElatiens eeneerning
aetiens neeessary te ens1:1re resel1:1ti0H ef tireelems. After
eemtileting the aeereElitatien revie·N, the EJl:l&lity ass1:1ranee
seetien shall deeiEle, easeEI en informatien in the 8tJtJlieatien
anEI res1:1lts ef the system a1:1Elit, tierformanee a1:1dit, anEI
review ef the EJl:IBlity ass1:1ranee man1:1al, whether aeereElita
tien sh01:1IEI ee grantee. If this deeisien is affirmative, a eertif
ieate shall ee iss1:1ed a1:1therizing the affeeted laeeratery te
s1:1emit analytieal data te the Eletiartment as StJeeified en an
aeeemtianying seetie ef aeereditatien. The eertifieate shall
remain the tJFetJerty ef the department and shall ee s1:1rren.
dered te the detiartment l:ltJ0R re\•eeatien ef aeereditatien sta·
t1:1s. If aeereditatien is netj1:1stified, the departmeHt shall iss1:1e
a repert speeifying areas ef defieieney and stetis neeessBFy te
1:1pgrade the laeeratery te aeeredited stat1:1s. In s1:1eh eases, the
laberatery shall tirevide dee1:1mentatien that the StJeeified
defieieneies haYe seen eeffeeted. Based 0R s1:1eh dee1:1menta
tien the detiartment shall deeide whether te grant, renew,
deny, er re•reke aeereditatien.
(2) Registratien. Registered laeerateries shall ee iss1:1eEI a
eertifieate and aeeempanying seepe ef registratien. The eer
tifieate shall remain the tireperty ef the department ef eeel
egy and shall ee sl:lfFendereEI te the department 1:1pen reveea
tien ef the registratien stat1:1s.)) ( 1) After preliminary reguirements (WAC 173-50-060 through 173-50-080) have been
met. the lab accreditation unit submits a report to the affected
laboratory concerning the results of the overall accreditation
process. The report:
• Lists findings;
• Assesses the importance of each finding; and
• Makes recommendations concerning actions necessary
· to assure resolution of problems.
(2) After completing the accreditation review. the ecology accrediting authority decides whether accreditation
should be granted.
(a) If accreditation is warranted. the department issues a
certificate and accompanying scope of accreditation. The
certificate remains the property of the department and must
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be surrendered to the department upon revocation of accreditation status.
• (b) If accreditation is not warranted. the department
issues a report specifying areas of deficiency and steps necessary to upgrade the laboratory to accredited status. In such
cases. the laboratory must provide documentation that the
specified deficiencies have been corrected. Based on such
documentation the ecology accrediting authority decides
whether to grant or deny accreditation.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 92-53, filed
9/22/93, effective 10/23/93)
WAC 173-50-100 Interim accreditation. ((If for valiEI
reaseas based Ofl a Eiefieieaey ia the Eiepartmeat aaEI aot the
laboratery, the Ejttality ass1:1raaee seetioa eaaaet eeaE11:1et a
eo18plete assessl8eat ef laberatory ea13abilities ia a ti18ely
18aaaer, aa iateril8 aeereEiitatiea 18a)' be graated. The aeered
itatiea shall be baseEI ea s1:1bfflissiea of aa a1313lieatioa aaEI
fees by the laberatory, s1:1eeessfl:il eo18pletiea of a 13erfor
18aaee a1:1Eiit where ap13re13riate, aaEI Eie13artl8eat a1313roYal of
the laboratery's EjHality ass1:1raaee 18aa1:1al.)) (1) If for valid
reasons resulting from a deficiency in the department and not
the laboratory. interim accreditation may be granted. To be
considered for interim accreditation. the laboratory must:
• Submit an application and applicable fees:
• Successfully complete applicable proficiency tests: and
• Submit a OA manual that meets the reguirements of
WAC 173-050-067.
The lab accreditation unit may also reguire the laboratory to submit an analytical data package as evidence of analytical capability.
(2) For NELAP accreditation. the only valid reason for
granting interim accreditation is the delay of an on-site
assessment for-reasons beyond the control of the laboratory.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-21, filed
l~/19/90, effective 11119/90)

WAC 173-50-110 Provisional accreditation. ((baberateries whieh haYe EiefieieAeies rec:i1:1iriag eerreetiYe aetiefl
b1:1t eaa 13reEittee YaliEI aAalytieal data as deterl8iAeEi by the
c:i1:1ality ass1:1i"aAee seetiefl 18ay be giYea a 13r0Yisieaal aeereEI
itatiea. Whee the laberatory has eerreeteEI s1:1eh EiefieieAeies,
it 18ay preYiEie eYideaee ef eerreetiefl te the c:i1:1ality ass1:1reAee
seetiea, er rec:i1:1est ree1:1Eiit, as a1313re13riate. U130A Eieterl8ifliflg
Eiefieieaeies ha,·e beea eerreeted, the c:i1:1ality ess1:1reAee see
tiea shall take aetioa te aware foll aeereEiitatiea as ifl WAC
173 50 090. PreYisieaal eeereditatiea shell Aet be reaeweEI
for a sttbsec:i1:1eflt aeereEiitatiea 13erieEI 1:1aless leboratery 18efl
agel8eat eaa Ele!ftOAStfate that ell reesoaable 18eas1:1res te· eer
reet Eiefieieaeies aoteEI Ei1:1riag the iaitiel ea13el3ility assess
18eat have beefl exhe1:1steEI.)) (1) The ecology accrediting
authority may grant provisional accreditation to laboratories
which can consistently produce valid analytical data but have
deficiencies reguiring corrective action. When the laboratory
• has corrected such deficiencies. it must provide evidence of
, correction to the lab accreditation unit. or reguest a follow-up
on-site assessment. as appropriate. If the lab accreditation
unit determines· the deficiencies have been corrected. the
[ 1511
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ecology accrediting authority awards full accreditation as in
WAC 173-50-090.
(2)" The ecology accrediting authority may renew a provisional accreditation for a subsequent accreditation period if
laboratory management has demonstrated that all reasonable
measures to correct deficiencies have been exhausted.
. (3) For drinking water laboratories. specific conditions
warranting provisional accreditation and specific actions
required of the laboratory when provisional accreditation is
granted are found in the drinking water certification manual.
(4) Provisional accreditation does not apply to NELAP
accreditations.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 92-53, filed
9/22/93, effective 10/23/93)
. WAC 173-50-120 Accreditation ((eell FegistFetiae))
categories. ((EAYireRl8eatal laberateries shell be aeereEiited
er registereEI ·withifl the brnad eetegeries Che18istry I (geA
ere!), Chel8istry II (treee 18etels), OrgaAies I (gas ehre18etog
ra13hy (GC), high 13ress1:1re lic:i1:1iEI ehromatogre13hy (HPLC)
methoEis), Orgeaies II (gas ehrel8etography/mass s13eetrome
try (GC/MS) methoEis), ReEiioeetivity, Mierobiology, eaEI
Bioassay/Toxieity. Withifl those breeEI eetegories, leborato
ries shell s13eeifieally be aeereEiiteEI or registereEI to 13erform
withiR the well defiReEi 13arameters ideAtifieEI iR \\'AC 173
50 190 or as rec:i1:1esteEI b)' the a1313lyiAg laboratory, 1:1siAg s13e
eifie, reeogAizeEI eRelytieel methoEis ehoseR by the e1313l)'iRg
laboratory. AdEiitioRel 13aremeters may be EiesigRateEI ifl the
13rogrem 13reeeE11:1ral meR1:1el witho1:1t emeREl18eRt of this eha13
ter if rec:i1:1ireEI to allow more effieieAt ei<ee1:1tioR of the aeereEI
itatioR 13rogrem.)) (1) Environmental laboratories are accredited within one or more of the matrix groups defined in WAC
173-50-040. Additionally. accreditation is granted within the
following broad categories:
• Chemistry I <General);
• Chemistry II (Trace Metals);
• Organics I (Gas Chromatography (GC) and High Pressure Liquid Chromatography <HPLC) Methods);
• Organics II (Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry
(GC/MS) Methods);
•Radioactivity:
•Microbiology;
• Bioassay/Toxicity;
• Immunoassay; and
•Physical.
Within these categories. laboratories are specifically
accredited for well-defined parameters. such as. but not limited to. those suggested in the procedural manual. using specific. recognized analytical methods or sampling techniques
chosen by the applying laboratory.
(2) The scope of accreditation accompanying the accreditation certificate indicates the parameters for which the laboratory is accredited. and any applicable qualifications. such
as interim or provisional accreditation.
(3) For laboratories granted NELAP accreditation. the
scope of accreditation also indicates the matrix groups within
which each parameter applies. Those matrix groups may
include. but are not limited to:
• Nonpotable water:
Proposed
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• Drinking water;
• Solid and chemical materials;
•Biological tissue; and
• Air and emissions.
For laboratories granted NELAP accreditation. the scope
of accreditation may also indicate the technology. such as gas
chromatography/electron capture detection CGC/ECD) or
inductively coupled plasma/mass spectrometry CICP/MS),
associated with each parameter.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 92-53, filed
9122193, effective 10/23/93)
WAC 173-50-130 Requirements for maintaining
accreditation ((ead FegistFetiea)) status. (1) Accreditation
((shall be)) ~granted for a one-year period and ((sh-al+))
expire~ one year after the effective date of accreditation.
Except for NELAP accreditation which is limited to one year.
£<Xceptions to the one year accreditation may be made for
documented cause. In such cases, accreditation may be
granted for a period up to two years. ((ReRewal shall require
submissioH of aH applieatioH aHd appropriate fees, aH update
of the laboratory's quality assuraHee maHual, aHd sueeessful
eompletioR of performaHee audit requiremeHts. System
audits shall be required for reHe\val of accreditatieH at periods
Hot to eiteeed three years from the pre¥ious S)'Stem audit. Fer
deeumeHted cause, system audits eaH be exteHded up to four
years from the previous audit.
(2) RegistratieH shall be graHted for a OHe year period
aHd shall eJ<pire oRe year after the effective date of registra
tieR. ReHe·;,·al shall require submissieR of aR applicatioH aHd
appropriate fees, aR update of the laboratory's quality assur
aRee maHual, aRd eempletioR of a Rew performaHce audit.
8)·stem audits shall be required for reHewal of registratioR at
periods Hot to exeeed three years from the previous S)'Stem
audit:-)) (2) Renewal requires the laboratory to submit:
• An application and appropriate fees;
• An update of the laboratory's quality assurance manual
if applicable; and
• Successful completion of proficiency testing requirements.
On-site assessments are required at periods not to exceed
three years from the previous on-site assessment. For documented cause. on-site assessments may be extended up to
four years from the previous assessment, except for laboratories accredited to analyze drinking water and NELAP accredited laboratories.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-21, filed
10/19/90, effective 11/19/90)
WAC 173-50-140 Denying accreditation ((ead Fegis
tFetiea stetHs)). (((1) A laboratory may be deRied aeeredita
tieR for failiHg to eempl)' \Vith staHdards fer eritical elemeHts
of the system audit, for misrepreseRtiHg its eapabilities er
failiRg to diselose pertiHeHt iRfermatieH iH the applieatieH, for
falsifyiHg aRalytical data, or for failiHg to reHder appropriate
fees. AdditieRally, a laboratory may be deRied accreditatioR
fer a speeific parameter fer uRsatisfacter)' aHalysis of that
parameter iH the performaRce audit. Laboratories deHied
Proposed

accreditatieH may appeal uHder the provisioRs of WAC 173
50 200 or, fullowiRg eorrectioH of deficieHcies, may reapply •
for accreditatioH to iRelude paymeHt of appropriate fees as •
determiRed iR WAC 173 50 190.
(2) A laboratory may be deRied registratioR status eHly
fur failure to reRder appropriate fees, fur failiHg to diselose
pertiReRt iRfurm:atioR iH the applieatioR, or fer m:isrepreseHt
iRg its eapabilities.)) (1) The ecology accrediting authority
may deny accreditation if the applicant laboratory:
• Fails to comply with standards for critical elements of
the on-site assessment;
• Misrepresents itself to the department;
• Fails to disclose pertinent information in the application;
• Falsifies reports of analysis including PT results;
•Engages in unethical or fraudulent practices concerning
generation of analytical data;
• Is deficient in its ability to provide accurate and defensible analytical data: or
• Fails to render applicable fees.
(2) A laboratory may be denied accreditation for a specific parameter for unsatisfactory analysis of that parameter
in proficiency tests.
(3) Laboratories denied accreditation may appeal under
the provisions of WAC 173-50-200. If an appeal does not
result in action favorable to the laboratory. and following correction of deficiencies. laboratories denied accreditation may
reapply for accreditation to include payment of appropriate
~
fees as determined in WAC 173-50-190.
(4) Reasons for denial of NELAP accreditation are as
specified in the NELAC standards.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-21, filed
10/19/90, effective 11/19/90)

WAC 173-50-150 Revoking or suspending accreditation ((eed FegistFetieB stetHs)). (((1) AeereditatioH status
may be suspeHded or revoked if the laboratory 'violates a state
rule relatiYe to the aHalytical proeedures for whieh it is
aecredited, misrepreseHts itself to the departm:eRt, fails to
submit aH applicatioH aHd assoeiated fees for reHewal, falsi
fies reports of aHalysis, or eHgages iH uHethieal or frauduleHt
practiees coHcerniRg the geReratioH of aHalytical data. Addi
tioHally, aH aeeredited laboratory may be reaueited fur eause
aHe, if fuuHd to be defieieHt iH its ability to provide accurate
aHalytieal data, m:a)' haYe its aecreditatioH suspeHdee or
re'>·oked.
(2) RegistratioH status may be re.,·oked fer failure to sub
mit a reHewal applicatioR, failure to pay appropriate fees, fail
ure to submit requires perfermaRee eYaluatioH sample aHaly
sis results, failure to report OH eorrecti\•e actioHs takeH if per
formaHee evaluatioR results are 1:1Haeceptable or otherwise iR
error, fail1:1re to submit to a S)'Stem audit, failure to report OH
correetiYe aetioHs takeH OH defieieReies ideHtified iR a system
a1:1eit, repeatee failure to eorreet the deficieRcies ideRtified iH
the perfermaHee or system audits, or fur misrepreseHtiHg the
eapabilities of the registered laboratory.)) (1) Revocation of ~
accreditation is the withdrawal of a previously granted •
accreditation. Revocation may involve the entire laboratory
or one or more individual parameters. Suspension of accred[ 152]
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itation is for a specified period not to exceed six months during which the affected laboratory corrects deficiencies that
led to the suspension. Suspension may involve the entire laboratory. or one or more individual parameters.
(2) The ecology accrediting authority may suspend or
revoke accreditation if the accredited laboratory:
• Fails to comply with standards for critical elements of
an on-site assessment;
• Violates a state rule relative to the analytical procedures for which it is accredited;
• Misrepresents itself to the department;
• Falsifies reports of analysis including PT results;
• Engages in unethical or fraudulent practices concerning
generation of analytical data;
• Is deficient in its ability to provide accurate and defensible analytical data; or
• Refuses to permit for enforcement purposes (WAC
173-50-210).
(3) A laboratory having had its accreditation suspended
or revoked may appeal under the provisions of WAC 173-50200. If an appeal does not result in action favorable to the
laboratory. and following correction of deficiencies. a laboratory having had its accreditation revoked may reapply for
accreditation to include payment of appropriate fees as determined in WAC 173-50-190.
(4) Reasons for revocation or suspension of NELAP
accreditation are as specified in the NELAC standards.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-1and89IA, filed 4/20/89 and 3113/90, effective 4/13/90)
WAC 173-50-160 Reciprocity. ((The departmefl:t may
reeogfl:ize aeereditation (or eertifieation, registration, lieen
s1:1re, approval) of an 01:1t of state laboratory by another state
with whieh the department has established a reeiproeity
agreement. lfl s1:1eh eases, the 01:1t of state laborator)' shall
s1:10mit an applieation and assoeiated fee to offset administra
ti'+'e eosts of proeessing its applieation (see 'NAG 173 50
190(5)), and a eopy of their aeereditation doe1:1mentation
inel1:1ding seope of aeereditation. After revie·n· of the appliea
tion and aeereditation to ass1:1re eomplianee with minim1:1m
aeereditation req1:1irements as stated in this ehapter, the labo
ratory may be reeognized as a1:1thorized to s1:10mit anal)'tieal
data to the department.)) Cl) The department may recognize
accreditation (or certification. registration. licensure.
approval) of an out-of-state laboratory by the laboratory's
home state with which the department has established a reciprocity agreement.
(2) The out-of-state laboratory must submit:
• An application and associated fee CW AC 173-50190(8));
• A copy of the other state's certificate;
• A copy of the other state's scope of accreditation;
• A copy of the other state's most recent on-site assessment report;
• A copy of the laboratory's corrective action report relative to the on-site assessment; and
• A complete set of the most recent PT results for applicable parameters.
[ 153]
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(3) In consideration of a request to recognize a reciprocity agreement as the basis for accreditation by the ecology
accrediting authority. the lab accreditation unit reviews the
application and supporting documentation to assure compliance with minimum accreditation requirements as stated in
this chapter. If the review is favorable, a certificate and scope
of accreditation are granted as in WAC 173-50-090.
(4) In granting secondary NELAP accreditation. the
ecology accrediting authority must recognize the accreditation of other NELAP accrediting authorities.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-1 and 89lA, filed 4/20/89 and 3/13/90, effective 4/13/90)
WAC 173-50-170 Third-party accreditation. ((+he
department may reeognize aeereditation (or eertifieation, reg
istration, lieens1:1re, approval) of a laboratory, inel1:1ding in
state laboratories, by a third party when the aeereelitation is
determined to be eq1:1ivalent to that eleseribed in this ehapter.
Laboratories applying for reeognition of third party aeeredi
tation shall s1:10mit an applieation and assoeiated fee to offset
administrative eosts (see ',!/AC 173 50 190(5)), and prm·iele
doemnented information demonstrating req1:1irements for
aeereditation have been fl:llfilled as a res1:1lt of aeereelitation
earried 01:1t by a third party. After review of the applieation
and aeereditation to ens1:1re eomplianee '+Vith minim1:1m
aeereditation req1:1irements as stated in this chapter, the lase
rater)' may be reeognized as a1:1thorized to s1:10mit analytieal
elata to the elepartment.)) (1) The department may recognize
accreditation (or certification, registration. licensure,
approval) of a laboratory by a third party when the accreditation process is determined to be equivalent to that described
in this chapter.
(2) Laboratories applying for recognition of third party's
accreditation submit:
• An application and associated fee (WAC 173-50190(7));
• A copy of the third party's certificate;
• A copy of the third party's scope of accreditation;
• A copy of the third party's most recent on-site assessment report;
• A copy of the laboratory's corrective action report relative to the on-site assessment; and
• A complete set of the most recent PT results for the
applicable parameters.
(3) In consideration of a reguest to recognize a third
party's accreditation as the basis for accreditation by the ecology accrediting authority, the lab accreditation unit reviews
the application and supporting documentation to assure compliance with minimum accreditation requirements as stated in
this chapter. If the review is favorable. a certificate and scope
of accreditation are granted as in WAC 173-50-090.
(4) Washington laboratories accredited or applying for
accreditation in recognition of a third party's accreditation
must notify the lab accreditation unit of on-site assessments
scheduled by the third party and allow a department observer
to attend such on-site assessments.
(5) Primary NELAP accreditation cannot be granted in
recognition of the accreditation by a third party.
Proposed
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-1and89lA, filed 4/20/89 and 3/13/90, effective 4113/90)

WAC 173-50-180 Exemptions. (1) The application
form ((shttll)) provide~ for wastewater dischargers whose laboratories meet the exemption qualifications of RCW
43.21A.230 to request exemption from the accreditation program. Those laboratories shall be required to submit evidence that they are participating in a federal Environmental
Protection Agency Administered Quality Assurance Program
including as a minimum the following elements: Current QA
program/project plans; performance evaluation audits; system audits; corrective action for audit deficiencies; quality
control guidelines and records; and training in quality assurance for laboratory management personnel. The department
shall grant exemption from accreditation requirements of this
chapter upon receipt of confirmation from Region ((X:)) 10 of
the federal Environmental Protection Agency of such participation by a laboratory.
(2) Exemption ((shall be)) lli granted only for those analytical parameters included in the federal Environmental Protection Agency Quality Assurance Program. The exemption
status shall be reviewed annually based upon submittal by the
laboratory of a new application and updated evidence of continued participation in a sufficient quality assurance program.
Note:
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~
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SeEIH!m
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Tellll Org1111ie Carllen
fTO{;)

WAC 173-50-190 Fee structure. (((1) Fees iR this
ehafHer are established to eoYer easts of admiRisteriRg the
aeereditatioR program. The fee per parameter aRd maxim1:1m
fee per eategory are ideAtified iA Table 1. Laboratory diree
tors may req1:1est additioA of parameters withiA gi·>'eR eatego

PARAMBTBR

(N02

OFlhephesphate
Phespl!ereus (tellll)
Bieehemieal Oicygen De11111nd
(800)/Carllenaeeeus
BOD(CBOD)
Che!lHeal Oilygen De11111nd
(GOO)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 92-53, filed
9/22/93, effective 10/23/93)

CATBGORY
Chefflislry I
(Geneflll)

PARAMBTBR

Tellll Disselved Selids (TDS)

The federal Environmental Protection Agency does not
presently administer a complete quality assurance program
for wastewater dischargers in the state of Washington, such
as would provide an exemption under subsection (I) of this
section. Thus, this exemption is not presently available.
The Environmental Protection Agency considers annual
analysis of performance evaluation samples to constitute
only one element of participation in a quality assurance program. The complete Environmental Protection Agency
Quality Assurance Program is described in their Order
5360.1, "Policy and Program Requirements to Implement
the Mandatory Quality Assurance Program," which is the
basis for exemption requirements stated in subsection (I) of
this section.
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(2) 01:1t ef state laeerateries shall eeertiieate tiireetly
with the Ejttality ass1:1raeee seetiea te tietermiee the aetiei
pates eest ef eempletiag the aeereElitatiee preeess. Reim
e1:1rsemeet ef the eost ef tra¥el aeti per tiiem shall ee aeleleel te
the eormal fee ieelieateel ie WAC 173 50 190(1).
(3) Oa site iespeetiees shall aet ee eeeel1:1eteel eer shall
iaterim er pre¥isieeal er ether aeereelitatiees ee graateel 1:1etil
apprepriate fees have eeee reeei¥eel ey the elepartmeet.
(4) The fee te defray easts te the elepartmeat reeegaitiee
efthirEI party aeereaitatiee (WAC 173 50 170) shall ee three
h1:1eelreel elellars. The fee fer reeogaitiee ef a laeeratery 1:1eeler
a reeipreeity agreemeet (WAC 173 50 160) shall ee three
kttflelreel elellars, er as speeifieel ifl the reeiproeity agreemeflt,
ettt fl0t less thafl three h1:tflelreel elellars.
(5) Apart frem the fee preeess, applieaflt laeerateries
shall ee reEjl:lireel te aeEjttire aael af!alyile performaflee e•ral1:1a
tiefl (PB) samples for parameters speeifieel hy the Ejttality
assl:lfaflee seetiefl. The s01:1ree ef PB samples, if ether thafl the
federal efl''ireameRtal Preteetiefl A~efley, shall he appre,•eel
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b)' the q1:1ality ass1:1raAee seetioA. To the exteAt feasible as
determiAed by the q1:1ality ass1:1raAee seetioA, 13erformaAee
e't·ah:iatioA sam13les already beiAg aAalyzed by the a1313lieaAt
laboratories, shall be 1:1sed to folfill performaAee a1:1dit
req1:1iremeAts of this ehapter.
(6) IA additioA to fees as determiAed by the A1:1mber of
parameters aAd methods iA '.\'AC 173 50 190( 1), laboratories
seekiAg registratioA stat1:1s are req1:1ired to pay aA aAA1:1al fee of
six h1:1Adred dollars.
(7) If a laboratory withdraws from the aeereditatioA pro
eess after the applieatioA has beeA proeessed, b1:1t before
aeereditatioA or registratioA is graAted, the fee will be Rome
foAdable 1:113 to aA amo1:1At of two h1:1Adred dollars as reim
b1:1rsemeAt for eosts of proeessiAg the applieatioA.
(8) Dollar amo1:1Ats listed iA s1:1bseeti0As (1), (4), (6), aAd
(7) of this seetioA may be adj1:1sted eyery two years based OR
iAflatioA as iAElieated by the implieit priee deflater for state
aAd loeal g01t·ernmeAt seniees as p1:1blished by the eeoAomie
aAd reveA1:1e foreeast eo1:1Aeil. Dollar aFAOl:IAts listed iA s1:1b
seetioAs ( 1), (4), (6), aAd (7) of this seetioR ma)' be deereased
at aAy time the departmeAt determiAes they are higher thaA
Reeded to meet program req1:1iremeAts. The departmeAt shall
Aotify affeeted parties of aAy fee adj1:1stFAeAt at least thirty
days prior to makiAg aAy fee adj1:1stmeRt.)) (1) Fees in this
chapter are in U.S. dollars and are established to cover costs
of administering the accreditation program. The fee per
parameter and maximum fee per category for each matrix are
identified in Table l.
(2) Examples of parameters for each category are published in the procedural manual. Accreditation may be
requested for parameters in addition to those listed in the procedural manual.
(3) A fee is assessed only once for a given parameter
even though that specific parameter may be accredited under
more than one matrix.
TABLEl-FEESCHEDllLE
MATBJX

CATEGORY

fEE~ARAM

ETER
!S1muotable
Water

Chemistn: I
(General)
Chemistn: II
(Trace Metals}
Organics I
(GC/HPLC}
Organics II

w.

MAX FEE
fERCAIE-

.G!IBX

~

w.

$975

lili

$975

$345

$1035

$145
$175
$230

$1380
$520
$1435
$390
$260
$390

(GC/MS}
Radioactivit;r:
Micrgbiolog:r:
Bioassa;r:/Toxicit:r:
lmrnunoassa:r:
Ph;r:sical
llciokini:
Water

Chemistn: I
(General)
Chemistn: II
Organics I

Proposed

w.
w.
w.
w.

$175

$760
$690

MATRIX

TABLE 1 - FEE SCHEDULE
CAIEGORY
FEE~ARAM
ETER

MAX FEE
PERCAIE-

.G!IBX

(GC/HPLC}
Organics II
(GC/MS}
Microbiolog:r:
S111id and
Cl!emical

Chemistn: I

Mati:rial~

(General}

w.

$975

lili

$975

Organics II
(GC/MS}

$345

$1035

Radioactivit:r:
Microbiolog:r:

$145
$175

Imrnunoassa:r:
Ph;r:sical

~

Chemistn: I

~

$1380
$520
$390
$260
$1150

~

$975

lili

$975

$345

$1035

Chemistn: II
(Trace Metals}
Organics I
(GC/HPLC}

Aic and
Emi§sion§

w.

(General}
Chemistn: II
(Trace Metals}
Organics I
(GC/HPLC}
Organics II
(GC/MS}

(4) In addition to paying the fee indicated in WAC 17350-190( 4). out-of-state laboratories must pay for the actual
cost of travel associated with on-site assessments. The
department invoices the laboratory for such costs after completion of the on-site assessment.
(5) The laboratory must pay applicable fees before:
• Its quality assurance manual is reviewed by the department;
• The on-site assessment is conducted if applicable; and
• Interim. provisional. or full accreditation is granted.
(6) The fee for recognition of a third party accreditation
(WAC 173-50-170), other than NELAP accreditation (WAC
173-50-190(9)), is three hundred forty-five dollars.
(7) The fee for recognition of a laboratory under a reciprocity agreement (WAC 173-50-160) is three hundred fortyfive dollars. or as specified in the reciprocity agreement. but
not less than three hundred forty-five dollars.
(8) The fee for recognition of accreditation by a NELAP
accrediting authority for laboratories in Washington is three
hundred forty-five dollars. For out-of-state laboratories. the
fee for recognition of accreditation by a NELAP accrediting
authority is the fee indicated in WAC 173-50-190(4).
(9) For drinking water laboratories. the base fee to defray
the extra cost incurred by the department because of the need
· to coordinate directly with two regulatory agencies is one
hundred fifteen dollars.
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(10) If a laboratory withdraws from the accreditation
.. process after the application has been processed, but before
I' accreditation is granted, the fee is nonrefundable up to an
amount of two hundred thirty dollars as reimbursement for
costs of processing the application. If a laboratory withdraws
from the accreditation process after the on-site assessment
has been completed, the department may retain the entire fee
including reimbursement of travel costs if applicable.
(11) Dollar amounts listed in subsections (6). (7), (8).
(9), and (10) of this section may be adjusted every year based
on inflation as indicated by the Implicit Price Deflator for
State and Local Government Services as published by the
economic and revenue forecast council. Dollar amounts
listed in subsections (6). (7). (8). (9). and (10) of this section
may be decreased at any time the department determines they
are higher than needed to meet accreditation program
requirements. The department notifies affected parties of any
fee adjustment at least thirty days prior to the effective date of
the adjusted fee.
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will provide such assistance to the extent allowed by staff
resources available at the time.

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 92-53, filed
9/22/93, effective 10/23/93)
WAC 173-50-200 Appeals. An environmental laboratory manager may appeal final accreditation ((and registra
tien)) actions within thirty days of notification of final action
in accordance with chapter 43.21B RCW.

~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-21, filed
10/19/90, effective 11/19/90)
WAC 173-50-210 Enforcement. (1) For the purpose of
conducting on-site assessments or otherwise enforcing this
chapter. the department may enter any premises in which
analytical data pertaining to accreditation ((and registration))
under the provisions of this chapter are generated or stored((,
for the purpose of conducting system audits or otherwise
enforcing this chapter)).
ill Refusal to permit entry for such purposes shall result
in denial, revocation, or suspension of accreditation or registration status.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-21, filed
10/19/90, effective 11/19/90)

WAC 173-50-220 Assistance to laboratories. ((l}uffitg
those calendar years in which a system audit is not required,
registered laboratories may request a Yisit by quality assur
ance section personnel for the purpose of providing assis
tance in correcting deficiencies aAd improviag practices for
those tests cm•ered b)' the scope of registration. These visits
will ee for the purpose of technical assistance and will flOt
result in preparatioft of a corrective actiofl report ey the regis
tered laboratory.)) Laboratories scheduled to undergo an onsite assessment may request a training session be conducted
.. by department staff in conjunction with that assessment.
I' Accredited laboratories may also request on-site assistance at
times other than the on-site assessment. Whether requested
as part of the on-site assessment or otherwise. the department
[ 157]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 00-08-013,
filed 3/24/00, effective 4/24/00)

WSR 02-11-021
EXPEDITED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

WAC 246-252-030 Criteria related to disposition of
uranium mill tailings or wastes. As used in this section, the
term "as low as reasonably achievable" has the same meaning
as in WAC 246-220-007. The term by-product material
means the tailings or wastes produced by the extraction or
concentration of uranium or thorium from any ore processed
primarily for its source material content.
As required by WAC 246-235-110(6), each applicant for
a license to possess and use source material in conjunction
with uranium or thorium milling, or by-product material at
sites formerly associated with such milling, is required to
include in a license application proposed specifications relating to the milling operation and the disposition of tailings or
waste resulting from such milling activities. This section
establishes criteria relating to the siting, operation, decontamination, decommissioning, and reclamation of mills and tailings or waste systems and sites at which such mills and systems are located and site and by-product material ownership.
Applications must clearly demonstrate how these criteria
have been addressed. The specifications shall be developed
considering the expected full capacity of tailings or waste
systems and the lifetime of mill operations. Where later
expansions of systems or operations may be likely, the amenability of the disposal system to accommodate increased
capacities without degradation in long-term stability and
other performance factors shall be evaluated.
Licensees or applicants may propose alternatives to the
specific requirements in these criteria. The alternative proposals may take into account local or regional conditions,
including geology, topography, hydrology, and meteorology.
The department may find that the proposed alternatives meet
the department's requirements if the alternatives will achieve
a level of stabilization and containment of the sites concerned, and a level of protection for public health, safety, and
the environment from radiological and nonradiological hazards associated with the sites, which is equivalent to, to the
extent practicable, or more stringent than the level which
would be achieved by the requirements of the standards promulgated by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency in 40 CFR 192, Subparts D and E.
(1) Criterion 1 - In selecting among alternative tailings
disposal sites or judging the adequacy of existing tailings
sites, the following site features which would contribute to
meeting the broad objective of permanent isolation of the
tailings and associated contaminants from man and the environment for one thousand years to the extent reasonably
achievable, and in any case, for at least two hundred years
without ongoing active maintenance shall be considered:
(a) Remoteness from populated areas;
(b) Hydrogeologic and other environmental conditions
conducive to continued immobilization and isolation of contaminants from groundwater sources; and
(c) Potential for minimizing erosion, disturbance, and
dispersion by natural forces over the long term.
The site selection process must be an optimization to the
maximum extent reasonably achievable in terms of these features.

[Filed May 7, 2002, 10:30 a.m.]

Title of Rule: WAC 246-252-030 Criteria related to disposition of uranium mill tailings or wastes.
Purpose: The purpose of this rule is to provide a clear
and consistent regulatory basis for determining the extent to
which lands and structures can be considered decommissioned.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 70.98.050.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 70.98.080.
Summary: This rule addresses federal rule changes
which have been deemed a matter of compatibility for the
agreement states by the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC).
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Mikel J. Elsen, Tumwater, (360) 236-3246.
Name of Proponent: Department of Health, govemmenta!.
Rule is necessary because of federal law, 10 C.F.R. Part
40 Appendix A.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: WAC 246-252-030 Criteria related to disposition of
uranium mill tailings or wastes, provides a clear and consis• tent regulatory basis for determining the extent to which
, lands and structures can be considered decommissioned. The
rule only applies to those uranium recovery facilities that do
not have an approved decommissioning plan for buildings
and soil as of the effective date, June 11, 1999. This rule
change is not expected to affect any parties regulated by these
rules because all uranium facilities had approved decommissioning plans in place prior to June 11, 1999.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: This
rule change establishes a decommissioning standard for
byproduct material containing concentrations of radionuclides (other than radium in soil) and surface activity on
remaining structures.
NOTICE
THIS R~E IS BEING PROPOSED UNDER AN
EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS THAT WILL
ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR THE AGENCY TO HOLD
PUBLIC HEARINGS, PREPARE A SMALL BUSINESS
ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT, OR PROVIDE
RESPONSES TO THE CRITERIA FOR A SIGNIFICANT
LEGISLATIVE RULE. IF YOU OBJECT TO THE USE OF
THE EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS, YOU
MUST EXPRESS YOUR OBJECTIONS IN WRITING
AND THEY MUST BE SENT TO Mikel J. Elsen, Department of Health, P.O. Box 47827, Olympia, WA 98504-7827,
~ AND RECEIVED BY July 23, 2002.
May 6, 2002
Mary C. Selecky
Secretary
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In the selection of disposal sites, primary emphasis shall
be given to isolation of tailings or wastes, a matter having
long-term impacts, as opposed to consideration only of shortterm convenience or benefits, such as minimization of transportation or land acquisition costs. While isolation of tailings
will be a function of both site characteristics and engineering
design, overriding consideration shall be given to siting features given the long-term nature of the tailings hazards.
Tailings shall be disposed in a manner such that no
active maintenance is required to preserve the condition of
the site.
(2) Criterion 2 - To avoid proliferation of small waste
disposal sites, by-product material from in-situ extraction
operations, such as residues from solution evaporation or
contaminated control processes, and wastes from small
remote above ground extraction operations shall be disposed
at existing large mill tailings disposal sites; unless, considering the nature of the wastes, such as their volume and specific
activity and the costs and environmental impacts of transporting the wastes to a large disposal site, such offsite disposal is
demonstrated to be impracticable or the advantage of onsite
burial clearly outweighs the benefits of reducing the perpetual surveillance obligations.
(3) Criterion 3 - The "prime option" for disposal of tailings is placement below grade, either in mines or specially
excavated pits (that is, where the need for any specially constructed retention structure is eliminated).
The evaluation of alternative sites and disposal methods
performed by mill operators in support of their proposed tailings disposal program (provided in applicants' environmental
reports) shall reflect serious consideration of this disposal
mode. In some instances, below grade disposal may not be
the most environmentally sound approach, such as might be
the case if a groundwater formation is relatively close to the
surface or not very well isolated by overlying soils and rock.
Also, geologic and topographic conditions might make full,
below grade burial impracticable; for example, near-surface
bedrock could create prominent excavation costs while more
suitable alternate sites may be available. Where full below
grade burial is not practicable, the size of the retention structures, and the size and steepness of slopes of associated
exposed embankments, shall be minimized by excavation to
the maximum extent reasonably achievable or appropriate,
given the geologic and hydrogeologic conditions at a site. In
these cases, it must be demonstrated that an above-grade disposal program will provide reasonably equivalent isolation of
the tailings from natural erosional forces.
(4) Criterion 4 - The following site and design criteria
shall be adhered to whether tailings or wastes are disposed of
above or below grade:
(a) Upstream rainfall catchment areas must be minimized to decrease erosion potential and the size of the probable maximum flood which could erode or wash out sections
of the tailings disposal area.
(b) Topographic features shall provide good wind protection.
(c) Embankment and cover slopes shall be relatively flat
after final stabilization to minimize erosion potential and to
provide conservative factors of safety assuring long-term stability. The broad objective should be to contour final slopes
Expedited

to grades which are as close as possible to those which would
be provided if tailings were disposed of below grade; this
could, for example, lead to slopes of about ten horizontal to
one vertical (lOh: 1v) or less steep. In general, slopes should
not be steeper than about Sh: 1v. Where steeper slopes are
proposed, reasons why a slope less steep than Sh: 1v would be
impracticable should be provided, and compensating factors
and conditions which make such slopes acceptable should be
identified.
(d) A fully self-sustaining vegetative cover shall be
established or rock cover employed to reduce wind and water
erosion to negligible levels.
Where a full vegetative cover is not likely to be self-sustaining due to climatic conditions, such as in semi-arid and
arid regions, rock cover shall be employed on slopes of the
impoundment system. The NRC will consider relaxing this
requirement for extremely gentle slopes such as those which
may exist on the top of the pile.
The following factors shall be considered in establishing
the final rock cover design to avoid displacement of rock particles by human and animal traffic or by natural processes,
and to preclude undercutting and piping:
(i) Shape, size, composition, gradation of rock particles
(excepting bedding material, average particle size shall be at
least cobble size or greater);
(ii) Rock cover thickness and zoning of particles by size;
and
(iii) Steepness of underlying slopes.
(e) Individual rock fragments shall be dense, sound, and
resistant to abrasion, and free from defects that would tend to
unduly increase their destruction by water and frost actions.
Weak, friable, or laminated aggregate shall not be used.
Shale, rock laminated with shale, and cherts shall not be used.
Rock covering of slopes may not be required where top
covers are on the order of ten meters or greater; impoundment
slopes are on the order of lOh: 1v or less; bulk cover materials
have inherently favorable erosion resistance characteristics;
and there is negligible drainage catchment area upstream of
the pile, and there is good wind protection as described in (a)
and (b) of this subsection.
(f) Impoundment surfaces shall be contoured to avoid
areas of concentrated surface runoff or abrupt or sharp
changes in slope gradient. In addition to rock cover on slopes,
areas toward which surface runoff might be directed shall be
well protected with substantial rock cover (riprap). In addition to providing for stability of the impoundment systems
itself, the overall stability, erosion potential, and geomorphology of surrounding terrain shall be evaluated to assure that
there are no processes, such as gully erosion, which would
lead to impoundment instability.
(g) The impoundment shall not be located near a capable
fault that could cause a maximum credible earthquake larger
than that which the impoundment could reasonably be
expected to withstand. As used in this criterion, the term
"capable fault" has the same meaning as defined in Section
III (g) of Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 100. The term "maxi. mum credible earthquake" means that earthquake which
would cause the maximum vibratory ground motion based
upon an evaluation of earthquake potential considering the
[ 2]
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regional and local geology and seismology and specific characteristics of local subsurface material.
(h) The impoundment, where feasible, should be
designed to incorporate features which will promote deposition of suspended particles. For example, design features
which promote deposition of sediment suspended in any runoff which flows into the impoundment area might be utilized;
the object of such a design feature would be to enhance the
thickness of cover over time.
(5) Criterion 5 - Criteria 5(a) through 5(g) and new Criterion 13 incorporate the basic groundwater protection standards imposed by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency in 40 CFR Part 192, Subparts D and E (48 FR 45926;
October 7, 1983) which apply during operations and prior to
the end of closure. Groundwater monitoring to comply with
these standards is required by Criterion 7.
(a) The primary groundwater protection standard is a
design standard for surface impoundments used to manage
uranium and thorium by-product material. Surface impoundments (except for an existing portion) must have a liner that
is designed, constructed, and installed to prevent any migration of wastes out of the impoundment to the adjacent subsurface soil, groundwater, or surface water at any time during
the active life (including the closure period) of the impoundment. The liner may be constructed of materials that may
allow wastes to migrate into the liner (but not into the adjacent subsurface soil, groundwater, or surface water) during
the active life of the facility, provided that impoundment closure includes removal or decontamination of all waste residues, contaminated containment system components (liners,
etc.), contaminated subsoils, and structures and equipment
contaminated with waste and leachate. For impoundments
that will be closed with the liner material left in place, the
liner must be constructed of materials that can prevent wastes
from migrating into the liner during the active life of the
facility.
(b) The liner required by (a) of this subsection must be:
(i) Constructed of materials that have appropriate chemical properties and sufficient strength and thickness to prevent failure due to pressure gradients (including static head
and external hydrogeologic forces), physical contact with the
waste or leachate to which they are exposed, climatic conditions, the stress of installation, and the stress of daily operation;
(ii) Placed upon a foundation or base capable of providing support to the liner and resistance to pressure gradients above and below the liner to prevent failure of the liner
due to settlement, compression, or uplift; and
(iii) Installed to cover all surrounding earth likely to be
in contact with the wastes or leachate.
(c) The applicant or licensee will be exempted from the
requirements of (a) of this subsection if the department finds,
based on a demonstration by the applicant or licensee, that
alternate design and operating practices, including the closure plan, together with site characteristics will prevent the
migration of any hazardous constituents into groundwater or
surface water at any future time. In deciding whether to grant
an exemption, the department will consider:
(i) The nature and quantity of the wastes;
(ii) The proposed alternate design and operation;
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(iii) The hydrogeologic setting of the facility, including
the attenuative capacity and thickness of the liners and soils·
present between the impoundment and groundwater or surface water; and
(iv) All other factors which would influence the quality
and mobility of the leachate produced and the potential for it
to migrate to groundwater or surface water.
(d) A surface impoundment must be designed, constructed, maintained, and operated to prevent overtopping
resulting from normal or abnormal operations; overfilling;
wind and wave actions; rainfall; run-on; from malfunctions
of level controllers, alarms, and other equipment; and human
error.
(e) When dikes are used to form the surface impoundment, the dikes must be designed, constructed, and maintained with sufficient structural integrity to prevent massive
failure of the dikes. In ensuring structural integrity, it must
not be presumed that the liner system will function without
leakage during the active life of the impoundment.
(t) Uranium and thorium by-product materials must be
managed to conform to the following secondary groundwater
protection standard: Hazardous constituents entering the
groundwater from a licensed site must not exceed the specified concentration limits in the uppermost aquifer beyond the
point of compliance during the compliance period. Hazardous constituents are those constituents identified by the
department pursuant to (g) of this subsection. Specified
concentratio n limits are those limits established by the
department as indicated in (j) of this subsection. The department will also establish the point of compliance and compliance period on a site specific basis through license conditions
and orders. The objective in selecting the point of compliance
is to provide the earliest practicable warning that the
impoundmen t is releasing hazardous constituents to the
groundwater. The point of compliance must be selected to
provide prompt indication of groundwater contamination on
the hydraulically downgradient edge of the disposal area. The
department must identify hazardous constituents, establish
concentration limits, set the compliance period, and adjust
the point of compliance, if needed, when the detection monitoring established under criterion 7 indicates leakage of hazardous constituents from the disposal area.
(g) A constituent becomes a hazardous constituent subject to U) of this subsection when the constituent:
(i) Is reasonably expected to be in or derived from the
by-product material in the disposal area;
(ii) Has been detected in the groundwater in the uppermost aquifer; and
(iii) Is listed in WAC 246-252-050 Appendix A.
(h) The department may exclude a detected constituent
from the set of hazardous constituents on a site specific basis
if it finds that the constituent is not capable of posing a substantial present or potential hazard to human health or the
environment. In deciding whether to exclude constituents, the
department will consider the following:
(i) Potential adverse effect on groundwater quality, considering (A) The physical and chemical characteristics of the
waste in the licensed site, including its potential for migration;
[ 3]
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(B) The hydrogeological characteristics of the facility
and surrounding land;
(C) The quantity of groundwater and the direction of
groundwater flow;
(D) The proximity and withdrawal rates of groundwater
users;
(E) The current and future uses of groundwater in the
area;
(F) The existing quality of groundwater, including other
sources of contamination and their cumulative impact on the
groundwater quality;
(G) The potential for health risks caused by human exposure to waste constituents;
(H) The potential damage to wildlife, crops, vegetation,
and physical structures caused by exposure to waste constituents;
(I) The persistence and permanence of the potential
adverse effects.
(ii) Potential adverse effects on hydraulically-connected
surface water quality, considering (A) The volume and physical and chemical characteristics of the waste in the licensed site;
(B) The hydrogeological characteristics of the facility
and surrounding land;
(C) The quantity and quality of groundwater, and the
direction of groundwater flow;
(D) The patterns of rainfall in the region;
(E) The proximity of the licensed site to surface waters;
(F) The current and future uses of surface waters in the
area and any water quality standards established for those
surface waters;
(G) The existing quality of surface water, including other
sources of contamination and the cumulative impact on surface water quality;
(H) The potential for health risks caused by human exposure to waste constituents;
(I) The potential damage to wildlife, crops, vegetation,
and physical structures caused by exposure to waste constituents; and
(J) The persistence and permanence of the potential
adverse effects.
(i) In making any determinations under (h) and (k) of this
subsection about the use of groundwater in the area around
the facility, the department will consider any identification of
underground sources of drinking water and exempted aquifers made by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency.
U) At the point of compliance, the concentration of a
hazardous constituent must not exceed (i) The department approved background concentration
of that constituent in the groundwater;
(ii) The respective value given in the table in subsection
(5)(1) of this section if the constituent is listed in the table and
if the background level of the constituent is below the value
listed; or
(iii) An alternate concentration limit established by the
department.
(k) Conceptually, background concentrations pose no
incremental hazards and the drinking water limits in (j)(i) of
this subsection state acceptable hazards but these two options
Expedited

may not be practically achievable at a specific site. Alternate
concentration limits that present no significant hazard may b,e
proposed by licensees for department consideration. Licensees must provide the basis for any proposed limits including
consideration of practicable corrective actions, that limits ·are
as low as reasonably achievable, and information on the factors the department must consider.
·
The department will establish a site specific alternate
concentration limit for a hazardous constituent as provided ~n
(j) of this subsection if it finds that the constituent will not
pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human health
or the environment as long as the alternate concentration
limit is not exceeded. In establishing alternate concentration
limits, the department will apply its as low as reasonably
achievable criterion in this chapter. The department will also
consider the following factors:
·
(i) Potential adverse effects on groundwater quality, considering(A) The physical and chemical characteristics of the
waste in the licensed site including its potential for migration;
(B) The hydrogeological characteristics of the facility
and surrounding land;
(C) The quantity of groundwater and the direction of
groundwater flow;
(D) The proximity and withdrawal rates of groundwater
users;
(E) The current and future uses of groundwater in the
area;
(F) The existing quality of groundwater, including other
sources of contamination and their cumulative impact on the
groundwater quality;
(G) The potential for health risks caused by human exposure to waste constituents;
(H) The potential damage to wildlife, crops, vegetation,
and physical structures caused by exposure to waste constituents;
<n The persistence and permanence of the potential
adverse effects.
(ii) Potential adverse effects on hydraulically-connected
surface water quality, considering (A) The volume and physical and chemical characteristics of the waste in the licensed site;
(B) The hydrogeological characteristics of the facility
and surrounding land;
(C) The quantity and quality of groundwater, and the
direction of groundwater flow;
(D) The patterns of rainfall in the region;
(E) The proximity of the licensed site to surface waters;
(F) The current and future uses of surface waters in the
area and any water quality standards established for those
surface waters;
(G) The existing quality of surface water including other
sources of contamination and the cumulative impact on surface water quality;
(H) The potential for health risks caused by human exposure to waste constituents;
(I) The potential damage to wildlife, crops, vegetation,
and physical structures caused by exposure to waste constituents; and
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information that provide reasonable assurance that the
groundwater protection standard will not be exceeded.
(n) In developing and conducting groundwater protection programs, applicants and licensees shall also consider
the following:
(i) Installation of bottom liners (where synthetic liners
are used, a leakage detection system must be installed immediately below the liner to ensure major failures are detected if
they occur. This is in addition to the groundwater monitoring
program conducted as provided in Criterion 7. Where clay
liners are proposed or relatively thin, in-situ clay soils are to
be relied upon for seepage control, tests must be conducted
with representative tailings solutions and clay materials to
confirm that no significant deterioration of permeability or
stability properties will occur with continuous exposure of
clay to tailings solutions. Tests must be run for a sufficient
period of time to reveal any effects if they are going to occur
(in some cases deterioration has been observed to occur
rather rapidly after about nine months of exposure)).
(ii) Mill process designs which provide the maximum
practicable recycle of solutions and conservation of water to
reduce the net input of liquid to the tailings impoundment.
(iii) Dewatering of tailings by process devices and/ or insystems (at new sites, tailings must be dewadrainage
situ
tered by a drainage system installed at the bottom of the
impoundment to lower the phreatic surface and reduce the
driving head of seepage, unless tests show tailings are not
amenable to such a system. Where in-situ dewatering is to be
conducted, the impoundment bottom must be graded to
assure that the drains are at a low point. The drains must be
protected by suitable filter materials to assure that drains
remain free running. The drainage system must also be adequately sized to assure good drainage).
(iv) Neutralization to promote immobilization of hazardous constituents.
(o) Where groundwater impacts are occurring at an existing site due to seepage, action must be taken to alleviate conditions that lead to excessive seepage impacts and restore
groundwater quality. The specific seepage control and
groundwater protection method, or combination of methods,
to be used must be worked out on a site-specific basis. Technical specifications must be prepared to control installation of
seepage control systems. A quality assurance, testing, and
inspection program, which includes supervision by a qualified engineer or scientist, must be established to assure the
specifications are met.
(p) In support of a tailings disposal system proposal, the
applicant/opera tor shall supply information concerning the
following:
(i) The chemical and radioactive characteristics of the
waste solutions.
(ii) The characteristics of the underlying soil and geologic formations particularly as they will control transport of
contaminants and solutions. This includes detailed information concerning extent, thickness, uniformity, shape, and orientation of underlying strata. Hydraulic gradients and conductivities of the various formations must be determined.
This information must be gathered from borings and field
survey methods taken within the proposed impoundment area
and in surrounding areas where contaminants might migrate

(J) The persistence and permanence of the potential
adverse effects.
(1) MAXIMUM VALUES FOR GROUNDWATER PROTECTION:
Constituent or Property

Arsenic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barium......... .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cadmium..... ................... .........
Chromium... ................... ..........
Lead........... .................. .......
Mercury . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Selenium....... ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Silver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Maximum
Concentration
Milligrams per
liter
0.05
1.0
0.01
0.05
0.05
0.002
0.01
0.05

Endrin (1,2,3,4,10, 10-hexachloro-l,7 -expoxyl ,4,4a,S,6,7 ,8,9a-octahydro-1, 4-endo, endoS,8-dimethano naphthalene)................. .
Lindane (l ,2,3,4,S,6-hexachlorocyclohexane,
gamma isomer). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0.0002

Methoxychlor (1,1, 1-Trichloro-2,2-bis)
(p-methoxyphenylethane). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Toxaphene (Cu1H 10Cl6, Technical chlorinated

0.1

camphene, 67-69 percent chlorine). . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,4-D (2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid).........
2,4,S-TP Silvex (2,4,S-Trichlorophenoxypropionic
acid)........... .................. .......
Combined radium - 226 and radium - 228. . . . . . . .
Gross alpha - particle activity (excluding
radon and uranium when producing uranium
by-product material or thorium when producing
thorium by-product material). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

WSR 02-11-021

0.004

0.005
0.1
0.01
Picocuries per liter
S

IS

(m) If the groundwater protection standards established
under (t) of this subsection are exceeded at a licensed site, a
corrective action program must be put into operation as soon
as is practicable, and in no event later than eighteen months
after the department finds that the standards have been
exceeded. The licensee shall submit the proposed corrective
action program and supporting rationale for department
approval prior to putting the program into operation, unless
otherwise directed by the department. The objective of the
program is to return hazardous constituent concentration levels in groundwater to the concentration limits set as standards. The licensee's proposed program must address removing the hazardous constituents that have entered the groundwater at the point of compliance or treating them in place.
The program must also address removing or treating in place
any hazardous constituents that exceed concentration limits
in groundwater between the point of compliance and the
downgradient facility property boundary. The licensee shall
continue corrective action measures to the extent necessary to
achieve and maintain compliance with the groundwater protection standard. The department will determine when the licensee may terminate corrective action measures based on
data from the groundwater monitoring program and other
[ 51
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to groundwater. The information gathered on boreholes must
include both geologic and geophysical logs in sufficient number and degree of sophistication to allow determining significant discontinuities, fractures, and channeled deposits of
high hydraulic conductivity. lffield survey methods are used,
they should be in addition to and calibrated with borehole
logging. Hydrologic parameters such as permeability may
not be determined on the basis of laboratory analysis of samples alone; a sufficient amount of field testing (e.g., pump
tests) must be conducted to assure actual field properties are
adequately understood. Testing must be conducted to allow
estimating chemi-sorption attenuation properties of underlying soil and rock.
(iii) Location, extent, quality, capacity and current uses
of any groundwater at and near the site.
(q) Steps must be taken during stockpiling of ore to minimize penetration of radionuclides into underlying soils; suitable methods include lining and/or compaction of ore storage
areas.
(6) Criterion 6 - (a) In disposing of waste by-product
material, licensees shall place an earthen cover (or approved
alternative) over tailings or wastes at the end of milling operations and shall close the waste disposal area in accordance
with a design 1 which provides reasonable assurance of control of radiological hazards to:
(i) Be effective for 1,000 years, to the extent reasonably
achievable, and, in any case, for at least 200 years; and
(ii) Limit releases of Radon-222 from uranium by-product materials, and Radon-220 from thorium by-product materials, to the atmosphere so as not to exceed an average 2
release rate of 20 picocuries per square meter per second
(pCi/m 2 s) to the extent practicable throughout the effective
design life determined pursuant to (a)(i) of this subsection
(this criterion). In computing required tailings cover thicknesses, moisture in soils in excess of amounts found normally
in similar soils in similar circumstances may not be considered. Direct gamma exposure from the tailings or wastes
should be reduced to background levels. The effects of any
thin synthetic layer may not be taken into account in determining the calculated radon exhalation level. If nonsoil materials are proposed as cover materials, it must be demonstrated
that these materials will not crack or degrade by differential
settlement, weathering, or other mechanism, over long-term
intervals.
(b) As soon as reasonably achievable after emplacement
of the final cover to limit releases of Radon-222 from uranium by-product material and prior to placement of erosion
protection barriers or other features necessary for long-term
control of the tailings, the licensees shall verify through
appropriate testing and analysis that the design and construction of the final radon barrier is effective in limiting releases
of Radon-222 to a level not exceeding 20 pCi/m2 s averaged
over the entire pile or impoundment using the procedures
described in 40 CFR part 61, appendix B, Method 115, or
another method of verification approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission as being at least as effective in demonstrating the effectiveness of the final radon barrier.
(c) When phased emplacement of the final radon barrier
is included in the applicable reclamation plan, the verification
of Radon-222 release rates required in (b) of this subsection
Expedited

(this criterion) must be conducted for each portion of the pile
or impoundment as the final radon barrier for that portion is
em placed.
(d) Within ninety days of the completion of all testing
and analysis relevant to the required verification in (b) and (c)
of this subsection (this criterion), the uranium mill licensee
shall report to the department the results detailing the actions
taken to verify that levels of release of Radon-222 do not
exceed 20 pCi/m 2 s when averaged over the entire pile or
impoundment. The licensee shall maintain records until termination of the license documenting the source of input
parameters including the results of all measurements on
which they are based, the calculations and/or analytical methods used to derive values for input parameters, and the procedure used to determine compliance. These records. shall be
kept in a form suitable for transfer to the custodial agency at
the time of transfer of the site to DOE or a state for long-term
care if requested.
(e) Near surface cover materials (i.e., within the top three
meters) may not include waste or rock that contains elevated
levels of radium; soils used for near surface cover must be
essentially the same, as far as radioactivity is concerned, as
that of surrounding surface soils. This is to ensure that surface radon exhalation is not significantly above background
because of the cover material itself.
(t) The design requirements in this criterion for longevity
and control of radon releases apply to any portion of a
licensed and/or disposal site unless such portion contains a
concentration of radium in land, averaged over areas of 100
square meters, which, as a result of by-product material, does
not exceed the background level by more than:
(i) 5 picocuries per gram (pCi/g) of radium-226, or, in
the case of thorium by-product material, radium-228, averaged over the first 15 centimeters (cm) below the surface; and
(ii) 15 pCi/g of radium-226, or, in the case of thorium
by-product material, radium-228, averaged over 15-cm thick
layers more than 15 cm below the surface.
(g) By-product material containing concentrations of
radionuclides other than radium in soil. and surface activity
on remaining structures. must not result in a total effective
dose equivalent (TEDE) exceeding the dose from cleanup of
radium contaminated soil to the standard (benchmark dose)
contained in (0 of this subsection. and must be at levels
which are as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA). If
more than one residual radionuclide is present in the same
100 square meter area, the sum of the ratios for each radionuclide of concentration present to the concentration limit will
not exceed "l" (unity). A calculation of the potential peak
annual TEDE within 1000 years to the average member of the
critical group that would result from applying the radium
standard. not including radon. on the site must be submitted
for approval. The use of decommissioning plans with benchmark doses which exceed 100 mrem/yr. before application of
ALARA. requires the approval of the department. This
requirement for dose criteria does not apply to sites that have
decommissioning plans for soil and structures approved
before June 11. 1999.
® The licensee shall also address the nonradiological
hazards associated with the wastes in planning and implementing closure. The licensee shall ensure that disposal areas
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to the uranium mill tailings and associated wastes already in
the pile or impoundment from other sources, during the closure process. No such authorization will be made if it results
in a delay or impediment to emplacement of the final radon
barrier over the remainder of the impoundment in a manner
that will achieve levels of Radon-222 releases not exceeding
20 pCi/m2s averaged over the entire impoundment. The verification required in subsection (6)(b) of this section (Criterion 6) may be completed with a portion of the impoundment
being used for further disposal if the department makes a
final finding that the impoundment will continue to achieve a
level ofRadon-222 releases not exceeding 20 pCi/m2s averaged over the entire impoundment. In this case, after the final
radon barrier is complete except for the continuing disposal
area:
(i) Only by-product material will be authorized for disposal;
(ii) The disposal will be limited to the specified existing
disposal area; and
(iii) This authorization will only be made after providing
opportunity for public participation.
Reclamation of the disposal area, as appropriate, must be
completed in a timely manner after disposal operations cease
in accordance with subsection (6)(a) of this section (Criterion
6); however, these actions are not required to be complete as
part of meeting the deadline for final radon barrier construction.
(7) Criterion 7 - At least one full year prior to any major
site construction, a preoperational monitoring program must
be conducted to provide complete baseline data on a milling
site and its environs. Throughout the construction and operating phases of the mill, an operational monitoring program
must be conducted to complete the following:
(a) To measure or evaluate compliance with applicable
standards and regulations;
(b) To evaluate performance of control systems and procedures;
(c) To evaluate environmental impacts of operation; and
(d) To detect potential long-term effects.
The licensee shall establish a detection monitoring program needed for the department to set the site-specific
groundwater protection standards in Criterion 5 of this section. For all monitoring under this paragraph, the licensee or
applicant will propose for department approval as license
conditions, which constituents are to be monitored on a sitespecific basis. A detection monitoring program has two purposes. The initial purpose of the program is to detect leakage
of hazardous constituents from the disposal area so that the
need to set groundwater protection standards is monitored. If
leakage is detected, the second purpose of the program is to
generate data and information needed for the department to
establish the standards under Criterion 5. The data and information must provide a sufficient basis to identify those hazardous constituents which require concentration limit standards and to enable the department to set the limits for those
constituents and the compliance period. They may also need
to provide the basis for adjustments to the point of compliance. For licenses in effect September 30, 1983, the detection
monitoring programs must have been in place by October 1,
1984. For licenses issued after September 30, 1983, the

are closed in a manner that minimizes the need for further
maintenance. To the extent necessary to prevent threats to
human health and the environment, the licensee shall control,
minimize, or eliminate post-closure escape of nonradiological hazardous constituents, leachate, contaminated rainwater,
or waste decomposition products to the ground or surface
waters or to the atmosphere.
In the case of thorium by-product materials, the standard applies
only to design. Monitoring for radon emissions from thorium byproduct materials after installation of an appropriately designed
cover is not required.
This average applies to the entire surface of each disposal area
over a period of at least one year, but a period short compared to
100 years. Radon will come from both by-product materials and
from covering materials. Radon emissions from covering materials should be estimated as part of developing a closure plan for
each site. The standard, however, applies only to emissions from
by-product materials to the atmosphere.

Criterion 6A - (a) For impoundments containing uranium by-product materials, the final radon barrier must be
completed as expeditiously as practicable considering technological feasibility after the pile or impoundment ceases
operation in accordance with a written, department-approved
reclamation plan. (The term as expeditiously as practicable
considering technological feasibility as specifically defined
in WAC 246-252-010 includes factors beyond the control of
the licensee.) Deadlines for completion of the final radon barrier and, if applicable, the following interim milestones must
be established as a condition of the individual license: Wind•
blown tailings retrieval and placement on the pile and interim
I' stabilization (including dewatering or the removal of freestanding liquids and recontouring). The placement of erosion
protection barriers or other features necessary for long-term
control of the tailings must also be completed in a timely
manner in accordance with a written, approved reclamation
plan.
(b) The department may approve a licensee's request to
extend the time for performance of milestones related to
emplacement of the final radon barrier if, after providing an
opportunity for public participation, the department finds that
the licensee has adequately demonstrated in the manner
required in subsection (6)(b) of this section (Criterion 6) that
releases of Radon-222 do not exceed an average of 20
pCi/m2s. If the delay is approved on the basis that the radon
releases do not exceed 20 pCi/m 2 s, a verification of radon
levels, as required by subsection (6)(b) of this section (Criterion 6), must be made annually during the period of delay. In
addition, once the department has established the date in the
reclamation plan for the milestone for completion of the final
radon barrier, the department may extend that date based on
cost if, after providing an opportunity for public participation, the department finds that the licensee is making good
faith efforts to emplace the final radon barrier, the delay is
consistent with the definitions of available technology, and
the radon releases caused by the delay will not result in a significant incremental risk to the public health.
~
(c) The department may authorize by license amend,
ment, upon licensee request, a portion of the impoundment to
accept uranium by-product material or such materials that are
similar in physical, chemical, and radiological characteristics
[ 7]
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relaxed if tailings are effectively sheltered from wind, such as
may be the case where they are disposed of below grade and ~
the tailings surface is not exposed to wind. Consideration ~
shall be given in planning tailings disposal programs to methods which would allow phased covering and reclamation of
tailings impoundments since this will help in controlling
particulate and radon emissions during operation. To control
dustings from diffuse sources, such as tailings and ore pads
where automatic controls do not apply, operators shall
develop written operating procedures specifying the methods
of control which will be utilized.
Milling operations producing or involving thorium byproduct material shall be conducted in such a manner as to
provide reasonable assurance that the annual dose equivalent
does not exceed twenty-five millirems to the whole body,
seventy-five millirems to the thyroid, and twenty-five millirems to any other organ of any member of the public as a
result of exposures to the planned discharge of radioactive
materials, Radon-220 and its daughters excepted, to the general environment.
Uranium and thorium by-product materials shall be managed so as to conform to the applicable provisions of Title 40
of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 440, Ore Mining and
Dressing Point Source Category: Effluent Limitations
Guidelines and New Source Performance Standards, Subpart
C, Uranium, Radium, and Vanadium Ores Subcategory, as
codified on January 1, 1983.
The licensee shall establish a detection monitoring pro- ~
gram needed to establish the groundwater protection stan- ,.
dards in subsection (5)(f) of this section. A detection monitoring program has two purposes. The initial purpose of the
program is to detect leakage of hazardous constituents from
the disposal area so that the need to set groundwater protection standards is monitored. If leakage is detected, the second
purpose of the program is to generate data and information
needed for the department to establish the standards under
subsection (S)(f) of this section. The data and information
must provide a sufficient basis to identify those hazardous
constituents which require concentration limit standards and
to enable the department to set the limits for those constituents and the compliance period. They may also need to provide the basis for adjustments to the point of compliance. For
licenses in effect September 30, 1983, the detection monitoring programs must have been in place by October 1, 1984.
For licenses issued after September 30, 1983, the detection
monitoring programs must be in place when specified by the
department in orders or license conditions. Once groundwater protection standards have been established pursuant to
subsection (5)(f) of this section, the licensee shall establish
and implement a compliance monitoring program. The purpose of the compliance monitoring program is to determine
that the hazardous constituent concentrations in groundwater
continue to comply with the standards set by the department.
In conjunction with a corrective action program, the licensee
shall establish and implement a corrective action monitoring
program. The purpose of the corrective action monitoring
program is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the corrective
actions. Any monitoring program required by this paragraph
may be based on existing monitoring programs to the extent

detection monitoring programs must be in place when specified by the department in orders or license conditions. Once
groundwater protection standards have been established pursuant to Criterion 5, the licensee shall establish and implement a compliance monitoring program. The purpose of the
compliance monitoring program is to determine that the hazardous constituent concentrations in ground water continue to
comply with the standards set by the department. In conjunction with a corrective action program, the licensee shall
establish and implement a corrective action monitoring program. The purpose of the corrective action monitoring program is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the corrective
actions. Any monitoring program required by this paragraph
may be based on existing monitoring programs to the extent
the existing programs can meet the stated objective for the
program.
(8) Criterion 8 - Milling operations shall be conducted so
that all airborne effluent releases are reduced to as low as is
reasonably achievable. The primary means of accomplishing
this shall be by means of emission controls. Institutional controls, such as extending the site boundary and exclusion area,
may be employed to ensure that offsite exposure limits are
met, but only after all practicable measures have been taken
to control emissions at the source. Notwithstanding the existence of individual dose standards, strict control of emissions
is necessary to assure that population exposures are reduced
to the maximum extent reasonably achievable and to avoid
site contamination. The greatest potential sources of offsite
radiation exposure (aside from radon exposure) are dusting
from dry surfaces of the tailings disposal area not covered by
tailings solution and emissions from yellowcake drying and
packaging operations. During operations and prior to closure,
radiation doses from radon emissions from surface impoundments shall be kept as low as is reasonably achievable.
Checks shall be made and logged hourly of all parameters
(e.g., differential pressure and scrubber water flow rate)
which determine the efficiency of yellowcake stack emission
control equipment operation. It shall be determined whether
or not conditions are within a range prescribed to ensure that
the equipment is operating consistently near peak efficiency;
corrective action shall be taken when performance is outside
of prescribed ranges. Effluent control devices shall be operative at all times during drying and packaging operations and
whenever air is exhausting from the yellowcake stack.
Drying and packaging operations shall terminate when
controls are inoperative. When checks indicate the equipment
is not operating within the range prescribed for peak efficiency, actions shall be taken to restore parameters to the prescribed range. When this cannot be done without shutdown
and repairs, drying and packaging operations shall cease as
soon as practicable.
Operations may not be restarted after cessation due to
off-normal performance until needed corrective actions have
been identified and implemented. All such cessations, corrective actions, and restarts shall be reported to the department
in writing, within ten days of the subsequent restart.
To control dusting from tailings, that portion not covered
by standing liquids shall be wetted or chemically stabilized to
prevent or minimize blowing and dusting to the maximum
extent reasonably achievable. This requirement may be
Expedited
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that have been consolidated with financial or surety arrangements established to meet requirements of other federal or
state agencies and/ or local governing bodies for such decommissioning, decontamination, reclamation, and long-term site
surveillance, provided such arrangements are considered adequate to satisfy these requirements and that portion of the
surety which covers the decommissioning and reclamation of
the mill, mill tailings site and associated areas, and the longterm funding charge is clearly identified and committed for
use in accomplishing these activities. The licensee's surety
mechanism will be reviewed annually by the department to
assure that sufficient funds will be available for completion
of the reclamation plan if the work had to be performed by an
independent contractor. The amount of surety liability should
be adjusted to recognize any increases or decreases resulting
from inflation, changes in engineering plans, activities performed, and any other conditions affecting costs. Regardless
of whether reclamation is phased through the life of the operation or takes place at the end of operations, an appropriate
portion of surety liability shall be retained until final compliance with the reclamation plan is determined. This will yield
a surety that is at least sufficient at all times to cover the costs
of decommissioning and reclamation of the areas that are
expected to be disturbed before the next license renewal. The
term of the surety mechanism must be open ended, unless it
can be demonstrated that another arrangement would provide
an equivalent level of assurance. This assurance could be provided with a surety instrument which is written for a specific
period of time (e.g., five years), yet which must be automatically renewed unless the surety notifies the beneficiary (the
state regulatory agency) and the principal (the licensee) some
reasonable time (e.g., ninety days) prior to the renewal date
of their intention not to renew. In such a situation, the surety
requirement still exists and the licensee would be required to
submit an acceptable replacement surety within a brief period
of time to allow at least sixty days for the department to collect.
Proof of forfeiture must not be necessary to collect the
surety so that in the event that the licensee could not provide
an acceptable replacement surety within the required time,
the surety shall be automatically collected prior to its expiration. The conditions described above would have to be
clearly stated on any surety instrument which is not openended and must be agreed to by all parties.
Long-term care requirements. Pursuant to chapter
70.121 RCW, and as otherwise provided in WAC 246-235086(4), a long-term care trust fund shall be established by
source material milling licensees prior to the issuance of the
license.
(10) Criterion 10 - (a) A minimum charge of two hundred fifty thousand dollars (1978 United States dollars)
accrued as specified in WAC 246-235-086(4) to cover the
costs of long-term surveillance shall be paid by each mill
operator to the agency prior to the termination of a uranium
or thorium mill license. If site surveillance or control requirements at a particular site are determined, on the basis of a
site-specific evaluation, to be significantly greater than those
specified in (a) of this subsection (e.g., if fencing is determined to be necessary), variance in funding requirements
may be specified by the department. The total charge to cover

existing programs can meet the stated objective for the
• program.
Daily inspections of tailings or waste retention systems
•
must be conducted by a qualified engineer or scientist and
documented. The department must be immediately notified
of any failure in a tailings or waste retention system which
results in a release of tailings or waste into unrestricted areas,
and/or of any unusual conditions (conditions not contemplated in the design of the retention system) which if not corrected could indicate the potential or lead to failure of the system and result in a release of tailings or waste into unrestricted areas.
(9) Criterion 9 - (a) Pursuant to chapter 70.121 RCW,
and except as otherwise provided, financial surety arrangements for site reclamation and long-term surveillance and
control which may consist of surety bonds, cash deposits,
certificates of deposit, deposits of government securities,
irrevocable letters or lines of credit, or any combination of
the above, or other arrangements approved by the department, milling operations shall be established for source
material to ensure the protection of the public health and
safety in the event of abandonment, default, or other inability
of the licensee to meet the requirements of the act and these
regulations.
(i) The amount of funds to be ensured by such surety
arrangements shall be based on department-approved cost
estimates.
(ii) Self-insurance, or any arrangement which essentially
constitutes self-insurance (e.g., a contract with a state or federal agency), will not satisfy the surety requirement, since
this provides no additional assurance other than that which
already exists through license requirements.
(b) The arrangements required in (a) of this subsection
shall be established prior to commencement of operations to
assure that sufficient funds will be available to carry out
decontamination and decommissioning of the facility.
(c) Amendments to licenses in effect on the effective
date of this regulation may be issued, providing that the
required surety arrangements are established within ninety
days after the effective date of this subsection.
(d) For source material milling operations, the amount of
funds to be ensured by such surety arrangements shall be
based on department-approved cost estimates in an approved
plan for (i) decontamination and decommissioning of mill
buildings and the milling site to levels which would allow
unrestricted use of these areas upon decommissioning, and
(ii) the reclamation of tailings and/or waste disposal areas in
accordance with the technical criteria delineated in this section. The licensee shall submit this plan in conjunction with
an environmental report that addresses the expected environmental impacts of the milling operation, decommissioning
and tailings reclamation, and evaluates alternatives for mitigating these impacts. In addition, the surety shall cover the
payment of the charge for long-term surveillance and control
required by the department. In establishing specific surety
arrangements, the licensee's cost estimates shall take into
~ account total costs that would be incurred if an independent
I' contractor were hired to perform the decommissioning and
reclamation work. In order to avoid unnecessary duplication
and expense, the department may accept financial sureties
t~e
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the costs of Jong-term surveillance shall be such that, with an
assumed one percent annual real interest rate, the collected
funds will yield interest in an amount sufficient to cover the
annual costs of site surveillance. The charge will be adjusted
annually prior to actual payments to recognize inflation. The
inflation rate to be used is that indicated by the change in the
consumer price index published by the United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Contributions by a
licensee to the long-term care trust fund pursuant to chapter
70.121 RCW shall be transferred to cover the costs assessed
under this criterion.
( 11) Criterion 11 - These criteria relating to ownership of
tailings and their disposal sites become effective on November 8, 1981, and apply to all licenses terminated, issued, or
renewed after that date.
Any uranium or thorium milling license or tailings
license shall contain such terms and conditions as the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission determines necessary
to assure that prior to termination of the license, the licensee
will comply with ownership requirements of this criterion for
sites used for tailings disposal.
Title to the by-product material licensed pursuant to
WAC 246-252-030 and land, including any interests therein
(other than land owned by the United States or by the state of
Washington) which is used for the disposal of any such byproduct material, or is essential to ensure the Jong-term stability of such disposal site, shall be transferred to the United
States or the state of Washington. In view of the fact that
physical isolation must be the primary means of Jong-term
control, and government land ownership is a desirable
supplementary measure, ownership of certain severable subsurface interests (for example, mineral rights) may be determined to be unnecessary to protect the public health and
safety and the environment. In any case, the applicant/operator must demonstrate a serious effort to obtain such subsurface rights, and must, in the event that certain rights cannot be
obtained, provide notification in local public land records of
the fact that the land is being used for the disposal of radioactive material and is subject to either a United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission general or specific license prohibiting the disruption and disturbance of the tailings. In some
rare cases, such as may occur with deep burial where no
ongoing site surveillance will be required, surface land ownership transfer requirements may be waived. For licenses
issued before November 8, 1981, the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission may take into account the status of
the ownership of such land, and interests therein, and the ability of a licensee to transfer title and custody thereof to the
United States or the state. If the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, subsequent to title transfer, determines
that use of the surface or subsurface estates, or both, of the
land transferred to the United States or to a state will not
endanger the public health, safety, welfare or environment,
the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission may permit the use of the surface or subsurface estates, or both, of
such land in a manner consistent with the provisions provided
in these criteria. If the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission permits such use of such land, it will provide the
person who transferred such land with the right of first refusal
with respect to such use of such land.
Expedited

Material and land transferred to the United States or a
state in accordance with this criterion must be transferred ~
without cost to the United States or a state other than admin- •
istrative and legal costs incurred in carrying out such transfer.
The provisions of this part, respecting transfer of title
and custody to land and tailings and wastes, do not apply in
the case of lands held in trust by the United States for any
Indian tribe, or lands owned by such Indian tribe subject to a
restriction against alienation imposed by the United States. In
the case of such lands which are used for the disposal of byproduct material, as defined in this section, the licensee shall
enter into arrangements with the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission as may be appropriate to assure the
long-term surveillance of such lands by the United States.
(12) Criterion 12 - The final disposition of tailings or
wastes at milling sites should be such that ongoing active
maintenance is not necessary to preserve isolation. As a minimum, annual site inspections must be conducted by the government agency retaining ultimate custody of the site where
tailings or wastes are stored, to confirm the integrity of the
stabilized tailings or waste systems, and to determine the
need, if any, for maintenance and/or monitoring. Results of
the inspection must be reported to the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission within sixty days following each
inspection. The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission may require more frequent site inspections if, on the
basis of a site-specific evaluation, such a need appears necessary, due to the features of a particular tailings or waste disposal system.
~
(13) Criterion 13 - Secondary groundwater protection •
standards required by Criterion 5 of this section are concentration limits for individual hazardous constituents. The list
of constituents found in Appendix A of this chapter, chapter
246-252 WAC, identifies the constituents for which standards must be set and complied with if the specific constituent is reasonably expected to be in or derived from the byproduct material and has been detected in groundwater. For
purposes of this criterion, the property of gross alpha activity
will be treated as if it is a hazardous constituent. Thus, when
setting standards under subsection (5)U) of this section, the
department will also set a limit for gross alpha activity.
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EXPEDITED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
[Filed May 8, 2002, I :04 p.m.)

Title of Rule: WAC 458-20-217 Lien for taxes.
Purpose: To explain the department's administrative collection remedies and procedures for delinquent liabilities.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 82.32.300.
Statute Being Implemented:
RCW 82.32.210,
82.32.220, 82.32.235, 82.32.237, and 82.32.145.
Summary: Rule 217 explains the administrative collection remedies and procedures available to the Department of ~
Revenue to collect unpaid and overdue tax liabilities. The •
rule also explains the personal liability of persons in control
of collected but unpaid sales tax.
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Reasons Supporting Proposal: To correct the erroneous
citation of Title 32 RCW found in subsection (8)(t).
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Alan R. Lynn, 1025 Union Avenue S.E., Suite #400, Olympia, WA, (360) 570-6125; Implementation: Claire Hesselholt, 1025 Union Avenue S.E., Suite #400, Olympia, WA,
(360) 570-6124; and Enforcement: Russell Brubaker, 1025
Union Avenue S.E., Suite #400, Olympia, WA, (360) 5706131.
Name of Proponent: Department of Revenue, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: This rule explains the administrative collection remedies and procedures available to the Department of Revenue
to collect unpaid and overdue tax liabilities. It discusses tax
liens and liens that apply to probate, insolvency, assignments
for the benefit of creditors, bankruptcy, and public improvement contracts. The rule also explains the personal liability
of persons in control of collected but unpaid sales tax.
The rule provides important information regarding collection remedies authorized by several different statutes.
Some of these remedies require certain actions by a person
who is not the taxpayer (e.g., the recipient of a "Notice and
order to withhold and deliver"). The information in this rule
reduces the need for a person to research multiple documents
to determine his or her responsibilities and the effect of the
department's administrative collection remedies.
The department is proposing a revision to subsection
(8)(t) of this rule. This subsection currently explains that a
person receiving a notice of a personal liability assessment
for retail sales taxes collected but not remitted to the department is encouraged to contact the department's local field
office that issued the assessment and request a supervisory
conference if the person disputes the assessment. This subsection also explains that if unable to reach agreement, RCW
82.32.145(4) provides that the person is entitled to the administrative and judicial appeal procedures provided by Title 32
RCW.
The department is proposing to replace the erroneous
citation to Title 32 RCW with the specific statutory citations
identified in RCW 82.32.145(4), which are RCW 82.32.160,
82.32.170, 82.32.180, 82.32.190, and 82.32.200. The proposed changes to this subsection also identify the department
representative that issued the assessment and/or the representative's supervisor as the person to contact for requesting a
supervisory conference. A citation to WAC 458-20-100 for
information about the department's administrative appeal
procedures has also been added.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: This is
a proposal to revise WAC 458-20-217, as explained above.

NOTICE
THIS RULE IS BEING PROPOSED UNDER AN
EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS THAT WILL
~ ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR THE AGENCY TO HOLD
, PUBLIC HEARINGS, PREPARE A SMALL BUSINESS
ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT, OR PROVIDE
RESPONSES TO THE CRITERIA FOR A SIGNIFICANT
[ 11]
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LEGISLATIVE RULE. IF YOU OBJECT TO THE USE OF
THE EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS, YOU
MUST EXPRESS YOUR OBJECTIONS IN WRITING
AND THEY MUST BE SENT TO Alan R. Lynn, Department of Revenue, P.O. Box 47467, Olympia, WA 985047467, AND RECEIVED BY July 22, 2002.
May 7, 2002
Alan R. Lynn, Rules Coordinator
Legislation and Policy Division
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 00-16-016,
filed 7/21/00, effective 8/21/00)
WAC 458-20-217 Lien for taxes. (1) Introduction.
This rule provides an overview of the administrative collection remedies and procedures available to the department of
revenue (department) to collect unpaid and overdue tax liabilities. It discusses tax liens and the liens that apply to probate, insolvency, assignments for the benefit of creditors,
bankruptcy and public improvement contracts. The rule also
explains the personal liability of persons in control of collected but unpaid sales tax. Although the department may use
judicial remedies to collect unpaid tax, most of the department's collection actions are enforced through the administrative collection remedies discussed in this rule.
(2) Tax liens. The department is not required to obtain a
judgment in court to have a tax lien. A tax lien is created
when a warrant issued under RCW 82.32.210 is filed with a
superior court clerk who enters it into the judgment docket. A
copy of the warrant may be filed in any county in this state in
which the department believes the taxpayer has real and/or
personal property. The department is not required to give a
taxpayer notice prior to filing a tax warrant. Peters v Sjoholm,
95 Wn.2d 871, 877, 631P.2d937 (1981) appeal dismissed,
cert. denied 455 U.S. 914 (1982). The tax lien is an encumbrance on property. The department may enforce a tax lien
by administrative levy, seizure or through judicial collection
remedies.
(a) Attachment of lien. The filed warrant becomes a
specific lien upon all personal property used in the conduct of
the business and a general lien against all other real and personal property owned by the taxpayer against whom the warrant was issued.
(i) The specific lien attaches to all goods, wares, merchandise, fixtures, equipment or other personal property used
in the conduct of the business of the taxpayer. Other personal
property includes both tangible and intangible property. For
example, the specific lien attaches to business assets such as
accounts receivable, chattel paper, royalties, licenses and
franchises. The specific lien also attaches to property used in
the business which is owned by persons other than the taxpayer who have a beneficial interest, direct or indirect, in the
operation of the business. (See subsection (3) below for what
constitutes a beneficial interest.) The lien is perfected on the
date it is filed with the superior court clerk. The lien does not
attach to property used in the business that was transferred
prior to the filing of the warrant. It does attach to all property
existing at the time the warrant is filed as well as property
Expedited
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acquired after the filing of the warrant. No sale or transfer of
such personal property affects the lien.
(ii) The general lien attaches to all real and personal nonbusiness property such as the taxpayer's home and nonexempt personal vehicles.
(b) Lien priorities. The department does not need to
levy or seize property to perfect its lien. The lien is perfected
when the warrant is filed. The tax lien is superior to liens that
vest after the warrant is filed.
(i) The lien for taxes is superior to bona fide interests of
third persons that vested prior to the filing of the warrant if
such persons have a beneficial interest in the business.
(ii) The lien for taxes is also superior to any interest of
third persons that vested prior to the warrant if the interest is
a mortgage of real or personal property or any other credit
transaction that results in the mortgagee or the holder of the
security acting as the trustee for unsecured creditors of the
taxpayer mentioned in the warrant.
(iii) In most cases, to have a vested or perfected security
interest in personal property, the secured party must file a
UCC financing statement indicating its security interest.
RCW 62A.9-301. See RCW 62A.9-302 for the exceptions to
this general rule. The financing statement must be filed prior
to the filing of the tax warrant for the lien to be superior to the
department's lien.
(c) Period of lien. A filed tax warrant creates a lien that
is enforceable for the same period as a judgment in a civil
case that is docketed with the clerk of the superior court.
RCW 82.32.210(4). A judgment lien expires ten years from
the date of filing. RCW 4.56.310. The department may
extend the lien for an additional ten years by filing a petition
for an order extending the judgment with the clerk of the
superior court. The petition must be filed within ninety ~lays
of the expiration of the original ten-year period. RCW
6.17.020.
(3) Persons who have a beneficial interest in a business. A third party who receives part of the profit, a benefit,
or an advantage resulting from a contract or lease with the
business has a beneficial interest in the operation of the business. A party whose only interest in the business is securing
the payment of debt or receiving regular rental payments on
equipment does not have a beneficial interest. Also, the mere
loaning of money by a financial institution to a business and
securing that debt with a UCC filing does not constitute a
beneficial interest in the business. Rather, a party who owns
property used by a delinquent taxpayer must also have a beneficial interest in the operation of that business before the lien
will attach to the party's property. The definition of the term
"beneficial interest" for purposes of determining lien priorities is not the same as the definition used for tax free transfers
described in WAC 45 8-20-106.
(a) Third party. A third party is simply a party other
than the taxpayer. For example, if the taxpayer is a corporation, an officer or shareholder of that corporation is a "third
party" with a beneficial interest in the operation of the business. If the corporate insider has a security interest in property used by the business, the tax lien will be superior even if
the corporate insider's lien was filed before the department's
lien.
Expedited

(b) Beneficial interest of lessor. In some cases a lessor
or franchisor will have a beneficial interest in the leased or
franchised business. For example, an oil company that leases
a gas station and other equipment to an operator and requires
the operator to sell its products is a third party with a beneficial interest in the business. Factors which support a finding
of a beneficial interest in a business include the following:
(i) The business operator is required to pay the lessor or
franchisor a percentage of gross receipts as rent;
(ii) The lessor or franchisor requires the business operator to use its trade name and restricts the type of business that
may be operated on the premises;
(iii) The lease places restrictions on advertising and
hours of operation; and/or
(iv) The lease requires the operator to sell the lessor's
products.
(c) A third party who has a beneficial interest in a business with a filed lien is not personally liable for the amounts
owing. Instead, the amount of tax, interest and penalties as
reflected in the warrant becomes a specific lien upon the third
party's property that is used in the business.
(4) Notice and order to withhold and deliver. A tax
lien is sufficient to support the issuance of a writ of garnishment authorized by chapter 6.27 RCW. RCW 82.32.210(4).
A tax lien also allows the department to issue a notice and
order to withhold and deliver. A notice and order to withhold
and deliver (order) is an administrative garnishment used by
the department to obtain property of a taxpayer from a third
party such as a bank or employer. See RCW 82.32.235. The
department may issue an order when it has reason to believe
that a party is in the possession of property that is or shall
become due, owing 9r belonging to any taxpayer against
whom a warrant has been filed.
(a) Service of order. The department may serve an
order to withhold and deliver to any person, or to any political
subdivision or department of the state. The order may be
served by the sheriff or deputy sheriff of the county where
service is made, by any authorized representative of the
department, or by certified mail.
(b) Requirement to answer order. A person upon
whom service has been made is required to answer the order
in writing within twenty days of service of the order. The date
of mailing or date of personal service is not included when
calculating the due date of the answer. All answers must be
true and made under oath. If an answer states that it cannot
presently be ascertained whether any property is or shall
become due, owing, or belonging to such taxpayer, the person served must answer when such fact can be ascertained.
RCW 82.32.235.
(i) If the person served with an order possesses property
of the taxpayer subject to the claim of the department, the
party must deliver the property to the department or its duly
authorized representative upon demand. If the indebtedness
involved has not been finally determined, the department will
hold the property in trust to apply to the indebtedness
involved or for return without interest in accordance with the
final determination of liability or nonliability. In the alternative, the department must be furnished a satisfactory bond
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conditioned upon final determination of liability. RCW
82.32.235.
· (ii) If the party upon whom service has been made fails
to answer an order to withhold and deliver within the time
prescribed, the court may enter a default judgment against the
party for the full amount claimed owing in the order plus
costs. RCW 82.32.235.
(c) Continuing levy. A notice and order to withhold and
deliver constitutes a continuing levy until released by the
department. RCW 82.32.237.
(d) Assets that may be attached. Both tangible assets,
as a vehicle, and intangible assets may be attached. Examples
of intangible assets that may be attached by an order to withhold and deliver include, but are not limited to, checking or
savings accounts; accounts receivable; refunds or deposits;
contract payments; wages and commissions, including
bonuses; liquor license deposits; rental income; dealer
reserve accounts held by service stations or auto dealers; and
funds held in escrow pending sale of a business. Certain
insurance proceeds are subject to attachment such as the cash
surrender value of a policy. The department may attach funds
in a joint account that are owned by the delinquent taxpayer.
Funds in a joint account with the right of survivorship are
owned by the depositors in proportion to the amount deposited by each. RCW 30.22.090. The joint tenants have the burden to prove the separate ownership.
(e) Assets exempt from attachment. Examples of
assets which are not attachable include Social Security, railroad retirement, welfare, and unemployment benefits payable
by the federal or state government.
(5) Levy upon real and/or personal property. The
department may issue an order of execution, pursuant to a
filed warrant, directing the sheriff of the county in which the
warrant was filed to levy upon and sell the real and/or personal property of the taxpayer in that county. RCW
82.32.220. If the department has reason to believe that a taxpayer has personal property in the taxpayer's possession that
is not otherwise exempt from process or execution, the
department may· obtain a warrant to search for and seize the
property. A search warrant is obtained from a superior or district court judge in the county in which the property is
located. See RCW 82.32.245.
(6) Probate, insolvency, assignment for the benefit of
creditors or bankruptcy. In all of these cases or conditions,
the claim of the state for unpaid taxes and increases and penalties thereon, is a lien upon all real and personal property of
the taxpayer. RCW 82.32.240. All administrators, executors,
guardians, receivers, trustees in bankruptcy, or assignees for
the benefit of creditors are required to notify the department
of such administration, receivership, or assignment within
sixty days from the date of their appointment and qualification. In cases of insolvency, this includes the duty of the person who is winding down the business to notify the department.
(a) The state does not have to take any action to perfect
its lien. The lien attaches the date of the assignment for the
benefit of creditors or of the initiation of the probate or bankruptcy. In cases of insolvency, the lien attaches at the time the
business becomes insolvent. The lien, however, does not
[ 13]
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affect the validity or priority of any earlier lien that may have
attached in favor of the state under any other provision of the
Revenue Act.
(b) Any administrator, executor, guardian, receiver, or
assignee for the benefit of creditors who does not notify the
department as provided above is personally liable for payment of the taxes and all increases and penalties thereon. The
personal liability is limited to the value of the property subject to administration that otherwise would have been available to pay the unpaid liability.
(c) In probate cases in which a surviving spouse is separately liable for unpaid taxes and increases and penalties
thereon, the department does not need to file a probate claim
to protect the state's interest against the surviving spouse. The
department may collect from the surviving spouse's separate
property and any assets formerly community property which
become the surviving spouse's property. If the deceased
spouse and/or the community also was liable for the tax debt,
the claim also could be asserted in the administration of the
deceased spouse's estate.
(7) Lien on retained percentage of public improvement contracts. Every public entity engaging a contractor
under a public improvement project of twenty thousand dollars or more, shall retain five percent of the total contract
price, including all change orders, modifications, etc. This
retainage is a trust fund held for the benefit of the department
and other statutory claimants. In lieu of contract retainage,
the public entity may require a bond. All taxes, increases, and
penalties due or to become due under Title 82 RCW from a
contractor or the contractor's successors or assignees with
respect to a public improvement contract of twenty thousand
dollars or more shall be a lien upon the amount of the retained
percentage withheld by the disbursing officer under such
contract. RCW 60.28.040.
(a) Priorities. The employees of a contractor or the contractor's successors or assignees who have not been paid the
prevailing wage under the public improvement contract have
a first priority lien against the bond or retainage. The department's lien for taxes, increases, and penalties due or to
become due under such.contract is prior to all other liens. The
amount of all other taxes, increases and penalties due from
the contractor is a lien upon the balance of the retained percentage after all other statutory lien claims have been paid.
RCW 60.28.040.
(b) Release of funds. Upon final acceptance by the public entity or completion of the contract, the disbursing officer
shall contact the departm.ent for its consent to release the
funds. The officer cannot make any payment from the
retained percentage until the department has certified that all
taxes, increases, and penalties due have been paid or are
readily collectible without recourse to the state's lien on the
retained percentage. RCW 60.28.050 and 60.28.051.
(8) Personal liability for unpaid trust funds. The
retail sales tax is to be held in trust. RCW 82.08.050. As a
trust fund, the retail sales tax is not to be used to pay other
corporate or personal debts. RCW 82.32.145 imposes personal liability on any responsible person who willfully fails
to pay or cause to be paid any collected but unpaid retail sales
tax. Collection authority and procedures prescribed in chapExpedited
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ter 82.32 RCW apply to the collection of trust fund liability
assessments.
(a) Responsible person. A responsible person is any
officer, member, manager, or other person having control or
supervision of retail sales tax funds collected and held in trust
or who has the responsibility for filing returns or paying the
collected retail sales tax.
(i) A responsible person may have "control and supervision" of collected retail sales tax or the responsibility to
report the tax under corporate bylaws, job description, or
other proper delegation of authority. The delegation of
authority may be established by written documentation or by
conduct.
(ii) A responsible person must have significant but not
necessarily exclusive control or supervision of the trust
funds. Neither a sales clerk who only collects the tax from
the customer nor an employee who only deposits the funds in
the bank has significant supervision or control of the retail
sales tax. An employee who has the responsibility to collect,
account for, and deposit trust funds does have significant
supervision or control of the tax.
(iii) A person is not required to be a corporate officer or
have a proprietary interest in the business to be a responsible
person.
(iv) A member of the board of directors, a shareholder,
or an officer may have trust fund liability if that person has
the authority and discretion to determine which corporate
debts should be paid and approves the payment of corporate
debts out of the collected retail sales trust funds.
(v) More than one person may have personal liability for
the trust funds if the requirements for liability are present for
each person.
(b) Requirements for liability. In order for a responsible person to be held personally liable for collected and
unpaid retail sales tax:
(i) The tax must be the liability of a corporate or limited
liability business;
(ii) The corporation must be terminated, dissolved, or
abandoned;
(iii) The failure to pay must be willful; and
(iv) The department must not have a reasonable means of
collecting the tax from the corporation.
(c) Willful failure to pay. A willful failure to pay
means that the failure was an intentional, conscious, and voluntary course of action. An intent to defraud or a bad motive
is not required. For example, using collected retail sales tax to
pay other corporate obligations is a willful failure to pay the
trust funds to the state.
(i) A responsible person depositing retail sales tax funds
in a bank account knowing that the bank might use the funds
to off-set amounts owing to it is engaging in a voluntary
course of action. It is a willful failure to pay if the bank does
exercise its right of set off which results in insufficient funds
to pay the corporate retail sales tax that was collected and
deposited in the account. To avoid personal liability in such a
case, the responsible party can set aside the collected retail
sales tax and not commingle it with other funds that are subject to attachment or set off.
Expedited

(ii) If the failure to pay the trust funds to the state was
due to reasons beyond that person's control, the failure to pay
is not willful. For example, if the person responsible for ~
remitting the tax provides evidence that the trust funds were ,.
unknowingly stolen or embezzled by another employee, the
failure to pay is not considered willful. To find that a failure
to pay the trust funds to the state was due to reasons beyond
that person's control, the facts must show both that the circumstances caused the failure to pay the tax and that the circumstances were beyond the person's control.
(iii) If a responsible person instructs an employee or
hires a third party to remit the collected sales tax, the responsible person is not relieved of personal liability for the tax if
the tax is not paid.
(d) Extent of liability. Trust fund liability includes the
collected but unpaid retail sales tax as well as the interest and
penalties due on the tax.
(i) An individual is only liable for trust funds collected
during the period he or she had the requisite control, supervision, responsibility, or duty to remit the tax, plus interest and
penalties on those taxes. RCW 82.32.145(2).
(ii) Any retail sales taxes that were paid to the department but not collected may be deducted from the retail sales
taxes collected but not paid.
(e) No reasonable means of collection. The department
reasonable means of collection" if the costs of collec"no
has
tion would be more than the amount that could be collected;
if the amount that might be recovered through a levy, foreclo- ~
sure or other collection action would be negligible; or if the ,.
only means of collection is against a successor corporation.
(f) Appeal of personal liability assessment. ((PersoRs

'NRO reeeive a aotiee of a 13ersoaal liability assessmeRt 1rnder

RCW 82.32.145 are eReo1:1raged to eoRtaet the de13artmeat's
loeal field office that iss1:1ed the assessmeRt aad reE)Hest a
s1:113ervisory eoRfereRee if they dis131:1te the assessmeat. If they
are 1:1aable to reaeh agreemeat, aay 13ersoa ·.vho reeeives a
13ers0Ral liability assessmeRt is eRtitled te the admiRistratiYe
aRd j1:1dieial a1313eal 13roeed1:1res 13r0Yided B)' Title 32 RCW.
RC1N 82.32.145(4).)) Any person who receives a personal
liability assessment is encouraged to reguest a supervisory
conference if the person disagrees with the assessment. The
reguest for the conference should be made to the department
representative that issued the assessment or the representative's supervisor at the department's field office. A supervisory conference provides an opportunity to resolve issues
with the assessment without further action. If unable to
resolve the issue. the person receiving the assessment is entitled to administrative and judicial appeal procedures. RCW
82.32.145(4). See also RCW 82.32.160. 82.32.170.
82.32.180. 82.32.190, and 82.32.200.
While encouraged to reguest a supervisory conference.
any person receiving a personal liability assessment may
elect to forego the supervisory conference and proceed
directly with an appeal of the assessment. Refer to WAC
458-20-100 for information about the department's administrative appeal procedures. including how to timely file a petition for appeal.
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MUST EXPRESS YOUR OBJECTIONS IN WRITING
AND THEY MUST BE SENT TO David Dietzman, Department of Natural Resources, P.O. Box 47015, Olympia, WA
98504-7015, AND RECEIVED BY July 22, 2002.
May 10, 2002
Doug Sutherland
Commissioner of Public Lands

EXPEDITED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES

[Order 707-Filed May IO, 2002, 1:42 p.m.]

Title of Rule: WAC 332-10-041 Meetings of the Board
of Natural Resources.
Purpose: To amend the rule to allow board member participation at board meetings by telephone or other electronic
means.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 43.30.150 (5),
(6), (9), and 42.30.030.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 43.30.150 (5), (6),
(9), and 42.30.030.
Summary: The amended rule will provide for members
of the Board of Natural Resources to participate at the board
meetings and perform all officials functions of their duties by
telephone or other electronic means so as to ensure that those
attending the public meeting can hear the discussions consistent with the Open Public Meetings Act, chapter 42.30 RCW.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Efficient use of modern
technology to reduce costs and provide a reasonable alternative for board members to participate in board meetings and
function in their official capacity without being physically
present at the meeting and while fully complying with the
public's right to open public meetings.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Christa Thompson, P.O. Box 40100, Olympia, WA 985040100, (360) 586-3511; and Implementation: Doug Sutherland, P.O. Box 47001, Olympia, WA 98504-7001, (360) 9021004.
Name of Proponent: Washington Department of Natural
Resources, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The amended rule will provide for members of the
Board of Natural Resources to participate at board meetings
and perform all official functions of their duties by telephone
or other electronic means so as to ensure that those attending
the public meeting can hear the discussions consistent with
the Open Public Meetings Act, chapter 42.30 RCW.
Efficient use of modem technology to reduce costs and
provide a reasonable alternative for board members to participate in board meetings and function in their official capacity
without being physically present at the meeting and while
fully complying with the public's right to open public meetings.
Proposal does not change existing rules.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 606, filed
10/2/92)
WAC 332-10-041 Meetings of board of natural
resources. ill Regular meetings of the board of Natural
Resources shall be held on the first Tuesday of every month
except August. If a regular meeting falls on a holiday, such
regular meeting shall be held on the next business day. A
schedule of meetings will be published in the Washington
Register in January of each year. Changes to the schedule
will be published in the state register pursuant to RCW
42.30.075. Special meetings may be held pursuant to RCW
42.30.080. Any person may obtain information about locations and meeting times by contacting the Department of Natural Resources, P.O. Box 47001, Olympia, Washington
98504-7001. The public is invited to attend and comment at
all meetings.
(2) Members of the Board of Natural Resources may participate by telephone in any regular or special meeting so
long as a speaker phone is available at the public meeting
location. To assure that all discussions comply with RCW
42.30.030. if more than one Board member is participating by
telephone. then each such Board member shall use a separate
telephone line or a separate telephone. If other electronic
means of attending meetings from remote locations are available. Board members may employ these means so long as
Board discussion can be heard by those attending the public
meeting consistent with the Open Public Meetings Act RCW
42.30. Board members participating by telephone or other
electronic means may vote on any matter and shall be considered as part of the quorum.
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EXPEDITED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Filed May 13, 2002, 3:51 p.m.]

Title of Rule: Commercial fishing rules.
Purpose: Amend Willapa Bay fall salmon net rules.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 77.12.047.
Summary: Amend Willapa Bay salmon net rules to conform with recommendations from the Pacific Fisheries Management Council.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Provide for commercial
fishing opportunity.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Evan Jacoby, 600 Capitol Way North, Olympia, 902-2930;
Implementation: Lew Atkins, 600 Capitol Way North,

NOTICE
THIS RULE IS BEING PROPOSED UNDER AN
EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS THAT WILL
ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR THE AGENCY TO HOLD
PUBLIC HEARINGS, PREPARE A SMALL BUSINESS
ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT, OR PROVIDE
RESPONSES TO THE CRITERIA FOR A SIGNIFICANT
LEGISLATIVE RULE. IF YOU OBJECT TO THE USE OF
THE EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS, YOU
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Olympia, 902-2651; and Enforcement: Bruce Bjork, 600
Capitol Way North, Olympia, 902-2373.
Name of Proponent: Department of Fish and Wildlife,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Each spring, a series of salmon harvest recommendations are made by harvest managers and resource users in
the context of the Pacific Fisheries Management Council.
These recommendations affect harvest in coastal waters,
which then sets escapement limits for internal waters such as
Puget Sound, the coastal harbors, and the Columbia River.
The proposals in this rule deal with the commercial salmon
net fisheries in Willapa Bay. The rule on quick reporting will
provide a better catch accounting.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules:
Salmon seasons and areas: Salmon sales quick reporting.

Time
((6:QQ fl.ffi. Sefllember 9 d1f011gh
6:00 fl.m. Sejltember IQ, i!QQ I

Peim,))

6:00 p.m. September (( ~)) 15.
through 6:00 p.m. September 30,
((i!OOl-)) 2002
6:00 p.m. September((~)) li
through 6:00 p.m. September ((-1-7))
16 and 6:00 p.m. September ((B))
22 through 6:00 p.m. September
((~)) 23. 2002
((7:3Q a:.m. Oeteber 3)) 6:00 p.m.
September 30 through((~)) 6:00
p.m. October 3 and ((7+3G-!Hlr.))
6:00 p.m. October ((-H)) 2 through
((68G)) 6:00 p.m. October ((H,
i!OOl-)) 10. 2002

NOTICE
THIS RULE IS BEING PROPOSED UNDER AN
EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS THAT WILL
ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR THE AGENCY TO HOLD
PUBLIC HEARINGS, PREPARE A SMALL BUSINESS
ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT, OR PROVIDE
RESPONSES TO THE CRITERIA FOR A SIGNIFICANT
LEGISLATIVE RULE. IF YOU OBJECT TO THE USE OF
THE EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS, YOU
MUST EXPRESS YOUR OBJECTIONS IN WRITING
AND THEY MUST BE SENT TO Evan Jacoby, Rules Coordinator, Department of Fish and Wildlife, 600 Capitol Way
North, Olympia, WA 98501-1091, AND RECEIVED BY
July 22, 2002.
May 13, 2002
Evan Jacoby
Rules Coordinator

6:00 p.m. October((~)) 14
through 6:00 p.m. October ((-lS))
!land 6:00 p.m. October ((B)) 21
through 6:00 p.m. October((~
i!OOl-)) 23. 2002

Noon, November 6 through noon
November 30, ((i!OOJ.)) 2002

WAC 220-40-027 Salmon-Willapa Bay fall fJShery.

August 16 through December 31 of each year, it is unlawful
to fish for salmon in Willapa Bay for commercial purposes or
to possess salmon taken from those waters for commercial
purposes, except that:

August((~))

'l,L_

Area
Areas 2G east of a line drawn true
north-south through Willapa

((Qannel)) ~entrance

beacon 11, 2M, 2H
west of Willapa Channel Marker
35, and 2J north of a true east-west
line drawn through the North
Entrance Marker to the Nahcotta
Boat Basin (RF #2)

((~))Day

Expedited

((Chllftllel)) ~entrance ((btley+i!)) Day beacon 11, 2M, 2H, and

21 north of a true east-west line
drawn through the North Entrance
Marker to the Nahcotta Boat Basin
(RF #2)
Areas 2G west of a line drawn true
north-south through Willapa Channel Marker 10 and east of a line
projected true south from the most
waterward exposed end of the rock
jetty located near Washaway Beach
but excluding the area southerly
and westerly of a line from Island
Sands Light to Ramsey Point, 2M
and 2J north of a true east-west line
drawn through the North Entrance
Marker to the Nahcotta Boat Basin
(RF #2)
Areas 2G, 2H, 2J and 2M

(3) Gill net gear restrictions - All areas:
(a) Drift gill net gear only. It is unlawful to use set net
gear.
(b) Prior to September 1, ((~)) 2002 - No maximum
mesh restrictions.
(c) September 1 through ((Oeteeer 14, 2001)) September
30. 2002 - 6-inch maximum mesh, no more than 55 meshes
deep. Net must hang straight from top to bottom. Strings may
only be used to secure break away panels.
(d) October ((H)) l through October 31, 2001 - 6-112
inch maximum mesh.
(e) November 1 through November 30, 2001 - 9-inch
minimum mesh.

(1) Gill net gear may be used to fish for salmon:
26 through

Areas 2G east of a line drawn true
north-south through Willapa

Gear

Fishing periods

August((~))

Area 2K

(2) The Tokeland Boat basin is closed to commercial
fishing during the openings in SMCRA 2G described in this
section. The Tokeland Boat basin means that portion of
SMCRA 2G bounded on the south by the shoreline of the
boat basin, on the west by the seawall and on the north and
east by a line from the Tokeland Channel Marker "3" (flashing green, 4-second) to Tokeland Channel Marker "4" to the
tip of the seawall.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 01-104, filed
6/15/01, effective 7/16/01)

Time
6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
2002

Area
Area: i!C west eh line dra:wa trlle
aerth s0111h thf011gh Willa:Jla: Ch9:R
ael Ma:rlEer IQ a:11d ea:st eh line
dra:•\•a tflle aertll se11th frem !he
mast wa:terwa:rd e!ipesed end ef the
reek jetty leea:ted near Wa:sha:wa:y
Bea:eh llftd eliel11diag die 9:fe8
se11lherly 11Rd ea:sterly efa: line frem
lsla:ad S11Rds bight te RllRlSey
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Other
· (4) All wholesale dealers and fishers retailing their fish
will be required to report their landing by 10:00 a.m. the day
following landing. Ticket information can be telephoned in
by calling 1-866-791-1280 or faxing the information to 360664-4689 or e-mailing to harborfishtickets@d fw.wa.gov.
Report the dealer name. the purchasing location. the date of
purchase. the fish ticket numbers. the gear used. the catch
area. the species. The total number for each species and the
total weight for each species.
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ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT, OR PROVIDE
RESPONSES TO TH~ CRITERIA FOR A SIGNIFICANT
LEGISLATIVE RULE. IF YOU OBJECT TO THE USE OF
THE EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS, YOU
MUST EXPRESS YOUR OBJECTIONS IN WRITING
AND THEY MUST BE SENT TO Evan Jacoby, Rules Coordinator, Department of Fish and Wildlife, 600 Capitol Way
North, Olympia, WA 98501-1091, AND RECEIVED BY
July 22, 2002.
May 13, 2002
Evan Jacoby
Rules Coordinator
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 01-32, filed
3/13/01, effective 4/13/01)

EXPEDITED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Filed May 13, 2002, 3:52 p.m.]

Title of Rule: Commercial fishing rules.
Purpose: Amend Puget Sound salmon net rules.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 77.12.047.
Summary: Amend Puget Sound salmon net rules to conform with recommendations from the Pacific Fisheries Management Council.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Provide for commercial
fishing opportunity.
•
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
I' Evan Jacoby, 600 Capitol Way North, Olympia, 902-2930;
Implementation: Lew Atkins, 600 Capitol Way North,
Olympia, 902-2651; and Enforcement: Bruce Bjork, 600
Capitol Way North, Olympia, 902-2373.
Name of Proponent: Department of Fish and Wildlife,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Each spring, a series of salmon harvest recommendations are made by harvest managers and resource users in
the context of the Pacific Fisheries Management Council.
These recommendations affect harvest in coastal waters,
which then sets escapement limits for internal waters such as
Puget Sound, the coastal harbors, and the Columbia River.
The proposals in this rule deal with the commercial salmon
net fisheries in Puget Sound. The rule on salmon retention
will provide a better accounting of catch. The purse seine
mesh size change will accommodate fishers with older nets
with no biological impact. The remaining sections set seasons and areas pursuant to preseason forecasts.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules:
Salmon seasons and areas. Salmon purse seine net mesh size.
Salmon retention rules.

NOTICE
THIS RULE IS BEING PROPOSED UNDER AN
,EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS THAT WILL
ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR THE AGENCY TO HOLD
PUBLIC HEARINGS, PREPARE A SMALL BUSINESS

~
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. WAC 220-20-016 Sale and purchase of commercial
caught salmon. (I) It is unlawful for any person licensed to
take salmon for commercial purposes as required under chapter 77.65 RCW to:
(a) Retain for personal use more than the equivalent of
one daily sport bag limit for the area being fished. All salmon
taken under commercial license must be recorded on state of
Washington fish receiving tickets. The daily limit and possession limit described in this subsection also apply to crew
members of the licensed fishing vessel.
(b) SeJI any salmon he takes under such license to anyone other than a licensed wholesale dealer located within or
outside the state of Washington: Provided, That a person
who is himself licensed as a wholesale dealer under the provisions of RCW 77.65.280 may sell his catch to individuals
or corporations other than licensed wholesale dealers.
(c) Sell, barter or attempt to sell or barter ((eltttm))
salmon eggs that have been removed from the body cavity of
((eltttm)) salmon unless all carcasses from which eggs have
been removed are sold to the same buyer.
(d) Discard ((eltttm)) salmon that may be lawfully
retained except fishers may discard salmon that are unmarketable due to seal pred~tion.
(2) It is unlawful for any person licensed as a wholesale
dealer as required under RCW 77.65.280 and acting in the
capacity as an original receiver to purchase or attempt to purchase ((eltttm)) salmon eggs without also purchasing all male
and female ((eltttm)) salmon taken by the fisher, including the
salmon carcasses from which the eggs were removed.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 01-32, filed
311310 l, effective 4113101 )
WAC 220-47-301 Puget Sound-Lawful gearPurse seine. (1) Lawful purse seine salmon nets in Puget
Sound shall not exceed 1,800 feet in length along the cork
line while wet~ and purse seine and lead combined shall not
exceed 2,200 feet. Neither shall contain meshes of a size less
than ((4)) 3 1/2 inches, nor shall the meshes of the seine and
lead be lashed together to form one continuous piece of
webbed gear. It shall be lawful as part of the purse seine to
have a bunt·not more than 10 fathoms long which may contain mesh of a size not less than 3-1/2 inches.
Expedited
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(2) It shall be unlawful to take or fish for salmon with
· purse seine gear in Puget Sound which contains mesh webbing constructed of a twine size smaller than 210/30d nylon,
12 thread cotton or the equivalent diameter in any other material.
(3) It shall be unlawful for any purse seine vessel to carry
an extra lead or portion thereof unless stowed below decks
during the fishing operation, nor may an extra lead or portion
thereof be carried aboard its skiff.
(4) Purse seine mesh size shall be defined as the distance
between the inside of one knot to the outside of the opposite
vertical knot of one mesh. Minimum mesh size is met if a
wedge of legal size can be passed without undue force
through the mesh while wet.
(5) A purse seine will not be considered to be fishing
once both ends of the seine are attached to the primary vessel.
(6) It shall be unlawful to take or fish for salmon with
purse seine gear in Puget Sound unless at least four sections,
each measuring no less than 12 inches in length, along the
corkline in the bunt and within 75 fathoms of the bunt have
no corks or floats attached. These four sections must be
spaced such that one section is along the corkline in the bunt,
within 5 fathoms of the seine net, and the other three sections
must be spaced at least 20 fathoms apart along the corkline
within 75 fathoms of the bunt.

((AR!Yr

&f>;

IM+B

MM SPM
6AM SPM

.J.Ql3G

~

~

&
~

6AM 911+

8PM 9/19

6AM 9123

8PM IW2+

6AM 19129

4PM 11/2

6AM 11/S

4PM 1119

+AM SPM

W14, WIS

+AM SPM

W19,111W

+AM SPM

11126, 1112+, 11128

+AM +PM

912S, 9126, 912+
1Qt2, I Q.13, JQ.14
JQ£8, 1919, JQ!JQ, IQll J

+AM +PM

.J.WH

+AM 6PM

19122, 19123

MM SPM

IQ'3 I, 11/1

6AM SPM
;ip,M SPM

I VS, 11!6

+AM SPM

11119, W2G

+AM SPM

11/26, 1112+, 11/28

+AM +PM

.J.M-6

+AM 6PM

~

6AM SPM

IQ.13G, JQt31

6AM SPM

-1-m

+AM SPM

.J.l.IH
.J.M-6

+AM +PM
+AM 6PM

~

~

+AM SPM

.J.l.IH))

AREA

TIME

DATE

7. 7A:

7AM -7PM

10114

7AM-6PM

10122

11/S, 1116

10/2S

6AM-5PM
6AM 9/10

::

SPM 9/12

6AM 9117

::

SPM 9/19

7AM 9/22

::

SPM 10/26

7AM 1012S

--

4PM 1111

7AM 1114

::

4PM l l/S

7AM 11112

::

4PM 11115

7AM 11/lS

::

4PM 11/22

7AM 11/25

::

4PM 11129

::

4PM 12/6

SAM 1212
~

6AM-5PM

10131. 11/1

7AM-5PM

11/6, 1117, 1l/S, 11113,
11114, 11115

MM 11112

4PM 11/16

7AM-6PM

10121, 10/22

MM 11/19

4PM 11123

6AM-5PM

10/30, 10/J 1

6AM 11/26

4PM JJ/3G

7AM-5PM

11/4, 11/5

6AM 1213

4PM 121+

7AM-5PM

11/13, 11114

SAM 9PM

8127, 8/28

11/IS, 11119

6AM SPM

-1-m
812+

7AM-5PM
7AM-5PM

11125, 11126, 11/27

SAM 9PM

SA:

SD:

It is tmlawfHI te l'ish fer 13iHk salmeH SH Al!gllsl 21, 2GGI, sellth ef
a liHe frem the Mllkiltee feff)' seek le the C!iHISR ferry seek SH \Vhislley
lslflftth
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JJ.£14, WIS

.J.l.IH

7B:

~lete:
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Hll3l, 11/l
11/S, 11!6

6AM SPM
;ip,M SPM

11112, 11/13, 11114, 11/IS
+AM SPM
It is imlawfHI te retaiH eehe sa!meH takeH with 131use seiHe gear iH
,6,reas ;i aHs +A.
8PM 9112

6AM SPM
MM SPM

.J.Ql3G

11/S, 1116, 111+, I 118

6AM 9/JG

-HlA-+
IQ.122, IQ.123

6AM SPM

~lete:

+B+

+Gt8

+AM +PM

+AM +PM

WAC 220-47-311 Purse seine-Open periods. It is
unlawful to take, fish for or possess salmon taken with purse
seine gear for commercial purposes from Puget Sound except
in the following designated Puget Sound Salmon Management and Catch Reporting Areas during the periods provided
for hereinafter in each respective Management and Catch
Reporting Area:
+JMe

&/:;,+

+AM +PM

+AM +PM

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 01-106, filed
6/15/01, effective 7/16/01)

((~

IM+E

SAM 9PM

+AM 6PM

H;

+,:+Ir.

+JMe

10m

6AM-5PM

10130,

7AM-5PM

1114, 11/5

7AM-5PM

11112, 11/13, 11114, 11/15

4

•

I'
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!2C:

TIME

DATE

7AM-5PM

11/18, 11/19, 11120, 11/21,
11122

7AM - 5PM

11125, 11126, 11127, 11129

7AM -7PM

10115

7AM-6PM

10121

6AM-5PM

I 0/28, 10129

7AM-5PM

1114

7AM - 5PM

11/13

7AM-6PM

10121

6AM-5PM

10129

7AM-5PM

lIB

7AM - 5PM

11/13 11/14

7AM - 5PM

11/18, 11/19

7AM - 5PM

11/13, 11/18

It is unlawful to retain chi nook or chum taken with beach
seine gear.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-202, filed
11/19/99, effective 12/20/99)
WAC 220-47-430 Puget Sound commercial salmonLog book required. It is unlawful for any licensed commercial salmon fisher fishing for salmon in Puget Sound
SMCRAs 7 and 7 A during the Fraser ((soekeye eAd pink
salmon season set 01:1t in WAC 220 47 304)) Panel-controlled sockeye and pink salmon seasons promulgated by the
National Marine Fisheries Service. or SMCRA 9A during the
coho fishery set out in WAC 220-47-411. to fail to possess
and maintain a department-approved Puget Sound Commercial Salmon Log Book as provided for in this section:
(1) The log book must be kept aboard the vessel while it
is fishing in SMCRAs 7 ((ftfltl)), 7A and 9A, or while in possession of fish caught in these areas. The fisher must submit
the completed log book for inspection immediately upon
request by authorized department representatives.
(2) In each purse seine log book the fisher shall record
the vessel name and license number. For each day fished, the
fisher shall record the date. Immediately following each
retrieval of the net the fisher shall record the Puget Sound
Commercial Salmon Log Book Location Code, the time of
the retrieval, and the number of chinook, coho and chum
salmon in the net upon retrieval.
(3) In each gill net log book the fisher shall record the
vessel name and license number. For each day fished, the
fisher shall record the date. Immediately following each
retrieval of the net the vessel operator shall record the Puget
Sound Commercial Salmon Log Book Location Code where
the net is retrieved, the start and end time of the set((,-ftfld))
when fishing in SMCRA 7 and 7A the number of chi nook,
coho and chum salmon in the net upon retrieval must be
recorded for each retrieval of the net. When fishing in
SMCRA 9A the number of chinook and chum in the net upon
retrieval must be recorded for each retrieval of the net.
(4) The following are the Puget Sound Commercial
Salmon Log Book Location Codes that are required entries in
purse seine log books and gill net Jog books as provided for
in this section:
(a) Location Code 1: Those waters of Puget Sound
Commercial Salmon Management and Catch Reporting Area
7 A northerly of a line projected from Birch Point to Savage
Point on Turnbo Island.
(b) Location Code 2: Those waters of Puget Sound
Commercial Salmon Management and Catch Reporting Area
7 A southerly of a line projected from Birch Point to Savage
Point on Turnbo Island.
(c) Location Code 3: Those waters of Puget Sound
Commercial Salmon Management and Catch Reporting Area
7 easterly of a line projected true north from Orcas Island
through the easternmost point on Matia Island to the intersection with the 717 A boundary line and easterly of a line projected from Point Colville on Lopez Island to Smith Island.
(d) Location Code 4: Those waters of Puget Sound
Commercial Salmon Management and Catch Reporting Area
7 westerly and northerly of a line projected from Point

It is unlawful to retain chinook salmon taken with purse
seine gear in Areas 7, 7A, 8, 8A, 80, 10, 11, 12, 12B and
12C. It is unlawful to retain chum salmon taken with purse
seine gear in Areas 7 and 7 A prior to October 1. All other
saltwater and freshwater areas - closed.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending OrderOl-106, filed
6115101, effective 7/16/01)
WAC 220-47-401 Reef net open periods. It is unlawful
to take, fish for or possess salmon taken with reef net gear for
commercial purposes in Puget Sound except in the following
designated Puget Sound Salmon Management and Catch
Reporting Areas, during the periods provided for hereinafter
in each respective area:
AREA

TIME

DATE(S)

7, 7A

7 AM - 7PM Daily

((9/23

11/IO)) 9122 - 11/16

It is unlawful to retain chinook ((er wild eeho)) salmon
taken with reef net gear. It is unlawful to retain chum salmon
taken with reef net gear prior to October 1 or wild coho prior
to October 6. All other saltwater and freshwater areas closed.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 01-106, filed
6115101, effective 7/16/01)
WAC 220-47-428 Beach seine-Open periods. It is
unlawful to take, fish for, or possess salmon taken with beach
seine gear for commercial purposes from Puget Sound except
in the fotlowing designated Puget Sound Salmon Management and Catch Reporting Areas during the periods provided
hereinafter in each respective Management and Catch
Reporting Area:
((Beech seiFte closed in 2001.))
.:

7 AM - 7PM Daily

WSR 02-11-073

DATE(S)
8/26, 8/27. 8/28. 8/29.
8/30, 9/2. 9/3. 9/4. 915.
916. 919. 9/10. 9/11.
9/12. 9/13. 9/16. 9117.
9/18. 9/19, 9120. 9123,
9/24, 9/25, 9/26. 9127.
9130. 10/1, 10/2, 10/3.
10/4

[ 19]
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tion waters of Hood Canal north of Port Gamble Bay to the
~arker at the north end of the Port Gamble Indian reservahon.
® In each reef net log book the fisher shall record the
fisher's name and license number and the location of the fishing site. For each day fished the fisher shall record the date
and the total number of chinook, coho and chum salmon
caught.
((f61)) ill All log books used in SMCRA 7 and 7A must
be sent to the department no later than October 10 of each
year. All log books used in SMCRA 9A must be sent to the
department no later than November 22 of each year.

Colville on Lopez Island to Smith Island and thence to the Y
B "VD" buoy on Beaumont Shoal (as listed on NOAA Chart
18421. ((f))38th ed., Oct. 31/92((}))) and southerly of a line
projected from Cadboro Point on Vancouver Island 60
degrees true to the point of land on San Juan Island.
(e) Location Code 5: Those waters of Puget Sound
Commercial Salmon Management and Catch Reporting Area
7 southerly of a line projected from Smith Island to the Y B
"VD" buoy on Beaumont Shoal (as listed on NOAA Chart
18421. ((f))38th ed., Oct. 31/92(G))).
(t) Location Code 6: Those waters of Puget Sound Commercial Salmon Management and Catch Reporting Area 7
northerly of a line projected from Cadboro Point on Vancouver Island 60 degrees true to the point of land on San Juan
Island and westerly of a line projected true north from Orcas
Island through the easternmost point on Matia Island to the
intersection with the 717 A boundary line.
(5) Location Code 7: Those waters of Puget Sound
Commercial Salmon Management and Catch Reporting Area
9A southerly of a line projected true west from the shoreward
end of the Port Gamble tribal dock on Point Julia to the mainland in the community of Port Gamble and those on-reserva-

~

~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 01-106, filed
6/15/01, effective 7/16/01)
WAC 220-47-411 Gill net-Open periods. It is unlawful to take, fish for or possess salmon taken with gill net gear
for commercial purposes from Puget Sound except in the following designated Puget Sound Salmon Management and
Catch Reporting Areas during the seasons provided for hereinafter in each respective fishing area:

MI~llMUM MeSH
DATe(S)
9121, 9/24, 9125, 9/2G, 9127, 9/28, !Gil, IG/2,
~
IG/3, 1914, 1015, 1918, 1919, IQ/JO, IQ/I I,
IG/12, IQ/15, IQ'IG, 19117, 19118, 19119, IQ/22,
IG/23, 19124, 19125, 1912G
~Isle: IR Area GD ii is uRlawful 10 use 01l1er lllaR 5 iRell HliRimum aRd 5112 iRell maiiimum mesll iR Ille sl<iff gill Rel fishery. II is URlawful le relaiR elliaeel< er
piRk salmea lakeR iR Area GD al aRy lime, er aR)' ellum salmeR lakeR ia Area GD prier le Oeleber IG. IR Area 6D, aRy elliaeek er piak salmea eaplured at-aay.
lime, er aay ellum salmeR eaplured prier le Oeleber I 6, musl be reme'led frem ll!e Bel by eulliRg t:l!e meshes easaariag fish.
e-+14!!
11/13,
11/12,
11/8,
11/7,
1116,
1115,
IG.'29,
8PM
+AM
~
11/14, 11115
7.!!
~llGHTLY 8122, 8127, 8128, 913, 9/4
9AM
+PM
~

((f\R.6;\.

6AM 9110
6AM 9/17
MM 9123
MM Hl/29
6AM 1115
6AM 11112
6AM 11/19
6AM 11/26
MM 1213
+PM

~lele:

8PM 9112
8PM 9119
8PM IG/27
4PM 1112
4PM 1119
4PM 11/16
4PM 11123
4PM lll3Q

~

4PM 12n

NIGHTLY 8122, 8127, 8/28, 913, 9/4
8129, 8/3Q
+H2M
6AM
IR Area 8 epeRiRgs ea Augusl 28 aad 29, ii is ualawful le use Bliler lllaR 5 iaell Hliaimum aml 5 112 iReh maiiimum mesll, RB grealer lllaa 6Q meshes iR
9AM

0epllr.

H./6
812Q, 8/28
~Isle: la Area 8A, BR Augusl 2Q, 2QQI, ii is ualawful 10 fisll fer piRI< salmeR seulll efa liRe drawR frem ll!e Mukiltee feff)' deel< le tile Clialea ferry deek BR
Whidbe)' lslaad.
IG.'9, 19116
8PM
+AM
IG/24, IQ/25
8PM
+AM
19129, IQ/3Q
8PM
+AM

8f);.
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11n, 11.'8

+AM

8PM
8PM
8PM
8PM

11/26, 11/27, I lt28

6PM

&AM

9125' 9126' 9127

+AM
+AM
+AM

11112, 11113
11119, 11!2Q
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E>ATE(S)

Ml~llMUM

MBSll

IGll, 100, 1Q'3
1Ql8, Hl/9, HJ/IQ, lQ!I I
WA{j

1Ql24, JQR!i
1Q.Q9, 1Ql3Q

11n. 11,rs
]]/ 12, 11113
11/19, l l/2Q

11126, l 1"27, 11128

liAM 9/lli lftffll!gh 8PM IQ/27
~lete: h is l!Hla\vf11I te retaie eh11m salmeft ta!Eeft ie Area 9A 13rier te Oeteller l. Aey eh11m salmee Betted 13rier te Oeteller I 11111st lie released frem the eet lly
e11ttieg the meshes eftsftariHg the fish.
(i..+14.!!
.J.GIH
&AM
6PM
~
-100-2
,5PM
&AM
4PM

&AM

1009, IQ.13Q

4PM

&AM

~

HM
&AM
4PM
Nete: E>llrieg the AFea IQ, 11 e)leHiegs it is 11elawfl!I fer !isl!ers te fish with gill eel gear l!Bless the fisher has registered iH wrilieg ee a de13artmeRt a1313re•1ed
feffll lly Oeteller 8, 200 I, aftd the fisher agrees te allew a de13aR1Beet el!sef\'er te lie eft l!eard dl!rieg eael! fishiRg tAJl ta meRiter the eateh.
(i..+14.!!
.J.GIH
&PM
+AM
~
(i..+14.!!
~
8PM
+AM
~
.J.Q,Q9
8PM
+AM
11n. 11/8
&PM
+AM
HM
&PM
+AM
All ether sall\vater and fFeshwater areas elesed.
Nightly e13eHiRgs Fefer te the start date.
WithiH aft area er areas, a mesh size restrielieH remaies iH effeet frem the first date iRdieated t1Hlil a mesh size ehaRge is shewR, aRd the
Rev. mesh size Festrielie11 remaies iH effeet t1Htil ehaeged.))
MINIMUM MESH
OATE<Sl
~
10/2.
10/I.
9/30
9/27.
9126.
9125.
9/24.
9/23.
1013. 1014. 10n. 101s. 1019. 10110. 10111.
10/14. 10/15. 10/16. 10117. 10/18. 10121. 10122.
10/23 10124. 10125
Note: In Area 60 it is unlawful to use other than 5-inch minimum and 5 1/2-inch maximum mesh in the skiff gill net fishery. It is unlawful to retain chinook or
pink salmon taken in Area 60 at any time. or anY chum salmon taken in Area 60 prior to October 16. In Area 60. any chinook. chum or pink salmon required
to be released. must be removed from the net by cutting the meshes ensnaring the fish.
10/21
8PM
.:
1AM
1J..A;_
10/29
1fM
.:
7AM
NIGHTLY 8/22. 8/28. 8129. 9/4. 915
MM
.:
1fM
!:!AM 2/lQ
MM2112
2AM2/22
7AM 10128
2AM 1114
7AM 11112
7AM 11/18
7AM 11125
BAM 12/2
7AM
7AM
7AM
7AM
7AM
7AM

.:
.:
.:
.:

.:
.:
.:
.:
.:
.:
.:
.:
.:
.:

.:

8PM 2112
8PM 2112

BfM IQa!i

4PM
4PM
4PM
4PM
4PM
4PM
7PM
8PM
7PM
7PM
6PM
7PM

Jiii

11/8
11/15
11122
l!l22
12/6
10/31, 11/l, 11/6, 11/7, 11/8, 11/13, 11/14,
11115
10/23, 10/24
10/28, 10/29
1116, l ln, 11112, 11113
11/20, 11121, 11125, 11126, 11127
10128, 10129, 11/6, 11/7
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TIME

::

7AM

::

DATE(Sl
7PM

11/12. 11113. 11/14. 11115
11118. 11/19. 11/20. 11/21. 11122. 11125. 11126,
11/27. 11/29

7AM

--

6PM

6AM 9/1

::

4PM 1112

MINIMUM MESH
6 1/4"

i'.'.

4

Note: It is unlawful to retain chum salmon taken in Area 9A prior to October l. Any chum salmon netted prior to October I must be released from the net by
cutting the meshes ensnaring the fish. Logbooks required in accordance with WAC 220-47-430 .

.1Q.J.L
12. 128:

12C:

5PM

::

8AM

10/22

4PM

::

8AM

10/27. 10/28. 1115. 11/12

7AM

::

8PM

10/22

7AM

::

7PM

10/28. 11/5. 11112. 11/13

7AM

::

6PM

11119. 11/20

7AM

--

7PM

11112

6PM

11/19

7AM

::

6 114"
6 114"

6 114"

All other saltwater and freshwater areas - closed.
Nightly openings refer to the start date.
Within an area or areas. a mesh size restriction remains in effect from the first date indicated until a mesh size change is shown. and the
new mesh size restriction remains in effect until changed.
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ufacture controlled substances. It is necessary to control the
manufacture and distribution of precursor substances to prevent, curtail, or limit the manufacturing of controlled substances. Controlled substances are those substances that have
a high potential for abuse an a high degree of psychic or physical dependence. In order to protect the health and safety of
the public, these drugs must be strictly regulated.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: ~
Updates rule to include gamma-butyrolactone (GBL) in the ,.
list of precursor substances to be consistent with federal
rules.

EXPEDITED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
(Pharmacy)
[Filed May 22, 2002, 11 :38 a.m.)

Title of Rule: Chapter 246-889 WAC, Pharmaceutical
precursor substance control.
Purpose: The proposed amendment to the rule will add
the drug, gamma-butyrolactone (GBL), to the list of precursor substances in WAC 246-889-020 to make state law consistent with federal law.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 69.43.050,
18.64.005.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 69.43.050.
Summary: On February 18, 2000, federal legislation
was enacted to control gamma-butyrolactone (GBL). As a
result of this law, GBL became a list I chemical under federal
Jaw. The proposed amendment will place GBL in the listing
of precursor substances to be consistent with federal law.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: GBL was being abused
by high school and college students at "rave parties," by
body-builders for its alleged anabolic effects, and in cases of
sexual assault.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting
and Implementation: Lisa Salmi, 1300 Quince Street S.E.,
P.O. Box 47863, Olympia, 98504, (360) 236-4828; and
Enforcement: Donald H. Williams, 1300 Quince Street S.E.,
P.O. Box 47863, Olympia, 98504, (360) 236-4825.
Name of Proponent: Department of Health, Washington
State Board of Pharmacy, 1300 Quince Street S.E., P.O. Box
47863, Olympia, WA 98504-7863, governmental.
Rule is necessary because of federal law, 21 C.F.R. Part
1310.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Chapter 246-889 WAC, Pharmaceutical-Precursor
substance control, regulates the distribution of precursor
drugs. Precursor drugs are those drugs that are used to manExpedited

NOTICE
THIS RULE IS BEING PROPOSED UNDER AN
EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS THAT WILL
ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR THE AGENCY TO HOLD
PUBLIC HEARINGS, PREPARE A SMALL BUSINESS
ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT, OR PROVIDE
RESPONSES TO THE CRITERIA FOR A SIGNIFICANT
LEGISLATIVE RULE. IF YOU OBJECT TO THE USE OF
THE EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS, YOU
MUST EXPRESS YOUR OBJECTIONS IN WRITING
AND THEY MUST BE SENT TO Lisa A. Salmi, Department of Health, Washington State Board of Pharmacy, 1300
Quince Street S.E., P.O. Box 47863, Olympia, WA 985047863, AND RECEIVED BY July 23, 2002.
April 23, 2002
D. H. Williams
Executive Director
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-07-105,
filed 3/18/94, effective 3/18/94)
WAC 246-889-020 Precursor substance defined. (1)
For the purpose of this chapter a precursor substance is any of
the following substances or their salts or isomers:
(a) Anthranilic acid;
(b) Barbituric acid;
[ 22
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(c) Chlorephedrine;
(d) Diethyl malonate;
(e) D-lysergic acid;
(f) Ephedrine;
(g) Ergotamine tartrate;
(h) Ethylamine;
(i) Ethyl malonate;
U) Ethylephedrine;
(k) Gamma-butyrolactone CGBL);
ill Hydriodic acid;
((f»)) .(m} Lead acetate;
((fmt)) .(n} Malonic acid;
((fftj)) .(Q} Methylamine;
((tej)) .{Q}. Methylformamide;
((fpj)) .{g). Methylephedrine;
{{tEfj)) frl Methylpseudoephedrine;
((fft)) {fil N-acetylanthranilic acid;
((W)) ill Norpseudoephedrine;
((ftt)) .(y} Phenylacetic acid;
((fuj)) .(y} Phenylpropanolamine;
((f-¥1)) M Piperidine;
((fwf)) W Pseudoephedrine; and
((W)) .(y} Pyrrolidine.
Provided; that this definition shall not include any drug
that contains ephedrine, phenylpropanolamin e, or pseudoephedrine or any cosmetic if that drug or cosmetic can be
lawfully sold, transferred, or furnished over-the-counter
without a prescription or by a prescription under chapter
69.04 or 69.41 RCW.
(2) The board finds that the reference to methylformanide in RCW 69.43.010, was intended to refer to methylformamide and corrects that reference by deleting "methylformanide" and adding "methylformamide." This change is
based upon the finding that this revision conforms to the tests
set forth in RCW 69.43.010(2).
(3) Registrants should be aware that precursor substances in subsection (l)(a), (f), (k), (l), (n), (o), (p), (t), and
(w) of this section are also regulated as schedule II immediate
precursors pursuant to WAC 246-887-150 and all applicable
rules and laws governing the distribution of schedule II controlled substances must also be complied with.
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OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL AUTHORITY

Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
April 10, 2002
Richard Stedman
Executive Director
SECTION 1.07 DEFINITIONS

Date of Adoption: April 10, 2002.
Purpose: To amend sections of the OAPCA regulation
to address programmatic issues between the state and local
implementations of New Source Review.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending OAPCA Regulation 1, Articles 1 and 7.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 70.94 RCW.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-05-047 on February 14, 2002.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: There are a number of changes, other than editing,
from the February 14, 2002, proposed rule amendments to
the April 2002 adopted version of OAPCA Regulation 1,
Articles 1 and 7. The changes are:
Removed definitions for "adverse impact on visibility,"
•
"director," "integral vista," "mandatory class I federal
area," "nonattainment area," "significant visibility
impairment," and "visibility impairment of Class I
areas" as these terms are not used in OAPCA's rule.
Clarified and revised the meaning of the definitions for
•
"commenced construction," "particulate matter emissions," "visibility impairment," and "volatile organic
compound."
Added definitions for "federal class I areas" and "nonroad engine" as they are used in new sections. Definition consistent with state rule.
Revised the meaning of the definitions of "major modification," "major source," "net emissions increase,"
and "significant" and moved to Section 7 .17, as these
definitions only apply to this section.
Revised Section 7.17(a) (now subpart (b)) to reinforce
that this section applies to modifications.
Revised Section 7.17 (a)(7) (now subpart (b)(7)) and
•
Section 7.18 (a)(4) to require the project to receive a
PSD permit (if applicable) before OAPCA issues
approval.
Revised Section 7.20(a) to clarify that it only applies to
•
orders issued by the Authority.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 5, Amended 2, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 5,
Amended 2, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.

When used in regulations of the Olympic Air Pollution
Control Authority, the following definitions shall apply,
unless they are preempted by definitions in individual Articles:
ACTUAL EMISSIONS means the actual rate of emissions of
a pollutant from an emission unit, as determined in accordance with (a) through (c) of this subsection.
(a) In general, actual emissions as of a particular date
shall equal the average rate, in tons per year, at which the
emissions unit actually emitted the pollutant during a one
year period which precedes the particular date and which is
representative of normal source operation. The Authority
shall allow the use of a different time period upon a determination that it is more representative of normal source operation. Actual emissions shall be calculated using the emissions unit's actual operating hours, production rates, and
types of materials processed, stored, or combusted during the
selected time period.
(b) The Authority may presume that source-specific
allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent to the actual
emissions of the emissions unit.
(c) For an emissions unit which has not begun normal
operations on the particular date, actual emissions shall equal
the potential to emit of the emissions unit on that date.
ADVBRSB IMPACT ON VISIBILITY meliAS visibility impair
meflt whieh iflterferes with the managemeAt, preteetiefl, pres
ervatiefl, er efljeymeflt ef the visiter visual e*perienee ef the
:Federal Class I area. This determiflatien must be made efl a
ease by ease basis takiHg iflte aeceunt the geegrnphie e*tent,
iflteflsity, duratiefl, frequeHcy, aAd time of visibility impair
meflt, afld how these faeters eerrelate wit:h (a) times ef visiter
use ef the Federal Class I area, aHEl (b) the frequeney afld tim
iHg of Hatural eeHditions that reduce visibility. This term
dees Het iflelude effects eA ifltegral vistas.
AGRICULTURAL BURNING means burning of vegetative
debris from an agricultural operation necessary for disease or
pest control, necessary for crop propagation and/or crop rotation, or where identified as a best management practice by the
agricultural burning practices and research task force established in RCW 70.94.650 or other authoritative source on
agricultural practices.
AG RI CULTURAL OPERATION means the growing of crops,
the raising of fowl or animals as gainful occupation.
AIR CONTAMIN ANT means dust, fumes, mist, smoke,
other particulate matter, vapor, gas, odorous substance, or
any combination thereof. "Air pollutant" means the same as
"air contaminant."
AIR POLLUTION means the presence in the outdoor atmosphere of one or more air contaminants in sufficient quantities, and of such characteristics and duration as is, or is likely
to be, injurious to human health, plant or animal life, property, or which unreasonably interferes with enjoyment of life
and property. For the purpose of this Regulation, air pollution shall not include air contaminants emitted in compliance
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with chapter 17 .21 RCW, the Washington Pesticide Application Act, which regulates the application and control of the
use of various pesticides.
AIR POLLUTION EPISODE means a period when a forecast,
alert, warning, or emergency air pollution state is declared, as
stated in Chapter 173-435 WAC.
ALLOW ABLE EMISSIONS means the emission rate calculated using the maximum rated capacity of the source (unless
the stationary source is subject to limits enforceable by the
Authority which restrict the operating rate, or hours of operation, or both) and the most stringent of the following:
(a) The applicable standards as set forth in 40 CFR part
60 or 61;
(b) Any applicable state implementation plan emissions
limitation including those with a future compliance date; or;
(c) The emissions rate specified in an approval order,
permit condition, or regulatory order issued by the Authority
including those with a future compliance date.
. ALTERA TION means any addition to or enlargement or
replacement; or any major modification or change of the
design, capacity, process or arrangement; or any increase in
the connected loading of equipment or control facility which
will significantly increase or adversely affect the kind or
amount of air contaminant emitted.
AMBIENT AIR means that portion of the atmosphere external to a building to which the general public has access.
AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARD means an established
concentration, exposure time, and frequency of occurrence of
air contaminant(s) in the ambient air which shall not be
exceeded.
ANCILLARY for the purpose of defining "source," means
"related."
ATTAINMENT AREA means a geographic area designated
by EPA at 40 CFR Part 81 as having attained the National
Ambient Air Quality Standard for a given criteria pollutant.
AUTHORITY means the Olympic Air Pollution Control
Authority.
AUTHORIZED PERMITTING AGENT means either the
county, county fire marshall, fire districts, or county conservation district, provided an agreement has been signed with
the local air pollution control authority or Department of
Ecology.
BEST Av AILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY (BACT) means
an emission limitation (including a visible emission standard)
based on the maximum degree of reduction for each air pollutant subject to this regulation which would be emitted from
any proposed new or modified source which the permitting
authority, on a case-by-case basis, taking into account
energy, environmental, and economic impacts and other
costs, determines is achievable for such sources or modification through application of production processes, available
methods, systems, and techniques, including fuel cleaning or
treatment or innovative fuel combustion techniques for control of such air pollutant. In no event shall application of the
best available technology result in emissions of any air pollutant which would exceed the emissions allowed by any
applicable standard under 40 CFR Part 60 and Part 61. If the
reviewing authority determines that technological or economic limitations on the application of the imposition of an
emission standard is infeasible, it may instead prescribe a
Permanent

design, equipment, work practice or operational standard, or
combination thereof, to meet the requirement of BACT. ~
Such standard shall, to the degree possible, set forth the emis- ~
sion reduction achievable by implementation of such design,
equipment, work practice or operation and shall provide for
compliance by means which achieve equivalent results. The
term "all known available and reasonable methods of emission control" is interpreted to mean the same as best available
control technology.
BEST Av AILABLE RETROFIT TECHNOLOGY (BARD means
any emission limitation based on the degree of reduction
achievable through the application of the best system of continuous emission reduction for each pollutant which is emitted by an existing source. The emission limitation must be
established, on a case-by-case basis, taking into consideration
the technology available, the costs of compliance, the energy
and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance, any
pollution control equipment in use or in existence at the
source, the remaining useful life of the source, and the degree
of improvement in visibility which may reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of such technology. If an emission limitation is not feasible, a design, equipment, work
practice, operational standard, or combination thereof, may
be required.
BOARD means the Board of Directors of the Olympic Air
Pollution Control Authority.
BUBBLE means a set of emission limits which allows an
increase in emissions from a given emissions unit(s) in
exchange for a decrease in emissions from another emissions ~
unit(s), pursuant to RCW 70.94.155 and WAC 173-400-120. ~
CAPACITY FACTOR means the ratio of the average load on
equipment or a machine for the period of time considered, to
the manufacturer's capacity rating of the machine or equipment.
CLASS I AREA means any area designated pursuant to §
162 or 164 of the Federal Clean Air Act as a Class I area. The
following areas are the Class I areas in Washington state:
Alpine Lakes Wilderness;
Glacier Peak Wilderness;
Goat Rocks Wilderness;
Mount Adams Wilderness;
Mount Rainier National Park;
North Cascades National Park;
Olympic National Park;
Pasayten Wilderness; and,
Spokane Indian Reservation.
COMBUSTIBLE REFUSE means any burnable waste material containing carbon in a free or combined state other than
liquid or gases.
COMBUSTION AND INCINERATION UNITS means units
using combustion for waste disposal, steam production,
chemical recovery or other process requirements; but
· excludes open burning.
COMMENCED, as applied to CONSTRUCTION, means that
the owner or operator has all the necessary preconstruction
~
approvals or permits and either has:
(a) Begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of ~
actual onsite construction of the source, to be completed
within a reasonably time; or
[2]
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EXCESS STACK HEIGHT means that portion of a stack
which exceeds the greater of sixty five meters or the calculated stack height described in WAC 173-400-200(2).
FACILITY is defined as all emission units in the same
industrial grouping located on contiguous or adjacent properties and under common ownership of control.
FEDERAL CLASS I AREA means any federal land that is
classified or reclassified Class I. The following areas are federal Class I areas in Washington state:
Alpine Lakes Wilderness;
Glacier Peak Wilderness;
Goat Rocks Wilderness;
Mount Adams Wilderness;
Mount Rainier National Park;
North Cascades National Park;
Olympic National Park; and
Pasayten Wilderness.
FEDERAL CLEAN AIR ACT (FCAA) means the Federal Clean
Air Act, also known as Public Law 88-206, 77 Stat. 392,
December 17, 1963, 42 U.S.C. & 1401 et seq., as last
amended by the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, P.L.
101-549, November 15, 1990.
FEDERALLy ENFORCEABLE means all limitations and
conditions which are enforceable by EPA. including those
requirements developed under 40 CFR Parts 60 and 61.
requirements within any established under 40 CFR 52.21 or
under a SIP approved new source review regulation, including operating permits issued under chapter 173-401 WAC
and expressly requires adherence to any permit issued under
these programs.
FEDERAL LAND MANAGER means, with respect to any
lands in the United States, the Secretary of the department
with authority over such lands.
FOSSIL FUEL FIRED STEAM GENERA TOR means a device,
furnace, or boiler used in the process of burning fossil fuel for
the primary purpose of producing steam by heat transfer.
FUEL BURNING EQUIPMENT means any equipment, device
or contrivance used for the burning of any fuel, and all appurtenances thereto, including ducts, breechings, control equipment, fuel feeding equipment, ash removal equipment, combustion controls, stacks, chimneys, etc., used for indirect
heating in which the material being heated is not contacted by
and adds no substances to the products of combustion.
FUGITIVE DUST means a particulate emission made airborne by forces of wind, man's activity, or both. Unpaved
roads, construction sites, and tilled land are examples of areas
that originate fugitive dust. Fugitive dust is a type of fugitive
emission.
FUGITIVE EMISSIONS means emissions which do not pass,
and which could not reasonably pass, through a stack, chimney, vent, or other functionally equivalent opening.
GARBAGE means refuse, animal or vegetable matter as
from a kitchen, restaurant or store.
GENERAL PROCESS UNIT means an emissions unit using a
procedure or combination of procedures for the purpose of
causing a change in material by either chemical or physical
means, excluding combustion.
GENERATING EQUIPMENT means any equipment, device,
process or system that creates any air contaminant(s) or toxic
air pollutant(s).

(b) Entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations, which cannot be canceled or modified without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a program
of actual construction of the source to be completed within a
reasonable time.
For the purposes of this definition, "necessary preconstruction approva.Js" means those permits or orders of
approval required under federal air quality control laws and
regulations. including state. local, and federal regulations and
orders contained in the SIP.
CONCEALMENT means any action taken to reduce the
observed or measured concentrations of a pollutant in a gaseous effluent while, in fact, not reducing the total amount of
pollutant discharged.
CONTROL APPARATUS means any device which prevents
or controls the emission of any air contaminant.
CONTROL OFFICER means the Air Pollution Control
Officer of the Olympic Air Pollution Control Authority.
Executive Director means the same as Control Officer.
CRITERIA POLLUTANT means a pollutant for which there
is established a National Ambient Air Ouality Standard at 40
CFR Part 50. The criteria pollutants are carbon dioxide (CO),
particulate matter, ozone (03), sulfur dioxide (S02), lead
(Pb). and nitrogen dioxide (N02).
DAYLIGHT HOURS means the hours between official sunrise and official sunset.
DIRBCTOR ffleaHs direetor of the WashiHgtoH State
DepartffieHt of Eeology or d1:1ly a1:1thorized represeHtative.
DISPERSION TECHNIQUE means a method which attempts
to affect the concentration of a pollutant in the ambient air
other than by the use of pollution abatement equipment or
integral process pollution controls.
ECOLOGY means the Washington State Department of
Ecology.
EMISSION means a release of air contaminants into the
ambient air.
EMISSION LIMITATION or EMISSION STANDARD means
requirement established by the EPA, Ecology, or the Authority which limits the quantity, rate, or concentration of emissions of air pollutants on a continuous basis, including any
requirements which limit the level of opacity, prescribe
equipment, set fuel specifications, or prescribe operation or
maintenance procedures for a source to assure continuous
emission reduction.
EMISSION POINT means the location (place in horizontal
plane and vertical elevation) at which an emission enters the
atmosphere.
EMISSION REDUCTION CREDIT (ERC) means a credit
granted pursuant to WAC 173-400-131. This is a voluntary
reduction in emissions.
EMISSION UNIT means any part of a source or a stationary
source which emits or would have the potential to emit any
pollutant subject to regulation.
EPA means the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA).
EQUIPMENT means any stationary or portable device, or
any part thereof, capable of causing the emission of any air
contaminant into the atmosphere.
EXCESS EMISSION means emissions of an air pollutant in
excess of an emission standard or emission limitation.
[3]
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GOOD ENGINEERING PRACTICE (GEP) refers to a calculated
stack height based on the equation specified in WAC 173400-200 (2)(a)(ii).
HOG-FUEL means wood slabs, edging, trimmings, etc.,
which have been put through a "hog" to reduce them to a uniform small size, and also includes shavings from planing
mills, sawdust from saw-kerfs, bits of bark, chips and other
small recovered products from the manufacture of wood
products or any combination thereof.
IDENTICAL UNITS means units installed and operated in a
similar manner on the same premises provided the materials
handled, processed, or burned are substantially the same in
composition and quantity and their design, mode of operation, connected devices and types and quantities of discharge
are substantially the same.
IMPAIRED AIR QUALITY means a condition declared by
the department or a local air authority in accordance with the
following criteria:
(a) Meteorological conditions are conducive to accumulation of air contamination concurrent with:
(1) Particulate that is ten micron and smaller in diameter
(PM-10) at or above an ambient level of sixty (60) micrograms per cubic meter measured on a twenty-four-hour average; or
(2) Carbon monoxide at an ambient level of eight parts
of contaminant per million parts of air by volume (ppm) measured on an eight-hour average.
(b) Air quality that threatens to exceed other limits established by the department or a local air authority.
INCINERATOR means a furnace used primarily for the
thermal destruction of waste.
JN OPERATION means engaged in activity related to the
primary design function of the source.
INTEGRAL VISTA me1ms a vie'tV pereeived from withiR a
maRdatory Class I federal area of a speeifie laRdmark or paR
orama loeated 01:1tside the bo1:1Rdary of the Class I area.
LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) means the EPA
alternate method 1 determination of the opacity of emissions
from stationary sources remotely by lidar.
LOWEST ACHIEVABLE EMISSION RATE (LAER) means for
any source that rate of emissions which reflects the more
stringent of:
(a) The most stringent emission limitation which is contained in the implementation plan of any state for such class
or category of source, unless the owner or operator of the proposed new or modified source demonstrates that such limitations are not achievable; or
(b) The most stringent emission limitation which is
achieved in practice by such class or category of source.
In no event shall the application of this term permit a
proposed new or modified source to emit any pollutant in
excess of the amount allowable under applicable new source
performance standards.
MAJOR MODIFICATIO~l meaRS aRy physieal ehaRge, OF
ehaRge iR the method of operatioR, of a major so1:1ree that
wo1:1ld res1:1lt iR a sigRifieaRt Ret emissioRs iRerease of aRy
pollutaRt subjeet to regulatioR uRder the federal- CleaR Air
aet. AR)' Ret emissioRs iRerease that is eoRsidered sigRifieaRt
for •rolatile orgaRie eompouRds aRd RitrogeR oJlides shall be
Permanent

eoRsidered sigRifieaRt for OZORe. A physieal ehaRge or
ehaRge iR the method of operatioR shall Rot iRelude:
~
(a) RoutiRe maiRteRaRee, repair, aRd replaeem~Rt;
•
(b) Use of aR alternative ft:lel or raw material by reasoR of
aR order URder seetioRs 2 (a) aRd (b) of the ERergy Supply
aRd ERviroRmeRtal Supply CoordiRatioR Aet of 1974 (or aRy
supersediRg legislatioR) or by reasoR of a Ratural gas eurtail _
meRt plaft pursuaRt to the federal Pov1er Aet;
(e) Use of aR alterRath•e fuel by reasoR of aR ord~r or rule
uRder seetioR 125 of the fCAA, 42 U,S.C. 7425;
(d) Use of aR alternative fuel at a steam geReratiRg uRit
to the eJtteRt that the foel is geRerated from muRieipal solid

waste;

, ;

(e) Use of aR alternative fuel or ra·;,i material by a souree
wJHeh..:
(1) The souree was eapable of aeeommodatiRg before
Deeember 21, 1976, l:lftless sHeh ehllftge wol:lld be prohibited
1:1Rder aRy federally eRfureeable permi~ eoRditioR whieh was
established after Deeember 12, 1976, iR.a Pre·1eatioa of Sig
RifieaRt DeterioratioR permit or ~lotiee of CoastruetioR
Approval; or
(2) the souree is appro·1ed to use uRder aay permit iss1:1ed
uader regulatioRs approved pursuaRt to this seetioa;
(t) Aa iaerease iR the hours of operatioR or iR the pFedue
tioR rate, uRless s1:1eh ehaRge is prohibited uRder aay federally
eaforeeable permit eoRditioa 'Nhieh was established after
Deeember 21, 1976 iR a PreveRtioa ofSigRifieaat Deteriora
tioa pefffiit er a ~lotiee of Coastruetioa Approval.
(g) ARy ehaRge ia OViRership of a souree.
~
(h) The additioR. ref)laeemeRt. or use of a f)ollutioa eoR •
trol f)rojeet (as defiRed iR 40 CPR 51.166. iR effeet OR July l.
2001) at aR eJtistiag eleetrie utility steam geReratiag uRit.
uH:less the eePRti"ieg ageeeo: determiH:es that sueh additiofl:,
ref)laeemeRt. or use reRders the uRit less eaYiroRmeRtally
beRefieial. or elteef)t:
(1) WheR the eePMittiee; ageeey has reasotl to believe
that the f)Ollutiofl eoRtrOl f)rojeet would result ifl a sigeit'ieaet
eet e1Rissiees ieePease iR ref)reseRtative &eQtlll llftHual eRtis
siees of aHy ePitePill eellataet over levels used for that
seaPee ifl the most reeeRt air q1:1ality imf)aet aHalysis ifl the
area eoHdueted for the f)U!Jlose of title I of the FedePel Cleae
AiP Aet. if aHy; atld
(2) The ttePMi~ee; egeR@3' determiHes that the iH:erease
'Nill eause or eoRtribute to a violatiotl of aHy Netieeal l,.Mld
eet lAP Oaelity StaedePd or PSQ iReremeHt. or visibility
limitatiofl.
(i) The iHstallatioH. Of)eratioH. eessatioH. or removal of a
temf)Orary eleaR eoal teehRology demoRstratioH f)rojeet, f!FO
vided that the f)FOjeet eomf)lies with the SIP. atld other
req1:1iremeRts aeeessary to attaifl aHd maiHtai8."'the Netieeel
Amhieet tMP Oaelity StttedePd d1:1riHg the f)rejeet aHd after
it is termiHated.
MAJOR SOURCE meaRs:
(a) AH)' souree whieh:
~
(l) Emits or has the 13oteRtial to emit otle hutldred toHs ~
per year or more of RH)' air eoetamiRaRt-regulated by the state
er Federal CleaR Air Aet;
[ 4]
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(27) Afly ether statioaary se1:1ree eategory whieh, es of
A1:1g1:1st 7, 1980, was eeiag regt1lateEI 1:1neleF seetiofls 111 or
112 of the FeEleral Cleaa Air Aet.
MANDATORY CLASS I FBDERAL ARilA lfte&RS BflY area
Elefiaeel in § of the FCAA, S1:1h13art D es alfteaEleEl thFe1:1gh the
aElo13tion Elate of this nde. The maeEletery Class I federal
BFeas ifl WeshiAgtofl state aFe es fellows:
Alpine Lakes WileleFRess;
Gleeier Peek Wi!Eleffless;
Goat Reeks Wilderness;
Mo1:1At AElems Wileleraess;
Mo1:1nt Rainier Netioaal Park;
North Caseeeles Netioaal Pad<;
Olympie NetioAal Park;
Pesaytea \llilElemess.
MASKING means the mixing of a chemically nonreactive
control agent with a malodorous gaseous effluent to change
the perceived odor.
MATERIALS HANDLING means the handling, tra~sporting,
loading, unloading, storage, and transfer of materials with no
significant chemical or physical alteration.
MODIFICATION means any physical change in, or change
in the method of operation of, a stationary source that
increases the amount of any air contaminant emitted by such
sources or that results in the emissions of any air contaminant
not previously emitted. The term modification shall be construed consistent with the definition of modification in Section 7411, Title 42, United States Code, and with rules implementing that section.

(2) Is loeateEI in a "fflargina1" or "moelerate" e20Ae AOA
&Fe& &Ad whieh emits eF hes the poteAtiel te emit
aU&iAmeAt
~
• oAe h1:1AelreEl toAs 13er year or lftore of \•oletile ergaAie eem
po1:1Ads er oxides of AitfegeA;
(3) Is loeateEI iA a "serio1:1s" earhon moAexide AoAettaiA
meAt area where s01:1Fees e0Atfih1:1te sigAifieeAtly to eeFhoA
meAoxide le,•els eAel whieh elftits eF hes the peteAtiel te emit
fifty tOAS 13er year Of meFe of earheA fflOftOltide; Of
(4) Is leeated ia e "seri01:1s" 13artie1:1lete matter (PM 10)
neaetteiament area anEI whieh emits er has the potential to
elftit seveAty toAs per yeBF of lftOFe of PM lO emissioAs.
(5) Blftits or hes the poteatiel to elftit IO tons er mere 13er
yeBF of eay toxie air poll1:1tent or 25 tons per year of eAy eom
hinaaea ef texie air poll1:1taAts.
(e) Any physieal eh&Age that wo1:1lel oee1:1r at a so1:1ree Aot
EJH&lifyiag 1:1nder (a) of this s1:1eseetiofl es e major so1:1ree, if
the ehaAge wo1:1ld e0Astit1:1te e major so1:1ree hy itself;
(e) A 1Bajer so1:1ree that is mejeF fer ¥olatile ergaflie eem
13ot1nEls OF flitregen oxiEles shall he eof!sielereel major fer
~

(El) The fogitive emissioas of a sot1Fee shell not he
iflel1:1eleel ia eleteflftiaiflg for &fly of the 131:1F130ses of this see
tioa whether it is a major so1:1ree, 1:1aless the s01:1ree heloags to
one of the followiag eategories of so1:1rees or the sel:lft!e is a
major sol:lfE!e solely el1:1e to pBfagrB13hs (a)(3) or (a)(4) of this
s1:1eseetioa:
(1) Coal eleeaiag plaflts (v+"ith thermal elryeFs);
(2) Kraft 131:1113 mills;
(3) Portl&AEI eelfteflts plaflts;
(4) PrimBFy 2iae smelters;
(5) lrofl ftflEI steel mills;
(€i) Primary al1:1miA1:1m ere reel1:1etioa 13laats;
(7) PrimBFy eopper smellers;
(8) M1:18iei13al iaeiaeFaters eapeele of ehBFgiag moFe
thea two h1:1nElreEI fifty tons of reft1se 13er Eley;
(9) Hyelrotl1:10rie, s1:1lfl:lrie, or aitFie aeiel plaats;
( 10) PetFele1:1m refifleFies;
( 11) Lime plaats;
( 12) Phosphate roek preeessiag plaats;
(13) Colee O'lt!A l:latteries;
( 14) S1:1lf1:1F reeeveFy pl&Ats;
(IS) CaFl:loA hlaek pl&Ats (fumeee pt=eeess);
( l €i) Primary leaEl smelteFs;
( 17) P1:1el eoAversieA 13l&Ats;
(18) SiflteriAg pl&AtS;
( 19) SeeeAElary metal pr0El1:1etiefl 13l&Ats;
(29) Chemieel 13Feeess pleats;
(21) Pessil fl:lel hailers (or eeml:liaatiea thereat) totaliag
1Bore theft two h1:1aEIFeEI fifty millioa British theflftal 1:1Aits per
he1:1r heat iap1:1t;
(22) Peti:ele1:1m storage aAEI traasfer 1:1aits with e total
storage eB13aeity exeeeeliag thFee h1:1aelreEI tho1:1saaEI l:lBFFels;
(23) TaeoAite oFe preeessiflg plaats;
(24) Glass fieer pFeeessing 13lents;
(25) ChBFeoal pF0El1:1etioa 13laats;
(2€i) Passi! f1:1el fireEI ste&ffl eleetFie 13laAts of lftore then
two h1:1aElt=eEl fifty milliofl BFitish theFmal 1:1aits per ho1:1r heat
inp1:1t; anEl

NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS <NAAOSl

means an ambient air quality standard set by EPA at 40 CFR
Part 50 and includes standards for carbon monoxide CCO).
particulate matter. ozone (03). sulfur dioxide (S02). lead
(Pb). and nitrogen dioxide CN02).

NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR
POLLUTANTS (NESHAP) means the federal regulations set forth

in 40 CFR Part 61.

NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR
POLLUTANTS FOR SOURCE CATEGORIES means the federal

rules in 40 CFR Part 63.

NATURAL CONDITIONS means naturally occurring phe-

nomena that reduce visibility as measured in terms of visual
range, contrast, or coloration.

me&ftS!
(a) The aR101:1at l:ly whieh the s1:1m of the following
exeeeEls 2ern:
(1) Afly inerease ia eet1:1el emissioas from e partie1:1ler
ehaflge OF ehaftge ifl lftethoEl of 013eretioa et e so1:1ree; anEl
(2) Afly ether inereases end eleereases in eet1:1al emis
sions et the se1:1ree that eFe eoeteH1poraneo1:1s with the pertie
1:1lBF eheage eaEl ere otherwise ereditaele.
(e) Ae iaerease er eleerease ia eet1:1al emissions is eofl
teR1pereeeo1:1s with the iaerease from the peFtie1:1ler ehange
oAly if it eee1:1Fs before the Elate that the iaeFeese frolft the pBF
tie1:1ler ehaAge eee1:1rs.
fe) An iflereese or eleerease ifl aet1:1el emissions is ereElit
eele oaly if:
(I) It oee1:1HeEl no mere then oae )'ear 13rior to the Elate of
s1:1eFRittal ofe eoFRplete aetiee ofeeastfl:letien applieetien for
the 13ertie1:1ler ehange, Of it has eeea Eloe1:1menteEI ey ea emis
NB+ EMISSIONS INCREASE!
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SiOH ree1:1etiOH ereait, iH Vihieh ease the ereait shall ellpire teH
years after the Elate of original iss1:1e of the BRC. Any emis
sions inereases oee1:1Hing o·,·er the life of the BRC shall be
eo1:1ntea against the BRC.
(2) Beology or the A1:1thorit)' has not relies on it in iss1:1
ing aH oraer of approval for the so1:1ree l:IHBer reg1:1JatiOHS
approves p1:1rs1:1ant to CFR Part 51, 81:1bpart I or the EPA has
not relies on it in iss1:1ing a PSD permit p1tFs1:1ant to 40 CFR
52.21 whieh the oraer OF pefffiit is iH effeet 'NheH the inerease
in aet1:1al emissions from the partie1:1lar ehange oee1:1rs.
(a) Afl inerease in aet1:1al emissions is ereaitable only to
the eJltent that the new level of aet1:1al emissions exeeeas the
016 level.
(e) A aeerease in aet1:1al emissions is ereaitable only to
the eJltent that:
( 1) The 016 level of aet1:1al emissiofls or the ola le•;el of
allovrable emissions, whieheYer is lo·Ner, eJleeees the new
level of aet1:1al emissions;
(2) It is feeerally enforeeable at ane after the time that
aet1:1al eonstfl:letion OH the partie1:1lar ehaHge begins;
(3) It has approximately the same Ejl:lalitative signifi
eanee for p1:1blie health ana welfare as that attrib1:1tea to the
inerease from the partie1:1lar ehange; ana
(4) Beology or the A1:1thority has not relies ofl it in isstt
ing any permit 1:1naer reg1:1lati0Rs approves p1:1rs1:1ant to 40
CPR 51 81:1bpart I or Beology or the A1:1thority has not relies
OH it in aemonstrating attainment or reasonable fl:lrther
progress.
(t) Afl iRerease that res1:1lts from a physieal ehange at a
so1:1ree oee1:1rs when the emission 1:1nit Ofl whieh eonstr1:1etioH
oee1:1rree beeomes operational ana begins to emit a partie1:1lar
poll1:1tant. A.ny replaeement 1:1nit that refj1:1ires shakeaowfl
beeomes operational OHi)' after a reasonable shakeaowfl
perioa, not to eJ<eeea one h1:1neree eighty says.
NEW SOURCE means:
(a) The construction or modification of a stationary
source that increases the amount of any air contaminant emitted by such source or that results in the emission of any air
contaminant not previously emitted; and
(b) Any other project that constitutes a new source under
the Federal Clean Air Act.
NEW SOURCE PERFORMANCE ST AND ARDS (NSPS) means
the federal regulations set forth in 40 CFR Part 60.
NONATTAINMENT AREA means a elearly aelineatea geographic area whieh has been designated by EPA at 40 CFR
Part 81 ans prom1:1lgatea as exceeding a national ambient air
quality standard for a given or staneares for one or more of
the criteria pollutant.:. s, whieh inel1:1aes earbon moHOlliae,
fine partiettlate matter (PM 10) sttlfttr eim<iee, oz.one, and
nitrogen diollide. An area is nonattainment only for the pollutants for which the area has been designated nonattainment.
NONROAD ENGINE means
{a) Except as discussed in (b) of this subsection. a nonroad engine is any internal combustion engine:
(1) In or on a piece of equipment that is self-propelled or
serves a dual purpose by both propelling itself and performing another function (such as garden tractors. off-highway
mobile cranes and bulldozers; or
Permanent

(2) In or on a piece of equipment that is intended to be
propelled while performing its function (such as lawnmowers
and string trimmers); or
(3) That, by itself or in or on a piece of equipment. is portable or transportable. meaning designed to be and capable of
being carried or moved from one location to another. Incidia
of transportability include. but are not limited to, wheels.
skids. carrying handles, dolly, trailer. or platform.
(b) An internal combustion engine is not a nonroad
engine if:
(1) The engine is used to propel a motor vehicle or a
vehicle used solely for competition, or is subject to standards
promulgated under section 202 of the Federal Clean Air Act;

~
~

(2) The engine is regulated by a New Source Performance Standard promulgated under section 111 of the Federal Clean Air Act; or
(3) The engine otherwise included in (a)(3) of this subsection remains or will remain at a location for more than
twelve consecutive months or a short period of a time for an
engine located at a seasonal source. A location is a single site
at a building, structure, facility, or installation. Any engine
(or engines) that replaces an engine at a location and that is
intended to perform the same or similar function as the
engine replaced will be included in calculating consecutive
time period. An engine located at a seasonal source is an
engine that remains at a seasonal source during the full
annual operating period of the seasonal source. A seasonal
source is a stationary source that remains in a single location ~
on a permanent basis (i.e., at least two years) and that oper- ,.
ates at that single location approximately three months (or
more) each year. This paragraph does not apply to an engine
after the engine is removed from. the location.
NOTICE OF CONSTRUCTION APPLICATION means a written
application to permit construction of a new source, modification of an existing source, or replacement or substantial alteration of control technology at an existing source. Replacement or substantial alteration of control technology does not
include routine maintenance, repair, or parts replacement.
NUISANCE means an emission that unreasonably interferes with the use and enjoyment of property.
OPACITY means the degree to which an object seen
through a plume is obscured, stated as a percentage.
OPEN BURNING means the combustion of material in an
open fire or in an open container, without providing for the
control of combustion or the control of the emissions from
the combustion. Wood waste disposal in wigwam burners is
not considered open burning.
OPEN FIRE means a fire where any material is burned in
the open or in a receptacle other than a furnace, incinerator or
kiln.
ORDER OF APPROVAL OR APPROVAL ORDER means a regulatory order issued by Ecology or the Authority to approve
the Notice of Construction Application for a proposed new
source or modification or the replacement or substantial alteration of control technology at an existing stationary source,
after review of all information received including public ~
. comment as required under Article 5 and Article 7.
~
OWNER means and includes the person who owns, leases,
supervises or operates the equipment or control apparatus.
[6]
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PROCESS means any equipment, device apparatus, chemical, natural element, procedure, effort, or any combination
thereof which performs a service, function, use, or method,
leading to an end of a particular performance, or manufacturing production.
PROJECTED WIDTH means that dimension of a structure
determined from the frontal area of the structure, projected
onto a plane perpendicular to a line between the center of the
stack and the center of the building.
REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES means disposal alternatives
to open burning that cost less than eight dollars fifty cents per
cubic yard. After July 1993, this amount shall be adjusted
periodically by department policy.
REASONABLY ATTRIBUTABLE means attributable by
visual observation or any other technique the Authority
deems appropriate.

PARTICULATE MATIER OR PARTICULATES means any liqthan water, or any solid, which is so finely divided
other
uid,
..
, as to be capable of becoming windblown or being suspended
in air, or other gas or vapor.
PARTICULATE MATIER EMISSIONS means all finely
divided solid or liquid material, other than uncombined
water, emitted to the ambient air as measured by a preap
proved ffl:ethod by the A1:1thority. applicable reference methods, or an equivalent or alternative method specified in Title
40. chapter I of the Code of Federal Regulations or by a test
method specified in the SIP.
PARTS PER MILLION (ppm) means parts of a contaminant
per million parts of gas, by volume, exclusive of water or particulates.
PERMIT means a written warrant or license granted by the
Board, Control Officer, or duly authorized Representative or
Agent.
PERSON means an individual, firm, public or private corporation, association, partnership, political subdivision,
municipality or government agency.
PMw means particulate matter with an aerodynamic
diameter less than or equal to a nominal 10 micrometers as
measured by a reference method based on 40 CFR Part 50
Appendix J and designated in accordance with 40 CFR Part
53 or by an equivalent method designated in accordance with
40 CFR Part 53.
PMw EMISSIONS means finely divided solid or liquid
material, including condensible particulate matter, with an
ll aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to a nominal 10
, micrometers emitted to the ambient air as measured by an
applicable reference method, or an equivalent or alternate
method, specified in Appendix M of 40 CFR Part 51 or by a
test method specified in the Washington State Implementation Plan (SIP).
POTENTIAL CONTROLLED EMISSIONS means the emissions from a facility determined as if the facility was operated
at maximum capacity, 8,760 hours per year with control
equipment operating. Operating control equipment can be
considered only if the affect such controls have on emissions
is federally enforceable.
POTENTIAL TO EMIT means the maximum capacity of a
source to emit a pollutant under its physical and operational
design. Any physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source to emit a pollutant, including air pollution
control equipment and restrictions on hours of operation or
on the type or amount of material combusted, stored, or processed, shall be treated as part of its design only if the limitation or the effect it would have on emissions is federally
enforceable. Secondary emissions do not count in determining the potential to emit of a source.
POTENTIAL UNCONTROLLED EMISSIONS means the emissions from a facility determined as ifthe facility was operated
at maximum capacity, 8,760 hours per year with control
equipment NOT operating.

ll
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REASONABLY AVAILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY (RACT)

means the lowest emission limit that a particular source or
source category is capable of meeting by the application of
control technology that is reasonably available considering
technological and economic feasibility. RACT is determined
on a case-by-case basis for an individual source or source category taking into account the impact of the source upon air
quality, the availability of additional controls, the emission
reduction to be achieved by quality, and the capital and operating costs of the additional controls. RACT requirements
for any source category shall be adopted only after notice and
opportunity for comment are afforded.
RECREATIONAL FIRE means barbecues and campfires,
using charcoal, natural gas, propane, or natural wood, which
occur in designated areas, or on private property. Fires used
for debris disposal purposes are not considered recreational
fires.
REFUSE means waste as defined in Section 1.07 of this
Regulation.
REGULATION I means any regulation, or any subsequently adopted additions or amendments thereto, of the
Olympic Air Pollution Control Authority.
REGULATORY ORDER means an order issued by Ecology
or the Authority to an air contaminant source which approves
a notice of construction application, limits emissions and/or
establishes other air pollution control requirements.
REPRESENTATIV E or AGENT means any person authorized
by the Control Officer of the Authority to represent him in an
official and specific manner.
RESIDENTIAL means a two or single family unit.
RUBBISH means waste as defined in Section 1.07 of the
Regulation.
SALVAGE OPERATION means any operation conducted in
whole or in part for the salvaging or reclaiming of any product.
SIGJ>HflCMIT ffl:eaHs a rate of effl:issioHs eq1:1al to or
greater thaH aHy oHe of the follmviHg rates:
Pol11:1taHt
Carami ffiOHoxide
NitrogeH oxiees
81:1lfor dioxide
Partie1:1late ffl:atter (PM)

(PSD)

means the program set forth in WAC 173-400-141. Ecology
has adopted the federal PSD program contained in 40 CFR
52.21 with some changes, which are described in WAC 173400-141.
[ 7]
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Velatile ergaRie eempe1:1Rels (VOC)
bead
:Fl1:1erieles

STATE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN CSIP) means the Washington SIP in 40 CFR Part 52. subpart WW. The SIP contains ~
state. local and federal regulations and orders. the state plan •
and compliance schedules approved and promulgated by
EPA. for the purpose of implementing. maintaining. and
enforcing the National Ambient Air Quality Standards.
STATIONARY SOURCE means any source as defined in this
section which is fixed in location temporarily or permanently.
This term does not include emissions resulting directly from
an internal combustion engine for transportation purposes or
from a nonroad engine or nonroad vehicle as defined in section 216 of the FCAA.
SULFURIC ACID PLANT means any facility producing sulfuric acid by the contact process by burning elemental sulfur,
alkylation acid, hydrogen sulfide, or acid sludge.
TEMPORARY means a period of time not to exceed one ( 1)
year.
TOTAL REDUCED SULFUR (TRS) means the sum of the sulfur compounds hydrogen sulfide, mercaptans, dimethyl sulfide, dimethyl disulfide, and any other organic sulfides emitted and measured by EPA method 16 or an approved equivalent method and expressed as hydrogen sulfide.
TOTAL SUSPENDED PARTICULATE means particulate matter as measured by the method described in 40 CFR Part 50
Appendix Bas iR effeet eH J1:1ly 1, 1988.
TOXIC AIR POLLUTANT(S) (TAP) means any class A or
Class B toxic air pollutant listed in WAC 173-460-150 and/or
WAC 173-460-160.
UNCLASSIFIABLE AREA means an area that cannot be designated attainment or nonattainment on the basis of available ~
information as meeting or not meeting the National Ambient •
Air Quality Standard for the criteria pollutant and that is
listed by EPA at 40 CFR Part 81.

H
4Q

M
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S1:1lf1:1rie aeiEI mist
HyElregeR s1:1lfiele (~S)

+

Tatel reE11:1eeEI s1:1lfur (iRel1:1EliRg ~S)

.!{)

ReE11:1eeEI S1:1lfur eempe1:1REls (iRel1:1EliRg H;iS)

.!{)

M1:1Rieipal waste eeme1:1ster ergaRies
(meas1:1reEI as tetal tetra thre1:1gh eeta ehleri
Rated ElieeRz:e p Elie*iRs aREI ElieeRz:efuraRs)
M1:1Rieipal 'Neste eeme1:1ster metals (mea
s1:1reEI as PM)
M1:1Rieipal waste eeme1:1ster aeiEI gases (mea
s1:1reEI as SOa aREI hyElregeR ehleriele)

0.0000035

.!{)

H
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SIGNIFICA~JT VISIBILITY IMPAIRM~JT meaRS ¥isieility
impairmeRt whieh iRterferes with the maRagemeRt, pretee
tieR, presep,·atieR, er eRjeymeRt ef Yisiter "is1:1al e*perieRee
ef the Class I area. The EletermiRatieR m1:1st ee maele eR a
ease ey ease basis, takiRg iRte aeee1:1Rt the geegraphie e*teRt,
iRteRsity, El1:1ratieR, freE11:1eRey, aREI time ef the Yisieility
impairmeRt, aREI hew these faeters eerrelate with the time ef
Yisiter 1:1se ef the Class I area aREI freEI1:teRey aREI timiRg ef
Rat1:1ral eeRElitieRs that reE11:1ee Yisieility.
SILVICULTURAL BURNING means burning on any land the
Department of Natural Resources protects per RCW
70.94.030(13), 70.94.660, 70.94.690, and pursuant to Chapter 76.04 RCW.
SOURCE means all of the emissions unit(s) and all of the
pollutant emitting activities which belong to the same industrial grouping, including quantifiable fugitive emissions, that
are located on one or more contiguous properties, and are
under the control of the same person or persons under common control, whose activities are ancillary to the production
of a single product or functionally related groups of products.
Pollutant emitting activities shall be considered as part of the
same industrial grouping if they belong to the same Major
Group (i.e., which have the same two digit code) as described
in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1972, as
amended by the 1977 Supplement.
SOURCE CATEGORY means all sources of the same type or
classification.
STACK means any point in a source designed to emit solids, liquids, or gases into the air, including a pipe or duct.
STACK HEIGHT means the height of an emission point
measured from the ground level elevation at the base of the
stack.
STANDARD CONDITIONS means a temperature of 20"C
(68"F) and a pressure of 760 mm (29.92 inches) of mercury.
STANDARD CUBIC FOOT OF GAS means that amount of the
gas which would occupy a cube having dimensions of one
foot on each side, if the gas were free of water vapor and at
standard conditions.
STATE ACT means the Washington Clean Air Act, Chapter 70.94 RCW, as amended.

Permanent

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
(USEPA) shall be referred to as EPA.
URBAN GROWTH AREA means an area defined by RCW

36.70A.030.
VENT means any opening through which gaseous emissions are exhausted into the ambient air.
VISIBILITY IMPAIRMENT means any humanly perceptible
change ElegraElatieR in visibility (light extinction. visual
range, contrast, or coloration) from that which would have
existed under Rat ea1:1seEI ey natural conditions.
VISIBILITY IMPAIRM8~1T OF CbASS I AR8A8 meaRs Yisieil
ity impaiFFHeRt withiR the area aREI Yisieility iffipairmeRt ef
aHy ferfftally ElesigRateEI iRtegral ·lista asseeiateEI with the
8fett:

VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUND (VOC) means any compound that participates in atmospheric photochemical reactions:
(a) Exceptions. The following compounds are not a
VOC: acetone; ARy eempe1:1REI ef eareeR, e*el1:1EliHg carbon
monoxide;; carbon dioxide;; carbonic acid;; metallic carbides
or carbonates;~ ftfttl ammonium carbonate;; whieh pftftieipates
iR atmespherie pheteehemieal reaetieRs. This iRel1:1Eles aRy
ergaHie eempe1:1REI ether thaR the fellewiRg, whieh ha·;e Reg
ligiele pheteehemieal aeti·rity: Mmethane; ethane, methyl- ~
. ene chloride (dichloromethane); 1,1,1-trichloroethane ,.
(methyl chloroform); l, l J·2-trichloro il,2,2-trifluoroethane
(CFC-113); trichlorofluoromethane (CFC-11); dichlorodiflu[8]
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oromethane (CFC-12); chlorodifluoromethane CHCFC-22);
• trifluoromethane (Hf'C-23); 1.1.2-trichloro 1,-1,2,2-tetrafluo• roethane (CFC-114); chloropentafluoroeth ane (CFC-115);
1,1,1-trifluoro 2,2-dichloroethane (HCFC-123); 1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane (HCFC-134a~); 1.1-dichloro 1-fluorethane
(HCFC-14lb); 1-chloro 1.1-difluoroethane (HCFC-142b); 2chloro 1.1.1.2-tetrafluoroethane (HCFC-124); pentafluoroethane (HFC-125); 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroe thane (HFC-134);
1,1,1-trifluoroethane (HFC-143a); 1,1-difluoroethane (HFC152a); parachlorobenzotr ifluoride (PCBTF): cyclic.
branched. or linear completely methylated siloxanes; perchloroethylene (tetrachloroetheyle ne); 3.3-dichloro1.1.1.2.2-pentafluoropropane CHCFC-225ca); 1.3-dichloro( HCFC-225cb);
1. 1.2, 2 .3-pen ta fl uoropropane
1.1.1.2.3.4.4.5.5.5-decafluoropentane CHFC 43-lOmee); diflouromethane CHFC-32): ethylflouride CHFC-161);
1.1.1.3.3.3-hexafluoropropane <HFC-236fa); 1. 1.2.2.3-pentafluoropropane CHFC-245ca); 1.1.2.3.3-pentaflouropropane
CHFC-245ea); 1. 1. 1.2.3-pentafluoropropane CHFC-245eb);
1.1.1.3.3-pentaflour opropane <HFC-245fa); 1.1.1.2.3.3hexaflouropropane CHFC-236ea); 1. 1. 1.3.3-pentaflourobutane (HFC-365mfc); chlorofluoromethane (HCFC-31); lchloro-1-fluoroethane <HCFC-15 la); 1.2-dichloro- l. 1.2-trifluoroethane <HCFC-123a); 1.1.1.2.2.3.3.4.4-nonafluoro-4methoxy-butane CC!F20CH1); 2-(difluoromethoxymethyl)1.1.1.2.3.3.3-heptafl uoropropane ((CF1bCFCFpCH1l.J..:.
ethoxy-1.1.2.2,3.3.4.4.4-nonafluorobutane (C 4 F20C 2H,_t...2:_
(ethoxydifluorometh yl)-1. 1. 1.2.3.3.3-heptafluoro propane
• CCCF1)zCFCF10C 2H,_); methyl acetate and perfluorocarbon
I' compounds which fall into these classes:
(1) Cyclic, branched, or linear completely fluorinated
alkanes;
(2) Cyclic, branched, or linear completely fluorinated
ethers with no unsaturations; ttHd
(3) Cyclic. branched, or linear completely fluorinated
tertiary amines with no unsaturations: and
ffi (-31 Sulfur containing perfluorocarbons with no unsaturations and with sulfur bonds only to carbon and fluorine.
(b) For the purpose of determining compliance with
emission limits, voe will be measured by the appropriate
methods in 40 CFR Part 60 Appendix A. Where such a
method also measures compounds with negligible photochemical reactivity, these negligibly reactive compounds
may be excluded as VOC if the amount of such compounds is
accurately quantified, and such exclusion is approved by the
Authority.
(c) As a precondition to excluding these negligibly reactive compounds as VOC or at any time thereafter, Beology or
the Authority may require an owner or operator to provide
monitoring or testing methods and results demonstrating, to
the satisfaction of Beology or the Authority, the amount of
negligibly reactive compounds in the source's emissions.
wASTE means unproductive, worthless, useless or
rejected material.
WASTE-WOOD BURNER means equipment or facility used
~ solely for the combustion-disposal of waste wood without
, heat recovery. Such burners shall include, but not be limited
to, a wigwam burner, a silo-type burner, or an air-curtain
burner.

WIGWAM
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or TEPEE BURNER - see Waste-wood Burner .

SECTION 7.05 ISSUANCE OF APPROVAL ORDER
(a) As sooR as praetieable after reeeipt of Notiee of CoR
str1:1etioA am:l ApplieatioR for Apvroval, aRd, if v1:1elie Hotie
iRg is reqHired JltirStiaRt to Seetiofl: 7.04, after eoRsideratioR
of aAy eomFHefl:ts aRd testiFHOHy reeeived, t Following the
timeline in Section 7.21. +the Authority Board or CoHtrol
Gffteer shall issue either:
ill an Approval Order for the proposed project or
(2) an Order to Deny Approval (if aR Order that the construction, installation or establishment of a new air contaminant source will not be in accordance with the applicable federal. state. and local requirements 'Nith the a13plieaele effiis
sioRs staRElarels as that are in effect at the time of filing the
Notice of Construction and Application for Approval}. Failure to comply with any term or condition of an Approval
Order constitutes a violation of this section and is subject to
penalties pursuant to RCW 70.94.430 and RCW 70.94.431.
(b) No approval will be issued unless. upon the iHfofffia
tioR required ey Seetiofl 7.01 aHel 7.03 eYieleHees to the CoH
ff'ol Offieer or the Board that:
(1) The equipffieHt or eoRtrol apparatus is desigRed aHel
will ee iAStalled to Operate witho1:1t eausiRg violatiOR of aRy
law or reg1:1latioR of the Authority.
(2) Uf!OR request of the Control Officer or Board, equipment or control apparatus having a stack three (3) feet or
more in diameter is provided with:
fit ill Sampling ports of a size, number and location as
the Authority may require; and
W ill Safe access to each port; and
fffit ill Such other sampling and testing facilities as the
Control Officer or Board may require.
(3) The eqHipffieRt iReOfj')Orates all k11owR available aRel
reasoRaele FHethods of eFHissioR eoRtrol aRd will ffieet the
requirem:e11ts of all avvlieaele StaHdards of PerfofffiaRee f!FO
Ril:llgated ey the URited States ERYiFORffieHtal ProteetioR
AgeAey.
(c) If the Board or Control Officer determines that the
construction, installation or establishment of a new air contaminant source or sources will not comply with all laws or
regulations of the Authority, the Board or Control Officer
shall issue an Order for the prevention of the construction,
installation or establishment of the air contaminant source or
sources; and
(1) The Order shall be in writing;
(2) The Order shall set forth the objections in detail with
reference to the specific law or section or sections of the Regulation that will not be met by the proposed construction,
installation or establishment;
(3) The Order shall be signed by the Control Officer or
an authorized representative.
(d) Any Order issued pursuant to this section shall
become final unless, no later than twenty (20) days after the
date the Order is served pursuant to Section 3.21 of the Regulation, the owner or applicant petitions for a reconsideration
of the Order, stating reasons for the reconsideration.
(1) The Board or Control Officer shall consider the petition and shall within thirty (30) days give written notice of
[ 9]
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approval or disapproval of the petition, setting forth the reasons for disapproval.
(2) If the petition of the owner or applicant is disapproved, the owner or applicant may appeal to the Pollution
Control Hearings Board of the State of Washington, pursuant
to Section 3.17 of this Regulation.
(e) Any Order issued or the failure to issue such an order
or approval, shall not relieve any person from their obligation
to comply with any emission control requirement or with any
other provision of law.

addition, replacement, or use renders the unit less environmentally beneficial, or except:
(I) When the Authority has reason to believe that the pol- ~
lution control project would result in a significant net emis- •
sions increase in representative actual annual emissions of
any criteria pollutant over levels used for that source in the
most recent air quality impact analysis in the area conducted
for the purpose of title I of the Federal Clean Air Act. if any;
and
(II) The Authority determines that the increase will cause
or contribute to a violation of any National Ambient Air
Quality Standard or PSD increment, or visibility limitation.
(I) The installation, operation, cessation, or removal of a
temporary clean coal technology demonstration project. provided that the project complies with:
(I) The SIP; and
(II) Other requirements necessary to attain and maintain
the National Ambient Air Quality Standard during the project
and after it is terminated.
(2) MAJOR STATIONARY SOURCE means:
(i) Any stationary source of air pollutants which emits. or
has the potential to emit. 100 tons per year or more of any
pollutant subject to regulation under the Federal Clean Air
Act, except that lower emissions thresholds shall apply as follows:
(A) 70 tons per year of PM-10 in any "serious" nonattainment area for PM-10.
(B) 50 tons per year of carbon monoxide in any "serious"
nonattainment area for carbon monoxide where stationary
sources contribute significantly to carbon monoxide levels in •
the area.
•
(ii) Any physical change that would occur at a stationary
source not qualifying under (b)(i) of this subsection as a
major stationary source. if the change would constitute a
major stationary source by itself.
(iii) A major stationary source that is major for volatile
organic compounds or NOx shall be considered major for
ozone.
(iv) The fugitive emissions of a stationary source shall
not be included in determining for any of the purposes of this
paragraph whether it is a major stationary source, unless the
source belongs to one of the following categories of stationary sources or the source is a major stationary source due to
(b)(i)(A) or (b)(i)(B) of this subsection:
(A) Coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers);
(B) Kraft pulp mills;
CC) Portland cement plants;
(D) Primary zinc smelters;
(E) Iron and steel mills;
(F) Primary aluminum ore reduction plants;
(G) Primary copper smelters;
(H) Municipal incinerators capable of charging more
than 50 tons of refuse per day;
(I) Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants;
(J) Petroleum refineries;
(K) Lime plants;
(L) Phosphate rock processing plants;
~
(M) Coke oven batteries;
~
(N) Sulfur recovery plants;
(0) Carbon black plants (furnace process);

NEW SECTION
SECTION 7.17 Requirements for new sources in nonattainment areas.
(a) Definitions: The following definitions apply to this
section:
(1) MAJOR MODIFICATION means any physical change in
or change in the method of operation of a major stationary
source that would result in a significant net emissions
increase of any pollutant subject to regulation under the Federal Clean Air Act.
(i) Any net emissions increase that is considered significant for volatile organic compounds or nitrogen oxides shall
be considered significant for ozone.
(ii) A physical change or change in the method of operation shall not include:
(A) Routine maintenance, repair and replacement;
(B) Use of an alternative fuel or raw material by reason
of an order under section 2 (a) and (b) of the Energy Supply
and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding legislation) or by reason of a natural gas curtailment
plan pursuant to the Federal Power Act;
CC) Use of an alternative fuel by reason of an order or
rule under section 125 of the Federal Clean Air Act;
(D) Use of an alternative fuel at a steam generating unit
to the extent that the fuel is generated from municipal solid
waste;
(E) Use of an alternative fuel or raw material by a source
which:
(I) The source was capable of accommodating before
December 21. 1976, unless such change would be prohibited
under any federally enforceable permit or approval order
condition which was established after December 12, 1976,
pursuant to 40 CFR 52.21 or a SIP approved new source
review regulation; or
(II) The source is approved to use under any permit or
approval order issued under WAC 173-400-112;
(F) An increase in the hours of operation or in the production rate, unless such change is prohibited under any federally enforceable permit or approval order condition which
was established after December 21. 1976, pursuant to 40
CFR 52.21 or a SIP approved new source review regulation.
(G) Any change in ownership at a source.
(H) The addition, replacement. or use of a pollution control project (as defined in 40 CFR 51.165 (a)(l)(xxv), in
effect on July l, 2001) at an existing electric utility steam
generating unit. unless the Authority determines that such
Permanent
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(P) Primary lead smelters;
(Q) Fuel conversion plants;
(R) Sintering plants;
CS) Secondary metal production plants;
CT) Chemical process plants;
CU) Fossil-fuel boilers (or combination thereof) totaling
more than 250 million British thermal units per hour heat
input;
(V) Petroleum storage and transfer units with a total storage capacity exceeding 300.000 barrels;
CW) Taconite ore processing plants;
(X) Glass fiber processing plants;
CY) Charcoal production plants;
CZ) Fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of more than
250 million British thermal units per hour heat input; and
CAA) Any other stationary source category which. as of
August 7, 1980. is being regulated under section 111 or 112
of the Federal Clean Air Act.
(v) For purposes of determining whether a stationary
source is a major stationary source, the term "building. structure. facility. or installation" means all the pollutant-emitting
activities which belong to the same industrial grouping. are
located on one or more contiguous or adjacent properties. and
are under the control of the same person (or persons under
common control). Pollutant-emitting activities shall be considered as part of the same industrial grouping if they belong
to the same major group (i.e .. which have the same two digit
code) as described in the Standard Industrial Classification
Manual. as amended.
(3) NET EMISSIONS INCREASE means:
(i) The amount by which the sum of the following
exceeds zero:
(A) Any increase in actual emissions from a particular
physical change or change in method of operation at a source;
and
(B) Any other increases and decreases in actual emissions at the source that are contemporaneous with the particular change and are otherwise creditable.
(ii) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is contemporaneous with the increase from the particular change
only if it occurs before the date that the increase from the particular change occurs.
(iii) An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable only if:
(A) It occurred no more than one year prior to the date of
submittal of a complete notice of construction application for
the particular change. or it has been documented by an emission reduction credit <ERC). Any emissions increases occurring between the date of issuance of the ERC and the date
when a particular change becomes operational shall be
counted against the ERC.
(B) The Authority has not relied on it in issuing any permit or order of approval for the source under this section or a
previous SIP approved nonattainment area new source
review regulation. which order or permit is in effect when the
increase in actual emissions from the particular change
occurs.
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(iv) An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to
the extent that the new level of actual emissions exceeds the
old level.
(v) A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to
that:
extent
the
CA) The old level of actual emissions or the old l:evel of
allowable emissions. whichever is lower. exceeds the·new
.
.
level of actual emissions;
(B) It is federally enforceable at and after the time that
actual construction on the particular change begins;
CC) It has approximately the same qualitative significance for public health and welfare as that attributed to the
increase from the particular change; and
(D) The Authority has not relied on it in issuing any permit or order of approval under this section or a SIP approved
nonattainment area new source review regulation; or the
Authority has not relied on it in demonstrating attainment or
reasonable further progress.
(vi) An increase that results from a physical change at a
source occurs when the emission unit on which construction
occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular
pollutant. Any replacement unit that requires shakedown
becomes operational only after a reasonable shakedown
period. not to exceed one hundred eighty days.
(4) SIGNIFICANT means. in reference to a net emissions
increase or the potential of a source to emit any of the following pollutants. a rate of emissions that would equal or exceed
any of the following rates:
Pollutant and Emissions Rate
Carbon monoxide: 100 tons per year (tpy)
Nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy
Sulfur dioxide: 40 tpy
Volatile organic compounds: 40 tpy
Lead: 0.6 tpy
PM-10: 15 tpy
(b) The Authority shall issue the order of approval to
establish a new source or modification in a nonattainment
area if it determines that the proposed project satisfies each of
the following requirements:
(1) The proposed new source or modification will comply with all applicable new source performance standards,
national emission standards for hazardous air pollutants.
national emission standards for hazardous air pollutants for
source categories. emission standards adopted under chapter
70.94 RCW and applicable emission standards in Regulation

.L

(2) The proposed new source will employ BACT for all
air contaminants. except that if the new source is a major stationary source or the proposed modification is a major modification it will achieve LAER for the air contaminants for
which the area has been designated nonattainment and for
which the proposed new source or modification is major.
(3) The proposed new source will not cause any ambient
air quality standard to be exceeded, will not violate the
requirements for reasonable further progress established by
the SIP and will comply with Section 7.18 (a)(3) for all air
contaminants for which the area has not been designated nonattainment.

[ 11]
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(4) If the proposed new source is a major stationary
source or the proposed modification is a major modification.
the Authority has determined, based on.review of an analysis
performed by the source of alternative sites, sizes. production
processes. and environmental control techniques. that the
benefits of the project significantly outweigh the environmental and social costs imposed as a result of its location.
construction. or modification.
(5) If the proposed new source or the proposed modification is major for the air contaminant for which the area is designated nonattainment, allowable emissions from the proposed new source or modification of that air contaminant are
offset by reductions in actual emissions from existing sources
in the nonattainment area. Emission offsets must be sufficient to ensure that total allowable emissions from existing
major stationary sources in the nonattainment area. new or
modified sources which are not major stationary sources. and
the proposed new or modified source will be less than total
actual emissions from existing sources (before submitting the
application) so as to represent (when considered together
with the nonattainment provisions of section 172 of the Federal Clean Air Act) reasonable further progress. All offsetting emission reductions must satisfy the following requirements:
(i) The proposed new level of allowable emissions of the
source or emissions unit(s) providing the reduction must be
less than the current level of actual emissions of that source
or emissions unit(s). No emission reduction can be credited
for actual emissions which exceed the current allowable
emissions of the source or emissions unit(s) providing the
reduction. Emission reductions imposed by local. state. or
federal regulations. regulatory orders. or permits required by
the Federal Clean Air Act. including the SIP. cannot be credited.
(ii) The emission reductions must provide for a net air
quality benefit. For marginal ozone nonattainment areas. the
total emissions of volatile organic compounds or total emissions of nitrogen oxides are reduced by a ratio of 1.1 to l for
the area in which the new source is located. For any other
nonattainment area. the emissions offsets must provide a positive net air quality benefit in the nonattainment area. Determinations on whether emissions offsets provide a positive net
air quality benefit will be made in accordance with the guidelines contained in 40 CFR 51 Appendix S (in effect on July l,

under the Federal Clean Air Act. including all rules in the
SIP.
(7) If the proposed project is subject to WAC 173-400141. Ecology has issued a final PSD permit for all air contaminants subject to permitting under WAC 173-400-141.
(8) If the proposed new source or modification will emit
any toxic air pollutants regulated under chapter 173-460
WAC. the source meets all applicable requirements of that
chapter.
(9) If the proposed new source is a major stationary
source within the meaning of WAC 173-400-113(1), or the
proposed modification is a major modification within the
meaning of WAC 173-400-113( 1), the project meets the Special protection requirements for federal Class I areas in WAC
173-400-117.

NEW SECTION
SECTION 7.18 Requirements for new sources in attainment or unclassifiable areas.
(a) The Authority shall issue an order of approval to
establish a new source or modification in an attainment or
unclassifiable area if it determines that the proposed project
satisfies each of the following requirements:
(1) The proposed new source or modification will comply with all applicable new source performance standards.
national emission standards for hazardous air pollutants.
national emission standards for hazardous air pollutants for
source categories. emission standards adopted under chapter
70.94 RCW and applicable emission standards in Regulation

L

(2) The proposed new source or modification will
employ BACT for all pollutants not previously emitted or
whose emissions would increase as a result of the new source
or modification.
(3) Allowable emissions from the proposed new source
or modification will not delay the attainment date for an area
not in attainment nor cause or contribute to a violation of any
ambient air quality standard. This requirement will be considered to be met if the projected impact of the allowable
emissions from the proposed new source or the projected
impact of the increase in allowable emissions from the proposed modification at any location within a nonattainment
area does not exceed the following levels for the pollutants
for which the area has been designated nonattainment:

2000).

(iii) If the offsets are provided by another source. the
reductions in emissions from that source must be federally
enforceable by the time the order of approval for the new or
modified source is effective. An emission reduction credit
issued under WAC 173-400-131 may be used to satisfy some
or all of the offset requirements of this subsection.
(6) If the proposed new source is a major stationary
source or the proposed modification is a major modification.
the owner or operator has demonstrated that all major stationary sources owned or operated by such person (or by any
entity controlling. controlled by. or under common control
with such person) in Washington are subject to emission limitations and are in compliance. or on a schedule for compliance. with all applicable emission limitations and standards
Permanent
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An offsetting emission reduction may be used to satisfy
some or all of the requirements of this subsection.
(4) If the proposed project is subject to WAC 173-400141. Ecology has issued a final PSD permit..
(5) If the proposed new source or the proposed modification will emit any toxic air pollutants regulated under chapter
173-460 WAC. the source meets all applicable requirements
of that program.

extension is justified. This provision does not apply to the
time period between construction of the approved phases of a
phased construction project: each phase must commence construction within eighteen months of the projected and
approved commencement date.

NEW SECTION

(a) The owner or operator may request. at any time. a
change in conditions of an approval order issued by the
Authority and the Authority may approve the request provided the Authority finds that:
(i) The change in conditions will not cause the source to
exceed an emissions standard:
(ii) No ambient air quality standard or PSD increment
will be exceeded as a result of the change:
(iii) The change will not adversely impact the ability of
the Authority to determine compliance with an emissions
standard:
(iv) The revised order will continue to require BACT. as
defined at the time of the original approval. for each new
source approved by the order except where the Federal Clean
Air Act requires LAER: and
(v) The revised order meets the requirements of Article
7. as applicable.
(b) Actions taken under this subsection are subject to the
public involvement provisions of Section 7.04.
(c) Requests shall be made on forms provided by the
Authority and shall follow the procedures and timelines for a
Notice of Construction application as specified in Article 7.
The fee schedule found in Section 7 .13 shall also apply to
these requests.

NEW SECTION
SECTION 7.20 Change of conditions.

SECTION 7.19 Requirements for reolacement or substantial alteration of emission control technology at an
existing stationary source.
(a) Any person proposing to replace or substantially alter
the emission control technology installed on an existing stationary source or emission unit shall file a notice of construction application with the Authority. Replacement or substantial alteration of control technology does not include routine
maintenance. repair or similar parts replacement.
(b) For projects not otherwise reviewable under Article
7. the Authority may:
( 1) Require that the owner or operator employ RACT for
the affected emission unit:
(2) Prescribe reasonable operation and maintenance conditions for the control equipment: and
(3) Prescribe other requirements as authorized by chapter 70.94 RCW.
(c) Within thirty days of receipt of a notice of construction application under this section the Authority shall either
notify the applicant in writing that the application is complete
or notify the applicant in writing of all additional information
necessary to complete the ap_plication. Within thirty days of
receipt of a complete notice of construction application under
this section the Authority shall either issue an order of
approval or a proposed RACT determination for the proposed
project.
(d) Construction shall not "commence." on a project subject to review under this section until the Authority issues a
final order of approval. However. any notice of construction
application filed under this section shall be deemed to be
approved without conditions if the Authority takes no action
within thirty days of receipt of a complete notice of construction application.
(e) Approval to replace or substantially alter emission
control technology shall become invalid if construction is not
commenced within eighteen months after receipt of such
approval. if construction is discontinued for a period of eighteen months or more. or if construction is not completed
within a reasonable time. The Authority may extend the
eighteen-month period upon a satisfactory showing that an

NEW SECTION
SECTION 7.21 APPLICATION fROCESSING
(a) Within thirty days after receiving a notice of construction application. the Authority shall either notify the
applicant in writing that the application is complete or notify
the applicant in writing of all additional information necessary to complete the application.
(b) Within sixty days of receipt of a complete notice of
construction application. the Authority shall either issue a
final decision on the application per Section 7 .05 or initiate
public notice per Section 7 .04 on a proposed decision. followed as promptly as possible by a final decision.
(c) A person seeking approval to construct or modify a
source that requires an operating permit may elect to integrate review of the operating permit application or amendment required under RCW 70.94.161 and the notice of con[ 13]
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struction application 'required by this section. A notice of
construction application designated for integrated review
shall be processed in accordance with operating permit program procedures and deadlines in chapter 173-401 WAC. A
PSD application under WAC 173-400-141. a notice of construction application for a major modification (as defined in
Section 7 .17) in a nonattainment area or a notice of construction application for a major stationary source (as defined in
Section 7 .17) in a nonattainment area must also comply with
WAC 173-400-171.

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Aging and Adult Services Administration)
[Filed April 30, 2002, 4:34 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: April 24, 2002.
Purpose: Implements revisions of chapter 388-71 WAC
requirements for staff orientation in Medicaid home care and
processes for approval of instructors. New WAC 388-7105936 as proposed in WSR 01-23-072 is being withdrawn.
WAC 388-71-05936 as adopted was originally proposed as
WAC 388-71-05937. Also, the department will publish a
supplemental proposed rule-making notice and revised text
of new WAC 388-71-05949, originally proposed as WAC
388-71-05950, which was amended as a result of public comments. The department will accept written comments and
conduct a public hearing on revisions to this proposed rule.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order: ·
Repealing WAC 388-71-0525, 388-71-0530 and 388-710535; and amending WAC 388-71-0500, 388-71-0520, and
388-71-0540.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 74.39A
RCW, Long-term care services options-Expansion.
Other Authority: Chapter 121, Laws of2000.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 01-23-072 on
November 20, 2001.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: The following changes have been made in response ~
to public comments.
•

(d) Every final determination on a notice of construction
application shall be reviewed and signed prior to issuance by
a professional engineer or staff under the direct supervision
of a professional engineer in the employ of the Authority.
(e) If the new source is a major stationary source (as
defined in Section 7 .17) or the change is a major modification
(as defined in Section 7.17). the Authority shall:
(i) Submit any control technology determination
included in a final order of approval to the RACT/BACT/
LAER clearinghouse maintained by EPA: and
(ii) Send a copy of the final approval order to EPA.
Reviser's note: The typographical errors in the above material
occurred in the copy filed by the Olympic Air Pollution Control Authority
and appear in the Register pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.
Reviser's note: The spelling errors in the above material occurred in
the copy filed by the Olympic Air Pollution Control Authority and appear in
the Register pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

Rules as Proposed

Changes (additions underlined, deletions struck
through)

WAC 388-71-05910

Clarify that "client" in these WACs applies
"Client" means an individl).al 18 years or older.
who is receiving in-home services through Medic- only to adults.
aid personal care, COPES, or Chore programs. As
applicable, the term client also means the client's
legal guardian or other surrogate decision maker.
"Outcome based training" is a term used in
"Qa•eame besed •Feieieg" me1ms trniHiRg that
eases the €1:lffie1:1!1:1m eesigfl, eeRteflt, eeli't efy, afle the statute but not in the WAC, so it is
assessmeRt eR the speeifie ~fle•,•tleege, sl<ills, aRe deleted here.
eeha't'iSfS Reeeee te eemeflstrate eempeteRey.
Under Routine Interaction, "More than
"Routine interaction" means contact with resiinfrequently" was not clear writing. The
dents or clients that happens mere thaR iRfre
change should be more understandable.
Ejl:lefltl~· regularly.

Explanation of changes

1

WAC 388-71-05911

Permanent

Orientation provides basic introductory informaClarification.
tion appropriate to the in-home setting and population served. The department does not approve specific orientation programs, materials, or trainers for
home care agencies. Department-develoged orientation materials must be used for orientation of
individual groviders. No test is required for orienta ti on.
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Rules as Proposed
WAC 388-71-05912 (4)(a)

WAC 388-71-05915

WAC 388-71-05916(2)

WAC 388-71-05919

WAC 388-71-05920
WAC 388-71-05922

Changes (additions underlined, deletions struck
through)
Methods for supporting effective communication
among the client/guardian, the provider, and family members.
(6) (c) The provider's duty to reffttifl ffem iflteffef
iRg with protect and promote the rights of each client. and assist the client!s to exercise ef his or her
rights;
(d) How and to whom providers should report any
concerns they may have about a client's decision
concerning the client's care including the client's
case manager;
WAC 388-71-05915 What documentation is
required for orientation? The home care agency
or individual provider must maintain documentation of completion of orientation issued by the
home care agency, area agency on aging, or DSHS
office that provides the orientation, that includes:
( 1) A list of the specific information aBe skills
taught;
(2) Signatures of the instructor and trainee
indicating completion of the required information
Elfie skills;
(3) The trainee's date of employment;
(4) The location of the tfaiRiRg orientation;
and
(5) The date(s) of tfaiHiflg orientation.
(2) Individual providers must complete orientation
provided by DSHS or the area agency on aging
(AAA) no later than fourteen calendar days after
beginning to work with their first DSHS client.
Individual providers who live and are providing
care at a great distance from the DSHS or AAA
office may be oriented by distance learning, with
phone contact by the gerson overseeing the orientation to answer guestions. Orientation must be
provided by DSHS or area agency on aging (AAA)
staff.
What eet=e knowledge and skills must be taught
in basic training? TheBbasic training knowledge
and skills must include all of the learning outcomes
and comgetencies gublished by the department, for
the following core knowledge and skills: ....
.... The basic training outcomes and competencies
may be obtained from the DSHS Aging and Adult
Services Administration .
. . .as provided under WAC 388-7 l-QW4Q 05938
through 388- 71-~ 05944
Basic training must be documented by a certificate
of successful completion of training, issued by the
instructor or training entity, that includes:

[ 15]

Explanation of changes
Clarify that communication with a guardian, when there is one, is included in this
topic.
(6) (c) Clarify intention of teaching active
support of clients' rights, consistent with
orientation requirements for AFH and BH.
(d) Clarification pointing out the importance of the case manager.

Clarify who issues the documentation of
completion of orientation.
Clarify that orientation includes only
information, and does not include skills.
A number of people found it confusing to
refer to orientation as "training," so the
term is changed to "orientation."

Some individual providers (IPs) live, and
are providing care at a great distance from
a DSHS or AAA office. Those IPs may be
oriented by distance learning, with phone
contact by DSHS or AAA staff to answer
questions. This situation is unique to indivictual providers.

Clarifies that there are more detailed
learning outcomes published by the
department, in addition to the core know!edge and skills listed.
Explain where to get the outcomes and
competencies for basic training.
Reflects renumbering.
Clarify who issues the certificate.

Permanent
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Rules as Proposed

Changes (additions underlined, deletions struck Explanation of changes
through)

WAC 388-71-05924

Modified basic training is a subset of the basic
training curriculum designed for certain health care
workers defined in WAC 388-71-05929, ... Only
the training curriculum developed by DSHS may
be used for modified basic training.

Clarifications.

WAC 388-71-05925

Modified basic training must include the fellewiRg
all of the outcomes and com12etencies 12ublished by
DSHS for the following core knowledge and
skills: ...

Clarifies that there are more detailed
learning outcomes published by the
department, in addition to the core knowledge and skills listed.
·-

The modified basic outcomes and com12etencies
may !2e obtained from the DSHS Aging and Adult
Services Administration.
... as providedffi under WAC 388-71-~05938
through 388-71-g§.946 05944
Modified basic training must be documented by a
certificate of successful completion of training,
issued by the instructor or training entity, that
includes:
(1) Must possess a certificate ... within one hundred eighty days of beginning employment; and
(1) Must:
(a) Possess a certificate of successfully completing
modified basic training or the modified basic challenge test, within one hundred eighty days of
beginning employment, and have documentation
that the parent has received individualized or other
specific instruction on the care of the adult child; or
(b) Pass Hte D8H8 ekalleRge test; er
fe1 ® Possess a certificate of successfully completing basic training or the basic training challenge test.
(2) Is exempt from the orientation and continuing
education requirements if the 12arent 12rovides cari,:
only for his or her own adult child.
(1) Individual providers and home care agency
providers must complete at least ten hours of continuing education each calendar year (January 1
through December 31) after the year in which they
successfully com12lete basic or modified basic
training.
Section deleted and withdrawn as proposed in
WSR 01-23-072. See new WAC 388-71-036
below.

Explain where to get the outcomes and
competencies for basic training.

WAC 388-71-05926
WAC 388-71-05928

WAC 388-71-05930
WAC 388-71-05931

WAC 388-71-05933

WAC 388-71-05936

Permanent
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Reflects renumbering; make wording consistent with other sections.
Clarify who issues the certificate of sue~
cessful completion.

Clarify that both (1) and (2) must be met.
(1) Clarify that taking a class or the challenge test for that class meets the requirements.
(2) Clarify that this applies only if the parent provides care only for his or her own
adult child.

Clarification of when CE requirement
begins, based on changes in the statute
made in SHB 2707, 2002 legislative session.

Change in the law made this unnecessary
and inaccurate.

Washington State Register, Issue 02-11
Rules as Proposed

Changes (additions underlined, deletions struck
through)

Explanation of changes

WAC # as Prouosed
WAC 388-71-05937
WAC 388-71-05938
WAC 388-71-05939
WAC 388-71-05940
WAC 388-71-05941
WAC 388-71-05942
WAC 388-71-05943
WAC 388-71-05944
WAC 388-71-05945
WAC 388-71-05946
WAC 388-71-05947
WAC 388-71-05948
WAC 388-71-05949
WAC 388-71-05950
WAC 388-71-05951
WAC 388-71-05952
WAC 388-71-05953
WAC 388-71-05938

WAC # as Adouted
WAC 388-71-05936
WAC 388-71-05937
WAC 388-71-05938
WAC 388-71-05939
WAC 388-71-05940
WAC 388-71-05941
WAC 388-71-05942
WAC 388-71-05943
WAC 388-71-05944
WAC 388-71-05945
WAC 388-71-05946
WAC 388-71-05947
WAC 388-71-05948
WAC 388-71-05949
WAC 388-71-05950
WAC 388-71-05951
WAC 388-71-05952
WAC 388-71-05937 & Home care individual providers must provide DSHS or the area agency on
aging with f}feef documentation of completion of
continuing education credits.
WAC 388-71-05938 9 Competency testing, includ· ing challenge testing, ...

Editing and renumbering.

WAC 388-71-05939
WAC 388-71-05941

WAC 388-71-05943

WAC 388-71-05945

WAC 388-71-05946

WAC 3 88-71-05940 +lndi victuals who perform
competency testing must have doet1mentable documented experience or training in assessing competencies.
WAC 388-71-05942 ~How must competency test
administration be standardized? To standardize
competency test administration ...
WAC 388-71-05944 ~ A competency test that is
part of a course may be taken twice ... administered. If a challenge test is available for a course, it
may be taken only once. If the test is failed, the
uerson must take the classroom course.
WAC 388-71-05945 e The instructor or training
entity is responsible for:

[ 17]
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Clarification.

Clarify that challenge testing is included
in references to competency testing.
Edit.

Clarification.

Differentiate testing procedures for testing
as part of a class, and challenge testing.

Where there is an educational entity such
as a community college or private business that provides training, the training
entity holds some of these responsibilities.

Permanent
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Rules as Proposed
WAC 388-71-05947

WAC 388-71-05948

WAC 388-71-05950

WAC 388-71-05952

WAC 388-71-05953

WAC 388-71-0500

WAC 388-71-0520

WAC 388-71-0540

Permanent
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Changes (additions underlined, deletions struck
through)
WAC 388-71-05946.'.7DSHS contracts with area agencies on aging
(AAA) or other entities to conduct orientation,
basic, modified basic, and continuing education
training programs for individual providers and
home care agency providers. The AAA training
entity must approve any instructor under contract
with the AAA entity to conduct training programs.
The AAM entity's contractors must meet the minimum qualifications for instructors under this
chapter and any additional qualifications established through the AAM entity's contracting procedures.
WAC 388-71-05947 8 WlteB eCan DSHS or the
AAA not approve an instructor?
(1) DSHS ... programs. No administrative remedies are available to dispute DSHS' or the AAA's
decision not to accept an offer. except as may be
provided through the contracting process.
WAC 388-71-05949 SQ Not included.

WAC 388-71-05951 ~What must be included in
a class on pPieeiples af adult education tlteapy
eed pPeetiee? A class on adult education theeryaREI flFiRei13les must include ...
WAC 388-71-05952 ~
( 1) Training. including all breaks. must not exceed
eight hours within a lli!y tweRty fe1:1F he1:1F fleFiea;

Explanation of changes
DSHS contracts with other educational
entities besides AAAs.

This change clarifies that the applicable
contracting procedure determines what
remedies may be available.

The department will publish a supplementa! proposed rule-making notice and
revised text of proposed new WAC 38871-05950, which was amended as a result
of public comments. The department will
accept written comments and conduct a
public hearing on revisions to this proposed rule.
Editing.

Clarify "training" to include instruction or
testing time plus breaks.

Correct numbering.
What is the purpose of WAC 388-71-0500
through ~88 71 9S89 05952? A clientllegal representative may choose an individual provider or a
home care agency provider. The intent of WAC
388-71-0500 through 388 710580388-7105952 ...
An individual provider or a home care agency pro- Correct numbering.
vider for an adult client must meet the training
requirements in WAC 388-71-05910 through 38871-05952.
Correct numbering.
(6) Does not successfully complete the training
requirements within the time limits required in
WAC 388-71-05910 through 388-71-05952; ...

[ 18]
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pertaiR to sen·iees proYided iR aR iR home settiRg iRcl1:1diRg,
01:1t Rot limitea to:
(a) ClieRt's rights;
(0) PersoRal eare (sueh as traRsfers or skiR eare);
(e) MeRtal illRess;
(d) DemeRtia;
(e) DepressioR;
(f) MedieatioR assistaRee;
(g) Comm1:1Rieatiofl skills;
(h) AlternatiYes to restFBiflts;
(I) AetiYities for elieRt5; aRd
(3) ProYiae the departmeRt/AAA with proof of eomple
tiOR of €0RtiRHiRg ed1:1eation creaits.))

Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 42, Amended 3,
Repealed 3.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 42, Amended 3, Repealed 3; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
April 24, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-11-019,
filed 5/4/01, effective 6/4/01) ·
WAC 388-71-0540 When will the department or
AAA deny payment for services of an individual provider
or home care agency provider? The department or AAA
will deny payment for the services of an individual provider
or home care agency provider who:
(1) Is the client's spouse, per 42 C.F.A. 441.360(g),
except in the case of an individual provider for a Chore services client. Note: For Chore espousal providers, the department pays a rate not to exceed the amount of a one-person
standard for a continuing general assistance grant, per WAC
388-478-0030;
(2) ls the natural/step/adoptive parent of a minor client
aged seventeen or younger receiving services under this
chapter;
(3) Has been convicted of a disqualifying crime, under
R.W. 43.43.830 and 43.43.842 or of a crime relating to drugs
as defined in R.W. 43.43.830;
(4) Has abused, neglected, abandoned, or exploited a
minor or vulnerable adult, as defined in chapter 74.34 R.W.;
(5) Has had a license, certification, or a contract for the
care of children or vulnerable adults denied, suspended,
revoked, or terminated for noncompliance with state and/or
federal regulations;
(6) Does not successfully complete the training requirements within the time limits required in WAC ((388 71
G£Q)) 388-71-05910 through 388-71-05952;
(7) Is already meeting the client's needs on an informal
basis, and the client's assessment or reassessment does not
identify any unmet need; and/or
(8) Is terminated by the client (in the case of an individual provider) or by the home care agency (in the case of an
agency provider).
(9) In addition, the department or AAA may deny payment to or terminate the contract of an individual provider as
provided under WAC 388-7 1-0546, 388-71-0551, and 38871-0556.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-11-019,
filed 5/4/01, effective 6/4/01)
WAC 388-71-0500 What is the purpose of WAC 38871-0500 through ((388 71 QS8Q)) 388-71-05952? A client/legal representative may choose an individual provider or
a home care agency provider. The intent of WAC 388-710500 through ((388 71 0580)) 388-71-05952 is to describe
the:
( 1) Qualifications of an individual provider, as defined in
WAC 388-15-202 (25) and (26);
(2) Qualifications of a home care agency provider, as
defined in WAC 388-15-202(2) and chapter 246-336 WAC;
(3) Conditions under which the department or the area
agency on aging (AAA) will pay for the services of an individual provider or a home care agency provider_;
(4) Training requirements for an individual provider and
home care agency provider.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 00-03-043,
filed 1/13/00, effective 2113/00)
WAC 388-71-0520 Are there ((edHeetieaal)) training
requirements for an individual provider or a home care
agency provider of an adult client? ((TheFe aFe ed1:1eati0Ral
req1:1iremeRts for aR)) An individual provider or a home care
agency ((employee)) provider for an adult client must meet
the training requirements in WAC 388-71-05910 through
388-71-05952. ((They m1:1st:
(l) Possess a eertifieate of s1:1eeessfoll)' eompletiRg
departmeRt aesigRated fHRdameRta)s Of eare giviRg tFBiRiRg
withiR ORe hHRdFed BRS tweRty da)'S afteF eegiRRiRg emplO)'
ffl:eflt;-

(2) Complete a miRim1:1m of teR hems of €0RtiRHiRg ea1:1
eatioR ereaits eaeh ealeRaar year followiRg the year iR whieh
the fHRaameRtals of eare giYiRg traiRiRg is takeR. 0Re ho1:1r of
eompleted iRstrnetioR eq1:1als oRe ho1:1r of eredit OR topies that

Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published
above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use
of these markings.
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(1) The care setting;

REPEALER

(2) The characteristics and special needs of the popula- ~
•
tion served;
(3) Fire and life safety, including:
(a) Emergency communication (including phone system
if one exists);
(b) Evacuation planning (including fire alarms and fire
extinguishers where they exist);
(c) Ways to handle client injuries and falls or other acci- ·
dents;
(d) Potential risks to clients or providers (for instance,
aggressive client behaviors and how to handle then:i); and
(e) The location of agency policies and procedures, when
orientation takes place in a home care agency.
(4) Communication skills and information, including:
(a) Methods for supporting effective communication
among the client/guardian, the provider, and family members;
(b) Use of verbal and nonverbal communication;
(c) Review of written communications and/or documentation required for the job, including the client's service plan;
and
(d) Whom to contact about problems and concerns ..
(5) Universal precautions and infection control, including:
(a) Proper hand washing techniques;
(b) Protection from exposure to blood and other body ~
~
fluids;
(c) Appropriate disposal of contaminated/hazardous articles;
(d) Reporting exposure to contaminated articles, blood,
or other body fluids; and
(e) What a provider should do if they are ill.
(6) Client rights, including:
(a) The client's right to confidentiality of information
about the client;
(b) The client's right to participate in decisions about the
client's care, and to refuse care;
(c) The provider's duty to protect and promote the rights
of each client, and assist the client to exercise his or her
rights;
(d) How and to whom providers should report any concerns they may have about a client's decision concerning the
client's care, including the client's case manager;
(e) Providers' duty to report any suspected abuse, abandonment, neglect, or exploitation of a client;
(f) Advocates that are available to help clients (LTC
ombudsmen, organizations); and
(g) Complaint lines, hot lines, and client grievance procedures.

The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 388-71-0525

Are there any exemptions
from the training requirements?

WAC 388-71-0530

Are there special rules about
training for parents who are
the individual providers of
division of developmental
disabilities (DID) adult children?

WAC 388-71-0535

Are there special rules about
training for parents who are
.the individual providers of
non-DID adult children?

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05910 What definitions apply to WAC
388-71-05911 through 388-71-05952? "Client" means an
individual age eighteen or older, receiving in-home services
through Medicaid personal care, COPES, or Chore programs.
As applicable, the term client also means the client's legal
guardian or other surrogate decision maker.
"Competency" means the minimum level of information and skill trainees are required to know and be able to
demonstrate.
"DSHS" refers to the department of social and health
services.
"Learning outcomes" means the specific information,
skills and behaviors desired of the learner as a result of a specific unit of instruction, such as what they would learn by the
end of a single class or an entire course. Leaming outcomes
are generally identified with a specific lesson plan or curriculum.
"Routine interaction" means contact with clients that
happens regularly.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05911 What is orientation? Orientation
provides basic introductory information appropriate to the inhome setting and population served. The department does
not approve specific orientation programs, materials, or trainers for home care agencies. Department-developed orientation materials must be used for orientation of individual providers. No test is required for orientation.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05912 What content must be included
in an orientation? Orientation may include the use of videotapes, audiotapes, and other media if the person overseeing
the orientation is available to answer questions or concerns
for the person(s) receiving the orientation. Orientation must
include introductory information in the following areas:
Permanent

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05913 Is competency testing required
for orientation? There is no competency testing required for
orientation.
[ 20]
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NEW SECTION
. WAC 388-71-05914 Is there a challenge test for orientation? There is no challenge test for orientation.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05915 What documentation is required
for orientation? The home care agency or individual provider must maintain documentation of completion of orientation, issued by the home care agency, area agency on aging,
or DSHS office that provides the orientation, that includes:
(1) The trainee's name;
(2) A list of the specific. information taught;
(3) Signature of the person. overseeing the orientation
indicating completion of the required information;
(4) The trainee's date of employment;
(5) The locatiOn of the orientation; and
(6) The date(s) of orientation.
NEW SECTION
WAC388-71-05916 Who is required to complete orientation, and when must it be completed? (1) Home_care
agency providers must complete orientation before ~orking
with the agency's clients. Orientation must be provided by
appropriate agency staff.
(2) Individual providers must complete orientation provided by DSHS or the area agency on aging (AAA) no later
than fourteen calendar days after beginning to work with
their first DSHS client. Individual providers who live and are
providing care at a great distance from the DSHS or AAA
office may be oriented by distance learning, with phone contact by the person overseeing the orientation to answer questions.
(3) Parents who are individual providers for their adult
children are exempt from the orientation requirement.

competencies published by the department for the following
core knowledge and skills:
(1) Understanding and using effective interpersonal and
problem solving skills with clients, family members, and
other care team members;
(2) Taking appropriate action to promote and protect client rights, dignity, and independence;
(3) Taking appropriate action to promote and protect the
health and safety of the client and the caregiver;
(4) Correctly performing required personal care tasks
while incorporating client preferences, maintaining the client's privacy and dignity, and creating opportunities that
encourage client independence;
(5) Adhering to basic job standards and expectations.
The basic training learning outcomes and competencies may
be obtained from the DSHS Aging and Adult Services
Administration.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05920 Is competency testing required
for basic training? Competency testing is required for basic
training as provided under WAC 388-71-05938 through 38871-05944.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05921 Is there a challenge test for basic
training? Individuals may take the DSHS challenge test
instead of the required training. If a person does not pass a
challenge test on the first attempt, they may not re-take the
challenge test and must attend a class.
NEW SECTION
· WAC 388-71-05922 What documentation is required
for successful completion of basic training? Basic training
must be documented by a certificate of successful completion
of training, issued by. the instructor or training entity, that
includes:
( 1) The name of the trainee;
(2) The name of the training;
(3) The location of the training;
(4) The instructor's name and signature; and
(5) The date(s) of training.
The trainee must retain the original certificate. A home
care agency must keep a copy of the certificate on file. An
individual provider must give a copy of the certificate to
DSHS or area agency on aging.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05917 What is basic training? Basic
training includes the core knowledge and skills that providers
need to provide personal care services effectively and safely.
Only the training curriculum developed by DSHS may be
used for basic training.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05918 Is there an alternative to the
basic training for some health care workers? Certain
health care workers may complete the modified basic training
instead of basic training if they meet the requirements in
WAC 388-71-05929.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05919 What core knowledge and skills
must be taught in basic training? The basic training knowledge and skills must include all of the learning outcomes and

WSR 02-10-117

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05923 Who is required to complete
basic training, and when? Individual providers and home
care agency providers must complete department-developed
basic training and demonstrate competency within one hundred twenty days after beginning to work with their first
DSHS client.
[ 21 J
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The trainee must retain the original certificate. A home
care agency must keep a copy of their employees' certificates ~
on file. An individual provider must give a copy to DSHS or •
area agency on aging.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05924 What is modified basic training?
Modified basic training is a subset of the basic training curriculum designed for certain health care workers defined in
WAC 3 88-71-05929, whose previous training includes many
of the competencies taught in the full basic training. Only the
training curriculum developed by DSHS may be used for
modified basic training.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05929 Who may take modified basic
training instead of the full basic training? Modified basic
training may be taken, instead of the full basic training, by a
person who can document they have successfully completed
training as a registered or licensed practical nurse, certified
nursing assistant, physical therapist, occupational therapist,
or Medicare-certified home health aide. In addition, modified basic training may be taken by a natural, step, or adoptive parent who is the individual provider for his or her adult
child who is not receiving services through DSHS' division of
developmental disabilities.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05925 What knowledge and skills must
be included in modified basic training? Modified basic
training must include all of the learning outcomes and competencies published by DSHS for the following core knowledge and skills:
(1) Client rights, including mandatory reporting requirements;
(2) Medication assistance regulations;
(3) Nurse delegation regulations;
(4) Assessment and observations in home and community settings;
(5) Documentation in home and community settings;
(6) Service planning in home and community care settings;
(7) Resource information, including information on continuing education; and
(8) Self-directed care regulations.
The modified basic learning outcomes and competencies
may be obtained from the DSHS aging and adult services
administration.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05930 What are the training requirements and exemptions for parents who are individual
providers for their adult children receiving services
through DDD? A natural, step, or adoptive parent who is the
individual provider for his or her adult child who is receiving
services through DSHS' division of developmental disabili~
ties (DDD):
( 1) Must possess a certificate of successfully completing •
a six-hour DDD-approved training or a specially designed
DSHS-approved training within one hundred eighty days of
beginning employment; and
(2) Is exempt from the orientation, basic training, and
continuing education requirements if the parent provides care
only for his or her own adult child.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05926 Is competency testing required
for modified basic training? Competency testing is required
for modified basic training as provided under WAC 388-7105938 through 388-71-05944.

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 388-71-05931 What are the training requirements and exemptions for parents who are individual
providers for their adult children who do not receive services through DDD? A natural, step, or adoptive parent who
is the individual provider for his or her adult child who is not
receiving services through DSHS' division of developmental
disabilities:
(1) Must:
(a) Possess a certificate of successfully completing modified basic training or the modified basic challenge test within
one hundred eighty days of beginning employment, and have
documentation that the parent has received individualized or
other specific instruction on the care of the adult child; or
(b) Possess a certificate of successfully completing basic
training or the basic training challenge test.
(2) Is exempt from the orientation and continuing education requirements if the parent provides care only for his or
her own adult child.

WAC 388-71-05927 Is there a challenge test for modified basic training? Individuals may take the department's
challenge test instead of the required training. If a person
does not pass a challenge test on the first attempt, they may
not re-take the challenge test and must attend the class.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05928 What documentation is required
for successful completion of modified basic training?
Modified basic training must be documented by a certificate
of successful completion of training, issued by the instructor
or training entity, that includes:
( 1) The name of the trainee;
(2) The name of the training;
(3) The location of the training;
(4) The instructor's name and signature; and
(5) The date(s) of training.
Permanent
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WAC 388-71-05932 What is continuing education?
Continuing education is additional caregiving-related training designed to increase and keep current a person's knowledge and skills. DSHS does not pre-approve continuing education programs or instructors.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05933 How many hours of continuing
education are required each year? (1) Individual providers
and home care agency providers must complete at least ten
hours of continuing education each calendar year (January 1
through December 31) after the year in which they successfully complete basic or modified basic training.
(2) One hour of completed classroom instruction or other
form of training (such as a video or on-line course) equals
one hour of continuing education.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05934 What kinds of training topics
are required for continuing education? Continuing education must be on a topic relevant to the care setting and care
needs of clients, including but not limited to:
(1) Client rights;
(2) Personal care (such as transfers or skin care);
(3) Mental illness;
(4) Dementia;
(5) Developmental disabilities;
(6) Depression;
(7) Medication assistance;
(8) Communication skills;
(9) Positive client behavior support;
(10) Developing or improving client centered activities;
(11) Dealing with wandering or aggressive client behaviors; and
( 12) Medical conditions.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05935 Is competency testing required
for continuing education? Competency testing is not
required for continuing education.

WSR 02-10-117

(a) The trainee's name;
(b) The title or content of the training;
(c) The instructor's name or the name of the video, online class, professional journal, or equivalent instruction
materials completed;
(d) The number of hours of training; and
(e) The date(s) of training.
(2) Home care individual providers must provide DSHS
or the area agency on aging with documentation of completion of continuing education credits.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05938 What is competency testing?
Competency testing, including challenge testing, is evaluating a trainee to determine if they can demonstrate the
required level of skill, knowledge, and/or behavior with
respect to the identified learning outcomes of a particular
course.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05939 What components must competency testing include? Competency testing must include the
following components:
(1) Skills demonstration of ability to perform and/or
implement specific caregiving approaches, and/or activities
as appropriate for the training;
(2) Written evaluation to show knowledge of the learning outcomes included in the training; and
(3) A scoring guide for the tester with clearly stated scoring criteria and minimum proficiency standards.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05940 What experience or training
must individuals have to be able to perform competency
testing? Individuals who perform competency testing must
have documented expe~ience or training in assessing competencies.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05941 What training must include the
DSHS-developed competency test? Basic anq modified
basic training must include the DSHS-developed competency
test.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05936 May basic or modified basic
training be completed a second time and used to meet the
continuing education requirement? Re-taking basic or
modified basic training may not be used to meet the continuing education requirement. _

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05942 How must competency test
administration be standardized? To standardize competency test administration, testing must include the following
components:
(1) An instructor for the course who meets all minimum
qualifications for the course he or she teaches must oversee
all testing; and
(2) The tester must follow DSHS guidelines for:
(a) The maximum length oftime allowed for testing;

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05937 What are the documentation
requirements for continuing education? ( 1) The home care
agency or individual provider must maintain documentation
of continuing education including:
[ 23]
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(b) The amount and nature of instruction given to students before beginning a test;
(c) The amount of assistance to students allowed during
testing;
(d) The accommodation guidelines for students with disabilities; and
(e) Accessibility guidelines for students with limited
English proficiency.

entity must approve any instructor under contract with the
entity to conduct training programs. The entity's contractors
must meet the minimum qualifications for instructors under
this chapter and any additional qualifications established
through the entity's contracting procedures.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05947 Can DSHS or the AAA «l:eny or
terminate a contact with an instructor or training entity?
(1) DSHS or an area agency on aging (AAA), as applicable,
may determine not to accept an offer by a person or organization ~eeking .a contract with DSHS or the AAA tq conduct
training programs. No administrative remedies are available
to dispute DSHS' or the AAA's decision not to accept an
offer, except as may be provided through the contracting process.
(2) DSHS or the AAA may terminate any training contract in accordance with the terms of the contract. The contractor's administrative remedies shall be limited to those
specified in the contract.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05943 What form of identification
must providers show a tester before taking a competency
or challenge test? Providers must show a tester photo identification before taking a competency test (or challenge test,
when applicable) for basic or modified basic training.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05944 How many times may a competency test be taken? (1) A competency test that is part of a
course may be taken twice. If the test is failed a second time,
the person must re-take the course before any additional tests
are administered.
(2) If a challenge test is available for a course, it may be
taken only once. If the test is failed, the person must take the
classroom course.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05948 What is a guest speaker, and
what are the minimum qualifications to be a guest
speaker for basic training? Guest speakers for basic training programs teach a specific subject in which they have
expertise, under the supervision of the instructor. The guest
speaker must have, as minimum qualifications, an appropriate background and experience that demonstrates that the
guest speaker has expertise on the topic he or she will teach.
The instructor must select guest speakers that meet the minimum qualifications,' and maintain documentation of this
background. DSHS does not approve guest speakers.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05945 What are an instructor's or
training entity's responsibilities? The instructor or training
entity is responsible for:
· (1) Coordinating and teaching classes;
(2) Assuring that the curriculum used is taught as
designed;
(3) Selecting qualified guest speakers where applicable;
(4) Administering or overseeing the administration of
DSHS competency and challenge tests;
(5) Maintaining training records including student tests
and attendance records for a minimum of six years;
(6) Reporting training data to DSHS in DSHS-identified
time frames; and
(7) Issuing or re-issuing training certificates to students.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05950 What must be included in a class
on adult education? A class on adult education must include
content, student practice, and evaluation of student skills by
the instructor in:
(1) Adult education theory and practice principles;
(2) Instructor facilitation techniques;
(3) Facilitating learning activities for adults;
(4) Administering competency testing; and
(5) Working with adults with special training needs (for
example, English as a second language or learning and literacy issues).

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05946 Must instructors be approved by
DSHS or an AAA? (1) DSHS must approve any instructor
under contract with DSHS to conduct basic or modified basic
training classes using the training curricula developed by
DSHS. DSHS may select contracted instructors using any
applicable contracting procedures. Contractors must meet
the minimum qualifications for instructors under this chapter
and any additional qualifications established through the contracting procedure.
(2) DSHS contracts with area agencies on aging (AAA)
or other entities to conduct orientation, basic, modified basic,
and continuing education training programs for individual
providers and home care agency providers. The training
Permanent

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05951 What physical resources are
required for basic or modified basic classroom training
and testing? ( 1) Classroom facilities used for basic or modified basic classroom training must be accessible to trainees
and provide adequate space for learning activities, comfort,
lighting, lack of disturbance, and tools for effective teaching
and learning such as white boards and flip charts. Appropri[ 24]
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Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
April 29, 2002
Jay P. Weber
Executive Director

ate supplies and equipment must be provided for teaching
and practice of caregiving skills in the class being taught.
(2) Testing sites must provide adequate space for testing,
comfort, lighting, and lack of disturbance appropriate for the
written or skills test being conducted. Appropriate supplies
and equipment necessary for the particular test must be provided.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-05-009,
filed 2/8/01, effective 3/11/0 l)
WAC 136-130-030 Project prioritization in Puget
Sound region (PSR). Each county in the PSR may submit
projects requesting RAT A funds not to exceed 80% of the
forecasted regional apportionment. Each project shall be
rated in accordance with the PSR RAP rating procedures. The
PSR funding period shall allot a minimum of25% of the forecasted regional apportionment to projects on roads classified
as major collectors (07) or minor collectors (08). ((P8R RAP

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-71-05952 What standard training practices must be maintained for basic or modified basic classroom training and testing? The following training standards must be maintained for basic or modified basic classroom training and testing:
(1) Training, including all breaks, must not exceed eight
hours within one day;
(2) Training provided in short time segments must
include an entire unit, skill or concept;
(3) Training must include regular breaks; and
(4) Students attending a classroom training must not be
expected to leave the class to attend to job duties, except in an
emergency.

ratiHg f)OifltS shall Se assigHed OH the easis of tWeflt)' tJOifltS
for traffic Yolume, tweHty five tJOiHts for accideHt history, fif
teeH poiHts for structural coHditioH, tweHty five poiHts for
geometric cOHditioH, aHd fifteeH tJOiHts for special use aHd
Heeth))

PSR RAP maximum rating points for the three project
types shall be assigned based on the following:
Project Type:
Road Intersection Bridge
Rating Criteria:
20
20
20
Traffic Volume
25
25
25
Accident History
20
Structure
2
12
20
25
35
Geometry
Special Road Usage
12
12.
12
100
100
100
TOT AL POINTS
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COUNTY ROAD
ADMINISTRATION BOARD
[Filed May 2, 2002, 1:45 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: April 18, 2002.
Purpose: Amends WAC 136-130-030 Project prioritization in the Puget Sound region and 136-130-070 Project prioritization in the southwest region.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending Title 136 WAC.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 36.79 RCW.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-06-105 on March
5, 2002.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.

Bridge category projects that will not replace the structure must have federal funds committed to them prior to submittal for RATA funding.
Prioritization of PSR projects shall be on the basis of
total PSR RAP rating points shown on the project worksheet
and the prospectus forlJl of the project application.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-05-009,
filed 2/8/01, effective 3/ 11/0 l)
WAC 136-130-070 Project prioritization in southwest region (SWR). Each county in the SWR may submit
projects requesting RATA funds not to exceed thirty percent
of the forecasted SWR biennial apportionment. No bridge
replacement projects will be funded. Each project shall be
rated in accordance with the SWR RAP rating procedures.
SWR RAP rating points shall be assigned on the basis of fifty
road condition points, consisting of twenty-five points for
structural condition and twenty-five points for surface condition, fifty points for geometrics, ten points for traffic volume
and ten points for traffic accidents, except that portland
cement concrete surfaces and asphalt surfaces with cement
concrete bases shall have fifty points for road surface condition and no points for structural condition and except that
gravel roads shall have ((thirty fr.•e)) fifty points maximum
for surface condition, and fifteen points maximum for road[ 25]
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NEW SECTION

bed width in geometrics and no other geometric points. Prioritization of SWR projects shall be on the basis of total SWR
RAP rating points shown on the project worksheets and the
prospectus form of the project application.

WAC 308-103-020 Definitions. As used in this chapter, ~
•
unless the context requires otherwise, the term:
(1) "Department" refers to the department of licensing;
(2) "Hearing" means a formal hearing as authorized and
conducted pursuant to RCW 46.20.308(8);
(3) "Hearing office" refers to the physical location from
which a hearing officer conducts hearings under RCW
46.20.308. Where appropriate, the term "hearing office" also
refers to the staff assigned to a hearing office;
(4) "Hearing officer" means a person who is appointed
by the director of the department to conduct hearings under
RCW 46.20.308;
(5) "Legal representative" means· an attorney licensed
and authorized to practice law in the state of Washington;
(6) "Petitioner" refers to a driver subject to the provisions ofRCW 46.20.308 who has requested a hearing;
(7) "Sworn report" means the document completed and
filed with the department by the arresting officer in accordance with RCW 46.20.308 (6)(e), and which confers jurisdiction upon the department.

WSR 02-11-011

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed May 3, 2002, 11:09 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 3, 2002.
Purpose: Adopts rules of procedure for hearings relating
to proposed driver's license suspensions, revocations, and
denials resulting from arrests for driving while under the
influence of liquor or any drug.
Citation of Existing- Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 308-08-600.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 46.01.110 and
46.20.308.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 01-21-109 on October 23, 2001.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: Deleted reference to waiver of rules in WAC 308103-010. Definition of the term "fax" deleted from WAC
308-103-020, and the subsequent subsections renumbered.
The department finds that these changes do not make the final
adopted rules substantially different from the proposed rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 19, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 19,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 3, 2002
Denise M. Movius
Assistant Director

NEW SECTION
WAC 308-103~030 Computation of time. In computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by any applicable statute or rule, the day of the act, event, or default after
which the designated period of time begins to run is not to be
included. The last day of the period so computed is to be
included, unless it is a Saturday, Sunday, or a legal holiday,
in which event the period runs until the end of the next day
which is neither a Saturday, Sunday, nor a holiday. When the
period of time prescribed or allowed is less than seven days,
intermediate Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays shall be
excluded in the computation. Nothing contained herein is
intended to extend the statutory requirement that a hearing be
held within sixty days of a petitioner's arrest.
NEW SECTION

WAC 308-103-040 Requests for hearings. The request
for a hearing shall be in compliance with the following
requirements:
(1) The petitioner must file his or her formal request for
hearing:
(a) Within thirty days of arrest if the petitioner submitted
to a breath test;
(b) Within thirty days of arrest if the petitioner is alleged
to have refused the breath or blood test; or
(c) Within thirty days of the date notice of the department's intention to suspend, revoke, or deny the petitioner's
license, permit, or privilege to drive is given in the event
notice is given by the department following a blood test;
(2) If a request for hearing is mailed, it must be received
by the department within seven days of the date the request
was postmarked in order to be considered timely under this ~
section. This provision may be waived if the request is ~
received by the department within thirty days of the date of
arrest, or within thirty days of the date notice is given in the

Chapter 308-103 WAC
RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR HEARINGS
CONDUCTED UNDER RCW 46.20.308
NEW SECTION
WAC 308-103-010 Applicability. These rules apply to
hearings conducted pursuant to RCW 46.20.308.
Permanent
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event notice is given by the department following a blood
• test, or if the petitioner and the department agree to a wavier
of the sixty-day hearing requirement;
(3) The request for a hearing shall be in writing. The
petitioner may use the form provided by the department for
this purpose or any other writing;
(4) The hearing request form provided by the department
shall include a statement that if the parties or witness( es) are
hearing or speech impaired and/or non-English speaking, a
qualified interpreter will be appointed at no cost to the parties
or witnesses. The form shall include a section where the petitioner may request an interpreter and where he or she may
identify the language and/or nature of the interpretive services needed;
(5) The request for hearing shall include the following
information with respect to the petitioner:
(a) Full name;
(b) Mailing address;
(c) Daytime telephone number, including area code;
(d) Date of birth; and
(e) Driver's license number;
(6) If petitioner will have legal representation at the
administrative hearing, the request shall also include the legal
representative's name, mailing address, and daytime telephone number, including area code;
(7) The request for hearing shall be submitted to the
• Department of Licensing, Driver Services Division, Hearings
& Interviews, P.O. Box 9031, Olympia, Washington 985079031;
(8) The written request for hearing shall be accompanied
by a filing fee of one hundred dollars, unless the petitioner is
entitled to a waiver of the filing fee because of indigence, in
which case a request and justification for the fee waiver shall
accompany the hearing request;
(9) A petitioner who has been denied a court-appointed
attorney on the underlying related criminal charge because he
or she is deemed "not indigent" is not eligible for a fee
waiver;
( 10) Indigence may be established as follows:
(a) Written verification of court-appointed legal counsel
on the associated underlying criminal charge;
(b) Written verification of current involuntary commitment to a public mental health facility;
(c) Verification of current receipt of general assistance,
temporary assistance for needy families, refugee resettlement
benefits, food stamps, supplemental security income, or
Medicaid; or
(d) Submission and approval of the department's "Application for Waiver of Hearing Fee" form;
(11) Failure to timely submit a hearing request and/or
failure to include the filing fee or application for waiver with
the hearing request shall be deemed a waiver of the peti• tioner's right to a hearing; and
(12) If a request for hearing is denied, the department
shall notify the petitioner and the petitioner's legal representative, if any, stating the reason(s) for denial.

I'

WAC 308-103-050 Scheduling-Notice of hearing.

(1) Upon receipt of a request for a hearing, the department

shall schedule a telephone hearing to be held within sixty
days following arrest, or sixty days following the date notice
of the department's intention to suspend, revoke, or deny the
petitioner's license, permit, or privilege to drive is given in
the event notice is given by the department following a blood
test.
(2} The petitioner or petitioner's legal representative may
state a preferred range of hearing dates or unavailable dates.
To the extent that such requests can be accommodated within
the applicable time limits and hearing officer availability, the
department will attempt to do so.
(3) The department shall provide ten days written notice
to the petitioner or petitioner's legal representative of the
scheduled date and time of the hearing.
(4) The department's scheduling notice will include the
assigned hearing office(r)'s name, address, and phone number; a statement of the issues; the procedure for requesting
subpoena(s); the policy on continuances; and other information concerning the administrative hearing. The department's
notice will also include a telephone number and a TDD number that any party or witness may call to request special
accommodations.
(5) The petitioner or petitioner's legal representative may
request that all or part of the hearing be conducted "in person." Such request should be directed to the assigned hearing
office(r) immediately upon receipt of the scheduling notice.
The hearing office(r) will have the sole discretion to grant or
deny this request, and may require a waiver of the sixty-day
hearing requirement as a condition to granting the request.
Considerations will include whether the hearing officer can
be available in the petitioner's county of arrest on the scheduled date of the hearing, the number and location of witnesses, and the basis of this request.
(6) Each party shall ensure that his or her address and
telephone number on file is correct and shall immediately
notify the department and/or hearing officer of any change of
address or telephone number that occurs during the course of
the proceeding.
(7) The administrative hearing may be reassigned to a
different hearing officer without notice to the parties because
of scheduling conflicts, illness, injuries, unavailability, or
emergencies.

I'

NEW SECTION
WAC 308-103-060 Notice of appearance. If a petitioner has legal representation at the administrative hearing,
the department shall be provided with the legal representative's name, address, and telephone number. The department
may require the legal representative to file a written notice of
appearance or to provide documentation that an absent petitioner has authorized the legal representative to appear on the
party's behalf. The legal representative shall file a written
notice of appearance and shall file a notice of withdrawal
upon withdrawal of representation.

I'
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ing and the department will issue the previously stayed order
of suspension or revocation.
.
~
(2) If the petitioner elects to withdraw his or her request ,.
for a hearing, he or she shall notify the department in writing
of his or her intent to do so. Upon receiving such a request
for a withdrawal, the department shall proceed with the
administrative action against the petitioner's driving license.

WAC 308-103-070 Continuances. (1) After a hearing
has been scheduled, it may be continued, rescheduled, or
adjourned only at the discretion of the hearing officer.
(2) Requests for a continuance, reschedule, or adjournment must be made in writing, to the assigned hearing officer,
and shall include the basis for the request. ·
(3) Except in the case of an emergency, the hearing
officer must receive the continuance request at least two business days .tu.;fore the scheduled hearing. Absent an emergency, requests made with less than two business days'notice
may be summarily denied.
(4) .The hearing officer may grant a continuance,
adjourmn~nt, or reschedule at any time, including on the date
of the administrative hearing.
(5) Hearings that are continued, rescheduled, or
adjourned may be re-set to a date within sixty days of the
driver's arrest, or within sixty days of the date notice of the
department's intention to suspend, revoke, or deny the petitioner's· license, permit, or privilege to drive is given in the
.event notice is given by the department following a blood
test, unless a written waiver of the sixty-day hearing requirement of RCW 46.20.308 accompanies the written continuance request, or unless the petitioner is deemed to have
"waived" the statutory time frame.
(6) A petitioner is deemed to have waived the statutory
requirement that the hearing be held within sixty days if petitioner requests an action that cannot be accommodated within
the sixty-day period.
(7) A party shall not consider a hearing continued,
rescheduled, or adjourned until notified by the hearing officer
that the request has been granted.
(8) The hearing officer may require the party who
requests a continuance, reschedule, or adjournment to submit
documentary evidence that substantiates the reason for the
request.
(9) A second request for a continuance, reschedule, or
adjournment will only be granted in the event of an extreme
emergency.

NEW SECTION

WAC 308-103-090 Subpoenas. (1) Subpoenas shall'be
issued and enforced, and witness fees paid, as provided in
RCW 46.20.308(8). All subpoenas shall direct the witness to
appear by telephone unless otherwise agreed to by the hearing officer.
(2) Every subpoena shall be signed and issued by a hearing officer and shall identify the party requesting the issuance
of the subpoena and shall state the name of the agency and the
title of the proceeding and shall command the person to
whom it is directed to appear in person or telephonically and
give testimony or produce designated books, documents, or
things under his or her control.
(a) A subpoena to a person to provide testimony at a
hearing shall specify the time and place set for hearing.
(b) A subpoena duces tecum requesting a person to produce designated books, documents, or things under his or her
control shall specify a time and place for producing the
books, documents, or things. That time and place may be the
time and place set for hearing, or another reasonably conve- ~
nient time and place in advance of the hearing.
,.
(3) A subpoena may be served by any suitable person
over eighteen years of age, by exhibiting and reading it to the
witness, or by giving him or her a copy thereof, or by leaving
such copy at the place of his or her abode. When service is
made by any person other than an officer authorized to serve
process, proof of service shall be made by affidavit or declaration under penalty of perjury. Service of a subpoena on a
law enforcement officer may be effected by serving the subpoena upon the officer's employer.
·
(4) The hearing officer may condition issuance of the
subpoena upon advancement by the person in whose behalf
the subpoena is issued of the reasonable cost of producing· the
books, papers, documents, or tangible things.
(5) A subpoena must be properly served ten days prior to
the date of the hearing, excluding weekends and holidays, in
order to have full force and effect.

NEW SECTION

WAC 308-103-080 Deferred prosecutions-Withdrawals. ( 1) In the event a petitioner elects to seek a deferred

prosecution and is eligible for a stay of the administrative
suspension, the petitioner shall notify the assigned hearing
officer and file a notice of intent to seek deferred prosecution.
Upon doing so, the hearing officer will make a determination
whether any hearing scheduled in the matter should be canceled and the petitioner's temporary license, if eligible,
should be extended as provided by WAC 308-103-170. If,
for any reason, the petitioner does not obtain an order of
deferred prosecution from the court, the department will set a
new hearing date only if the petitioner requests a hearing by
contacting the original hearing officer no later than one hundred thirty days from the date of the arrest, and prior to the
expiration of the temporary license. In the absence of such a
timely request, the petitioner waives his or her right to a hearPermanent

NEW SECTION

WAC 308-103-100 Evidence-Exhibits. ( 1) All rulings upon objections to the admissibility of evidence shall be
made in accordance with the provisions of these rules.
(2) When portions only of a document are to be relied
· upon, the offering party shall identify the pertinent excerpts
and state the purpose for which such materials will be
offered. Only the excerpts, in the form of copies, shall be
received in the record. However, the whole of the original ~
documents, except any portions containing confidential ,.
material protected by law, shall be made available for examination and for use by all parties.
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not be appointed as interpreters in the proceeding unless
authorized by the petitioner.
(3) Mode of interpretation:
(a) The consecutive mode of foreign language interpretation shall be used unless the hearing officer and interpreter
agree that simultaneous interpretation will advance fairness
and efficiency;
(b) Interpreters for hearing impaired persons shall use
the simultaneous mode of interpretation unless an intermediary interpreter is needed. If an intermediary interpreter is
needed, interpreters shall use the mode that the interpreter
considers to provide the most accurate and effective communication with the hearing impaired person;
(c) When an impaired or non-English-speaking person is
a party to a proceeding, the interpreter shall translate all statements made by other hearing participants, unless waived by
the petitioner. The hearing officer shall ensure that sufficient
extra time is provided to permit translation and the hearing
officer shall ensure that the interpreter translates the entire
proceeding to the party to the extent that the party has the
same opportunity to understand all statements made during
the proceeding as a non-impaired or English-speaking party
listening to un-interpreted statements would have.
(4) The department shall pay interpreter fees and
expenses.
(5) Every interpreter shall, before beginning to interpret,
take an oath that a true interpretation will be made to the person being examined of all the proceedings in a language or in
a manner which the person understands, and that the interpreter will repeat the statements of the person being examined to the hearing officer conducting the proceedings, in the
English language, to the best of the interpreter's skill and
judgment.

(3) The refusal of a witness to answer any question
which has been ruled to be proper shall, in the discretion of
, the hearing officer, be ground for striking all testimony previously given by such witness on related matter.
(4) Evidence is admissible if received prior to, or during,
the hearing.
~

~

,
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NEW SECTION
WAC 308-103-110 Evidence-Video tapes. (1) If a
video tape is submitted by a law enforcement officer, the
officer shall submit two copies.
(2) If the petitioner wishes to submit a video tape as evidence, the petitioner shall be responsible for the costs of preparing a copy to be admitted as evidence. Video tapes shall
be submitted sufficiently in advance of the hearing to allow
the hearing officer the opportunity to review the tape prior to
the hearing. The hearing officer may require a time waiver
from the petitioner in order to reschedule the hearing and satisfy this provision when needed.
NEW SECTION
WAC 308-103-120 Evidence. (1) The hearing officer
shall rule on the admissibility and weight to be accorded to all
evidence submitted at the hearing. The admissibility of evidence shall be liberally construed to effect the intent and purpose of the hearings covered by these rules.
(2) Law enforcement officers or other persons with
knowledge relevant to the hearing may appear and testify
without notice. Such testimony shall not preclude the admissibility of any documents submitted.
NEW SECTION

WAC 308-103-130 Interpreters. (1) When an impaired
person as defined in chapter 2.42 RCW or a non-Englishspeaking person as defined in chapter 2.43 RCW is a party or
witness in an adjudicative proceeding, the department shall
appoint an interpreter to assist the party or witness during the
hearing. Appointment, qualifications, waiver, compensation,
visual recording, and ethical standards of interpreters in hearings are governed by the provisions of chapters 2.42 and 2.43
RCW.
(a) If a hearing impaired person is a party or witness to
an adjudicative proceeding, a qualified interpreter shall be
appointed to interpret the proceedings. Under RCW
2.42.050, a "qualified interpreter" means a visual language
interpreter who is certified by the state or is certified by the
registry of interpreters for the deaf.
(b) Whenever an interpreter is appointed to assist a nonEnglish-speaking person, a qualified or certified interpreter
shall be appointed to assist the person during the hearing.
Under RCW 2.43.020, a "qualified interpreter" means a person who is able readily to interpret or translate spoken and
written English for a non-English-speaking person. A "certi~ fied interpreter" means an interpreter who is certified by the
, office of the administrator for the courts.
(2) Relatives of any participant in a proceeding and
employees of the department involved in a proceeding shall

NEW SECTION
WAC 308-103-140 Testimony under oath or affirmation. Every person called as a witness and who is giving oral
testimony in a hearing shall swear or affirm that the testimony he or she is about to give in the hearing shall be the
truth according to the provisions of RCW 5.28.020 through
5.28.060. If the witness is testifying from outside the jurisdiction, the hearing officer may require the witness to agree
to be bound by the laws of the state of Washington for purposes of the oath or affirmation.
NEW SECTION
WAC 308-103-150 Conduct of hearings. Hearings are
open to public observation. To the extent that a hearing is
conducted by telephone or other electronic means, the availability of public observation is satisfied by giving members
of the public an opportunity to hear or inspect the agency's
record. The hearing officer's authority includes, but shall not
be limited to, the authority to:
( 1) Determine the order of presentation of evidence;
(2) Administer oaths and affirmations;
(3) Issue subpoenas pursuant to RCW 46.20.308(8);
(4) Rule on procedural matters, objections, and motions;
[ 29)
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(5) Rule on offers of proof and receive relevant evidence;
(6) Order the exclusion of witnesses upon a showing of
good cause;
(7) Afford the petitioner the opportunity to respond,
present evidence, conduct cross-examination, and submit
rebuttal evidence. The hearing officer may question witnesses to develop any facts deemed necessary to fairly and
adequately decide the matter;
(8) Call additional witnesses and request additional
exhibits deemed necessary to complete the record and receive
such evidence subject to full opportunity for cross-examination and rebuttal by the petitioner;
(9) Examine the official records of the department;
( 10) Regulate the course of the hearing and take any
appropriate action necessary to maintain order during the
hearing;
( 11) Permit or require oral argument or briefs and determine the time limits for submission thereof;
( 12) Issue an order of default;
(13) Recess the hearing to a later time to accommodate
scheduling conflicts. Hearings are ordinarily scheduled to be
one hour in length;
(14) Take any other action necessary and authorized by
any applicable statute or rule; and
(15) Waive any requirement of these rules unless petitioner shows that he or she would be prejudiced by such a
waiver.

Extensions may be made to a maximum of one hundred
fifty days from the date of arrest. Nothing contained herein~
shall effect the validity of any other action taken against the~
petitioner's driving privilege by the department, or authorize
a petitioner to drive if his or her driving privilege has been
suspended or revoked for other reasons.
NEW SECTION
WAC 308-103-180 Final order. Every decision and
order shall:
(1) Be correctly captioned as to the name of the department of licensing and name of the proceeding;
(2) Designate all parties and representatives participating
in the proceeding;
(3) Contain a final order disposing of all contested issues
and setting the effective date for the order; and
(4) Contain a statement describing the right to appeal.
NEW SECTION

WAC 308-103-190 Reconsideration and appeals. (1)
The petitioner's rights to appeal are provided in RCW
46.20.308(9), and nothing herein is intended to detract from
that statute.
(2) Grounds for a petition for reconsideration are limited
to evidence or legal argument which are material to the petitioner and that by the exercise of reasonable diligence the
petitioner or petitioner's legal representative did not and
could not have produced at the time of the hearing, or for ~
other good and sufficient reason as determined by the hearing ~
officer.
(3) The petition must state with particularity any new
evidence or new legal argument that is proposed and why it
was not available at the time of the hearing. The petition
must specify with particularity the portions of the initial order
to which the petition applies.
(4) A petition for reconsideration of a final order shall be
filed with the hearing officer who signed that final order,
within ten days of the date that the hearing officer signed it.
(5) The petition shall be disposed of by the hearing
officer who entered the original final order, if reasonably
available. The disposition shall be in the form of a written
order denying the petition, granting the petition and dissolving or modifying the final order, or granting the petition and
setting the matter for further hearing.
(6) If the petition is granted in whole or in part, a new
order shall be issued in the same form as the original order,
and shall include the designation "amended" in its title. This
amended order shall reference the petition for reconsideration
in its preamble, which sets out what the hearing officer considered. Any amended order shall include the "Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law" from the original final order
with amendments.
(7) The relief granted pursuant to a petition for reconsideration is limited to review of the designated evidence and/or
argument as identified in the petition. At the hearing officer's ~
discretion, a supplemental hearing may be scheduled. Such a ~
petition is not grounds for a new hearing, and the record
already established shall remain undisturbed.

NEW SECTION
WAC 308-103-160 Defaults. The petitioner or the petitioner's legal representative on petitioner's behalf is required
to attend the hearing, either in person or by telephone. If that
appearance is by telephone, the petitioner or the petitioner's
legal representative must be available at the number provided
to the department on the hearing request form and referenced
in the scheduling letter, or as subsequently modified, at the
time and date designated for the hearing on the scheduling
letter sent by the department to the petitioner, or as subsequently re-scheduled. If the petitioner or petitioner's legal
representative has not appeared within twenty minutes of the
time scheduled for the hearing, the hearing officer shall enter
an order of default. A default shall be deemed a withdrawal
of the petitioner's request for a hearing and the action of the
department on the petitioner's license shall be sustained.
NEW SECTION
WAC 308-103-170 Temporary license. A temporary
license issued by a law enforcement officer pursuant to RCW
46.20.308 may be extended when:
(1) A hearing is conducted and a decision on the outcome of the hearing is taken under advisement by the hearing
officer;
(2) A hearing is continued or rescheduled outside of the
initial sixty-day effective period of the temporary license; or
(3) Petitioner is seeking a deferred prosecution and
requests an extension of the temporary license.
Permanent
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(8) A pet1t10n for reconsideration does not stay the
department's action on the petitioner's driving privilege as
ordered by the original final order. A petitioner seeking a
stay must file a separate petition for that purpose. The hearing officer will grant a stay only if the hearing officer determines that it is likely that the petitioner will prevail and the
action be reversed and that denying the stay will create irreparable harm to the petitioner. If the hearing officer grants
such a petition for a stay, the hearing officer shall sign an
order releasing the action and crediting any time already
served, and subsequently sign an order sustaining or reversing the action, as determined by the amended final order.
Disposition denying a stay is not subject to review.
(9) An amended final order shall issue either denying
reconsideration or, in the event reconsideration is granted,
dissolving or modifying the original final order. The date of
the amended final order begins the thirty-day period for the
petitioner to appeal the amended final order, and there is no
longer a right to appeal the original final order.
( 10) The filing of a petition for reconsideration is not a
prerequisite for filing an appeal. An order denying reconsideration is not subject to appeal.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order MV-141,
filed 7/27/72)
WAC 308-08-600 Scope of rules-Formal hearings-Discretionary suspension-Driver's licenses. The
following rules numbered WAC 308-08-610 through 308-08660 shall apply only to formal hearings held pursuant to
RCW 46.20.329. They shall not apply to hearings held pursuant to chapter 308-103 WAC (implied consent revocations}
or hearings under the provisions of chapter 308-102 WAC
(the financial responsibility act}.
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Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 1, 2002
Fred Stephens
Director
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-11-070,
filed 5/14/01, effective 6/14/01)
WAC 308-94-050 Snowmobile registration, decals
and validating tab-Display. (1) Where do I carry the
snowmobile registration certificate? A snowmobile registration certificate must be:
(a) Carried in the snowmobile for which it was issued; or
(b) Carried on the person of the snowmobile operator;
and
(c) Be made available for inspection by any person having the authority to enforce the provisions of the snowmobile
act.
(2) How are snowmobile decals/tabs displayed?
(a) Decals showing the registration numbers must be
affixed to the right and left ((sides er efl the freHt afld rear ef
eaeh)) side of the snowmobile directly below the windshield
on the hood cowling and located so that snow, passenger,
driver or load will not obscure them.
(b) The month tabs must be located no more than two
inches ((ifl freflt)) to the left of the first digit of the decal
showing the registration number. Validating year tab must be
located no more than two inches from the last digit of the
decals showing the registration number on the left side.

WSR 02-11-019
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[Filed May 6, 2002, 8:27 a.m.]

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

Date of Adoption: May 1, 2002.
Purpose: Meet criteria supporting Governor Locke's
Executive Order 97-02.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 308-94-050.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 46.01.110.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-07-024 on March
12, 2002.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovemmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.

[Filed May 7, 2002, 10:33 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: April 25, 2002.
Purpose: Updates language to correctly reflect RCW
18.92.145. Veterinary medication clerks are registered, not
certified.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 246-937-010, 246-937-020, 246-937-030,
246-937-040, 246-937-050, 246-937-060, 246-937-070, 246937-090, and 246-937-110.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.92.030.
Other Authority: RCW 18.92.145.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-02-044 on
December 27, 2001.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
[ 31)
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responsible for the supervision of pharmaceutical tasks. performed by veterinary medication clerks and ((fegistereel aHi •
me!)) veterinary technicians. Records shall be maintained ~
that account for the receipt and disposition of all legend
drugs. A ((eeftifieel)) registered veterinary medication clerk
may be supervised by a licensed veterinarian other than ((his
ef-het:)) the sponsor subject to the sponsoring veterinarian's
approval. The sponsoring veterinarian shall be primarily
responsible for the performance and acts of ((his Of hef eefti
fled)) the registered veterinary medication clerk.

Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 9, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
April 25, 2002
Gail Zimmerman
Executive Director

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-04-083,
filed 1131/95, effective 3/3/95)
WAC 246-937-030 Tasks and prohibited functions.

(1) A ((eeftifieel)) registered veterinary medication clerk may

perform the following tasks only under the direct supervision
of a licensed veterinarian: Counting, labeling, and packaging
of legend drugs. A licensed veterinarian must personally
inspect all packaged medication orders to ensure the accuracy
of the order prior to delivery to the client. The licensed veterinarian will document the medication inspection by placing
his/her initials in the patient's record.
(2) A ((eeftifieel)) registered veterinary medication clerk
may perform the following tasks un.d~~,theind_irect supervision of a licensed veterinarian: Ordering, stocking, inventorying, and the delivery of legend drugs. The identity of the
client ((shall)) must be confirmed before the delivery of leg~
end drugs.
(3) The following functions ((shall)) must not be dele- ,.
gated by a licensed veterinarian to a ((eeftifieel)) registered
veterinary medication clerk:
(a) Consultation with a client regarding the medication
order and/or any information involving professional clinical
judgment.
(b) Dispensing any medication. The medication must be
recorded in the patient's record by the authorizing veterinarian.
(c) Extemporaneous compounding of a medication
order.
(d) Interpretation of data in a patient record.
(e) Final inspection of a completed medication order as
described in WAC 246-937-030(1).
(f) Any duties required by law to be performed by a
licensed veterinarian.
(g) Any ordering, accountability, packaging, or delivery
of controlled substances as defined in or under chapter 69.50
RCW.

Chapter 246-937 WAC
((CRRTI:FIED)) REGISTERED VETERINARY MEDICATION CLERKS
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95"04-083,
filed 1131195, effective 3/3/95)
WAC 246-937-010 Definitions. (1) "((Ceftifieel)) Registered veterinary medication clerk" means any person who
has met the requirements for ((eeftifieatioH)) registration as
established by the veterinary board of governors (board) and
WAC 246-937-040.
(2) "Direct supervision" means the supervising licensed
veterinarian is on the premises and is quickly and easily
available.
(3) "Indirect supervision" means the supervising
licensed veterinarian is not on the premises, but has given
either written or oral instructions regarding policies and procedures for the handling of legend drugs.
(4) "On-the-job training program" means a program following the guidelines approved by the board.
(5) "Supervising veterinarian" means the licensed veterinarian who is responsible for closely supervising the ((eeftified)) registered veterinary medication clerk while ((he Of she
is)) performing daily duties.
(6) "Sponsoring veterinarian" means the licensed veterinarian who is responsible for ((the)) training and reviewing
the work of a ((eeftifieel)) registered veterinary medication
clerk. An appropriate degree of supervision is involved.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-04-083,
filed 1/31/95, effective 3/3/95)
WAC 246-937-020 Responsibility for supervision.
Licensed veterinarians are responsible and accountable for
the ordering, inventory, labeling, counting, packaging and
delivery of legend drugs utilized in their practice. In accordance with chapter 18.92 RCW, certain nondiscretionary
pharmaceutical tasks may be delegated by a veterinarian to a
qualified nonveterinarian. The delegating veterinarian is
Permanent

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-04-083,
. filed 1131195, effective 3/3/95)
WAC 246-937-040 Training and education. (1) The
training of veterinary medication clerks ((shtttl)) must be
obtained by completion of an on-the-job training program
following guidelines approved by the board.
(2) The minimum educational requirement ((shall)) must
be high school graduation or equivalency.
[ 32]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-05-060,
filed 2113/98, effective 3/16/98)

(5) Has performed any animal health care service not
authorized by WAC 246-937-030.

WAC 246-937-050 Applications. In addition to the
requirements of chapter 246-12 WAC, Part 2, the application
((wiH)) must be signed by the sponsoring veterinarian attesting that the applicant is qualified to perform the responsibilities of a ((eertified)) registered veterinary medication clerk
and is familiar with the procedures and policies of the practice. ((CefiifieatioR)) Registration is valid only for employment at the veterinary practice identified in the application
and/or pursuant to WAC 246-937-020.

PERMANENT RULES

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-04-083,
filed 1/31/95, effective 3/3/95)
WAC 246-937-060 Transfer of registration. In the
event that a (( eertified)) veterinary medication clerk who is
currently registered, desires to be sponsored by another
licensed veterinarian, application for transfer of registration
((to a ttew spoRsoriRg YeterittariaR shall)) must be made on
forms provided by the board and be subject to the board's
approval.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-04-083,
filed 1/31/95, effective 3/3/95)
WAC 246-937-070 Termination of sponsorship.
Upon termination of the working relationship, between the
((eertified)) registered veterinary medication clerk and the
sponsoring veterinarian, the sponsoring veterinarian shall
notify the board in writing.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-04-083,
filed 1/31/95, effective 3/3/95)

WAC 246-937~090 Grounds for denial, suspension,
or revocation of registration. The board may suspend,
revoke or deny the issuance or renewal of ((eertifieatiott))
registration of any ((a~plieaRt attdJor eertified)) veterinary
medication clerk and file its decision in the secretary's office
if the ((applieattt attd/or eertified)) veterinary medication
clerk:
(1) Has employed fraud or misrepresentation in applying
for or obtaining the ((eertifieatioR)) registration;
(2) Has within ten years prior to the date of application
been found guilty by any court of competent jurisdiction of
violation of Jaws relating to the practice of veterinary medicine, surgery and dentistry, including, but not limited to:
(a) State or federal Jaws relating to the regulation of
drugs;
(b) Chronic inebriety;
(c) Cruelty to animals;
(3) Has violated or attempted to violate any provision of
chapter 18.92 R:CW or any rule or regulation adopted pursu• ant to that chapter;
I' (4) Has assisted, abetted or conspired with another person to violate chapter 18.92 RCW, or any rule or regulation
adopted pursuant to that chapter;
[ 33]
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LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD
[Filed May 7, 2002, 3:59 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 1, 2002.
Purpose: The purpose of the rule making is to create a
chapter of rules, chapter 314-21 WAC, to implement SB
5604, passed by the 2001 legislature, which allows retail
liquor licensees to use eighteen, nineteen, or twenty year old
persons to participate in in-house controlled purchase programs as authorized by the Liquor Control Board under rules
adopted by the agency.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 66.08.030,
66.44.290.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-04-112 on February 6, 2002.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version:
The rules now refer to "persons" participating in controlled purchase programs, as opposed to "employees."
This change was made to reflect the intention of the
guiding statute, RCW 66.44.290, which allows licensees to contract with a third party to conduct in-house
controlled purchase programs. The rules continue to
state that the licensee is responsible to ensure the controlled purchase programs are conducted under the
guidelines of RCW 66.24.290 and chapter 314-21
WAC.
Language was added to WAC 314-21-005(3) to clarify
•
that when the rule and its guiding statute state that "violations occurring under an in-house controlled purchase program may not be used for criminal prosecution or administrative action," "administrative action"
refers to action against a licensee by the Liquor Control
Board.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 3, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 3, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0 .
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 3, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Permanent
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has received training regarding the sale of liquor to persons
under twenty-one years of age. Restaurant, tavern, or
sports/entertainment facility licensees must keep on file •
either such a statement for each employee or a copy of the
employee's mandatory alcohol server training permit. These
records must be maintained on the licensed premises, available for inspection by the board, unless otherwise approved
in writing by the liquor control board's enforcement and education division.
(2) During an in-house controlled purchase program, the
person supervising the program must possess:
(a) the licensee's controlled purchase program procedures,
(b) the board's written approval of the in-house controlled purchase program, and
(c) valid identification (see WAC 314-11-025 for a list of
acceptable identification).
(3) The persons participating in the in-house controlled
purchase program must be at least eighteen years of age.
(4) The persons participating in the in-house controlled
purchase program may not use fraudulent identification and
should not be deceptively mature in appearance.
(5) The licensee must ensure that two photos are taken of
the persons participating in the in-house controlled purchase
program on the day of the program. One photo must be full
face and one photo must show the employee from head to toe.
These photos must be maintained on the licensed premises,
available for inspection by the board.
(6) If persons participating in the in-house controlled
purchase program are paid for their time, the compensation of
such persons may not be based on the number of successful
purchases made during the course of the in-house controlled
purchase program.
(7) The licensee must have written procedures that
ensure any liquor purchased by an eighteen, nineteen, or
twenty year old person during an in-house controlled purchase program is adequately secured by the licensee or an
employee who is at least twenty-one years of age immediately following an occurrence of any purchase.
(8) Per RCW 66.44.290, the licensee must provide
his/her employees a written description of the employer's inhouse controlled purchase program, which must include a
notice of action an employer may take as a consequence of an
employee's failure to comply with the employer's policies
regarding the sale of alcohol during an in-house controlled
purchase program.
(9) Per RCW 66.44.290, a licensee may not terminate an
employee solely for a first-time failure to comply with the licensee's policies regarding the sale of alcohol during an inhouse controlled purchase program.
( 10) If a licensee's controlled purchase program fails to
meet any of the requirements ofRCW 66.44.290, WAC 31421-015, or WAC 314-21-025, the board may revoke its
approval to conduct in-house controlled purchase programs. ~
The licensee may reapply for approval to conduct in-house ~
controlled purchase programs not less than one year following the board's revocation of approval.

Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 3, 2002
Merritt D. Long
Chair

.m

NEW SECTION
WAC 314-21-005 What is an in-house controlled
purchase program? (1) Per RCW 66.44.290, an in-house
controlled purchase program is a program that allows retail
liquor licensees to use eighteen, nineteen, or twenty year old
persons to attempt to purchase alcohol for the purpose of
evaluating the licensee's training program regarding the sale
of liquor to persons under twenty-one years of age.
(2) The licensee's controlled purchase program must
meet the requirements of RCW 66.44.290, WAC 314-21015, and WAC 314-21-025.
(3) Per RCW 66.44.290, violations occurring under an
in-house controlled purchase program may not be used for
criminal prosecution or administrative action by the liquor
control board.
NEW SECTION
WAC 314-21-015 How can liquor licensees receive
approval to conduct an in-house controlled purchase program? A retail liquor licensee must receive prior written
approval from the liquor control board's enforcement and
education division before conducting an in-house controlled
purchase program.
(1) The board's approval will be based on the licensee
submitting a written plan that meets the requirements outlined in RCW 66.44.290 and chapter 314-21 WAC.
(2) It will take up to twenty days for the licensee to
receive written approval from the liquor control board's
enforcement and education division once the licensee submits a properly completed written request, therefore the licensee must submit his/her request in writing to the board's
enforcement and education division at least twenty working
days prior to the first controlled purchase program.
(3) The written request must contain:
(a) The location(s) at which the licensee would like to
conduct controlled purchase programs.
(b) The name and contact telephone number(s) of the
person who will be on the premises supervising the control
purchased program, who must be at least twenty-one years of
age.
(c) The licensee's written procedures for their in-house
controlled purchase program, which must address all of the
guidelines in WAC 314-21-025.

4

NEW SECTION
WAC 314-21-025 What are the guidelines for controlled purchase programs? A retail liquor licensee may
conduct an in-house controlled purchase program under the
following conditions:
(1) The licensee must keep a statement on file signed by
the licensee and each employee indicating that the employee
Permanent
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(b) Blind; or
(c) Disabled.
ill The SSI program replaced state programs for aged,
blind and disabled persons beginning in January 1974. ((Pefsons who)) If you received state assistance in December
1973((, as aged, blind or disabled or were needed in the home
to care for an eligible person, automatieally)) and you
became eligible for SSI in January 1974((. The blind or dis
abled)), you are called a grandfathered ((eliertts)) client by
the state and a mandatory income level (MIL) client by SSL
You must continue to meet the definition of blind or disabled
that was in effect under the state plan in December 1973.
These definitions can be found in the SSA program operations manual system (POMS). see http://policy.ssa.gov/
poms.nsf. ((A person designated in January 1974 as essential
to the eare of a grandfathered SSI elient will continue to be
ineluded in the SSI pa)'Fnent as long as the essential person
eontin1:1ously resides with the SSI elient.
(3) ThP- spo1:1se of an SSI reeipient who does not qualify
for SSI in their o•.vn right Fna)' be included in the state supple
Fnent payment but is not eonsidered an SSI reeipient for pur
poses of medieal assistanee eligibility))
(4) If you are needed in the home to care for an eligible
person, you are called an essential person. You are also
called a grandfathered client.
(5) If you are an essential person you must have lived
continuously with the eligible person since January 1974.
(6) If you are an SSI recipient and you have a spouse
who does not qualify for SSI in their own right, you may be
eligible for a state supplemental payment for your spouse
(also referred to as an ineligible spouse).

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
[Filed May 7, 2002, 4:22 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 2, 2002.
Purpose: The rules have been amended to simplify and
to clarify existing requirements governing state supplemental
payments.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 388-474-0001, 388-474-0005, 388-4740010, 388-474-0015, and 388-474-0020.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.04.050,
74.04.055, 74.04.057, 74.08.090.
Other Authority: RCW 74.04.630.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-07-115 on March
20, 2002.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: WAC 388-478-0055 and 388-474-0012 were withdrawn from proposed rules filed as WSR 02-07-115. The
changes were made because the state legislature changed the
direction of policy for budgetary reasons before the filing
was complete.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
~ Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a NongovJ
ernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 5, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 5, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 2, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
filed 7/31/98, effective 9/ 1/98)
WAC 388-474-0005 What medical coverage((~)) does
a Supplemental Security Income client. essential person.
and an ineligible spouse get? (1) If you are an SSI ((reeft*ent qualifies for)) client you automatically get categorically
needy (CN) medical coverage ((without a medieal determine
tion, except when the SSI recipient)) (WAC 388-505-0110)
unless you:
(a) ((Refuses)) Refuse to provide private medical insurance information~ or
(b) Refuse to assign the right to recover insurance funds
to the department((~
(b) Disposes of resources fer less than fair market value
and then applies for Medieaid eoverage of nursing home eare
v.·ithin thirty months of the date of transfer; or
(c) Has a Medicaid q1:ialif)·ing trust)) (WAC 388-5050540).
(2) ((A person designated as)) If you are an essential person as described in ((January, 1974, qualifies for)) WAC
388-4 7 4-000 l you get CN medical coverage as long as
((they)) you continue to ({reside)) live with the SSI ((reeft*eHt)) client.
(3) ((The spouse of an SSI recipient designated as an)) If
you are an ineligible spouse ((must have medical eligibility
separately determined when:

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-06-042,
·
filed 3/5/01, effective 4/5/01)

WAC 388-474-0001 ((GeeeFttl iefaFmatiae )) What
§.Supplemental Security Income((:)) (SSil and who can
get it? ( 1) ((Persons with limited ineome and resources who
are aged, blind, or disabled may qualify for)) SSI is a federal
cash benefit((s under the Supplemental Security Ineome pro
gram (SSI))) program administered by the Social Security
Administration (SSA) under Title XVI of the Social Security
~ Act.
(2) You can get SSI if you have limited income and
,
resources and if you are:
(a) Aged (sixty-five and older);
[ 35]
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(a) They do Hot a1:1tomatically tt1:talify for medical CO\'er
age ifl Sl:ISSectiOfl (2) aeoYe; Or
(e) They are Hot eligiele for SSI iH their owH right.
(4) PerSOflS ·who are flOt receiYiflg SSI, e1:1t are SSI
related aHd f11:talify for CN medical assistaHee are descrieed iH
'NAG 388 505 0110)) you are not considered an SSI recipient. You must have your medical assistance determined separately.

(a) You present new medical evidence;
.
(b) ((The 13ersoH 's)) Your medical condition changes sig- ..
nificantly; or
~
(c) ((+he)) Your termination from SSI was not based on
a review of current medical evidence.
(4) Children terminated from SSI due to loss of disabled
status ((as a disaeled 13ersofl)) may be eligible for medical
benefits under WAC 388-505-0210.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-19-023,
filed 9/12/01, effective 11/1101)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
filed 7/31/98, effective 9/1198)

WAC 388-474-0010 How does being a Supplemental
Security Income CSSI) client affect ((eligihili~ fer)) your
cash assistance ((13regre1Hs?)) eligibility? ((A 13ersoH who
is)) ( 1) If you are married to an SSI recipient but ((eftflftef:)) do
not get SSI in ((their owH right is)) your own right. you are
called an "ineligible spouse."
((fB)) ill If you are an ineligible spouse((;)) you cannot
get the SSI state supplement (((see WAC 388 478 0055) it))
when you are:
(a) The caretaker relative of a child who receives T ANF
or SFA; and
(b) Required to be included in the TANF or SFA assistance unit with the child ((1:1Hder WAC 388 408 0015.
~))(see WAC 388-408-0015; or
(c) Receiving refugee assistance.
ill If you are an ineligible spouse and ((are eligiele for
the)) get an SSI state supplement (WAC 388-474-0012), you
((are Hot eligiele for)) cannot get general assistance ((hefteftts)) (GA).

WAC 388-474-0020 ((l>eplieeie)) What can a general
assistance ((eed everpeymeeis,))-unemployabl e (GA-Ul
client expect when Supplemental Security Income CSSil
benefits begin? (((1) PersoHs receiYiflg cash eeflefits 1:tflder
the geHeral assistaHee 13rogram who receive advaHce, emer
geHcy or retroactiYe SSI cash assistaHce for the same time
13eriod are coHsidered to haYe reeei\•ed d1:1131icate assistaHce.
The amo1:1Ht of geHeral assistaflce 13aid d1:1riflg this time 13eriod
m1:1st be re13aie to the de13artmeHt.
(2) A1313licaHts for geHeral assistaflce 1:1Hemployable
(GA U) are reEt1:1ired to)) You can only get assistance to meet
your basic needs from one government source at a time
(WAC 388-448-0210). If you are a GA-U client who begins
setting SSL you should know that:
(1) If you got advance. emergency or retroactive SSI
cash assistance for any period where you got GA-U. you
must repay the department the amount of GA-U paid to you ..
for the matching time period.
~
(2) When you apply for GA-U you must sign DSHS 18235(X), interim assistance reimbursement agreement (IARA)
((as a coflditiofl of eligibility for)) to get GA-U assistance.
(3) You cannot use your GA-U ((ft:mds caflftOt be ased))
money to replace money deducted from ((a 13ersoH's)) your
SSI check ((ey SSA)) to repay an SSI overpayment ((ef-SSI
eeHefits)).

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
filed 7/31198, effective 9/ 1198)
WAC 388-474-0015 ((Termieeiiee eO) What happens to my categorically needy (CN) medical coverage
when my Supplemental Security Income <SSI((..))) cash
payment is terminated? ( 1) ((A 13ersofl termiflated from SSI
cash assistaHce will haYe)) Your CN medical coverage ((ee&tffttted)) (WAC 388-505-0110) continues after an SSI cash
payment ends when:
(a) Countable income exceeds the SSI income standard
due solely to the annual cost-of-living adjustment (COLA);
or
(b) A timely request for a hearing has been filed. ((tategoricall)' fleedy)) CN medical coverage is continued until
Social Security Administration (SSA} makes a final decision
on the hearing request and on any subsequent timely appeals.
(2) ((A 13ersofl termiflated from SSI is eligiele for coHtifl
1:1ed CN)) If your SSI ends your CN medical coverage continues for a period of up to one hundred twenty days ((from the
date of termiHatiOfl of SSI cash eeHefits)) while the department reviews your eligibility for other cash or medical programs ((is eeiHg determifled)).
(3) If you are a terminated SSI or SSI-related client. the
department will ((have their)) your disability ((redetermiHed
1:tflder certaiH coflditioHs. These coflditiofts are:
(a) The 13ersofl 13reseHts)) status when:
Permanent
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CASCADIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
[Filed May 9, 2002, 10:25 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: April 1, 2002.
Purpose: To adopt traffic and parking rules specifically
for the colocated Cascadia Community College/University of
Washington, Bothell campus. Since both institutions share
the same campus location and parking infrastructure, the
identical new rules are being filed separately - as chapter
l 32Z- l l 6 WAC for Cascadia Community College and chapter 478-117 WAC for University ofWashingt9n, Bothell.
Statutory
Authority
for
Adoption:
RCW
28B .50.140( 10).
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-03-089 on January 18, 2002.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repea~ed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
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Changed wording in WAC 314-11-072, which
requires a licensed premises to be open to the general public whenever liquor is sold, served, or consumed, to clarify this rule applies to retail licensed
premises.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 1,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 10, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 1,
Amended 10, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 1, Amended 10, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days afier filing.
May 9,2002
Merritt D. Long
Chair
•

Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 26, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 26,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 26, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May7,2002
.
Ed.D.
Richart,
Munoz
Victoria
President
Reviser's note: The material contained in this filing exceeded the
page-count limitations of WAC 1-21-040 for appearance in this issue of the
Register. It will appear in the 02-12 issue of the Register.
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[Filed May 9, 2002, 4:49 p.m.]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-06-014,
filed 2/26/01, effective 3/29/01)

Date of Adoption: May 7, 2002.
Purpose: Chapter 314-11 WAC was rewritten in March
of 2001, and the agency has found that several technical
changes are needed for clarification.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 314-11-015, 314-11-020, 314-11-030, 31411-035, 314-11-040, 314-11-045, 314-11-060, 314-11-065,
314-11-070, and 314-11-095.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 66.08.030,
66.28.100, 66.28.040, 66.28.090, 66.44.010, 66.44.070,
66.44.200, 66.44.270, 66.44.291, 66.44.292, 66.44.310,
66.44.316, 66.44.318, 66.44.340, and 66.44.350.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-04-110 on February 6, 2002.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version:
The agency is withdrawing its proposed changes to
•
WAC 314-11-025, which outlines acceptable forms
of ID to verify age for alcohol sales, in order to consider additional changes to this rule.
Added language to WAC 314-11-015, which out•
lines general responsibilities for liquor licensees, to
cross reference to other rules that outline the penalties when a liquor licensee or a mandatory alcohol
server training permit holder violates a liquor law or
rule. Language was also added to this rule to state
that, in addition to the licensee, employees also have
the responsibility [to] follow liquor laws and rules.
Added language to WAC 314-11-095, which out•
lines record-keeping requirements, to clarify that the
records listed must be available if requested by the
Liquor Control Board.

WAC 314-11-015 What are my responsibilities as a
liquor licensee? ( l).(fil Liquor licensees are responsible for
the operation of their licensed premises in compliance with
the liquor laws and rules of the board (Title 66 RCW and
Title 314 WAC). Any violations committed or permitted by
employees will be treated by the board as violations committed or permitted by the licensee.
(b) The penalties for violations of liquor laws or rules are
in: WAC 314-12-300 through WAC 314-12-340. as now or
hereafter amended. for licensees; and WAC 314-17-105 and
WAC 314-17-110. as now or hereafter amended. for employees who hold mandatory alcohol server training permits.
These rules also outline aggravating and mitigating circumstances that may affect what penalty is applied if a licensee or
employee violates a liguor law or rule.
(2) Licensees and their employees also have the responsibility to conduct ((theff:)) the licensed premises in compliance with the following laws, as they now exist or may later
be amended:
Titles 9 and 9A RCW, the criminal code laws;
•
69 RCW, which outlines the laws regarding conTitle
•
trolled substances; and
Titles 70.155~ {(ftftEi)) 82.24 RCW, and RCW 26.28.080
•
which outline laws regarding tobacco.
(3) Licensees have the responsibility to control their conduct and the conduct of employees and patrons on the premises at all times. Except as otherwise provided by law, licensees or employees may not:
(a) Be disorderly or intoxicated on the licensed premises;
[ 37]
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(b) Permit any disorderly person to remain on the
licensed premises;
(c) Engage in or allow behavior that provokes conduct
which presents a threat to public safety;
(d) Consume liquor of any kind while working on the
licensed premises; except that:
(i) Licensed beer manufacturers and their employees
may sample beer of their own manufacture for manufacturing, evaluating or pricing product in areas where the public is
not served, so long as the licensee or employee does not
become apparently intoxicated;
(ii) Licensed wine manufacturers and their employees
may:
(A) Sample wine for manufacturing, evaluating, or pricing product, so long as the licensee or employee does not
become apparently intoxicated; and the licensee or employee
who is sampling for these purposes is not also engaged in
serving alcohol to the public; and
(B) Sample wine of their own manufacture for quality
control or consumer education purposes, so long as the licensee or employee does not become apparently intoxicated.
(e) Engage in, or permit any employee or other person to
engage in, conduct on the licensed premises which is prohibited by any portion of Titles 9, 9A, or 69 RCW; or
(f) Sell or serve liquor by means of "drive-in" or by "curb
service."
(4) Licensees have the responsibility to control the interaction between the licensee or employee and their patrons.
At a minimum, licensees or employees may not:
(a) Solicit any patron to purchase any beverage for the
licensee or employee, or allow a person to remain on the premises for ((the)) such purpose ((of solieitiag a fJatroa));
(b) Spend time or dance with, or permit any person to
spend time or dance with, any patron for direct or indirect
compensation by a patron.
(c) See WAC 314-11-050 for further guidelines on prohibited conduct.

card of identification it will be considered a violation of Title
66RCW and:
(a) The person may not remain on the licensed premises
after being asked to leave by a law enforcement officer; and
(b) The person may be detained by a law enforcement
officer for a reasonable period of time and in such a reasonable manner as is necessary to determine the person's true
identity and date of birth.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-06-014,
filed 2/26/01, effective 3/29/01)
WAC 314-11-030 What if a person's identification
meets the legal requirements but I still have doubts about
his or her age? (1) Per RCW 66.20.190 and 66.20.210, if a
patron presents proper identification as outlined in WAC
314-11-025 but the licensee or employee still has doubts
about the patron's age, the licensee or employee may require
the patron to sign a certification card. Certification cards are
provided by the board's enforcement and education division.
(2) The certification card must be completely filled out
and filed alphabetically by the licensee or employee by the
close of business on the day used. Certification cards are subject to examination by any law enforcement officer.
RCW. 01-06-014, § 314-11-030, filed 2/26/01, effective
3/29/01.]
Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published
above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use
of these markings.
Reviser's note: The brackets and enclosed material in the text of the
above section occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appear in the Register pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-06-014,
filed 2/26/01, effective 3/29/01)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-06-014,
filed 2/26/01, effective 3/29/01)
WAC 314-11-020 What are the guidelines regarding
sales to persons under twenty-one years of age and where
persons under twenty-one are allowed on a licensed premises? (1) Per RCW 66.44.270, licensees or employees may
not supply liquor to any person under twenty-one years of
age, either for his/her own use or for the use of any other person.
(2) Per RCW 66.44.310, licensees or employees may not
allow persons under twenty-one years of age to remain in any
premises or area of a premises classified as off-limits to persons under twenty-one. (See RCW 66.44.310 (l)(b) regarding nonprofit, private club licensees.)
(3) ((Gft)) At the request of any law enforcement officer,
a person must present a card of identification if the person is
on a portion of a premises that is restricted to persons over
twenty-one years of age, or if the person is purchasing liquor,
attempting to purchase liquor, consuming liquor, or in the
possession of liquor. If the person fails or refuses to present a
Permanent

WAC 314-11-035 What are the rules regarding sales
to apparently intoxicated persons? Per RCW 66.44.200,
licensees or employees may not supply liquor to any person
apparently under the influence of liquor, or allow an apparently intoxicated person to possess or consume liquor on the
licensed premises.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-06-014,
filed 2/26/01, effective 3/29/01)
WAC 314-11-040 What duties can an employee
under twenty-one years of age perform on a licensed premises? A person must be twenty-one years of age or older to
be employed in the sale, handling, or service of liquor, except
as provided in this chapter.
(1) Per RCW 66.44.340 and RCW 66.44.350, persons
·between eighteen and twenty-one years of age may perform
the following duties:
[ 38]
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(a) In a grocery
store or
beer/wine specialty shop:

Duties 18, 19, and 20
year((s)) old employees
may perform. as long as
there is a gerson twent}'.one }'.ears of age or older
on dutl'. §ugervising the
sale of liguor
Sell, stock, and handie beer and wine((;as Ieng as !here is a
f!eFsen lweR~' ene
yeafS efage ef elllef
en !lu~' SUf!eFrising
lile sale ef lif!ueF));
and

•

•

(b) In an es tablishment that
sells liquor for
on-premises
consumption:

•
•

Deliver beer and/or
wine to a customer's
car with the customer (for the 11urgoses of this rule,
there is no minimum
age reguirement for
an em11loyee of a
grocen: store or a
beer/wine s11eciality
sho11 to deliver beer
and/or wine to a customer's car with the
customer).
Take orders for,
serve, and sell liquor
in areas classified as
open to persons
under twenty-one
years of age; and
Enter areas designated as off-limits to
persons under
twenty-one years of
age to perform
duties such as picking up liquor for service in other parts of
the establishment;
cleaning up, setting
up, and arranging
tables; delivering
messages; serving
food; and seating
patrons; provided
the employee does
not remain in the
area any longer than
is necessary to perform the duties.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-06-014,
filed 2/26/01, effective 3/29/01)

Duties 18, 19, and 20
years old employees may
not perform

WAC 314-11-045 Can musicians under twenty-one
years of age entertain on a licensed premises that is
restricted to persons twenty-one or older? Per RCW
66.44.316 and 66.44.318, musicians,((~)) disc jockeys,
and sound or lighting technicians paid by the licensee who
are eighteen, nineteen, or twenty years of age may work in a
licensed premises or a portion of a licensed premises that is
restricted to persons twenty-one years of age or older, under
the following conditions:
(1) The eighteen. nineteen. or twenty year-old musicians
must remain on the stage or bandstand during their performance, except:
(a) Strolling musicians; and
(b) ((~)) Disc jockeys and sound and lighting technicians may remain in locations as required to actively support
the professional musician or ((Elis*)) disc jockey.
(2) The eighteen. nineteen. or twenty year-old musicians
may not consume alcohol, and must have acceptable identification available for inspection at all times.
(3) The eighteen. nineteen. or twenty year-old musicians
are permitted on the licensed premises no more than one hour
prior to the start of their performance and not more than one
hour after their performance, in order to properly set up and
secure their equipment.
(4) During breaks, ((m-iflef)) the eighteen. nineteen. or
twenty year-old musicians may not remain in an area that is
off-limits to persons under twenty-one years of age.

Supervise employees who
sell, stock, or handle beer
and/or wine.

Functions of a bartender,
including:
Mixing drinks;
Drawing beer or
wine from a tap;
Pouring beer or wine
anywhere except at
the patrons table; and
Providing an
employee spirits,
beer by the pi tcheror
glass, or wine by the
carafe or glass for
deli very to a custo mer.

••

•
•

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-06-014,
filed 2/26/01, effective 3/29/0 l)
WAC 314-11-060 What are the mandatory signs a
licensee must post on a licensed premises? (1) Notices
regarding persons under twenty-one years of age must be
posted on the premises as follows:

(2) PerRCW 66.44.316 and RCW 66.44.318, the following persons that are eighteen, nineteen, or twenty years of age
may remain on licensed premises or portions of premises that
are restricted from persons under twenty-one years of age,
but only during the course of his or her employment:
(a) Persons performing janitorial services during the
hours when there is no sale, service, or consumption of liquor
on the premises;
(b) Employees of amusement device companies for the
purpose of installing, maintaining, repairing, or removing
any amusement device;
(c) Security or law enforcement officers and fire fighters
during the course of their official duties and if they are not the
direct employees of the licensee; and
(d) Professional musicians, per WAC 314-11-045.

Type of licensee

Sign must contain the
following language:

Required location
of sign

Tavern licensees and
spirits, beer, and
wine licensees who
do not allow persons
under twenty-one
years of age.

"Persons under twentyone years of age not permi tted on these premises."

Conspicuous location at each entry to
premises.

Restaurants that do
not permit persons
under twenty-one
years of age on a portion of their premises.

"Persons under twentyone years of age not permitted in this area."

Conspicuous location at each entry to a
restricted area.

The board will provide the required notices, or licensees
may design their own notices as long as they are legible and
contain the required language.
(2) Signs provided by the board warning of the possible danger of birth defects which may be caused as a
result of the consumption of alcohol during pregnancy,
must be posted as follows:
[ 39]
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Type of premises

Required location of sign

Premises that serve alcohol
for on-premises consumption
(does not apply to self-service
"mini-bars" in hotel guest
rooms).

Posted in plain view at the main entrance
to the liquor licensed portion of the es tablishment, and in the women's public
restrooms closest to the licensed area.

Airports, convention centers,
sports facilities, and other
licensed premises that have
more than one authorized
location for alcohol service
and consumption.

Posted in a place that is clearly visible to
the majority of patrons entering the liquor
licensed portion of the premises.

Grocery store and beer/wine
specialty shop licensees.

Posted at one or more of the following
locations:
At each permanent display area of
shelving and at coolers displaying
alcohol beverages; and/or
At the cash register(s) where alcohol is sold; and/or
At the main entrance to the licensed
premises.

Breweries and wineries.

(b) Per RCW 66.24.320 and RCW 66.24.400, wine that
is sold with a meal may be recorked or resealed and removed ~
from the premises; ((aml))
•
(c) Liquor purchased by registered guests for consumption inside a hotel or motel room may be resealed in its original container and removed from the hotel or motel premises
by the guest((~)): and
Cd) Liguor removed from a licensed premises that holds
a caterer's endorsement. for the purpose of catering an
approved event.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-06-014,
filed 2/26/01, effective 3/29/01)

•
•

WAC 314-11-070 During what hours can I sell or
serve liquor? (1) Between the hours of2 a.m. and 6 a.m., licensees or employees may not:
(a) Sell liquor,
(b) Offer liquor for sale,
(c) Deliver liquor (except that beer and/or wine distributors may deliver beer and/or wine to retail licensees between
the hours of 2 a.m. and 6 a.m.),
(d) Permit the removal of liquor from the premises, or
(e) Allow liquor to be consumed on the premises.
(2) Persons working on the premises may possess liquor
between the hours of 2 a.m. and 6 a.m. while in the performance of their official duties.
(3) A local government subdivision may fix later opening hours or earlier closing hours than those specified in this
rule, so long as the hours apply to all licensed premises in the
local government subdivision's jurisdiction. See WAC 31412-215(3) for exceptions when a premises is in a board recognized alcohol impact area.

•
•
•

Posted in plain view at:
The main entrance to areas where
alcohol is sold for off-premises
consumption, and
At the main entrance to all tasting
areas.

(3) The premises' current and valid master license
with appropriate endorsements must be conspicuously
posted on the premises and available for inspection by liguor
enforcement officers.
(4) Tobacco signage provided by the board must be
posted (as outlined in WAC 314-10-020 and WAC 314-10030 as now or hereafter amended).
(5) Firearms prohibited signs provided by the board
must be posted in each tavern and lounge (per RCW
9.41.300).

~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-06-014,
filed 2/26/01, effective 3/29/01)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-06-014,
filed 2/26/01, effective 3/29/01)

WAC 314-11-095 What records am I required to
keep regarding my licensed premises? Licensees are
responsible to keep records that clearly reflect all financial
transactions and the financial condition of the business.
(1) The following records must be made available for
inspection if requested by an employee of the liquor control
board, or by a person appointed in writing by the board for
the purposes of administering or enforcing any provisions of
Title 66 RCW or Title 314 WAC:
(a) Purchase invoices and supporting documents, to
include the items and/or services purchased, from whom the
items ((wftet:e)) were purchased, and the date of purchase;
(b) Bank statements and cancelled checks for any
accounts relating to the licensed business;

WAC 314-11-065 What type of liquor is allowed on a
licensed premises? (1) Licensees may only possess and
allow persons to consume or possess the type of liquor permitted by the type of liquor license held on the premises;
except:
(a) Under authority of a banquet permit (see chapter 31418 WAC);
(b) Restaurant licensees may allow patrons to bring wine
into the premises for consumption with a meal; and
(c) Beer and/or wine only licensees may keep spirituous
liquor on the premises for use in the manufacture of food
products, provided that all food products manufactured contain one percent or less of alcohol by weight, and customers
are made aware that the food products contain liquor.
(2) For on-premises liquor licenses. the ((I:.)) licensee((s)) or employees may not permit the removal of liquor
in an open container from the licensed premises, except:
(a) Liquor brought on a licensed premises under authority of a banquet permit may be resealed in its original container and removed at the end of the banquet permit function;
Permanent
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(((e) Caaeellee eheelEs;))
((~)) .{£} Accounting and tax records related to the
licensed business and each true party of interest in the liquor
license; and
((~))@Records of all financial transactions related to
the licensed business. including contracts and/or agreements
for services performed or received that relate to the licensed
business.
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(2) See the following rules for record keeping requirements specific to breweries and wineries: WAC 314-20015(2), WAC 314-20-050, WAC 314-24-100, and WAC
314-24-150 (as now or hereafter amended).
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Page2
Under Youth and Disabled, deleted 209 and 215
from any whitetail. This line was redundant with
next line under any deer.
Page3
Under Archery, Early Archery Deer Seasons, Eastern Mule Deer, reinstate GMUs 243 through 247 to
Sept. 1-30 hunt. The units were inadvertently
dropped last year. The archery hunt was restored
through emergency action last year. This change
makes the emergency correction permanent.

NEW SECTION
WAC 314-11-072 Does my premises have to be open
to the general public at all times? Unless otherwise
approved by the board, a retail licensed premises must be
open to the general public whenever liquor is sold, served, or
consumed.

Page4
Under Archery, added Youth and Disabled, Eastern
Washington Deer, Sept. 16-30, GMUs 209-242,
248, 260, 269, Any Deer.
• Under Late Archery Eastern Mule Deer, added 247
to the Nov. 20-Dec. 8, 3-point minimum hunt. This
is in response to increasing damage concerns in
orchards. Orchards in 247 that are adjacent to other
GMUs with an active Late Archery hunt serve as de
facto refuges for deer. A later archery hunt in 247
should provide some harassment pressure, reducing
the amount of time deer are spending in the
orchards.
Under Eastern Whitetail Deer Nov. 20-Dec. 8,
deleted GMUs 124 and 127.
• Under Eastern Whitetail Deer Nov. 20-Dec. 15,
added 124 and 127 to provide more time in the field.

WSR 02-11-069
PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE
[Order 02-98-Filed May 10, 2002, 4:59 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: April 12, 2002.
Purpose: To amend WAC 232-12-014 Wildlife classified as endangered, 232-12-011 Wildlife classified as protected shall not be hunted or fished, 232-28-273 2001 Moose,
bighorn sheep, and mountain goat seasons and permit quotas,
232-28-248 Special closures and firearm restrictions areas,
232-28-02240 Game management units (GMUs)-Special
game areas-Boundary descriptions-Muzzleloader area
descriptions, 232-28-02220 Game management units
(GMUs)-Special game areas-Boundary descriptions-Elk
area descriptions, 232-28-278 2000-2002 Deer general seasons and 2002 special permits, 232-28-279 2000-2002 Elk
general seasons and 2002-2003 special permits, and 232-28277 2001, 2002, 2003 Big game and wild turkey auction permits and raffles.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 232-12-014, 232-12-011, 232-28-273, 23228-248, 232-28-02240, 232-28-02220, 232-28-278, 232-28279, and 232-28-277.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047,
77.12.655, 77.12.020.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-06-122, 02-06121, 02-06-124, 02-06-126, 02-06-125, and 02-06-123 on
October 24, 2001 [March 6, 2002).
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: WAC 232-28-02220 Game management units
(GMUs)-Special game areas-Boundary descriptionsElk area descriptions: Changes from the test of the proposed rule and reasons for difference:
Page4
• Added new Elk Area No. 068 Willapa to better
address elk damage problems.

Page 5
• Under Muzzleloader, added Youth and Disabled,
Eastern Washington Deer, Oct. 5-9, GMUs 209-242,
248, 260, 269, Any Deer.
The following changes to permit quotas were adjusted to
reflect calendar adjustments, updated survey information,
changes in hunter success and allocation to user groups, or
to better address damage issues.

Page7
Changed Big Bend A to Oct. 12-20.
Page8
Changed permit levels for Quilomene A from 75 to
103, and added the month of Nov.
Changed permit level for Umtanum A from 65 to
109, and added the month of Nov.
• Changed permit level for Alkali A from 85 to 78.
Changed dates for Alkali A and B from Nov. 4-17 to
Nov. 28-Dec. 7. This is in response to planned military training activities on the Yakima Training Center. No access will be allowed to the general public
prior to Nov. 28.
Page9
Changed dates for Deschutes from Oct. 13-31 to
Oct. 12-31.
Changed dates for Skookumchuck A from Oct. 1331 to Oct. 12-31.

WAC 232-28-278 2000-2002 Deer general seasons and
2002 special permits: Changes from the text of the proposed rule and reasons for difference:

Page 10
• Under Muzzleloader Only Deer, changed the permit
level for Quilomene B from 8 to 12.
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Changed the permit level for Umtanum B from 6 to
12.
Changed the permit level for Alkali C from 12 to 10
and changed the dates from Sept. 30-0ct. 6 to Dec.
8-15.
Changed the permit level for Alkali D from 8 to 10,
changed the dates from Sept. 30-0ct. 6 to Dec. 8-15.
Changed dates for Mason Lake B from Oct. 6-10 to
Oct. 5-9.
Changed dates for Satsop C from Oct. 6-10 to Oct.
5-9.
Under Archery Only, changed permit level for
Desert D from 62 to 104.
Changed permit level for Quilomene C from 95 to
115.
•
Changed the permit level for Umtanum C from 32 to
62.
Changed the permit level for Alkali E from 85 to 76,
changed the date from Nov. 18-Dec. 2 to Dec. 1629.
Changed the permit level for Quilomene D from 75
to 110, changed the dates from Oct. 13-21 to Nov. 417.
•
Changed the permit level for Umtanum D from 75 to
110, changed the dates from Oct. 13-21 to Nov. 417.
Page 11
Changed dates for Toutle B from Oct. 13-31 to Oct.
12-31, and added the month of Oct.
Changed dates for Wind River C from Oct. 13-31 to
Oct. 12-31, and added the month of Oct.
Changed dates for Skookumchuck C from Oct. 6-31
to Oct. 5-31.
Under Advanced Hunter Education, added Fisher
Island A, Sept. 1-0ct. 11, Any Black-tailed Deer,
Deer Area 051, 7 permits.
Added Fisher Island B, Oct. 12-Nov. 30, Any Blacktailed Deer, Deer Area 051, 7 permits.

changes in hunter success and allocation to user groups, or
to better address damage issues.
~
Page6
~
Changed permit level for Mountain View A from 8
to 5.
Added Naneum A, Oct. 21-Nov. 3, Any Bull, EF,
GMU 328, 6 permits.
Added Quilomene A, Oct. 21-Nov. 3, Any Bull, EF,
GMU 329, 8 permits.
Added Teanaway A, Oct. 21-Nov. 3, Any Bull, EF,
GMU 335, 6 permits.
Changed permit level for Peaches Ridge A from 86
to 103.
Changed permit level for Goose Prairie A from 176
to 114.
Changed permit level for Bethel A from 120 to 64.
Changed permit level for Rimrock A from 103 to
112.
Changed permit level for Cowiche A from 26 to 28.
Changed dates for Margaret A from Nov. 3-11 to
Nov. 2-10.
Changed dates for Toutle A from Nov. 3-11 to Nov.
2-10.
Changed dates for Olympic A from Nov. 3-11 to
Nov. 2-10.

Page7
Changed dates for Taneum from Oct. 31-Nov. 4 to
Oct. 30-Nov. 3.
Changed dates for Manastash from Oct. 31-Nov. 4
to Oct. 30-Nov. 3.
Changed permit level for Observatory A from 48 to
62, changed dates from Oct. 22-Nov. 4 to Oct. 21Nov. 3 and added EM to tag prefix choice.
Changed permit level for Cleman from 75 to 100.
Changed dates for Little Naches A from Oct. 31Nov. 4 to Oct. 30-Nov. 3.
Changed dates for Nile from Oct. 31-Nov. 4 to Oct.
30-Nov. 3.
Changed permit level for Bumping from 530 to 215,
change dates from Oct. 31-Nov. 4 to Oct. 30-Nov. 3.
Changed permit level for Bethel B from 275 to 105,
changed dates from Oct. 31-Nov. 4 to Oct. 30-Nov.
3.
Changed permit level for Rimrock B from 275 to
100, changed dates from Oct. 31-Nov. 4 to Oct. 30Nov. 3.
Changed dates for Cowiche B from Oct. 31-Nov. 4
to Oct.30-Nov. 3.
Changed date for Willapa Hills to Nov. 6-10.
Added Raymond A, Nov. 6-10, 3-Point Minimum or
Antlerless, WF or WM, part of GMUs 506, 672, and
673k, 20 permits.
Renamed Raymond C to B, changed date to Dec.
16-31 to avoid overlap, added part of 672, changed
permit level from 15 to 30.
Renamed Raymond D to C, added part of 672,
changed permit level from 15 to 30.
Renamed Raymond E to D, added part of 672.

WAC 232-28-279 2000-2002 Elk general seasons and
2002-2003 special permits: Changes from the text of the
proposed rule and reasons for difference:
Page2
Under Modern Firearm Elk Seasons, Eastern Washington Game Management Units changed to 109
east of Aladdin-Northport Road, 113, 117, 124 east
of Hwy. 395 for clarity.
Deleted 382 from multiple date damage hunts.
Changed dates and legal elk to Aug. 31-Sept. 13
Antlerless, Sept. 14-15 Any Elk, Oct. 6-7 Antlerless, Oct. 8-11 Any Elk.
Added 382 to Oct. 26-Nov. 3, Any Elk.
Page3
•
Under Late Archery Elk Seasons, added Elk Area
037 in GMU 372.
In Eastern WA added dates Nov. 20-Jan. 31 to the
GMU 352 and 360 partial hunts.
The following changes to permit quotas were adjusted to
reflect calendar adjustments, updated survey information,
Permanent
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Changed date from Nov. 7-11 to Nov. 6-10 for Winston, Margaret B, Ryderwood, Coweeman, Toutle
B, Marble, Lewis River, and Siouxon.

Page8
Changed permit level for Satsop from 15 to 30.
Changed permit level for Mashel A from 25 to SO.
Added Mashel B Jan. 12-21, Antlerless, WF or
•
WM, part of GMU 6S4m, 100 permits.
Changed permit level for North Minot A from 30 to
60.
Changed dates for Williams Creek from Nov. 7-11
to Nov. 6-10.
Added North Shore A, Nov. 6-10, Antlerless, WF or
•
WM, Elk Area 068, S permits, and added WM to tag
prefix choice.
Added 672 to footnote k.
•
Under Muzzleloade r Bull Permit Hunts, added
Naneum B, Oct. 1-11, Any Bull, EM, GMU 328, 1
permit.
Added Quilomene B, Oct. 1-11, Any Bull, EM,
GMU 329, 2 permits.
Added Teanaway B, Oct. 1-11, Any Bull, EM, GMU
335, 1 permit.
Changed permit level for Peaches Ridge B from 11
to 15, changed ending date from Oct. 12 to 11.

•

•
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Changed permit level for Bethel D from 100 to 62.
Changed permit level for Rimrock D from 87 to 117.
Changed permit level for Cowiche D from 20 to 27.
Changed dates for Peshastin G from Sept. 1-15 to
Sept. 1-14.
Changed permit level for Margaret D from 8 to 7.
Changed permit level for Toutle D from 55 to 61.
Changed permit level for Olympic C from 6 to 5.
Changed permit level for Quinault from 20 to 40.
Rename Raymond B to F, add part of 672, change
permit level from 15 to 60.
Changed permit level for Satsop from 15 to 30.
Delete Tanwax hunt.
Add Naneum C, Sept. 1-14, Any Bull, EA, GMU
328, 35 permits.
Add Quilomene C, Sept. 1-14, Any Bull, EA, GMU
329, 12 permits.
Add Teanaway C, Sept. 1-14, Any Bull, EA, GMU
335, 35 permits.

Page 11
Add GMU 672 to footnote "k."
•
Add superscript "q" to Elk Area 066 hunts.
Changed permit level for Chehalis Valley C from 15
•
to 30.
Changed permit level for Chehalis Valley E from 10
to 15.
Changed permit level for Chehalis Valley F from 10
to 15.
Changed permit level for Chehalis Valley G from 10
to 15.
Under Persons of disability changed permit level for
Observatory D from 5 to 6.
Changed permit level for Little Naches C from 5 to
6.
Changed dates for Centralia Mine A from Oct. 2728 to Oct. 26-27.
Changed dates for Centralia Mine B from Nov. 3-4
to Nov. 2-3.
Renamed North Shore A to B. Deleted part of GMU
•
658. Added Elk Area 068.
Renamed North Shore B to C. Changed dates from
Dec. 1-31 to Dec. 16-31. Deleted part ofGMU 658.
Added Elk Area 068.
Renamed North Shore C to D. Deleted part ofGMU
658. Added Elk Area 068.
Added North Shore E, Feb. 1-28, Antlerless, Any
Elk Tag, Elk Area 068, 5 permits.
Added Skookumchu ck C, Jan. 1-31, Antlerless, Any
Elk Tag, GMU 667, 10 permits.
Eliminated footnote "p" it is no longer needed.
Added footnote "q" - Firearm Restricted Area.
•
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 9, Repealed 0.

Page 9
Changed permit level for Goose Prairie B from 22 to
17, changed ending date from Oct. 12 to 11.
Changed permit level for Bethel C from 17 to 11,
changed ending date from Oct. 12 to 11.
Changed permit level for Rimrock C from 13 to 16,
•
changed ending date from Oct. 12 to 11.
Changed permit level for Cowiche C from 6 to 10,
changed ending date from Oct. 12 to 11.
Changed permit level for Margaret C from 3 to 4,
changed ending date from Oct. 12 to 11.
Changed permit level for Toutle C from 15 to 16,
changed ending date from Oct. 12 to 11.
Changed ending date for Olympic B from Oct. 12 to
11.
Changed ending date for West Bar C from Oct. 12 to
11.
Changed permit levels for Observatory B from 9 to
14, changed ending date from Oct. 12 to 11.
Changed ending date for Umtanum B from Oct. 12
to 11.
Delete Malaga D hunt. It is redundant with proposed Malaga F hunt.
Changed ending date for Satsop from Oct. 14 to 11.
permit levels for North Minot B from 30 to
Changed
•
60, changed ending date from Oct. 14 to 11.
Page 10
Rename Raymond A to E, add part of GMU 672,
•
change permit level from 15 to 30.
Under Archery Permit Hunts change permit level
for Mountain View C from 6 to 5.
Changed permit level for Peaches Ridge C from 88
to 126.
Changed permit level for Observatory C from 40 to
•
71.
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Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 10, 2002

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 02-53, filed
3/29/02, effective 5/1/02)
WAC 232-12-011 Wildlife classified as protected
shall not be hunted or fished. Protected wildlife are desig-,
nated into three subcategories: Threatened, sensitive, and
other.
(1) Threatened species are any wildlife species native to
the state of Washington that are likely to become endangered
within the foreseeable future throughout a significant portion
of their range within the state without cooperative management or removal of threats. Protected wildlife designated as
threatened include:

Debbie Nelson
for Russ Cahill, Chairman
Fish and Wildlife Commission
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 00-05, filed
1/24/00, effective 2/24/00)
WAC 232-12-014 Wildlife classified as endangered
species. Endangered species include:
Common Name
pygmy rabbit
fisher
gray wolf
grizzly bear
sea otter
sei whale
fin whale
blue whale
humpback whale
black right whale
sperm whale
Columbian white-tailed
deer
woodland caribou
American white pelican
brown pelican
( (peregriHe faleoH

sandhill crane
snowy plover
upland sandpiper

Scientific Name
· Brachylagus idahoensis
Martes pennanti
Canis lupus
Ursus arctos
Balaenoptera borealis
Balaenoptera musculus
Megaptera novaeangliae
Balaena glacialis
Physeter macrocephalus
Odocoileus virginianus Leucurus
Pelecanus erythrorhynchos
Pelecanus occidentalis
Fele(j peregrimts))
Grus canadensis
charadrius alexandrinus
Bartramia longicauda

Dermochelys coriacea

Oregon silverspot
butterfly
Oregon spotted frog
northern leopard frog
Permanent

Haliaeetus leucocephalus
Brachyramphus marmoratus

green sea turtle
loggerhead sea turtle

Caretta caretta

Common Name
Gray whale
Common Loon
Peregrine Falcon
Larch Mountain
salamander
Pygmy whitefish
Margined sculpin
Olympic mudminnow

Rangifer tarandus caribou

leatherback sea turtle
mardon skipper

bald eagle
ferruginous hawk
marbled murrelet

Eumetopias jubatus
Lynx canadensis
Branta Canadensis
leucopareia
Buteo regalis
Chelonia mydas
Centrocercus urophasianus
Phasianus columbianus.

(2) Sensitive species are any wildlife species native to
the state of Washington that are vulnerable or declining and
are likely to become endangered or threatened in a significant
portion of their range within the state without cooperative
management or removal of threats. Protected wildlife designated as sensitive include:

Balaenoptera physalus

Strix occidentalis

Scientific Name
Sciurus griseus

sage grouse
sharp-tailed grouse

Enhydra lutris

spotted owl
western pond turtle

Common Name
westesn gray squirrel
Steller (northern)
sea lion
North American lynx
Aleutian Canada goose

Scientific Name
Eschrichtius gibbosus
Gavia immer
Falco peregrinus
Plethodon larselli
Prosopium coulteri
Cottus marginatus
Novumbra hubbsi

(3) Other protected wildlife include:

Clemmys marmorata

Common Name
cony or pika

Polites mardon

Scientific Name
Ochotona princeps
Tamius minimus

Rana pretiosa

least chipmunk
yellow-pine chipmunk
Townsend's chipmunk

Tamius townsendii

Rana pipiens

red-tailed chipmunk

Tamius ruficaudus

Speyeria zerene hippolyta
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Olympic marmot

Scientific Name
Marmota caligata
Marmota olympus

Cascade
golden-mantled
ground squirrel

Spermophilus saturatus

Common Name
hoary marmot

golden-mantled
ground squirrel
Washington ground
squirrel
red squirrel
Douglas squirrel
northern flying squirrel
wolverine
painted turtle
California mountain
kingsnake

mals of the order Cetacea, including whales, porpoises, and
mammals of the order Pinnipedia not otherwise classified as
endangered species, or designated as threatened species or
sensitive species. This section shall not apply to hair seals
and sea lions which are threatening to damage or are damaging commercial fishing gear being utilized in a lawful manner
or when said mammals are damaging or threatening to damage commercial fish being lawfully taken with commercial
gear.

Spermophilus lateralis

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 01-69, filed
4/26/01, effective 5/27/01)

Spermophilus washingtoni
Tamiasciurus hudsonicus

WAC 232-28-273 ((~)) 2002 Moose, bighorn
sheep, and mountain goat seasons and permit quotas.

Tamiasciurus douglasii
Glaucomys sabrinus

((~))

Gula gulo

Lampropeltis zonata;

~

Permit
Season
Oct. 1-Nov. 30
Oct. 1-Nov. 30
Oct. 1-Nov. 30
Oct. 1-Nov. 30
Oct. 1-Nov. 30
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

1-Nov. 30
1-Nov. 30
1-Nov. 30
1-Nov. 30

2002 Moose Permit Hunts

Who May Apply: Anyone may apply; EXCEPT those who
drew a moose permit previously in Washington State. Only
one moose permit will be issued during an individual's lifetime (waived for Mt. Spokane youth hunt, and raffle and auction hunts).

Chrysemys picta

All birds not classified as game birds, predatory birds or
endangered species, or designated as threatened species or
sensitive species; all bats, except when found in or immediately adjacent to a dwelling or other occupied building; mamHunt
Name
Kettle ((atYef}) Range
Selkirk Mtns.
Mt. Spokane A
Mt. Spokane B
Mt. Spokane Youth
Only((H))*
49 Degrees North
Three Forks
Hangman
Hucklebeny

WSR 02-11-069

Bag Limit: One moose of either sex, EXCEPT antlerless only
for the Mt. Spokane B Hunt and the Mt. Spokane Youth
Hunt.

Permit Hunt
Boundary Description
GMU 101, 105
GMU 113
GMU 124, east ofHw)'. 395
GMU 124, east of Hw)'. 395
GMU 124, east of Hw)'. 395

Special
Restrictions
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon

GMU 117
GMU 109
GMU 127, 130
GMU 121, 124 west of
HW)'. 395

Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
An)'. Legal Weagon

((~))2002

Permits
18
15
15
10
22
6
5

2

*Applicants must be eligible to purchase a youth moose permit application. Youth hunters must be accompanied by an adult during the hunt.
!.(~))

2002 Mountain Sheep (Bighorn) Permit Hunts

Who May Apply: Anyone may apply; EXCEPT those who drew a bighorn permit previously in Washington State. Only one bighorn sheep permit will be issued during an individual's lifetime. (Waived for raffle and auction hunts.)
Bag Limit: One bighorn ram.

~

Hunt
Name

Permit
Season

Selah Butte
Um tan um
Cleman Mountain
Mt. Hull

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

15-0ct.
15-0ct.
15-0ct.
15-0ct.

10
10
10
10

Permit Hunt
Boundary Description

Special
Restrictions

Sheep Unit4
Sheep Unit 5
Sheep Unit 7
Sheep Unit 10

Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
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((4)) .J.

4

((6)) .J.
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Sept. 15-0ct. 10
Sept. 15-0ct. 10
Sept. 15-0ct. 10

Sheep Unit 12
Sheep Unit 13
Sheep Unit 14

Mountain (Bighorn) Sheep Units:
Sheep Unit 4 Selah Butte: Permit Area: That part of
Yakima and Kittitas counties between Ellensburg and
Yakima east of the Yakima River and north of Selah Creek,
west of Interstate 82 and south of Interstate 90.
Sheep Unit 5 Umtanum: Permit Area: Those portions of
Yakima and Kittitas counties west of the Yakima River, north
of W enas Creek, and east of USFS Road 1701 to Manastash
Lake and its drainage; south and east along the South Fork
Manastash Creek to Manastash Creek and the Yakima River.
Sheep Unit 7 Cleman Mountain: Permit Area: That part of
Yakima County south of Wenas Creek and east of USFS
Road 1701, north of Highway 410 and Highway 12 and west
of the Yakima River.
Sheep Unit 10 Mt. Hull: Permit Area: That part of Okanogan County within the following described boundary:
Beginning at Oroville; then south along U.S. Highway 97 to
the Swanson's Mill Road (old Mt. Hull Road) near Lake
Andrews; then east to the Dry Gulch Road; then north to the
Hunt
Name
Chelan North
Methow
Naches Pass
Bumping River
Tieton River
Blazed Ridge
Kachess Ridge
Jack Mountain
Corral Pass
Tatoosh
Smith Creek
Goat Rocks

Permit
Season
Sept. 15-0ct. 31
Sept. 15-0ct. 31
Sept. 15-0ct. 31
Sept. 15-0ct. 31
Sept. 15-0ct. 31
Sept. 15-0ct. 31
Sept. 15-0ct. 31
Sept. 15-0ct. 31
Sept. 15-0ct. 31
Sept. 15-0ct. 31
Sept. 15-0ct. 31
Sept. 15-0ct. 31

1

((6)) .s.

Oroville-Toroda Creek Road (Molson Grade Road); then
west to Oroville and the point of beginning.
Sheep Unit 12 Lincoln Cliffs: Permit Area: That part of
Lincoln County north of Highway 2.
Sheep Unit 13 Quilomene: Permit Area: GMU 329.
Sheep Unit 14 Swakane: Permit Area: GMU 250.
((~))

2002 Mountain Goat Permit Hunts

Who May Apply: Anyone may apply; except those who
drew a mountain goat permit in Washington state after 1998.
Starting in 1999, only one mountain goat permit will be
issued during an individual's lifetime. (Waived for raffle and
auction hunts.)
Bag Limit: One (1) adult goat of either sex with horns four
(4) inches or longer. WDFW urges hunters to refrain from
shooting nannies with kids. Permit hunters may start hunting
Sept. 1 with archery equipment.

Permit Hunt
Boundary Description
Goat Unit 2-1
Goat Unit 2-2
Goat Unit 3-6
Goat Unit 3-7
Goat Unit 3-9
Goat Unit 3-10
Goat Unit 3-11
Goat Unit 4-9
Goat Unit 4-38
Goat Unit 5-2
Goat Unit 5-3
Goat Unit 5-4

Mountain Goat Units:

Special
Restrictions
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon
Any Legal Weapon

((~))2002

Permits
((;1)) 1

2

((~))

i

2
3

((;1))1

1
0
2
3
1
3

(County Road 4440) to Roads End; west up the Twisp Pass
Trail 432 to Twisp Pass and the Okanogan County line;
northerly along the Okanogan County line through Washington Pass to Harts Pass; southeast down Harts Pass (Road
5400) to Lost River; then along the Lost River-Mazama Road
to Mazama; then southwest to State Highway 20; then southeasterly along State Highway 20 to Twisp and the point of
beginning.

Goat Unit 2-1 Chelan N. (Chelan County): Permit Area:
Beginning at the mouth of Fish Creek on Lake Chelan
(Moore Point); then northeast up Fish Creek and USFS trail
1259 to the Sawtooth crest near Deephole Spring; then southeast along the Sawtooth crest, which separates Chelan and
Okanogan County, to HorsethiefBasin and the headwaters of
Safety Harbor Creek; then south along Safety Harbor Creek
to Lake Chelan, then northwest along the north shore of Lake
Chelan to the mouth of Fish Creek at Moore Point and the
point of beginning.

Goat Unit 3-6 Naches Pass: Permit Area: Yakima and Kittitas counties within the following described boundary:
Beginning at Chinook Pass; then north along the Pacific
Crest Trail to Naches Pass; then east to USFS Road 19 and
continuing to State Highway 410; then west along State
Highway 410 to Chinook Pass and point of beginning.

Goat Unit 2-2 Methow Area: Permit Area: Okanogan
County within the following described boundary: Beginning
at the Town of Twisp, westerly along the Twisp River Road
Permanent
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said road to the junction of Morse Creek Road (old road to
Longmire Campground); then north along said road to the
Mount Rainier National Park Boundary; then east along the
southern park boundary to the point of beginning.

Goat Unit 3-7 Bumping River: Permit Area: Yakima
County within the following described boundary: Beginning
, at White Pass and the Pacific Crest Trail; then north to Forest
Trail 980; then north to USFS Road 18; then north to State
Highway 410; then east to State Highway 12; then west along
State Highway 12 and back to point of beginning; EXCEPT
Timberwolf Mountain, which is closed.
~

~

,

WSR 02-11-069

Goat Unit 5-3 Smith Creek: Permit area: Lewis County
within the following described boundary: Beginning at the
Town of Randle; then east along U.S. Highway 12 to USFS
Road 21; then southeast along USFS Road 21 to USFS Road
22; then northeast and northwest along USFS Road 22 to
USFS Road 23; then east and northwest on USFS Road 23 to
USFS Road 25; then north along USFS Road 25 to Randle
and point of beginning.

Goat Unit 3-9 Tieton River: Permit Area: Yakima County
within the following described boundary: Beginning at
White Pass and Pacific Crest Trail; then south to the Yakama
Indian Reservation Boundary; then east to USFS Jeep Trail
1137; then west to USFS Road 1070-578 Spur; then west to
Road 1000; then north to USFS Road 12; then north to State
Highway 12; then west on State Highway 12 to point of
beginning.

Goat Unit 5-4 Goat Rocks: Permit Area: Lewis County
south of the White Pass Highway (U.S. Highway 12) and east
of the Johnson Creek Road (USFS Road 1302).

Goat Unit 3-10 Blazed Ridge: Permit Area: Kittitas and
Yakima counties within the following described boundary:
Beginning at the mouth of Cabin Creek on the Yakima River;
then west along Cabin Creek to the headwaters near Snowshoe Butte; then south along the Cascade Crest separating the
Green and Yakima river drainage to Pyramid Peak; then
southeast along the North Fork, Little Naches, and Naches
River to the Yakima River; then north along the Yakima
River to the mouth of Cabin Creek and point of beginning.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 01-69, filed
4/26/01, effective 5/27/01)
WAC 232-28-248 Special closures and firearm
restriction areas.
RESTRICTED AND PROHIBITED HUNTING AREAS.

These areas are closed by Fish and Wildlife Commission
action. Other areas may be closed to hunting by local, state
or federal regulations.

Goat Unit 3-11 Kachess Ridge: Permit Area: Kittitas
County within the following described boundary: Beginning
at the mouth of the Kachess River on the Yakima River; then
north along the Kachess River and Kachess Lake to USFS
Road 4600; then east on USFS Road 4600 to the Cle Elum
River; then south along the Cle Elum River and Lake Cle
Elum to the Yakima River; then northwest along the Yakima
River to the mouth of the Kachess River and point of beginning.

IT IS ILLEGAL TO HUNT EXCEPT WHERE PROVIDED IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

1.

Goat Unit 4-9 Jack Mountain: Permit Area: Whatcom
County within the following described boundary: Beginning
at the confluence of Ruby Creek and Crater Creek; then north
up Crater Creek to the ridge line between Jerry Lakes and a
pinnacle of Jack Mountain (7 ,292 ft. elevation); continue due
north to Devil's Creek; then west down Devil's Creek to Ross
Lake; then south along the east shoreline of Ross Lake to
Ruby Arm; then easterly up Ruby Arm and Ruby Creek to the
confluence of Crater Creek and the point of beginning.
Goat Unit 4-38 Corral Pass: Permit Area: Pierce County
within the following described boundary: Beginning where
Goat Creek intersects the Corral Pass Road; then southeast up
Goat Creek to the Cascade Crest; then north along the Crest
to USFS Trail 1188; then northwest along said trail to USFS
Trail 1176; then north along said trail to Corral Pass; then
west along Corral Pass Road to its intersection with Goat
Creek and the point of beginning.

2.

Goat Unit 5-2 Tatoosh: Permit Area: Lewis County within
the following described boundary: Beginning at the junction
~ of the southern Mount Rainier National Park Boundary and
, State Highway 123; then south along State Highway 123 to
U.S. Highway 12; then southwest along said highway to
Skate Creek Road (USFS Road 52); then northwest along

3.
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Little Pend Oreille National Wildlife Refuge: The
southern part of the Little Pend Oreille National Wildlife Refuge in Stevens County is closed to hunting and
discharge of firearms except during the periods of April
15-May 15 and October I-December 31. This closure is
south of a boundary beginning at the west project
boundary in Section 3, Township 34 N, R 40 EWM,
then easterly along Road 1.0 (Bear Creek Road) to the
intersection with Road 2.0 (Blacktail Mountain Road)
in Section 2, then easterly along Road 2.0 to the easterly boundary in Section 8, Township 34 N, R 42
EWM.
The Little Pend Oreille National Wildlife Refuge north
of the preceding boundary is open to all legally established hunting se·asons from April 15 to May 15 and
September through December.
Parker Lake: All lands south of Ruby Creek Road
(USFS Road 2489), north of Tacoma Creek Road
(USFS Road 2389) and west of Bonneville Power
Administration power lines are designated as "CLOSED
AREA" to the hunting of wild animals and wild birds
year round. Both the Little Pend Oreille (1) and Parker
Lake (2) closures were established to provide a protected area for the Air Force Military Survival Training
Program.
Columbia River and all the islands in the river, and the
Benton County shoreline below the high water mark,
and any peninsula originating on the Benton County
shoreline, between Vernita Bridge (Highway 24) downstream to the old Hanford townsite powerline crossing
Permanent
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(wooden towers) in Section 24, T 13 N, R 27 E, is designated as a "CLOSED AREA" to the hunting of wild animals and wild birds.
Green River (GMU 485): Except for special permit
hunters, who may also take a black bear and/or cougar
with the appropriate license/tag options, all lands
within GMU 485 are designated as a "CLOSED AREA" to
the hunting of big game by Department of Fish and
Wildlife regulated hunters throughout the year. During
the general westside elk season and general and late
deer seasons, all lands within GMU 485 are also designated as a "CLOSED AREA" to the hunting of all wild animals (including wild birds). The City of Tacoma
enforces trespass within GMU 485 on lands owned or
controlled by the City during all times of the year.
McNeil Island: McNeil Island (part of GMU 652) is
closed to the hunting of all wild animals (including
wild birds) year around.
Loo-wit (GMU 522): Closed to hunting and trapping
within GMU 522 (Loo-wit).
The Voice of America Dungeness Recreation Area
County Park in Clallam County is closed to all hunting
except Wednesdays. weekends, and holidays, from the
first weekend in October to the end of January.

FIREARM RESTRICTION AREAS

The firearm restriction areas listed below have been established by the Fish and Wildlife Commission. Centerfire and
rimfire rifles are not legal for hunting in these areas.
In firearm restriction areas, hunters may hunt only during the
season allowed by their tag. Archery tag holders may hunt
during archery seasons with archery equipment. Muzzleloaders may hunt during muzzleloader seasons with muzzleloader
equipment except in the GMU 652 restriction area outlined
for King County. Modern firearm tag holders may hunt during modern firearm seasons with bows and arrows, muzzleloaders or revolver-type handguns meeting the equipment
restrictions or legal shotguns firing slugs or buckshot.
COUNTY

2.

3.
4.

5.

Clark, Cowlitz, Pacific, and Wahkiakum counties are
closed to Columbian Whitetail Deer hunting.
Cathlamet: Beginning in the town of Skamokawa; then
east along SR 4 to the Risk Road; then south and east
along the Risk Road to Foster Road; then south along
the Foster Road to the Elochoman River; then upstream
along the Elochoman River to the Elochoman Valley
Road (old SR 407); then west along the Elochoman
Valley Road to SR 4; then east along SR 4 to SR 409;
then south along SR 409 to the Cathlamet Channel of
the Columbia River; then east along the north shore of
the Cathlamet Channel to Cape Horn; then south in the
Columbia River to the state line; then west along the
state line to a point directly south of the mouth of Skamokawa Creek; then north on Skamokawa Creek to SR
4 and the point of beginning. This area is closed to all
deer and elk hunting, to protect the Columbian Whitetail Deer.
Willapa National Wildlife Refuge: Except for Long
Island, Willapa National Wildlife Refuge is closed to
all big game hunting.
Walla Walla Mill Creek Watershed (GMU 157): All
lands in the Mill Creek Watershed are designated as a
"CLOSED AREA" to the hunting of all wild animals
(including wild birds) except for holders of special elk
permits during the established open season. This area is
closed to motorized vehicles. Entry is allowed only by
Forest Service permit for the duration of the hunt. Any
entry into the Mill Creek Watershed at other times is
prohibited.
Westport: Closed to hunting of all big game animals on
that part of Westport Peninsula lying north of State
Highway 105 from the west end of the Elk River
Bridge and the Schafer Island Road to the ocean beach.

Permanent

AREA

That portion of GMU 624 (Coyle)
located within Clallam County.
GMU 564 (Battleground)
Clark
GMU 554 (Yale)
Cowlitz
GMU 504 (Stella)
That portion of GMU 564 (Battleground) in Cowlitz County.
((Praaklia, Graftt aed That J31tl't of GMU 381 west of SR 17
aad US Highway 395.))
Adaffis
That portion of GMU 658 (North
Grays Harbor
River) beginning at Bay City; then west ~
~
along Highway 105 to Twin Harbors
State Park; then south along Highway
105 to Gray land Grocery; then east on
Cranberry Road to Turkey Road; then
east and north on Turkey Road to Bayview Logging Road; then north and east
along Bayview Logging Road to Mallard Slough; then east and south along
·the Bayview Road to Andrews Creek;
then north along main channel of
Andrews Creek to Grays Harbor; then
north and west along the main navigation channel to Bay City and point of
beginning.
The ((Sottth Elma)) Chehalis valley
restriction applies only during elk seasons:
That portion of GMU 660 (Minot Peak)
described as follows: Beginning at
Highway 12 and ((Wakefield Road
Jttftetioa (Sottth Elma); SOHtft Oft WalEe
field Road, aeross the Chehalis Ri·rer to
the Sottth Baftk Road; theft sotttheast Oft
Sottth Baek Road to the Delezefte
Road; theft sottth Oft the Delezeae Road ~
to a 13oiftt l mile from the Sottth Baek ~
Road; sotttheast aloftg a liee 1 mile
sottthwest of the Sottth Baftk Road to

Clallam

BIG GAME CLOSURES

1.

4
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COUNTY

~-

Island

Jefferson
King

Kitsap

COUNTY

AREA

the Oakville BFOoklyn Road; then east
ton the Oakville Brooklyn Road to
Oakville and Highway 12; then Horth
west on High·..,.ay 12 to Wakefield Road
to Ellfla and)) Highway 107 junction
near Montesano; east and south on
Highway 12 to Oakville; south on the
Oakville-Brooklyn Road to a point one
mile west of South Bank Road; northwest along a line one mile southwest of
the South Bank Road to Delzene Road;
north along Delzene Road to South
Bank Road; northwest along South
Bank Road to Wakefield Road; north
on Wakefield Road to the Chehalis
River: west along the Chehalis River to
Highway 107 bridge; north on Highway
107 to Highway 12 to the point of
beginning.
That portion ofGMU 410 (Island)
located on Camano and Whidbey
islands.
Indian and Marrowstone islands.
The area west of Highway 203 (Monroe-Fall City, Fall City-Preston Road)
to Interstate 90 (I-90), I-90 to Highway
18, Highway 18 to Interstate 5 (I-5), I-5
to the Pierce-King County line; Vashon
and Maury islands.
The following portion of GMU 652
(Puyallup): Beginning at the intersection of State Highway 410 and the
southeast Mud Mountain Dam Road
near the King/Pierce County line north
of Buckley; then east along the southeast Mud Mountain Road to 284th Avenue Southeast; then north along 284th
Avenue Southeast to State Highway
410; then west along Highway 410 to
the point of the beginning. (This restriction includes high power rifles and
muzzleloaders.)
East of State Highway 16 originating at
the Tacoma Narrows Bridge to Gorst,
and east of Highway 3 to Newbury Hill
Road, north of Newbury Hill Road and
the Bremerton-Seabeck Highway to
Big Beef Creek Bridge; all of Bainbridge Island, and Bangor Military Reservation.

Kittitas

Mason

Pacific

Pierce

Snohomish
Skagit
Thurston

Whatcom

AREA

GMU 334 (Ellensburg) Closed to high
power rifles during deer and elk seasons.
GMU 633 (Mason Lake) south of Hammersley Inlet; and all of Harstene
Island.
GMU 684 (Long Beach) west of Sand
Ridge Road. The portion of GMU 658
(North River) south and west of State
Highway 105 and Airport Road
between Raymond and North River
Bridge. GMU 681 between U.S. Highway 101. Chinook Valley Road and the
Columbia River from Astoria-Megler
bridge to the Wallacut River.
GMU 652 (Anderson and Ketron
islands) limited to archery, shotgun, and
muzzleloader. McNeil Island closed to
hunting.
See GMU 652 restriction area outlined
for King County.
GMU 627 (Kitsap) south of Highway
302 on the Longbranch Peninsula is a
firearm restriction area.
West of Highway 9.
Guemes Island and March Point north
of State Highway 20.
GMU 666 (Deschutes) north of U.S.
Highway 101 and Interstate 5 between
Oyster Bay and the mouth of the
Nisqually River.
Area west of I-5 and north of Bellingham city limits including Lummi Island
and Point Roberts.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 01-69, filed
4/26/01, effective 5/27/01)

WAC 232-28-02220 Game management units
(GMUs)---Special game areas-Boundary descriptionsElk and deer area descriptions.
Elk Area No. 029 Toledo (Lewis and Cowlitz counties):

Beginning at the Cowlitz River and State Highway 505 junction; east along State Highway 505 to Eden Road; east along
Eden Road to the Evans Road; east along the Evans Road to
the Weyerhaeuser 1800 Road; south along Weyerhaeuser
1800 Road to the Weyerhaeuser 1900 Road; south along the
Weyerhaeuser 1900 Road to the North Fork Toutle River to
Alder Creek to the Weyerhaeuser 2400 Road; west along the
Weyerhaeuser 2400 Road to the Weyerhaeuser 4400 Road to
Johnson Creek and the South Fork Toutle River to State
Highway 504; east on Highway 504 to State Highway 505;
north along Highway 505 to the Weyerhaeuser 1500 Road to
[ 49]
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Salmon Creek; west along Salmon Creek to the Cowlitz
River; north along the Cowlitz River to the junction of State
Highway 505 and point of beginning.

Umtanum Road to State Route 821 and the point of beginning.

Elk Area No. 041 Skagit (Skagit County): Begin at the ,.
intersection of CP 190 Road and CP 132 Road (Section 28,
T36N, R5E); east along the CP 132 Road to the CP 130 Road;
east and south along CP 130 Road to CP 110 Road, west,
south and east along CP 110 Road to Childs Creek; south
down Childs Creek to State Route 20; east on State Route 20
to Grandy Creek; south down Grandy Creek to the Skagit
River; south on a line to South Skagit Hwy; west on South
Skagit Hwy to State Route 9; north on State Route 9 to State
Route 20; east on State Route 20 to Helmick Road; north on
Helmick Road to CP 190 Road to CP 132 Road and the point
of beginning. (WA Atlas & Gazetteer & Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest Map)

Elk Area No. 031 Shushuskin (Kittitas County): Beginning at Umtanum Road and the Yakima River; west along
Umtanum Road to Manastash Road; west on Manastash
Road to Cove Road; south and west on Cove Road to Hanson
Road and Umtanum Creek; east (downstream) along
Umtanum Creek to the Yakima River; north (upstream) along
the Yakima River to the point of beginning.
Elk Area No. 032 Malaga (Kittitas and Chelan counties):
Beginning at the mouth of Davies Canyon on the Columbia
River; west along Davies Canyon to the cliffs above (north
of) the North Fork Tarpiscan Creek; west and north along the
cliffs to the Bonneville Power Line; southwest along the
powerline to the North Fork Tarpiscan Road in Section 9,
Township 20N, Range 21E; north and west along North Fork
Tarpiscan Road to Colockum Pass Road (Section 9, Township 20N, Range 21E); south and west on Colockum Pass
Road to section line between Sections 8 & 9; north along the
section line between Sections 8 and 9 as well as Sections 4 &
5 (T20N, R21E) & Sections 32 & 33 (T21N, R21E) to Moses
Carr Road; west and north on Moses Carr Road to Jump Off
Road; south and west on Jump Off Road to Shaller Road;
north and west on Shaller Road to Upper Basin Loop Road;
north and West on Upper Basin Loop Road to Wheeler Ridge
Road; north on Wheeler Ridge Road to the Basin Loop Road
(pavement) in Section 10 (T21N, R20E); north on Basin
Loop Road to Wenatchee Heights Road; west on Wenatchee
Heights Road to Squilchuck Road; south on Squilchuck Road
to Beehive Road (USFS Rd 9712); northwest on Beehive
Road to USFS Rd 7100 near Beehive Reservoir; north and
west on USFS Rd 7100 to Peavine Canyon Road (USFS Rd
7101); north and east on Peavine Canyon Road to Number
Two Canyon Road; north on Number Two Canyon Road to
Crawford Street in Wenatchee; east on Crawford Street to the
Columbia River; south and east along the Columbia River to
Davies Canyon and point of beginning. (Naneum Green Dot,
Washington Gazetteer, Wenatchee National Forest)

Elk Area No. 050 Curtis (Lewis County): Beginning at the
Boistfort Road, State Highway 6 intersection; west to the
Mauerman Road; west and southwest on the Mauerman Road
to the Pe Ell/McDonald Road; south and east on the Pe
Ell/McDonald Road to the Lost Valley Road; south and
southeast on the Lost Valley Road to the Boistfort Road; east
and north along the Boistfort Road to State Highway 6 and
point of beginning.

Elk Area No. 052 Mossyrock (Lewis County): Beginning
at the intersection of Winston Creek Road and State Highway
12; east on State Highway 12 to the Cowlitz River; east on the
Cowlitz River to Riffe Lake; southeast along the south shore ~
of Riffe Lake to Swofford Pond outlet creek; south on Swof- ,.
ford Pond outlet creek to Green Mountain Road; west on
Green Mountain Road to Perkins Road; west on Perkins
Road to Longbell Road; south on Longbell Road to Winston
Creek Road; north on Winston Creek Road to State Highway
12 and the point of beginning. (All lands owned and managed
by the Cowlitz Wildlife Area are excluded from this Elk
Area.)
Elk Area No. 053 Randle (Lewis County): Beginning at
the town of Randle and the intersection of U.S. Highway 12
and State Route 131 (Forest Service 23 and 25 Roads); south
on State Route 131 to Forest Service 25 Road; south on Forest Service 25 Road to the Cispus River; west along the Cispus River to the Champion 300 line bridge; south and west on
the Champion 300 line to the Champion Haul Road; north
along the Champion Haul Road to Kosmos Road; north on
Kosmos Road to U.S. Highway 12; east on U.S. Highway 12
to Randle and point of beginning. (All lands owned and managed by the Cowlitz Wildlife Area are excluded from this Elk
Area.)

Elk Area No. 033 Peshastin (Chelan County): Beginning
at Crawford Street and the Columbia River in Wenatchee;
west on Crawford Street and Number Two Canyon Road to
USFS 7101 Road (Peavine Canyon); west on USFS 7101
Road to Mission Creek Road; north on Mission Creek Road
to USFS 7104 Road (Sand Creek Road); west on USFS 7104
Road (Sand Creek Road) to Camas Creek; west up Camas
Creek to where Camas Creek crosses USFS 7200 Road,
T22N, R l 8E, Section 4; north along USFS 7200 Road to U.S.
Highway 97; north on U.S. Highway 97 to USFS 7300 Road
(Mountain Home Road); north on the USFS 7300 Road to the
Wenatchee River at Leavenworth; down the Wenatchee
River and Columbia River to the point of beginning.

Elk Area No. 054 Boistfort (Lewis County): Beginning at
the Town of Vader; west along State Highway 506 to the
Wildwood Road; north along the Wildwood Road to the
Abernathy 500 line gate (Section 20, Tl lN, R3W, Willamette Meridian); northwest along the 500, 540, and 560
lines to the Weyerhaeuser 813 line; northwest along the 813,
812, 50001, 5000 and 4000 lines to the Pe Ell/McDonald
Road (Section 15, Tl2N, R4W); west along the Pe
Ell/McDonald Road to the Lost Valley Road; northeast along

Elk Area No. 036 Riverbottom (Kittitas County): Beginning at the junction of Umtanum Road and State Route 821;
south on State Route 821 and the Yakima River to Umtanum
Creek; west up Umtanum Creek to Umtanum Road; north on
Permanent
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F-line to Vesta H-line (Vesta Creek Road); south on Vesta
Creek Road to the North River Road; south and east on North
River Road to the Brooklyn Road; east on Brooklyn Road to
the Garrard Creek Road; east and north on Garrard Creek
Road to the South Bank Road; east on South Bank to South
State Street (Oakville); north on South State Street to US 12;
northwest and west on US 12 to State Route 107; south and
southwest on SR 107 to the Melbourne A-line and the point
of beginning.

the Lost Valley Road to the Boistfort Road; north along the
Boistfort Road to the King Road; east along the King Road to
, the town of Winlock and State Highway 603; south along
Highway 505 to the Winlock/Vader Road; south along said
road to the Town of Vader and the point of beginning.
~

Elk Area No. 055 East Valley (Wahkiakum County):
Within one mile on either side of the line beginning at Wilson
Creek Park on East Valley Road; west on East Valley Road to
the junction with Middle Valley Road (4.5 miles); north
along Middle Valley Road to the junction of Oat Field Road
(2.5 miles).

Elk Area No. 068 Willapa <Grays Harbor County): That
part of GMU 658 south of SR 105 between the intersection of
SR 105 and Hammond Road and the SR 105 bridge over
Smith Creek; and within one mile north of SR 105 west from
Hammond Road and east of the SR 105 bridge over Smith
Creek.

Elk Area No. 057 Carlton (Lewis County): That part of
513 (South Rainier) lying east of Highway 123 and north of
Highway 12.
Elk Area No. 058 West Goat Rocks (Lewis County): Goat
Rocks Wilderness west of the Pacific Crest Trail.

Deer Area No. 051 Fisher Island (Cowlitz County): The
islands in the Columbia River known as Fisher Island and
Hump Island in Game Management Unit 504.

Elk Area No. 059 Mt. Adams Wilderness (Skamania and
Yakima counties): The Mt. Adams Wilderness.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 01-69, filed
4/26/01, effective 5127JO l)

Elk Area No. 062 South Bank (Grays Harbor County):
That portion of GMU 660 (Minot Peak) described as follows:
Beginning at Highway 12 and Wakefield Road Junction
(South Elma); south on Wakefield Road, across the Chehalis
River to the South Bank Road; southeast on the South Bank
Road to Delezene Road; south on the Delezene Road to a
point one mile from the South Bank Road; southeast along a
~ line one mile southwest of the South Bank Road to the
, Oakville-Brooklyn Road; east on the Oakville-Brooklyn
Road to Oakville and Highway 12; northwest on Highway 12
to Wakefield Road to Elma and the point of beginning.

WAC 232-28-02240 Game management units
(GMUs)-Special game areas-Boundary descriptionsMuzzleloader area descriptions.
Muzzleloader Area No. 911 Fairview (Kittitas County):
Begin at U.S. Highway 97 and First Creek ((Read)); east on
First Creek ((Read)) to USFS 3507; south on USFS 3507 to
(USFS 35 Road) to USFS 3517 Road; east on USFS 3517
Road to Lillard Hill Road and Wilson Creek Road((; south OH
WilsoH Creek Road)) to the BPA Powerlines (Tl9N; Rl9E;
Section 19); east along the BPA Powerlines to the Colockum
Pass Road (Tl9N; R20E; Section 16); south on Colockum
Pass Road to the BPA Powerlines (Tl8N; R20E; Section 6);
east along the BPA Powerlines to the Parke Creek Road;
north on Parke Creek Road to Whiskey Jim Road; east on
Whiskey Jim Road to Beacon Ridge Road; south on Beacon
Ridge Road to Vantage_ Highway; east on Vantage Highway
to Interstate 90 (I-90); west on I-90 to ((Highway 97 aHd)) the
Highline Canal at the trestle at milepost 123; south along the
canal to the pumpstation; south and west along the north
branch of the canal to State Highway 821 and the Yakima
River; north along the Yakima River to Umtaneum Road;
south on Umtaneum Road to the south branch of the extension canal; west along the canal to Bradshaw Road; west
along Bradshaw Road to the elk fence; west and north along
the elk fence to the cattleguard at Taneum Creek Road; north
and west along the elk fence to the BP A powerline crossing
at Section 10; west along the powerline to the junction with
Cabin Creek Road Cl mi. south of railroad tracks in Easton);
north on Cabin Creek Road to Easton and I-90; east on I-90
to Exit 80 (Bullfrog Road); north on Bullfrog Road to State
Route 903; north on State Route 903 to No. 6 Canyon Road
(south edge of city of Roslyn); northeast up No. 6 Canyon
Road to Roslyn Ridge Road and over the ridge to Carlson
Canyon Road; east and northeast on Carlson Canyon Road to
Westfork Teanaway Road; east on Westfork Teanaway Road
to the junction with Northfork Teanaway Road; north on the

Elk Area No. 064 Quinault Valley (Grays Harbor and Jefferson counties): That portion of GMU 638 (Quinault)
beginning at the junction of Wright Canyon Road and South
Shore Road; north to the shoreline of Lake Quinault; north
along Lake Quinault to the Olympic National Park (ONP)
boundary; east along ONP boundary to its intersection with
the South Shore Road and U.S. Forest Service boundary;
west along the U.S. Forest Service boundary to the Wright
Canyon Road Junction with the South Shore Road and point
of beginning.
Elk Area No. 066 Chehalis Valley (Grays Harbor
County): That portion ofGMU 660 (Minot Peak) beginning
at Highway 12 and Highway 107 junction near Montesano;
east and south on Highway 12 to Oakville; south on OakvilleBrooklyn Road to a point one mile west of South Bank Road;
northwest along a line one mile southwest of South Bank
Road to Delezene Road; north along Delezene Road to South
Bank Road; northwest along South Bank Road to Wakefield
Road; north on Wakefield Road to Chehalis River; west on
Chehalis River to Highway 107 bridge; north on Highway
107 to Highway 12 and the point of beginning.
~ Elk Area((s-)) No. 067 North Minot (Grays Harbor

,
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County): The portion of GMU 660 (Minot Peak) beginning
at the junction on State Route 107 and the Melbourne A-line,
on the Melbourne A-line to the Vesta F-line; south on Vesta
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Northfork Teanaway Road to junction with Dickey Creek
Road in the northeast 1/4 of Section 29; east on Dickey Creek
Road to USFS Road 9702; east on USFS Road 9702 (past
Red Top Mountain) to USFS Road 9738 and east to State
Route 97; south on State Route 97 to First Creek to the point
of beginning.

must be at least one inch long. The following GMUs have 2
or 3 point minimum requirements on buck deer taken.
2 Point minimum GMUs: 437, 558, 574, 578, 588, 636,
654, and 681.

3 Point minimum GMUs: All Mule Deer in 100, 200, and
300 series GMUs; Whitetail Deer in GMUs 127, 130, 133,
136, 139, 142, 145, 149, 154, 162, 163, 166, 169, 172, 175,
178, 181, and 186.

Muzzleloader Area No. 925 Ritzville (Adams County):
Beginning at the junction of Interstate 90 and S.R. 261 near
the Town of Ritzville; south along S.R. 261 to S.R. 26; east
on S.R. 26 to the Whitman County line; north along the
Adams, Whitman County line to where it intersects the Lincoln, Adams County line; north along the Adams, Lincoln
County line to Interstate 90; west along Interstate 90 to point
of beginning.

Permit Only Units: The following GMUs are closed during
general seasons: 290 (Desert), 329 (Quilomene), 342
(Umtanum), 371 (Alkali), and 485 (Green River).
GMUs Closed to Deer Hunting: 157 (Mill Creek Watershed) and 522 (Loo-wit).

Muzzleloader Area No. 926 Guemes (Skagit County):
That part of GMU 407 (North Sound) on Guemes Island.

Blacktail Deer: Any member ofblacktail/mule deer (species
Odocoileus hemionus) found west of a line drawn from the
Canadian border south on the Pacific Crest Trail and along
the Yakama Indian Reservation boundary in Yakima County
to Klickitat County and in Klickitat County west of Highway
97.

Muzzleloader Area No. 941 Skagit River (Skagit County):
Beginning at the intersection of State Route 9 and State Route
20; east on State Route 20 to Grandy Creek; south down
Grandy Creek to the Skagit River; south on a line to South
Skagit Highway; west on South Skagit Highway to State
Route 9; north on State Route 9 to point of beginning.

Mule Deer: Any member of blacktail/mule deer (species
Odocoileus hemionus) found east of a line drawn from the
Canadian border south on the Pacific Crest Trail and along
the Yakama Indian Reservation boundary in Yakima County
to Klickitat County and in Klickitat County east of Highway
97.
~

Muzzleloader Area No. 944 Clemen (Yakima County):
That portion of GMU 342 beginning at the junction of Highway 410 and USFS Road 1701 (Big Bald Mountain Road);
north to USFS Road 1712; east on USFS Road 1712 (Clemen
Ridge Road) to the ((east edge ofMeyster CaHyoH; aloHg the

Whitetail Deer: Means any whitetail deer (member of the •
species Odocoileus virginianus) except the Columbian
Whitetail Deer (species Odocoileus. virginianus leucurus).

east side of Meyster CaHyoH to the elk feHee; west aloHg the
elk feHee to Waterworks CaH)'OH aHd)) elk fence gate (T15N;

Rl 7E; Section 23 NE 1/4) at the top of Austin Spur Road;
south and west along the elk fence to Highway 410 ((ftfld)) to
the point of beginning.

Modern Firearm Deer Seasons
License Required: A valid big game hunting license which
includes a deer species option.
Tag Required: Valid modem firearm deer tag on his/her
person for the area hunted.
Hunting Method: Modem firearm deer tag hunters may use
rifle, handgun, shotgun, bow or muzzleloader;but only during modem firearm seasons.

Reviser's note: The typographical errors in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appear in the Register pursuant to the
requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 01-69, filed
4/26/01, effective 5/27/01)
WAC 232-28-278 2000-2002 Deer general seasons
2002 special permits.

and((~))

Bag Limit: One (1) deer per hunter during the((~)) 2002
hunting season. The Fish and Wildlife Commission may
authorize two doe permits for damage areas. Any multiple
doe permits will be identified by special permit.
Hunting Method: Hunters must select one of the hunting
methods (modem firearm, archery, muzzleloader).
Any Buck Deer Seasons: Open only to the taking of male
deer with visible antlers (buck fawns illegal).
Branched Antler Restrictions:

APPLIES TO ALL HUNTERS

Buck deer taken in these
GMUs must meet minimum antler point requirements. Minimum antler point requirements are antler points on one side
only. Antler points include eye guards but all antler points
DURING ANY GENERAL SEASON!
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2000Dates

2001 Dates

2002 Dates

Game Management Units (GMUs)

Legal Deer

Sept. 15-25

Sept. 15-25

Sept. 15-25

Alpine Lakes, Glacier Peak, Pasayten and
Olympic Peninsula Wilderness Areas and
Lake Chelan Recreation Area and that part of
the Henry Jackson Wilderness Area west of
the Pacific Crest Trail

3 pt. min.

Oct. 13-31

Oct. 12-31

407, 418, 426, 448 through 466, 490, 501
through 520, 524 through 556, 560, 568,
572, 601 through 633, 638 through 673, 684

Any buck

HIGH BUCK HUNTS'

GENERAL SEASON HUNTS

Western
Washington
Blacktail Deer

Eastern
Washington
Whitetail Deer

Mule Deer

LA TE BUCK HUNTS

Oct. 14-31

410, 564

Any deer

437,558,574,578,5 88,636,654,681
IOI through 124, 203 through 382 except
closed in GMUs 290, 329, 342, 371 and
PLWMA 201

2 pt. min.
Any whitetail buck

Oct. 14-27

Oct. 13-26

Oct. 12-25

Oct. 14-22
Oct. 14-22

Oct. 13-21
Oct. 13-21

Oct. 12-20
Oct. 12-20

127 through 154, 162 through 186
All 100, 200, and 300 series GMUs except
closed in GMUs 157, 290, 329, 342, and that
part of 371 east of Interstate Highway 82,
and PLWMA 201

Whitetail. 3 pt. min.
3 pt. min., except
any deer in that part
ofGMU 381 west of
Highway 395 and
SR17

..

Western
Washington
Blacktail Deer

Nov. 16-19

Nov. 15-18

Nov. 14-17

All 400, 500. and 600 GMUs except closed
in GMUs 418, 426, 437, 448, 450, 460, 485,
522, 574, 578, and 588

Any buck except 2
pt. min. in GMUs
558,636,654,681
and any deer in
GMUs 410 and 564

Eastern
Washington
Whitetail Deer

Nov. 6-19

Nov. 5-19

Nov. 4-19

105 through 124

Any whitetail buck

Nov. 11-19

Nov. 10-18

Nov. 9-17

127 through 142

Whitetail-3 pt. min.

Eastern
Washington
Whitetail Deer

Oct. 13-21

Oct. 12-20

204((, 299, 213))

Any whitetail

Eastern
Washington Deer

Oct. 13-21

Oct. 12-20

209-Mb 248, 260, 269

Any Deer

Oct. 12-25

10 I through 124

Any whitetail deer

Oct. 12-20

127 through 142

Oct. 13-21

Oct. 12-20

142

Whitetail-3 pt. min.
or antlerless
Mule deer, 3 pt.
min. or ((llfttefless))
antlerless

Oct. 13-21

Oct 12-20

145 through 154,
162 through 186

Whitetail-3 pt. min.
or antlerless

Dec. 9-15

GMUs 130-142

Whitetail-Antlerless only

YOUTH

& DISABLED HUNTERS

65 AND OVER, DISABLED, OR YOlITH SEASONS
Oct. 13-26
Oct. 14-27
Eastern
Washington
Whitetail Deer
Oct. 13-21
Oct. 14-22
HUNTERS

Eastern Washington Mule Deer
DISABLED HUNTERS

Eastern
Washington
Whitetail Deer

Oct. 14-22

ADVANCED HUNTER EDUCATION (AHE) GRADUATE SEASON

Eastern
Washington
Whitetail Deer

Dec. 9-15

Dec. 9-15
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Archery Deer Seasons
License Required: A valid big game hunting license which includes a deer species option.
Tag Required: Valid archery deer tag on his/her person for the area hunted.
Special Notes: Archery tag holders can only hunt during archery seasons with archery equipment.
Hunt Area

2000 Dates

2001 Dates

2002 Dates

Game Management Units (GMUs)

Legal Deer

Sept. 1-30

Sept. 1-30

407 through 426, 448 through 466, 490
through 520, 524 through 556, 560 through
572, 601 through 633, 638 through 673, 684
and Long Island.

Any Deer, except
buck only in GMUs
506, 530, 550, 568,
672,673

437,558,574,578,588,636,654,681

2 pt. min. or antlerless

Alpine Lakes, Glacier Peak, and Olympic
Peninsula Wilderness Areas

3 pt. min. or antlerless
3 pt. min.

Early Archery Deer Seasons
Western
Washington
Blacktail Deer

Eastern
Washington
Mule Deer

Eastern
Washington
Whitetail Deer

Sept. 1-30

Sept. 1-30

Sept. 1-30

Sept. 1-30

IO I through 127, 204, 243 through 24 7. 249
through 251, 260, 262, 328, 334 through
340, 346 through 368, 372

Sept. 1-15_

Sept. 1-15

Sept. 1-15

130through 154, 162through 178, 181,
186, 209 through 242, 248, 254, 266, 269,
272,278,284,381,382

Sept. 16-30

Sept. 16-30

Sept. 16-30

130 through 154, 162 through 178, 209
through 242, 248, 254, 266, 269, 272, 278,
284,381,382

3 pt. min., except
any deer in GMU
381
3 pt. min. or antlerless, except any deer
inGMU 381

Sept. 1-30

Sept. 1-30

Sept. 1-30

IOI through 124, 204 through 284.

Any whitetail deer

Sept. 1-30

Sept. 1-30

Sept. 1-30

127 through 154, 162 through I 86

Whitetail, 3 pt. min.
or antlerless

Se11t. 16-30

209 through 242, 248, 260, 269

Any deer

Youth and Disabled Hunters
Eastern Wa~hini:ton Deer
Late Archery Deer Seasons
Western
Washington
Blacktail Deer

Nov. 22-Dec. 8

Nov. 21-Dec. 8

Nov. 20-Dec. 8

588

2 pt. min. or antlerless

Nov. 22-Dec. 15

Nov. 21-Dec. 15

Nov. 20-Dec. 15

558,636,681

2 pt. min. or antlerless
Any deer, except
buck only in GMUs
506, 530, and 673

460, 466, 506 through 520, 524, 530, 556,
560, 572, 601, 607 through 618, 638, 648,
673, and Long Island
Nov. 22-Dec. 31

Eastern
Washington
Mule Deer

Nov. 21-Dec. 31

Nov. 22-Dec. 8

Nov. 21-Dec. 8

Nov. 22-Dec. 15

Nov. 21-Dec. 15
Nov. 21-Dec. 8

Eastern
Washington
Whitetail Deer

Permanent

Nov. 20-Dec. 31

407,410,454,505,603,624,627,642,652,
660 through 672

Any deer, except
buck only in GMU
672

437

2 pt. min. or antlerless

Nov. 20-Dec. 8

145, 178

3 pt. min. or antlerless

Nov. 20-Dec.

127

3 pt. min. or antlerless

209, 215, 233, 243,ill,250, 346, 352, 364,
368

3 pt. min.

272

3 pt. min. or antlerless
Any Whitetail

((~))

.8.

Nov. 20-Dec. 8

Nov. IO-Dec. 15

Nov. 10-Dec. 15

Nov. 10-Dec. 15

101

Nov. 22-Dec. 8

Nov. 21-Dec. 8

Nov. 20-Dec. 8

209, 215, 233, 272

Any Whitetail

145, 178

3 pt. min. or antlerless
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Hunt Area

2000Dates

2001 Dates

2002Dates

Game Management Units (GMUs)

Eastern
Washington
Whitetail Deer

Nov. 22-Dec.15

Nov. 21-Dec. 15

Nov. 20-Dec. 15

105, 117, 121, 124

Any Whitetail

127

3 pt. min. or antlerless

Legal Deer

Muzzleloader Deer Seasons
License Required: A valid big game hunting license which includes a deer species option.
Tag Required: Valid muzzleloader deer tag on his/her person for the area hunted.
Hunting Method: Muzzleloader only.
Special Notes: Muzzleloader tag holders can only hunt during muzzleloader seasons and must hunt with muzzleloader equipment.
Hunt Area

2000Dates

2001 Dates

2002 Dates

Game Management Units

Legal Deer

High Buck Hunts

Sept. 15-25

Sept. 15-25

Sept. 15-25

Alpine Lakes, Glacier Peak, Pasayten and
Olympic Peninsula Wilderness Areas, Lake
Chelan Recreation Area and that part of the
Henry Jackson Wilderness Area west of the
Pacific Crest Trail.

3 pt. min.

Oct. 6-10

Oct. 5-9

407, 418,426, 448, 501, 504, 505, 513, 520,
530,554,568,603,612,624,627,638,642,
660,663,672,673,684

Any buck

Early Muzzleloader Deer Seasons
Western
Washington
Blacktail Deer

Oct. 7-11

I)

Eastern
Washington
Whitetail Deer

Eastern
Washington
Mule Deer

Oct. 7-11

Oct. 7-11

Oct. 6-10

Oct. 6-10

Oct. 5-9

410,454,564,652,666

Any deer

437,578

2 pt. min.

209,239,243,244,245,246,250,251,284,
381

Whitetail, any buck

133, 142, 145, 149

Whitetail, 3 pt. min.

109, 117, 124

Whitetail, any deer

Oct. 5-9

109, 117, 133, 142, 145,149,209,239,243,
244, 245, 246, 250, 251, 284, 336, 352, 360,
38l((fd)), 382

Mule deer, 3 pt.
min., exceQt any
deer in that Qart of
GMU 381 west of
Highway 395 and
State Route 17

Oct. 5-9

209 through 242, 248, 260, 269

Any deer

Nov. 20-Dec. 15

410, 501, 504, 564, 666, 684, and Muzzleloader Area 926

Any deer

654

2 pt. min.

Youth and Disabled Hunters
Eastern Washington Deer
Late Muzzleloader Deer Seasons
Western
Washington
Blacktail Deer

Eastern
Washington
Whitetail Deer

Eastern
Washington
MuleDet:r

Nov. 22-Dec. 15

Nov. 21-Dec. 15

550,602,633,651

Any buck

Nov. 22-Dec. 8

Nov. 21-Dec. 8

Nov. 20-Dec. 8

578

2 pt. min.

Nov. 22-Dec. 15

Nov. 21-Dec. 8

Nov. 20-Dec. 8

113

Whitetail, any deer

Nov. 22-Dec. 8

Nov. 21-Dec. 8

Nov. 20-Dec. 8

130, 139, 172, 181, 284

Whitetail, 3 pt. min.
or antlerless

Nov. 22-Dec. 8

Nov. 21-Dec. 8

Nov. 20-Dec. 8

130,284,381

Mule deer, 3 pt.
min. or antlerless

Nov. 22-Dec. 8

Nov. 21-Dec. 8

Nov. 20-Dec. 8

382

3 pt. min.

Firearm Restricted Deer Hunts Open To All Deer Hunters
License Required: Hunting license.
~ Tag Required: Valid modern firearm, archery or muzzleloader deer tag on his/her person for the area hunted.
Hunting Method: Must use weapon in compliance with tag. Firearm restrictions apply in some GMUs. In firearm restriction
,
areas, modem firearm hunters may hunt with a muzzleloader equipped with a scope.
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Firearm Restricted Hunts Open To All Deer Hunters
Hunting license and deer tag required. Must use hunting method in compliance with tag. Check firearm restrictions. Archery, shotgun, muzzleloader or
revolver type handgun only. Hunter orange required.
Legal Deer
Game Management Units (GMUs)
2002Dates
2001 Dates
2000Dates
Hunt Area
Any deer
Islands
Maury
and
Vashon
12-31
410,
Oct.
13-31
Oct.
14-31
Oct.
Western
Washington
Blacktail Deer
Any deer
564
Nov. 20-Dec. 31
Nov. 21-Dec. 31
Nov. 22-Dec. 31
Any deer
Indian Island. Restricted Access.*
Sept. I-Dec. 31
Sept. I- Dec. 31
Sept. I-Dec. 31
*Archery only except for one day persons of disability hunt. Archers must qualify during the June to August period to hunt. For information call Bill Kalina
at (360) 396-5353.

Sgecial Deer Permit Hunting Seasons
(Open to Permit Holders Only)
Hunters must purchase a deer hunting license prior to purchase of a permit application.
2002
Permit Season
((~))

Hunt Name

Special
Restrictions

Boundary
Description

((~))2002

Permits

Modern Firearm Deer Permit Hunts (Only modern firearm and muzzleloader deer tag holders may apply)
Hunters may hunt only with weapon in compliance with tag.
((;;oo)) 150
GMU 101
Whitetail, Antlerless
Oct. ((~)) 12-25
Sherman
·'
((;;oo)) 250
105
GMU
Antlerless
Whitetail,
Oct. ((~)) 12-25
Kelly Hill
((400)) 500
GMU 109
Whitetail, Antlerless
Oct. ((~)) 12-25
Threeforks
Selkirk
49 Degrees North
Huckleberry
Mt. Spokane
Mica Peak
Cheney
Roosevelt
Harrington
Steptoe A
Stegtoe B
AlmotaA
Almota B
Mayview A
MayviewB
Prescott A
Prescott B

Oct. ((~)) 12-25
Oct. ((~)) 12-25
Oct. ((~)) 12-25
Oct. ((~)) 12-25
Oct. ((-H-U)) 12-20
Oct. ((-H-U)) 12-20
Nov.((~)) 4-14
Nov.((~)) 4-14
((Nev. 5 15)) Oct. 1220
Nov. 4-14
((Nev. 5 15)) Oct. 1220
Nov. 4-14
((Ne·1. 5 15)) Oct. 1220
Nov. 4-14
Nov.((~)) 4-14
Nov.((~)) 4-14

Whitetail, Antlerless
Whitetail, Antlerless
Whitetail, Antlerless
Whitetail, Antlerless
Whitetail, Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antler less

GMU
GMU
GMU
GMU
GMU
GMU
GMU
GMU
GMU

113
117
121
124
127
130
133
136
139

50
((;;oo)) 300
( (:)00)) 1000
((WOO)) 1200
((-1@)) 200
((-h)Q)) 200
((~)) 500
125

Antlerless
Antler less

GMU 139
GMU 142

200
250

Antler less
Antler less

GMU 142
GMU 145

((+oo)) 350

Antler less
Antler less
Antlerless

4-14
Nov.((~)) 4-14
Nov. 4-14

Whitetail, Antlerless
Whitetail, Antlerless
Antler less

4-14

Whitetail, Antlerless

GMU 145
GMU 149
That portion of GMU
149 (( aeFth aaa east
ef)) between Hwy
261 and Hwy 127
GMU 154
GMU 162
GMU 162, excluding
National Forest
Lands and the Rainwater Wildlife Area
GMU 163

Blue Creek
Dayton A
Dayton B

Nov.((~))

Marengo A

Nov.((~))
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250

350
400
((m)) 100

((;;oo)) 225
((~))

350
50

((~))250
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Special
Restrictions

Boundary
Description

4-14

Antlerless

GMU 163

Nov.((~))

4-14

Nov.

((~))

4-21

Antler less
Any Whitetail

GMU 178
GMUs 149, 154,
162-166

Blue Mtns. Foothills B

Nov.((~))

4-21

Any Whitetail

Couse
East Okanogan

Nov. 4-14
Nov. 1-15

Antler less
Any Whitetail

GMUs 145, 172-181
GMU 181

West Okanogan

Nov. 1-15
Nov. 1-15
Nov. 1-15

Any Whitetail
Any Whitetail
Antlerless, Whitetail

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

1-15
1-15
1-15
1-15

Any Buck
Any Buck

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

1-15
1-15
1-15
1-15

((~))2002

Hunt Name

Permit Season

Marengo B

Nov.((~))

Peola
Blue Mtns. Foothills A

Sinlahekin A
Sinlahekin B
Chewuch
Pearrygin
Gardner
Pogue
Chili wist
Alta
Manson
Chiwawa
Slide Ridge
Entiat
BigBendA
BigBendC
Swakane
Mission A
Mission C
St. Andrews
Withrow

Any Buck
Any Buck
Any Buck
Any Bu.c;~
Any Buck

GMU204
GMUs 209, 218-242
GMU215
GMU215
GMU218
GMU224
GMU231
GMU233
GMU239
GMU242

100
50
50
30
35
25
15
25
30
((H)) ~
((H)) 30

Antlerless
Antlerless

GMU248
GMU248

Nov. 1-15
Nov. 1-15

Any Buck
Any Buck

GMU 250
GMU 251

((H)) 30
((H)) 30

Antler less

GMU 251
GMU 254
GMU262

100
((W)) 75
((W)) 75

Oct. 12-20
Oct. ((H-U)) 12-20
Oct. ((H-U)) 12-20

Antlerless
Antlerless

GMU266
That part of GMU
272 ((ia GraRt
~))east and
north of State Route
17

Beezele:t West

Oct. 12-20

Antlerless

((Kahlott1s

Oet. 13 21
Nov. 1-15
Nov. ((+9-))25-Dec. 1
Nov.((~)) 4-17

That 12art of GMU
272 west and south of
State Route 17
GMU284

-

50
50
100

Oct. ((H-U)) 12-20
Nov. 1-15

Nov. 1-15
Oct. ((H-U)) 12-20

AlkaliB
East Klickitat

100

Nov. 1-15
Nov. 1-15

Oct. ((H-U)) 12-25
Nov. 1-15

UmtanumA
Alkali A

((~))

75
100

GMU243
GMU245
GMU246
GMU247

Foster Creek A
Foster Creek B
Badger
Beezeley East.

Desert B
QuilomeneA

Permits

Aily Buck
Any Buck
Any Buck

Antler less
Antler less
Antler less
Antlerless

Desert A

((~))2002

Aatlerless

GMU 260
GMU260

((H)) ~
((H)) 30
((W)) 75
((W)) 75

100
100
((~)) 100
((300)) 100

100

400))

Any Deer

GMU290

15

Antlerless
Any Buck

GMU290

50
((-lOO)) 103

4-17
Any Buck
Nov.((~)) 28-Dec. 7 Any Buck
Nov.((~)) 28-Dec. 7 Antler less
Oct. ((H-U)) 12-20
Any Deer
Nov.((~))
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((~))2002
Boundary
2002
Special
Permits
Description
Restrictions
Permit Season
Hunt Name
((§00)) 200
GMU 460
Any Buck
Nov. ((-l--H)) 2-10
Snoqualmie
((~)).li
GMU 485
Oct. ((6 10 13)) 26-31 Any Buck
Green River A
50
((6G))
501
GMU
Deer
Any
12-31
((-1-3--M))
Oct.
Lincoln
((~)) 45
GMU 504b
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3--M)) 12-31
Stella
105
((ill))
505
GMU
Deer
Any
12-31
Oct. ((-1-3--M))
Mossyrock
((~)) 45
GMU510
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3--M)) 12-31
Stormking
45
((~))
513
GMU
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3--M)) 12-31
South Rainier
((~)) 65
GMU 516
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3--3+)) 12-31
Packwood
((~)) 65
GMU520
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3--M)) 12-31
Winston
((~)) 25
GMU554b
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3--M)) 12-31
Yale
40
GMU 556
Any Deer
Oct. 12-31
Toutle A
((~)) 45
GMU558
2 Pt. Min. or Antlerless
Oct. ((-1-3--M)) 12-31
Marble A
65
((~))
, GMU560
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3--M)) 12-31
Lewis River A
((~)) 65
GMU572
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3--M)) 12-31
SiouxonA
35
((4Q))
GMU574
2 Pt. Min. or Antlerless
Oct. ((-1-3--M)) 12-31
Wind River A
((~)) 35
GMU 574
2 Pt. Min.
Nov.((-&-!&)) 14-17
WindRiverB
((~)) 40
GMU578
2 Pt. Min. or Antlerless
Oct. ((-1-3--M)) 12-31
West Klickitat A
((~)) 45
GMU578
2 Pt. Min
Nov.((-&-!&)) 14-17
West Klickitat B
180
((~))
GMU 588
2 Pt. Min. or Antlerless
Oct. ((-1-3--M)) 12-31
Grayback A
((~)) 65
GMU 588
2 Pt. Min
Nov.((-&-!&)) 14-17
Grayback B
40
GMU603
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3-M)) 12-31
Pysht
((~)) 35
GMU621
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3-M)) 12-31
Olympic
((~)) 25
GMU624
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3-M)) 12-31
Coyle
20
GMU627
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3-M)) 12-31
Kitsap
((~)) 20
GMU633
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3--M)) 12-31
Mason Lake A
80
GMU636
Antlerless
or
Min.
Pt.
2
12-31
Oct. ((-1-3-M))
Skokomish
llO
GMU648
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3--M)) 12-31
Wynoochee A
10
GMU648
Buck
Any
Nov. 1-ll
Wynoochee B
150
GMU651
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3-M)) 12-31
Satsop A
10
GMU651
Buck
Any
Nov. 1-ll
Satsop B
100
GMU658
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3--M)) 12-31
North River
90
-l-00))
((
GMU660
Deer
Any
12-31
Oct. ((-1-3--M))
Minot Peak
((-14G)) 120
GMU663
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3-M)) 12-31
Capitol Peak A
10
GMU663
Buck
Any
Nov. 1-ll
Capitol Peak B
80
GMU666
Any Deer
Oct. ((-1-3-M)) 12-31
Deschutes
200
GMU667
Deer
Any
Oct. ((-1-3-M)) 12-31
Skookumchuck A
10
GMU667
Any Buck
Nov. 1-ll
Skookumchuck B
permit
during
tags
cougar
and
bear
with
485
GMU
in
cougar
•Green River deer and elk permit holders may hunt bear and
season.
bFirearm Restriction Are~s - Muzzleloader or archery equipment only.
((~))

0

0

4

4

Permit not valid on Merrill and Ring Tree Farm.

Muzzleloader Only Deer Permit Hunts (Only muizleloader tag holders may apply.)
That portion of GMU 124
Whitetail, Antlerless
Dec. ((S-M)) 9-31
Green Bluff
east of Hwy 2

Permanent
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((9Q)) 120

4

Washington State Register, Issue 02-11
Blue Mtns. Foothills C

~ Wannacut

~

~

Moses Coulee
Desert C
QuilomeneB
Umtanum B
Alkali C
AlkaliD

Nov. ((U)) 22-Dec.

Any Whitetail

GMUs 149, 154, 162-166

Nov. 1-15
Dec. 1-31
Oct. ((~)) 2127
Oct. 1-10
Oct. 1-10
((Sevt. 30 Oet. 6))
Dec. 8-15
((Sevt. 30 Oet. 6))
Dec. 8-15
Oct. ((6-W)) 5-9
Oct. ((6-W)) 5-9

Antlerless
Antlerless
Any Deer

GMU 209
GMU 269
GMU 290

Any Buck
Any Buck
Any Buck

GMU 329
GMU 342
GMU 371

Antlerless

GMU 371

((&)) .2

Antlerless
GMU 633
Mason Lake B
Any Deer
GMU 651
Satsop C
Archery Only Deer Permit Hunts (Only archery deer tag holders may apply.)

WSR 02-11-069
60
50
((W)) 100

4
((H))

ll

((9)) 12
10

((~))

((&)) 10
((~))

40
50

Any Deer

GMU 290

QuilomeneC

Sept. ((-M)) 14-0ct.
((~)) Q
Nov.((~)) ll_-Dec.

Any Deer

GMU 329

((fH6}))

UmtanumC

Nov.((~))

ll_-Dec.

Any Deer

GMU 342

((~))

62

AlkaliE

((Nm·. 23 Dee. 8))
Dec. 16-29

Any Deer

GMU 371

((~))

76

Desert D

((&)) 2
((&)) 2

Special Deer Permit Hunts for Hunters 65 or older.
3 Pt. Min. or Antlerless
Oct. ((H-U)) 1220

Blue Mtn~. Foothills D

GMUs 145, 149, 181

((~))

104

ill

150

Special Youth Deer Permit Hunts (Must be eligible for the youth hunting license and accompanied by an adult during
the hunt.)
Blue Mtns. Foothills E
Oct. ((H-U)) 12Any Deer
GMUs 149, 154, 162-166
100
20
Blue Mtns. Foothills F
Oct. ((H-U)) 12Any Deer
GMUs 145, 172-181
75
20
((W)) 100
Oct. ((H-U)) 12Any Deer
GMU251
Mission~
20
((Oet. 13 21)) Nov. Antlerless
((~)) 110
Quilomene D
GMU 328
4-17
((~)) 110
((Oet. 13 21)) Nov. Antler less
GMU 342
UmtanumD
4-17
Oct. 12-20
Any Deer
GMU 382
10
East Klickitat B
10
Oct. 12-31
Any Deer
GMU 501
Lincoln B
GMU 504
10
Oct. 12-31
Any Deer
Stella B
Oct. 12-31
Any Deer
GMU 505
10
Mossyrock B
Oct. 12-31
Any Deer
GMU510
10
Stormking B
Oct. 12-31
Any Deer
GMU513
South Rainier B
10
Oct. 12-31
Any Deer
GMU 516
10
PackwoodB
Oct. 12-31
Any Deer
GMU 520
10
Winston B
Oct. 12-31
Any Deer
GMU 554
10
YaleB
Oct. ((+Hf.)) 12Any Deer
GMU 556
((400)) 60
Toutle~

1l
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Marble B
Lewis River B
Siouxon B
Wind RiverC
West Klickitat C
Grayback C
Satsop ((t)) .Q.
Skookumchuck C

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

12-31
12-31
12-31
((H)) 12-31

12-31
12-31
10-31
((6)) ~-31

Any Deer
Any Deer
Any Deer
2-Pt. Min. or Antlerless
Any Deer
Any Deer
Any Deer
Any Deer

Snecial Deer Permit Hunts for Advanced Hunter Education Graduates
Any Black-tailed Deer
Segt. 1-0ct. 11
Fisher Island A
Any Black-tailed Deer
Oct. 12-Nov. 30
Fisher Island B

1
1

Eastern Washington: All 100, 200, and 300 GMUs except
permit only in GMUs 127 and 130 for modern firearm hunters and permit only for all hunters in GMUs 157 and 371.
Modern firearm restrictions in GMU 334.
EA- Eastern Washington Archery Tag
EF - Eastern Washington Modem Firearm General Elk
Tag
EM - Eastern Washington Muzzleloader Tag
Western Washington: All 400, 500, and 600 GMUs except
closed in GMUs 418, 437 (except for Muzzleloader Area ..
941), 485, 490, 522, 636 and modern firearm restrictions in 'I
portions of GMU 660. GMU 554 is open only for early
archery and muzzleloader seasons. Elk Area 064 in GMU
638 (Quinault) is open to AHE hunters only. Elk hunting by
permit only in GMUs 524, 556, 621, and PLWMA 600
(Pysht).
WA- Western Washington Archery Tag'
WF - Western Washington Modern Firearm General Elk
Tag
WM - Western Washington Muzzleloader Tag

2002

Hunting Method: Elk hunters must select only one of the
hunting methods (modem firearm, archery, or muzzleloader).
Elk Tag Areas: Elk hunters must choose either Eastern or
Western Washington to hunt in and buy the appropriate tag
for that area.
Any Bull Elk Seasons: Open only to the taking of male elk
with visible antlers (bull calves are illegal).
Spike Bull Restrictions: Bull elk taken in these GMUs must
have at least one antler that is a spike above the ears (does not
branch above ears). An animal with branched antlers on both
sides is illegal but an animal with a spike on one side is legal
in spike only units.
Spike Only GMUs: 145-154, 162-186, 249-251, 328, 329,
and 335-368.

Modern Firearm Elk Seasons

3 Point Restriction: Legal bull elk taken must have at least
3 antler points on one side only. Antler points may include
eye guards, but antler points on the lower half of the main
beam must be at least four (4) inches long measured from antler tip to nearest edge of beam; all other antler points must be
at least one ( 1) inch long. Antler restrictions apply to all hunters during any open season.

License Required: A valid big game hunting license with an
elk tag option.
Tag Required: Valid modem firearm elk tag as listed below
on his/her person for the area hunted.
Hunting Method: May use rifle, bow and arrow, or muzzleloader, but only during modern firearm seasons.

3 Point GMUs: All of Western Washington except for
GMUs 454, 564, 568, 574, 578, and 588 and Muzzleloader
Area 941.
GMUs Closed to Elk Hunting: 418 (Nooksack), and 437
(Sauk) except for ML Elk Area 941, 485 (Green River), 490
(Cedar River), 522 (Loo-wit) and 636 (Skokomish).
Special Permits: Only fiunters with elk tag prefix identified
in the Special Elk Permits tables may apply for special bull or
antlerless permits. Please see permit table for tag eligibility.
Hunters drawn for a special permit may hunt only with a
Permanent

4

Elk Tag Areas

WAC 232-28-279 2000-2002 Elk general seasons and
2002-2003 special permits.

((~))

the((~))

Deer Area 051
Deer Area 051

10
10
10
((~)) 40
10
20
10
60

weapon in compliance with their tag and during the dates
listed for the hunt.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 01-69, filed
4/26/01, effective 5/27/01)

Bag Limit: One (1) elk per hunter during
hunting season.

GMU 558
GMU 560
GMU572
GMU 574
GMU 578
GMU 588
GMU651
GMU667 ·
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I

blunt Area
Eastern
Washington

Elk Area

I

Game Management Units
(GMUs)

2000Dates

2001 Dates

2002Dates

Legal Elk

Oct. 28-Nov. 5

Oct. 27-Nov. 4

Oct. 26-Nov. 3

Any bull

Oct. 28-Nov. 5

Oct. 27-Nov. 4

Oct. 26-Nov. 3

Spike bull

Sept. I-Oct. 13

Sept. 1-15

Antlerless

Oct. 28-Nov. 5

Oct. 1-5

((8ep1. l 13)) Aug.
31-Se11t.I3
((Qa,...H)) Sel!t.
14-15

Dec. 9-13
Oct. 28-Nov. 5

Oct. 6-15
Oct. 27-Nov. 4
Oct. 27-Nov. 4

Oct. 26-Nov. 3
Oct. 26-Nov. 3

Any elk
Any elk

Nov. 4-12

Nov. 3-11

Nov. 2-10

3 pt. min.

501

Nov. 4-12

Nov. 3-11

Nov. 2-10

564, 568, 574 through 588

Nov. 3-11

454

Nov. 4-12
Nov. 4-12

Nov. 2-10
Nov. 2-10

3 pt. min. or antier less
Any elk
Any bull

524, 556, 621, PLWMA 600

Nov.4-12

Nov. 2-10

Permit only

109 east of Aladdin-Northl!ort
Road. 113 through 117, 124 east
of Hwy 395

EF

Permit only

157
145 through 154, 162 through
186, 249, that part of GMU 250
south of Hwy 2, 251, 328, 329,
335 through 368
372((~))

Oct. 6-7

..

Western
Washington

IOI, 105, 109 west of AladdinNorth11ort Road. 121, 124 west
of Hwy 395, 127-142~
407,448,460,466,504through
520,530,550,558,560,572,
60 I through 618, 624 through
633, 638 through 684. Except
AHE hunters only in Elk Area
064 in GMU 638, and Elk Area
066 in GMU 660.

WF

I

...

WSR 02-11-069

Washington State Register, Issue 02-11

Nov. 3-11
Nov. 3-11

Oct.((~))

.B.:.1.1

((ARllefless))
Any elk
Antlerless
Any elk

Archery Elk Seasons
License Required: A valid big game hunting license with an elk tag option.
Tag Required: Valid archery elk tag as listed below on his/her person for the area hunted.
Hunting Method: Bow and arrow only as defined by WAC 232-12-054.
Special Notes: Archery tag holders can hunt only during archery seasons. Archery elk hunters may apply for special bull permits. Please see permit table for tag eligibility for all elk permits.
Hunt Area

Elk Tag

Game Management Units
(GMUs)

2000Dates

2001 Dates

2002 Dates

Legal Elk

IOI through 142, 243, 247, 249,
250,334

Sept. 1-14

Sept. 1-14

Sept. 1-14

Any elk

145 ((ll!f.e11gh 134, Hi2))JA2.._

Sept. 1-14

Sept. 1-14

Sept. 1-14

Spike bull

154, 162 excluding N!!tional
Forest and Rainwater Wildlife
~ 328, 329, 330, 335, 336,
340,352,356,364

Sept. 1-14

Sept. 1-14

Sept. 1-14

Spike bull or
antlerless

113-117

Sept. 1-14
Sept. 1-14

Sept. 1-14
Sept. 1-14

Sept. 1-14
Sept. 1-14

Any elk
Any elk

Sept. 1-14

Sept. 1-14

Sept. 1-14

3 pt. min. or
antlerless

Early Archery Elk Seasons
Eastern
Washington

EA

. ill through 186

Western
Washington

WA

454,564,568,574,578,588
407, 448, 501 through 505, 550,
554, 558, 560, 572, 652». 654,
660, 663, ~ 667 through 673,
684 and Long Island
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Elk Tag

Game Management Units
(GMUs)

2000 Dates

2001 Dates

2002 Dates

Legal Elk

460,466,506,510,513,516,
520,530,601,602,603,612
through 618, 624 through 633,
638 through 651, ((6£;)) 653,
658, ((ee&;)) 681. AHE hunters
only in Elk Area 064 in GMU
638, and Elk Area 066 in GMU
660. Permit only in PLWMA
600 in GMU 603.

Sept. 1-14

Sept. 1-14

Sept. 1-14

3 pt. min.

101, 105, 117 through 127

Nov. 22-Dec. 8

Nov. 20-Dec. 8

Any elk

Nov. 20-Dec. 8
Nov. 20-Dec. 8

Any elk

Late Archery Elk Seasons
EA

Eastern
Washington

178

Nov. 22-Dec. 8

Nov. 21-Dec. 8
Nov. 21-Dec. 8
Nov. 21-Dec. 8

328,335,336,346,352,364,
368
That part of GMUs 352 and 360
south of Upper Nile Loop Road
Bridge and north of Lower Nile
Loop Road Bridge (near Woodshed Restaurant) and north and
east of Nile elk fence.

Nov. 22-Dec. 8

Nov. 21-Dec. 8

Nov. 20-Dec. 8

Nov. 22-Jan. 31,
2002

Nov. 20, 2002-Jan.
31, 2003

Antlerless only

407, 505, 652~, 666, 667, 672,
681, Elk Area 066 in GMU 660
and Long Island. In GMU 681
closed between US Highway
IOI and the Columbia River
from Astoria-Megler toll bridge
to the Wallacut River.
454,564,588

Nov. 22-Dec. 15

Nov. 21-Dec. 15

Nov. 20-Dec. 15

3 pt. min. or
antlerless

Nov. 22-Dec. 15
Nov. 22-Dec. 15

Nov. 21-Dec. 15
Nov. 21-Dec. 15

Nov. 20-Dec. 15
Nov. 20-Dec. 15

506,520,530

Nov. 21-Dec. 2

Nov. 20-Dec. I

3 pt. min. or
antlerless

506,520,530

Dec. 3-15

Dec. 2-15

3 pt. min.

372

WA

Western
Washington

603, 612, 615, 638, and 648,
((~)) except closed in
PLWMA600inGMU 603. AHE
hunters only in Elk Area 064 in
GMU 638 ((aHe Elli< Area {)66 iH
GMl:J'. 66{))).

Antlerless only
Spike bull or
antlerless

Any elk
3 pt. min.

aThat portion ofGMU 652 bounded by Highways 167, 410, and 164. Not legal for antlerless.

Muzzleloader Elk Seasons
License Required: A valid big game hunting license with an elk tag option.
Tag Required: Valid muzzleloader elk tag as listed below on his/her person for the area hunted.
Hunting Method: Muzzleloader only as defined by WAC 232-12-051.
Special Notes: Muzzleloader tag holders can only hunt during the muzzleloader seasons and must hunt with muzzleloader
equipment. Only hunters with tags identified in the Special Elk Permits tables may apply for special elk permits.
Hunt Area

Elk Tag

Game Management Units
(GMUs)

2000 Dates

2001 Dates

2002 Dates

Legal Elk

Oct. 7-13

Oct. 6-12

Oct. 5-11

Any bull

Early Muzzleloader Elk Seasons
Eastern
Washington

Permanent

EM

109,247
127 through 142

Oct. 7-13

Oct. 6-12

Oct. 5-11

Any elk

172,245,250,251h,342,356,
368

Oct. 7-13

Oct. 6-12

Oct. 5-11

Spike bull

ML911

Aug. 19-Sept. 10

Aug. 15-Sept. 15

Aug. 15-Sept. 15
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Hunt Area

Western
Washington

Elk Tag

WM

Game Management Units
(GMUs)

WSR 02-11-069

2000 Dates

2001 Dates

2002 Dates

Legal Elk

That part of GMU 368 east of the
following boundary: Jump Off
Road and the power lines to
South Fork Cowiche Creek, west
along South Fork Cowiche
Creek to Road A S500, east on A
SSOO Road and south on A SOOO
Road to North Fork Ahtanum
Creek Road, south and west on
North Fork Ahtanum Creek
Road to A 2000, A 2000 to A
2400 Road, A 2400 Road to A
1000 Road and South Fork of
Ahtanum Creek.

Oct. 7-13

Oct. 6-12

Oct.S-11

Spike bull or
Antlerless

4S4,564,S68,684

Oct. 7-13

Oct. 6-12

Oct. S-11

Any elk

460,504,Sl3,530,554,602,
603, 607, ((~)) 654, 660

Oct. 7-13

Oct. 6-12

Oct. S-11

3 pt. min.

SOl.6521 ,666.667

Oct. 7-13

Oct. 6-12

Oct. S-11

3 pt. min. or
antlerless

Oct. 27-Nov. 4

Oct. 26-Nov. 3

Any Elk

Nov. 21-Dec. 8
Nov. 10-14

Nov. 20-Dec. 8
Nov. 9-13

Late Muzzleloader Elk Seasons
Eastern
Washington

EM

~

IOI, IOS, 121, that part of 124
west of Hwy 39S
130 through 142
346

Nov. 22-Dec. 8
Nov. 11-15

MLArea944

Nov. 22-Dec. 8

MLArea911

Western
Washington

WM

Any elk
Spike bull or
antlerless
Spike bull or
antlerless

Dec. 1-31

Dec. 1-31

Spike bull or
antler less

ThatpartofGMU 368 east of the
following boundary: Jump Off
Road and the power lines to
South Fork Cowiche Creek, west
along South Fork Cowiche
Creek to Road A 5500, east on A
S500 Road and south on A 5000
Road to North Fork Ahtanum
Creek Road, south and west on
North Fork Ahtanum Creek
Road to A 2000, A 2000 to A
2400 Road, A 2400 Road to A
1000 Road and South Fork of
Ahtanum Creek.

Nov. 11-15

Nov. 10-14

Nov. 9-13

Spike bull or
antlerless

501, S05, 6521 . 666. 667

Nov. 22-Dec. 8

Nov. 21-Dec. 8

Nov. 20-Dec. 8

3 pt. min. or
antlerless

4S4,564,568,684
574,578

Nov. 22-Dec. IS

Nov. 21-Dec. 15

Nov. 20-Dec. 15

Any elk

Nov. 22-Dec. 8

Nov. 21-Dec. 8

Nov. 20-Dec. 8

Any elk

504, 550, 601((~))

Nov. 22-Dec. 15

Nov. 21-Dec. 15

Nov. 20-Dec. IS

3 pt. min.

License Required: A valid big game hunting license with an
elk tag option.

llTuat portion ofGMU 6S2 bounded by Highways 167, 410. and 164. Not
legal for antlerless.

lloMU 251 (Mission) closed in the following area: Beginning at the junction
ofNaneum Ridge CWDFW Rd. 9) and Ingersol CWDFW Rd. !) roads; north
and east on Ingersol Road to Colockum Road: east on Colockum Road and
Colockum Creek to the Columbia River; south on the Columbia River to
mouth of Tarniscan Creek: west up Tarniscan Creek and Tarniscan Road
~ CWDFW Rd. 14) and North Fork Road CWDFW Rd. 10.10) to Colockum Rd.
, CWDFW Rd. 10): southwest on Colockum Road to the Naneum Ridge Road
CWDFW Rd. 9): west on Naneum Ridge to Ingersol to the point of beginning.

Tag Required: Proper elk tags are listed with each GMU
below.
Hunting Method: Hunters must use method listed on their
tag, except in Firearm Restriction Areas, where some types of
weapons are banned from use. See elk tag required, dates,
and legal elk in table below. In firearm restriction areas modern firearm hunters may hunt with a muzzleloader equipped
with a scope.

Special Elk Hunts Open to Specified Tag Holders
[ 63]
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Hunt Area

Elk Tag

Eastern
Washington

EA.EM,
EF

EM
Western
Washington

WF
WF,WA,
WM

WM
WA

2000Dates
Game Management Units
·Dec. 9-31
127 through 142, Advanced
Hunter Education Graduates
only.
Oct. 28-Nov. IS
Grant, Adams, Douglas, FrankJin, Okanogan, and Benton
(south of the Yakima River), and
Chelan County (north of Hwy 2,
except closed within 1/2 mile of
the Columbia River in Douglas
and Grant counties)
ML Area 911, Advanced Hunter Nov. 24-Dec. 3
Education Graduates only.
Nov. 4-12
S68,S74,S78,S88
S64 (archery and muzzleloader
methods only, modem firearm
elk tag holders may hunt, but
must use archery, muzzleloader
or revolver type handgun equipment)
Muzzleloader Area 941
(muzzleloader only)
Muzzleloader Area 941
(archery only)

Nov. 4-12

11/1/2000 - 1/3112001
Oct. 1-31

Legal Elk

2001 Dates

2002Dates

Dec. 9-31

Dec. 9-31

Any elk

Oct. 27-Nov. IS

Oct. 26-Nov. IS

Any elk

Nov. 24-30

Nov. 23-30

Nov. 3-11

Nov. 2-10

Spike bull or
anderless '
Any elk

.Nov. 3-11

Nov. 2-10

11/1/2001 1/31/2002
Oct. 1-31

1111120021/3112003
Oct. 1-31

,

.

Any elk

·Any elk .

(\ny elk

.-.

Special Elk Permit Hunting Seasons
(Open to Permit Holders Only)
Permit hunters may hunt only with a weapon in compliance with their tag. Applicants must have purchased the proper tag for
these hunts (see elk tag prefix required to apply for each hunt).
((~))2002

Permit Season
Modern Firearm Bull Permit Hunts
Oct.((~)) 21-Nov.
Blue Creek A
Hunt Name

((4)) J

Watershed0

((E>ayten A
Ttteannen A
WenahaA

((fGet 2+ liifo'l.4D)
Oct. 26-Nov. 3
Get. 22 Jl.ie .... 4
Get 22 Nm·. 4
Oct.((~)) 21-Nov.
((4)) J

((~)) .2fil!2

Special
Restrictions

Elk Tag
Prefix

Boundary
Description

Any Bull

EF

GMU 154

3

3 Pt. Min. or Antlerless
Any Bttll
Any 8ttll
Any Bull

EA,EF,EM

GMU 157

40

BI"
IW
EF

GMY Hi2
PftFt ef GMY 16@
GMU 169

Permits

6
~))

5

((~))

21-Nov.

Any Bull

EF

GMU 172

((8)) ~

Couse A

Oct.((~))

21-Nov.

Any Bull

EF

GMU 181

1

((GFanele Renee A
NaneumA
Quilomene A
Teanaway A
Peaches Ridge A

Get. 22 JI.Jay. 4
Oct. 21-Nov. 3
Oct. 21-Nov. 3
Oct. 21-Nov. 3
Oct.((~)) 21-Nov.

Any Bttll
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull

:mz
EF
EF
EF
EF

GMl:J 186
GMU 328
GMU329
GMU335
GMUs 336, 346

((86)) 103

Goose Prairie A

Oct.((~))

21-Nov.

Any Bull

EF

GMUs 352, 356

((-l-'.76)) 114

Bethel A

Oct.((~))

21-Nov.

Any Bull

EF

GMU 360

Mountain View A

Permanent

Oct.

((4)) J

((4)) J

((4)) J

((4)) J

((4)) J
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t

((~))2002

Hunt Name
Rimrock A
Cowiche A
Margaret A
Tootle A
Olympic A

Permit Season
Oct.((~)) 21.-Nov.
((4)) J

Oct.((~))

((4)) J

21-Nov.

2-10
Nov.((~)) 2-10
Nov.((~)) 2-10
Nov.((~))

2002
Permits

Boundary
. · Description
GMU364

Special
Restrictions
Any Bull

Elk Tag
Prefix
EF

Any Bull

EF

GMU 368

3 Pt. Min.
3 Pt. Min.
3 Pt. Min.

WF
WF
WF

GMU 524
GMU 556
GMU62P

({~))

((-!W)) ill
({;!6)) 28

18
90
21

Permit season is open for archery and muzzleloader, but hunt is the same as modem firearm and all hunters must wear hunter orange.
({'=Rial pllff efGMY Ui(i ·~•es! ehl!e =l=11e11RReR RiYef.))
hThat part of GMU 621 south of the BPA power lines.

0

Modern Firearm Elk Permit Hunts (Only modern firearm and muzzleloader elk tag holders may apply.)
GMU 109
EForEM
Any Elk
Oct. ((~)) 26-Nov.
Three Forks
((4))

~

.Li

Any Elk
Any Elk

EForEM
EForEM

GMU 113
GMU 117

26-Nov.

Any Elk

EForEM

124 (E. of SR 395)

((~))

Antlerless

EForEM

GMUs 149, 154

((:3())) 100

((4))

J

26-Nov.

Oct.

((~))

26-Nov.

Antlerless

EForEM

GMUs 162, 163i

((-!00)) 200

Oct. 26-Nov. 3
Dec. 1-31

Antlerless
Antlerless

EForEM
EForEM

GMU 162n, 163
Elk Area 031

Antlerless

EForEM

Elk Area 032

((~))

75

( (Aatlerless))
Any Elk
Antler less
Any Elk
((Aay Elk))
Antler less
Any Elk
Antlerless
Any Elk
Antler less
Any Elk
Antler less
Antlerless
Antlerless

EForEM

Elk Area 032

((~))

10

EForEM
EForEM
EForEM

Elk Area 032
Elk Area 032
Elk Area 033

Peshastin B
Peshastin C
Peshastin D
Peshastin E
Peshastin F
West Bar A
WestBarB
Taneum

((Sept. 1 Oet. 1)) Aug.
17-Sept. 29
((Nov. 10 Dee. 31))
Sept. 7-15
Nov. 4-Dec. 31
Nov. 11-17
((Dee. 1 31)) Aug. 1725
Aug. 19-25
Sept. 16-29
Sept. 21•29
Nov. 30-Jan. 12, 2003
Dec. 7-Jan. 12, 2003
Oct. 22-31
Nov. 1-4
Oct. ((;.!.)) 30-Nov.

EForEM
EForEM
EForEM
EForEM
EForEM
EForEM
EForEM
EForEM

Elk Area 033
Elk Area 033
Elk Area 033
Elk Area 033
Elk Area 033
GMU330
GMU330
GMU336

Manastash

Oct. ((;.!.)) 30-Nov.

Antler less

EForEM

GMU340

Any Elk

EForEM

GMUs 340, ~42, 371

Antlerless

EForEM

GMU342

Selkirk
49 Degrees North

Oct. 26-Nov. 3
Oct.((~)) 26-Nov.
((4))

J

Mount Spokane

Oct.

((~))

((4))

J

BlueCreekE

Oct.

Dayton ((D)) A_n
Dayton Bi
Shushuskin((t)) j
Malaga A((t)) j
Malaga B((t)) j
MalagaC
MalagaE
Peshastin Ai

~

J

15

((4)) J

((4)) J

((4)) J

21-Nov.

Observatory A

Oct.

Umtanum A

Oct. ((;.!.)) 30-Nov.

((~))

((4)) J

((4))

J
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15

((:3())) 75

50
75

75
~
((~))

20
~

20
~

20
~

10
10
({~))200

400
((48)) 62
400
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Dec. 9-31
Oct. ((M)) 30-Nov.
((4))

Little Naches B
Nile

Oct. 1-10
Oct. ((M)) 30-Nov.
((4))

Bumping

l

Oct. ((M)) 30-Nov.
((4))

CowicheB

l

Oct. ((M)) 30-Nov.
((4))

RimrockB

l

Oct. ((M)) 30-Nov.
((4))

Bethel B

l

l

Willapa Hills
Ra)'.mondA

Oct. ((M)) 30-Nov.
((4)) l
Nov. ((+-H)) 6-10
Nov. 6-10

Raymond ((G)) 11

Dec.((!)) .lQ-31

Raymond ((9)) .G

Jan. 1-31, ((~))
2003
Feb. 1-28, ((~))
2003
Nov. ((+-H)) 6-10
Nov. ((+-H)) 6-10
Nov. ((+-H)) 6-10
Nov. ((+-H)) 6-10
Nov. ((+-H)) 6-10
Nov. ((+-H)) 6-10
Oct. 1-10
Oct. 1-10
Oct. 1-10
Nov. ((+-H)) 6-10
Nov. ((+-H)) 6-10
Nov. 28-Dec. 2
((Ne'r.)) Dec~ 5-9
Dec. 12-16
Dec. 1-15
Jan. 15-23, ((~))
2003
Dec. 15-23
Jan. 12-21, 2003
Oct. 20-31
Jan. 15-23, ((~))
2003
Nov. ((+-H)) 6-10
Nov. 6-10

Raymond ((e)) .!2
Winston
Margaret B
Ryderwood
Coweeman
Toutle B
Marble
Carlton
West Goat Rocks
Mt. Adams
Lewis River
Sioux on
Dungeness A
Dungeness B
Dungeness C
Satsop A
Puyallup A
Mashel A
Mashel B
North Minot A
Deschutes A
Williams Creek
North Shore A

Antler less
Antler less

EForEM
EForEM

ML Area 944
GMU 346

Any Bull
Antlerless

EForEM
EForEM

GMU346
GMU 352

Antlerless

EForEM

GMU 356

((~))

215

Antler less

EForEM

GMU360

((~))

105

Antlerless

EForEM

GMU364

((~))

100

Antler less

EForEM

GMU368

Antlerless
3-Pt. Min. or
Antlerless
Antlerless

WForWM
WForWM
WForWM

Antler less

WForWM

Antlerless

WForWM

Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antler less
Antler less
Antlerless
3-Pt. Min.
3-Pt. Min.
3-Pt. Min.
Antlerless
Antler less
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antler less

WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM

GMU 506
Part of GMU 506,
672 and 67311
Part of GMUs 506.._
672 and 673k
Part of GMUs 506.._
672 and 673k
Part ofGMUs 506.._
672 and 673k
GMU520
GMU 524
GMU 530
GMU 550
GMU 556
GMU 558
Elk Area 057
Elk Area 058
Elk Area 059
GMU 560
GMU572
Part of GMU 621 1
Part of GMU 621 1
Part of GMU 621 1
GMU651
GMU652

Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless

WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM

Part of GMU 654m
Part of GMU 654.m
Elk Area 067
GMU666

Antler less
Antlerless

WForWM
WForWM

GMU 673
Elk Area 068

;That part of GMUs 162 and 163 excluding National Forest lands and Rainwater Wildlife Area.
ioamage hunt.
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(('.7,S)) 100

250
25
300

4

180
50
20
((ts)) 30

15
15
15
10
40
20
30
60
5
5
5
75
50
6
6
6
((ts)) 30
25

4

50
100
((3G)) 60
10

((~))

40

2
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kThat part of GMUs 506, 672 and 673 within 1 mile of SR 6 between the east end of elk Prairie Rd and the Mallis Landing Rd.

~ 111That part of GMU 621 north and west of Jimmy Come Lately Creek and the Gray Wolf River.

lrnlThat part of GMU 654 south of the Puyallup River.

Muzzleloader Bull Permit Hunts (Only muzzleloader elk tag holders may apply.)
Note-Fire Closures may limit access during early October seasons
GMU 154
EM
Any Bull
Oct. 1-((H)) 11
Blue Creek B
((E>ayteH B

Oet. l 12

T1:te1tHHeH B

Oet. 1 12
Oct. 1-((H)) 11

WenahaC
Mountain View B

Oct. 1-((H)) 11

1

B1:tll
AH)' B1:tll

BM
BM

GMU 162
GMU 166

+
+))

Any Bull

EM

GMU 169

1

AH~'

Any Bull

EM

GMU172

CouseB
(( GrnHde ReHde B

Oct. 1-((H)) 11
Oet. l 12

Any Bull

EM

GMU 181

AH)' B1:tll

BM

GMU 186

NaneumB
QuilomeneB

Oct. 1-11

Any Bull

EM

GMU328

Oct. 1-11

Any Bull

EM

GMU329

Teanaway B
Peaches Ridge B

Oct. 1-11

Any Bull

EM

GMU335

Any Bull

EM

Any Bull
Any Bull

EM

GMUs 336, 346
GMUs 352, 356

EM

GMU360

l
l
l
((H)) 12
((~)) 11
((H)) l l

Any Bull

EM

GMU364

((H)) 16

Any Bull

EM

GMU368

((a)) 10

3 Pt. Min.

WM

GMU 524

((~)) ~

Goose Prairie B
Bethel C
Rimrock C
CowicheC
Margaret C
Toutle C
Olympic B

Oct. 1-((H)) 11

Oct. 1-((H)) 11

Oct. 1-((H)) 11
Oct. 1-((H)) 11

Oct. 1-((H)) l l

Oct. 1-((H)) l l

Oct. 1-((H)) l l
Oct. 1-((H)) 11

3 Pt. Min.

WM

GMU556

3 Pt. Min.

WM

GMU621

1
-l-))

((~))

lQ
3

~ Muzzleloader Permit Hunts (Only muzzleloader elk tag holders may apply.)
Blue Creek Ci

((12/lJOl 1131102))
12/1/02-1/31/03

Antlerless

EM

GMU 154

Columbia A'
Columbia Bi

Dec. 1-31

Antlerless

EM

Antlerless

EM

Part of GMU 162", 163
Part of GMU 162", 163
GMU 162g

((~))

((W)) 100
((W)) 100

Columbia Ci

Dec. 20-Jan. 31, 2003

Antlerless

EM

Couse Ci
Couse Di

Dec. 1-31

Antlerless

EM

GMU 181

50
25

Jan. 1-31, ((~))
2003
Oct. 1-((H)) 11

Antlerless

EM

GMU 181

25

Antlerless
Any Elk

EM

GMU330
GMUs 340, 342, 371

10
((9)) 14

West Bar C
Observatory B

Oct. 1-((H)) 11

UmtanumB

Oct. 6-12

Antlerless

EM
EM

GMU342

350

Stella A ((t}) j

Nov. 26-Dec. 15

Antler less

WM

GMU504

100

Stella B((i)) j

Jan. 1-16,
2003

((~))

Antler less

WM

GMU504

25

Toledo Ai

Jan. 1-16,
2003

((~))

Antlerless

WM

Elk Area 029

30

((Malaga E>i
PeshastiH Bi

Oet. 6 23

AHtiefless
ARtlefless

Ell< Afeit 032
Elk Afeit 033

~

A1:tg. 18 8eflt. 23
Oct. 8-27

BM
BM

Antlerless
Any Elk

EM

· Elk Area 032
Elk Area 032

75

EM

Antlerless

WM

Elk Area 052

((-l-0)) 20

Malaga Fj
Malaga Qj

~

Jan. 1-31,
2003

60

Mossyrock A ((t)) j

Oct. 8-27
Jan. 1-16,
2003

((~))
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Yale((i))i

Jan. 1-16, ((~))
2003
Jan. 1-16, ((~))
2003
Nov. 26-Dec. 15

Satsop I!
North River((21;.i)) i
North Minot Bi
Raymond ((Ai)) Ei

Oct. 6-((-14)) ll
Nov. 26-Dec. 15
Oct. 6-((-14)) l l
Oct. 1-31

Randle A((i)) i
Boistfort((i)) i

Antlerless

WM

Elk Area053

Antlerless

WM

Elk Area 054

3 Pt. Min. or AntIer less
Antler less
Antler less
Antlerless
Antler less

WM

GMU554

WM
WM
WM
WM

GMU651
GMU658
Elk Area 067
Part of GMUs 506. 672
and 673t· ·

15
((~))

40

4

75
10
. 20
((~)) 60
((H)) 30

({i)) ioamage hunt.

kThat part of GMUS 506 and 673 within 1 mile of SR6 between the east end of Elk Prairie Rd. and the Mallis Landing Rd.
"That part of GMU 162 east of North Touchet Rd, excluding National Forest. Mostly private land, winter road closures in GMU 162.
gThat nart of GMU 162 west of North Touchet Rd., excluding National Forest and Rainwater Wildlife Area.

Archery Permit Hunts (Only archery elk tag holders may apply.)
Note-Fire closures may limit access during September seasons.
Blue Creek D
Any Bull
EA
Sept. 1-14
((Daytofl C
AAy B1:1ll
EA
Sef!t 1 14
~
AA)' B1:1ll
EA
Sef!t 1 14
WenahaD
Sept. 1-14
Any Bull
EA
Mountain View C
Sept. 1-14
Any Bull
EA
CouseF
Sept. 1-14
Any Bull
EA
((GrnAEie RoAee c
AAy B1:1ll
Seflt 1 14
EA
Naneum C
Sept. 1-14
Any Bull
EA
QuilomeneC
Sept. 1-14
Any Bull
EA
Teanaway C
Sept. 1-14
Any Bull
EA
Peaches Ridge C
Sept. 1-14
Any Bull
EA
Observatory C
Sept. 1-14
Any Elk
EA
Goose Prairie C
Sept. 1-14
Any Bull
EA
Bethel D
Sept. 1-14
Any Bull
EA
Sept. 1-14
Any Bull
Rimrock D
EA
Sept. 1-14
Any Bull
Cowiche D
EA
Sept. 1-14
Any Elk
EA
Peshastin G
Sept. 1-14
3 Pt. Min.
Margaret D
WA
Sept. 1-14
3 Pt. Min.
Toutle D
WA
Sept. 1-14
3 Pt. Min.
WA
Olympic C
Quinault
Nov. 21-Dec. 15
Antlerless
WA

Mashel Bi
Raymond ((B')) J:i

Jan. 12-21, ((~))
2003
Nov. 16-30

Satsop.C

Sept. 1-14

Antler less

WA

Antler less

WA

3 Pt. Min. or Anti- WA
erless

2·

GMU 154
GMU 162
GMU 166
GMU 169
GMU 172
GMU 181
GMU 186
GMU328
GMU329
GMU335
GMUs 336, 346
GMUs 340, 342, 371
GMUs 352, 356
GMU360
GMU364
GMU368
Elk Area 033
GMU524
GMU556
GMU 62lh
That part of GMU 638
in the Quinalilt drainage
Part of GMU 654m

4
!))

" 2
((6)) ~
1
!))

35
12
35
((8&)) 126
((4G)) 71
267
((-100)) 62

((8+)) ill
{{~))
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27
10

((8)) 1
((~))

61

((e)) ~
((~))

40

40

Part of GMUs 506..._
672 and 673t
GMU651

{{H)) 60
((H)) 30
~
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((TeAWftX

JeA. 12 21, 2002

A1ttlerless

WA

~

GM:Y M2, e1tel1:ttl:i1tg
ei=ees het:tAEieEi hy
Highways 167, 410,
end 164.

~))

llThat part of GMU 621 south of the BPA power lines.
iDamage hunt.
kThat part of GMUs 506. 672 and 673 within 1 mile of SR 6 between the east end of Elk Prairie Rd and the Mallis Landing Rd.
1That part of GMU 621 north and west of Jimmy Come Lately Creek and the Gray Wolf River.
roniat part ofGMU 654 south of the Puyallup River.

Advanced Hunter Education (AUE) Graduate Special Elk Permit Hunts (only AUE graduates may apply).

Quinault Ridge

Jan. 17-31,
«™))2003
Jan. 17-31,
«™))2003
Jan. 17-31,
«™))2003
Oct. 1-10

Chehalis Valley A
Chehalis Valley B
Chehalis Valle)'. C
Chehalis Valley ((f;))

Sept. 15-30
Oct. 1-31
Nov. 6-10
Nov. 15-30

Chehalis Valley ((B))

Jan.1-31,((™))
2003
Feb. 1-28,

ToledoB
MossyrockB
Randle B

E

E

Chehalis Valley ((F))

~

Q

Antler less

Any Elk Tag

Elk Area 029

20

Antlerless

Any Elk Tag

Elk Area 052

((W)) 20

Antlerless

Any Elk Tag

Elk Area 053

15

3-Pt. Min or Antier less
Antler less
Antler less
Antler less
Antler less

Any Elk Tag

GMU638

Any Elk Tag
Any Elk Tag
An)'. Elk Tag
Any Elk Tag

Elk Area 0669
Elk Area 0669
Elk Area 0669
Elk Area 0669

10
10
30
((W)) 15

Antlerless

Any Elk Tag

Elk Area 0669

((W)) li

Antlerless

Any Elk Tag

Elk Area 0669

((W)) 15

«™»~

Persons of Disability Only - Special Elk Permit Hunts
Observatory D
Little Naches C
Little Naches D
Centralia Mine A
Centralia Mine B
North Shore ((A)) Jl
North Shore ((B)) .C
North Shore ((f;)) .Q
North ShQce E
Skookumchuck A
Skookumchuck B
Skookumchuck C
Chehalis Valley D

5

Oct. 24-Nov. 7
Oct. 1-10
Oct. 30-Nov. 7
Oct.((~)) 26-

Any Elk
Any Elk
Antler less
Antler less

EForEM
EF,EM,EA
EF,EM,EA
Any Elk Tag

GMUs 340, 342
GMU346
GMU346
Portion of GMU 667•

2
2
((~))

Nov. ((3-4)) 2:.l
Oct. 1-31

Antlerless Only
Antler less

Any Elk Tag
Any Elk Tag

Portion of GMU 667•

2
5

Dec. ((~)) M:
ll

Antler less

Any Elk Tag

Antler less

Any Elk Tag

Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless

An)'. Elk Tag
Any Elk Tag
Any Elk Tag
An)'. Elk Tag
Any Elk Tag

21

Jan. 1-31, «™»
2003
Feb. 1-28, 200~
Nov. 17-25
Dec. 6-16
Jan. 1-31. 2003
Dec. 1-31

Antlerles~

Antler less

((Pert ef GM:Y 658"))

Elk Area

((~))

10
2

06~

((Pert ef GM:Y 658"))

5

((Pert ef GM:Y 658"))

5

Elk Area 068

Elk Area 068
Elk Area 068
GMU667
GMU667
GMU667
Elk Area 066

~

4
4
10
15

Portion of GMU 667 within Centralia Mine.
({'1:het pert ef GMl:J €iS8 se111h end west ef SR 19S l!etweee Reymend eed Jl>leflh RiYeF Bridge.)) llfireaan Restriction Area.
Reviser's note: The brackets and enclosed material in the text of the above section occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appear in the Register
pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.
0
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 00-254, filed
1/31101, effective 3/3/0 l)

Hunt Area: Goat Unit 3-6 (Naches Pass), Goat Unit 3-9
(Tieton River), Goat Unit 3-10 (Blazed Ridge), or Goat Unit
5-4 (Goat Rocks).
•
Weapon: Any legal weapon, EXCEPT must use archery equip-.
ment during archery seasons and muzzleloader equipment
during muzzleloader seasons.
Bag limit: One mountain goat of either sex

WAC 232-28-277 2001, 2002, 2003 Big game and
wild turkey auction permits and raffies.
BIG GAME AUCTION PERMITS

The director will select a conservation organization(s) to conduct the 2001, 2002, and 2003 auction(s). Selection of the
conservation organizations will be based on criteria adopted
by the Washington department of fish and wildlife. The organization shall notify the department of the name and address
of the successful bidder within ten days of the auction.

2002 AND 2003 AUCTION PERMIT HUNT(S)
SPECIES - ONE DEER PERMIT

Hunting season dates: September 1 - December 31, 2002 and
2003
Hunt Area: Statewide EXCEPT all Private Lands Wildlife
Management Areas (PLWMAs) and GMUs 157, 418, 485,
and 522 are closed.
Weapon: Any legal weapon, EXCEPT must use archery equipment during archery seasons and muzzleloader equipment
during muzzleloader seasons.
Bag limit: One additional any buck deer

2001 AUCTION PERMIT HUNT(S)
SPECIES - ONE DEER PERMIT

Hunting season dates: September l - December 31, 2001
Hunt Area: Statewide EXCEPT all Private Lands Wildlife
Management Areas (PLWMAs) and GMUs 157, 418, 485,
and 522 are closed.
Weapon: Any legal weapon, EXCEPT must use archery equipment during archery seasons and muzzleloader equipment
during muzzleloader seasons.
Bag limit: One additional any buck deer

SPECIES - ONE WESTSIDE ELK PERMIT

Hunting Season Dates: September 1 - December 31, 2002
and 2003
Hunt Area: Western Washington EXCEPT all Private Lands
Wildlife Management Areas (PLWMAs) and GMUs 418,
485, and 522 are closed.
Weapon: Any legal weapon, EXCEPT must use archery equipment during archery seasons and muzzleloader equipment
during muzzleloader seasons.
•
Bag Limit: One additional any bull elk
•

SPECIES - ONE ELK PERMIT

Hunting season dates: September 15-30, 2001
Hunt Area: Statewide in any area open to general or permit
season muzzleloader, archery, or modern firearm elk hunting
during the 2001 season EXCEPT all Private Lands Wildlife
Management Areas (PL WMAs) and GMUs 157 and 485 are
closed.
Weapon: Any legal weapon, EXCEPT must use archery equipment during archery seasons and muzzleloader equipment
during muzzleloader seasons.
Bag limit: One bull elk

SPECIES - ONE EASTSIDE ELK PERMIT

Hunting season dates: September 1 - December 31, 2002 and
2003
Hunt Area: Eastern Washington EXCEPT all Private Lands
Wildlife Management Areas (PLWMAs) and GMU~ 157~
162. and 166 are closed.
Weapon: Any legal weapon, EXCEPT must use archery equipment during archery seasons and muzzleloader equipment
during muzzleloader seasons.
Bag limit: One additional any bull elk

SPECIES - ONE BIGHORN SHEEP PERMIT

Hunting season dates: September l - October 31, 2001
Hunt Area: Sheep Unit 4 (Selah Butte), Sheep Unit 5
(Umtanum), Sheep Unit 7 (Cleman Mountain), or Sheep Unit
13 (Quilomene).
Weapon: Any legal weapon, EXCEPT must use archery equipment during archery seasons and muzzleloader equipment
during muzzleloader seasons.
Bag limit: One bighorn ram

SPECIES - ONE BIGHORN SHEEP PERMIT

Hunting Season Dates: September 1 - October 31, 2002 and
2003
Hunt Area: Sheep Unit 4 (Selah Butte), Sheep Unit 5
(Umtanum), Sheep Unit 7 (Cleman Mountain), Sheep Unit
12 (Lincoln Cliffs), Sheep Unit 13 (Quilomene), or Sheep
Unit 14 (Swakane).
Weapon: Any legal weapon, EXCEPT must use archery equipment during archery seasons and muzzleloader equipment
during muzzleloader seasons.
Bag Limit: One bighorn ram

SPECIES - ONE MOOSE PERMIT

Hunting season dates: October l - November 30, 2001
Hunt Area: Any moose unit open during the 2001 season.
Weapon: Any legal weapon, EXCEPT must use archery equipment during archery seasons and muzzleloader equipment
during muzzleloader seasons.
Bag limit: One moose of either sex

SPECIES - ONE MOOSE PERMIT

Hunting Season Dates: October l - November 30, 2002 and
2003
Hunt Area: Any open moose unit.

SPECIES - ONE MOUNTAIN GOAT PERMIT

Hunting season dates: September 15 - October 31, 200 l
Permanent
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Open area: Sheep Unit 4 (Selah Butte), Sheep Unit S
(Umtanum), Sheep Unit 7 (Cleman Mountain), or Sheep Unit
13 (Quilomene).
Open season: September 1- October 31, 2001.
Weapon: Hunter may use any legal weapon.
Number of permits: 1
Raffle ticket cost: $10.00 including a SO-cent vendor fee.

Weapon: Any legal weapon, EXCEPT must use archery equipment during archery seasons and muzzleloader equipment
~ during muzzleloader seasons.
, Bag Limit: One moose of either sex
SPECIES - ONE MOUNTAIN GOAT PERMIT

Hunting season dates: September lS - October 31, 2002 and
2003
Hunt Area: Goat Unit 3-6 (Naches Pass), Goat Unit 3-9
(Tieton River), Goat Unit 3-10 (Blazed Ridge), or Goat Unit
5-4 (Goat Rocks).
Weapon: Any legal weapon, EXCEPT must use archery equipment during archery seasons and muzzleloader equipment
during muzzleloader seasons.
Bag limit: One mountain goat of either sex

MOOSE RAFFLE PERMIT HUNT

Bag limit: One moose of either sex
Open area: Hunter may hunt in any moose unit open during
the 2001 season.
Open season: October 1 - November 30, 2001.
Weapon: Hunter may use any legal weapon.
Number of permits: 1
Raffle ticket cost: $S.OO including a 50-cent vendor fee.

RAFFLE PERMITS

Raffle permits will be issued to individuals selected through
a Washington department of fish and wildlife drawing or the
director may select a conservation organization(s) to conduct
the 2001, 2002, and 2003 raffle(s). Selection of a conservation organization will be based on criteria adopted by the
Washington department of fish and wildlife. The organization shall notify the department of the name and address of
the individual selected, and two alternatives, within two business days of the raffle.

MOUNTAIN GOAT RAFFLE PERMIT HUNT

Bag limit: One mountain goat of either sex
Open area: Goat Unit 3-6 (Naches Pass), Goat Unit 3-9
(Tieton River), Goat Unit 3-10 (Blazed Ridge), or Goat Unit
S-4 (Goat Rocks).
Open season: September lS - October 31, 2001.
Weapon: Hunter may use any legal weapon.
Number of permits: 1
Raffle ticket cost: $S.OO including a SO-cent vendor fee.

2001 RAFFLE PERMIT HUNT(S)

~

2002 AND 2003 RAFFLE PERMIT HUNT(S)

DEER RAFFLE PERMIT HUNT

DEER RAFFLE PERMIT HUNT

Bag limit: One additional any buck deer
Open area: Statewide EXCEPT all Private Lands Wildlife
Management Areas (PLWMAs) and GMUs 1S7, 418, 48S,
and S22 are closed.
Open season: September 1 - December 31, 2001.
Weapon: Any legal weapon EXCEPT must use archery equipment during archery seasons and muzzleloader equipment
during muzzleloader seasons.
Number of permits: 1
Raffle ticket cost: $S.OO including a SO-cent vendor fee.

Bag limit: One additional any buck deer
Open area: Statewide EXCEPT all Private Lands Wildlife
Management Areas (PLWMAs) and GMUs 1S7, 418, 485,
and S22 are closed.
Open season: September 1 - December 31, 2002 and 2003.
Weapon: Any legal weapon, EXCEPT must use archery equipment during archery seasons and muzzleloader equipment
during muzzleloader seasons.
Number of permits: 1
Raffle ticket cost: $5.00 including a 50-cent vendor fee.

ELK RAFFLE PERMIT HUNT

~

Bag limit: One additional any bull elk
Open area: Statewide in any area open to general or permit
season muzzleloader, archery, or modem firearm elk hunting
during the 2001 season, EXCEPT all Private Lands Wildlife
Management Areas (PLWMAs) and GMUs 1S7 and 48S are
closed.
Open season: The elk raffle permit holder may hunt in any
2001 general or permit archery, muzzleloader, or modern
firearm season.
Weapon: The raffle permit hunter may use archery equipment during archery seasons, muzzleloader equipment during
muzzleloader seasons and any legal weapon during modern
firearm seasons.
Number of permits: 1
Raffle ticket cost: $5.00 including a SO-cent vendor fee.

,

BIGHORN SHEEP RAFFLE PERMIT HUNT

WSR 02-11-069

WESTSIDE ELK RAFFLE PERMIT HUNT

Bag limit: One additional any bull elk
Open area: Western Washington EXCEPT all Private Lands
Wildlife Management Areas (PLWMAs) and GMUs 418,
485, and S22 are closed.
Open season: September 1 - December 31, 2002 and 2003.
Weapon: Any legal weapon, EXCEPT must use archery equipment during archery seasons and muzzleloader equipment
during muzzleloader seasons.
Number of permits: 1
Raffle ticket cost: $5.00 including a 50-cent vendor fee.
EASTSIDE ELK RAFFLE PERMIT HUNT

Bag limit: One additional any bull elk
Open area: Eastern Washington EXCEPT all Private Lands
Wildlife Management Areas (PLWMAs) and GMU~ 157i
162. and 166 are closed.
Open season: September 1 - December 31, 2002 and 2003.

Bag limit: One bighorn ram
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(6) The permittee will present the head and carcass of the
bighorn sheep killed to any department office within 72 hours
of date of kill.
~
(7) The permittee must abide by all local, state, and fed~
eral regulations including firearm restriction areas and area
closures.

Weapon: Any legal weapon, EXCEPT must use archery equipment during archery seasons and muzzleloader equipment
during muzzleloader seasons.
Number of permits: 1
Raffle ticket cost: $5.00 including a 50-cent vendor fee.
BIGHORN SHEEP RAFFLE PERMIT HUNT

Bag limit: One bighorn ram
Open area: Sheep Unit 4 (Selah Butte), Sheep Unit 5
(Umtanum), Sheep Unit 7 (Cleman Mountain), Sheep Unit
12 (Lincoln Cliffs), Sheep Unit 13 (Quilomene), or Sheep
Unit 14 (Swakane).
Open season: September 1 - October 31, 2002 and 2003.
Weapon: Hunter may use any legal weapon.
Number of permits: 1
Raffle ticket cost: $10.00 including a 50-cent vendor fee.

WSR 02-11-074
PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Medical Assistance Administration)
[Filed May 13, 2002, 3:55 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 10, 2002.
Purpose: Amending WAC 388-517-0300 Medicare savings programs. This rule is being amended to simplify language and make it clearer.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 388-517-0300.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.08.090,
74.09.530.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-07-114 on March
20, 2002.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended l, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 10, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

MOOSE RAFFLE PERMIT HUNT

Bag limit: One moose of either sex
Open area: Any open moose unit.
Open season: October 1 - November 30, 2002 and 2003.
Weapon: Hunter may use any legal weapon.
Number of permits: 1
Raffle ticket cost: $5.00 including a 50-cent vendor fee.
MOUNTAIN GOAT RAFFLE PERMIT HUNT

Bag limit: One mountain goat of either sex
Open area: Goat Unit 3-6 (Naches Pass), Goat Unit 3-9
(Tieton River), Goat Unit 3-10 (Blazed Ridge), or Goat Unit
5-4 (Goat Rocks).
Open season: September 15 - October 31, 2002 and 2003.
Weapon: Hunter may use any legal weapon.
Number of permits: 1
Raffle tickets cost: $5.00 including a 50-cent vendor fee.

4

TURKEY RAFFLE PERMIT HUNTS

Bag limit: Three (3) additional wild turkeys, but not to
exceed more than one turkey in Western Washington or two
turkeys in Eastern Washington.
Open area: Statewide.
Open season: April 1 - May 31, 2001, 2002, and 2003.
Weapon: Archery or shotgun only.
Number of permits: 2
Raffle ticket cost: $5.00 including a 50-cent vendor fee.
Auction and raffle hunt permittee rules
(1) Permittee shall contact the appropriate regional
office of the department of fish and wildlife when entering
the designated hunt area or entering the region to hunt outside
the general season.
(2) The permittee may be accompanied by others; however, only the permittee is allowed to carry a legal weapon or
harvest an animal.
(3) Any attempt by members of the permittee's party to
herd or drive wildlife is prohibited.
(4) If requested by the department, the permittee is
required to direct department officials to the site of the kill.
(5) The permit is valid during the hunting season dates
for the year issued.
Permanent

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
filed 7/31/98, effective 9/1/98)
WAC 388-517 -0300 Medicare (( eest sharieg)) SI:
ings programs. The Medicare savings programs help a client
pay some of the costs that Medicare does not cover. When
determining eligibility for these programs. the department
follows the income and resource methodology of the Supplemental Securit Income SSI ro ram described in cha ter
388-474 WAC. For a client receiving long-term care CLTC)
services. refer to subsection (4) of this section.
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(e) Their co1:1Rtable iRcome does Hot exceed the staRdara
iR \VAC 388 478 0085(4).
(7) PersoHs Rot eligible for aRy other Meaicare cost shar
iRg program aise1:1ssed iA this seetioH may receive compeHsa
tiofl of of!e dollar aAd sevefl cef!ts per moHth 1:1Hder the QI
program. Total reime1:1rsemeRt is limitea to the amo1:1Ht of
moAe)' made available fur tl'lis program from the federal go11
ernmeHt. The beHefit is pa)·able ftflfl1:tally as partial reim
b1:1rsemeflt of their Medicare Part B premi1:1ms. A. persoR is
iHcome eligible for QI when:
(a) They are flOt otherwise eligible for C~l OF MN meai
cal coverage; aHd
(b) Their co1:1Rtable iHcome does Hot ei<ceed the staHdard
ifl WAC 388 478 0085(5))) The department determines a
person's eligibility in the following order:
(a) The gualified medicare beneficiary COMB) program;
(b) The specified low-income medicare beneficiary
CSLMB) program;
(c) The gualified individual COI-1) program. formerly
known as the expanded special low income Medicare beneficiary <ESLMB) program:
(d) The gualified disabled working individual CODWI)
program;
(e) The gualified individual COl-2) program, formerly
known as the gualified individual (QI) program;
(f) The state-funded buy-in program. formerly known as
the Medicare buy-in program.
(2) In order to be eligible for any of these programs. a
person must:
(a) Be eligible or receiving Medicare Part A; and
Cb) For the ODWI program only. be under the age of
sixty-five; and
(c) Have nonexcluded resources at or below the resource
standard. see WAC 388-478-0085(6).
(3) A person must also meet the income standards as follows:
(a) For the OMB program. see WAC 388-478-0085(1);
Cb) For the SLMB program. see WAC 388-478-0085(2);
(c) For the 01-1 program. see WAC 388-478-0085(3);
Cd) For the ODWI program. see WAC 388-478-0085(4);
(e) For the 01-2 program. see WAC 388-478-0085(5);
and
(f) For the state-paid buy-in program. there is no maximum income limit as long as the person receives services
under either categorically needy CCN) or medically needy
CMN) programs.
(4) When determining an LTC client's eligibility for
Medicare savings programs. the department considers countable income and resources left after the following are
deducted:
(a) Allocations to a spouse and/or dependent family
members; and
Cb) The client's participation in the cost of care.
Refer to chapter 388-513 WAC for the LTC rules.
(5) The department adjusts income standards for Medicare savings programs on April 1st of each year. see WAC
388-478-0085. The department also applies the annual
Social Security cost-of-living adjustment CCOLA) for these
programs on April 1st of each year. Therefore. the annual
COLA does not effect the eligibility of either applicants or

( 1) ((ClieHts eligible fer the fellowiHg programs recei·te
beHefits which help pay their Medicare coverage 01:1t of
pocket costs:
(a) The q1:1alified medicare beHefieiary (QMB); aHd
(b) The special low iHcome medicare beHeficiary
(SLMB) aHd the expaHded special low iacome Medicare bef!
eficiary (ESLMB); aHd
(e) The Medicare b1:1y iH program; aHd
(d) The q1:1alified disabled workiHg iHdivid1:1al (QDWI);
aacl
(e) The q1:1alified iHdi•rid1:1al (QI).
(2) To be eligible for aHy of these programs, clieats arnst
Hot have eo1:1Htable reso1:1rees which exceed the resmuee stafl
dard iH WAC 388 478 0085(6).
(3) Clieats eligible for or receiviHg Medicare Part A aHd
meetiHg the departmeHt's iHcome staHdards have their Medi
eare Part A aHd Part B premi1:1ms, eoiHs1:1raHee, af!d ded1:1et
ibles paid for them 1:1Hder the QMB program. A persoR is
iHeome eligible for QMB:
(a) WheR their co1:1Rtable iHeome does Hot exceed the
staRdard iR WAC 388 478 0085(1); or
(b) WheH the)' meet the req1:1iremeRts of s1:1bseetioH (a) if
their aHH1:tal Social Sec1:1rity eost of liviHg iRcrease is Rot
eo1:1Hted as iacome 1:1Rtil April l of each year.
(4) ClieHts eligible for or reeeiviRg Medicare Part A bea
efits aRd meetiRg the departmeHt's iRcome staadards have
their Part B Medicare premi1:1m paid for them 1:1Hder the
SLMB or ESLMB program. IH determiaiHg eligibility for
SLMB or ESLMB, the aRH1:tal Social See1:1rit)' cost of liviHg
iHerease is Hot eo1:1Rted as iRcome 1:1Rtil April 1 of each year.
A persoR is iHcome eligible:
(a) Per SLMB wheR their co1:1Rtable iRcome is withiR the
raHge specified iH 388 478 0085(2);
(b) Per ESLMB wheH:
(i) Their co1:1Hta0le iRcome is withiR the raRge specified
iR WAC 388 478 0085(3); aRd
(ii) They are Hot otherwise eligible for categorically
Heedy (C~O or medically Reedy (M~l) coverage; aRd
(iii) URtil December 3 lst of each year or l:lfltil the date
that the aHH1:tal allotmeat of federal fl:IRds is exha1:1sted.
(5) ClieRts who are eligible for categorical!)' Reed)' (CN)
or medically Reedy (l\H'l) meaieal coverage, b1:1t Rot eligible
for QMB or SLMB programs may be eligible for a third
Medicare eost shariag program. If they are eligiele fer or
reeeiYiRg Meaicare Part A co,..·erage, they reeei11e the state
f1:1Hded b1:1y iH program. UHtler the b1:1y iH program the
departmeHt pays the followiRg:
(a) Their Meaicare Part A premi1:1ms, if aHy; aHtl
(b) Their Meaieare Part B premi1:1ms; aad
(c) Their Meaicare Part B eoiHSl:lraf!ce, aAd aeduetibles.
(6) ClieHts who are Hot eligible for QMB, SLMB or b1:1y
iH may be eligible for assistaf!ee with their Medicare 01:1t of
pocket costs. ClieRts. who meet the follovliHg coHditioAs ha·re
their Medicare Part A premi1:1m(s) paid for them 1:1Ader the
QDWI program. A perSOR is iHcome eligible for QDWI

~ whef*
(a) They ¥e Rot otherwise eligible fur C~l or MN meai
eel COYerage; BRS
(b) They are eligible for Medicare Part A; aRtl

J
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clients of Medicare savings programs until April 1st of each
year.
(6) The department pays the following benefits for Medicare savings program clients:
(a) Under the OMB program: Medicare Part A if any.
Part B premiums. coinsurance. deductibles as described in
subsection (7) of this section. and medical expenses the client's Medicare managed care plan charges;
(b) Under the SLMB or OI-1 programs: Only Medicare
Part B premiums (see the exception under subsection (11) of
this section);
(c) Under the ODWI program: Only Medicare Part A
premiums;
(d) Under the OI-2 program: Only a part of the client's
Medicare Part B premiums. The Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid (CMS) determine the amount which is paid. The
department pays the client on an annual basis (see the exception under subsection Cl 1) of this section); and
(e) Under the state-funded buy-in program: Medicare
Part B premiums. coinsurance. deductibles as described in
subsection (7) of this section. and medical expenses a client's
Medicare managed care plan charges.
(7) The department has certain maximum payments for
services provided to Medicare savings programs clients:
(a) Medicare co-insurance charges are paid only if the
Medicaid payment rate is higher than the amount paid by
Medicare. and within that limit. only the cost-sharing liabilili'.;
(b) Dual eligible clients are those who are eligible for
OMB and SLMB programs and another Medicaid program.
For dual eligibles. the department's maximum payment is:
(i) for covered services. the Medicaid or the Medicare
payment rate whichever is lower; and
(ii) for services only covered by Medicare. the Medicare
deductibles and co-insurance is the maximum Medicaid payment.
(8) The department does authorize OMB. SLMB or
state-funded buy-in programs for the client receiving categorically needy <CN) or medically needy (MN) programs. The
state-funded buy-in program is only for a client receiving CN
or MN medical coverage who is not eligible for the OMB or
SLMB programs.
(9) The department does not authorize 01-1. OI-2. or
ODWI programs for a client receiving CN or MN medical
program benefits.
(10) The department does not authorize the OI-2 program for a client who is eligible for one of the other Medicare
savings programs.
(11) When the department's annual allotment of federal
funds for the 01-1 and OI-2 programs is exhausted, the
department does not authorize benefits under the respective
program for the remainder of that calendar year.
(12) For certification periods for the Medicare savings
programs. refer to WAC 388-416-0035.
Permanent
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FOREST PRACTICES BOARD
[Filed May 13, 2002, 4:13 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 8, 2002.
Purpose: This rule would offer clarification for SEPA
guidance for forest practices consistent with a Wildlife Conservation Agreement.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 222-10-040 and 222-10-041.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 76.09.040,
43.21C.060, and 43.21C.120.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-05-087 on February 20, 2002.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: Changes include only minor corrections to references. Changes in the language proposed in the CR-102 to
WAC 222-10-040(5) are not substantial. The changes to the
proposed rule were made for clarification and do not change
the meaning or the intent of the rule.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 2, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 2, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 2, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 13, 2002
Pat McEiroy
Chair

~

-~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-24-091,
filed 12/3/97, effective 1/3/98)
WAC 222-10-040 Class IV-Special threatened and
endangered species SEPA policies. In addition to the SEPA
policies established elsewhere in this chapter, the following
policies shall apply to Class IV-Special forest practices
involving threatened or endangered species.
(1) The department shall consult with the department of
fish and wildlife, other agencies with expertise, affected landowners, affected Indian tribes, and others with expertise
when evaluating the impacts of forest practices. If the department does not follow the recommendations of the department
of fish and wildlife, the department shall set forth in writing a
concise explanation of the reasons for its action.
(2) In order to determine whether forest practices are
· likely to have a probable significant adverse impact, and
therefore require an environmental impact statement, the
[ 74]
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(b) Areas of suitable spotted owl habitat that contain
some opportunities for nesting as well as roosting and foraging habitat; and
(c) Connectivity between areas of SOSEAs designated
for demographic support or adjacent federal lands which are
designated as late successional reserves, congressionally
reserved areas, or administratively withdrawn areas.
(4) Within SOSEAs, the following amounts of suitable
habitat are generally assumed to be necessary to maintain the
viability of the owl{s) associated with each northern spotted
owl site center, in the absence of more specific data or a mitigation plan, as provided for in subsections (6) and (7) of this
section respectively:
(a) All suitable spotted owl habitat within 0.7 mile of
each northern spotted owl site center;
(b) Including the suitable spotted owl habitat identified
in (a) of this subsection:
(i) For the Hoh-Clearwater/Coastal Link SOSEA - A
total of 5,863 acres of suitable spotted owl habitat within the
median home range circle (2.7 mile radius).
(ii) For all other SOSEAs - A total of 2,605 acres of suitable spotted owl habitat within the median home range circle
(1.8 mile radius).
The department shall first identify the highest quality
suitable spotted owl habitat for this purpose. Consideration
shall be given to habitat quality, proximity to the activity center and contiguity in selecting the most suitable habitat. Suitable spotted owl habitat identified outside 0.7 mile of a northern spotted owl site center may support more than one
median home range circle.
Suitable spotted owl habitat harvested by a landowner
shall continue to be counted as part of the total acres necessary under (b) of this subsection for other landowners within
the median home range circle ifthe harvest is conducted pursuant to agreements or plans approved under subsection (6)
of this section or WAC 222-16-080 (l){h)(iv), (6)(a)(iv), or

department shall evaluate whether the forest practices reasonably would be expected, directly or indirectly, to reduce
appreciably the likelihood of the survival or recovery of a
listed species in the wild by reducing the reproduction, numbers, or distribution of that species.
(3) Specific mitigation measures or conditions shall be
designed to reduce any probable significant adverse impacts
identified in subsection (2) of this section.
(4) The department shall consider the species-specific
policies in WAC 222-10-041and222-1 0-042 when reviewing and evaluating SEPA documents and the impacts of forest practices.
(5) The SEP A policies in this section and the species
specific SEPA policies for threatened and endangered species
do not apply to forest practices that are consistent with a
wildlife conservation agreement listed in WAC 222-16080(6) for species covered by these agreements. that has
received environmental review with an opportunity for public
comment under the National Environmental Policy Act. 42
U.S.C. section 4321 et seq .. the Endangered Species Act. 16
U.S.C. section 1531 et seq .. or the State Environmental Policy Act. chapter 43.21C RCW.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-12-042,
filed 5/30/01, effective 711/01)

WAC 222-10-041 Northern spotted owls. ((The effee
ti't'e Elate of this seetioH is July 1, 1996.)) The following policies shall apply to forest practices subject to SEPA if the for~ est practices may cause adverse impacts to northern spotted
, owls.
( 1) In SOSEAs or areas of SOSEAs where the goal is
demographic support, suitable spotted owl habitat should
be maintained either to protect the viability of the owl(s)
associated with each northern spotted owl site center or to
provide demographic support for that particular SOSEA as
described in the SOSEA goals.
(2) In SOSEAs or areas of SOSEAs where the goal is
dispersal support, either suitable spotted owl habitat should
be maintained to protect the viability of the owl(s) associated
with each northern spotted owl site center or dispersal habitat
should be managed, over time, to provide the dispersal support for that particular SOSEA as described in the SOSEA
goals. Dispersal support is provided by a landscape which
includes dispersal habitat at the stand level interspersed with
areas of higher quality habitat. Stands of dispersal habitat
should be managed to reduce gaps between stands and to
maintain a sufficient level of dispersal habitat to meet the
SOSEA goals over time.
(3) In SOSEAs or areas of SOSEAs where the goal is
a combination of dispersal support and demographic support, either suitable spotted owl habitat should be maintained
to protect the viability of the owl(s) associated with each
northern spotted owl site center or a variety of habitat conditions should be provided which in total are more than dis~ persal support and less than demographic support. This can
, be accomplished by providing:
(a) Dispersal support as described in subsection (2) of
this section;

(t).

(5) Outside SOSEAs, during the nesting season
(between March l and August 31 ), seventy acres of the highest quality suitable spotted owl habitat surrounding a northern spotted owl site center should be maintained. The seventy
acres for one site center shall not be utilized for meeting suitable habitat needs of any other site center.
(6) The assumptions set forth in subsection (4) of this
section are based on regional data. Applicants or others may
submit information that is more current, accurate, or specific
to a northern spotted owl site center, proposal, or SOSEA circumstances or goals. The department shall use such information in making its determinations under this section where the
department finds, in consultation with the department of fish
and wildlife, that the information is more likely to be valid for
the particular circumstances than the assumptions established
under subsection (4) of this section. If the department does
not use the information, it shall explain its reasons in writing
to the applicant.
(7) The department shall consider measures to mitigate
identified adverse impacts of an applicant's proposal. Mitigation measures must contribute to the achievement of SOSEA
[ 75]
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goals or to supporting the viability of impacted northern spotted owl site centers.

(3) What do Washington vehicle licensing offices. do
with surrendered license plates?
(a) License plates surrendered to Washington vehicle
licensing offices will be invalidated to make them unusable;
(b) Washington vehicle licensing offices will recycle or
otherwise dispose of the invalidated plates that have been
surrendered.
(4) If I choose to dispose of the Washington yehicle
license plates that are no longer valid, how is thi~ done?
Other than license plates indicated in subsection (1) of this
section, you may dispose of your invalid Washington vehicle
license plates in the following ways:
(a) Remove or invalidate the month and year tabs and
bend the plates so they are no longer usable;
·
(b) Shred the entire license plate; or
(c) After the month and year tab have been removed or
invalidated, recycle the license plate in such a way that it cannot be confused with a valid Washington license plate.
(5) How does the department dispose of my surrendered Washington vehicle license plate? Once the department has received the Washington vehicle license plate, it
((shaH)) must surrender ((them)) i! to the department of general administration for disposal under RCW 43 .19 .1919.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed May 14, 2002, 9:43 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 1, 2002.
Purpose: Meet criteria supporting Governor Locke's
Executive Order 97-02.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 308-96A-098, 308-96A-161, and 308-96A275.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 46.01.110.
Other Authority: RCW 46.01.100.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-07-014 on March
8, 2002.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 3, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 3, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 14, 2002
Fred Stephens
Director

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-19-026,
filed 9/8/99, effective 10/9/99)
WAC 308-96A-161 Fleet registration. (1) What is the
purpose of the fleet program? The department recognizes
and understands that there are businesses and individual registered owners within the state of Washington tha~ have a
valid need to license all their vehicles on the same date and
receive a single billing notice. The purpose of the fleet program is to provide such a process.
(2) What types of fleet programs are available? There
are two types of fleet programs:
(a) Regular fleet - To participate in the regular fleet program, the owner(s) must:
(i) Have five or more vehicles, all currently registered for
highway use; and
(ii) All vehicles participating must be titled and registered in exact name agreement <letter for letter and space for
space); and
(iii) All vehicles participating will be assigned a December 31 annual expiration. Monthly gross weight license may
be purchased for vehicles participating in the regular fleet
program; and
(iv) A fleet account will be established by the department
and a fleet identifier code issued to the participant.
(b) Permanent fleet - To participate in the permanent
fleet program, the owner must:
(i) Have one hundred or more vehicles ((1:1sed for eom
mereial p1:1rpose)) all currently registered for highway use;
and
(ii) ((All partieipatiRg vehieles mtist be e1:1rreRtly regls
tered for highway 1:1se; aRd
·
fffit)) Have all ((vehieles)) participating ((m1:1st be))
vehicles titled and registered in exact name agreement (Jetter
for letter and space for space); and

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-19-026,
filed 9/8/99, effective 10/9/99)
WAC 308-96A-098 Surrender and disposition of
license plates. ( 1) What license plates are required to be
surrendered? Only license plates authorized under RCW
46.16.301 ((tttt6))~ 46.16.280, 46.16.305, and 46.16.595 and
dealer/manufacturer plates are required to be surrendered
under chapter 308-66 WAC. Wreckers and scrap processors,
hulk haulers ((shttll)) must dispose of license plates according
to ((ehapter 308 65)) WAC 308-63-070(7) and 308-63120(4).
(2) Where do I surrender my Washington vehicle
license plates? You may surrender your Washington vehicle
license plates in the following manner:
(a) Take them to your local vehicle licensing office;
(b) Mail them to the department of licensing in Olympia,
Washington.
Permanent

~
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to purchase twelve months of registration to obtain a vehicle
registration expiration date for the next year.
(b) When you add a currently registered vehicle to your
new or existing fleet, the number of month((.!.))s registration
fees abated from the date of current registration expiration to
December 31, as applied in (a) of this subsection not to
exceed eighteen months;
(c) The department will charge a full month's fees for
any partial month.

((fty1}) (iii) Have all participating vehicles ((partieipat

iAg ·.vill reeeh·e)) assigned a December 31 annual expiration.
Monthly gross weight license may not be purchased for vehicles participating in the permanent fleet program however.
gross weight increase can be purchased throughout the year.
A fleet account will be established by the department and
a fleet identifier code issued to the participant.
(3) ((Hew de I)) Who does a fleet owner contact to
join the fleet program? Any owner who ((q1talifies te par
tieipate iA the fleet pregram)) meets the qualifications may
contact the department or your local Washington vehicle
licensing office.
(4) Are there any vehicles that may not be part of a
fleet? Yes, there are vehicles that may not be part of a fleet.
Those vehicles include:
(a) Snowmobiles;
(b) Trailers with plates issued a permanent license plate
underRCW 46.16.068;
(c) Vehicles licensed as daily rental under RCW
82.44.023; ((ftftd)) or
(d) Any vehicle not required to annually renew. (Prorate
vehicles registered under the international registration program (chapter 46.87 RCW) cannot be part of this fleet program).
(5) ((Wltett)) ,lYill the department remove me from
the fleet program? Yes. the department will remove ((yett))
a participant from the fleet program at ((yettf)) their request
or if ((yell fail te maiAtaiA)) the required minimum number of
currently registered vehicles is not maintained for the chosen
fleet program. The fleet identifier code will be automatically
canceled and will cause removal of all of the ((ewAer's)) participant's vehicles from the chosen fleet program.
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PERMANENT RULES

UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION
COMMISSION

[General Order No. R-499, Docket No. UT-991922-Filed May 14, 2002,
I :27 p.m., effective June 17, 2002]

In the matter of amending, adopting, and repealing chapter 480-121 WAC, relating to registration, competitive classification, and initial price lists of telecommunications companies, and WAC 480-120-052 Prepaid calling services and
480-120-058 Protection of customer prepayments.
1 STATUTORYOROTHERAUTHOR ITY: The Washington
Utilities and Transportation Commission takes this action
under Notice No. WSR 01-22-110, filed with the code reviser
on November 7, 2001. The commission brings this proceeding pursuant to RCW 80.01.040 and 80.04.160.
2 STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE: This proceeding complies with the Open Public Meetings Act (chapter 42.30
RCW), the Administrative Procedure Act (chapter 34.05
RCW), the State Register Act (chapter 34.08 RCW), the State
Environmental Policy Act of 1971(chapter43.21C RCW),
and the Regulatory Fairness Act (chapter 19.85 RCW).
3 DA TE OF ADOPTION: The commission adopts this rule
to be effective June 17, 2002.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-19-026,
filed 9/8/99, effective 10/9/99)
WAC 308-96A-275 Assignment of fleet registration
expiration. (1) When do fleet vehicle registrations expire?
Fleet vehicle registrations expire December 31 annually.
(2) How does the department adjust registration fees
to assign a December 31 registration expiration date for a
fleet vehicle?
(a) When you add an unlicensed vehicle to your fleet,
you will be charged for the number of month((.!.))s from the
date of the current registration month to December 31st. The
fees are abated to correspond with the number of months of
registration purchased. For example:
(i) If you add a vehicle to your new or existing fleet
between October 1 and December 30 of the current year, you
will be required to purchase more than twelve months of registration to obtain a December 31 vehicle registration expiration date for the following December 31;
(ii) If you add a vehicle to your new or existing fleet
between February 1 and September 30, you will be required
to purchase less than twelve months of registration to obtain
a December 31 vehicle registration expiration date for the
current year;
(iii) If you add a vehicle to your new or existing fleet
between December 31 and January 31, you will be required

4 CONCISE STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND EFFECT OF
THE RULE: RCW 34.05.325 requires that the commission

prepare and provide to commenters a concise explanatory
statement about an adopted rule. The statement must include
the identification of the reasons for adopting the rule, a summary of the comments received regarding the proposed rule,
and responses reflecting the commission's consideration of
the comments.
5 The commission often includes a discussion of those
matters in its rule adoption order. In addition, most rule-making proceedings involve extensive work by commission staff
that includes summaries in memoranda of stakeholder comments, commission decisions, and staff recommendations in
each of those areas.
6 In this docket, to avoid unnecessary duplication, the
commission designates the discussion in this order as its concise explanatory statement, supplemented where not inconsistent by the staff memoranda presented at the adoption
hearing and at the open meetings where the commission considered whether to begin a rule making and whether to propose adoption of specific language. Together, the documents
provide a complete but concise explanation of the agency
actions and its reasons for taking those actions.
[ 77]
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7 REFERENCE TO AFFECTED RULES: This order repeals
the following sections of the Washington Administrative
Code:
WAC 480-121-010
Filing of registration application, competitive classification petition, and price list.
WAC 480-121-023
When a supplemental application is required.
WAC 480-121-030
Additional information.
WAC 480-121-050
Cancellations.
WAC 480-121-070
Petition for competitive classification.
WAC 480-120-052
Prepaid calling services.
WAC 480-120-058
Protection of customer prepayments.
8 This order amends the following sections of the Washington Administrative Code:
WAC 480-121-015 Exemptions from rules.
WAC 480-121-020
Requirements for registration applications, competitive
classification petitions, and price lists.
WAC 480-121-026
Rejection of registration application, competitive classification petition, and price list.
WAC 480-121-040
Grant or denial of registration.
WAC 480-121-060
Revocation of registration.
WAC 480-121-061
Classification proceedings.
WAC 480-121-062
Content of petition for classification of competitive telecommunications services and companies.
WAC 480-121-063
Waiver of regulatory requirements for competitive telecommunications companies.
WAC 480-121-064
Investigations.

9 This order adopts the following sections of the Washington Administrative Code:
WAC 480-121-011
Application of rules.
WAC 480-121-016
Additional requirements.
WAC 480-121-017
Severability.
WAC 480-121-018
Delivery of a filing.
WAC 480-120-127
Protecting customer prepayments.
WAC 480-120-264
Prepaid calling services.
Permanent

JO PREPROPOSAL
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INQUIRY

AND

The commission filed a prepropOS\11
statement of inquiry (CR-101) on December 23, 1999, at •
•
WSR 00-02-010.
11 ADDITIONAL NOTICE AND ACTIVITY PURSUANT TO
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT: The statement advised interested persons that the commission was considering entering a
rule making on a comprehensive review of chapter 480-121
WAC relating to registration, competitive classification, and
price lists of telecommunications companies. In addition, the
statement advised interested persons that the commission
would consider review of registration-related rule.s codified
in chapter 480-120 WAC and other chapters. The commission also informed persons of the inquiry into this matter by
providing notice of the subject and the CR-101 to all persons
on the commission's list of persons requesting such information pursuant to RCW 34.05.320(3) and by sending notice to
all regulated telecommunications companies and the commission's list of telecommunications attorneys as well as the
commission's list of interested persons of telecommunications related rule makings. The commission posted the relevant rule-making information on its internet web site at
www.wutc.wa.gov.
12 Prior to filing its rule proposal, the commission solicited written comments and held workshops relating to the
content of rules that address registration, competitive classification, and price lists of telecommunications companies,
prepaid calling services, and protection of customer prepayments. After considering and incorporating many of the suggestions made by stakeholders, the commission offered the
draft proposed rules for comment.
13 MEETINGS OR WORKSHOPS; ORAL COMMENTS: The
commission held three workshops to address movement of
rules between chapters, incorporation of advances in technology into the registration process, suggested changes to existing rules, and the renaming of chapter 480-121 WAC. The
following companies, organizations, and individuals attended
some or all of the workshops: AT&T Communications of the
Pacific Northwest, Inc., CenturyTel of Washington, Inc.,
Electric Lightwave, Inc., GTE Northwest Incorporated and
GTE Communications Corporation, Janet Bernadette,
Kalama Telephone Company, NEXTLINK Washington,
Inc., Public Counsel, Qwest Corporation (Qwest), Sprint
Corporation, Tenino Telephone Company, Verizon Northwest, Inc. (Verizon), Washington Independent Telephone
Association, Washington Telecommunications Ratepayers
Association for Cost-based and Equitable Rates, Whidbey
Telephone Company, and WorldCom, Inc. (WorldCom).
14 All rules were discussed at the workshops. Items of
greatest interest included discussions relating to electronic
filing, and registration and competitive classification requirements. Agreement was reached on most issues raised by various stakeholders. Comments on which agreement was not
reached are discussed below.
15 NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULE MAKING: The commission filed a notice of proposed rule making'(CR-102) on ~
November 7, 2001, at WSR 01-22-110. The commission ~
scheduled this matter for oral comment and adoption under
Notice No. WSR 01-22-110 at 9:30 a.m., Wednesday,

t
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repealed, adopted, amended the rules in the CR-102 at WSR
01-22-110 with the changes described below.
23 CHANGES FROM PROPOSAL:
The commission
adopted the proposal with the following changes from the
text noticed at WSR 01-22-110.
24 At the request of Verizon language is added to clarify
WAC 480-121-020 relating to the requirements for applications for registration, petitions for competitive classification,
and initial price lists.
25 At the request of Verizon WAC 480-121-062 (5)(h) is
deleted.
26 Language is revised in WAC 480-120-052 to clarify
"Time of use disclosure requirements" in response to comments received by Verizon.
2 7 WAC 480-121-011 Application of rules is corrected
to reference RCW 80.01.040 and chapter 80.04 RCW in its
entirety.
28 The commission renumbered WAC 480-120-052 Prepaid calling services to WAC 480-120-264 and renumbered
and retitled WAC 480-120-058 Protection of customer prepayments to WAC 480-120-127 Protecting customer prepayments.
29 Other nonsubstantive grammar and punctuation
changes were made after a final review by the commission.
30 SUPPLEMENTAL NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULE MAKING: The commission filed a supplemental notice of proposed rule making (supplemental CR-102) on March 13,
2002, at WSR 02-07-041. The supplemental CR-102 carved
out two rules from the original proposal filed under WSR 0122-110. This proposal would delete WAC 480-121-020
(2)(d) and amend WAC 480-121-063 (l)(m). The commission scheduled this matter for oral comment and adoption
under Notice No. WSR 02-07-041at9:30 a.m., Wednesday,
April 24, 2002, in the Commission's Hearing Room, Second
Floor, Chandler Plaza Building, 1300 South Evergreen Park
Drive S.W., Olympia, WA. The notice provided interested
persons the opportunity to submit written comments to the
commission.
31 COMMENTERS (WRITTEN COMMENTS): Following
the supplemental CR-102, the commission received written
comments from Qwest that addressed issues unrelated to the
two rules that are the subject of the supplemental CR-102.
32 RULE-MAKING HEARING: The supplemental rule proposal was considered for adoption, pursuant to the notice, at
a rule-making hearing scheduled during the commission's
regularly scheduled open public meeting on April 24, 2002,
before Chairwoman Marilyn Showalter, Commissioner Richard Hemstad, and Commissioner Patrick J. Oshie.
33 The commission heard oral comments from Teri Wallace, representing commission staff, and Lisa Anderl representing Qwest.

December 12, 2001, in the Commission's Hearing Room,
Second Floor, Chandler Plaza Building, 1300 South Ever~ green Park Drive S.W., Olympia, WA. The notice provided
,
interested persons the opportunity to submit written comments to the commission. On December 12, 2001, the commission continued the adoption hearing to 1:30 p.m.,
Wednesday, January 9, 2002.
16 COMMENTERS (WRITTEN COMMENTS): During the
rule-making process, the commission called for six rounds of
comments on discussion drafts of rules. Following the notice
of proposed rule making (CR-102), the commission received
written comments from the following companies: Qwest,
Verizon, and WorldCom. Agreement was reached on most
issues raised by various stakeholders. Comments on which
agreement was not reached are discussed below.
17 RULE-MAKING HEARING: The original rule proposal
was considered for adoption, at a rule-making hearing scheduled during the commission's regularly scheduled open public meeting on January 9, 2002, before Chairwoman Marilyn
Showalter, and Commissioner Richard Hemstad, and Commission[ er] Patrick J. Oshie.
18 The commission heard oral comments from Teri Wallace and Glenn Blackmon representing commission staff,
Judith Endejan representing Verizon, and Theresa Jensen
representing Qwest.

~

,
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19 SUGGESTIONS FOR CHANGE THAT ARE REJECTED:

The following suggested change to the original proposal was
not adopted for the reasons explained below.
20 WAC 480-121-020(3). Qwest proposes that the commission modify the introduction in WAC 480-121-020(3)
from "may" to "will." Qwest contends that WAC 480-121020(3) appears to be written in response to RCW 80.36.350
which states that the commission may deny registration to
any telecommunications company which: (1) Does not provide the information required by this section; (2) fails to provide a performance bond, if required; (3) does not possess
adequate financial resources to provide the proposed service;
or (4) does not possess adequate technical competency to
provide the proposed service. Qwest acknowledges that the
current rule also states "may" at subsection (4). Qwest argues
that RCW 80.36.350 requires a showing of items one through
four above. Once such a showing occurs, the commission
may approve an application for registration or may deny such
if the showing is inadequate. Qwest does not believe RCW
80.36.350 provides the latitude proposed in WAC 480-121020(3).
21 The commission disagrees with Qwest's statutory
interpretation and its proposal. Nothing in RCW 80.36.350
mandates the change of "may" to "will" advocated by Qwest.
WAC 480-121-040 restates the statutory requirements.
RCW 80.36.350 only requires applicants to include name and
address of company, name and address of any registered
agent, name, address and title of each officer or director, most
current balance sheet, latest annual report, if any, and a
description of the services it intends to offer. Any additional
information is discretionary with the commission.
22 COMMISSION ACTION: After considering all of the
information regarding this proposal, the commission

34 SUGGESTIONS FOR CHANGE THAT ARE REJECTED:

The following suggested changes to the original proposal
were not adopted for the reasons explained below.
35 WAC 480-121-020 Requirements for applications
for registration, petitions for competitive classification,
and initial price lists. Qwest reiterates its proposal that the
introduction in WAC 480-121-020(3) be modified from
"may" to "will." Qwest maintains that WAC 480-121-020(3)
[ 79 J
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appears to be written in response to RCW 80.36.350 and does
not provide the latitude proposed at WAC 480-121-020(3).
According to Qwest, RCW 80.36.350 requires the applicant
to demonstrate to the commission that it possesses adequate
financial resources and technical competency to provide the
proposed service(s). Qwest asserts that such a demonstration
is not optional.
36 The commission continues to disagree with Qwest's
statutory interpretation and its proposal. Nothing in RCW
80.36.350 mandates the change of "may" to "will."
37 COMMISSION ACTION: After considering all of the
information regarding this proposal, the commission
repealed, amended, and adopted the rules in the CR-102 at
WSR 02-07-041.
The commission
38 CHANGES FROM PROPOSAL:
adopted the proposal with the following changes from the
text noticed at WSR 02-07-041.
39 Nonsubstantive grammar and punctuation changes
were made after a final review by the commission.

063, and 480-121-064 are amended to read as set forth in
Appendix A, as rules of the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, to take effect on June 17, 2002.
46 WAC 480-121-011, 480-121-016, 480-121-017, 480121-018, 480-120-127, and 480-120-264 are adopted to read
as set forth in Appendix A and B, as rules of the Washington
Utilities and Transportation Commission, to take effect on
June 17, 2002.
47 This order and the rule set out below, after being
recorded in the register of the Washington Utilities and
Transportation Commission, shall be forwarded to the code
reviser for filing pursuant to chapters 80.01 and.34.05 RCW
and chapter 1-21 WAC.
DATED at Olympia, Washington, this 14th day of May,
2002.
Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission
Marilyn Showalter, Chairwoman
Richard Hemstad, Commissioner
Patrick J. Oshie, Commissioner

mines that WAC 480-121-010, 480-121-023, 480-121-030,
480-121-050, 480-121-070, 480-120-052, and 480-120-05 8
should be repealed.
41 The commission determines that WAC 480-121-015,
480-121-020, 480-121-026, 480-121-040, 480-121-060, 480121-061, 480-121-062, 480-121-063, and 480-121-064
should be amended to read as set forth in Appendix A, as
rules of the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, to take effect on June 17, 2002.
42 The commission determines that WAC 480-121-011,
480-121-016, 480-121-017, 480-121-018, 480-120-127, and
480-120-264 should be adopted to read as set forth in Appendix A and B, as rules of the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, to take effect on June 17, 2002.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.

NEW SECTION

40 STATEMENT OF ACTION; STATEMENT OF EFFECTIVE
DATE: In reviewing the entire record, the commission deter-

WAC 480-121-011 Application of rules. ( 1) The rules
in this chapter apply to any telecommunications company
that is subject to the jurisdiction of the commission as to rates
and services under the provisions of RCW 80.01.040 and
chapters 80.04 and 80.36 RCW.
(2) Price list provisions filed by telecommunications
companies must conform with these rules. If the commission
accepts a price list that conflicts with these rules, the acceptance does not constitute a waiver of these rules unless the
commission specifically approves the variation consistent
with WAC 480-121-015. Price lists that conflict with these
rules without approval are superseded by these rules.
(3) Any affected person may ask the commission to
review the interpretation of these rules by a telecommunications company or customer by posing an informal complaint
under WAC 480-09-150 (Informal complaints) or by filing a
formal complaint under WAC 480-09-420 (Pleadings and
briefs-Applications for authority-Protests).
(4) No deviation from these rules is permitted without
written authorization by the commission. Violations will be
subject to penalties as provided by law.

~

~

~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order R-464, filed
6115199, effective 7116/99)
WAC 480-121-015 Exemptions from rules in chapter
480-121 WAC. (1) The commission may grant an exemption
from the provision of any rule in this chapter, ((wheR deiRg
56-fs)) if consistent with the public interest, with the purposes
underlying regulation((,)) and with applicable statutes.
(2) To request a rule exemption, a person must file with
the commission a written request identifying the rule for
which an exemption is sought ((ftREI)). giving a full explanation of the reason for reguesting the exemption ((~

ORDER

43 THE COMMISSION ORDERS:
44 WAC 480-121-010, 480-121-023, 480-121-030, 480121-050, 480-121-070, 480-120-052, and 480-120-058 are
repealed.
45 WAC 480-121-015, 480-121-020, 480-121-026, 480121-040, 480-121-060, 480-121-061, 480-121-062, 480-121Permanent
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~
reqHested)).
(3) The commission will assign the request a docket
number, if ((Reeded,)) it does not arise in an existing docket.
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through Friday, except on state holidays, to be considered
received on that business day.
(4) Electronic filing.
(a) An electronic filing must conform to commission
procedures for electronic filing.
(b) After accepting an electronic filing, the commission
will return an electronic mail message noting the receipt date.

and will schedule the request for consideration at one of its
regularly scheduled open meetings or, if appropriate under
chapter 34.05 RCW, in an adjudication. The commission
will notify the person requesting the exemption, and other
interested persons, of the date of the hearing or open meeting
when the commission will consider the request.
(4) In determining whether to grant the request. the commission may consider whether application of the rule would
impose undue hardship on the petitioner. of a degree or a kind
different from hardship imposed on other similarly situated
persons. and whether the effect of applying the rule would be
contrary to the pumoses of the rule.
ill The commission will enter an order granting or denying the request or setting it for hearing, pursuant to chapter
480-09WAC.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order R-464, filed
6/15/99, effective 7116/99)
WAC 480-121-020 Requirements for anplications for
registration ((applieatiees)), ((eempetitke elassifieatiee))
petitions for competitive classification, and initial price
lists. ( l) Applications for registration ({HtttSt-;(a) Be iA the ferm prescribed by the commissioA;
(0) Comp!)' with the rnles set ferth iA chapter 480 120
WAC;aAd
(c) Be accompaAied lry the applicant's Ct:lffent ealaHee
sheet, latest ann1:1el report, if aH:y, end e descriptioH of the
teleeemm1:1Aicetiens service it inteHds te offer)) and petitions
for competitive classification must be in the form prescribed
by the commission.
(2) ((Petitiomi for competitiYe classificetioA m1:1st meet
the req1:1iremeAts of WAC 480 120 023)) Applications for
registration:
(a) Must be filed with a petition for competitive classification and an initial price list unless applicant will not be subject to effective competition:
(b) Must comply with the rules set forth in chapters 48080 and 480-120 WAC;
(c) Must be filed at the office of the commission in
Olympia. Washington; and
(d) Will be assigned a docket number. All documents
subseguently filed in the matter must bear that docket number.
(3) ((Price lists m1:1st meet the req1:1iremeAts of 'Nl"<C
480 120 027.)) The commission may reguire. with or without
hearing. that an applicant for registration clearly show:
(a) Adeguate financial resources to provide the proposed
service;
(b) Adeguate technical competence to provide the pro.
posed service; and
(c) Compliance with all applicable federal, state. and
local telecommunications technical and business regulations.
(4) ((Ase cenditioH to registration, with er ·.vitho1:1t hear
ffig;)) Ihe commission may ((retttffre)) reguest that an applicant ((clearly show that:
(e) The epplieeHt possesses adeq1:1ete fiHeHciel resot:lfces
to provide the proposed service;
(ll) The epplieeRt possesses adeq1:1ate teehAical eompe
teRee to pro,·ide the proposed service;
(c) The epplieaAt is iH compliaAce with ell applicable
federal, state aHd local teleeomtRHRicatioHs teehHical aHd
business regulations.
(5) The eommissioH may request en appliceHt to provide
iHfermetioA regerdiHg the applicant's regulator)' perfermaHce
iH other states iH 'llhieh it operates.

NEW SECTION
WAC 480-121-016 Additional requirements. (1)
These rules do not relieve any telecommunications company
from any of its duties and obligations under the laws of the
state of Washington.
(2) The commission retains the authority to impose additional or different requirements on any telecommunications
company in appropriate circumstances, consistent with the
requirements of law.
NEW SECTION

~

~

,
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WAC 480-121-017 Severability. If any provision of
this chapter or its application to any person or circumstance is
held invalid, the remainder of the chapter or the application
of the provision to other persons or circumstances is not
affected.
NEW SECTION
WAC 480-121-018 Delivery of a filing. (1) The commission will accept an application, petition for competitive
classification, and initial price list filing delivered in person,
by mail, fax, or (when procedures are in place) electronic
means. The commission will stamp a filing received on Saturdays, Sundays, and state holidays, or after 5 :00 p.m.,
Pacific time, as received on the next business day.
(2) In person or by mail.
(a) In order to be deemed received on a given day, the
commission records center must receive an original and two
copies of the filing by 5:00 p.m., Pacific time.
(b) A filing delivered by mail must be free from all
charges for postage. The commission records center will
return any postage-due filing to the sender.
(3) Fax filing.
(a) The commission must receive an original and two
copies of the filing the following business day.
(b) The commission will use the date and time the fax filing is received and printed at the records center as the official
file date.
(c) The commission records center must receive a faxed
filing in its entirety by 5:00 p.m., Pacific time, Monday
[ 81 I
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(6) ApplicaAts iAteAdiAg to collect c1:1stomer prepay
meAts m1:1st meet the req1:1iremeAts of ',\TAC 480 120 058.
(7) ApplicaAts collectiAg c1:1stomer deposits p1:1rs1:1aAt to
WAC 480 120 056 may be req1:1ired to proc1:1re a boAd or
establish a federally iAs1:1red iAterest beariAg trnst acco1:1At))
provide information regarding the applicant's regulatory performance in other states where it operates.

(d) Does not possess adequate technical competency to
provide the proposed service.
..
(3) The commission may deny an application for regis- ~
tration submitted by an alternate operator services company
if. after hearing, the commission finds that the services or
charges offered by the company are not consistent with the
public convenience and advantage.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order R-464, filed
6/15/99, effective 7/16/99)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Docket No. U991301, General Order R-464, filed 6/15/99, effective
7/16/99)

WAC 480-121-026 ((Rejeetiee ef FegistFetiee eppli
eetiee, ee1Rpetitin elessifieetiee petitiee, eeEI pFiee list.))
Rejecting a filing. ((RegistratioA applicatioAs, competitiYe
classificatioA petitioAs, aAd price lists Rot iA s1:1bstaAtial com
pliaAce with these rnles aAd chapter 480 120 WAC will be
rejected by the commissioA aAd ret1:1rAed to the applicaAt.))
The commission may reject any filing that does not comply
with commission rules.

WAC 480-121-060 ((Re¥eeetiee et)) Revoking a registration. ill The commission may revoke a registration,
after notice and opportunity for a hearing, for good cause.
Good cause includes, but is not limited to, failure to:
(((+1)) .{fil File an annual report;
((f21)) fhl Pay regulatory fees;
(((3) Comply with the req1:1iremeAts of WAC 480 120
~

f41)) hl Provide adequate service;
((f-51)) @ Maintain ((correct coAtact iAformatioA,

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order R-464, filed
6115199, effective 7I16/99}

iAcl1:1diAg)) the telecommunications company's current
address and telephone number; or
((fe7)) .(fil Comply with all applicable federal, state. and
local telecommunications ((aAEl)) business and technical regulations( (TOf
(7) Comply with applicable federal, state, aAd local tech
Rica! reg1:1lati0As imposed OR the carrier)).

WAC 480-121-040 ((GFeet eF Eleeiel et)) Granting or
denying petitions for registration. ((AA applicatioA may be
graAted witho1:1t heariAg 1:1poA a determinatioA b)' the com
mission that the applicatioA is consistent with the p1:1blic
iAterest, that the applicaAt meets the req1:1irements of this sec
tioA and RC\\7 80.36.350 aAd that the applicant has provided
adeq1:1ately for the protectioA of c1:1stomer deposits or prepay
meAts. The applicatioA may be set for heariAg iA accordaAce
with Aotice iss1:1ed by the commissioA. If, after heariAg, the
commissioA fiAds that registratioA is Rot coAsisteAt with the
p1:1blic iAterest, or that the applicaAt does Rot meet the
req1:1iremeAts ofRCW 80.36.350, or that c1:1stomer deposits or
prepaymeAts caAAot be adeq1:1ately protected, it will deAy the
applicatioA.)) (1) The commission secretary may· grant an
application for registration without hearing when the application is on a form prescribed by the commission and contains
the following:
(a) The name and address of the company;
(b) The name and address of its registered agent, if any;
(c) Name. address. and title of each officer or director;
(d) The most current balance sheet;
(e) The latest annual report. if any; and
<D A description of the telecommunications services it
offers or intends to offer.
ill The commission ((will)) may deny an application for
registration ((s1:1bmitted by aA alternate operator sen·ices pro
¥ieer)) if, after hearing, the commission finds that the ((eperator services offered by the compaA)' or the charges for those
services are)) application is not consistent with the public
interest or that the applicant:
(a) Failed to provide the information required by RCW
80.36.350;
(b) Failed to provide the performance bond described in
RCW 80.36.350 and WAC 480-120-127. if required;
(c) Does not possess adequate financial resources to provide the proposed service; or
Permanent

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Docket No. U991301, General Order No. R-481, filed 4/4/01, effective
5/5/01)
WAC 480-121-061 ((Classifieetiee pFeeeeEliegs.))
General requirements to classify a telecommunications
company as competitive or to classify a service provided
by a telecommunications company as competitive. (1)
((R1:1les of practice aAd proced1:1re applicable. The rnles of
practice and proced1:1re before the commissioA, chapter 480
08 WAC, shall apply geAerally to proceediAgs to classify a
telecomm1:1Aicati0As compaAy as a competitive telecomm1:1Ai
catioAs compaAy or a service as a competiti·,•e telecomm1:1Ai
catioAs service.
f21)) Initiation of classification proceedings. A telecommunications company ((shall initiate a)) requesting competitive classification ((proceediAg by filiAg)) must file a petition
with the commission. The petition must state the effective
date of the requested classification. which must be at least
thirty days after the filing date. The commission may initiate
a competitive classification proceeding on its own motion by
order instituting investigation.
(((3) Notice to affected compaAies aAd p1:1blic co1:1Asel.
The comm.issioA shall sene a copy of the petitioA or its order
1:1poA all telecomm1:1Aieati0As compaAies ·,yhich may be
affected by the proceediAg, and 1:1poA the p1:1blic co1:1Asel sec
tioA of the office of the attorney geAeral. Service by the com
missioA shall be made as provided iA JNAC 480 08 060(4).
Alternatively, the commissioA may direct petitioAer to serve
[ 82]
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a eo13y of the 13etitioR HJ30R :rneh 13arties as the eommissioR
.. direets. Serviee by 13etitio£1er shall '3e made iR aeeordaRee
, with WAC 480 08 060(3).
(4) Notiee to eHstomers of elassifieatioR 13roeeediRg. The
eommissioR ma)' reqHire a teleeommHRicatioRs eom13aRy to
give Rotice of the peRdeRey of the classifieatioR 13roeeediRg.
The eommissioR shall determifle the maRfler aRd distributiofl
of flotiee.
(5) Ap13eara£1ees afld)) filjntervention. Any person
desiring to participate in a competitive classification proceeding may petition to intervene as provided in WAC (( 480 08
Q+G)) 480-09-430.
(((6) CommissioR may reEjuire a1313earanee.)) (3) Additional parties. In any competitive classification proceeding
the commission may require all regulated telecommunications companies potentially affected by the proceeding to
appear as parties to determine ((theif)) the proper classification of the affected companies.
((f-71)) ffi Burden of proof. In any competitive classification proceeding, the telecommunications company ((shall
ha-Ye)) has the burden of demonstrating that the company or
((sen·iees at issue are)) specific service(s) is subject to effective competition. ((Effeetive eompetitiofl meaRs that rnstom
ers of the serviee have reas0fta'31y available alternatives afld
that the serviee is flOt provided to a sigflifieaRt ea13tiYe eus
tamer base. IR determifliRg '"''Aether a seniee is eom13etitive,
factors the eommissiofl shall eo11sider i11elude, bHt are 11ot
limited to:
..
(a) The Humber a11d size of alternative providers of ser

,
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Hi-Ye)).!! telecommunications service((s eed eeHtpeeies)).

((IR additioR to the requireme11ts oP.VAC 480 08 050(13), a
petitiofl for elassifieatioR of a eorRpetitive teleeomrRHRiea
tioRs serviee or a eompetitiYe teleeommuRicatioRs eom13aRy
shall, at a miRimurR, '3e aceompaRied with the followiRg:)) A
petition for competitive classification of a telecommunications service must, at a minimum. include:
(1) The name and address of the ((13etiti0Rer)) petitioning
company;
(2) The name and telephone number of regulatory contact;
ill A description of the services it offers;
((~)) (4) The names and addresses of any ent1t1es
((whieh)) that would be classified as "affiliated interests" of
the petitioner ((pHrsuaRt to)) as defined in RCW 80.16.010;
and
(((4) l\ statement of the serviees the 13etiti0Rer coRteRds
are subject to effective eompetitioR, aRd with respect to eaeh
such service the followiflg iRformation shall be 13rovided:))
(5) A description of the service the petitioner proposes to
classify as competitive. With respect to each service, the
petitioner must provide the following information:
(a) A description((s)) of all functionally equivalent or
substitute services in the ((13etitiOF1er's defiRitio11 of the)) relevant market ((for the sePviee));
(b) The names and addresses of all providers of ((Stieh))
the services known or reasonably knowable to the petitioner;
(c) The prices, terms, and conditions under which
((Stieh)) the services are offered by competitors to the extent
known or reasonably knowable to the petitioner;
(d) A geographical ((delifleatioR)) description of the relevant market;
(e) An estimate of the petitioner's market share ((aRd aRy
13ast or projected change iR FRarket share));
(f) A description of ease of entry into the market; and
(g) A statement of whether the petitioner has a significant captive customer base and the basis for any contention
that it does not((-;
(h) A 't'erifiable cost of service stHdy su13portiRg the eoR
tentioR that the priee or rate eharged for the service covers its
east A petitioR whieh eoRteRds that all of a eOFRJ3ElR)''s ser
Yiees are competitive a11d does Hot seek elassifieatioR for
sorRe sen·iees if others are denied elassifieatioR is exeFRpted
from this requiremeRt;
(i) The maRRer by which ROtiee of 13riee list ehaRges will
be provided to eustorRers aHd the eorRmissioR)).

-vieest

(b) The exte1H to which sen·ices are available from alter
11ati'1e prm·iders i11 the rele•1aRt market;
(e) The ability of alternative providers to make fH11etioR
ally equivaleRt or sHbstitHte serviees readily available at eom
petith•e rates, terms, and e0Rditio11s; afld
(d) Other iRdieators of market po'Ner, whieh may iRelHde
market share, gro'Nth iR market share, ease of efltry, a11d the
affiliatioR of providers of serviees.
A telecomrRuflieatioRs eom13aR)' will not be elassified as
eom13etitive uRless it demoRstrates that the teleeorRmufliea
tioRs sen·iees it offers are subjeet to)) ill.Effective competition. Effective competition means that customers of the service(s) have reasonably available alternatives and that the
company does not have a significant captive customer base
for the service(s). The commission will consider the factors
outlined in RCW 80.36.320 (l)(a) through (d) when determining whether a company is competitive.
(6) The competitive classification becomes effective on
the stated effective date unless the commission suspends the
proposed classification. If the commission suspends a proposed classification. it will enter a final order within six
months from the date the petition was filed.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Docket No. U991301, General Order No. R-481, filed 4/4/01, effective
515101)
WAC 480-121-063 ((Weh'eF at)) Regulatory requirements that may be waived for ((eaHtpetitive)) competitively classified telecommunications companies. ( l) The
((eommissiofl may wai~·e ifl writiRg regulatory requirerReRts
for eoFRpetitive teleeoFRFRUHieatiofls eompanies if it is deter
mined that eompetitioR will sen•e the same purposes as pub
lie iRterest regHlatioR.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Docket No. U.. 991301, General Order No. R-481, filed 4/4/01, effective
, 515101)
WAC 480-121-062 ((Ceeteet et)) Reguirements for
filing a petition for competitive classification of ((ee&1pet
[83]
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(2) Any teleeommttnieations eompany seeking eompeti
tive elassifieation shall inelttde as part of its petition for elas
sifieation any reqttests for .,.,.aiYers of regttlatory reqttire
ments. Reqttests for waiver not inelttded in a elassifieation
petition shall be granted or denied in writing. The eommis
sion reserYes the right to set any stteh reqttest for hearing at its
diseretion. Any reqttest for wai'f•er of regttlatory reqttirements
mttst inelttde a statement as to how eompetition will sene the
same pttFfJOSes as pttblie interest regttlation.
(3) The eommission may revoke waivers of regttlatory
reqttirements in the same manner in whieh they 't'rere granted
if stteh re·;oeation wottld proteet the pttblie interest)) follow-·
ing regulatory requirements are waived for competitively
classified companies:
(a) RCW 80.04.300 (Budgets to be filed by companiesSupplementary budgets);
(b) RCW 80.04.310 (Commission's control over expenditures);
(c) RCW 80.04.320 (Budget rules);
(d) RCW 80.04.330 (Effect of unauthorized expenditure-Emergencies);
(e) RCW 80.04.360 (Earnings in excess of reasonable
rate-Consideration in fixing rates);
(f) RCW 80.04.460 (Investigation of accidents);
(g) RCW 80.04.520 (lease of utility facilities);
(h) RCW 80.36.100 (Tariff schedules to be filed and
open to public);
(i) RCW 80.36.110 (Tariff changes-Statutory noticeException);
(j) Chapter 80.08 RCW (Securities) (except RCW
80.08.140. State not obligated);
(k) Chapter 80.12 RCW (Transfers of property);
(I) Chapter 80.16 RCW (Affiliated interests);
(m) WAC 480-80-101 Tariff requirements through
WAC 480-80-143 Special contracts for gas. electric. and
water companies;
(n) Chapter 480-140 WAC (budgets);
(o) Chapter 480-143 WAC (transfers of property);
(p) Chapter 480-146 WAC (securities and affiliated
interests);
(q) WAC 480-120-031 (Accounting);
(r) WAC 480-120-032 (Expenditures for political or legislative activities);
(s) WAC 480-120-043 (Notice to the public of tariff
changes);
(t) WAC 480-120-046 (Service offered);
(u) WAC 480-120-131 (Reports of accidents);
(v) WAC 480-120-541 (Access charges);
(w) WAC 480-120-542 (Collective consideration of
Washington intrastate rate. tariff. or service proposals); and
(x) WAC 480-120-544 (Mandatory cost changes for
telecommunications companies).
This rule supersedes all waivers of regulatory requirements for competitively classified companies granted by the
commission at the time of a company's competitive classification. However. subsequent to the adoption of this rule. the
commission may revoke the waiver of any regulatory
requirement set forth in (a) through (x) of this subsection or
may waive any regulatory requirement not included in (a)
through (x) of this subsection.
Permanent
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(2) The commission may by order revoke waivers of regulatory requirements if it determines that revocation is neces- ~
sary to protect the public interest.
,
(3) In addition. the commission may waive regulatory
requirements for telecommunications companies that it has
classified as competitive if it determines that competition
with the regulatory waiver will serve the same purposes as .
public interest regulation.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Docket No. U991301, General Order No. R-481, filed 4/4/01, effective
5/5/01)
WAC 480-121-064 ((le11·estig&tiefl51)) Reclassifying a
competitive telecommunications company or service. ((fl1
IRfoflftation to the eommission. The eommission may reqttire
eompetiti Ye teleeommttnieations eompanies or teleeommttni
eatioas eompaaies proYidiag eompetitiYe seniees to sttbmit .
periodieally information relatiag to the faetors set forth ia

WAC 480 120 027(7).

(2) ReelassifieatioR.)) After notice and hearing, the commission may reclassify any competitive telecommunications
company or service if ((stteh)) it determines that reclassification would protect the public interest. ((IR aRy stteh hearing
the b1:1rdeR shall rest on)) Ihe telecommunications company
((te)) must demonstrate that the existing competitive classification is proper and consistent with the public interest.
(((3) RefliRds. If the eommission finds after notiee and ~
heariag that aRy el ass of sttbseribers to a HOReompetitive tele ,
eommttnieations seFYiee has paid eirnessiYe rates beeattse ef
below eost prieiRg of eompetitiYe teleeemmttRieatioRs ser
viees, the eemmissien may orde~ refliRds er eredits.))
REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 480-121-010

Filing of registration application, competitive classification petition, and price list.

WAC 480-121-023

When a supplemental application is required.

WAC 480-121-030

Additional information.

WAC 480-121-050

Cancellations.

WAC 480-121-070

Petition for competitive classification.

NEW SECTION
WAC 480-120-127 Protecting customer prepayments. As a precondition to registration, the commission
may require a telecommunications company to file a performance bond sufficient to cover any prepayments it may collect from its customers, or order that such prepayments be
held in escrow or trust, as stated in RCW 80.36.350.

Washington State Register, Issue 02-11
NEW SECTION

•
WAC 480-120-264 Prepaid calling services. (1) For
, the purposes of this section, prepaid calling services (PPC:S)
means any transaction in which a customer pays for service
prior to use and applies only to those services where the number of available minutes decreases as the customer uses the
service. Prepaid calling services do not include flat-rated
basic local service that is billed in advance of use.
(a) PPCS may require the use of an access number or
authorization code.
(b) This section excludes credit cards and cash equivalent cards. Services provided at pay telephones using these
cards are regulated under the provisions of WAC 480-120138.
(2) PPCS providers must provide customers a withoutcharge telephone number staffed by personnel capable o~:
(a) Responding to technical problems or questions
related to their service twenty-four hours a day, seven days a
week;
(b) Responding to general account-related questions during regular business hours; and
(c) Providing the commission's toll-free number and
address to dissatisfied customers as required by WAC 480120-101.
(3) Billing requirements for PPCS.
(a) A PPCS provider may charge only for the actual time
a circuit is open for conversation. The price list or tariff and
presale document must define billing increments. The pro• vider must not round up the length of conversation time for
, less than a full billing increment beyond that full increment.
(i) If a PPCS provider uses an increment based on a time
measurement, the increment must not exceed one minute.
(ii) If a PPCS provider bills usage in "unit" measurements, it must clearly define units using both equivalent dollar amounts and time measurement. Unit billing increments
cannot exceed the equivalent one minute rate.
(b) At the customer's request, a PPCS provider may add
additional time to an existing account in exchange for an
additional payment at a rate not to exceed those on file with
the commission. The PPCS provider must inform the customer of the new rates at the time of the recharge request.
(4) PPCS providers must maintain the following calldata for a minimum of twenty-four months:
(a) Dialing and signaling information that identifies the
inbound access number called or the access identifier;
(b) The number of the originating phone when the information is passed to the PPCS provider;
(c) The date and time the call was originated;
(d) The duration or termination time of the call;
(e) The called number; and
(f) The personal identification number (PIN), or account
number.
(5) Disclosure requirements - Prepaid calling services.
(a) A PPCS provider must disclose, prior to the sale, the
following information:
•
(i~ ~he PPCS provider's name as registered with the
, comm1ss10n;
(ii) The "doing business as" name as registered with the
commission, if applicable;
[ 85]
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(iii) The maximum charge per billing increment. A
PPCS provider charging varying rates for intrastate and int~r
state calls must provide all applicable rates. The rates disclosed must be no more than those in its price list or tariff on
file with the commission at the time of purchase;
(iv) Charges for all services, including any applicable
surcharges, fees, or taxes, and the method of application;
(v) Expiration date, if applicable. If a card expires after
a set period of time from activation, the PPCS provider must
specify the expiration date on the card. If an expiration ~ate
is not disclosed on the card it will be considered unexptred
indefinitely; and
(vi) Recharge policy, if applicable. If a PPCS provider
does not disclose the expiration date at the time service is
recharged, the service will be considered unexpired indefinitely.
(b) A PPCS provider must disclose, at the time of purchase, the following information:
(i) The without-charge telephone number(s) a customer
may use to resolve technical problems, service-related questions, and general account-related questions; and
(ii) Authorization code, if required, to access the service
or, if applicable, the without-charge telephone number used
to establish access capability.
(c) If the PPCS provider is not the entity that packages
the services for sale to the public, it must require the company
that does so, through a written agreement, to comply with the
disclosure requirements of this section.
(6) Time of use disclosure requirements. The PPCS provider must:
(a) Announce at the beginning of each call the time
remaining on the prepaid account or prepaid calling card; and
(b) Announce the time remaining at least one minute
before the prepaid account balance is depleted.
(7) When a PPCS provider has failed to provide service
at rates disclosed prior to the sale or quoted at the time an
account is recharged, or the PPCS provider has failed to meet
performance standards, it must provide refunds for any
unused service or provide equivalent service credit when
requested by a customer. Refunds or credits must equal the
value remaining on the prepaid calling account. The customer may choose either the refund or equivalent service
credit option.
(8) Performance standards for prepaid calling services.
Each PPCS provider must ensure that:
(a) Customers can complete a minimum of ninety-eight
percent of all call attempts to the called party's number. The
PPCS provider will consider any busy signals or unanswered
calls as completed calls.
{b) Customers can complete a minimum of ninety-eight
percent of all call attempts to the PPCS provider. The PPCS
provider will not consider any busy signals or unanswered
calls as completed calls.
REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 480-120-052

Prepaid calling services.
Permanent
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Protection of customer prepayments.
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PERMANENT RULES

UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION
COMMISSION

[Docket No. U-991301, General Order No. R-498-Filed May 14, 2002,
1:28 p.m., effective June 17, 2002]
Reviser's note: The material contained in this filing exceeded the
page-count limitations of WAC 1-21-040 for appearance in this issue of the
Register. It will appear in the 02-12 issue of the Register.

WSR 02-11-082

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed May 14, 2002, 4:01 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 10, 2002.
Purpose: This amendment clarifies the language and
requirements. It adds a definition of "review," adds construction-related work experience and adds language that defines
construction-related work experience. It repeals all rules for
professional conduct and places all language regarding Rules
of Professional Practice into one section, WAC 308-12-330.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 308-12-321, 308-12-322, 308-12-323, 30812-324 and 308-12-325; and amending WAC 308-12-010,
308-12-031, 308-12-050, 308-12-081, 308-12-085, 308-12115, 308-12-150, 308-12-210, 308-12-220, 308-12-230, 30812-240, and 308-12-320.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.08.340
Board of Registration-Rules-Executive secretary-Staff
support-Investigations-Subpoenas.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-04-114 on February 6, 2002.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 12, Repealed 5.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 1,
Amended 12, Repealed 5.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 1, Amended 12, Repealed 5.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 14, 2002
Margaret Epting
Administrator
Permanent

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order PL 560, filed
10/17/85)

4

WAC 308-12-010 State board of registration. (1)
Meetings: The Washington state board of registration for
architects, ((hereiaafier)) hereafter called the board, shall
hold its regular public meeting annually in September. ((Speefftl)) Additional public meetings may be held at such times
and places as the board may deem necessary. ((~))
Notice of all public meetings ((sfl.&H.)) will be issued as
required by the Open Public Meetings Act, chapter 42.30
RCW.
Executive sessions may be held by the board in conjunction with all public meetings, and at such other times as the
board shall deem necessary and for the primary purpose of
preparing and grading examinations, approving applications,
conducting written and oral examinations, examining reciprocity applications, and acting on applications for reinstatement of revoked licenses, and confidential matters between
candidates or registrants and the board.
(2) Rules of order. The latest edition of Robert's Rules of
Order ((shall)) will govern the conduct of business at meetings and sessions of the board.
(3) Officers. At the regular annual public meeting the
board ((shall)) will elect a ((ehairmaa)) chair, a ((Yiee ehair
fftftft)) vice-chair and a secretary for the ensuing year.
(4) Quorum. A quorum at any regular or((~)) additional meeting or session ((sh&H)) will consist of four members of the board.
~
(5) Rule changes. Prior to and during any. adoption, ~
amendments, or repeal of any rule, the board of registration
((shall)) will conduct its business in accordance with chapter
34.04 RCW the Adm.inistrative Procedure Act.
(6) ((Aam:1al refJort.)) Website. The board ((shall issue aa
aaaual refJort aae roster)) will post current applicant and licensee names in addition to other licensing information on the
website.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-03-121,
filed 1/21/97, effective 2/21/97)
WAC 308-12-031 Registration examination. The
board adopts the N.C.A.R.B. Architect Registration Examination (A.R.E.) as the examination required of applicants.
Where RCW 18.08.360 refers to the "entire examination," it
means the NCARB A.RE. together with the oral examination.
The board adopts the grading procedures prepared by the
NCARB.
(1) The test vendor ((sh&H)) will publish an information
guide concerning examination content, locations, schedules,
and fees.
(2) An applicant must pass each division of the NCARB
examination.
(3) The oral examination is given upon the applicant's
completion of the NCARB examination.
The purpose of the oral examination is to test in those
areas of knowledge and skill not covered in the NCARB
examination.
[ 86 J
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The oral part of the examination ((shall)) must include a
review of the applicant's practical experience, an understanding of the law and the responsibility to safeguard life, health,
and property and to promote the public welfare.
The oral examination may be conducted by the full board
or by an architect member of the board. The board may set
aside the full board examination if the examining board
member deems the applicant prepared for registration. If the
full board examination is not set aside or if the examining
board member fails the applicant, the applicant must then
appear for a full board oral examination.
The board may set aside the entire oral examination
based upon certification by the NCARB of successful completion of the intern development program. Such applicants
shall submit the NCARB Council Record of IDP completion.
However, candidates without a National Architectural
Accrediting Board degree who have completed the IDP training requirements must have an oral examination. The decision to set aside the oral examination does not affect the
requirement to summarize the law and rules pertaining to
architecture.
An applicant must successfully complete the entire
examination within a five-year period. The five-year period
((sfl.aH)) will begin with the month an applicant passes the
first division of the examination. Passing scores for any division of the examination may be carried forward for a period
of five years from the date the applicant passed that division
of the examination. Applicants ((shall)) must retake any division of the examination which was passed more than five
years previously, along with any division of the examination
not yet passed. The oral examination is part of the entire
examination and shall be completed within the five-year
period.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-03-121,
filed 1/21/97, effective 2/21/97)

WAC 308-12-050 Registration by reciprocity. Pursuant to RCW 18.08.400, the board will recommend to the
director that the director grant a certificate of registration to a
currently registered architect in any jurisdiction recognized
by NCARB provided:
( 1) That such applicant presents evidence that the applicant has satisfactorily completed an examination equivalent
to the examination required of Washington state registrants.
Documentation of NCARB certification may be accepted by
the board as satisfactory evidence that the applicant's qualifications and experience are equivalent to the qualifications
and experience required of a person registered under RCW
18.08.350. Reciprocity candidates who cannot meet the IDP
training requirement must have a minimum of two years of
experience as a licensed architect.
(2) That the applicant provides a typed summary analysis
of chapter 18.08 RCW and chapter 308-12 WAC. The summary must include an analysis of each section of chapter
18.08 RCW and chapter 308-12 WAC in sufficient detail to
~demonstrate a thorough understanding of the law and rules as
, determined by the board.
(3) That the board will require an oral interview of any
candidate for registration by reciprocity, except that the oral
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interview may be set aside in cases where documentary or
other evidence shows sufficient information for the board to
reach judgment.
(4) That the architect's current state license is not delinquent or inactive. The current state license cannot be under
suspension, disciplinary restrictions, or in process of disciplinary review. Reciprocity applicants are held to the same
qualifications as initial applicants for registration.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order PL 579, filed
2/5/86)
WAC 308-12-081 The seal. Every architect licensed in
the state of Washington shall have a seal of design authorized
by the board, bearing the registrant's name, license number
and the legend "Registered architect, state of Washington."
The seal with the registrant's countersignature ((shall)) must
appear on ((e\·ery clrawiag filed)) all documents filed for permits for construction with public authorities. A facsimile of
the seal appears herewith.

REGISTERED
ARCHITECT
(signature)

No architect's stamp or countersignature ((shall)) will be
affixed to any drawings not prepared by the architect or his or
her regularly employed subordinates, or reviewed by the
architect. An architect who signs or seals drawings or specifications that he or she has reviewed is responsible to the
same extent as if prepared by that architect.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order PM 676,
filed 9/17 /87)
WAC 308-12-085 Corporations or joint stock associations. (1) For an architect or architects to practice architecture through a corporation or joint stock association organized by any person under Title 23A RCW, the corporation
or joint stock association shall file with the board a letter of
application containing a statement of the experience of the
corporation, if any, in furnishing architectural services during
the preceding five-year period. The application ((shall)) must
be signed and attested by a corporate officer.
(2) In addition to the application for certificate of authorization, the corporation or joint stock association ((shall))
will file with the board the documentation and information
specified in RCW 18.08.420.
(3) The designated architect responsible for the practice
of architecture by said corporation shall be regularly
employed in that office having direct knowledge and supervisory control of such work. No individual will be the desig-
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nated architect at more than one place of business or one
company at any one time.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-20-061,
filed 10/2/98, effective 11/2/98)
WAC 308-12-115 Definitions. (1) Accredited architectural degree-A professional degree received from the current list of accredited schools of architecture as published by
the National Architectural Accrediting Board.
(2) Practical architectural work experience-Practical
work experience performing activities involved in the practice of architecture, as defined in RCW 18.08.320, under the
direct supervision of an architect. The board may approve
similar practical work experience for full or partial credit and
will accept intern development program experience as
defined in the IDP training guidelines.
(3) Intern development program (IDP)-A structured
internship training program designed to provide a professionwide, comprehensive program that contributes to the development of competent architects. IDP consists of training
requirements that must be satisfied in order to complete the
program. The National Council of Architectural Registration
Boards (NCARB) maintains and validates the continuing,
comprehensive record of internship training.
(4) Supervision-The word "supervision" in RCW
18.08.320 means the periodic observation of materials and
work in progress or completed work to observe the general
compliance with plans, specifications, and design and planning concepts, and does not include responsibility for the
superintendence of construction processes, site conditions,
operations equipment, personnel, maintenance of a safe place
to work, or any safety in, on, or about the site of the work.
(5) Principal-The word "principal" as used herein shall
mean an architect who is registered in this state((;)) and is the
person in charge of the architectural practice. either alone or
in concert with others who gualify as herein described. and:
(a) Who is a shareholder, if the practice is through a professional service corporation; or
(b) A partner if the practice is through a partnership; or
ffl.Ihe proprietor if the practice is through a proprietorship; or
(d) The designated architect of a stock corporation((t"ftftEl
is the persoR ia eharge of the arehiteetttral praetiee, either
aloRe or iR eoReert with others who EJH&lify as hereiR
deserieed)).
(6) Direct supervision-The phrase, "under the direct
supervision of an architect" as used in connection with architectural work experience for qualification and eligibility for
the examination shall refer to any of the following conditions
or situations.
(a) The supervising architect is an employer who is
knowledgeable of the performance and competence of the
applicant.
(b) The supervising architect works for the same
employer as the applicant, and is either the direct superior of
the applicant, or a co-worker knowledgeable and responsible
for the efforts of the applicant.
Permanent

(7) Design-build-A means of providing design and
construction services in which a single entity is responsible
for both services.
(8) Review-A continuous process of examination.
evaluation, and direction throughout the development of the
documents. which includes the ability to control the final
product.
(9) Construction-related experience-Work on a construction site in any of the construction-related trades. including. but not limited to. carpentry. laboring. electrical. plumbing. sheet metal and roofing. Work in the construction office ..
including. but not limited to. estimating or constr.uction
administration.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order PM 676,
filed 9/ 17/87)
WAC 308-12-150 Work experience defined. (1) In
order to receive credit from the board for full-time practical
architectural work experience, the applicant must be
employed for at least thirty-five hours per week for a minimum of ten consecutive weeks.
(2) In order to receive credit from the board for part-time
practical architectural work experience, the applicant must be
employed for at least twenty hours per week in periods of six
or more consecutive months.
(3) In order to receive credit from the board for full-time
or part-time construction-related experience. the applicant
must be employed for at least thirty-five hours per week of
full-time work or twenty hours per week of part-time work. in
periods of one or more months. Applicants will be granted
work experience credit at half the rate. for a maximum of
twelve months (e.g .. an applicant with twenty-four months of
construction-related experience will be granted a maximum
of twelve months).
ill If the applicant is certified by the National Council of
Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB) as having successfully completed the architectural Intern Development
Program, such work experience may be used in lieu of subsections ( 1) and (2) of this section, to satisfy the. work experience requirements ofRCW 18.08.350.
((f4.t)) ill Work experience may be accrued simultaneously while educational credit is being accrued.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-03-121,
filed 1121/97, effective 2/21197)
WAC 308-12-210 Application of brief adjudicative
proceedings. The board adopts RCW 34.05.482 through
34.05.494 for the administration of brief adjudicative proceedings conducted by request pursuant to subsection ( 1)
below or at the discretion of the board chair pursuant to RCW
34.05.482.
( 1) If an adjudicative proceeding is requested, a brief
adjudicative proceeding will be conducted where the matter
involves one or more of the following issues:
(a) A determination whether an applicant meets the qualifications for a certificate of registration or certificate of
authorization to practice architecture in this state and the
board proposes to deny the application;
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(b) A determination if an applicant for a certificate of
registration to practice architecture in this state is eligible to
begin the examination, continue the examination if already in
the examination process, or to complete the examination;
(c) A determination whether a person or organization is
in compliance with the terms and conditions of a final order
previously issued by the board; or,
(d) A determination whether a certificate holder or an
applicant for examination, certification or certificate renewal
has been certified by a lending agency and reported for nonpayment or default on a federally or state-guaranteed student
loan or service conditional scholarship.
(2) Brief adjudicative proceedings under subsection (1)
((sftaH.)) will be limited to consideration of the following
issues:
(a) In proceedings under subsections (l)(a) and (b)
above, the sole issue to be considered at the hearing is
whether the documentation submitted by an applicant for
issuance or renewal of a certificate of registration or certificate of authorization to practice architecture in this state, or
examination meets the requirements for issuance, or renewal
of a certificate or to take the examination for a certificate.
(b) In proceedings under subsection (l)(c) above, the
sole issue to be considered at the hearing is whether the documentation submitted indicates that a person or organization
is in compliance with the terms and conditions of a final order
previously issued by the board.
(c) In proceedings under subsection (l)(d) above, the
issues to be considered at the hearing are: (i) whether the person has been correctly certified by a lending agency and
reported to the board for nonpayment or default on a federally
or state-guaranteed educational loan or service-conditional
scholarship and (ii) is in a state of nonpayment or default at
the time of the brief adjudicative proceeding.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-03-121,
filed 1121197, effective 2/21197)

WAC 308-12-220 Preliminary record in brief adjudicative proceedings. (1) The preliminary record with respect
to an application for a license or to begin or continue the
examination ((shall)) must consist of:
(a) The application for the license or examination and all
associated documents; and
(b) All documents relied upon by the program in proposing to deny the application; and
(c) All correspondence between the applicant for license
or approval and the program regarding the application.
(2) The preliminary record with respect to determination
of compliance with a previously issued final order or agreement ((sli-aH)) must consist of:
(a) The previously issued final order or agreement; and
(b) All reports or other documents submitted by the
license holder, or at the direction of the license holder, in full
~ or partial fulfillment of the terms of the final order; and
,
(c) All correspondence between the license holder and
the program regarding compliance with the final order or
agreement.
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(d) All documents relied upon by the program that the
license holder has failed to comply with the previously issued
final order or agreement.
(3) The preliminary record for determination of nonpayment or default by the license holder on a federally or stateguaranteed student loan or service-conditional scholarship
shall consist of:
(a) Certification and report by the lending agency that
the identified person is in default or nonpayment on a federally or state-guaranteed student loan or service-conditional
scholarship; or
(b) A written release, if any, issued by the lending
agency stating that the person is making payment on the loan
in accordance with a repayment agreement approved by the
lending agency.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-03-121,
filed 1/21/97, effective 2/21197)
WAC 308-12-230 Conduct of brief adjudicative proceedings. (1) Brief adjudicative proceedings shall be conducted by a presiding officer appointed by the current board
chair in accordance with RCW 34.05.485. The presiding
officer for brief adjudicative proceedings shall have agency
expertise in the subject matter but ((shall)) must not have personally participated in the decision to issue the initiating document.
(2) The parties or their representatives may present written documentation. The presiding officer for brief adjudicative proceedings shall designate the date by which written
documents must be submitted by the parties.
(3) The presiding officer for brief adjudicative proceedings may, ((ffi)) fil his or her discretion, entertain oral argument from the parties or their representatives.
(4) No witnesses may appear to testify.
(5) In addition to the record, the presiding officer for
brief adjudicative proceedings may employ agency expertise
as a basis for decision.
(6) The presiding 9fficer for brief adjudicative proceedings ((shall)) will not issue an oral order. Within ten days of
the final date for submission of materials or oral argument, if
any, the presiding officer for brief adjudicative proceedings
((shall)) will enter an initial written order.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-03-121,
filed 1/21/97, effective 2/21/97)
WAC 308-12-240 Reinstatement of suspended certificates, eligibility for registration, or denied renewals.
Where a person's certificate of registration has been suspended, an applicant has been denied certificate renewal, or
an applicant has been denied the ability to take the examination for certificate of registration due to nonpayment or
default on a federally or state-guaranteed educational loan or
service-conditional scholarship, ((his or her)) the certificate
renewal or examination application will be reinstated when
the person provides the board a written release issued by the
lending agency stating that the person is making payments on
the loan in accordance with a repayment agreement approved
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by the lending agency, provided, the person shall pay any
applicable reinstatement or renewal fee.

RULES OF PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
NEW SECTION

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-08-062,
filed 4/2/99, effective 5/3/99)

WAC 308-12-330 Rules of professional practice. (1)
Competence.
(a) When practicing architecture, an architect must act
with reasonable care and competence, and must apply the
technical knowledge and skill which is ordinarily applied by
architects of good standing, practicing in the same locality.
(b) When designing a project, an architect must take into
account all applicable state and municipal building laws and
regulations. An architect may rely on the advice of other professionals (e.g., attorneys, engineers, and other qualified persons) as to the intent and meaning of such regulations. An
architect must not knowingly design a project in violation of
such laws and regulations.
(c) An architect must perform professional services only
when the architect, together with those whom the architect
may engage as consultants, are qualified by education, training, and experience in the specific technical areas involved.
(d) No person will be permitted to practice architecture
if, in the board'sjudgment, such person's professional competence is substantially impaired by physical or mental disabilities.
(2) Conflict of interest.
(a) An architect must not accept compensation for services from more than one party on a project unless the circumstances are fully disclosed and agreed to in writing by all ~
interested parties.
~
(b) The architect must fully disclose in writing to the client or employer the nature of any_ business association or
direct or indirect financial interest which is substantial
enough to influence the architect's judgment in connection
with the performance of professional services. If the client or
employer objects to such association or financial interest, the
architect will either terminate such association or interest or
offer to give up the commission or employment.
(c) An architect must not solicit or accept compensation
from material or equipment suppliers in return for specifying
or endorsing their products.
(d) When acting as the interpreter of building contract
documents and the judge of contract performance, an architect must render decisions impartially, favoring neither party
to the contract.
(3) Full disclosure.
(a) An architect must disclose any compensation
received for making public statements on architectural questions.
(b) An architect must accurately represent qualifications
and scope of responsibility to prospective or existing clients
or employers for work for which the architect is claiming
credit.
(c) In the course of work on a project, if an architect
becomes aware of a decision made by the employer or client,
against the architect's advice, which violates applicable state .i
or municipal building laws and regulations and which will, in ~
the architect's judgment, materially and adversely affect the
safety to the public of the finished project, the architect must:

WAC 308-12-320 Renewal of licenses. ( 1) The license
renewal date for architects ((sfra.H)) will be the architect's
birth date. Licensees who fail to pay the license renewal fee
within thirty days of license expiration date will be subject to
the late payment penalty fee as set forth in RCW 18.08.430
and WAC 308-12-326. Architects whose renewal fees are
delinquent will be listed with the state building officials.
(2) The renewal period for architects is two years.
(3) Assessment of delinquent fees will be based on the
number of years delinquent multiplied by one-half of the
two-year renewal fee or the fee for one year.
(4) A registrant who fails to pay a renewal fee for a
period of five years or more may be reinstated upon payment
of all delinquent renewal fees and a penalty fee. Assessment
of delinquent fees will be based on the number of years delinquent multiplied by one-half of the two-year renewal fee or
the fee for one year. In addition to the payment of delinquent
fees and a penalty fee the registrant shall submit the following:
(a) A summary of the current l(\W and rules governing
architects.
(b) A professional resume of architectural activities during the delinquent period, in sufficient detail to demonstrate
to the board maintenance of minimum skills.
(c) A detailed explanation of the circumstances surrounding the reason the license was allowed to expire.
The board may require additional evidence as needed to
verify minimum competency and qualifications. The registrant may be required to appear before the board or a representative member thereof where questions of competency
remain.
(5) Registrants who withdraw from the practice of architecture, and exceed five years in an inactive status, shall
request reinstatement in writing to the board and shall submit
the following:
(a) A summary of the current law and rules governing
architects.
(b) A professional resume of architectural activities during the delinquent period, in sufficient detail to demonstrate
to the board maintenance of minimum skills.
(c) A detailed explanation of the circumstances surrounding the reason the license was in an inactive status for
more than five years.
The board may require additional evidence as needed to
verify minimum competency and qualifications. The registrant may be required to appear before the board or a representative member thereof where questions of competency
remain.
Permanent
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(i) Report the decision to the local building inspector or
public official charged with the enforcement of the
, applicable state or municipal building laws and regulations,
(ii) Refuse to consent to the decision, and
(iii) Terminate services on the project when the architect
reasonably believes that decisions will be made against the
architect's objection.
In the case of a termination in accordance with (c)(iii) of
this subsection, the architect shall have no liability to the client or employer because of such termination.
(iv) An architect must not deliberately make a materially
false statement or deliberately fail to disclose a material fact
in connection with the application for registration or renewal.
(v) An architect must not assist a person in applying for
registration when the architect knows the applicant is unqualified in education, training, experience, or character.
(vi) An architect possessing knowledge of a violation of
these rules by another architect must report such knowledge
to the board.
(4) Compliance with laws.
(a) An architect must not, in the conduct of architectural
practice, knowingly violate any state or federal criminal law.
(b) An architect must not offer or make any payment or
gift to a government official (whether elected or appointed)
with the intent of influencing the official's judgment in connection with a prospective or existing project in which the
~ architect is interested.
,
(c) An architect must comply with the registration laws
and regulations governing his or her professional practice.

PERMANENT RULES

~other

GAMBLING COMMISSION
[Order 413-Filed May 16, 2002, 3:24 p.m., effective July I, 2002]

Date of Adoption: April 12 [May 10], 2002.
Purpose: There has been a general prohibition against
licensees giving credit, loans or gifts to persons participating
in gambling activities. Over the years, the commission has
granted specific exceptions to this general prohibition. Last
year, gambling promotions were increased charitable and
nonprofit organizations. During the same time, the commission was also discussing card room promotions and charities
asked for approval to give pull-tabs away as prizes. Staff felt
it was an appropriate time to address all promotions, rather
than continuing to make exceptions to the general prohibition. This rules package sets forth the parameters licensees
must follow when offering promotions in conjunction with
gambling activities. Staff will no longer review individual
promotions. Gambling promotions are limited to persons
playing in a licensed gambling activity and each promotional
item cannot exceed $500 in actual cost. Promotions cannot
be combined with promotional contests of chance. Gifts will
still be allowed, however the actual cost of each gift item is
limited to no more than $500. Furthermore, charitable and
nonprofit organizations must keep a record of gift recipients
when the actual cost of a gift is over $100.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 230-02-145, 230-20-111, 230-20-125, 23020-230 and 230-40-897; and amending WAC 230-12-050
and 230-40-800.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 9.46.070.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-07-081 on March
19, 2002.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
.Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 2, Repealed 5.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 1,
Amended 2, Repealed 5.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 1, Amended 2, Repealed 5; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: July 1, 2002.
May 16, 2002
Susan Arland
Rules Coordinator

(5) Professional conduct.
(a) An office maintained for the purpose of providing
architectural services must have an architect resident regularly employed in that office with direct knowledge and
supervisory control of such work.
(b) An architect must not offer or provide any gifts, other
than gifts of nominal value (including, for example, reasonable entertainment and hospitality), with the intent of influencing the judgment of an existing or prospective client in
connection with a project in which the architect is interested.
(c) An architect must not engage in conduct involving
fraud or wanton disregard of the rights of others.
REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:

-

WAC 308-12-321

Competence.

WAC 308-12-322

Conflict of interest.

WAC 308-12-323

Full disclosure.

WAC 308-12-324

Compliance with laws.

WAC 308-12-325

Professional conduct.
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NEW SECTION
WAC 230-12-045 Promotions for gambling activities-Conditions-Restrictions. Licensees may conduct
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(ii) The merchandise shall not be traded back to the licensee for cash or be used to further.participate in an autho~~
rized gambling activity;
·' '~
. (c) For each individual gift with an actual cost over one
hundred dollars. charitable and nonprofit organizations shall
prepare and maintain a written record with the following
information:
·
(i) How the recipients of the gifts were selected;
(ii) The number of gifts awarded; and
(iii) The total cost of each gift given.

promotions connected with authorized gambling activities
under the following conditions and restrictions:
Definitions.
(1) Gambling promotions are directly connec.ted to a
gambling activity. A promotion may offer cash, merchandise, and/or discounted coupons to encourage a player to
begin or continue play in a gambling activity.
(2) Promotional contests of chance are defined in RCW
9.46.0356. These contests are designed for a business to
advertise or promote its goods, wares, merchandise, or services. These contests must be open to all customers and ~here
must always.be a free method of entry.

Credit and loans prohibited - Exceptions.

ffi The consideration required to participate in the gambling activity shall be collected in full, by cash, check; or
electronic point-of-sale bank transfer, prior to participation((~
Pro.,·ided, That this pFohiaitiofl shall Hot apply ·to the follow
iflg sit1:1ati0Hs)). with the following exceptions:

Conditions.

(3) The following conditions apply to promotions:
(a) All players must have an equal opportunity to participate;
(b) A promotion may provide an initial opportunity to
engage in a gambling activity for free or at a discount; and
(c) All rules or restrictions governing the promotions
shall be conspicuously displayed in the gaming area and
referred to on any promotional coupon or advertisement.

Punch boards/pull-tabs.
((flt)) W The consideration paid for tlie opportunity to
play a punch board or pull-tab series may be collected iffimediately after the play .is completed only when su~h consideration is ten dollars or less;

Charitable/nonprofit organization's billing system for
members.

Restrictions.

({~))ill When a bona fide charitable or bona fide nonprofit organization conducting any of the activities authorized by chapter 9.46 RCW or commission rules has a regular~
billing system for all of the activities of its members with~
such organization, such billing system may be utilized in connection with the playing of any of the activities authorized
hereunder if:
((faj)) ill The playing of such activity is limited to regular members of such organization who have become regular
members prior to the commencement of such activity and
whose qualifications for membership were not dependent
upon, or in any way related to, the play''"'g pf such activity;
and
((fbt)) .{ill The ((eommissioH)) director has given ((fffi))
prior written consent to the use of such billing system in connection with the conduct of activities authorized under these
rules.

(4) The following restrictions apply to promotions:

(a) Any promotion offered to an individual player shall
not exceed five hundred dollars in actual cost, per item;
(b) Promotions shall not consist of schemes in which the
prize or end result is an additional opportunity to engage in a
gambling activity regulated by the Washington state gambling commission; and
(c) Gambling activities and related promotions shall not
be combined in any way with promotional contests of chance,
as defined in RCW 9.46.0356.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 383, filed
4114100, effective 5/15/00)
WAC 230-12-050 Extension of credit, loans, or gifts
prohibited-Limited exception. No licensee, member or
employee thereof shall extend credit, make a Joan, or grant a
gift to any person playing in an authorized gambling activity,
or which enables a person to play in an authorized gambling
activity.

Raffie tickets purchased with credit cards.
·({~)) .(9 Charitable or ~onprofit organizations utilizing
credit cards, issued by a state and/or federally regulated
financial institution, for payment to partidpate in raffles((~
aFld

Gifts prohibited - Exceptions.
(1) Gifts are items licensees give away to its customers
and are not connected to gambling activities regulated by the
commission. Licensees shall not offer gifts in conjunction
with gambling activities. with the following exceptions:
(a) Promotions are allowed as authorized by WAC 23012-045:
(b) Free or discounted food. drink or merchandise may
be provided under the following conditions:
(i) The actual cost of any individual item may not exceed
five hundred dollars;

Permanent

Premetieeel gifts.

(4) PromotioHal gifts detailed aelow:
(a) The pFO't'idiflg ef fFee Of diseOl:lflted food,· dFiflk, OF
meFehafldise to eaFd playeFs at a pt1alie eaFd f6om;
1
(b) Prnmotioaal aetivities eoF1dt1eted as ~ paFt of biHgo
games afld a1:1th0Fized b}' WAC 230 20 125; ·
~
(e) PeFfoFmaHees as a1:1th0Fized by WAC 230 20 l l l; ~
(d) f'Fee play foF eaFd playiHg as a1:1th0Fized by WAC
230 40 050(7);
. .
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(c) All specifications provided by the equipment manufacturer or supplier applicable to gaming equipment utilized
in the game;
(d) Physical characteristics of the following:
(i) Cards (including procedures for receipt and storage);
(ii) Gaming chips used to play the game;
(iii) All gaming tables and layouts;
(iv) Dealing shoes;
(v) Card shuffling devices;
(vi) Card peeking devices;
(vii) Bill changer devices; and
(viii) Such other equipment as may be required for use in
otherwise authorized games;
(4) Rules for each authorized game, shall include at least
the following:
(a) Procedures of play;
(b) Minimum and maximum permissible wagers;
(c) Shuffling, cutting, and dealing techniques, as applicable;
(d) Dealer take and pay procedures;
(e) Payout odds on each form of wager, including any
factors affecting payments to the player, such as maximum
player or aggregate prize restrictions; and
(f) Procedures to be followed on occurrence of irregularities, including examples of irregularities applicable to each
game;
(5) A summary of playing procedures and rules of play
for each game shall be visibly displayed in the gaming area.
If the procedures or restrictions are game specific, they shall
be displayed at each gaming table at which the game is
played((;
(6) F1:11l details aft all f:lT0ffiotiafts, sehemes er ether
means 11seEI te f:lromete eaffi games 0f!erntea ia eara reams
whieh effer hotise eaRkeEI earEI games m1:1st ee s1:1emitted te
eemmission staff and be apf:lFO'ree prior te implementing)).

(e) "Pfee Fell" er e1:1stemer af!f'FeeiatieA tetifflameAts as
~1:1therii'led ey WAC 230 40 055(2); aAEI
. (t) PTemetieAal game eMds meetiag the staftdares ef
WAC 230 46 000(1).

'f:eed 11ed d•ielt te hiege pl~e•sa
(5) Flee er Elise01:1ateEI feed or aeAaleehelie Elriak te
eiage f!layers)).

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:.
WAC 230-02-145

Promotional marketing gifts.

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 230-20-111

Promotional activities-Performances as gifts-Advance
approval required.

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative

~Code is repealed:

WAC 230-20-125

Discounts and promotional
gifts-Authorized-Limits.

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 230-20-230

REPEALER

Free games for winnersRestrictions.

The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 383, filed
4/14/00, effective 5/15/00)

WAC 230-40-897

WAC 230-40-800 Operating rules for house-banked
card games. Licensees that operate house-banked card
games shall establish rules and procedures governing each
specific house-banked card game played at their premises.
The following restrictions and procedures apply:
(1) House-banked card games shall not be operated prior
to approval as set forth in WAC 230-40-010;
(2) All house-banked card games shall be dealt from a
dealing shoe or an approved shuffling device;
(3) The licensee shall submit all rules governing the
game to commission staff for approval. All requests shall be
in writing and include at least the following:
(a) Rules of play, including those specified by the manufacturer or supplier;
(b) Any administrative or accounting controls applicable
to specific games;

Card game promotionsProcedures-Restrictions.

WSR 02-11-090
PERMANENT RULES

SHORELINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
[Filed May 17, 2002, 9:05 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: April 24, 2002.
Purpose: Revise two rules, WAC 132G-104-010 and
132G-104-020, and to repeal WAC 132G-104-030, which
was reenacted in accordance with RCW 28B.10.528 by resolution of the college's board of trustees on April 24, 2002.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 1320-104-030; and amending WAC 132G104-010 and 1320-104-020.
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RCW
Adoption:
for
Authority
Statutory
28B.50.140( 13).
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-06-127 on March
6, 2002.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 2, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 9, 2002
Holly L. Moore
President
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 12-10:79,
filed 6/6179)
WAC 132G-104-010 Time and place of board meetings. The board of trustees shall hold one regular meeting on
the ((third Friday)) fourth Wednesday of each month at
((8:00 a.m.)) 4:00 p.m. and such special meetings as may be
requested by the ((ehairmafl)) chair of the board or by a
majority of the members of the board and announced in
accordance with law.
All regular and special meetings of the board of trustees
shall be held at 16101 Greenwood Avenue North, ((Seattle))
Shoreline, unless scheduled elsewhere, and shall be open to
the general public, except for lawful executive sessions.
No official business shall be conducted by the board of
trustees except during a regular or special meeting.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 9-26:76,
filed 6/30176)

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative •
•
Code is repealed:
WAC 132G-104-030

WSR 02-11-095

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed May 20, 2002, 9:12 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 15, 2002.
Purpose: Meet criteria supporting Governor Locke's
Executive Order 97-02.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 308-96A-205, 308-96A-206, and 308-96A220.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 46.01.110,
46.16.070.
Other Authority: RCW 46.16.135.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-07-036 on March
13, 2002.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0, •
,.
Repealed 0.
Nongova
of
Request
at
Adopted
Sections
Number of
ernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 3, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 3, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 17, 2002
Fred Stephens
Director
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-01-133,
filed 12/21/98, effective 1/21/99)

WAC 132G-104-020 Request for items to be placed
on board agenda. Anyone, other than a board member or a
representative of the president's office wishing an item placed
on the agenda of a board meeting, must have a written request
in the office of the board secretary no later than twelve
o'clock noon five business days before the next scheduled
meeting of the board. The secretary will relate the request to
the college president and the ((ehairmefl)) chair of the board
as soon as feasible. The ((ehairmafl)) chair will determine
whether the item is to be placed on the agenda. The ((ehairfflftft)) chair or his/her designee will notify the individual initiating the request as to whether or not the item will be placed
on the agenda.
Permanent

Delegation to college president.

WAC 308-96A-205 Gross weight-Increasin g
declared gross weight. (1) ((Mey I ieerease tlte Eleelared
grass weight ae my ¥eltiele if the eHFFeet Eleelared grass
weight is iesHffieieet? .

Yes, )'Ol:I may, by a1313l)'iflg at afly 'Hashiflgtofl \•ehiele
liceflsiflg office.)) If my gross weight is insufficient. am I

required to increase it? Yes. you are required to maintain ~
sufficient gross weight to cover the weight of the vehicle and~
its load up to the legal weight limit of your vehicle. Any
amount above the legal limit of the gross vehicle weight rat[ 94]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-01-133,
filed 12/21/98, effective 1/21/99)

ing reguires an overweight permit from the department of
transportation.
(2) How do I increase my gross weight? You may purchase additional gross weight by applying at any Washington
vehicle license office and surrendering the current gross
weight license.

WAC 308-96A-206 Gross weight-Decreasing
declared gross weight. ( 1) May I decrease the declared
gross weight on my vehicle?
Yes((, )'01:1 ma)', ey a1313lyiRg at aR)' 'NashiRgtoR '>'ehiele
liceRsiflg office)). If you decrease the declared gross weight,
you must surrender the current gross weight license.
(2) When ((is tlte hest time ta)) may I decrease the
declared gross weight on my vehicle? Any time during the
registration year. However. decreasing the declared gross
weight may result in a forfeiture of gross weight fees already
paid. Unless you have been advised by law enforcement to
decrease your declared gross weight, you may wait to
decrease it until renewing your gross weight license.
((Uf!less yo1:1 have eeeR adYiseel B)' law eRforcemeflt to
deerease the declared gross '+Veight OR yo1:1r vehiele, the best
time is at the time ym1 are 131:1rehasiHg gross weight. Deereas
iRg the deelared gross ·weight res1:1lts iH a forfeit1:1re of gross
weight fees 13aid, 1:1Rless yo1:1 131:1rehase additioHal moRths
withiH the same registratiofl year.))
(3) What would the gross weight expiration date be
when I decrease the declared gross weight of my vehicle?
The expiration date of the gross weight license would remain
the same as the current gross weight license.
(((a) If the deelared gross weight is twelve tho1:1saF1d
f301:1flelS or less, the gross 'tVeight ell13iratiOR date will ee the
same as yo1:1r ·,•ehiele registratiofl ellpiratioR date; or
(e) If the deelared gross weight is fo1:1rteeR tho1:1safld
1301:1Aels or more, the gross ·weight eilpiratiofl date will remaifl
the same as is e1:1ffeHtl)' iR effect. ¥01:1 may choose to 131:1r
ehase additioHal moRths of gross weight Rot to exceed the
vehicle registratiofl eJl13iratiofl date.))
(4) What will be the start date of the new gross weight
license? The start date of the gross weight license would
remain the same as the current gross weight license.
((The staft date will ae13eRd l:lfJOfl the date of a13pJieatiOR.
If the a1313lieatioR is made OR the first day of a gross weight
lieeRse moRth, the owAer has the 013tioR of makiHg the start
date the day of a13plieatioR, or the first da)' of aRy gross
weight lieeRse moRth already p1:1rchased. If the a1313lieatioR is
made Other thaR OR the first aay Of the gross weight liceRSe
moflth, the owRer has the optioH of makiRg the effective date
the first day of afl)' gross ""'eight liceRse moRth already 131:1r
ehased. The staft date tRa)' Rot be 13rior to the date of a1313liea

ill What would the gross weight expiration date be

when I increase the declared gross weight of my vehicle?
(((a) If the e1:1ffeRt deelared gross weight is twelve tho1:1
saRd 1301:1Rds or less, the iRereased gross weight ex13iratioR
date ·will ee the same as yo1:1r Yehiele registratioR ex13iratioR
date; or
(e) If the e1:1ffeRt deelared gross ·weight is fo1:1rteeR tho1:1
saRd 1301:1Rds or more, the gross weight eil13iratioR date will
remaiR the same as is e1:1rreRtly iR effeet.)) The new gross
weight expiration date remains the same as the current gross
weight license. You may choose to purchase additional
months of gross weight not to exceed the vehicle registration
expiration date.
((f31)) ®What ((-will-Be))~ the start date of the new
gross weight license? The start date of the new gross weight
license remains the same as the current gross weight license.
((The Re·;,· gross v;eight lieeRse start date is the first day
of the e1:1ffeRt registratioR moRth, as deserieed iR 1.VAC 308
96A 201 (2)(8), or aRy s1:1eseq1:1eRt registratioR moRth of the
e1:1ffeRt gross ·.veight lieeRse 13eriod.
f4.t)) ill Will I receive credit for gross weight fees that
I have already paid? Yes. You will receive dollar value
credit for the number of months from the start date of the new
gross weight license to the expiration of the current gross
weight license ((aRd at the rate of the deelared gross weight
of the e1:1rreRt gross •,veight lieeRse. HoweYer,)). Credit is
given for the gross weight that has already been purchased:
(a) You must surrender the current gross weight license
in order to receive credit.
ill If the gross weight license is lost, stolen or destroyed,
you must sign an affidavit of loss and a statement that the
gross weight license has not been transferred to another vehicle.
.(£l You will not receive credit for the monthly gross
weight permit fees as defined in RCW 46.16.135.

((f-§1)) .(fil How many months gross weight ((fees will I
he elulPged)) must I purchase when I increase the
declared gross weight on my vehicle? You must purchase
at least as many months as are remaining on the current gross
weight license.
((YOl:I Will ee charged for the Rl:lmber of mORths from the
start date of the Rew gross weight lieeRse to the ex13iratioR of
the Rew gross weight lieeRse at the rate of Rew deelared gross
weight amot1flt af!d t1se elass.)) Credit will be given as pro~ vided in subsection ((f4.t)) ill of this section. You will also
, be charged for the permit fees as defined in RCW 46.16.135,
when applicable, in addition to all other fees required to
license the vehicle.

~))

(5) Will I receive credit for gross weight fees that I
have already paid? You will receive dollar value credit for
the number of months remaining and at the rate of the
declared gross weight previously purchased for the period
between the effective date of the change and the expiration
date of the previously issued gross weight license. At the
time of application, any excess credit accrued as a result of
such change may be applied toward the payment of gross
weight license fees for the gross weight license months
between the previous gross weight license expiration date
and the registration expiration date((~)t
[ 95 J
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ill} Credit may not be carried over to the next registra-

tion year and any credit still remaining after decreasing gross
weight to the registration expiration date shall be forfeited((~)).;.

.(hl You must surrender the current gross weight license
in order to receive credit((~)).;.
.{£} If the gross weight license is lost, stolen or destroyed,
you must sign an affidavit of loss and a statement that the
gross weight license has not been transferred to another vehicle((~)).;.

@ You will not receive credit for the monthly gross
weight permit fees as defined in RCW 46.16.135.
(6) May the credit of gross weight be applied to any
other fee? No it may only be applied to gross weight.
ill How many months gross weight ((fees will I he
eltarged)) must I purchase when I decrease the declared
gross weight of my vehicle? You will ((he ehargea fer the
fll:lfflber of HlORths froffl the start sate of the Rew gross weight
lieeHse to the expiratioR of the Hew gross weight lieeRse at the
rate of Rew aeelarea gross weight)) need to purchase the
number of months remaining on the current gross weight
license. Credit will be given as provided in subsection (5) of
this section. You will also be charged for the permit fees as
defined in RCW 46.16.135, when applicable, in addition to
all other fees required to license the vehicle.

(e) Involuntarily removed from the person's ownership
by repossession, sheriffs sale, court order, chattel lien, land- .. ~
,.
lord lien, abandoned vehicle sale; ((or))
·
(t) Stolen.;,JH:
(g) Removed from service by the owner.
Gross weight license may also be transferred to a
replacement vehicle at the reguest of the owner.
(((41)) ill What ((will he tlte start date ef tlte)) ~
restrictions to transferring gross weight license ((wltett
trBRsferred te tlte replaeemeet veltiele))?
(((a) If the replaeemeHt vehiele is e1:1rreHtly registereEi, ·
the gross weight lieeflse start sate will be the first aay of the
registratiofl ffiOHth ifl whieh Hie applieatioR fer eertifieate of
OWRership is maae.
(b) If the replaeeffleflt vehiele is Hot e1:1rreHtly registered,
the gross weight lieeflse start sate will be the aay of appliea
ffetr.

(e) If the replaeemeHt veftiele has beeH titles to the appli
eaRt fer HlOre thaR twelve moaths aRa the vehiele registratioa
has beeH eitpirea for less Hiaa oHe registratioR year, the gross
weight lieeRse start sate will be the same as aeseribea iR (a)
of this s1:1bseetioa.
f§t)) The restrictions to transferring gross weight license
are:
(a) The expiration date of the transferred gross weight
license may not:
(i) Extend beyond the registration expiration date of the
replacement vehicle:
(ii) Be used to extend the registration expiration date of ~
~
the replacement vehicle.
(b) The gross weight license being transferred may not
exceed the replacement vehicle's weight limitations as
defined in chapter 46.44 RCW:
(c) The gross weight license being transferred must be
14.000 pounds or more:
(d) The amount of gross weight credit being transferred
must be fifteen dollars or more:
(e) A transfer of gross weight license for the purposes of
increasing the declared gross weight of the replacement vehicle must comply with the requirements of WAC 308-96A205:
(f) You must surrender the current gross weight license
in order to transfer gross weight license to a replacement
vehicle.
@ What would the new gross weight expiration date
be?
(a) ((If the e1:1rreflt aeelarea gross weight is twei'te tho1:1
saRS po1:1aas Of less, the Hew gross weight el(piratioa sate will
be the saftle as the vehiele registratioR expiratioR sate; or
(b) If the e1:1rreat aeelareEl gross weight is fe1:1rteea tho1:1
saRa po1:1aEls or more, the gross weight e*piratioa .Elate will
remaiR the same as is e1:1rreRtly iH effeet. Ymt may ehoose to
p1:1rehase aaelitioaal moaths of gross weight Rot to exeeeel the
replaeemeflt ''ehiele registratioR expiratioR elate.
(6) Hew 1&aey 1&eellts grass weight fees will I he
~
eltarged wltee I apply fer traesfer ef eWReFSltip'l
~
the
at
aaa
moRths
of
H1:1mher
the
fer
¥01:1 will be ehargea
rate of the aeelarea gross weight beiag p1:1rehasea for the
perioel betweeH the start elate aael the expiratioR sate of the

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-01-133,
filed 12/21/98, effective 1/21/99)
WAC 308-96A-220 Gross weight-Transfer of gross
weight license to a replacement vehicle. (1) May I transfer
a gross weight license to a replacement vehicle? Yes, the
gross weight license on a truck, tractor, or truck tractor may
be transferred to a replacement vehicle ((if the amo1:1Rt of
ereait is fifteeR aoilars or more)).
(2) What qualifies as a replacement vehicle? A
replacement vehicle ((m1:1st be)) is a truck. tractor. or truck
tractor that is:
(a) A presently unlicensed vehicle belonging to the same
owner; or
(b) A vehicle purchased for replacement ((whieh has
either Rot beef! previo1:1sly lieeHsea for the e1:1rreRt registratiofl
yem:)) that is presently unlicensed or has had its gross weight
license retained by its former owner.
(3) What is an unlicensed vehicle? For the purposes of
this section. a vehicle is considered unlicensed if the current
gross weight license expires prior to the registration. or if the
current gross weight license is not adequate for the load being
carried.
® When may I transfer gross weight license to a
replacement vehicle? ((A persoH)) You may transfer a gross
weight license from one vehicle to a replacement vehicle
when the previously licensed vehicle has been:
(a) Sold and the gross weight credit amount of fifteen
dollars or more is retained;
(b) Destroyed;
(c) Reclassified so a gross weight license is no longer
required;
(d) Registered in another jurisdiction;
Permanent
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WSR 02-11-096

Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 46.01.110,
46.16.276, 46.16.600.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-08-036 on March
29, 2002.
.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 3, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 3, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 17, 2002
Fred Stephens
Director

aew gFess weight lieease.)) The expiration date of the transferred gross weight license will be the same day of the month
, as the registration expiration date of the replacement vehicle.
For example: If the registration expiration date of the
replacement vehicle is July 15. the transferred gross weight
license will expire on the fifteenth day of the month. depending on how many months gross weight license was transferred.
You may choose to purchase additional ·months of gross
weight not to exceed the replacement vehicle registration
expiration date.
(b) If the registration of a replacement vehicle as
described in subsection (2)(b) of this section has expired. new
registration and gross weight expiration dates will be
assigned.
, (7) Will I. receive credit for gross weight fees that
have already been paid? You will receive credit for the current and unused portions of the gross weight license already
purchased. Any.excess credit will be forfeited and will not be
refunded.
((Yes, if the eFedit ammrnt is fifteea dellaFs SF mere, y01:1
will Feeeive dellaF vah:te eFedit feF the Httmber ef fttll meaths
frem the date ef Bf'lf>lieatiea for the aew grass weight lieease
ta the eJif>iFatiea ef the ettFFeat grnss weight lieease ead et the
Fate ef the deelaFed gFess weight ef the ettFFeat gFess weight
lieease. HeweveF, yett mttst sttrreader the ettrreAt grass
weight lieease ia erdeF ta reeei¥e eFedit. If the grnss weight
lieease is lest, stelea eF destrnyed, yett mttst f>revide aA effi
~ da•lit ef less aAd a stetemeat frem the &f'lf'llieeat that the grnss
, weight Jieease has ft0t beeft, 0F will ft0t be, traftSfeFFed '•Vith
the vehiele ta the aew ewaeF er ta aaetheF vehiele. YoH will
aet reeei·re eredit foF the moathly grnss 'Neight flermit fees es
defiaed ia RCW 46.16.135. At the time ef &f'lf'llieetieA, aay
exeess eFedit aeerned, as a Festtlt ef stteh ehaage, may be
Bf'lfllied toweFd the f>Bymeat ef grnss weight lieease fees foF
the gross 'Neight iieease ffiOftths betweeft the f>FeYi01:1S gross
weight lieease exfliratioa date aad the FegistFatioa exf>iratioa
date. Aay eredit still Femaiaiag afteF Bf'lf'llyiag eredit fOF
gross weight ta the refllaeemeat •tehiele shell be foFfeited.
Yott mHst sttFFeadeF the eHFFeAt gFoss weight lieease iA ordeF
ta reeei.,•e eredit. If the gFoss weight lieease is lest, stelea or
destre)·ed, y011 must siga aa affida¥it ef less aad a steteffteftt
that the gFOSS weight Jieease has ftOt beeft tFaftSferred ta
aaether Yehiele. Y011 will aet Feeeive eredit for the moathly
grass weight f>effftit fees as defiaed ia RC\ll 46.16.135.))
~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-06-029,
filed 2/24/99, effective 3/27 /99)
WAC 308-96A-101 Scale weight. (1) What is scale
weight?
Scale weight is the weight of a vehicle without a load.
(2) When does the department require the scale
weight of my vehicle?
The department requires the scale weight of your vehicle
when:
(a) The use class requires gross weight under RCW
46.16.070 and 46.16.090;
(b) The vehicle is a trailer;
(c) The use class is F/H (for hire) or STA (stage);
(d) The vehicle is powered by propane, natural gas or
butane;
(e) There is a discrepancy between the scale weight on
department records or supporting documents and the actual
weight of the vehicle; or
(f) The vehicle has been structurally modified changing
the empty weight.
(3) What ((seHFees)) does the department accept for
scale weight verification?
The department will accept:
(a) The shipping weight as shown on a manufacturer's
statement/certificate of origin or factory invoice;
(b) A weight slip from a certified scale;
(c) Information provided by any nationally recognized
electronic source. guidebook or other publication of recognized standing in the vehicle industry;
(d) Unladen or scale weight as shown on supporting documentation issued by another jurisdiction; or
(e) ((Ia extea11atiag eirnttrnstaaees aad as)) Other
sources approved by the department((, either a weight slif'l

WSR 02-11-096
PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed May 20, 2002, 9: 14 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 24, 2002.
Purpose: . Meet criteria supporting Governor Locke's
~ Executive Order 97-02.
,
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 308-96A-101, 308-96A- l l 0, and 308-96A136.
[971
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from a HOHeertified seale or aH agreemeHt reaehed eet·v.·eeH
the a1313lieaHt aHd the departmeHt)).

Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 308-17-150 Fees.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 43.24.086.
Other Authority: Chapter 18.165 RCW .
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-03-130 on January 23, 2002.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: New original application fees effective October 1,
2002. Renewals: New fees effective for all licenses expiring
on or after October 1, 2002.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: October 1, 2002.
May 14, 2002
Alan E. Rathbun
Assistant Director

.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-06-029,
filed 2/24/99, effective 3/27/99)
WAC 308-96A-110 Private carrier bus. When may a
vehicle be licensed as a private carrier bus?
A vehicle may be licensed as a private carrier bus as
described in RCW 46.04.416 without a ((lead)) license based
on gross weight if it carries passengers without compensation
and is:
(1) Used by a hotel, resort or lodge to transport guests;
(2) Used by a parking service to transport parking customers to and from a transportation terminal or other destination;
(3) Used by its owner to transport an athletic team, an
educational group, members of a religious organization, a
show troupe or similar organization;
(4) Used by its owner to transport family, guests or
employees;
(5) Used((,)) as a school bus by a private school not
accredited by the superintendent of public instruction.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-06-029,
filed 2/24/99, effective 3/27/99)
WAC 308-96A-136 Mopeds-License plates. (1) Will
the department issue a license plate ((t6)) for my moped?
The department will issue a motorcycle series license
plate for your moped when you make proper application.
The number on the license plate serves as the moped's
registration number as required in RCW 46.16.630.
(2) How do I display ((~)) the license plate on my
moped?
The license plate ((shall)) must be displayed on the rear
of your moped as provided in RCW 46.16.240.
(3) If my moped does not meet the standard criteria
for a moped. can I get it licensed as such? A Washington
state patrol inspection may be required before a license can
be issued. The Washington state patrol has the discretion to
inspect and define similar vehicles as mopeds. If the vehicle
is similar to a moped. it must be identified as a moped by the
Washington state patrol inspection before a license can be
issued.

~

~

~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-17-051,
filed 8/15/97, effective 9/15/97)
WAC 308-17-150 Private investigative agency, private investigator, and armed private investigator fees.
The following fees for a one-year period shall be charged by
professional licensing services of the department of licensing:
Title of Fee
Private investigative agency:
Application/examination
Reexamination
License renewal
Late renewal with penalty
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Private investigator:
Original license

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
Date of Adoption: May 21 [20), 2002.
Purpose: The reason for the adoption of this rule is to
bring the private investigator licensing program in compliance with RCW 43.24.086, which requires each professional
licensing program to collect revenue equal to the cost of the
program.
Permanent
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Transfer fee
Certified trainer examination/
reexamination
Certified trainer renewal
(98]

Fee
$((~))

550.00
25.00

((m.,oo))

450.00

((~))

600.00
25.00
(('.&.00))

150.00
25.00
25.00
15.00
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Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 3, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 7, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 17, 2002
William E. Brookreson
Acting Director

Fee

Title of Fee
License renewal

(('.7§.-0Q))

150.00

Late renewal with penalty

((-100,00))

200.00
25.00

Certification
Armed private investigator:
Original license

((W,00))

100.00
25.00

Transfer fee
Certified trainer examination/
reexamination
Certified trainer renewal
License renewal
Late renewal with penalty

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-12-025,
filed 5/25/99, effective 6/25/99)

25.00
15.00

WAC 16-462-015 Definitions. The definitions in this
section apply throughout this chapter unless the context
clearly requires otherwise:
(1) "Aseptic shoot" tip propagation" means aseptically
removing a vegetative shoot tip from growth arising from a
dormant cutting from a foundation plant or from green
growth (i.e., softwood) from a foundation plant during the
growing season and aseptically transferring this shoot tip to a
suitable vessel containing an appropriate culture medium.
(2) "Certified grape planting stock" means vines, rooted
cuttings, cuttings or grafted plants taken or propagated
directly from foundation vines, registered vines or certified
((plants grown in a green hottse for one year and eertified)) in
compliance with the provisions of this chapter.
(3) "Department" means the department of agriculture of
the state of Washington.
(4) "Director" means the director of the department of
agriculture or the director's designee.
(5) "Foundation block" means a planting of grapevines
established, operated and maintained by Washington State
University, or other eQuivalent sources approved in writing
by the director. that are indexed and found free from viruses
designated in this chapter and that are not off-type.
(6) "Index" means determining whether a virus infection
is present by means of inoculation from the plant to be tested
to an indicator plant or by any other testing method approved
by the department.
(7) "Indicator plant" means any herbaceous or woody
plant used to index or determine virus infection.
(8) "Off-type" means appearing under visual examination to be different from the variety listed on the application
for registration ((er)) and certification, or exhibiting symptoms of a genetic or nontransmissible disorder.
(9) "Registered block" means a planting of registered
grapevines maintained by a nursery and used as a source of
propagation material for certified grapevines.
(10) "Registered vine" means any vine propagated from
((the))£! foundation block approved by the director, identified
((by the nttffiber assigHed to the original)) to a single vine ((ffi
the fom1dation bloek froffi whieh it was propagated)) source,
and registered with the Washington state department of agriculture, in compliance with provisions of this chapter.
(11) "Virus-like" means a graft-transmissible disorder
with symptoms resembling a characterized virus disease,

(('.7§.-0Q))

150.00

((-100,00))

Certification
Change of unarmed Qualified
agent
Change of armed Qualified agent

250.00
25.00
150.00
100.00
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Date of Adoption: May 17, 2002.
Purpose: The purpose of existing chapter 16-462 WAC
is to provide the grape industries of Washington with high
quality planting stock that is free of harmful pests and true to
type. The purpose of this amendment is to update the grapevine certification program by increasing the varieties available as Washington certified stock, by certifying the stock
apparently free from two additional virus diseases, and by
clarifying existing text.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 16-462-015, 16-462-020, 16-462-021, 16462-022, 16-462-025, 16-462-030, and 16-462-050.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 15.14 RCW.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-08-085 on April
3, 2002.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovemmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 7, Repealed 0.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-12-025,
filed 5/25/99, effective 6/25/99)

including, but not limited to, disorders caused by viroids and
phytoplasmas.

WAC 16-462-022 Requirements for certified plant- ~
ing stock. (1) Certified planting stock must be propagated
from cuttings taken from registered or foundation grapevines.
(2) Cuttings from registered blocks must be sorted and
kept separate by variety and selection number or clone.
(3) Treatment to control nematodes and other soil-borne
pests may be required at any time by the department.
(4) All certified planting stock other than greenhouse
grown plants must comply with the grades and standards for
Washington certified grape planting stock as listed in WAC
16-462-055.
(5) Certification is based solely on ((•«is1:1al iHsf!eetieH ef
graf!e f'lBHtiHg steek that is fe1:1Hd te meet)) compliance with
the requirements prescribed in WAC 16-462-050 and other
requirements of this chapter.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-12-025,
filed 5125199, effective 6/25/99)

WAC 16-462-020 Requirements for participation in
the grape planting stock program. (1) The applicant shall
be responsible, subject to the approval of the department, for
the selection of the location and the proper maintenance of
registered blocks and planting stock.
(2) The applicant must maintain ((the ideHtity)) records
~identifying the source of registered vines((. The BflfllieaHt
m1:1st maiHtaiH reeerds ideHtifyiHg the se1:1ree ef)) and certified planting stock. The applicant must make these records
available to the department upon request.
(3) The applicant shall take suitable precautions in cultivation, irrigation, movement and use of equipment, and in
other farming practices, to guard against spread of soil-borne
pests to planting stock entered in this program. The applicant
shall keep all registered blocks and certified planting stock
clean cultivated except for approved cover crops.
(4) Following notification by the department the applicant shall remove and destroy immediately any registered
vine or certified planting stock found to be off-type or
affected by a virus or virus-like disease or a ((q1:1araHtiHed))
quarantine pest.
(5) ((The fe1:1HdatieH bleek,)) .Registered blocks and certified planting stock must be located at least one hundred feet
from any land on which noncertified or nonregistered grape
vines have been grown within the past ten years.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-12-025,
filed 5/25/99, effective 6/25/99)

WAC 16-462-025 Foundation, registered, and certified grape planting stock-Inspections. (1) Inspections
and indexing of ((fe1:1HdatieH,)) registered grapevines and
certified planting stock will be performed by the department
at times ((it determiHes)) determined to be suitable for the
detection of virus and virus-like disease symptoms.
(2) ((The fe1:1HdatieH bleek aHd registered bleeks m1:1st be
iHdeited aHd reiHdell:ed f!eriedieally, as req1:1ired te eemf!ly
wifft)) The department will index registered grapevines by
methods listed in Appendix l of the North American Plant
Protection Organization (NAPPO) ((staHdards fer f!hytesaHi
tary meas1:1res req1:1iremeHts fer the imf!ertatieH ef graf!e
viHes iHte a NAPPO member ee1:1Htry)) Grapevine Standard.
(3) ( (Twe iHSf!eetieHs ef fu1:1HdatieH aHd registered f!laHt
iHg steek m1:1st be f!erfurmed by the def!artmeHt)) The department will conduct at least two inspections of registered
grapevines during each growing season.
·
(4) Except for varieties to be used solely as rootstock,
((fe1:1HdatieH aHd)) registered grape vines used for the production of certified planting stock must be pruned to allow some
fruiting.
(5) ((Certified f!lBHtiHg steek m1:1st be iHSf!eeted)) The
department will inspect certified planting stock at least three
times per ((grewiHg seaseH by the def!artmeHt)) year, twice
during the growing season and once during or after harvest.
(6) ((CertifieatieH er registratieH will be refosed er with
drawft)) The department will refuse or withdraw registration
or certification for any planting stock ((wftieh.)) that is
infested or infected with any quarantine pest.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-12-025,
filed 5125199, effective 6/25/99)

WAC 16-462-021 Requirements for registered
blocks. (1) All registered grapevines must be identified by
the number assigned to the ((erigiHal graf!eYiHe)) single vine
source in the foundation block from which they were taken.
(2) With the exception of practices allowed in subsections (3) and (4) of this section, registered plants must be
propagated directly from cuttings taken from ((the)) ii foundation block.
(3) Plants propagated from ((the)) ii foundation block by
aseptic shoot tip propagation and grown entirely under greenhouse conditions may serve as a source of softwood cuttings
or shoot tip culture used to establish a registered block or registered grapevines.
(4) Registered grapevines may be propagated from other
registered grapevines within the same registered block for the
purpose of increasing the size of the registered block or for
replacement ((graf!e viHes)) grapevines.
(5) Grapevines of different varieties in registered blocks
must be separated by a minimum of twelve feet within the
row. The distance between rows of different varieties must
be a minimum of eight feet.
Permanent
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 00-01-149,
filed 12/21/99, effective 1121/00)

WAC 16-462-030 Certified grape nursery stockApplication and fees. ( 1) The applicant shall furnish all
information requested on the application form and shall give
consent to the department to take ((f!lBHts er f!lBHt f!Brts))
[ 100 l
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samples from any planting stock enrolled in the program as
registered or certified grapevines for inspection or indexing.
(2) Application for ((iHspeetion)) registration and certifi.cation shall be filed with the department by January 1 of each
year accompanied by a one hundred seventy-five dollar
application fee.
(3) Inspection, phytosanitary certification, indexing and
testing fees are due upon completion of services.
(4) Fees for inspection, phytosanitary certification, and
testing shall be assessed at the appropriate rate established in
chapters 16-401 and 16-470 WAC. Mileage for inspections
and other on-site services shall be charged at a rate established by the state office of financial management.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-12-025,
filed 5/25/99, effective 6/25/99)

WAC 16-462-050 Certified grape planting stockRequirements. ((8peeifie req1:1iretHeftts for grape planting

stoek are l'!aseEI solely OR vis1:1al inspeetiens eonEl1:1eteEI
aeeorEliHg to WAC Hi 462 025.)) Certified plants must be
apparently free of ((grape)) grapevine fanleaf virus, ((graf)e
leafroll vir1:1s)) grapevine leafroll-associated viruses,
((graf)e)) grapevine corky bark ((¥irtts)) disease agent, grapevine rupestris stem pitting virus, arabis mosaic virus. tomato
ringspot virus, grape phylloxera, root knot nematode, crown
gall and other visible diseases or serious pest injuries.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-12-025,
filed 5/25/99, effective 6/25/99)

WAC 16-462-055 Certified grape planting stockGrades and standards. All certified stock offered for sale
must be bundled in accordance with commercial practice and
correctly identified by one or more legible printed labels.
(1) Grades for rooted cuttings are as follows:
(a) Grade No. 1 must have one live cane at least nine
inches long and must be well rooted.
(b) Grade No. 2 must have one live cane at least six
inches long and must be well rooted.
(2) Cuttings must have at least three buds and be at least
nine inches long. The basal bud must be within one-half inch
of the basal end.
(3) Two:Year plants shall meet the same standard as
rooted cutting Grade No. 1.
(4) ((Tolernnees.)) In order to allow for variations incident to proper grading and packing, not more than a combined total of five percent by count, of the plants or cuttings
in any lot may fail to meet the requirements of the grades set
forth in this section.

WSR 02-11-107

Purpose: USDA released new regulations to be implemented October 1, 2002. The changes incorporated from the
regulations to this rule affect all of the WIC food delivery
system including the length of the contract period, how WIC
conducts training, how WIC selects retailers for participation,
monitoring, and compliance, sanctions for violations in the
food stamp program and what can and can not be appealed.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 246-790-010, 246-790-065, 246-790-070,
246-790-080, 246-790-085' 246-790-090, 246-790-100, 246790-120, and 246-790-130.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 43.70.120.
Other Authority: 7 C.F.R. 246.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-07-020 on March
11, 2002.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 6, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 8, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 8, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 17, 2002
Mary C. Selecky
Secretary
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 00-13-009,
filed 6/9/00, effective 7110/00)

WAC 246-790-010 Definitions. (1) "Alternate
endorser" means a person authorized by the WIC client to
pick up WIC checks at the local WIC agency and use the
WIC checks at the retailer when the client is unable to do so.
(2) "Appeal ((preeess)) hearing" means a formal proceeding to appeal certain program decisions. The appeal
hearing process provides a contractor the opportunity to
review the case record prior to the hearing, to present its case
in an impartial setting, to confront and cross-examine witnesses, and to be represented by counsel.
(3) "Applicant retailer" means any contractor submitting
a completed request for authorization on behalf of a retailer
requesting participation in the program.
(4) "Authorized" or "authorization" means the applicant
retailer has met selection criteria as determined by the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and signed a contract offered by the department signifying eligibility to participate in the WIC program.
(5) "CFR" means the Code of Federal Regulations.
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[Filed May 20, 2002, 12:30p.m.]

Date of Adoption: April 23 [May 1], 2002.
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(6) "Contract" means a written legal document binding
the contractor and the department, represented by the WIC
program, to designated terms and conditions.
(7) "Contractor" means the owner, chief executive
officer, controller, or other person legally authorized to obligate a retailer to a contract.
(8) "Department" means the Washington state department of health.
(9) "Disqualification" means the act of revoking the
authorization and terminating the contract of an authorized
retailer for noncompliance with WIC program requirements.
(10) "Effective policy and program to prevent trafficking" means a written document that states what ((yet:t)) can
and cannot ((tie)) be done with WIC checks and the consequences for failing to follow program requirements. Effectiveness is determined by documentation that a retailer has
provided this written policy to all employees ((prior to aRy
ROReOmpJiaRee eeiRg deteeted)), including employees' signatures verifying they have been advised of the policy and
understand the consequences of noncompliance, both for the
retailer and for the employee. prior to any noncompliance
being detected.
( 11) "Food company" means a manufacturer or broker of
food items.
( 12) "Inadequate ((partieipaRt)) client access" means the
decision the state agency makes considering a variety of factors to determine how disqualification of a WIC retailer
might affect a WIC client's access to WIC foods. The procedure includes, but is not limited to, assessing how many WIC
authorized retailers are in a given service area, how many clients currently use the retailer in question, and any geographical or man-made barriers a client would contend with to
access WIC foods at a different authorized retailer.
(13) "Local WIC agency" means the contracted clinic or
agency where a client receives WIC services.
(14) "Monetary penalty" means a sum of money imposed
by the program for noncompliance with program requirements.
(15) "Pattern" means more than one documented incidence of noncompliance with WIC program requirements in
any given contract period.
(16) "Providing credit" means the retailer submitted and
received payment ((oR a WIG eheek)) for ((whieh the elieRt
did Rot reeeive)) all the foods listed on ((the)) a WIC check
even though the client did not receive all the foods at the time
the check was redeemed. ((The elieRt may or may Rot reeeive
the remaiRiRg foods or somethiRg of eEJ1:1al val1:1e at a later
~))

( 17) "Redeeming WIC checks outside of authorized
channels" means not following the rules regarding who can
accept WIC checks and how to redeem them. Examples
include. but may not be limited to:
(a) A retailer accepting WIC checks without having a
signed contract with the WIC program;
(b) A retailer accepting WIC checks payable to a different authorized retailer or a different outlet of the same chain
and redeeming them through that other retailer; or
(c) A retailer using WIC checks to repay a debt at a different retailer.
Permanent
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This violation also applies to the retailer who receives
and deposits the WIC checks from the retailer who accepted ~
them.
,.
ilfil "Reauthorization" or "subsequent authorization"
means the process when a retailer who has a contract with the
((program)) department which is expiring, has reapplied, met
the selection criteria, and signed another contract with the
department ((sigRifyiRg eligieility)) to participate in the WIC
program.
((f-l-81)) .Ll.21 "Supplemental WIC foods" means those
foods containing nutrients determined to be beneficial for
pregnant, breast-feeding, and postpartum women, infants and
children, as prescribed by federal regulations and state
requirements, and, as authorized by the Washington state
WIC program.
((~)) (20) "Trafficking" means buying or selling WIC
checks for cash.
((~)) .Gll "WIC program" or "program" means the
federally funded special supplemental nutrition program for
women, infants, and children administered in Washington
state by the department of health.
((~)) (22) "WIC retailer" or "retailer" means an individual store owned by a contractor authorized to participate
in the WIC program.
((~)) (23) "Wholesaler" means a business entity that
sells food and other items to a retailer.
((~)) (24) "WIC check" means a negotiable .instrument issued to and used by a WIC client or alternate endorser
to obtain specified supplemental WIC foods ((at)) from a ~
contracted WIC retailer.
~
((~)) (25) "WIC client" or "client" means a woman
who is pregnant, breast-feeding, or postpartum, infant, or
child receiving WIC benefits.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 00-13-009,
filed 619100, effective 7/10/00)

WAC 246-790-050 What is the WIC program? (1)
The WIC program in the state of Washington is administered
by the department of health.
(2) The WIC program is a federally funded program
established in 1972 by an amendment to the Child Nutrition
Act of 1966. The purpose of the program is to provide nutrition and health assessment((.,)),;. nutrition education((.,)),;.
nutritious food; breast-feeding counseling; and referral services to pregnant, breast-feeding, and postpartum women,
infants, and children in specific risk categories.
(3) Federal regulations governing the WIC program (7
CFR Part 246) require implementation of standards and procedures to guide the state's administration of the WIC program and are hereby incorporated in this rule by reference.
These regulations define the rights, responsibilities, and legal
procedures of clients and retailers. They are designed to promote:
(a) Consistent and high quality services to clients;
(b) Consistent application of procedures for eligibility
and food issuance; and
(c) Client and retailer compliance.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 00-13-009,
.. filed 6/9/00, effective 7/10/00)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 00-13-009,
filed 6/9/00, effective 7/10/00)

WAC 246-790-065 What is the process for getting a
food WIC authorized? (1) The procedure for ((iHitially))
authorizing a food is:
(a) ((By December 31 of odd H1:1mbered )'ears,)) A food
company or other entity, such as a local WIC clinic, submits
a written request to the WIC program for authorization of a
food((,--te)). The request include§.:
(i) Package flats or labels, information on package sizes
and prices, and a summary of current distribution, including
identification of the wholesaler.(fil carrying the food; and
(ii) Assessment of when the new food replaces the old on
store shelves when there is a change in formulation.
(b) The WIC program verifies if a food considered for
authorization fits within one of the authorized food categories, meets the federal requirements of nutritional standards,
is currently available to retailers, and has been available to
retailers for at least one year ((or more));
(c) The WIC program may survey local WIC agency
staff and clients for their recommendation regarding need and
demand for the food;
(d) The WIC program reviews data and recommendations and notifies the food company whether or not a food is
authorized( (t
(e) The 'NIC program '<Yill add aH)' Hew authorized food
.. to the \I/IC check aHd related materials to coiacide with the
, retailer coHtract period)).
(2) Food companies must notify the WIC program in
writing of any changes in product formulation, product name,
packaging, label design, size, or availability. A food company must notify the WIC program of any ((5tl€-h)) changes
before any Washington state wholesaler receives the new
product.
If a food company fails to notify the WIC program of any
changes, the WIC program may revoke or deny ((the food's))
WIC authorization of the product.
(3) ((A food compaay mest obtaiH writteH approYal from
the WIG program before HSiHg the term "WIG appro·,·ed" or
the WIG program logo.
f41)) The WIC program may require a food company to
submit a statement guaranteeing a minimum period of time
during which a food will be available in the state of Washington.
((f§-1)) ill The WIC program shall refuse any food that
contradicts the principles promoted by the WIC program's
nutrition ((ser¥iee)) component.
((fe1)) ill The WIC program may limit the number of
authorized foods within a food category.
((fB)) ® The WIC program may initiate reassessment
of any WIC authorized food at any time.
(7) The WIC program may evaluate a food for authoriza~ tion outside of the three-year food review cycle if necessary.
(8) A food company must obtain written approval from
,
the WIC program before using the term "WIC approved" or
the WIC program logo.

WAC 246-790-070 How do I become a WIC retailer?
(1) Applicant retailers interested in participating in the WIC
program must apply for authorization and enter into a contract with the department.
(2) Application procedure.
(a) Applicant retailers submit a completed application to
the WIC program, including a price list for authorized WIC
foods.
(b) The WIC program may require applicant retailers to
provide information regarding shelf price records and inventory records showing all purchases, both wholesale and retail,
including but not limited to, wholesale receipts, cash and
carry receipts, purchase orders, books of account, invoices
that identify the quantity and prices of specific WIC foods
and other pertinent records that substantiate the volume and
the prices charged. Cash register receipts without specific
identification of the quantity, unit price, and WIC food purchased are not acceptable as evidence of WIC food purchases.
(c) The WIC program conducts and documents an onprior to, or at the time of, initial authorization of an
visit
site
applicant retailer to evaluate the inventory of WIC foods and
provide training on ((the)) WIC ((retailer haHdbook)) requirements.
(d) Applications are accepted ((from April 1 of odd
HHmbered years 1:1Htil September 30 of eYeH Hl:lffibered
years)) on an ongoing basis. except for the six months prior to
contract expiration during which no applications are
accepted. Exceptions can be made in the case of an ownership change or where there is a documented need for a location in order to assure client access. The WIC program may
further limit acceptance of new applications as needed.
(3) The WIC program shall authorize a distribution of
retailers to ensure client access. The WIC program may limit
the number of authorized retailers in any given geographic
area or statewide to enable effective management of the
retailers.
(4) The WIC program bases selection of each authorized
retailer((s)) on the following:
(a) Number of clients served.
(i) An applicant retailer needs to have requests from or
the potential of serving at least fifteen ((or ffl:ore)) WIC clients who are currently receiving checks from the WIC program as verified by the local WIC agency ((for Hew stores)).
((fbt-A)) (ii) Retailers applying for reauthorization must
have a documented check redemption record averaging at
least forty ((or ffiore)) checks per month over a six-month
period((, docemeflted b)' WIG program statistics reports for
stores who are reapplyiflg)).
((fet)) lliD. Exceptions may be made for:
((tf1)) fA>. Pharmacies needed as suppliers of special
infant formulas; or
((tffj)) illl Applicant retailers in isolated areas where client access cannot otherwise be assured.
In either case, the need must be documented by the local
WIC agency.
((td1)) (b) Minimum stock levels.

,
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(i) A retailer or applicant retailer must stock ((of Fef!Fe
seHtatiYe items)) a reasonable variety of items with current
shelf lives from all food categories on the authorized WIC
food list. Minimum quantities specified on the authorized
WIC food list must be on the shelf available for purchase
before a contract is offered ((to the retailef. AH &f'f'lieaHt
retailef seekiHg a waiYef from the miHim1:1m fofmt:tla stoek
Feflt:tiremeHt m1:1st Fef11:1est the waiYer iH WfitiHg for eaeh eoA
traet f!eFioel. ~Jo waiYers are graHteel t:tHless there is aH iAst:tf
fieieHt Ht:tfftber of a1:1th0Filleel Fetailers iA a giveH sen·iee BFea
to ass1:1Fe elieAt aeeess)).
((ftj)) (ii) A retailer or applicant retailer is not reguired
to carry every brand ofWIC allowed infant formula. but must
carry at least the minimum guantity of the WIC contract formulas.
(c) Prices. A retailer's prices ((ef)) for individual WIC
foods ((less thaH)) must not exceed one hundred twenty percent of the statewide average price ((as eale1:1lateel at least
BAAt:tally. AH Bf'f'lieaAt retailer seekiHg a ·...·aiver from the OAe
ht:tHelreel t·NeAty f!ereeHt ref1t:tiremeAt m1:1st ref1t:test the waiYer
iH writiHg for eaeh eoHtrnet f!erioel. No waiYers shall be
graHteel 1:1Aless there is aH iAst:tffieieHt At:tmber of a1:1thorilleel
FetaileFs iH a gi»'eA serviee area to ass1:1re elieHt aeeess)) for
that food at time of authorization or at any given time in the
contract period;
(((f) PossessioH of)) (d) Business operations. A retailer
or applicant retailer must:
(i) Possess a valid Washington state tax registration
(UBI) number;
(((g) AgreemeHt to)) Exception may be made for a store
needed in border towns of Oregon and Idaho to ensure client
access to WIC foods.
(ii) Possess a valid food stamp authorization number.
Exception may be made for a pharmacy needed to ensure
client access to hard to find formulas.
(iii) Operate from a fixed location.
(iv) Be open for business a minimum of eight hours per
day. six days per week.
(v) Maintain a clean and safe interior environment by.
for example. complying with local sanitation rules.
The WIC program may reguest a health inspection and
report by the local health department at any time in the contract period.
(e) Business integrity.
(i) The WIC program will take into consideration if a
retailer or applicant retailer has been disgualified from WIC
or the food stamp program or has been assessed a monetary
penalty in lieu of a food stamp disgualification in the last six
years.
(ii) An owner. officer. or partner of a retailer or applicant
retailer must not have sold a store to circumvent a WIC sanction.
(iii) A retailer or applicant retailer with any owner.
officer. partner. or manager who has been convicted of or had
a civil judgment for any of the following in the last six years
will be denied authorization or have authorization revoked:
Fraud. antitrust violations. embezzlement. theft. forgery.
bribery. falsification or destruction of records. making false
statements. receiving stolen property. making false claims. or
obstruction of justice.
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(iv) The WIC program reserves the right to conduct
background checks on any retailer. owner. officer. partner. or
manager.
.· ~
(f) Compliance with the WIC contract.
·~
(i) A retailer must attend face-to-face training on WIC
reguirements at least once per contract period.
(ii) A retailer must comply with ((traiHieg sessioes aeel))
monitor visits((;)) and provide shelf price records and inventory records. upon the WIC program's reguest. showing all
purchases, both wholesale and retail, including but not limited to, wholesale receipts, cash and carry receipts, purchase
orders, books of account, invoices that identify the quantity
and prices of specific WIC foods, and other pertinent records
that substantiate the volume and prices charged ((t:tf'OR the
WIG f'FOgFaFA's ref1t:test;))~
(((h) B1:1sieess Of!eratioe from a fixeel loeatioH;
(i) Of'eR far b1:1sieess a mieifftt:tm of eight ho1:1rs f'eF elay,
six elays f!er week.
(j) IA eomf!liaeee with loeal saAitatioe mies;
(k) Haye eo histeFy of BAY of the followieg:
(i) WIG or fooel stamf' elisEtt:talifieatioe;
ftt1)) (g) History. A retailer or applicant retailer with a
history of any of the following may be denied authorization
unless client access to WIC food cannot otherwise be
assured:
ill Redeeming WIC checks without ((a1:1thorillatieA))
having a signed contract with the department;
((ftiij)) [ill Changing ownership more than twice during
a ((twe)) three-year ((eoetraetieg)) contract period;
((fi>.'1)) (iii) Failing to implement corrective action ~
imposed by the WIC program within the time specified;
,.
((f.y.j)) fu1 Failing to complete payment~ within the time
specified, of an imposed monetary penalty or reimbursement
of an overcharge((-;-attEl
(Yi) Reft:tsieg to aeeef!t traieieg from the WIG f'FOgFBfft.
Elteef!tions may be maele if elient aeeess eannot other
wise be assl:lfeel)).
(5) The WIC program may deny a retailer authorization
for failure to meet any of the stated selection criteria.
(6) The WIC program may reassess an authorized
retailer's compliance with the retailer selection criteria any
time in the contract period and must terminate the contract of
any retailer which fails to meet them.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 00-13-009,
filed 6/9/00, effective 7110/00)
WAC 246-790-080 What do I need to know about
WIC retailer contracts? (1) All authorized retailers must
enter into written contracts with the department. The contract
must be signed by the contractor and the designee of the contracting officer of the department of health.
(2) The contract lists all authorized retailers by name and
location. Individual retailers may be added, changed, disqualified, or deleted by contract amendment without affecting the
remaining retailers.
(3) Duration of contract.
·
(a) The WIC program issues contracts for a maximum
period of ((twe)) three years. ((All eoAtfaets eltf'iFe on Mareh
31 ofoelel e1:1mbereel yeBFs.))
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(b) Neither the WIC program nor the contractor is obli• gated to renew the contract. The WIC program must notify
I' contractors in writing not less than fifteen days before the
expiration of a contract which is not being renewed ((6y4he
JlfOgFBffl)).

(c) Authorization is valid for no longer than the period
stated in the contract. The retailer must reapply to be considered for subsequent authorization in the WIC program.
(d) The contractor or the WIC program may terminate
the contract at any time by submitting a written notice to the
other party thirty days in advance.
(e) The contract is null and void in the event of a retailer
closure or change in ownership.
(t) The contractor carinot voluntarily withdraw from participating in the WIC program in order to avoid being disqualified.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 00-13-009,
filed 619100, effective 7/10/00)

WAC 246-790-085 What is expected of WIC retailers? (1) The retailer must comply with WIC program
requirements and terms of the retailer contract.
(2) The retailer must stock sufficient quantities of authorized WIC foods to meet the needs of WIC customers, but not
less than the minimum stock levels.
(3) The retailer must redeem WIC checks made payable
only to their store or with the words "any authorized WIC
vendor."
·
~
(4) The retailer must accept WIC checks from a WIC
, customer on the "first day to use," the "last day to use," or any
day in between the dates printed on the WIC check. The
retailer must submit the WIC check for payment within sixty
days from the "first day .to use."
(5) The retailer must refuse WIC checks that have the
purchase price missing, the client's signature missing, the
'.'first day to use" or the "last day to use" missing, or that are
dated too early or too late.
(6) The retailer must refuse WIC checks with purchase
amounts over the "not to exceed" amount printed on the
check.
(7) The retailer must ((effief)) write the actual purchase
price of the specific quantity of WIC authorized foods on
((eaeh)) the WIC check before witnessing the WIC customer
countersign((s)) the check.
(8) The retailer must accept only WIC checks on which
the .WIC customer's countersignature matches the first customer signature on the check.
(9) The retailer must refuse WIC checks that are altered
in any way.
(10) The retailer must refuse ((to eeeept)) WIC checks
from any other retailer.
(11) The retailer must redeem WIC checks for only the
supplemental WIC foods and in no more than the quantity
specified on the check.
(12) The retailer must post the prices of WIC foods so
~ they are visible to the public.
,
(13) The retailer must provide supplemental foods at the
current price or at less than the current price charged to other
customers.
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(14) The retailer must not sell WIC-authorized foods
after the manufacturer's expiration date.
(15) The retailer must reimburse the WIC program for
documented overcharges and payments made on improperly
handled WIC checks.
(16) The retailer must not seek restitution from WIC customers for WIC checks not paid. partially paid. or reclaimed
by the WIC program, nor seek restitution through a collection
agency.
(17) The retailer must not request cash or give change in
a WIC transaction.
(18) The retailer must not impose a surcharge or charge
sales tax on any food purchased with WIC checks.
( 19) The retailer must refuse WIC customers' requests
for exchanges or cash refunds for returned WIC foods.
Exceptions may be made for exchange of food due to spoilage or expired date not noticed by the WIC customer at the
time of the WIC transaction. The exchange must be for the
identical WIC allowed brand and size as the original authorized food.
(20) The retailer must not issue rain checks, any form of
credit, or otherwise charge the WIC program for foods not
received by the WIC customer at the time the WIC check is
redeemed.
(21) The retailer must treat WIC customers with the
same courtesy provided to other customers.
(22) The retailer must comply with federal and state nondiscrimination laws.
(23) The contractor is responsible for the actions or inactions of its owners. officers. managers. employees, agents,
and authorized retailers with regard to participation in the
WIC program.
(24) The manager of the retailer or ((flfl)) at least one
authorized representative~ such as head cashier~ must attend
the mandatory training on WIC program requirements and
procedures prior to issuance of a contract and as otherwise
required by the WIC program. ((+hese)) All individuals .
receiving training must sign a document verifying their attendance and understanding of the contents of the training. The
WIC program provides this training at no cost to the retailer.
(25) The individuals attending training must inform and
train other employees on WIC program requirements and
WIC check cashing procedures.
(26) The retailer must provide access to its facilities at all
reasonable times for WIC program representatives to monitor, to provide training or technical assistance, and to evalu~
ate performance, compliance, and quality assurance.
(27) The retailer must provide access to redeemed WIC
checks for the purpose of review by the program representative during any on-site visit.
·(28) Retailers must maintain inventory records showing
all purchases, both wholesale and retail, for a period of at
least one year after the expiration of the contract with the
WIC program. These inventory records include, but are not
limited to, shelf price records, wholesale receipts, cash and
carry receipts, purchase orders, books of account, invoices
that identify the quantity and prices of specific WIC foods,
and other pertinent records that substantiate the volume and
prices charged and provide WIC program representatives
access to those records on request.
Permanent
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(29) Each retailer must provide the WIC program with a
completed price list of authorized WIC foods on request((.,
but Hot more th1m t·.velve times f:Jer year)) or at least quarterly.
(30) The contractor must notify the WIC program in
writing of any change of ownership, retailer name, location
and/or cessation of operation for any reason at least thirty
days before the effective date of the change.
(31) Contractors must observe time lines, such as deadlines for submitting price lists and returning properly signed
contracts. Failure of contractors to do so may result in denial
or termination of authorization.
(32) Contractors must take corrective action as directed
by the WIC program. Examples of corrective action include,
but are not limited to, payment of monetary penalties and
reimbursements, conducting monthly education buys, and filing requested progress reports.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 00-13-009,
filed 6/9/00, effective 7I10/00)
WAC 246-790-090 How are WIC retailer contracts
monitored? (1) The WIC program conducts on-site compliance reviews at retailer locations to monitor retailer compliance with program requirements.
(2) Preauthorization visits.
(a) Visit is scheduled in advance.
(b) The WIC program representative provides training
on the WIC B.etailer Handbook ((whteh)) that includes information on WIC foods and WIC check handling, and collects
information on WIC food stock levels and shelf prices.
(c) The retailer signs the preauthorization visit form verifying receipt of the training, understanding of program
requirements, and the commitment to train store personnel.
(3) Compliance visits.
(a) Visit may or may not be scheduled in advance;
(b) The WIC program representative may do some or all
of the following during a visit: Review WIC check handling
procedures, WIC food stock levels, expiration dates and
prices, WIC checks negotiated but not yet deposited, shelf
price records, wholesale receipts, cash and carry receipts,
purchase orders, books of account, invoices that identify the
quantity and prices of specific WIC foods, and other pertinent
records that substantiate the volume and prices charged((.,)t
provide training or technical assistance((;));. and verify implementation of a corrective action plan.
(c) The WIC program representative documents the
name of the retailer, the name of the program representative,
the names of all persons interviewed, the date of the visit, any
problems or concerns detected ((or the observatioH the
retailer af:Jf:Jears to be iH eOFHf:lliaHee)), any corrective action
plan if problems are detected, and the signatures of the program representative and the retailer.
(4) Compliance purchases.
(a) The WIC program representative acts covertly;
(b) The ((WIG)) program representative may make a
purchase using WIC checks or may attempt trafficking;
(c) The WIC program representative completes a report
on the visit itemizing information including but not limited
to, a description of the checker involved, the time and date of
Permanent

the transaction, the number of check stands opened and
closed, other customers in line, exact items purchased and/or
refused, the prices charged, comments of the checker, observations of the investigator or the investigative aide, any stock
deficiencies noted, any other pertinent information, and the
signature of the investigator.
(5) Inventory audits.
(a) The WIC program representative requests inventory
records showing all purchases. both wholesale and retail. by
a contractor for a retailer. Acceptable forms of inventory
records include wholesale receipts. cash and carry receipts.
purchase orders. books of account. invoices that identify the
quantity and prices of specific WIC foods. and other pertinent
records that substantiate the volume of WIC foods purchased
and prices charged. Cash register receipts without specific
identification of the quantity, unit price. and WIC food purchased are not acceptable as evidence of WIC food purchases.
(b) The WIC program representative compares the
inventory records provided by the contractor with information from the WIC data system showing the volume of WIC
food purchased.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 00-13-009,
filed 6/9/00, effective 7110/00)

WAC 246-790-100 What happens ifl don't comply
with the WIC retailer contract or rules? (1) Retailers who
commit acts of noncompliance ((are)) may be liable to prosecution in accordance with federal regulations (7 CFR 246.12 ..
and 7 CFR 246.23). Noncompliance is failure to follow WIC ~
program requirements ((iHeludiHg)). Examples of noncompliance include, but are not limited to:
(a) Buying or selling WIC checks for cash (trafficking);
(b) Selling firearms, ammunition, explosives, or controlled substances for WIC checks;
(c) Selling alcohol or tobacco for WIC checks;
(d) Charging WIC for food not available to buy and having no documentation of having had enough food on the shelf
for WIC clients to buy;
(e) Providing unauthorized food or other items to WIC
customers in lieu of or in addition to authorized WIC supplemental foods;
(f) Selling or offering to sell foods with expired shelf
lives;
(g) Charging the WIC program for foods not received by
the customer;
(h) Charging the WIC program more for authorized WIC
supplemental foods than other customers are charged for the
same food;
(i) Providing credit or nonfood items to customers in a
WIC transaction;
U) Charging WIC customers cash or giving change in a
WIC transaction;
(k) Redeeming WIC checks outside of authorized channels((t))Jor example, a retailer accepting WIC checks without having a signed contract with the WIC program ((afltl));.J! ~
retailer accepting WIC checks {{f:la)·able elsewhere theH ~
workiHg out aH eitehaHge with that other retailer)) and
redeeming them through a different authorized retailer or a
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different outlet of the same chain; or a retailer using WIC
checks to repay debt at a different authorized retailer. This
also includes the retailer who receives and deposits the WIC
checks from another retailer;
(I) Failing to write the actual purchase price on the WIC
check at the time of the WIC transaction; ((ftflEi))
(m) Failing to maintain adequate stock of WIC foods on
the retailer's shelves; and
(n) Providing false information in connection with an
application for WIC authorization.
(2) The WIC program may deny payment to, impose
monetary penalties on and disqualify retailers for noncompliance with WIC program requirements and terms of the
retailer contract.
(3) The WIC program must seek reimbursement from
retailers for documented overcharges and for payments made
on improperly handled WIC checks.
(4) Retailers found in noncompliance, except for the
offenses listed in the first five rows of the table in subsection
(6) of this section, will be notified by the WIC program and
given the opportunity to correct the deficiency. Methods of
notification include, but are not limited to, technical assistance contacts and notice of correction letters. ((Re13eatiag
ftHY)) After the opportunity for corrective action. a retailer
who repeats an act of noncompliance will be subject ((a
retailef)) to sanctions according to the sanction schedule.
(5) When the WIC program denies ((a retailer a1:1thori~a
tioa, eeaies)) payment, imposes a monetary penalty, requests
reimbursement, or disqualifies a retailer, the program must
give the contractor written notice not less than fifteen days
prior to the effective date of the action. ((+he)) Denial of
authorization and permanent disqualification are effective the
date the notice is received by the contractor. Every notice
must state what action is being taken, the effective date of the
action, and the procedure for requesting an appeal hearing if
the action is one which can be appealed.
(6) The WIC program must disqualify the WIC retailer
for the following:
Violation
Disqualification from the food
stamp program by the USDA food
and nutrition service;
Conviction for trafficking in WIC
checks or exchanging firearms,
ammunition, explosives, or controlled substances for WIC checks;
One incidence of trafficking;
One incidence of exchanging firearms, ammunition, explosives, or
controlled substances for WIC
checks;
One incidence of exchanging any
form of alcohol or tobacco for a
WIC check;
A documented pattern of charging
WIC for food not available to buy
and having no documentation of
having had enough food on the
shelf for WIC clients to buy;

Length of Disqualification
Time period corresponding to food
stamp program disqualification
Permanent

Six years
Six years

Three years

Three years

Violation

Length of Disqualification

A documented pattern of overcharging, including charging more
than the shelf price((;)) and charging more than for non-WIC customers((, a1ul elulfgiag fef feeel Rel
feeeiyeel ey !he eustemeF));

Three years

A documented gattern of charging
for food not received by the customer;
A documented pattern of redeeming WIC checks outside of authorized channels;
A documented pattern of providing
credit or nonfood items, other than
alcohol, alcoholic beverages,
tobacco products, cash, firearms,
ammunition, explosives, or controlled substances as defined in 21
N.S.C. 802, in exchange for WIC
checks;
A documented pattern of selling
unauthorized foods or selling more
than the amount of food listed on
the WIC check.

Three years

Three years

Three years

One year

(7) At the end of the disqualification period, the retailer
must reapply to be considered for authorization.
(8) Prior to disqualifying a retailer, the WIC program
must consider whether the disqualification would create inadequate access to WIC foods for WIC clients. If the WIC program determines a retailer's disqualification would result in
inadequate client access to WIC foods, the WIC program
may impose a monetary penalty in lieu of disqualification.
(9) Monetary penalties are calculated in accordance with
federal regulations using the following formula:
(a) Average the retailer's monthly volume of WIC business over at least the six-month period ending with the month
preceding when the notice to the retailer is dated;
(b) Multiply the average by ten percent (.10);
(c) Multiply that number by the number of months for
which the store would be disqualified. This is the amount of
the monetary penalty.
(10) Monetary penalties must not exceed ten thousand
dollars for each violation. For a violation warranting permanent disqualification, the monetary penalty is ten thousand
dollars. If several violations are documented during the
course of one investigation, the department must impose a
monetary penalty for each violation, not to exceed a total of
forty thousand dollars.
(11) Monetary penalties and reimbursements must be
paid to the revenue section of the department within the time
period specified in the notice. Retailers who fail to pay within
the time period specified in the notice will be referred to a
commercial collection agency and disqualified for the length
of time corresponding to the violation.
(12) When a retailer who has already been sanctioned for
noncompliance is found out of compliance again, the department must double the sanction. A monetary penalty in lieu of
disqualification is not an option for third or subsequent incidences of noncompliance.
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( 13) A contractor who fails to give the specified notice of
closure, a change in ownership, retailer name, and/or location
is liable for resultant costs incurred by the WIC program.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 00-13-009,
filed 6/9/00, effective 7I10/00)

WAC 246-790-120 How do I appeal a WIC decision I
don't agree with? (1) The contractor may appeal:
(a) Notice of denial of payment;
(b) Denial of authorization;
(c) An authorization determination made using retailer
selection criteria;
(d) Termination of the retailer contract for cause;
(e) Termination of the retailer contract because of a
change in ownership or location. or cessation of operations;
ill Monetary penalty in lieu of disqualification;
((fd1)) .(g} Reimbursement; or
((fe1)) ill Disqualification.
(2) Actions not subject to appeal are:
(a) Expiration or nonrenewal of a WIC contract;

(b) ((DepartmeHt determiHatioH regardiHg iHadeq1:1ate
elieHt aeeess to WIG foods; aHd
fej)) The validity or appropriateness of client access cri-

teria;
(c) The department determination regarding inadequate
client access to WIC foods;
(d) The validity or appropriateness of retailer selection
criteria;
(e) The determination whether the retailer had an effective policy and program in place to prevent trafficking and
whether ownership was aware of. approved of. or was
involved in the violation:
(f) Disputes regarding check payments (other than the
opportunity to justify or correct an overcharge or other check
error); and
.(g} Disqualification based on a food stamp program disqualification.
ill When the action being appealed is disqualification,
the retailer must cease redeeming WIC checks effective the
date specified in the notice and must not accept WIC checks
during the appeal period. The department will not pay any
WIC checks redeemed by a retailer during a period of disqualification.
((f-31)) ill A request for an appeal hearing must be in
writing and:
(a) State the issue ((ffiised));
(b) Contain a summary of the contractor's position on the
issue, indicating whether each charge is admitted, denied, or
not contested;
{c) State the name and address of the contractor requesting the appeal hearing;
(d) State the name and address of the attorney representing the contractor, if applicable;
(e) State the contractor's need for an interpreter or other
special accommodations, if necessary; and
(f) Have a copy of the notice from the program attached.
((f41)) ill A request for an appeal hearing must be filed
at the Adjudicative Clerk's Office, Department of Health,
1107 Eastside St., P.O. Box 47879, Olympia, WA 98504Permanent
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7879. The request must be made within twenty-eight days of
the date the contractor received the notice.
((~)) .(fil The decision concerning the appeal must be
made within sixty days from the date the request for an:
appeal hearing was received by the Adjudicative Clerk's
Office. The time for rendering the decision may be extended
by as many days as all parties agree to with good cause. ,
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 00-13-009,
filed 6/9/00, effective 7/10/00)
·

WAC 246-790-130 How does the WIC program get
input from the food industry? (1) The WIC program may
establish a retailer advisory committee for the·purpose of
soliciting input on policies, procedures, and other matters
pertinent to retailer participation in the WIC program.
(2) The retailer advisory committee meets at least two
times per year.
(3) The membership of the retailer advisory committee
consists of representation of at least the following:
(a) Washington Food Industry;
(b) Manager or checker trainer from a large chain;
(c) Manager or checker trainer from a small chain;
(d) Minority-owned retailer;
(e) Instructor of a checker training program with a technical college;
(f) Local WIC agency staff person;
(g) Current or former WIC client;
(h) Administrative representative, such as loss prevention or risk manager or human resources representative, from
any size retailer;
(i) Owner of an independent retailer (single store);

((ftfid))

U) A union representative: and

ill A military commissary.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
(Counselor Programs)
[Filed May 20, 2002, 12:32 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: April 18, 2002.
Purpose: Repeal obsolete W ACs. To transfer the continuing education requirements from certification WAC 246810-600 - 246-810-660 to licensure WAC 246-809-600 246-809-650.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 246-810-600, 246-810-610, 246-810-620,
246-810-630, 246-810-640, 246-810-650 and 246-810-660;
and [new sections] WAC 246-809-600 - 246-809-650.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 18.19 RCW.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 01-22-064 on
November 1, 2001.
··
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or

~
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Washington State Register, Issue 02-11
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 12.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongov~
, emmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 12.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 17, 2002
Mary C. Selecky
Secretary
REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 246-810-600

Who is required to have continuing education?

WAC 246-810-610

What courses are acceptable?

WAC 246-810-620

What are industry-recognized local, state, national,
international organizations or
institutions of higher learning?

WAC 246-810-630

How many hours do I need
and in what time period?

WAC 246-810-640

How are credit hours determined for preparation and
presentation of a lecture or an
educational course?

WAC 246-810-650

How do I document my
courses?

WAC 246-810-660

What are the continuing education requirements for
returning to active status
from a temporary retirement
status?
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NEW SECTION
WAC 246-809-610 What courses are acceptable? The
continuing education (CE) program or course shall contribute
to the advancement, extension and enhancement of the professional competence of the licensed counselor. Courses or
workshops primarily designed to increase practice income or
office efficiency are specifically not eligible for CE credit.
Counselors are encouraged to take CE relating to the various
phases of their professional career.
(1) Acceptable CE courses (including distance learning),
seminars, workshops and postgraduate institutes are those
which are:
(a) Programs having a featured instructor, speaker(s) or
panel approved by an industry-recognized local, state,
national, international organization or institution of higher
learning; or
(b) Distance learning programs, approved by an industry-recognized local, state, national or international organization or institution of higher learning. These programs must
require tests of comprehension upon completion.
(2) Training programs sponsored by the agency where a
counselor is employed are acceptable if:
(a) The experience can be shown to contribute to the
advancement, extension and enhancement of the professional
competence of the licensed counselor; and
(b) The training programs are limited to twenty-six hours
period.
reporting
per
(3) Other learning experience, such as serving on a
panel, board or council, community service, or publishing
articles for professional publications are acceptable if:
(a) The experience can be shown to contribute to the
advancement, extension and enhancement of the professional
competence of the licensed counselor; and
(b) The experience is limited to six hours per reporting
period.
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-809-620 What are industry-recognize d
local, state, national, international organizations or institutions of higher learning? They are, but are not limited to,
the following organizations:
(1) American Association for Marriage and Family
Therapy;
(2) Clinical Social Work Federation;
(3) National Association of Social Workers;
(4) American Mental Health Counselors Association;
(5) National Board for Certified Counselors; or
(6) Institutions of higher learning that are accredited by a
national or regional accrediting body recognized by the Commission on Recognition of Postsecondary Accreditation.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 246-809-600 Who is required to have continuing education? (1) Licensed marriage and family therapists,
licensed mental health counselors, and licensed social workers are required to have continuing education.
(2) The effective date for reporting the required continuing education shall begin with the 2004 renewal cycle.

WAC 246-809-630 How many hours do I need and in
what time period? Licensed counselors must complete
thirty-six hours of continuing education every two years. At
least six of the thirty-six hours must be in professional ethics
and law.
[ 109]
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procedures for different types of circumstances. The proposed procedures include the universal precautions for infection control recommended by the United States Center for
Disease Control and Prevention, the Alliance of Professional
Tattooists, and the National Environmental Health Association.
The proposed standards require that basic hygienic conditions and sterilization equipment be maintained through:

NEW SECTION
WAC 246-809-640 How are credit hours determined
for preparation and presentation of a lecture or an educational course? The license holder who prepares and presents
lectures or education that contributes to the professional competence of a licensed counselor may accumulate the same
number of hours obtained for continuing education purposes
by attendees as required in WAC 246-12-220. The hours for
presenting a specific topic lecture or education may only be
used for continuing education credit once during each reporting period.

Regular cleaning and disinfecting of walls, floors, and
other frequently touched surfaces such as, equipment,
lamps;
Hand washing;
Use of fresh, unpunctured gloves for contact [with]
each client to prevent exposure to blood and body fluids, mucous membranes, nonintact skin of all clients,
and surfaces soiled with blood or body fluids;
Precautions to prevent injuries caused by needles and
other sharp instruments or devices during procedures
when cleaning[,] disposing of or handling sharp instruments;
Using puncture-resistant containers for sharps disposal;
Using band aids with gloves if personnel have small
unhealed sores;
Assuring that sterilizers have a thermometer and timer
to indicate whether adequate heat has been applied to
packaged equipment;
Using or checking chemical indicators for each package to assure the items have been exposed to the sterilization process; and
~
Monitoring sterilizers at least once a month with com- ~
•
mercial preparations of spores intended specifically for
the type of sterilizer being monitored.
The proposed standards require the use of clean and sterile needles and sharps. Specific needle and sharps related
actions include:

NEW SECTION
WAC 246-809-650 How do I document my courses?
Acceptable documentation shall include transcripts, letters
from course instructors, certificate of completion, or other
formal certification, as required in chapter 246-12 WAC, Part
7.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
[Filed May 20, 2002, 12:33 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: February 17, 2002.
Purpose: These rules implement RCW 70.54.340 which
directs the Department of Health (DOH) to protect the public's health by adopting sterilization procedures and infection
control standards for electrology and tattooing.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 70.54.340.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-02-076 on
December 31, 200 l.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: Based on written comments as well as comments
and discussion heard at the public hearing for adoption, the
department has separated the standards for electrology and
tattooing within WAC 246-145-020 and 246-145-030.
In addition, the department added clarifying language
regarding cleaning and disinfecting countertops, vacuuming
and cleaning flooring and the frequency of spore tests for
sterilizers. The department also revised the small business
economic impact statement and cost benefit analysis based
on comment. The department doubled the number of business surveys, and included additional research on medical
impacts of electrology and tattooing. Individuals may obtain
copies of the revised analyses by contacting Anh Berry at
1107 Eastside Street, Olympia, WA 98504-7879, phone
(360) 236-4028.
Revised Small Business Economic Impact Statement
I. What Does the Rule or Rule Amendment Require?
The proposed rule sets standards for electrology and tattooing
to prevent transmission of bloodborne pathogens such as
HIV, Hepatitis B, and possibly Hepatitis C Virus. The standards require prevention behaviors for personnel, sterile
equipment, and needles. The requirements lay out a set of
Permanent
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Using only single-use, disposable needles and sterile
sharp items and instruments;
Using single-use items on only one client. Single-use
items must be disposed of immediately in a punctureresistant container;
Thoroughly cleaning and sterilizing reusable sharp
items and instruments in an autoclave or dry-heat sterilizer between clients;
Resterilizing instruments or sharps that have been
potentially contaminated by dropping or touching an
unsterile surface, by tom, punctured, damaged, or wet
packaging; and
•
Discarding any single use item that has been potentially
contaminated by dropping or touching an unsterile surface, by tom, punctured, damaged, or wet packaging or
if the expiration date is expired.
Violations are a misdemeanor and an individual (or violator) may therefore be subject to penalties of up to ninety
days imprisonment and/or $1,000 under RCW 9.92.020.
II. What industries are affected? Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) Code 7299 Miscellaneous Personal Services, Not Elsewhere Classified, contains both Electrolysis
and Tattooing. The average size of the largest 10% of busi-

~

~

~
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nesses in this sector is 19.13 employees and the average size
of the remaining businesses is 4.1 employees.

,

Average Employment

7299 Misc.
personal services

Number
Of Firms

Total Employment

Small
Business

Large
Business

530

2,668

4.10

19.13

III. What are the costs? The Department of Health
used a survey of sixty-one establishments to estimate the
costs of the rule. To estimate the potential cost to firms that
may need to adjust their procedures, staff used the information from firms that are already in compliance with universal
precautions for infection control.
Most shops surveyed reported compliance with all parts
of the rule. A few shops reported they would need to change
some practices. The average cost of compliance for tattoo
and electrology shops that are not currently in compliance
with the three reported problem requirements would be
$16,000 per year.
The rule will have no impact on 93% of the shops interviewed because they are already in compliance. 6.8% of the
companies reported being out of compliance with one provision.1
The following list of provisions indicates the costs by
type for each part of the rule.
• Equipment:
a. Companies may need to replace equipment such as
tables or surfaces that cannot be sterilized. None of
the companies interviewed will need to do this.
b. Companies may need to purchase equipment to sterilize their materials. 3% of the electrology shops
interviewed will need to purchase sterilization
equipment.
c. Companies may need to purchase a container for
sharps. None of the companies interviewed will
need to purchase a container for sharps.
The companies that need to purchase equipment such as
sterilization equipment will experience an average reported
cost of $250.
•
Supplies and testing services:
a. Companies that do not use gloves will have to purchase gloves. All respondent companies already use
gloves.
b. Companies that do not use disposable needles must
shift to disposable needles. All companies reported
using disposable needles already. The average cost
of disposable needles is $11,000 per year for a full
time tattoo artist and $4,000 per year for a full time
electrologist. 2
c. Companies that use a sterilizer will have to purchase
testing chemicals and/or spores. All but one company cleans and tests their equipment. The added
cleaning, testing and record-keeping costs were
reported to average $282 per year. 3 The rule has
been revised based on comment so that monthly
testing is no longer mandatory, but testing will be
done based on a manufacturer's recommendation.
This evaluation is still based on monthly testing
[ 111]

because the survey data was collected using that
basis. In hearings, tattoo artists reported a higher
frequency and all tattoo artists surveyed do testing.
Electrologists reported a lower frequency of testing
during the hearing. Thus the costs estimated here
are probably overstated. 4% of electrologists
responded that they do not test and the costs are estimated for those shops as if they would test once a
month.
Companies which both shift to disposable needles and
shift to purchasing chemicals or spores and testing themselves or purchasing testing services will experience costs of
about $11,700 per year.
Labor Costs: Most labor costs are already incorporated
into some of the activities covered above. (ex. Cleaning
and testing of equipment can be done in-house or a service can be hired.) Only the remaining labor costs are
covered below.
Companies that do not require that employees wash their
hands before and after handling clients and after handling
nonsterile equipment will now have to do so. The average
annual reported costs for hand washing was $4400. 4
Increased administrative costs were not reported.
Lost sales or revenue were not reported. 6% of the
respondents expect that the regulation may increase the
number of clients. This potential value increase was not
calculated.
IV. Is the Cost Disproportionate? This rule has been
reviewed and has been found to have a disproportionate
impact on small businesses.
Average employment in SIC 7299 does not reflect the
likely pattern of employment in the electrology and tattoo
shops affected by this rule. All the companies appear to have
only one proprietor. Shops with multiple workstations simply rent workstations to the staff in the shop. However, all
the workstations share the sterilization mechanisms offered
by the shop. If a shop were to have multiple work stations,
whether or not they are employees, it would automatically
have economies of scale.
A worst-case analysis with full noncompliance, for all
three reported problem areas, at a small and a large firm, with
average employment in the SIC, would indicate disproportionate costs given average costs of $16,221 per year.
Worst-case analysis for SIC Code 7299.
Miscellaneous Personal Services, Not Elsewhere Classified

Average Employment
Average cost per employee

Small
Business
4.10
$3,956

Large
Business
19.13
$848

It is important to recognize that most companies already
comply with the rule in response to customer concerns
regarding their procedures. Most companies that did not follow a procedure were only missing one procedure. Only one
respondent did not follow two procedures. Thus the costs
above are explicit overestimates used to form a worst case
scenario. The department extrapolated the expected costs to
the 618 companies based on current reported compliance levPermanent
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els. The total extrapolated cost of the rule to the state is
$162,000 in the first year and $159,000 per year thereafter.
V. What Cost Minimizing Features Were Included?
The department reduced the costs of the rule by not including
expensive requirements with lower potential benefits.
A. Reducing, modifying, or eliminating substantive regulatory requirements. DOH did not include all the requirements from the US Center for Disease Control and Prevention, the Alliance of Professional Tattooists and the National
Environmental Health Association. Based on cost analysis of
the rule and public comment the DOH has eliminated or modified the following from the proposed rule:
Require monthly testing of sterilization equipment
Allowing bandages and gloves for practitioners with
small sores or wounds
Sterile walls and floors
Daily cleaning was converted to a regular cleaning
•
Based on cost considerations DOH did not include the
following in the proposed rule:
All surfaces should be hard and smooth
•
Require a germicide protection barrier
•
No carpet should be allowed in the building
•
Require a sink and autoclave at each unit
•
Require disposable razors
•
Prohibit reuse of ink
B. Simplifying, reducing, or eliminating record-keeping
and reporting requirements. The record-keeping requirements were limited to three years. The department did not
propose reporting requirements to evaluate compliance with
sterilization standards.
C. Reducing the frequency of inspections. No inspections are scheduled.
D. Delaying compliance timetables. It is not feasible to
delay the compliance timetable. Over 90% of the companies
want this rule to be in place and expect a greater client base to
evolve in response to the new rules.
E. Reducing or modifying fine schedules for noncompliance. It is not possible to reduce or modify the fines or penalties for noncompliance because they are set in law.
VI. How Will You Involve Small Business in the Rule
Making? The DOH identified 618 possible electrology and
tattoo shops. The DOH sent copies of the draft rule to all the
affected businesses and other interested parties for comment
and they were invited to the hearing. Staff also called sixtyone companies as part of a survey to collect cost data and
feedback on the rule. All of the companies in the sample
turned out to be small businesses.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 5, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.

Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New Q,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negoti.ated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 5, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May7, 2002
Mary C. Selecky
Secretary
Chapter 246-145 WAC

•
•
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ELECTROLOGY AND TATTOOING STANDARDS
FOR STERILIZATION PROCEDURES AND INFECTION CONTROL
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-145-001 Purpose and scope. These rules
establish standard universal precautions for preventing the
spread of diseases by using sterilization procedures and
infection control in the commercial practices of electrology
and tattooing ..
NEW SECTION

WAC 246-145-010 Definitions. For the purpose of~
these rules, the following words and phrases have the follow-~
ing meanings unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
(1) "Electrologist" means a person who practices the
business of electrology for a fee.
(2) "Electrology" means the process of permanently
removing hair by using solid needle or probe electrode epilation, including:
(a) Thermolysis, being of shortwave, high frequency
type;
(b) Electrolysis, being a galvanic type; or
(c) A combination of both which is accomplished by a
superimposed or sequential blend.
(3) "Gloves" means medical grade gloves that are FDA
approved.
(4) "Sterilization" means a process that destroys all
forms of microbial life, including highly resistant bacterial
spores.
(5) "Tattoo artist" means a person who practices the
business of tattooing for a fee.
(6) "Tattooing" means the indelible mark, figure, or decorative design introduced by insertion of nontoxic dyes or
pigments into or under the subcutaneous portion of the skin
upon the body of a live human being for cosmetic or figurative purposes.
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-145-020 Standard universal precautions
for preventing the spread of disease. (1) Electrologists [ 112 J
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The following universal precautions must be used by elec.. trologists in the care of all clients.
,
(a) Wash hands with soap and water immediately before
and after each client contact;
(b) Wash hands and other skin surfaces immediately and
thoroughly if contaminated with blood or other body fluids;
(c) Wash hands immediately before fresh, unused gloves
are put on and after gloves are removed;
(d) Clean the client's skin by applying an antiseptic or
antibacterial solution prior to and following treatment;
(e) Wear fresh, unused gloves with each client to prevent
skin and mucous membrane exposure contact with blood or
other body fluids of each client;
(f) Wear gloves for touching blood and body fluids,
mucous membranes, or nonintact skin of all clients, and for
handling items or surfaces soiled with blood or body fluids;
(g) Change gloves after contact with each client;
(h) Immediately remove gloves that are torn or have
small pinholes, wash hands and put on fresh, unused gloves;
(i) Take precautions to prevent injuries caused by needles and other sharp instruments or devices during procedures; when cleaning used instruments; during disposal of
used needles; and when handling sharp instruments after procedures;
U) Prevent needlestick injuries by not recapping needles,
not bending or breaking needles by hand and by not otherwise manipulating by hand;
(k) Dispose of used disposable needles and other sharp
~ items in puncture-resistant containers;
,
(I) Inspect hands for small cuts, sores and abrasions; if
present, use a Seal-skin product or bandage. If the electrologist has weeping dermatitis or draining sores, the electrologist should avoid contact with clients and equipment until the
weeping dermatitis or draining sores are healed;
(m) Regularly clean and disinfect countertops; regularly
clean walls when visibly soiled; regularly vacuum and clean
carpets and floors; and
(n) Clean and disinfect other frequently touched surfaces
including, but not limited to, equipment and lamps between
each client.
(2) Tattoo artists - The following universal precautions
must be used by tattoo artists in the care of all clients.
(a) Wash hands with soap and water immediately before
and after each client contact;
(b) Wash hands and other skin surfaces immediately and
thoroughly if contaminated with blood or other body fluids;
(c) Wash hands immediately before fresh, unused gloves
are put on and after gloves are removed;
(d) Clean the client's skin by applying an antiseptic or
antibacterial solution prior to and following treatment;
(e) Wear fresh, unused gloves with each client to prevent
skin and mucous membrane exposure contact with blood or
other body fluids of each client;
(f) Wear gloves for touching blood and body fluids,
mucous membranes, or nonintact skin of all clients, and for
~ handling items or surfaces soiled with blood or body fluids;
,
(g) Change gloves after contact with each client;
(h) Immediately remove gloves that are torn or have
small pinholes, wash hands and put on fresh, unused gloves;
[ 113]
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(i) Take precautions to prevent injuries caused by needles and other sharp instruments or devices during procedures, when cleaning used instruments, during disposal of
used needles, and when handling sharp instruments after procedures;
(j) Prevent needlestick injuries by not recapping needles,
not bending or breaking needles by hand and by not otherwise manipulating by hand;
(k) Dispose of used disposable needles and other sharp
items in puncture-resistant containers;
(1) Inspect hands for small cuts, sores, and abrasions; if
present, use a Seal-skin product or bandage. If a tattoo artist
has weeping dermatitis or draining sores, the tattoo artist
should avoid contact with clients and equipment until the
weeping dermatitis or draining sores are healed;
(m) Regularly clean and disinfect countertops; regularly
clean walls when visibly soiled; and regularly vacuum and
clean carpets and floors;
(n) Clean and disinfect other frequently touched surfaces
such as, clip cords, pigment holders, pigment bottles, pens,
equipment and lamps between each client; and
(o) Take other measures to prevent cross contamination
as included in national standards per RCW 70.54.340.
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-145-030 Sterile procedures. (1) Electrologist - To ensure that clients are not exposed to disease
through needles or other instruments, electrologists must:
(a) Use single-use, presterilized disposable needles on
one client and then dispose of the needle immediately in a
puncture-resistant container;
(b) Not use reusable needles;
(c) Use single-use sharp items on only one client and dispose of the items immediately in a puncture-resistant container;
(d) Only reuse cleaned and sterilized sharp items and
instruments that are intended for multiple use;
(e) Thoroughly clean and sterilize reusable sharp items
and instruments between clients;
(f) Accumulate reusable sharp items and instruments in a
holding container by submersion in a solution of a proteindissolving enzyme det~rgent and water;
(g) Sterilize reusable items in a steam autoclave or dryheat sterilizer, which is used, cleaned and maintained according to the manufacturer's instructions;
(h) Resterilize a reusable sterile instrument before using
it on a client, if it is contaminated by dropping, by touching
an unsterile surface, by a torn package, by the package being
punctured, damaged, wet or by some other means;
(i) Immediately dispose of a single-use item in a puncture-resistant container, if it is contaminated by dropping, by
touching an unsterile surface, by a torn package, by the package being punctured, damaged, wet or by some other means;
(j) Immediately dispose of an instrument in a punctureresistant container if the expiration date has passed; and
(k) Monitor sterilizers to determine that all conditions of
sterilization are met. This includes:
Permanent
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(i) Assuring that sterilizers have a thermometer and timer
to indicate whether adequate heat has been applied to packaged equipment;
(ii) Using or checking chemical indicators on each package to assure the items have been exposed to the sterilization
process;
(iii) Sterilizers must be tested by biological spore tests
according to the manufacturer's instructions. In the event of
a positive biological spore test, the electrologist must take
immediate action to ensure all conditions of sterilization are
met; and
(iv) Documentation of monitoring must be maintained
either in the form of a log reflecting dates and person(s) conducting the testing or copies of reports from an independent
testing entity. The documentation must be maintained at
least three years.
(2) Tattoo artists - To ensure that clients are not exposed
to disease through needles or other instruments, tattoo artists
must:
(a) Use single-use, presterilized disposable needles on
one client and then dispose of the needle immediately in a
puncture-resistant container;
(b) Not use reusable needles;
(c) Use single-use sharp items on only one client and dispose of the items immediately in a puncture-resistant container;
(d) Only reuse cleaned and sterilized sharp items and
instruments that are intended for multiple use;
(e) Thoroughly clean and sterilize reusable sharp items
and instruments between clients;
(f) Accumulate reusable sharp items and instruments in a
holding container by submersion in a solution of a proteindissolving enzyme detergent and water;
(g) Sterilize reusable items in a steam autoclave or dryheat sterilizer, which is used, cleaned and maintained according to the manufacturer's instructions;
(h) Resterilize a reusable sterile instrument before using
it on a client, if it is contaminated by dropping, by touching
an unsterile surface, by a tom package, by the package being
punctured, damaged, wet or by some other means;
(i) Immediately dispose of a single-use item in a puncture-resistant container, if it is contaminated by dropping, by
touching an unsterile surface, by a torn package, by the package being punctured, damaged, wet or by some other means;
(j) Immediately dispose of an instrument in a punctureresistant container if the expiration date has passed; and
(k) Monitor sterilizers to determine that all conditions of
sterilization are met. This includes:
(i) Assuring that sterilizers have a thermometer and timer
to indicate whether adequate heat has been applied to packaged equipment;
(ii) Using or checking chemical indicators on each package to assure the items have been exposed to the sterilization
process;
(iii) Sterilizers must be test~d by biological spore tests
according to the manufacturer's instructions. In the event of
a positive biological spore test, the tattoo artist must take
immediate action to ensure all conditions of sterilization are
met; and
Permanent

(iv) Documentation of monitoring must be maintained
either in the form of a log reflecting dates and person(s) con- •
ducting the testing or copies of reports from an independent •
testing entity. The documentation must be maintained at
least three years.
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-145-040 Penalty for not complying with
rules. Any electrologist or tattoo artist out of compliance
with the rules in this chapter will be guilty of a misdemeanor.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMEN T OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)

[Filed May 21, 2002, 11 :27 a.m., effective July 1, 2002]

Date of Adoption: May 15, 2002.
Purpose: The division of employment and assistance
programs is amending this rule to reduce the program cost of
support services. The changes will increase the efficiency of
support services while maintaining program integrity. The
tools and license allowance in [is] no longer per request but
only available once a program year. A new category, transportation allotment, is being added giving set amounts of ~
transportation support per month. If a client gets diversion •
cash assistance prior to the second payment of the early exit
bonus, it disqualifies the client from receiving the second
$500 payment.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 388-310-0800.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.08.090,
74.04.050, 78.08A.340, and 99-14-043.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-07-112 on March
20, 2002.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: July 1, 2002.
May 15, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 01-17-053,
filed 8/13/01, effective 9/1101)

WAC 388-310-0800 WorkFirst-Support services.

(1) Who can get support services?

People who can get support services include:
(a) WorkFirst participants who receive a TANF cash
grant;
(b) Sanctioned W orkFirst participants during the twoweek participation before the sanction is lifted;
(c) Unmarried or pregnant minors who are income eligible to receive T ANF and are:
(i) Living in a department approved living arrangement
(WAC 388-486-0005) and are meeting the school requirements (WAC 388-486-0010); or
(ii) Are actively working with a social worker and need
support services to remove the barriers that are preventing
them from living in a department approved living arrangements and/or meeting the school requirements.
(d) Former WorkFirst recipients who are working at least
twenty hours or more per week for up to one year after leaving T ANF if they need support services to meet a temporary
emergency. This can include up to four weeks of support services if they lose a job and are looking for another one (see
also WAC 388-310-1800); or
(e) American Indians who receive a TANF cash grant
and have identified specific needs due to location or employment.
(2) Why do I receive support services?
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Although not an entitlement, you may receive support
services for the following reasons:
(a) To help you participate in work and WorkFirst activities that lead to independence.
(b) To help you to participate in job search, accept a job,
keep working, advance in your job and/or increase your
wages.
(c) You can also get help in paying your child care
expenses through the working connections child care assistance program. (Chapter 388-290 WAC describes the rules
for this child care assistance program.)
(3) What type of support services may I receive and
what limits apply?
There is a limit of three thousand dollars per person per
program year (July 1st to June 30th) for WorkFirst support
services you may receive. Most types of support services
have dollar limits.
The chart below shows the types of support services that
are available for the different activities (as indicated by an
"x") and the limits that apply.
Definitions:
• Work-related activities include looking for work or
participating in workplace activities, such as community jobs
or a work experience position.
•• Safety-related activities include meeting significant or
emergency family safety needs, such as dealing with family
violence. When approved, safety-related support services can
exceed the dollar or category limits listed below.
••• Some support services are available if you need them
for other required activities in your IRP.

Type of support service

Limit

Reasonable accommodation for employment

$1,000 for each request

Clothing/uniforms

$200 per adult per program year

Diapers

$50 per child per month

((Emjlleyer reime11rsemeat))

( (Reimil11rse 5Q jlef€eat ef emjlleyer eests E111riag ea
the jeb traiaiag))

Haircut

$40 per each request

Lunch

Same rate as established by OFM for state employees

.

Work

((*))

Personal hygiene

$50 per adult per program year

Professional, trade, association, union and bonds

$300 for each fee

Relocation related to employment (can include rent, housing, and deposits)

$1,000 per program year

Short-term lodging and meals in connection with job
interviews/tests

Sarne rate as established by OFM for state employees

x
x
x
x

Tools/equipment

$500 ((ftlr eaeh reEj11esl)) 11er 11rogram xear
$500 per program year

License/fees/liability insurance

$600 per ((eaeh lieense, fee er liability ias11raaee
reEj11es1 jler)) program year

Mileage, transportation, and/or public transportation

Same rate as established by OFM for state employees

Trans11ortation allotment

Up to:
$I 0 for immediate need, or
~20 twice a month if xou live within 40 miles of xour
local WorkFirst office. or
~30 twice a month if xou live more than 40 miles from
xour local WorkFirst office.

Counseling

No limit
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...

Other

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

Car repair needed to restore car to operable condition

..

Safety

x
x

x

x

~

~

x

x

x
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.

..

Safety

...

Other

Limit

Work

$300 for each request if it is an approved activity in
your !RP and you do not qualify for sufficient student
financial aid to meet the cost

x

Medical exams (not covered by Medicaid)

$150 per exam

x

x

x

Public transportation

$150 per month

x

x

Testing-diagnostic

$200 each

x

x

x
x

Type of support service
Educational expenses

WSR 02-11-136

(4) What are the other requirements to receive support services?

Other restrictions on receiving support services are
determined by the department or its agents. They will decide
what support services you receive, as follows:
(a) It is within available funds; and
(b) It does not assist, promote, or deter religious activity;
and
(c) There is no other way to meet the cost.

(5) What is a transitional work expense?

(a) A transitional work expense is a special type of support services that is only paid once in a lifetime. It is authorized in two payments of five hundred dollars to cover your
work expenses and help you exit T ANF sooner and stay off
of assistance longer. The first payment is made in the month
after your T ANF grant closes if you can show you have a r,lan
for staying employed and off of T ANF. ((The see01~El flBY
ment is flBia if yo1:1 ere still emflloyea enel off of TANP three
months later.))
(b) To qualify for the first transitional work expense payment of five hundred dollars, you must also meet the following conditions:
(i) You are in unsubsidized employment; or
(ii) You are in subsidized employment that does not use
T ANF funds or does not end with your TANF grant; and
(iii) You are in the assistance unit and getting a
T ANF/SFA grant of one hundred dollars or less a month; and
(iv) Neither you or anyone else in your assistance unit is
in sanction status; and
(v) You voluntarily stop getting your TANF/SFA grant.
(c) To qualify for the second payment of five hundred
.
.
dollars you must meet the following conditions:
(i) Have not received a TANF/SFA grant or d1vers1on
cash assistance CDCA) for three months after you stopped
your TANF/SFA grant; and
(ii) Are still employed.

(6) What happens to my support services if I do not
participate as required?

The department will give you ten days notice, following
the rules in WAC 388-310-1600, then discontinue your support services until you participate as required.

Permanent
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Medical Assistance Admiµistration)
[Filed May 21, 2002, 3:37 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 20, 2002.
Purpose: The access to baby and child dentistry (ABCD)
program was originally a demonstr~tion project in li_mited
areas; the department is implementing this program m targeted areas statewide. The current WAC 388-535-1300 is
repealed and the rule for this program is renum~ered as ~ew
WAC 388-535-1245 to fit with the departments reorgamzation of this chapter.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 388-535-1300 Access to baby and child
dentistry (ABCD) program.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.08.090,
74.09.035, 74.09.500, 42 U.S.C. 1396d(a), 42 C.F.R. 440.100
~
and.225.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-07-113 on March ~
20, 2002.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: At WAC 388-535-1245 (2)(c), deleted "Training in
correct office behavior, including ... " and replaced with,
"Expectations of the client and family. including the importance of... "
At WAC 388-535-1245 (5)(b), deleted "Teeth cleaning
training" and replaced with, "Oral health instruction/train.
ing;"
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 1,
Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
~
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 20, 2002 ~
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
[ 116)
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REPEALER

ABCD DENTAL PROGRAM

The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:

SECTION

WAC 388-535-1245 Access to baby and child dentistry (ABCD) program. The access to baby and child dentistry (ABCD) program is a program established to increase
access to dental services in targeted areas for Medicaid-eligible infants, toddlers, and preschoolers. Public and private
sectors cooperate to administer the program.
(1) Client eligibility for the ABCD program is as follows:
(a) Clients must be five years of age or younger and
reside in targeted areas selected by the medical assistance
administration (MAA). Once enrolled in the ABCD program, an eligible client is covered until reaching age six.
(b) Eligible clients enrolled in a managed care plan are
eligible for the ABCD program under fee-for-service.
(c) Eligible clients enrolled in the following medical
assistance programs are eligible for the ABCD program:
(i) Categorically needy (CN or CNP);
(ii) Limited casualty prograrnlmedically needy program
(LCP/MNP); and
(iii) Children's health.
(2) Health care providers and community service programs in the targeted areas identify and refer eligible clients
~to th~ ABCD program. If enrolled, the client and family may
,receive:
(a) An ABCD program identification card;
(b) Oral health information;
(c) Expectations of the client and family, including the
importance of keeping appointments;
(d) Assistance with obstacles to care, such as lack of
transportation; and
(e) Case management services, for families who do not
cooperate with the training(s) in this subsection.
(3) Families who do not cooperate with the training(s) in
subsection (2) of this section may be disqualified from the
ABCD program. The client remains eligible for MAA dental
coverage as described in this chapter.
(4) The University of Washington School of Pediatric
Dentistry's continuing education program certifies dental
providers to furnish ABCD program services.
(5) MAA pays enhanced fees to ABCD-certified participating providers for furnishing ABCD program services. In
addition to services provided under MAA's dental care program, the ABCD program provides family oral health education, which is allowed twice per year, per family, and must
include:
(a) Risk assessment;
(b) Oral health instruction/training;
(c) Dietary counseling;
(d) Fluoride supplements, if appropriate; and
(e) Documentation in the client's file.
[ 117]

WAC 388-535-1300

Access to baby and child
dentistry (ABCD) program.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
[Filed May 21, 2002, 3:38 p.m., effective July I, 2002]

Date of Adoption: May 20, 2002.
Purpose: The division of employment and assistance
programs is amending rules in chapter 388-406 WAC to
incorporate alternative methods of filing an application, electronic signatures, and to rewrite rules for clarity. The department is repealing WAC 388-406-0025 as some sections are
obsolete, and are incorporating portions of WAC 388-4060025 into other sections of chapter 388-406 WAC. The
department is also adopting new WAC 388-406-0012 to
address when an application is filed.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 388-406-0025; and amending WAC 388406-0005, 388-406-0010, 388-406-0030, and 388-406-0035.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.04.050,
74.04.055, 74.04.057, 74.04.510, and 74.08.090.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-08-059 on April
1, 2002.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: At WAC 388-406-0010(5), replaced the words
"fax" and "forward" with "send."
At WAC 388-406-0012, changed the phrase in the second sentence from "appropriate field office" to "any field
office."
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 1,
Amended 3, Repealed l.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
·
Rule Making: New 1, Amended 4, Repealed l.
Effective Date of Rule: July 1, 2002.
May 20, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
Permanent
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
filed 7/31/98, effective 9/1/98)
WAC 388-406-0005 ((Whe mey)) Can I apply((,)) for
cash. medical. or food assistance? ((AA)' persoA ffi:B)' file aA
applieatioA for)) (1) You can apply for any program benefit
the department offers. including cash, medical, or food assistance.
(( ( l) For food assistaAee, applieatiOAS ffi:BY ee Rl:ade ey a
respoAsiele ho1:1sehold Rl:effl:eer or aA a1:1thorized represeAta
~))

(2) ((For medieal aAd eash assistaAee, aA applieatioA
may ee made ey:
(a) PerSOAS applyiAg OA their OWA eehalf Or OA eehalf Of
their depeAdeAts;
(e) A legal g1:1ardiaA or earetaker applyiAg oA eehalf of a
miAor or iAeompeteHt persoH; or
(e) AH}' other persofl aetiHg Ofl eehalf of the applieaAt
whefl appJieatiOfl €0AflOt ee made t!Hder Ofle of the preeediAg
methods. For eash assistaAee the persoA Rl:t1st iHdieate the
reasoH the applieaHt is Hot aele to apply OH his or her owH
behalf:.
(3) For GA U aHd medieal prograffis, a WashiHgtoH state
resideHt '>vho is teffiporarily liviHg 01:1t of the state ffi:B)' apply
throt1gh a persoA or ageAey aetiHg Ofl the clieAt's eehalf)) You
must meet certain eligibility requirements in order to receive
a program benefit.
(3) You can apply for someone else if you are:
(a) A legal guardian, caretaker. or authorized representative applying on behalf of a dependent child. an incapacitated
person. or someone who is deceased; or
(b) Acting on behalf of the applicant when the applicant
can not apply for some other reason. We may ask why the
applicant is unable to apply on their own behalf.
(4) You do not need to apply for medical benefits if you
get Supplemental Security Income CSSI) as we automatically
open medical benefits for you.
(5) A person or agency may apply for GAU or medical
assistance on your behalf if:
(a) You are temporarily living out of state; and
(b) You are a Washington state resident.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
filed 7/31/98, effective 9/1/98)
WAC 388-406-0010 ((Filieg ee e1111lieetiee,)) How do
I apnly for benefits? ( 1) ((A persoH may file aA applieatioH
ey st1emittiHg a writteA req1:1est for eeHefits t!Siflg a form des
igHated ey the departffieflt, to the applieaHt'S loeal eomffit1Aity
sen·iee offiee (C80) iH perSOH or ey ffiail.
(a) A persoH may file aH applieatioR OH the saffl:e day that
eeHefits are req1:1ested 'tvheH the req1:1est is made iH the appli
eaflt's loeal C80 dt1riHg reg1:1lar e1:1siHess hot1rs.
(e) A ho1:1sehold applyiAg for food, medieal aAdlor eash
assistaHee may do SO ey St!BfAittiHg a SiAgle reqt1est for eeAe
~

(e) For food assistaHee, a ho1:1sehold eoAsistiHg oAly of
elieHts applyiHg for or reeeiviHg 81:1pplemeAtal 8ee1:1rity
lfleome (881) Rl:ay file aA applieatioH at the loeal 8oeial 8ee1:1
rity AdmiHistratioA Distriet Offiee (88ADO).
Permanent

(d) ClieAts who reeeive 881 or who are otherwise deter
ffiiAed eligiele for Medieaid ey the 8oeial 8eet1rity AdmiHiS ~
tratiOA will Be 0tithorized Rl:edieal 0SSistaAee withot1t eeiHg ,.
req1:1ired to file a separate applieatioA with the departmeHt.
(2) The reqt1est for eeAefits form ffit!St ee as erief as
admiAistratively possiele aHd seek iHformatioA ordiHarily
kAOWA to the applieaHt, iHel1:1diHg:
(a) The Haffie aHd address of the applieaHt;
(e) The type of assistaAee req1:1ested (i.e., food, Rl:edieal
aHdlor eash assistaHee);
(e) For Rl:edieal aAd eash assistaHee:
(i) The applieaAt's telephoHe Ht1meer, if kAowA; aHd
(ii) The flaffieS, eirthdates aHd soeial see1:1rity fltlffi:Sers, if
kHowH, of all persoHs for whoffi assistaHee is req1:1ested; aAd
(d) For TANF aHd 8FA, the Haffies, eirthdates aAd soeial
see1:1rity Ht1meers, if kAOWA, of:
(i) All ehildreH t1Ader the age of HiHeteeA who are li'>'iHg
iA the hoffie aHd who are sieliHgs of aHy ehild for whoffi: ass is
taACe is eeiHg reqt1ested; aAd
(ii) All pareAts, if liviAg iH the home, of aHy ehild for
whoffi assistaRee is req1:1ested.
(e) AA applieatioR is req1:1ired for a medieally Reedy pro
graffi elieAt who req1:1ests eligieility eeyoHd the eertifieatioH

perieEh

(3) To iflitiate 0fl applieatiofl, the filed req1:1est for eeHe
m1:1st iHel1:1de:
fofffi
fits
(a) The Haffie aAd address of the applieaAt; aHd
(e) The sigHat1:1re of the applieaHt or the applieaAt's rep
reseAtati,·e)) You can apply for cash. food. or medical assis- ~
tance by giving us an application form in person. by mail. by ,.
fax, or by completing an online application.
(2) If your entire household gets or is applying for Supplemental Security Income CSSI), then your household can
file an application for food assistance at the local Social
Security Administration District Office CSSADO).
(3) A legal guardian. caretaker. or authorized representative can apply for a dependent child or incapacitated person
or someone unable to apply on their own behalf for some
other reason.
(4) You can apply for cash. food. and medical assistance
with just one application form.
(5) If you apply for benefits at a local office. we accept
your application on the same day you come in. If you apply
at the wrong office. we send your application to the appropriate office no later than the next business day so that office
receives your application on the same day we send it.
(6) We accept your application for benefits if it has at
least:
(a) For cash or medical assistance. the name. address.
and signatures of the responsible adult household members or
person applying on your behalf. A minor child may sign if
there is no adult in the household. Signatures must be either
handwritten. electronic or digital as defined by the department. or a mark if witnessed by another person; or
(b) For food assistance. the name. address. and signature
of a responsible household member or person applying on ~
~
your behalf.
be
may
you
process.
application
the
of
(7) As a part
required to:
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(a) Complete an interview if one is required under WAC
388-452-0005;
(b) Give us the information we need to decide if you are
eligible as required under WAC 388-406-0030; and
(c) Give us proof of information as required under WAC
388-490-0005 so we can determine if you are eligible.
(8) If you are eligible for necessary supplemental accommodation CNSA) services under chapter 388-472 WAC. we
help you comply with the requirements of this section.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-406-0012 What is the date of my application and how does it affect my benefits? The date of your
application affects when your benefits start. The date of your
application is the date any field office receives your application unless:
(1) Your entire household gets or applies for Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and requests food assistance at the
local Social Security office, then the date of application is the
date Social Security gets your application; or
(2) You apply outside of normal business hours, including online, dropped off, or by fax, then the date of your application is the next business day.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
filed 7/31/98, effective 9/ 1/98)

~

WAC 388-406-0030 ((Re11aests feF a1hlitieeal)) Do I
need to submit other information((~)) after I apply for
benefits? ((An applieant is allowed at least ten ealendar da)'S
to provide additional information reqttired by the department
to determine eligibilit)'. This information will be reqttested in
·v.Titing and ma)' inclttde sttpplemental forms and dornments
or statements Yerifying the applieant's eirettmstanees as spee
ified in ehapter 388 490 'NAG. The applieant is allowed
additional time to provide reqttested information when:
(1) The applieant has reqttested, orally or in writing,
additional time to prm·ide the information; or
(2) The department determines the need for different or
additional information following the initial interview or after
haYing reqttested speeifie information. In these sitttations, the
applieant will be:
(a) Provided Vlith a written reqttest for the additional
information; and
(b) Allo;yed at least ten ealendar days to provide the
information.
(3) When the applieant for medieal and eash assistanee
has not proYided all of the reqttested information, the appli
eant will be:
(a) ProYided with a written reqttest for information still
needed to determine eligibilit)'; and
(b) Allowed at least ten ealendar days to provide the
information.
~
(4) All applieants who are assessed as needing NSA ser
, viees will be assisted in eomplying with the reqttirements of
this seetion as reqttired ttnder WAC 388 200 1300)) ill
When we get your application for benefits. we decide if other

,
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information is needed to determine your eligibility for bene_
fits. If so. we give you:
(a) A written request for what is needed and for proof if
required under WAC 388-490-0005; and
(b) At least ten calendar days to give us the information.
(2) If you ask orally or in writing for additional time to
give us requested information, then we give you at least ten
additional calendar days.
(3) If you give us some of the information we requested.
we give you:
(a) A written request for what is needed to determine eligibility; and
(b) At least ten additional calendar days to give us the
information.
(4) If you are eligible for necessary supplemental accommodation CNSA) services under chapter 388-472 WAC. we
help you comply with the requirements of this section.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-16-024,
filed 7/26/99, effective 911199)
WAC 388-406-0035 ( (Tilfte 1i1Hits feF tJFeeessieg
RIJ!Jlieatiees.)) How long does the department have to
process my application? (1) ((+he)) We must process your
application ((proeess as defined in 1.VAC 388 406 0050(1)
mttst be eompleted)) as quickly as possible. We must respond
promptly to your application and to any information you give
us. We can not delay processing your request by using the
time limits ((speeified)) stated in this section ((eannot be
tffled)) as a waiting period for determining eligibility.
(2) ((When appl)·ing the time limits speeified in this see
tion, day one is the date followiRg the date:
(a) A reqttest for benefits form is reeeived b)' the depart
ment as speeified ttnder 'NAG 388 406 0010;
(b) A hottsehold eonsisting solely of persons eligible for
SSI files a food assistanee application at the SSADO; or
(e) An SSI reeipient applyiRg for food assistanee is
released from a pttblie institutioR when the person filed an
applieation with the S~ADO before release.
(3) Time limits are in ealendar days ttnless otherwise
speeified. Time limits for apfllieation flroeess eompletion are
no more than:
(a) Thirty da)'S for TANF, SFA, RCA, eonsolidated
emergeney assistanee program (CEAP), diYersion eash assis
tanee (DCA), and food assistanee;
(b) Fort)' five days for general assistanee and aleohol
and drttg abttse treatment and shelter assistanee (ADATSA);
and
(e) Medieal program benefits mttst be proeessed no more
thaw.
(i) Sixty da)'S when a disability deeision is reqttired;
(ii) Fifteen working days for pregnant ·;,.omen; and
(iii) Forty fi;·e da)'S for all other categories)) Unless your
application is delayed under WAC 388-406-0040. we process
your application for benefits within thirty calendar days,
except:
(a) If you are pregnant, your medical must be processed
within fifteen working days;
Permanent
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(b) General assistance CGAU), alcohol or drug addiction
treatment CADATSA). or medical assistance must take no
more than forty-five calendar days; and
(c) Medical assistance reguiring a disability decision
must take no more than sixty calendar days.
(3) For calculating time limits. "day one" is the date following the date:
(a) An application for benefits is received by the department as specified under WAC 388-406-0010:
Cb) Social Security gets a reguest for food assistance
from a household in which all members either get or are
applying for Supplemental Security Income CSSI);
(c) You are released from an institution if you get or are
authorized to get SSI and reguest food assistance through
Social Security prior to your release.
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed: .
WAC 388-406-0025

Applicant to provide information needed to determine
eligibility.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMEN T OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES

[Filed May 22, 2002, 8:52 a.m., effective October I, 2002]

Date of Adoption: May 22, 2002.
Purpose: Emergency response to hazardous substance
release, chapter 296-824 WAC; and Emergency response to
hazardous substance release, Part U-4, chapter 296-307
WAC.
The emergency response rule has been rewritten and
reorganized for clarity and ease of use for employers and
employees. The emergency response rule will be repealed
from chapter 296-62 WAC and published as chapter 296-824
WAC. Two provisions of the rule have been revised as a
result of a "not-at-least-as-effective-as" (NALAEA) OSHA
determination. At the same time, those portions of the emergency response rule applicable to agricultural employers are
being added as Part U-4 of chapter 296-307 WAC. This supports the one book requirement for agriculture safety and
health rules. References to emergency response, contained in
chapters 296-67 and 296-305 WAC have been updated, as
appropriate.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing Part R ·Emergency Response to Hazardous
Substance Release, WAC 296-62-410 Emergency response
to hazardous substance release, 296-62-41001 Scope and
application, 296-62-41003 Definitions, 296-62-41010 Emergency response, 296-62-41011 Emergency response plan,
296-62-41013 Elements of an emergency response plan, 29662-41015 Procedures for handling emergency response, 29662-41017 Skilled support personnel, 296-62-41019 SpecialPermanent

ist employees, 296-62-41020 Training, 296-62-41021 Training before participation, 296-62-41023 Trainers, 296-62- ~
41025 Refresher training, 296-62-41030 Employee personal ~
protective equipment, 296-62-41031 Personal protective
equipment selection, 296-62-41033 Totally encapsulating
chemical protective suits, 296-62-41035 Personal protective
equipment (PPE) program, 296-62-41040 Medical surveillance and consultation for emergency response, 296-6241041 Employees covered, 296-62-41042 Frequency of medical examination and consultations, 296-62-41043 Content of
medical examinations and consultations, 296-62-41044
Examination by a physician and costs, 296-62-41045 Information provided to the physician, 296-62-41046 Physician's
written opinion, 296-62-41047 Recordkeeping of medical
surveillance activities, 296-62-41060 Post emergency
response operations, 296-62-41061 Removal of hazardous
substances, 296-62-41063 Employee training and protective
equipment, 296-62-41080 Appendices to Part R-Emergency response, 296-62-41081 Appendix A-Personal protective equipment test methods, 296-62-41082 Appendix
B-General description and discussion of the levels of protection and protective gear, 296-62-41084 Appendix CCompliance guidelines, 296-62-41085 Appendix D-References, and 296-62-41086 Appendix E-Training curriculum
guidelines.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 49.17.010,
jl
[49.17).040, and [49.17).050.
~
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-02-082 on January 16, 2002 [December 31, 2001).
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: Tables have been expanded and definitions have
been added to the rule. Additionally, housekeeping, typographical, and formatting changes have been made to
enhance clarity. The changes did not increase requirements.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 32,
Amended 2, Repealed 34.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 32, Amended 2, Repealed 34.
Effective Date of Rule: October 1, 2002.
May 22, 2002
Gary Moore
Director
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Chapter 296-824 WAC

Does this chapter apply to your workplace?
This chapter applies if your employees are, or could
become, involved in responding to uncontrolled releases of
hazardous substances in your workplace or any other location. Use the scope flow chart, and definitions that follow, to
determine if this chapter applies to your workplace(s).
Defined words are italicized in the flow chart.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-824-100 Scope. What is the purpose of
chapter 296-824 WAC, Emergency response to hazardous
substance releases?
To state the minimum requirements that help you protect
the safety and health of your employees during a response to
a hazardous substance releases in your workplace or any
other location.

•r

~

~

Could an uncontrolled release
occur in your workplace?

1

~

Do you plan to evacuate
employees when an
uncontrolled release occurs?

I

This chapter applies .

; fThis chapter does not apply.

El

; :This chapter does not apply.]

Will some employees
IYes I ..._ delay
their evacuation

I'~

~

to perform critical
tasks?

IYes I

1•

J

El

~

This chapter applies.

-1

.. I

Are hazardous substances
in your workplace?

•r

EXEMPTION: •This chapter does not apply to you if your workplace
is a hazardous waste site. If you are not sure about
your site classification, see chapter 296-62 WAC, Part
P, Hazardous waste operations and treatment, storage,
and disposal facilities.
• If your workplace is a treatment, storage, and disposal site this chapter may apply.

Yes

Do your employees respond to
emergencies at other locations?

WSR 02-11-141

••

I Yes I

Will limited action take
place in the danger area?

*The flow chart references other chapters applicable to your
workplace depending on conditions and hazards. Examples
include:
•WAC 296-800-140, Accident prevention program
• WAC 296-800-160, Personal protective equipment
(PPE)
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/ This chapter does '
not apply if you
follow requirements
in WAC 296-24-567
for emergency action
plans.

'-

0

~

• WAC 296-800-170, Employer chemical hazard communication
• WAC 296-62-400, Hazardous chemicals in laboratories
• WAC 296-62-071, Respiratory protection
•WAC 296-24-567, Employee emergency plans and fire
prevention plans
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Definitions applicable to the flow chart. (See WAC 296824-15010 for additional definitions used in the chapter):

Examples of conditions that could create a significant safety
and health risk:
•Large-quantity releases
• Small-releases that could be highly toxic
• Potentially contaminated individuals arriving at
hospitals
• Airborne exposures that could exceed a WISHA
permissible exposure limit or a published exposure
limit and employees are not adequately trained or
equipped to control the release.

Dangerarea
Areas where conditions pose a serious danger to-employees, such as areas where:
• Immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH) conditions could exist
OR
• High levels of exposure to toxic substances could exist
OR
• There is a potential for exceeding the lower explosive
limit (LEL), also known as the lower flammability limit
(LFL), of a substance.

Emergency response
A response to an anticipated release of a hazardous substance that is, or could bec:ome, an uncontrolled release.
Hazardous substance
Any biological, radiological, or chemical substance that
can have adverse effects on humans. (See WAC 296-82415010 for a more specific definition.)
Immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH)
Any atmospheric condition that would:
• Cause an immediate threat to life
• Cause permanent or delayed adverse health effects
• Interfere with an employee's ability to escape
Incidental release
A release that can be safely controlled at the time of the
release and does not have the potential to become an uncontrolled release.
Example of a situation that results in an incidental release:
A tanker truck is receiving a load of hazardous liquid when a leak occurs. The driver knows the only
hazard from the liquid is minor skin irritation. The
employer has trained the driver on procedures and
provided equipment to use for a release of this quantity. The driver puts on skin protection and stops the
leak. A spill kit is used to contain, absorb, and pick
up the spilled material for disposal.
Limited action
Action necessary to:
• Secure an operation during emergency responses,
OR
•Prevent an incident from increasing in severity.
Examples include shutting down processes and closing
emergency valves.

Release
A spill, leak, or other type of hazardous substance dis·,
charge.
Uncontrolled release
A release where significant safety and health risks could
be created. Releases of hazardous substances that are either
incidental or could not create a safety or health hazard (i.e.,
fire, explosion or chemical exposure) are not considered to be
uncontrolled releases.
Permanent

Example of an uncontrolled release:
A forklift driver knocks over a container of a solvent-based liquid, releasing the contents onto the
warehouse floor. The driver has been trained to recognize the vapor is flammable and moderately toxic
when inhaled. The driver has not been trained or
provided appropriate equipment to address this type
of spill. In this situation, it is not safe for the driver
to attempt a response. The driver needs to notify
someone of the release so an emergency response
can be initiated.
Workplace
• A fixed facility
OR
• A temporary location (such as a traffic corridor)
OR
• Locations where employees respond to emergencies.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-824-110 Summary.
Your responsibility:
To anticipate, plan for, and manage emergency response
operations so employees are protected from hazardous substances and conditions.
Note:

Other chapters may apply to your workplace, such as:
•Chapter 296-800 WAC, Safety and health core rules
•Chapter 296-62 WAC, General occupational health standards
•Chapter 296-24 WAC, General safety and health standards
•Chapter 296-155 WAC, Safety standards for construction
work

You will find some safety and health requirements (for
example, personal protective equipment) are addressed on a
general level in the core rules, while being addressed for a
specific application in this rule. When this happens, both
requirements apply and should not conflict.
If you are uncertain which requirements to follow, you
must comply with the more protective requirement. Contact
your local L&I office if you need assistance in making this
determination.
You must:
Planning
Develop an emergency response plan
WAC 296-824-11010
Training
Train your employees
WAC 296-824-11020
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Medical surveillance
Provide medical surveillance to employees
WAC 296-824-11050
Keep records
WAC 296-824-11060
Incident requirements
Recognize emergencies and initiate a response
WAC 296-824-12010
Implement and maintain an incident command system
WAC 296-824-12020
Prepare skilled support personnel
WAC 296-824-12030
Make sure the incident commander oversees activities
during the response
WAC 296-824-12040
Use the buddy system in danger areas
WAC 296-824-12050
Provide rescue and medical assistance
WAC 296-824-12060
Personal protective equipment (PPE)
Use appropriate PPE
WAC 296-824-13010
Control hazards created by PPE
WAC 296-824-13020
Use PPE properly
WAC 296-824-13030
Postemergency response
WAC 296-824-14010
Definitions
WAC 296-824-15010.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-824-11010 Planning. Develop an emergency response plan.
Note:

• You may already have an emergency response plan, such
as required by chapter 296-62 WAC, Part P, Hazardous
waste operations and treatment, storage and disposal facilities or by state and locally coordinated response efforts
(Section 303 of Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA), Title III). You may use those plans to
comply with this section, if they include the items listed
below.
• Before a written emergency response plan can be developed, you will need to anticipate the types of uncontrolled
releases that employees could encounter in your workplace(s).

You must:
(1) Make sure your plan is written and adequately
addresses, as a minimum, all of the following:
• Preemergency planning and coordination with additional responders (including personnel from other employers
such as: Fire departments, law enforcement agencies, emergency medical services, and state or federal agencies).
• Personnel roles, (See Table 1) and lines of authority
and communications for all affected parties including
responders
~
• Employee training (see WAC 296-824-11020 for more
, detail):
Note:

• Responders' level of training depends on the duties or
roles the employer assigns.
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• Training for the employees' role should address the competencies specified in Tables 3 through 6.
• Training on specific substances may be appropriate
depending on the number and characteristics of hazardous
substances expected to be encountered. For example, if
employees may only respond to one substance, you could
provide training (covering the knowledge and skills specified in Tables 3 through 6) on that single substance. If
employees might respond to a range of hazardous substances, training may be required to cover categories ofhazar~ous substances.
• Videos and automated training methods (for example:
Interactive computer-based programs) may be used in training; however, instructors must be readily available to:
- Encourage and provide responses to questions for the
benefit of the group.
- Evaluate employee understanding of the material.
- Provide other instructional interaction to the group.

• Emergency recognition
•Immediate emergency procedures including:
- Methods of alerting employees (see WAC 296-800310, exit routes and employee alarm systems) and outside·
responders
- Procedures for limited action (emergency prevention)
Note:

Limited action includes shutting down processes, closing
emergency valves and other critical actions to secure the
operation, or pre"ent the incident from increasing in sever- ·
ity.

Limited Action and Employee Roles
Then employees involved
would be:
Limited action could be con- Considered emergency
ducted in the danger area
respond~rs
Considered evacuees, not
Limited action will not be
conducted in the danger area emergency responders

If.. -

-Details of who will evacuate immediately and who will
remain behind for limited action
- Evacuation routes and procedures
- How to establish safe distances and places of refuge
(for example, during emergency response the incident commander (IC) decides to make changes based on new developments, i.e., changes in the wind direction).
• Methods of securing and controlling access to the site
• Emergency medical treatment and first aid
• A complete personal protective equipment (PPE) program that addresses:
- Selection of PPE including selection criteria to be used
and the identification, specified use and limitations of the
PPE selected_
- Training on proper use of PPE (including maintenance). - Hazards created by wearing PPE including heat
stress during temperature extremes, and/or other appropriate
medical considerations.
- Criteria used for determining the proper fit of PPE.
- Procedures covering proper use of PPE including procedures for inspection, putting it on (donning) and removing
it (doffing).
- Maintenance of PPE including procedures for decontamination, disposal and storage.
Permanent
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- Methods used to evaluate the effectiveness of your
PPE program.
Note:

• If a manufacturer's printed information or WISHA rule
. adequately addresses procedural requirements (such as
donning or doffing for PPE), it is not necessary to rewrite
this into your program; simply attach the printed information.

• You inay use written procedures provided by the equipment manufacturer when they meet the requirements of
other chapters, including chapter 296-62 WAC, Part E, Respiratory protection.

• Decontamination procedures determined by a hazardous materials specialist or other qualified individual
• Methods to critically assess the response and conduct
appropriate follow-up
You must:
(2) Make your written emergency response plan available to employees, their representatives, and WISHA personnel for inspecting or copying.
Note:

Jn situations where multiple employers could respond to an
incident, all plans should consistently address:
• Who will be designated as the incident commander (JC)
AND

•Emergency equipment
• Emergency response procedures

• If, when, and how transfer of the incident commander (IC)
position will take place.

··Table 1
Roles and Duties of Emergency Responders
...

If the employee's role is:

First responder at the awareness level
..

First responder at the operations level

Hazardous materials technician

Hazardous materials specialist

Then all of the following apply. They:
• Are' likely to witness or discover a hazardous substance release

•

.
•

•
•

•

May try to:
..
- Confine the release from a safe distance
- Keep it from spreading
- Protect others from hazardous exposures
Respond to releases or potential releases, with the intent of stopping the release

• . Ar.e trained to approach the point of release offensively in order to, either:

.
.
.

Incident commander

•

Specialist employee

•
•
•
•
•

Permanent

Are trained to initiate an emergency response by notifying the proper authorities of the
release
. ..
Take no further action beyond notifying the authorities '
Respond to actual or potential releases in order to protect nearby persons, property,
and/or the environment from the effects .of the release
Are trained to respond defensively, without trying to stop the release .

.-Plug
..
. .
- Patch
'
· - Stop the release using other methods
Respond along with, and provide support to, hazardous materials technicians
Are required to have more specific knowledge of hazardous substances than a hazardous
materials technician
Act as the site activity liaison when federal, state, local, and other government authorities
participate
Have ultimate responsibility for:
- Direction
- Control
- Coordination of the response effort
- Will assume control of the incident beyond the first responder awareness level
Are a technical, medical; environmental, or other type of expert
May represent a hazardous substance manufacturer, shipper, or a government agency
May be present at the scene or may assist from an off-site location
Regularly work with specific hazardous substances
Are trained in the hazards of specific substances
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Table 1
Roles and Duties of Emergency Responders

1111

Ill If the employee's role is:
Skilled support personnel

Incident safety officer

Then all of the following apply. They:
• Are expected to give technical advice or assistance to the incident commander or incident
safety officer, when requested
Are needed to perform an immediate, specific emergency support task at the site
Are skilled in the operation of equipment including:
- Earth moving equipment
- Cranes
- Hoisting equipment
• Are designated by the incident commander
• Are knowledgeable in operations being implemented at the site
• Have specific responsibility to:
- Identify and evaluate hazards
- Provide direction on employee safety matters

.
.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-824-11020 Training.
Train your employees
Note:

• Use Tables 3 through 6 to identify your employees' training competencies.
• You may conduct training internally, or use outside training services to comply with this section.
- When outside trainers are hired, you are still responsible
for making sure the requirements of this section are met.
For example, employers may compare the course outline to
the competencies listed in Tables 3, 4 and 5.

You must:
•Make sure employees are appropriately trained for their
assigned roles and duties as follows:
EXEMPTION: Skilled support employees are not covered by the
training requirements in this section. (See WAC 296824-12030.)

- Initial training:
• Provide initial training before the employee is allowed
to participate in an actual emergency response operation.
Note:

When first responders at the awareness or operations level
have sufficient experience to objectively demonstrate competencies specified in Table 3, you may accept experience
instead of training.

• Make sure· initial trammg adequately addresses the
competencies in Tables 3 through 6 and the minimum training durations in Table 2.
•Certify that employees objectively demonstrate compet.encies specified .in Tables 3, 4 and 5 (except for employees
trained as first responders at the awareness level).
- Retraining (refresher) training:
•Provide refraining annually
• Make sure· retraining covers necessary content
• Document training or demonstrated competency
Note:

Retraining is not required when employees demonstrate
competencies annually and a record is kept of the demonstration methodology used.

- Trainer qualifications:
• Verify trainers have satisfactorily completed an
instructors' training .course for the subjects they teach. For
example, courses offered by the United States National Academy, o.r equivale~t c.o.urses are acceptable.
OR

' . 1£:.

• Have the educational and instructional experience necessary for training.
- Specialist employees:
• Specialist employees who have been sent to the scene
to advfae or assist must receive training or demonstrate competency in their specialty, annually.

Table2
Minimum Training Durations for All Responders

If you are a:
First responder at the awareness level
First responder at the operations level
Hazardous materials technician
Hazardous materials specialist
Incident commander

Then:
Training duration needs to be sufficient to provide the required
competencies
You need a minimum of 8 hours training (see Table 3)
You need a minimum of24 hours training (see Table 4)
You need a minimum of24 hours training (see Table 4)
You need a minimum of 24 hours training (see Table 5)
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Table 3
Competencies for First Responders at the Awareness Level and Operations Level
Employees must be able to show they:
When they are designated as First Responders at the:
Awareness Level
Operations Level
Understand what hazardous substances are and their associated risks. x
x
Recognize the presence of hazardous substances in an emergency.
x
x
Can identify the hazardous substances, when possible.
x
x
Understand the potential consequences of hazardous substances in an x
x
emergency.
Understand the role of a first responder at the awareness level as
x
x
described in:
•The employer's emergency response plan, including site security
and control.
• The United States Department of Transportation's Emergency
Response Guidebook. (search at: http://www.dot.gov ).
..
Can use The United States Department of Transportation's Emergency x
x
Response Guidebook.
Recognize the need for additional resources and the need to notify the x
x
incident's communication center accordingly. ·
,_
Know basic hazard and risk assessment techniques.
x
Can select and use personal protective equipment (PPE) appropriate
x
for first responder operations level.
Understand basic hazardous materials terms.
x
Can perform basic control, containment, and/or confinement operax
tions within the capabilities of the resources and PPE available.
Can implement decontamination procedures to their level training.
x
Understand relevant standard operating and termination procedures.
x
Table 4
Competencies for Hazardous Materials Technicians and Hazardous Materials Specialist
Employees must be able to show they:
When they are designated as a Hazardous Materials:
Technician
Specialist
Have the competencies specified for the first responder operations
x
x
level. (See Table 3)
Can implement an employer's emergency response plan.
x
x
Can function within their assigned role in the incident command sys- x
x
tern.
Understand hazard and risk assessment techniques.
x
x
Understand basic chemical and toxicological terminology and behav- x
x
ior.
Can use field survey instruments and equipment to classify, identify,
x
x
and verify materials at the incident.
Can select and use personal protective equipment (PPE) appropriate
x
x
for hazardous materials technicians.
Can perform advance control, containment, and/or confinement opera- x
x
tions within the capabilities of the resources and PPE available.
Can implement decontamination procedures to their level of training. x
x
Understand termination procedures.
x
x
Can implement the local emergency response plan.
x
Know of the state emergency response plan.
x
Permanent
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Table 4
and Hazardous Materials Specialist
Technicians
Competencies for Hazardous Materials
Can develop a site safety and control plan.
Understand chemical, radiological, and toxicological terminology and
behavior.
Understand in-depth hazard and risk techniques.
Can use advanced survey instruments and equipment to classify, identify and verify materials at the incident.
Can select and use proper specialized chemical PPE given to hazardous
materials specialists.
Can perform specialized control, containment, and/or confinement
operations within the capabilities of the resources and PPE available.
Can determine decontamination procedures.

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

Table 5
Competencies for Incident Commanders
Employees designated as Incident Commanders must be able to show they:
Have co.mpetencies specified for the First Responder Operations Level. (See Table 3.)
• Know of the state emergency response plan and the Federal Regional Response Team .
• Can implement the local emergency response plan .
Can implement the employer's emergency response plan .
Have knowledge of the incident command system (ICS) and understand how they relate to it.
Can implement the employer's ICS .
• Understand the hazards and risks associated with employees working in chemical protective clothing .
Understand the importance of decontamination procedures .
Note: If the first employee arriving at the scene is not trained as an IC, they may take control of the incident within their
designated role and training level.

.

.
.
.
.

Table 6
Competencies for Specialist Employees
Employees designated as Specialist Employees must be able to show they:
• Have current knowledge in their field regarding safety and health practices relating to the specific hazardous substances.
• Have the knowledge of the ICS and understand how they relate to it.
.·mr
• Understand the care and use of personal protective equipment (PPE) .
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-824-11050 Medical surveillance. Provide
medical surveillance to employees.
You must:
(1) Provide medical surveillance for employees to comply with Tables 7 and 8, and the following:
• Make medical surveillance available at:
- Reasonable times and places.
- No cost to employees, including travel associated costs
such as mileage, gas or bus fare if the employee is required to
travel off site
AND

- Wages for additional time spent outside of employees
, normal work hours.
• Make sure a licensed physician performs or supervises
exams and procedures.

~
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• Give complete information to the examining physician
including:
- A copy of this chapter.
- A description of the employee's duties that relate to
hazardous substance exposure.
- The hazardous substance exposure levels anticipated
for the employee.
- A description of the personal protective equipment
(PPE) the employee could use.
- Information available from previous medical examinations.
- The medical evaluation information required by chapter 296-62 WAC, Part E, Respiratory protection.
• Medical exams must include, at a minimum:
- A medical history
-A work history (or updated history if on file)
- A special emphasis on:
Permanent
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• Assessment of symptoms related to handling hazardous substances
• Health hazards
• Evaluation of fitness for duty (including the ability to
wear any personal protective equipment (PPE) or other conditions that may be expected at the workplace)

(2) Obtain the physician's written opinion and give a
copy to the employee that includes:
• A statement of whether or not medical conditions were4
found which would increase the employee's risk for impair-·
ment during emergency response work or respirator use.
- Do not include specific findings or diagnoses unrelated
to occupational exposures.
• Limitations recommended to the employee's assigned
work, if any.
• Exam and test results if the employee requests this
information.
• A statement that affirms the employee has been confidentially informed of medical exam results °(including medical conditions requiring follow-up).

- Other content as determined by the examining physician.
Note:

The physician should consult the Occupational Safety and
Health Guidance Manual for Hazardous Waste Site Activities and the Medical Management Guidelines for Acute
Chemical Exposure (search OSHA website:
http://www.osha.gov).

Table 7
Medical Surveillance for Employee Categories
If the employee is covered by this chapter and is:

Then you must:

• Exposed for at least 30 days a year to health hazards or haz- • Offer standard medical surveillance as specified in Table 8. *.
ardous substances at or above the permissible exposure limit
or published exposure levels (even when respirators are used),
OR

• Required to wear a respirator for at least 30 days a year.*
• A hazardous materials (HAZMAT) team member
• A hazardous materials specialist
• An emergency responder who shows immediate or delayed
signs or symptoms possibly resulting from exposure to hazardous substances during an incident.
• Not an emergency responder and:
- May be injured
- Shows immediate or delayed signs or symptoms possibly resulting from exposure to hazardous substances
- May have been exposed to hazardous substances at concentrations above the permissible exposure limits (PELs) or
the published exposure levels without appropriate PPE.
*Note:

-1

• Provide incident-specific medical surveillance as specified
in Table 8.
• Offer incident-specific medical surveillance as specified in
Table 8.

A medical evaluation for respirator use is required by chapter 296-62 WAC, Part E, Respiratory protection, for those employees who have not
been cleared for respirator use during medical surveillance activities.

Table 8
Frequency of Exams and Consultations

~·

If the employee is covered by:

• Standard medical surveillance

>

Permanent

• Provide standard medical surveillance as specified in Table
8.
.: .. '·· .,

Then medical surveillance must include:
• Exams and consultations:
- Before assignment.
Note:
If the employee is a hazardous materials
(HAZMAT) team member or a hazardous materials specialist, the employee must receive a
baseline physical examination.
-At least once every 12 months after their initial assignment unless the physician believes a shorter, or longer interval
·(but no more than.24 months) is appropriate.
- Whenever employees are reassigned to an area where
they will no longer be covered by medical surveillance and
they have not been examined within the past 6 months.
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Table 8
Frequency of Exams and Consultations
- As soon as possible after an employee reports:
+ Signs or symptoms of possible overexposure to hazardous substances or health hazards
+ Injury
+ Exposure above the permissible exposure limits or
published exposure levels
- At the termination of their employment unless they
were examined within the past 6 months.
• Medical consultations and exams:
• Incident-specific medical surveillance
- As soon as possible following the incident or development of signs or symptoms.
- At additional times, if the physician determines followup is medically necessary.
· Note:

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-824-11060 Keep records.
You must:
• Keep a record of:
- Name and Social Security number of the employee
rec'eiving medical surveillance
- Physicians' written opinions, recommended limitations, and results of examinations and tests
- Any employee medical complaints regarding hazard~ ous substance exposures
-A copy of all information given to the examining phy,
sician (except a copy of this chapter)
Note:

Keep records meeting the criteria specified in chapter 29662 WAC, Part B, Access to records, for the length of time
specified in that chapter.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-824-12010 Incident requirements. Recognize emergencies and initiate a response
You must:
• Make sure employees follow procedures in your emergency response plan to:
..:. Recognize when an emergency response must be initiated
- Notify employees, and others designated in your plan,
of the release
- Follow immediate emergency procedures
- Prevent _the incident from increasing in severity or to
secure the operation.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-824-12020 Implement and maintain an
incident command system (ICS).
You must:
(1) Make sure a single individual, acting as the incident
~
, commander (IC), is in charge of the site-specific incident
command system (ICS) and acts within their designated role
and training level.

• For multiemployer worksites:
- The IC has responsibility for controlling emergency
'response operations at the site for all employers.
- Emergency response plans should be consistent in designating who assumes the IC position.
• If the first employee arriving at lhe scene is not trained as
an IC (see Table 5, Training Requirements for Incident
Commanders and Specialist Employees, WAC 296-82411020), they may take control of the incident within their
designated role and training level.

(2) Make sure all employers' emergency responders and
their communications are coordinated and controlled by the
IC.
Note:

The IC may delegate tasks to subordinates (within their
training level).

(3) Make sure each employer at the scene has designated
a representative to assist the IC.
(4) Establish security and control of the site as specified
in your written emergency response plan.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-824-12030 Prepare skilled support personnel.
Note:

The duties of skilled support personnel are described in
Table I, Roles and Duties of Emergency Responders.

You must:

(1) Make sure that your skilled support personnel

(including those employees who are not regularly employed
by you) who could be exposed to on-scene hazards are given
an initial briefing at the site before they participate in any
emergency response. The initial briefing must include:
•What chemical hazards are involved
• What duties are to be performed
• Instruction in the wearing of appropriate personal protective equipment
Note:

Skilled support personnel do not need to comply with the
other training requirements of this chapter.

(2) Make sure the safety and health precautions given to
your employees are also given to skilled support personnel.
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Note:

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-824-12040 Make sure the incident commander oversees activities during the response.
The employer of the incident commander (IC) must:
( 1) Identify all hazardous substances and conditions
present, within their training level, using site analysis and
maximum exposure limits, when appropriate.
(2) Implement emergency response procedures appropriate to the hazardous substances and conditions present, such
as:
• Procedures that address the use of engineering controls,
hazardous substance handling, and new technologies
• Procedures that address decontamination
• Procedures that address PPE
• Procedures that limit the number of personnel to those
who are actively performing emergency response operations,
in areas where exposure could exist.
(3) Designate an incident safety officer (ISO).
• Make sure the ISO demonstrates knowledge about
operations being impfemented at the emergency response
site. They must:
- Identify and evaluate hazards
- Communicate with the IC about hazards, immediately
informing the IC of corrective actions that must be taken
when conditions are judgecj to be:
+ An imminent danger

• One of the two stand-by employees can be assigned to,~
another task provided it does not interfere with the perfor- ~
mance of the stand-by role.
• Rescue equipment should be selected and provided based
on the types of rescue situation5 that could occur.

You must:
(2) Make sure employees trained in first aid are readily
available with necessary medical equipment and have a way
to transport the injured.
Note:

•Employee training is covered by WAC 296-800-150, first
aid. This rule requires training on the eighteen subjects
listed in addition to any subjects that are specific to your
workplace emergency hazards (for example: If exposure to
corrosive substances could occur, training would need to
include first-aid procedures for treating chemical bums).
• Employers who designate and train their employees to
provide first aid are covered by WAC 296-62-08001
through 296-62-08005, bloodbome pathogens.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-824•13010 Personal protective equipment.
Use appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE).
Note:

OR

+

Immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH).
- Provide direction about the safety of operations.

•Only properly trained employees should select PPE. Hazardous materials technicians and hazardous materials specialists can select PPE within the competencies specified in
Table4.
• Selection requirements in other PPE rules also apply,
including:
- WAC 296-800-160, Personal protective equipment.
- Chapter 296-62 WAC, Part E, Respiratory protection.
- WAC 296-24-58505, Fire brigades.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-824-12050 Use the buddy system in danger
areas.
You must:
• Make sure operations and tasks (including limited
actions) in danger areas are conducted using the buddy system in teams of two or more.
Ji)efinition:
Danger areas are areas where conditions pose a serious
danger to employees, such as areas where:
• Immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH) conditions could exist.
OR

•High levels of exposure to toxic substances could exist.

OR

• There is a potential for exceeding the lower explosive
limit (LEL), also known as the lower flammability limit
(LFL), of a hazardous substance.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-824-12060 Provide rescue and medical
assistance.
You must:
(1) Provide stand-by employees equipped with the same
level of personal protective equipment (PPE) as the entrants,
for assistance or rescue.
Permanent

• The buddy system applies to stand-by employees (see
WAC 296-824-12050).

- Chapter 296-305 WAC, Safety standards for fire fighting.

You must:
• Provide employees with appropriate PPE and make
sure it is used if hazards could be present.
- Select PPE (such as respirators, gloves, protective suits
and other PPE) based on:
+ An evaluation of the performance characteristics
(such as breakthrough time and hazardous substance-specificity of the material or item) relevant to the requirements and
limitations of the site.
+ Task-specific conditions and durations.
+ The hazards and potential hazards of the site (see
Table 9, Selecting PPE for Specific Hazards).
- Select totally encapsulating chemical protective
(TECP) suits, as specified in Table 9, that:
+ Maintain positive air pressure.
+ Prevent inward test gas leakage of more than 0.5 percent.
Note:
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Follow the manufacturer's recommended procedure for testing a TECP suit's ability to maintain positive air pressure
and prevent inward gas leakage. Other established test protocols for these suits, for example NFPA 1991 and ASTM
F1052-97, may also be used.

~
~
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Table 9
Selecting PPE for Specific Hazards
If:
• Inhalation hazards could be present.

Then:

•Positive-pressu re (pressure-demand) self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA)

OR

• A decreased level of respiratory protection only when the
incident commander determines, from air monitoring results,
that employees will be adequately protected.
Either positive-pressure (pressure-demand):
•SCBA
• Air-line respirators equipped with an escape air supply.

Chemical exposure levels will create a substantial possibility
of:
• Immediate death.
• Immediate serious illness or injury.
• Reduced ability to escape.
Skin absorption of a hazardous substance may result in a sub- Protection equivalent to Level A including a totally encapsulating chemical protective (TECP) suit.
stantial possibility of:
• Immediate death.
• Immediate serious illness or injury.
• Reduced ability to escape.
•Cleaning
• Inspection
• Identification of damage or defects
• Parts repair or replacement
• Storage or disposal.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-824-13020 Control hazards created by
personal protective equipment (PPE).
You must:
• Control hazards created by the use of PPE, including:
- Heat stress due to extremely high temperatures.
- Any other employee health hazard and consideration.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-824-13030 Use personal protective equipment (PPE) properly.
You must:
(1) Make sure employees inspect PPE before, during and
after use, following your plan's procedures.
(2) Make sure employees put on (don) and remove (doff)
PPE following your plan's procedures.
(3) Make sure employees do not interchange self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) air cylinders from different manufacturers, unless all of the following apply:
• There is a life-saving emergency
• You need a supplemental air supply
•The cylinders are of the same capacity and pressure rating.
(4) Make sure compressed air cylinders used with
SCBAs meet the testing and service life requirements of the
United States Department of Transportation (USDOT).
Search at: http://www.dot.gov.
Note:

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-824-14010 Postemergency response.
Important:
• Postemergency response is the stage of the emergency
response where the immediate threat from the release has
been stabilized or eliminated, and cleanup of the site has
started.
• When cleanup is done by the employees who were part
of the initial emergency response, the employees are not covered by this section (however, training, PPE anc:t10ther
requirements in WAC 296-824-11010 through 29@2413030 apply to these employees).
You must:
(1) Follow Table 10 to determine which requirements
apply to your postemergency response activities.
(2) Maintain clean-up equipment as specified in Table
10.

You can also check with the cylinder manufacturers to
obtain USDOT test and service life specifications.

You must:
(5) Make sure PPE is maintained in a safe and reliable
~
, condition using your plan's procedures.
PPE maintenance includes:
• Decontamination
[ 131]
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Table 10
Rules that Apply to Postemergency Response Activities
When postemergency response cleanup is performed by
The following rules or requirements apply:
employees who were not part of the initial emergency
response and:
It is necessary to remove hazardous substances, health hazards Chapter 296-62 WAC, Part P, Hazardous waste operations and
and contaminated materials (example: Soil) from the site
treatment, storage and disposal facilities.
Cleanup is done on plant property using plant or workplace
For training:
employees
•WAC 296-24-567(1), Employee emergency action plans
AND
•Chapter 296-62WAC, Part E, Respiratory protection
It is not necessary to remove hazardous substances, health
•WAC 296-800-170, Employer chemical hazard commuhazards and contaminated materials from the site.
nication
• Other appropriate training requirements relevant to personal protective equipment (PPE) and decontamination
For equipment:
• Make sure that all equipment used for clean-up work is
serviced and inspected before use.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-824-15010 Definitions. The following definitions are specific to this chapter:
Annually
Any twelve-month cycle.
Buddy system
A system of organizing employees (who enter or stand
by danger areas) into work groups, so each employee can be
observed by at least one other member of the group. The purpose of this system is to provide rapid assistance to employees in an emergency.
Clean-up operation(s)
An operation where hazardous substances are removed,
contained, incinerated, neutralized, stabilized, cleared up or,
in any other manner, processed or handled with the goal of
making the site safer for people or the environment.
D~nger area
A[pas where conditions pose a serious danger to employees, sy:ch as areas where:
• Immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH) conditions could exist
OR

• High levels of exposure to toxic substances could exist

OR

• There is a potential for exceeding the lower explosive
limit (LEL), also known as the lower flammability limit
(LFL), of a substance.
Decontamination
Removing hazardous substances from employees and
their equipment so potential adverse health effects will not
occur. Emergency response
An organized response to an anticipated release of a hazardous substance that is, or could become an uncontrolled
release.
Emergency response plan
A written plan that requires coordination between emergency response participants, and contains procedures, critePermanent
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ria, and other information that will be applied to emergency
response operations. Each ~ployer's plan should be compatible with local and state plans.
Engineering controls
Methods of controlling employee exposures by modifying the source or reducing the quantity of contaminants.
Hazardous materials team (HAZMA T team)
A group of employees who are expected to perform ~
responses to releases, or possible releases, of hazardous sub- ~
stances for the purpose of control and stabilization. As a
result of their duties, HAZMAT team members may have
close contact with hazardous substances.
Note:

A HAZMAT team may be a separate component of a fire
brigade or fire department.

Hazardous substance
Any of the following substances. that could adversely
affect an exposed employee's health or safety:
•Substances defined under section 101(14) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) or "Superfund" Act (visit:
http://www.epa.gov)
•Biological or other disease-causing agents released that
could reasonably be expected to cause death, disease, behavioral abnormalities, cancer, genetic mutation, physiological
malfunctions (including malfunctions in reproduction) or
physical deformations in a person or their offspring when the
person:
- Is directly exposed to the agent in the environment
- Directly ingests, inhales, or assimilates the agent from
the environment
- Indirectly ingests the agent through a food chain
• Substances listed by the United States Department of
Transportation as hazardous materials under Title 49 (Transportation) in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part ~
172, section 101 and appendices (visit: http://www.nara.gov ~
and search for "List of CFR subjects")
• Hazardous wastes as defined in this chapter.

Washington State Register, Issue 02-11
Hazardous waste
A substance designated by chapter 173-303 WAC, Dan~
, gerous waste regulations, department of ecology, as a dangerous waste or an extremely hazardous waste and any waste fitting the definition of "health hazard" in this chapter.
Note:

~

For department of ecology regulations, visit: http://www.
ecy.wa.gov

Health hazard
A chemical, a mixture of chemicals, or a pathogen for
which there is statistically significant evidence, based on at
least one study conducted according to established scientific
principles, that acute or chronic health effects may occur in
exposed employees.
The term "health hazard" includes stress due to temperature extremes and chemicals that are:
• Carcinogens
• Toxic or highly toxic agents
• Reproductive toxins, irritants, corrosives, sensitizers,
hepatotoxins, nephrotoxins, or neurotoxins
• Agents acting on the hematopoietic system agents that
damage lungs, skin, eyes, or mucous membranes. (Detailed
definitions of these chemical terms can be found in the Safety
and health core rules, WAC 296-800-170, chemical hazard
communication.)
Incident command system (ICS)
An organized approach to control and manage operations at an emergency response incident.
Incidental release
· A release that can be safely controlled at the time of the
release and does not have the potential to become an uncontrolled release.
Note:
Example of a situation that results in an incidental release:
A tanker truck is receiving a load of hazardous liquid when a leak occurs. The driver knows the only
hazard from the liquid is minor skin irritation. The
employer has trained the driver on procedures and
provided equipment to use for a release of this quantity. The driver puts on skin protection and stops the
leak. A spill kit is used to contain, absorb, and pick
up the spilled material for disposal.
Immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH)
Any atmospheric condition that would:
• Cause an immediate threat to life
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Lines of authority
A preestablished ranking of individuals, qualified to
assume a commanding role during an emergency response,
noted in an emergency response plan and implemented during a response. This is most important when responders from
multiple employers could participate in an emergency
response.
Lower explosive limit (LEL)
See lower flammable limit (LFL).
Lower Flammable limit (LFL)
The lowest concentration of a material that will propagate a flame. The LFL is usually expressed as a percent (by
volume) of the material in air (or other oxidant).
Must
Must means mandatory.
Permissible exposure limit (PEL)
Means the established time-weighted-average (TWA)
concentration or ceiling concentration of a contaminant that
must not be exceeded. The exposure, inhalation, or dermal
permissible limit specified in chapter 296-62 WAC, Part H,
Air contaminants. Personal protective equipment (PPE)
Protective items designed to be worn by the user to protect them against airborne, skin contact and other hazards.
This includes items such as respiratory protection, protective
suits, gloves, eye protection, etc.
Postemergency response
The stage of the emergency response where the immediate threat from the release has been stabilized or eliminated,
and cleanup of the site has started.
Published exposure level
Exposure limits published in "National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) Recommendations
for Occupational Safety and Health" (DHHS publication
#92-100, 1992).
If an exposure limit is not published by NIOSH, then
"published exposure level" means the exposure limiUtpublished by the American Conference of Governmental:Jlhdustrial Hygienists (ACGIH) in "TLVs and BE/s-Threshold
Limit Values for Chemical Substances and Physical Agents"
(1999 edition).
Note:

OR

• Cause permanent or delayed adverse health effects

Additional exposure levels published by recognized organizations such as the American Industrial Hygiene Association are not required to be observed by this rule; however,
they may be a useful resource when a hazardous substance
is not covered by NIOSH and ACGIH publications.

Release
A spill, leak, or other type of hazardous substance discharge.
Uncontrolled release
A release where significant safety and health risks could
Releases of hazardous substances that are either
created.
be
incidental or could not create a safety or health hazard (i.e.,
fire, explosion or chemical exposure) are not considered to be
uncontrolled releases.

OR

• Interfere with an employee's ability to escape
Limited action
Action necessary to:
• Secure an operation during emergency responses,

OR

•Prevent an incident from increasing in severity.
Examples include shutting down processes and closing
emergency valves.
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Examples of conditions that could create a significant safety
and health risk:
• Large-quantity releases
• Small releases that could be highly toxic
• Potentially contaminated individuals arriving at
hospitals
• Airborne exposures that could exceed a WISHA
permissible exposure limit or a published exposure
limit and employees are not adequately trained or
equipped to control the release.
Example of an uncontrolled release:
A forklift driver knocks over a container of a solvent-based liquid, releasing the contents onto the
warehouse floor. The driver has been trained to recognize the vapor is flammable and moderately toxic
when inhaled. The driver has not been trained or
provided appropriate equipment to address this type
of spill. In this situation, it is not safe for the driver
to attempt a response. The driver needs to notify
someone of the release so an emergency response
can be initiated.
Workplace
• A fixed facility
OR

• A temporary location (such as a traffic corridor)
OR

• Locations where employees respond to emergencies.
You
The employer. For a complete definition of "employer"
see Safety and health core rules, chapter 296-800 WAC.

PART U-4
EMERGENCY RESPONSE
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-307-452 Scope. What is the purpose of
WAC 296-307-452, Emergency response to hazardous substance releases?
To state the minimum requirements that help you protect
the safety and health of your employees during a response to
a hazardous substance releases in your workplace or any
other location.
Do the requirements of this rule apply to your workplace?
This section applies if your employees are, or could
become, involved in responding to uncontrolled releases of
hazardous substances in your workplace or any other location. Use the scope flow chart, and definitions that follow, to
determine if this section applies to your workplace(s).
Defined words are italicized in the flow chart.
Permanent
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1•

~
~
~

Do you plan to evacuate
employees when an
uncontrolled release occurs?

Ives

I

This section applies.

~This section does not apply.

Will some employees
delay their evacuation
to perform limited
action?

~

~

l

; : This section does not apply.

~

Could an uncontrolled release
occur in your workplace?

•w

(

~

Are hazardous substances
in your workplace?

1•

..- ,

Yes

Do your employees respond to
emergencies at other locations?

IYes I

~

l

l

~
I This section does n~
apply if you follow
requirements in WAC
296-307-35015 and
296-307-35018 for
emergency action
plans.
~~

I

1F

This section applies.

I~

I~

I Yes I

1F

Will limited action take
place in the danger area?

*The flow chart references other rules applicable to your
workplace depending on conditions and hazards. Examples
include:
• WAC 296-62-400, Hazardous chemicals in laboratories
• WAC 296-62-071, Respiratory protection

~

OR

•There is a potential for exceeding the lower explosive
limit (LEL), also known as the lower flammability limit
(LFL), of a substance.
Emergency response
A response to an anticipated release of a hazardous substance that is, or could become, an uncontrolled release.
Hazardous substance
Any biological, radiological, or chemical substance that
can have adverse effects on humans. (See WAC 296-30746000 for a more specific definition.)
Immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH)
Any atmospheric condition that would:
• Cause an immediate threat to life
• Cause permanent or delayed adverse health effects
• Interfere with an employee's ability to escape

Definitions applicable to the flow chart (see WAC

296-307 -46000 for additional definitions used in this sec-

tion):
Danger area
Areas where conditions pose a serious danger to employees, such as areas where:
•Immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH) conditions could exist
OR

• High levels of exposure to toxic substances could exist
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Incidental release
A release that can be safely controlled at the time of the
release and does not have the potential to become an uncontrolled release.
Example of a situation that results in an incidental release:

Summary
Your responsibility:
~
To anticipate, plan for, and manage emergency response ~
operations so employees are protected from hazardous substances and conditions.
Note:

A tanker truck is receiving a load of hazardous liquid when a leak occurs. The driver knows the only
hazard from the liquid is minor skin irritation. The
employer has trained the driver on procedures and
provided equipment to use for a release of this quantity. The driver puts on skin protection and stops the
leak. A spill kit is used to contain, absorb, and pick
up the spilled material for disposal.
Limited action
Action necessary to:
• Secure an operation during emergency responses,

OR

•Prevent an incident from increasing in severity.
Examples include shutting down processes and closing
emergency valves.
Release
A spill, leak, or other type of hazardous substance discharge.
Uncontrolled release
A release where significant safety and health risks could
be created. Releases of hazardous substances that are either
incidental or could not create a safety or health hazard (i.e.,
fire, explosion or chemical exposure) are not considered to be
uncontrolled releases.
Examples of conditions that could create a significant safety
and health risk:
• Large-quantity releases
• Small-releases that could be highly toxic
• Airborne exposures that could exceed a WISHA
permissible exposure limit or a published exposure
limit and employees are not adequately trained or
~Hipped to control the release.
Example of an uncontrolled release:

Other chapters may apply to your workplace, such as:
•Chapter 296-62 WAC, General occupational health standards

You will find some safety and health requirements (for
example, personal protective equipment) are addressed on a
general level in the core rules, while being addressed for a
specific application in this section. When this happens, both
requirements apply and should not conflict.
If you are uncertain which requirements to follow, you
must comply with the more protective requirement. Contact
your local L&I office if you need assistance in making this
determination.
You must:
WAC 296-307-45210 Planning
WAC 296-307-45220 Training
WAC 296-307-45230 Medical surveillance
WAC 296-307-45240 Ke_ep records
WAC 296-307-45400 Iricident requirements
WAC 296-307-45410 Implement and maintain an incident command system (JCS) (incident command system)
WAC 296-307-45420 Prepare skilled support personnel
WAC 296-307-45430 Make sure the incident commander oversees activities during the response
~
WAC 296-307-45440 Use the buddy system in danger ~
areas
WAC 296-307-45450 Provide rescue and medical assistance
WAC 296-307-45600 Personal protective equipment
WAC 296-307-45610 Control hazards created by personal protective equipment (PPE)
WAC 296-307-45620 Use personal protective equipment (PPE) properly
WAC 296-307-45800 Postemergency response
WAC 296-307-46000 Definitions.
NEW SECTION

A forklift driver knocks over a container of a solvent-based liquid, releasing the contents onto the
warehouse floor. The driver has been trained to recognize the vapor is flammable and moderately toxic
when inhaled. The driver has not been trained or
provided appropriate equipment to address this type
of spill. In this situation, it is not safe for the driver
to attempt a response. The driver needs to notify
someone of the release so an emergency response
can be initiated.
Workplace
• A fixed facility

WAC 296-307-45210 Planning. Develop an emergency response plan.

• A temporary location (such as a traffic corridor)

You must:
(1) Make sure your plan is written and adequately
addresses, as a minimum, all of the following:

Note:

OR

OR

• Locations where employees respond to emergencies.
Permanent
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• You may already have an emergency response plan, such
as required by chapter 296-62 WAC, Part P, Hazardous
waste operations and treatment, storage and disposal facilities or by state and locally coordinated response efforts
(Section 303 of Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA), Title III). You may use those plans to
comply with this section, if they include the items listed
below.
• Before a written emergency response plan can be developed, you will need to anticipate the types of uncontrolled
releases that employees could encounter in your workplace(s).
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• Preemergency planning and coordination with additional responders (including personnel from other employers
, such as: Fire departments, law enforcement agencies, emergency medical services, and state or federal agencies).
•Personnel roles, (see Table 1) and lines of authority and
communications for all affected parties including responders
• Employee training (see WAC 296-307-45220, train
your employees), for more detail:
~

Note:

•Responders' level of training depends on the duties and
roles the employer assigns.
• Training for the employees' role should address the competencies specified in Tables 3 through 6.
• Training on specific substances may be appropriate
depending on the number and characteristics of hazardous
substances expected to be encountered. For example, if
employees may only respond to one substance, you could
provide training (covering the knowledge and skills specified in Tables 3 through 6) relevant to that single substance.
If employees might respond to a range of hazardous substances, training may be required to cover categories of hazardous substances.

• Videos and automated training methods (for example:
Interactive computer based programs) may be used in training; however, instructors must be readily available to:
- Encourage and provide responses to questions for the
benefit of the group
- Evaluate employees' understanding of the material
- Provide instructional interaction to the group.
• Emergency recognition
• Immediate emergency procedures including:
- Methods of alerting employees (see WAC 296-307~
, 345, Employee alarm systems) and outside responders
- Procedures for limited action (emergency prevention)
Note:

- Evacuation routes and procedures
- How to establish safe distances and places of refuge
(for example, during emergency response the incident commander (IC) decides to make changes based on new developments, i.e., changes in the wind direction).
•Methods of securing and controlling access to the site
• Emergency medical treatment and first aid
• A complete personal protective equipment (PPE) program that addresses:
- Selection of PPE including selection criteria to be used
and the identification, specified use and limitations of the
PPE selected.
- Training on proper use of PPE (including maintenance).
- Hazards created by wearing PPE including heat stress
during temperature extremes, and/or other appropriate medi-.
cal considerations.
- Criteria used for determining the proper fit of PPE.
- Procedures covering proper use of PPE including procedures for inspection, putting it on (donning) and removing
it (doffing).
- Maintenance of PPE including procedur~s for decontamination, disposal and storage.
- Methods used to evaluate the effectiveness of your
PPE program.
Note:

Limited action includes shutting down processes, closing
emergency valves and other critical actions to secure the
operation, or prevent the incident from increasing in sever·
ity.

• If a manufacturer's printed information or WISHA rule
adequately addresses procedural requirements (such as
donning or doffing for PPE), it is not necessary to rewrite
this into your program; simply attach the printed information.
• You may use written procedures provided by the equipment manufacturer when they meet the requirements of
other chapters, including chapter 296-62 WAC, Part E, Respiratory protection.

•Emergency equipment
• Emergency response procedures
• Decontamination procedures determined by a hazardous materials specialist or other qualified individual
• Methods to critically assess the response and conduct
appropriate follow-up
'1
You must:
plaHR.i'vail(2) Make your written emergency response
able to employees, their representatives, and WISHA personnel for inspecting or copying.

Limited Action and Employee Roles
Then employees involved
If...
would be:·
Limited action could be con- Considered emergency
responders
ducted in the danger area
evacuees, not
Considered
be
not
Limited action will
responders
emergency
conducted in IDLH conditions

Note:

In situations where multiple employers could respond to an
incident, all plans should consistently address:
• Who will be designated as the incident commander (IC)

AND

- Details of who will evacuate immediately and who will
remain behind for limited action

If the employee's role is:
First responder at the awareness level
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•If, when, and how transfer of the incident commander (IC)
position will take place.

Table 1
Roles and Duties of Emergency Responders
Then all the following apply. They:
• Are likely to witness or discover a hazardous substance release

•

.

Are trained to initiate an emergency response by notifying the proper authorities of the
release
Take no further action beyond notifying the authorities
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If the employee's role is:
First responder at the operations level

Hazardous materials technician

Hazardous materials specialist

Incident commander

Specialist employee

-

Skilled support personnel

Incident safety officer
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Table 1
Roles and Duties of Emergency Responders
Then all the following apply. They:
• Respond to actual or potential releases in order to protect nearby persons, property,
and/or the environment from the effects of the release
• Are trained to respond defensively, without trying to stop the release
May try to:
- Confine the release from a safe distance
- Keep it from spreading
- Protect others from hazardous exposures
Respond to releases or potential releases, with the intent of stopping the release

.
.
.
.
.
.
•

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Are trained to approach the point of release offensively in order to, either:
-Plug
- Patch
- Stop the release using other methods
Respond along with, and provide support to, hazardous materials technicians
Are required to have more specific knowledge of hazardous substances than a hazardous
materials technician
Act as the site activity liaison when federal, state, local, and other government authorities
participate
Have ultimate responsibility for:
- Direction
- Control
- Coordination of the response effort
- Will assume control of the incident beyond the first responder awareness level
Are a technical, medical, environmental, or other type of expert
May represent a hazardous substance manufacturer, shipper, or a government agency
May be present at the scene or may assist from an off-site location
Regularly work with specific hazardous substances
Are trained in the hazards of specific substances
Are expected to give technical advice or assistance to the incident commander or incident
safety officer, when requested
Are needed to perform an immediate," specific emergency support task at the site
Are skilled in the operation of equipment including:
- Earth moving equipment
Cranes
Hoisting equipment
Are designated by the incident commander
Are knowledgeable in operations being implemented at the site
Have ·specific responsibility to
- Identify and evaluate hazards
- Provide direction on employee safety matters

NEW SECTION

• You may conduct training internally, or use outside training services to comply with this section.
- When outside trainers are hired, you are still responsible
for making sure the requirements of this section are met.
For example, employers may compare the course outline to
the competencies listed in Tables 3 through 6.

WAC 296-307-45220 Training.
Train your employees
Note:

Permanent
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- Retraining (refresher) training:
• Provide retraining annually
•Make sure retraining covers necessary content
• Document training or demonstrated competency

You must:
•Make sure employees are appropriately trained for their
assigned roles and duties as follows:
EXEMPTION: Skilled support employees are not covered by the
training requirements of this section (see WAC 296307-45420).

- Initial training:
• Provide initial training before the employee is allowed
to participate in an actual emergency response operation.
Note:

When first responders at the awareness or operations level
have sufficient experience to objectively demonstrate competencies specified in Table 3, you may accept experience
instead of training.

• Make sure initial training adequately addresses the
competencies in Tables 3 through 6 and the minimum training durations in Table 2.
•Certify that employees objectively demonstrate competencies specified in Tables 3 through 6 (except for employees
trained as first responders at the awareness level).
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Note:

Retraining is not required when employees demonstrate
competencies ann11ally and a record is kept of the demonstration methodology used.

- Trainer qualifications:
• Verify trainers have satisfactorily completed an
instructors' training course for the subjects they teach. For
example, courses offered by the United States National Academy, or equivalent courses are acceptable.
OR

•Have the educational and instructional experience necessary for training.
- Specialist employees:
• Specialist employees who have been sent to the scene
to advise or assist must receive training or demonstrate competency in their specialty, annually.

Table 2
Minimum Training Durations for all Responders
If you are a:

First responder at the awareness level
First responder at the operations level
Hazardous materials technician
Hazardous materials specialist
Incident commander

Then:
Training duration needs to be sufficient to provide the required
competencies
You need a minimum of 8 hours training (see Table 3)
You need a minimum of 24 hours training (see Table 4)
You need a minimum of24 hours training (see Table 4)
You need a minimum of24 hours training (see Table 5)

Table 3
Competencies for First Responders at the Awareness Level and Operations Level
When they are designated as First Responders at the:
Employees must be able to show they:
Operations Level
Awareness Level
x
Understand what hazardous substances are and their associated risks. x
x
x
emergency.
an
in
substances
hazardous
of
presence
the
Recognize
x
x
Can identify the hazardous substances, when possible.
~51
x
x
an
in
substances
hazardous
of
consequences
potential
Understand the
emergency.
x
x
Understand the role of a first responder at the awareness level as
described in:
•The employer's emergency response plan, including site security
and control.
•The United States Department of Transportation's Emergency
Response Guidebook. (search at: http://www.dot.gov ).
x
Can use The United States Department of Transportation's Emergency x
Response Guidebook.
x
Recognize the need for additional resources and the need to notify the x
incident's communication center accordingly.
x
Know basic hazard and risk assessment techniques.
x
appropriate
(PPE)
Can select and use personal protective equipment
for first responder operations level.
x
Understand basic hazardous materials terms.
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Table 3
Competencies for First Responders at the Awareness Level and Operations Level
Can perform basic control, containment, and/or confinement operaX
tions within the capabilities of the resources and PPE available.
Can implement decontamination procedures to their level training.
x
Understand relevant standard operating and termination procedures.
x
Table 4
Competencies for Hazardous Materials Technicians and Hazardous Materials Specialist
Employees must be able to show they:
When they are designated as a Hazardous Materials:
Technician
Specialist
Have the competencies specified for the first responder operations
x
x
level. (See Table 3)
Can implement an employer's emergency response plan.
x
x
Can function within their assigned role in the incident command sys- x
x
tem.
Understand hazard and risk assessment techniques.
x
x
Understand basic chemical and toxicological terminology and behav- x
x
ior.
Can use field survey instruments and equipment to classify, identify,
x
x
and verify materials at the incident.
Can select and use personal protective equipment (PPE) appropriate
x
x
for hazardous materials technicians.
Can perform advance control, containment, and/or confinement opera- x
x
tions within the capabilities of the resources and PPE available.
Can implement decontamination procedures to their level of training. x
x
Understand termination procedures.
x
x
Can implement the local emergency response plan.
x
Know of the state emergency response plan.
x
Can develop a site safety and control plan.
x
Understand chemical, radiological, and toxicological terminology and
x
behavior.
Understand in-depth hazard and risk techniques.
x
Can usg advanced survey instruments and equipment to classify, idenx
tify aifil'"'verify materials at the incident.
Can select and use proper specialized chemical PPE given to hazardous
x
materials specialists.
Can perform specialized control, containment, and/or confinement
x
operations within the capabilities of the resources and PPE available.
Can determine decontamination procedures.
x
Table 5
Competencies for Incident Commanders
Employees designated as Incident Commanders must be able to show they:
• Have competencies specified for the First Responder Operatioos Level. (See Table 3.)
• Know of the state emergency response plan and the Federal Regional Response Team.
• Can implement the local emergency response plan.
• Can implement the employer's emergency response plan.
• Have knowledge of the incident command system (JCS) and understand how they relate to it.
• Can implement the employer's JCS.
Permanent
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Table 5
Competencies for Incident Commanders
• Understand the hazards and risks associated with employees working in chemical protective clothing .
• Understand the importance of decontamination procedures .
Note: If the first employee arriving at the scene is not trained as an IC, they may take control of the incident within their
designated role and training level.
Table 6
Competencies for Specialist Employees
Employees designated as Specialist Employees must be able to show they:
• Have current knowledge in their field regarding safety and health practices relating to the specific hazardous substances.
• Have the knowledge of the ICS and understand how they relate to it.
Understand the care and use of personal protective equipment (PPE) .

.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-307-45230 Medical surveillance. Provide
medical surveillance to employees.
You must:
(1) Provide medical surveillance for employees to comply with Tables 7 and 8, and the following:
• Make medical surveillance available at:
- Reasonable times and places.
- No cost to employees, including travel associated costs
such as mileage, gas or bus fare if the employee is required to
travel off site
AND
- Wages for additional time spent outside of employees
normal work hours.
• Make sure a licensed physician performs or supervises
exams and procedures.
• Give complete information to the examining physician
including:
- A copy of this section.
- A description of the employee's duties that relate to
hazardous substance exposure.
- The hazardous substance exposure levels anticipated
for the employee.
- A description of the personal protective equipment
(PPE) the employee could use.
- Information available from previous medical examinations.
- The medical evaluation information required by chapter 296-62 WAC, Part E, Respiratory protection.
• Medical exams must include, at a minimum:

- A medical history
- A work history (or updated history if on file)
- A special emphasis on:
• Assessment of symptoms related to handling hazardous substances
• Health hazards
• Evaluation of fitness for duty (including the ability to
wear any personal protective equipment (PPE) or other conditions that may be expected at the workplace)
- Other content as determined by the examining physician.
Note:

The physician should consult the Occupational Safety and
Health Guida11ce Manual for Hazardous Waste Site Activities and the Medical Management Guidelines for Acute
Chemical Exposure (search OSHA website: http://www
.osha.gov).

(2) Obtain the physician's written opinion and give a
copy to the employee that includes:
• A statement of whether or not medical conditions were
found which would increase the employee's risk for impairment during emergency response work or respirator use.
- Do ~ot include specific findings or diagnoses ufilelated
to occupational exposures.
• Limitations recommended to the employee's assigned
work, if any.
• Exam and test· results if the employee requests this
information.
• A statement that affirms the employee has been confidentially informed of medical exam results (including medical conditions requiring follow-up).

Table 7
Medical Surveillance for Employee Categories
Then you must:
If the employee is covered by this section and is:
• Exposed for at least 30 days a year to health hazards or haz- • Offer standard medical surveillance as specified in Table 8. *
ardous substances at or above the permissible exposure limit
or published exposure levels (even when respirators are used),
OR

• Required to wear a respirator for at least 30 days a year.*
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Table 7
Medical Surveillance for Employee Categories
• A hazardous materials (HAZMAT) team member
• Provide standard medical surveillance as specified in Table
8.
• A hazardous materials specialist
• An emergency responder who shows immediate or delayed • Provide incident-specific medical surveillance as specified
signs or symptoms possibly resulting from exposure to hazin Table 8.
ardous substances during an incident.
• Offer incident-specific medical surveillance as specified in
• Not an emergency responder and:
- May be injured
Table 8.
- Shows immediate or delayed signs or symptoms possibly resulting from exposure to hazardous substances
- May have been exposed to hazardous substances at concentrations above the permissible exposure limits (PELs) or
the published exposure levels without appropriate PPE.
*Note:

A medical evaluation for respirator use is required by chapter 296-62 WAC, Part E, Respiratory protection, for those employees who have not
been cleared for respirator use during medical surveillance activities.

Table 8
Frequency of Exams and Consultations
If the employee is cover~d by:

• Standard medical surveillance

•Incident-specific medical surveillance

Then medical surveillance must include:
• Exams and consultations:
- Before assignment.
If the employee is a. hazardous materials
Note:
(HAZMAT) team member or a hazardous materials specialist, the employee must receive a
baseline physical examination.
- At least once every 12 months after their initial assignment unless the physician believes a shorter, or longer interval
(but no more than 24 months) is appropriate.
- Whenever employees are reassigned to an area where
they will no longer be covered by medical surveillance and
they have not been examined within the past 6 months.
- As soon as possible after an employee reports:
+ Signs or symptoms of possible overexposure to hazardous substances or health hazards
+ Injury
+ Exposure above the permissible exposure limits or
published exposure levels
- At the termination of their employment unless they
were examined within the past 6 months.
• Medical consultations and exams:
- As soon as possible following the incident or development of signs or symptoms.
- At additional times, if the physician determines followup is medically necessary.
- Any employee medical complaints regarding hazardous substance exposures
- A copy of all information given to the examining physician (except a copy of this section).

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-307-45240 Keep records.
You must:
• Keep a record of:
- Name and Social Security number of the employee
receiving medical surveillance
- Physicians' written opinions, recommended limitations, and results of examinations and tests
Permanent
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NEW SECTION

Note:

WAC 296-307-45400 Incident requirements. Recognize emergencies and initiate a response
You must:
• Make sure employees follow procedures in your emergency response plan to:
- Recognize when an emergency response must be initiated
- Notify employees, and others designated in your plan,
of the release
- Follow immediate emergency procedures
- Prevent the incident from increasing in severity or to
secure the operation.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-307-45410 Implement and maintain an
incident command system (JCS).
You must:
(1) Make sure a single individual, acting as the incident
commander (IC), is in charge of the site-specific incident
command system (JCS) and acts within their designated role
and training level.
Note:

• For multiemployer worksites:
- The IC has responsibility for controlling emergency
response operations at the site for all employers.
- Emergency response plans should be consistent in designating who assumes the IC position.
•If the first employee arriving at the scene is not trained as
an IC (see Table 5, Training Requirements for Incident
Commanders and Specialist Employees, WAC 296-82411020), they may take control of the incident within their
designated role and training level.

(2) Make sure all employers' emergency responders and
their communications are coordinated and controlled by the
IC.
Note:

The IC may delegate_ tasks to subordinates (within their
training level).

(3) Make sure each employer at the scene has designated
a representative to assist the IC.
(4) Establish security and control of the site as specified
in your written emergency response plan.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-307 -45420 Prepare skilled support personnel.
Note:

The duties of skilled support personnel are described in
Table I, Roles and Duties of Emergency Responders.

You must:
( 1) Make sure that your skilled support personnel
(including those employees who are not regularly employed
by you) who could be exposed to on-scene hazards are given
an initial briefing at the site before they participate in any
emergency response. The initial briefing must include:
• What chemical hazards are involved
• What duties are to be performed
• Instruction in the wearing of appropriate personal protective equipment
[ 143]
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Skilled support personnel do not need to comply with the
other training requirements of this section.

(2) Make sure the safety and health precautions given to
your employees are also given to skilled support personnel.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-307-45430 Make sure the incident commander oversees activities during the response. The
employer of the incident commander (IC) must:
(1) Identify all hazardous substances and conditions
present, within their training level, using site analysis and
maximum exposure limits, when appropriate.
(2) Implement emergency response procedures appropriate to the hazardous substances and conditions present, such
as:
•Procedures that address the use of engineering controls,
hazardous substance handling, and new technologies
• Procedures that address decontamination
• Procedures that address PPE
• Procedures that limit the number of personnel to those
who are actively performing emergency response operations,
in areas where exposure could exist.
(3) Designate an incident safety officer (ISO).
• Make sure the ISO demonstrates knowledge about
operations being implemented at the emergency response
site. They must:
-Identify and evaluate hazards
- Communicate with the IC about hazards, immediately
informing the IC of corrective actions that must be taken
when conditions are judged to be:
+ An imminent danger
OR

+ Immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH).
- Provide direction about the safety of operations.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-307-45440 Use the buddy system in danger
areas.
You must:
• Make sure operations and tasks (including limited
actions) in danger areas are conducted using the buddy system in teams of two or more.
Definition:
Danger areas are areas where conditions pose a serious
danger to employees, such as areas where:
•Immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH) conditions could exist.
OR

• High levels of exposure to toxic substances could exist.
OR

• There is a potential for exceeding the lower explosive
limit (LEL), also known as the lower flammability limit
(LFL) of a hazardous substance.
Permanent
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NEW SECTION

WAC 296-307-45600 Personal protective equipment.

WAC 296-307 -45450 Provide rescue and medical
assistance.
You must:
(1) Provide stand-by employees equipped with the. same
level of personal protective equipment (PPE) as the entrants,
for assistance or rescue.
Note:

Note:

• The buddy system applies to stand-by employees (WAC
296-307-45440).
• One of the two stand-by employees can be assigned to
another task provided it does not interfere with the performance of the stand-by role.
• Rescue equipment should be selected and provided based
on the types of rescue situations that could occur.

You must:

• Provide employees with appropriate PPE and make
·
sure it is used if hazards could be present.
- Select PPE (such as respirators, gloves, protective suits
and other PPE) based on:
+ An evaluation of the performance characteristics
(such as breakthrough time and hazardous substance-specificity of the material or item) relevant to the requirements and
limitations of the site.
+ Task-specific conditions and durations.
+ The hazards and potential ·hazards of the site (see
Table 9, Selecting PPE for Specific Hazards).
- Select totally encapsulating chemical protective
(TECP) suits, as specified in'Table 9, that:
+ Maintain positive air pressure.
+ Prevent inward test gas leaka'ge of more than 0.5 percent.

You must:
(2) Make sure employees trained in first aid are readily
available with necessary medical equipment and have a way
to transport the injured.
Note:

•Employee training is covered by WAC 296-800-150, first
aid. This rule requires training on the eighteen subjects
listed in addition to any subjects that are specific to your
workplace emergency hazards (for example: If exposure to
corrosive substances could occur, training would need to
include first-aid procedures for treating chemical bums).

Note:

• Employers who designate and train their employees to
provide first aid are covered by WAC 296-62-08001
through 296-62-08005, bloodbome pathogens.

If:

• Inhalation hazards could be present.

•Only properly trained.employees should select PPE. Haze
ardous materials technicians and hazardous materials specialists can select PPE within the competencies specified in
·
Table 4.
• Selection requirements in other PPE rules also apply,
·
including:
- Chapter 296-62 WAC, Part E, Respiratory protection.
- Chapter 296-305 WAC, Safety standards for fire fighting.

Follow the manufacturer's recommended procedure for
testing a TECP suit's ability to maintain positive air pressure and prevent inward gas leakage. Other established test
protocols for these suits, for example NFPA 1991 and
ASTM Fl052-97, may also be used.

Table 9
Selecting PPE for Specific Hazards
Then use:
• Positive-pressure (pressure-demand) self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) _
OR

-

• A decreased level of respiratory protection only when the
incident commander detenriines, from air monitoring results,
that employees will be adequately protected.
Either positive-pressure (pressure-demand):
•SCBA
• Air-line respirators equipped with an escape air supply.

Chemical exposure levels will create a substantial possibility
of:
•Immediate death.
• Immediate serious illness or injury.
• Reduced ability to escape.
Skin absorption of a hazardous substance may result in a sub- Protection equivalent to Level A including a totally encapsulating chemical protective (TECP) suit.
stantial possibility of:
• Immediate death.
• Immediate serious illness or injury.
• Reduced ability to escape.

Permanent
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NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-307-45620 Use personal protective equipment (PPE) properly.
You must:
(1) Make sure employees inspect PPE before, during and
after use, following your plan's procedures.
(2) Make sure employees put on (don) and remove (doff)
PPE following your plan's procedures.
(3) Make sure employees do not interchange self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) air cylinders from different manufacturers, unless all of the following apply:
• There is a life-saving emergency
•You need a supplemental air supply ·
•The cylinders are of the same capacity and pressure rating,
(4) Make sure compressed air cylinders used with
SCBAs meet the testing and service life requirements of the
United States Department of Transportation (USDOT).
Search at: http://www.dot.gov.

~

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-307-45800 Postemergency response.
Important:
• Postemergency response is the stage of the emergency
response where the immediate threat from the release has
been stabilized or eliminated, and cleanup of the site has
started.
• When cleanup is done by the employees who were part
of the initial emergency response, the employees are not covered by this section (however, training, PPE and other
requirements in WAC 296-307-45600 through 296-30745620 apply to these employees).
You must:
(1) Follow Table 10 to determine which requirements
apply to your postemergency response activities.
(2) Maintain clean-up equipment as specified in Table
10.

You can also check with the cylinder manufacturers to
obtain USDOT test and service life specifications.

-

,

You must:
(5) Make sure PPE is maintained in a safe and reliable
condition using your plan's procedures. PPE maintenance
includes:
• Decontamination
•Cleaning
• Inspection
• Identification of damage or defects
• Parts repair or replacement
• Storage or disposal.

WAC 296-307-45610 Control hazards created by
personal protective equipment (PPE).
You must:
• Control hazards created by the use of PPE, including:
- Heat stress due to extremely high temperatures.
- Any other employee health hazard and consideration.

Note:

WSR 02-11-141

Table 10
Rules that Apply to Postemergency Response Activities
When postemergency response cleanup is performed by
employees who were not part of the initial emergency
response and:
It is necessary to remove hazardous substances, health hazards
and contaminated materials (example: Soil) from the site
Cleanup is done on plant property using plant or workplace
employees
AND
It is not necessary to remove hazardous substances, hea.lth
hazards and contaminated materials from the site.

The following rules or requirements apply:

Chapter 296-62 WAC, Part P, Hazardous waste operations and
treatment, storage and disposal facilities.
For training:
•WAC 296-307-35015 and 296-307-35018, Employee
emergency action plans
•Chapter 296-62 Wf!'..C, Part E, Respiratory protection
•WAC 296-307-550, Employer chemical hazard communication
• Other appropriate training requirements relevant to personal protective equipment (PPE) and decontamination
For equipment:
• Make sure that all equipment used for clean-up work is
serviced and inspected before use.

NEW SECTION

Buddy system
A system of organizing employees (who enter or stand
by danger areas) into work groups, so each employee can be
observed by at least one other member of the group. The purpose of this system is to provide rapid assistance to employees in an emergency.

WAC 296-307-46000 Definitions. The following definitions are specific to this section:
Annually
Any twelve-month cycle.
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Clean-up operation(s)
An operation where hazardous substances are removed,
contained, incinerated, neutralized, stabilized, cleared up or,
in any other manner, processed or handled with the goal of
making the site safer for people or the environment.
Danger area
Areas where conditions pose a serious danger to employees, such as areas where:
•Immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH) conditions could exist
OR

• Substances listed by the United States Department of
Transportation as hazardous materials under Title 49 (Transportation) in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part
172, section 101 and appendices (visit: http://www.nara.gov
and search for "List of CFR subjects")
• Hazardous wastes as defined in this section.
Hazardous waste
A substance designated by chapter 173-303 WAC, Dangerous waste regulations, department of ecology, as a dangerous waste or an extremely hazardous waste and any waste fitting the definition of "health hazard" in this section.
Note:

• High levels of exposure to toxic substances could exist

OR

• There is a potential for exceeding the lower explosive
limit (LEL), also known as the lower flammability limit
(LFL), of a substance.
Decontamination
Removing hazardous substances from employees and
their equipment so potential adverse health effects will not
occur. Emergency response
An organized response to an anticipated release of a hazardous substance that is, or could become an uncontrolled
release.
Emergency response plan
A written plan that requires coordination between emergency response participants, and contains procedures, criteria, and other information that will be applied to emergency
response operations. Each employer's plan should be compatible with local and state plans.
Engineering controls
Methods of controlling employee exposures by modifying the source or reducing the quantity of contaminants.
Hazardous materials team (HAZMA T team)
A group of employees who are expected to perform
responses to releases, or possible releases, of hazardous substances for the purpose of control and stabilization. As a
result of their duties, HAZMAT team members may have
close _'flntact with hazardous substances.
N!}!e:

~

For department of ecology regulations, visit: http://www.
ecy.wa.gov

Health hazard
A chemical, a mixture of chemicals, or a pathogen for
which there is statistically significant evidence, based on at
least one study conducted according to established scientific
principles, that acute or chronic health effects may occur in
exposed employees.
The term "health hazard" includes stress due to temperature extremes and chemicals that are:
• Carcinogens
• Toxic or highly toxic agents
• Reproductive toxins, irritants, corrosives, sensitizers,
hepatotoxins, nephrotoxins, or neurotoxins
• Agents acting on the hematopoietic system agents that
damage lungs, skin, eyes, or mucous membranes. (Detailed
definitions of these chemical terms can be found in the Safety
and health core rules, WAC 296-307-550, chemical hazard ~
~
communication.)
Incident command system (ICS)
An organized approach to control and manage operations at an emergency response incident.
Incidental release
A release that can be safely controlled at the time of the
release and does not have the potential to become an uncontrolled release.
Note:
Example of a situation that results in an incidental release:

A HAZMAT team may be a separate component of a fire
brigade or fire department.

A tanker truck is receiving a load of hazardous liquid when a leak occurs. The driver knows the only
hazard from the liquid is minor skin irritation. The
employer has trained the driver on procedures and
provided equipment to use for a release of this quantity. The driver puts on skin protection and stops the
leak. A spill kit is used to contain, absorb, and pick
up the spilled material for disposal.
Immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH)
Any atmospheric condition that would:
• Cause an immediate threat to life

Hazardous substance
Any of the following substances that could adversely
affect an exposed employee's health or safety:
•Substances defined under section 101(14) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) or "Superfund" Act (visit:
http://www.epa.gov)
•Biological or other disease-causing agents released that
could reasonably be expected to cause death, disease, behavioral abnormalities, cancer, genetic mutation, physiological
malfunctions (including malfunctions in reproduction) or
physical deformations in a person or their offspring when the
person:
- Is directly exposed to the agent in the environment
- Directly ingests, inhales, or assimilates the agent from
the environment
- Indirectly ingests the agent through a food chain
Permanent

~

OR

• Cause permanent or delayed adverse health effects

OR

• Interfere with an employee's ability to escape
Limited action
Action necessary to:
• Secure an operation during emergency responses,
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OR

•Prevent an incident from increasing in severity.
Examples include shutting down processes and closing
emergency valves.
Lines of authority
A preestablished ranking of individuals, qualified to
assume a commanding role during an emergency response,
noted in an emergency response plan and implemented during a response. This is most important when responders from
multiple employers could participate in an emergency
response.
Lower explosive limit (LEL)
See lower flammable limit (LFL).
Lower flammable limit (LFL)
The lowest concentration of a material that will propagate a flame. The LFL is usually expressed as a percent (by
volume) of the material in air (or other oxidant).
Must
Must means mandatory.
Permissible exposure limit (PEL)
Means the established time-weighted-average (TWA)
concentration or ceiling concentration of a contaminant that
must not be exceeded.
The exposure, inhalation, or dermal permissible limit
specified in chapter 296-62 WAC, Part H, Air contaminants.
Personal protective equipment (PPE)
Protective items designed to be worn by the user to protect them against airborne, skin contact and other hazards.
This includes items such as respiratory protection, protective
suits, gloves, eye protection, etc.
Postemergency response
The stage of the emergency response where the immediate threat from the release has been stabilized or eliminated,
and cleanup of the site has started.
Published exposure level
Exposure limits published in "Natio[lal Institute.. for
Occupational Safety and Health (NJOSH) Recommendations
for Occupational Safety and Health" (DHHS publication
#92-100, 1992).
If an exposure limit is not published by NIOSH, then
"published exposure level" means the exposure limits published by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) in "TLVs and EEis-Threshold
Limit Values for Chemical Substances and Physical Agents"
(1999 edition).
Note:

Additional exposure levels published by recognized organizations such as the American Industrial Hygiene Association are not required to be observed by this rule; however,
they may be a useful resource when a hazardous substance
is not covered by NIOSH and ACGIH publications.

Release
A spill, leak, or other type of hazardous substance discharge.
Uncontrolled release
A release where significant safety and health risks could
be created. Releases of hazardous substances that are either
incidental or could not create a safety or health hazard (i.e.,
[ 147)

fire, explosion or chemical exposure) are not considered to be
uncontrolled releases.
Examples of conditions that could create a significant safety
and health risk:
- Large-quantity releases
- Small releases that could be highly toxic
- Airborne exposures that could exceed a WISHA
permissible exposure limit or a published exposure
limit and employees are not adequately trained or
equipped to control the release.
Example of an uncontrolled release:
A forklift driver knocks over a container of a solvent-based liquid, releasing the contents onto the
warehouse floor. The driver has been trained to recognize the vapor is flammable and moderately toxic
when inhaled. The driver has not been trained or
provided appropriate equipment to address this type
of spill. In this situation, it is not safe for the driver
to attempt a response. The driver needs to notify
someone of the release so an emergency response
can be initiated.
Workplace
• A fixed facility
OR

• A temporary location (such as a traffic corridor)
OR

• Locations where employees respond to emergencies.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
[Order 02-08-Filed May 22, 2002, 1I :28 a.m.)

Date of Adoption: May 21, 2002.
Purpose: This rule making will repeal chapter 173-222
WAC, Wastewater discharge permit fees, which has.,l!tready
been replaced by chapter 173-224 WAC, Wastewater discharge permit fees. Chapter 173-222 WAC is outdated and is
no longer used by the department.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing chapter 173-222 WAC.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 90.48 RCW,
Water pollution.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 02-07-099 on March
20, 2002.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 12.
Permanent
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Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 21, 2002
Linda Hoffman
for Tom Fitzsimmons
Director
REPEALER
The following chapter of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 173-222-010

Purpose and authority.

WAC 173-222-015

Applicability.

WAC 173-222-020

Definitions.

WAC 173-222-030

Discharge categories.

WAC 173-222-040

Complexity factors.

WAC 173-222-050

Permit fees.

WAC 173-222-060

Permit fee payment.

WAC 173-222-070

Periodic review.

WAC 173-222-080

Public notice.

WAC 173-222-090

Public hearings.

WAC 173-222-100

Agency initiated modifications.

WAC 173-222-110

Appeals.

;.....;

:>I
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WSR 02-11-003

WSR 02-11-001

EMERGENCY RULES

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 02-95-Filed May I, 2002, 3:49 p.m., effective May 2, 2002, 6:00
a.m.]

[Order 02-88-Filed May 1, 2002, 1:49 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: April 30, 2002.
Purpose: Amend personal use rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 232-28-61900A; and amending WAC 23228-619.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: This regulation is necessary to
eliminate premature harvest of catchable trout dedicated to
the "Fishing Kids" event that will be stocked on May 3, 2002.
There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
April 30, 2002
Evan Jacoby
for Jeff Koenings
Director

Date of Adoption: May 1, 2002.
Purpose: Amend commercial use fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-32-05100Q; and amending WAC 22032-051.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: Sets second period of treaty
Indian spring season commercial fishery. The fishery catches
are expected to remain within the allocation and guidelines of
the 2001 management agreement and will be consistent with
the biological opinion. Rule is consistent with action of the
Columbia River compact on April 30, 2002. Conforms state
rules with tribal rules. There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent regulations.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: May 2, 2002, 6:00 a.m.
May 1, 2002
Jeff Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck

NEW SECTION
WAC 232-28-619001 Exceptions to statewide rulesColumbia Park Pond. (Benton County) Notwithstanding
the provisions of WAC 232-28-619, effective 8:00 a.m. May
3, 2002 through 9:00 a.m. May 4, 2002 it is unlawful to fish
in those waters of Columbia Park Pond.

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-32-0SIOOQ Columbia River salmon seasons above Bonneville Dam. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-32-050, WAC 220-32-051, WAC 220-32052, WAC 220-32-058, effective immediately until further
notice, it is unlawful for a person to take or possess salmon,
shad, carp, or sturgeon taken for commercial purposes in
Columbia River Salmon Management Catch Reporting Areas
IF, lG, and lH, and the Wind River, White Salmon River
and the Klickitat River except those individuals possessing

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 12:01 a.m. May 1, 2002:
WAC 232-28-61900A

Exceptions to statewide
rules-Columbia Park Pond.
(02-60)
[I ]
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a marker located approximately 112 mile upstream from the
eastern shoreline.
6) Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-22-010,
during the open periods described above:
a) Area IF (Bonneville Pool) includes those waters of
the Columbia River upstream from the Bridge of the Gods,
and downstream from the west end of the 3 Mile Rapids
located approximately I .8 miles below the Dalles Dam.
b) Area IG includes those waters of the Columbia River
upstream from a line drawn between a deadline marker on the
Oregon shore located approximately 3/4 miles above The
Dalles Dam fishway exit, thence at a right angle to the thread
of the river to a point in mid-river, then downstream to Light
"I" on the Washington shore, and downstream from
Preacher's Eddy Light below John Day Dam.
c) Area IH includes those waters of the Columbia River
upstream from a fishing boundary marker approximately 112
mile above the John Day River, Oregon, extending at a right
angle across the thread of the river to a point in mid-river,
then downstream to a fishing boundary marker on the Washington shore approximately opposite the mouth of the John
Day River, and downstream from a line at a right angle across
the thread of the river one mile downstream from McNary
Dam.

treaty fishing rights under the Yakima, Warm Springs, Umatilla, and Nez Perce treaties may fish for salmon, shad, carp,
or sturgeon under the following provisions, pursuant to lawfully enacted tribal rules:
I) Open Periods: 6:00 a.m. May 2 to 6:00 p.m. May 4,
2002
a) Open Areas: SMCRA IF, IG, IH
b) Gear: Gillnets - No mesh restriction
2) Open Periods: 6:00 a.m. May 2 to 6:00 p.m. May 4,
2002
a) Open Areas: SMCRA IF, IG, IH, Wind River, White
Salmon River, Klickitat River
b) Gear: hoop nets, dip bag nets, and rod and reel with
hook and line.
3) Allowable sale includes: salmon, shad, and carp.
Sturgeon between 4 feet and 5 feet in length may be kept for
subsistence purposes. Fish caught from platforms and hook
and line fisheries may be s_old.
4) There will be no sanctuary in effect at Spring Creek
National Fish Hatchery.
5) Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-32-058,
the closed area at the mouth of:
a) Hood River are those waters along the Oregon side of
the Columbia River and extends to mid-stream at right angles
to the thread of the Columbia River between markers located
approximately 0.85 miles down river from the west bank at
the end of the break wall at the west end of the port of Hood
River and 112 mile upriver from the east bank.
b) Herman Creek are those waters upstream from a line
between deadline markers near the mouth. One marker is
located on the east bank piling and the other is located on the
west bank to the north of the boat ramp.
c) Deschutes River are those waters of the Columbia
River extending to midstream at right angles to the thread of
the Columbia River between points 1/2 mile upstream from
the eastern shoreline to one mile downstream from the western shoreline.
d) Umatilla River are those waters of the Columbia River
extending to midstream at right angles to the thread of the
Columbia River between points 112 mile upstream from the
eastern shoreline to one mile downstream from the western
shoreline.
e) Big White Salmon River are those waters of the
Columbia River extending to midstream at right angles to the
thread of the Columbia River between a marker located 112
mile downstream from the west bank upstream to Light "35".
f) Wind River are those waters of the Columbia River
extending to midstream at right angles to the thread of the
Columbia River between markers located I 1/4 miles downstream from the west bank and 112 mile upstream from the
east bank.
g) Klickitat River are those waters of the Columbia River
extending to midstream at right angles to the thread of the
Columbia River between the downstream margin of Lyle
Landing downstream to a marker located near the railroad
tunnel approximately 118 miles downstream from the west
bank.
h) Little White Salmon River are those waters of the
Columbia River extending to midstream at right angles to the
thread of the Columbia River between Light "27" upstream to
Emergency

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 6:0I p.m. May 4, 2002:
WAC 220-32-05 IOOQ

Columbia River salmon seasons above Bonneville Dam.
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EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 02-94-Filed May 2, 2002, 1: 19 p.m., effective May 5, 2002, 12:01
a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 1, 2002.
Purpose: Amend personal use rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-56-28500C and 232-28-6 I 900H; and
amending WAC 220-56-285 and 232-28-6I9.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: The upriver spring Chinook
run size has been upgraded to 293,000 and impacts to ESA
listed spring Chinook are available to reopen the fishery,
under the guidelines of the 200 I management agreement.
There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent rules.
[2]
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Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
~ Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
, Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 2, Amended 0, Repealed 2.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: May 5, 2002, 12:01 a.m.
May 1, 2002
J. P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck

-
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waters of the Columbia River from Bonneville Dam to Buoy
10.
(a) Daily limit two trout minimum size 12 inches in
length. Release wild steelhead. Release wild cutthroat below
Bonneville Dam.
(4) Effective immediately until further notice it is lawful
to fish for and possess trout in those waters of the Columbia
River of The Bonneville Reservoir upstream from the Tower
Island power lines; The Dalles and John Day Pools. Waters
upstream from the Interstate Bridge (Highway 197) to The
Dalles Dam are closed except that bank fishing is permitted
up to the downstream navigation lock wall on the Washington shore.
(a) Daily limit two trout minimum size 12 inches in
length. Release wild steelhead. Release wild cutthroat below
Bonneville Dam
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 12:01 a.m. May 5, 2002:
WAC 232-28-61900H

Exceptions to statewide
rules-Columbia River. (0286)
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 12:01 a.m. May 9, 2002:

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-56-28500C Shad-Areas and seasons.
Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-56-285, effective 12:01 a.m. May 5, 2002 through 11:59 p.m. May 8, 2002,
it is lawful to take, fish for, or possess shad in those waters of
the Columbia River downstream from Bonneville Dam.

WAC 220-56-28500C

NEW SECTION

Shad-Areas and seasons.

WSR 02-11-012

WAC 232-28-61900J Exceptions to statewide rulesColumbia River Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC
232-28-619:
(1) Effective 12:01 a.m. May 5, 2002 until 11:59 p.m.
May 8, 2002, it is lawful to fish for and possess adipose finclipped spring chinook in those waters of the Columbia River
from Buoy 10 upstream to 600 feet below the fish ladder at
Bonneville Dam.
(a) Daily limit: Six chinook, no more than two of which
may be adults, and all of which must be adipose fin-clipped,
minimum size 12 inches in length.
(2) Effective immediately until 11 :59 p.m. May 15,
2002, it is lawful to fish for and possess adipose fin-clipped
spring chinook in those areas listed below.
(a) The Bonneville Reservoir upstream from the Tower
Island power lines. Waters upstream from the Interstate
Bridge (Highway 197) to The Dalles Dam are closed except
that bank fishing is permitted up to the downstream navigation lock wall on the Washington shore.
(b) The Dalles Reservoir.
(c) John Day Reservoir.
(d) Daily limit: Six chinook, no more than two of which
~ may be adults, and all of which must be adipose fin-clipped,
, minimum size 12 inches in length.
(3) Effective 12:01 a.m. May 5, 2002 through 11:59 p.m.
May 8, 2002 it is lawful to fish for and possess trout in those

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE
[Order 02-97-Filed May 3, 2002, 4: I 0 p.m., effective May I I, 2002, 12:0 I
a.m.]

.l(;

Date of Adoption: "May 3, 2002.
n
12
Purpose: Amend personal use rules.
w·
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-56-36000Q; and amending WAC 22056-360.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: Test results show that adequate clams are available for harvest in Razor Clam Areas 2
and 3. Washington Department of Health has certified clams
from this beach to be safe for human consumption. There in
insufficient time to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
[ 3]
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Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or ~
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of ~
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: This regulation is needed to
ensure an orderly fishery, manage within court-ordered sharing requirements, and to ensure conservation. The state recreational share of spot shrimp has been taken in the areas
closed under this rule. There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections .Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Ag,ency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended O, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 3, 2002 ~
J.P. Koenings ~
Director
by Larry Peck

Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: May 11, 2002, 12:01 a.m.
May 3, 2002
J.P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck
NEW SECTION
WAC 220-56-36000Q Razor clams-Areas and seasons. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-56-360, it
is unlawful to dig for or possess razor clams taken for personal use from any beach in Razor Clam Areas 1, 2, 3, or
except as provided for in this section:
(1) Effective 12:01 a.m. May 11 through 11:59 a.m. May
11, 2002, razor clam digging is allowed in Razor Clam Area
2. Digging is allowed from 12:01 a.m. to 11:59 a.m. only.
(2) Effective 12:01 a.m. May 11 through 11:59 a.m. May
11, 2002, razor clam digging is allowed in that portion of
Razor Clam Area 3 that is between the Grays Harbor North
Jetty and the Copalis River. Digging is allowed from 12:01
a.m. to 11 :59 a.m. only.
(3) It is unlawful to dig for razor clams at any time in
Long Beach, Twin Harbors Beach or Copalis Beach Clam
sanctuaries defined in WAC 220-56-372.

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-56-32500V Shrimp:...._Areas and seasons.
Notwithstandin g the provisions of WAC 220~56-325 or
WAC 220-56-310:
1) Effective immediately, until further notice, it is
unlawful to harvest or possess shrimp taken for.personal use
in all waters of Marine Area 9 and all waters of Marine Area
10.
2) It is unlawful to fish for or possess shrimp from those
waters of Hood Canal south of the Hood Canal floating
bridge except as provided for in this section:
(1) Fishing for shrimp is allowed between 9:00 a.m. and
1:00 p.m. on the following dates: May 18, 22, 25, and 29,
2002.
(2) No shrimp fishers may. set. gear before 9:00 a.m. or
leave shrimp fishing gear in the water _after 1:00 p.m. each
day of the fishery.

REPEALER
T~ following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 12:00 noon May 11, 2002:

WAC 220-56-36000Q

Razor clams-Areas and seasons.

WSR 02-11-013

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMEN T OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 02-96-Filed May 3, 2002, 4: 13 p.m.]

REPEALER

Date of Adoption: May 3, 2002.
Purpose: Amend personal use rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-56-32500U; and amending WAC 22056-325.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Emergency

The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 220-56-32500U
[4
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Shrimp-Areas and seasons.
(02-80)

-
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WSR 02-11-020

June 10 - June 14, 2002
June 17 - June 21, 2002
June 24 - June 28, 2002
Gear: Single-wall, unslackened, floater gill net, with
breaking strength of less than 10 pounds.
Mesh size: 5 3/8 inches to 6 114 inches.
The net may not exceed 150 fathoms in length nor 40
meshes in depth.
Allowable Sale: During the fishing periods provided in
this section, only shad may be kept and sold. All salmonids,
walleye and sturgeon must be immediately returned to the
water and those alive must be released unharmed.

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 02-83-Filed May 3, 2002, 4: 15 p.m., effective May 20, 2002, 3:00
p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 3, 2002.
Purpose: Amend commercial fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-33-03000S; and amending WAC 22033-030.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: This regulation sets the standard shad commercial fishery in the lower Columbia River.
Harvestable numbers of shad are expected in 2002. This rule
is consistent with actions of the Columbia River compact
hearing of January 31, 2002, and is consistent with requirements of the ESA. There is insufficient time to promulgate
permanent rules.
, Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule. Make
ing: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
. Effective Date of Rule: May 20, 2002, 3:00 p:m,
May 3, 2002
· · J. P. Koenings
Director
· by Larry Peck

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 10:01 p.m. June 28, 2002:
WAC 220-33-0ZOOOS

Commercial shad-Columbia River.

WSR 02-11-020

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE
[Order 02-89-Filed May 6, 2002, 4:40 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 6, 2002.
Purpose: Amend personal use fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 220-56-315. ·
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity_ to comment upon _ad.option
a permanent rule would be contrary to the pubhc interest.. Reasons for this Finding: This regulation is nec~ary to
be consistent with management intent and the· language in
sport fishing pamphlet and a}low crawfish fishers to set and
pull ciawfish pots at night. There is ins'ufficierit time to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Arri.ended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Mak-

?A

NEW SECTION
· · WAC 220-33-03000S Commercial shad-Columbia
River. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-33-030,
it is unlawful to take, fish for or possess shad taken for commercial purposes except as provided for in this section:
FISHING PERIODS

Area: Area 2S
Dates: Daily, 3:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. from:
May 20 - May 24, 2002
May 28 - May 31, 2002
June 3 - June 7, 2002
[ 5]
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Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.

ing: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 6, 2002
J.P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck

May 6, 2002
J.P. Koenings
Director

~

~

NEW SECTION

WAC 220-56-28500D Shad-Areas and seasons.
Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-56-285, effective immediately until further notice, it is lawful to take, fish
for, or possess shad in those waters of the Columbia River
downstream from Bonneville Dam.

NEW SECTION

WAC 220-56-31500B Crawfish-Lawful acts. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-56-315, effective
immediately until further notice it is lawful to set or pull
crawfish pots from a vessel in all state freshwaters from one
hour after official sunset to one hour before official sunrise.

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 220-56-28500C

WSR 02-11-039

Shad-Areas and seasons.
(02-94)

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

NEW SECTION

WAC 232-28-61900K Exceptions to statewide
rules-Columbia River Notwithstanding the provisions of
WAC 232-28-619:
(1) Effective immediately through 11:59 p.m. May 15,
2002, it is lawful to fish for and possess adipose fin-clipped
spring chinook in those waters of the Columbia River from
Buoy 10 upstream to 600 feet below the fish ladder at Bon·
neville Dam.
(a) Daily limit: Six chinook, no more than two of which
may be adults, and all of which must be adipose fin-clipped,
minimum size 12 inches in length.
(2) Effective immediately through 11:59 p.m. May 15,
2002, it is lawful to fish for and possess adipose fin-clipped
spring chinook in those areas listed below.
(a) The Bonneville Reservoir upstream from the Tower
Island power lines. _Waters upstream from the Interstate
Bridge (Highway 197) to The Dalles Dam are closed except
that bank fishing is permitted up to the downstream navigation lock wall on the Washington shore.
(b) The Dalles Reservoir.
(c) John Day Reservoir.
(d) Daily limit: Six chinook, no more than two of which
may be adults, and all of which must be adipose fin-clipped,
minimum size 12 inches in length.
(3) Effective immediately through 11 :59 p.m. May 15,
2002 it is lawful to fish for and possess trout in those waters
of the Columbia River from Bonneville Dam to Buoy 10.
(a) Daily limit two trout minimum size 12 inches in
length. Release wild steelhead.
Release wild cutthroat below Bonneville Dam.
(4) Effective immediately through 11 :59 p.m. May 15,
2002 it is lawful to fish for and possess trout in those waters
of the Columbia River of The Bonneville Reservoir upstream
from the Tower Island power lines; The Dalles and John Day
Pools. Waters upstream from the Interstate Bridge (Highway
197) to The Dalles Dam are closed except that bank fishing is

[Order 02-99-Filed May 8, 2002, 10:50 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 6, 2002.
Purpose: Amend personal use rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-56-28500C, 232-28-619001 and 23228-61900K; and amending WAC 220-56-285 and 232-28619.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: The upriver spring Chinook
run size has been upgraded to 309,000 and sufficient impacts
to ESA--listed spring Chinook remain on the preseason guideline to extend the fishery through May 15, 2002. There is
insufficient time to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 2, Amended 0, Repealed 3.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Emergency
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permitted up to the downstream navigation lock wall on the
shore.
,
(a) Daily limit two trout minimum size 12 inches in
length. Release wild steelhead.
Release wild cutthroat below Bonneville Dam.

WSR 02-11-040

Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.

~Washington

May 6, 2002
J. P. Koenings
Director

REPEALER

NEW SECTION

The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 232-28-61900J

WAC 232-28-61900L Exceptions to statewide
rules-Little White Salmon River, (Drano Lake), Wind
River. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 232-28-619:
(1) Cowlitz River - Effective immediately until further
notice, those waters of the Cowlitz River from Mill Creek to
Barrier Dam fishing from south side of river is prohibited.
(2) Little White Salmon River (Drano Lake) Effective
immediately through June 30, 2002, it is lawful to fish for and
possess salmonids in those waters of the Little White Salmon
River (Drano Lake) downstream of markers on point of land
downstream and across from Little White Salmon National
Fish Hatchery and upstream of the Highway 14 Bridge.
Night closures and nonbuoyant lures restriction are in effect.
Closed to all fishing on Wednesdays effective immediately
through May 29, 2002. Effective immediately through May
8, special daily limit of two chinook salmon greater than 12
inches in length or two hatchery steelhead greater than 20
inches in length or combination of one such salmon and one
such steelhead. Effective May 9 through June 30, 2002, special four fish daily limit of chinook salmon and hatchery
steelhead of which no more than two may be hatchery steelhead. Chinook minimum size is 12 inches. Hatchery steelhead minimum size is 20 inches.
(3) Klickitat River - Effective immediately through May
29, 2002, it is lawful to fish for salmonids in those waters of
the Klickitat River from mouth to Fisher Hill Bridge - special
daily limit of one chinook salmon greater than 12 inches in
length or one hatchery steelhead greater than 20 inches in
length. Open only on Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Night closures and nonbuoyant lures restrictions in effect.
(4) Wind River - Effective immediately through June 30,
2002 it is lawful to fish for and possess salmonids in those
waters of the Wind River from markers (bouy line) at the
mouth upstream to 400 feet downstream from Shipherd Falls,
from 100 feet above Shipherd Falls to 400 feet below the
Coffer Dam and from 100 feet above the Coffer Dam to 800
yards downstream from the fishway at Carson National Fish
Hatchery. Night closures and nonbuoyant lures restriction
are in effect. Effective immediately through May 8, special
daily limit of two chinook salmon greater than 12 inches in
length or two hatchery steelhead greater than 20 inches in
length or combination of one such salmon and one such steelhead. Effective May 9 through June 30, 2002 special four
fish daily limit of chinook salmon and hatchery steelhead of
which no more than two may be hatchery steelhead. Chinook
minimum size is 12 inches. Hatchery steelhead minimum
size is 20 inches.

Exceptions to statewide
rules-Columbia River. (0294)

The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 12:01 a.m. May 16, 2002:
WAC 232-28-61900K

Exceptions to statewide
rules-Columbia River.

WSR 02-11-040

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 02-100--Filed May 8, 2002, I 0:51 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 6, 2002.
Purpose: Amend personal use rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 232-28-61900Q; and amending WAC 23228-619.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest. ·
Reasons for this Finding: Large numbers of adult hatchery origin spring Chinook are returning to these systems.
There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed l.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
~
Number of Sections Adopted Using r:-iegotiated Rule
, Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
[7]
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REPEALER

NEW SECTION

The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:

WAC 220-56-32500W Shrimp-Areas and seasons. ~
Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-56-325 or ~
WAC 220-56-310:
1) Effective 9:00 p.m., May 12, 2002, it is unlawful to
harvest or possess shrimp taken for personal use in all waters
of Marine Areas 8-1 and 8-2.
2) Effective immediately, until further notice, it is
unlawful to harvest or possess shrimp taken for personal use
in all waters of Marine Area 9 and all waters of Marine Area
10.
3) It is unlawful to fish for or possess shrimp from those
waters of Hood Canal south of the Hood Canal floating
bridge except as provided for in this section:
(1) Fishing for shrimp is allowed between 9:00 a.m. and
1:00 p.m. on the following dates: May 18, 22, 25, and 29,
2002.
(2) No shrimp fishers may set gear before 9:00 a.m. or
leave shrimp fishing gear in the water after 1:00 p.m. each
day of the fishery.

WAC 232-28-61900Q

Exceptions to statewide
rules-Cowlitz River, Little
White Salmon River, (Drano
Lake), Klickitat River, Wind
River. (02-28)

WSR 02-11-041

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE
[Order 02-104-Filed May 8, 2002, 11 :28 a.m., effective May 12, 2002,
9:00p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 7, 2002.
Purpose: Amend personal use fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-56-32500V; and amending WAC 22056-325.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: This regulation is needed to
ensure an orderly fishery, manage within court-ordered shar-·
ing requirements, and to ensure conservation. The state recreational share of spot shrimp has been taken in the areas
closed under this rule. There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Ini..:
tiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed l.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New O;
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: May 12, 2002, 9:00 p.m.
May 7, 2002
J. P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck
Emergency

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administra~ive
Code is repealed:
WAC 220-56-32500V

Shrimp-Areas and seasons.
(02-96)

WSR 02-11-042

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE.· · · ·

[Order 02-103---:Filed May 8, 2002, 11:30 a.m.]

Date of.Adoption: May 7, 2002.
Purpose: Amend commercial fishing rules.
C_i~tion of Existing. Rules Affected ~y this Order:
Repe~iljlg WAC 220-44-050001; and amending WAC 220-.
44-050.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause fii:tds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal" of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety,.or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adopti<;>i:t of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: These rules were adopted by
the Pacific Fisheries Management Council, and provide for
harvest of available stocks of b9ttom fish, while reserving
· brood stock for future fisheries. There is insufficient time to
promulgate permanent rules and to provide for a fishery.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
[8]
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Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovemmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
•
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed. O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 7, 2002
J. P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck

WSR 02-11-043

ticket reporting bottomfish landed as part of any trip or cumulative limit. Bottomfish landed under the authority of NMFS
research work or an EFP compensating research with fish
must be clearly marked "NMFS Compensation Trip" on the
fish receiving ticket in the space reserved for dealer's use.
The NMFS scientist in charge must sign the fish receiving
ticket in the area reserved for dealer's use if any bottomfish
are landed during authorized NMFS research. If the fish are
landed under the authority of an EFP as payment for research
work, the EFP number must be listed in the dealer's use
space.

~

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 220-44-050001

NEW SECTION

Coastal bottomfish catch limits. (02-61)

WAC 220-44-0SOOOK Coastal bottom fish catch limits. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-44-050,

effective immediately until further notice: (1) It is unlawful
to possess, transport through the waters of the state, or land
into any Washington port bottom fish taken from Marine
Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting Areas 58B,
59A-l, 59A-2, 60A-l, 60A-2, 61, 62, or 63 in excess of the
amounts or less than the minimum sizes, or in violation of
any gear, handling or landing requirement, established by the
Pacific Fisheries Management Council and published in the
Federal Register, Volume 67, No. 88, published May 7, 2002.
persons must consult the federal regulations,
Therefore,
which are incorporated by reference and made a part of Chapter 220-44 WAC. Where rules refer to the fishery management area, that area is extended to include Washington State
waters coterminous with the Exclusive Economic Zone. A
copy of the federal rules may be obtained by contacting Evan
Jacoby at (360) 902-2930.
(2) At the time of landing of coastal bottom fish into a
Washington port, the fish buyer receiving the fish 'is required
to clearly mark on the fish receiving ticket, in th~·space
reserved for dealer's use, all legally defined trawl geafl!board
the vessel at the time of delivery. The three trawl geaf types
are: midwater trawl, roller trawl and small foot·rope trawl
(foot rope less than eight inches in diameter). The notation of
the gear type(s) aboard the vessel is required prior to the signing of the fish receiving ticket by the vessel representative.
(3) Vessels engaged in chartered research for National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) may land and sell bottomfish caught during that research without the catch being
counted toward any trip or cumulative limit for the participating vessel. Vessels that have been compensated for research
work by NMFS with an Exempted Fishing Permit (EFP) to
land fish as payment for such research may land and sell fish
authorized under the EFP without the catch being counted
toward any trip or cumulative limit for the participating ves~ sel. Any bottomfish landed during authorized NMFS
, research or under the authority of a compensating EFP for
past chartered research work must be reported on a separate
fish receiving ticket and not included on any fish receiving

WSR 02-11-043
EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE
[Order 02-101-Filed May 8, 2002, 11:32 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 7, 2002.
Purpose: Amend commercial fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-52-03000R; and amending WAC 22052-030.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05 .350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary ~o the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: The Willapa Spits have readily
supported a six week fishery since 1989. Annual reported
harvest has averaged about 30,000 pounds. The fishery provides an important supply of crab bait to the local Dungeness
crab industry and depending on size and condition of the
clams, a fresh market restaurant trade .. Based on historical
catches and on site inspection, there should be adequate
clams to support a six-week season. Biotoxin levels currently
fall below the regulatory threshold. There is insufficient time
to promulgate permanent rules.
Number ·of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
[ 9]
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transportation system for commencement. However,
increasing costs and constrained resources have necessitated~
generating revenue from parking to cover costs associated~
with parking and traffic management, including staffing,
printing, a shuttle bus system, and cost associated with traffic
police. Amending WAC 4 78-116-131 is required to make
this change prior to commencement events in June 2002,
however, there is insufficient time to complete the promulgation of a permanent amendment to the rule, except as an
emergency.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 6, 2002
Richard L. McCormick
President

Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 7, 2002
J. P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck
NEW SECTION
WAC 220-52-03000R Commercial razor clams. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-52-030, effective
immediately until further notice, it is unlawful to dig for or
possess razor clams taken for commercial purposes from
Washington waters except as provided for in this section:
(1) Effective 12:01 a.m. May 12, 2002 through June 30,
2002, it is lawful to dig for and possess razor clams for commercial purposes in those waters and beaches of Razor Clam
Area One lying south of the Willapa Bay Ship Channel, west
of Ellen Sands and north of the tip of Leadbetter Point.
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective July 1, 2002:
WAC 220-52-03000R

4

Commercial razor clams.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-14-005,
filed 6/19/97, effective 9/15/97)

WSR 02-11-045

WAC 478-116-131 Parking for events and other university functions. (1) Parking for attendees to events that
may displace regular parking customers or that may require
added parking services staffing shall be accommodated only
if par~ng services can find suitable alternatives for regular
parkmg. customers. Parking fees will be charged as follows:
(a) ((FreshfflEtR eoRvoeatioR EtRd 1:1Riversity eofftffteRee
ffteRt EtRd related grnd1:1atioR foRetioRs.)) Parking for attendees at freshman convocation will be complimentary. Parking
services will charge the cost of staff and services used
expressly for the event to the sponsoring department;
(b) An event rate will be charged to attendees of events
that require staffing to collect fees; and
(c) Parking services shall negotiate the cost of prepurchased parking and alternative transportation for Husky football with the department of intercollegiate athletics.
(2) Parking services may lease available parking facilities to sponsors of events, who shall pay in advance and be
charged at a per stall fee for the particular leased facility.
(3) Parking services may extend its hours of operations
to encompass the hours of an event. The following conditions
shall trigger charging for events scheduled outside the normal
hours of operation:

EMERGENCY RULES

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
[Filed May 9, 2002, 10:08 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 6, 2002.
Purpose: To amend WAC 478-116-131 regarding parking fees for the University of Washington's commencement
events at the Seattle campus.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 478-116-131.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 28B.10.560
and 28B.20.130.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: The amended parking regulation is necessary to reflect a change from not charging parking fees for the University of Washington's commencement
events to charging attendees for parking as a prepaid special
event. Previously, the university's commencement budget
covered the costs associated with managing the parking and
Emergency
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Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 8, 2002
J. P. Koenings
Director

(a) Any activity which in the judgment of parking seris expected to attract over five hundred vehicles to cam, pus; or
(b) Any event requiring a city of Seattle special event
permit.
(4) University departments which sponsor functions
such as athletic events, conferences, seminars and dinners
may arrange for parking of their guests and this parking will
be provided on a space available basis. Departments have the
option of paying for guests' parking. Otherwise, their guests
will be responsible for the parking fee. To facilitate prepaid
parking and with parking services' prior approval, departments may act as its agent in the collection of parking fees.
(5) Parking services may displace permit holders from
their regularly assigned areas during special events. Permit
holders shall be provided an alternate area assignment during
special events at no extra charge.
~ vices

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-32-0SIOOR Columbia River salmon seasons above Bonneville Dam. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-32-050, WAC 220-32-051, WAC 220-32052, WAC 220-32-058, effective immediately until further
notice, it is unlawful for a person to take or possess salmon,
shad, carp, or sturgeon taken for commercial purposes in
Columbia River Salmon Management Catch Reporting Areas
IF, lG, and lH, and the Wind River, White Salmon River
and the Klickitat River except those individuals possessing
treaty fishing rights under the Yakima, Warm Springs, Umatilla, and Nez Perce treaties may fish for salmon, shad, carp,
or sturgeon under the following provisions, pursuant to lawfully enacted tribal rules:
1) Open Periods: 6:00 a.m. May 10 to 6:00 p.m. May 11,
2002

WSR 02-11-049
EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE
[0rder02-102-Filed May 9, 2002, 1:53 p.m.)

Date of Adoption: May 8, 2002.
Purpose: Amend commercial fishing rules.
~
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
, Repealing WAC 220-32-051 OOR; and amending WAC 22032-051.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: Sets third period of treaty
Indian spring season commercial fishery. The uprij'pr run
size has been upgraded to 309,000. The fishery catc;ilfs are
expected to remain within the allocation and guidelines of the
2001 management agreement and will be consistent with the
biological opinion. Rule is consistent with action of the
Columbia River compact on May 8, 2002. Conforms state
rules with tribal rules. There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent regulations.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Ini~ tiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
,
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.

2)

a) Open Areas: SMCRA lF, lG, lH

b)

c) Gear: Gill net - No mesh restriction
2) Open Periods: 6:00 a.m. May 10 to 6:00 p.m. May 11,
2002
3)
a) Open Areas: SMCRA IF, lG, lH, Wind River, White
Salmon River, Klickitat River
b) Gear: hoop nets, dip bag nets, and rod and reel with
hook and line.
1) Allowable sale includes: salmon, shad, and carp.
Sturgeon between 4 feet and 5 feet in length may be kept for
subsistence purposes. Fish caught from platforms and hook
and line fisheries may be sold.
2) There will be no sanctuary in effect at Spring Creek
National Fish Hatchery.
3) Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-32-058,
the closed area at the mouth of:
a) Hood River are those waters along the Oregon side of
the Columbia River and extends to mid-stream at right angles
to the thread of the Columbia River between markers located
approximately 0.85 miles down river from the west bank at
the end of the break wall at the west end of the port of Hood
River and 112 mile upriver from the east bank.
b) Herman Creek are those waters upstream from a line
between deadline markers near the mouth. One marker is
located on the east bank piling and the other is located on the
west bank to the north of the boat ramp.
c) Deschutes River are those waters of the Columbia
River extending to midstream at right angles to the thread of
the Columbia River between points 112 mile upstream from
[ 11]
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the eastern shoreline to one mile downstream from the western shoreline.
d) Umatilla River are those waters of the Columbia River
extending to midstream at right angles to the thread of the
Columbia River between points 112 mile upstream from the
eastern shoreline to one mile downstream from the western
shoreline.
e) Big White Salmon River are those waters of the
Columbia River extending to midstream at right angles to the
thread of the Columbia River between a marker located 1/2
mile downstream from the west bank upstream to Light "35".
f) Wind River are those waters of the Columbia River
extending to midstream at right angles to the thread of the
Columbia River between markers located l 1/4 miles downstream from the west bank and 112 mile upstream from the
east bank.
g) Klickitat River are those waters of the Columbia River
extending to midstream at right angles to the thread of the
Columbia River between the downstream margin of Lyle
Landing downstream to a marker located near the railroad
tunnel approximately 118 miles downstream from the west
bank.
h) Little White Salmon River are those waters of the
Columbia River extending to midstream at right angles to the
thread of the Columbia River between Light "27" upstream to
a marker located approximately 1/2 mile upstream from the
eastern shoreline.
6) Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-22-010,
during the open periods described above:
a) Area lF (Bonneville Pool) includes those waters of
the Columbia River upstream from the Bridge of the Gods,
and downstream from the west end of the 3 Mile Rapids
located approximately 1.8 miles below the Dalles Dam.
b) Area lG includes those waters of the Columbia River
upstream from a line drawn between a deadline marker on the
Oregon shore located approximately 3/4 miles above The
Dalles Dam fish way exit, thence at a right angle to the thread
of the river to a point in mid-river, then downstream to Light
"l" on the Washington shore, and downstream from
Preacher's Eddy Light below John Day Dam.
c) Area lH includes those waters of the Columbia River
upstream from a fishing boundary marker approximately 112
mile above the John Day River, Oregon, extending at a right
angle across the thread of the river to a point in mid-river,
then downstream to a fishing boundary marker on the Washington shore approximately opposite the mouth of the John
Day River, and downstream from a line at a right angle across
the thread of the river one mile downstream from McNary
Dam.

WSR 02-11-050

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 02-105-Filed May 9, 2002, 1:55 p.m., effective May 19, 2002, 6:00
a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 9, 2002.
Purpose: Amend personal use fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-56-33000H; and amending WAC 22056-330.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: This emergency regulation is
necessary to continue the closures for softshell crab and allocation from the previous emergency rule. In addition, the
opening of Marine Area 12 on May 19, 2002, is possible
because crab meet hardshell criteria and there is quota
remaining in the recreational harvest share. This opening is
on selected days through June 1, 2002, to avoid complications of sport shrimp catch estimation during the Hood Canal
shrimp fishery. There is insufficient time to promulgate per·
manent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with~
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal ~
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
.
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed l.
Number of Sections Adopted in .Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
fXH111ber of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Makil)g: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
·
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: May 19, 2002, 6:00 a.m.
May 9, 2002
J.P. Koenings
Director

Reviser's note: The typographical errors in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appear in the Register pursuant to the
requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-56-330001 Crab-Areas and seasons. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-56-330, it is unlawful to fish for crab for personal use except as provided herein:
( 1) Effective immediately until further notice, it is
unlawful to fi~h for crab for personal use in all Puget Sound
waters of Marme Areas 4, 5, 6, 7, 8-1, 8-2, 9, 10, 11, 13.
(2) Effective 6:00 a.m. May 19, 2002 through May 31,
2002, it is lawful to fish for crab for personal use in Marine

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 6:0 l p.m. May 11, 2002:
WAC 220-32-05100R
Emergency

Columbia River salmon seasons above Bonneville Dam.
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ing: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 8, 2002
Brian H. Lindgren, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

Area 12 except on Wednesdays and Saturdays. All crab gear
~must be removed from the water by 7 :00 p.m. each Tuesday
,and Friday during this period.
(3) Effective 12:01 a.m. June 1, 2002 until further notice,
it is lawful to fish for crab for personal use in Marine Area 12
seven days per week.
REPEALER

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-24-008,
filed 11/19/99, effective 1/1/00)

The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 6:00 a.m. May 19, 2002:
WAC 220-56-33000H

WAC 388-450-0230 ((TFeBtmeRt ef iReeme iR the
meRtlt ef11pplie11tieR fep destitete)) What income does the
deoartment count in the month I aoply for food assistance
((lteesehelils1)) when my assistance unit is destitute? (1)
((WheA a ffiigraAt or seasoAal farffi worker is detefffiiAed)) If
your assistance unit (AU) is destitute under WAC 388-4060021, ((eligibility aHd beAefit ammrnt fur the moAth of arj:Jli
eatioH is determiAed by)) we may exclude some of your
income in the month you apply for food assistance.
(2) In the month of application, we:
(a) ((Co1:1HtiRg the h01:1sehold's iAcome that is reeeiveEI
frem)) Count only income received between the first of the
month ((thro1:1gh the date of applicatioR;)) and the date you
apply for food assistance.
(b) ((Bxel1:1diAg)) Disregard any income from a new
source that ((the ho1:1sehold expeets)) you expect to receive
((d1:1riAg the teR days)) after the date ((of applicatioH)) Yill!
apply for food assistance.
(((2) A ho1:1sehold member ehaAgiAg jobs b1:1t coAtiAl:liAg
to work for the saffie employer is coHsidered to be reeeiviHg
iHeome from the same so1:1rce.))

Crab-Areas and seasons.
(02-67)

WSR 02-11-052

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
[Filed May 9, 2002, 3:49 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 8, 2002.
Purpose: Federalrules require the department to disregard any income from a new source that a destitute household
expects to receive after the date of application. The current
WAC excludes income from a new source that the household
~expects to receive only during the ten days after application.
, This amendment will allow destitute households to receive
the food assistance benefits to which they are entitled.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 388-450-0230.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.08.090 and
74.04.510.
Other Authority: 7 C.F.R. 273.10 (e)(3).
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that state or federal law or federal rule or a federal deadline
for state receipt of federal funds requires immediate adoption
.r...
of a rule.
Reasons for this Finding: The current WAC dHk'flicts
with federal regulations and is adversely affecting a sPgnificant number of the department's neediest families by denying
them the means to a nutritious diet at the point of their greatest need.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
~ Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Mak-

WSR 02-11-068

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 02-106-Filed May I 0, 2002, 4:58 p.m., effective May 16, 2002]

Date of Adoption: May 10, 2002.
Purpose: Amend personal use fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 232-28-61900M; and amending WAC 23228-619.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: An abundant return of spring
chinook salmon is forecast for the Columbia River during the
year 2002. This abundance of fish will ensure that brood
stock escapement goals are met at the Carson and Little
White Salmon hatcheries. In addition approximately 12,000
spring chinook salmon are predicted to return to the Icicle
River ensuring that the Leavenworth National Fish Hatchery
[ 13]
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WSR 02-11-071

Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: This rule will eliminate premature harvest of catchable trout dedicated to the "Fishing
Kids" events that will be stocked on May 17, 2002. There is
insufficient time to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: May 17, 2002, 8:00 a.m.
May 13, 2002
J. P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck

will be able to collect the 1,000 fish needed for brood stock.
The remaining salmon in the Icicle River will be available for
harvest by both the Yakima Indian Nation and nontribal
anglers. There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent
regulations.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed l.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: May 16, 2002.
May 10, 2002
J. P. Koenings
Director
NEW SECTION
WAC 232-28-61900M Exceptions-Icicle River
(Chelan County). Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC
220-57-290, effective May 16, 2002 through July 31, 2002 it
is lawful to fish for salmon in those waters of the Icicle River
from 500 feet downstream of the Leavenworth Hatchery to
the mouth. Daily limit two salmon greater than 12 inches in
length. Night closure and non-buoyant lure restrictions in
effect.

4

NEW SECTION
WAC 232-28-61900N Exceptions to statewide
rules-Sarge Hubbard Park Pond (Yakima County). Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 232-28-619, effective
8:00 a.m. May 17 through 9:00 a.m. May 18, 2002, it is
unlawf~ to fish in those waters of Sarge Hubbard Park Pond.

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed one hour after official sunset on July 31,
2002:
WAC 232-28-61900M

4

'(11

REPEALER

Exceptions-Icicle River
(Chelan County).

The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 9:01 a.m. May 18, 2002:
WAC 232-28-61900N

WSR 02-11-071

Exceptions to statewide
rules-Sarge Hubbard Park
Pond (Yakima County).

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

WSR 02-11-085

[Order 02-107-Filed May 13, 2002, 3:44 p.m., effective May 17, 2002,
8:00 a.m.]

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

Date of Adoption: May 13, 2002.
Purpose: Amend personal use rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 232-28-61900N; and amending WAC 23228-619.
Emergency

[Order 02-109-Filed May 16, 2002, 4:00 p.m., effective May 17, 2002,
6:00a.m.)

Date of Adoption: May 16, 2002.
[ 14)
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a) Open Areas: SMCRA lF, lG, lH
b) Gear: Gillnet - No mesh restriction
2) Open Periods: 6:00 a.m. May 17 to Noon May 29,
2002
a) Open Areas: SMCRA IF, lG, lH, Wind River, White
Salmon River, Klickitat River
b) Gear: hoop nets, dip bag nets, and rod and reel with
hook and line.
3) Open Periods: 9:00 p.m. May 21 to Noon May 22,
2002
9:00 p.m. May 28 to Noon May 29, 2002
a) Open Areas: Drano Lake
b) Gear: Floating gillnets not longer than 150 feet, hoop
nets fished from bank or boat, or hook and line with bait or
lures. All other types of gear and methods are prohibited.
Snagging and gaffing of fish and driftnetting are prohibited.
4) Allowable sale includes: salmon, shad, and carp.
Sturgeon between 4 feet and 5 feet in length may be kept for
subsistence purposes. Fish caught from platforms and hook
and line fisheries may be sold.
5) There will be no sanctuary in effect at Spring Creek
National Fish Hatchery.
6) Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-32-058,
the closed area at the mouth of:
a) Hood River are those waters along the Oregon side of
the Columbia River and extends to mid-stream at right angles
to the thread of the Columbia River between markers located
approximately 0.85 miles down river from the west bank at
the end of the break wall at the west end of the port of Hood
River and 112 mile upriver from the east bank.
b) Herman Creek are those waters upstream from a line
between deadline markers near the mouth. One marker is
located on the east bank piling and the other is located on the
west bank to the north of the boat ramp.
c) Deschutes River are those waters of the Columbia
River extending to midstream at right angles to the thread of
the Columbia River between points 1/2 mile upstream from
the eastern shoreline to one mile downstream from the western shoreline.
d) Umatilla River are those waters of the Columbia River
extending to midstream at right angles to the thread of the
Columbia River between points 1/2 mile upstream from the
eastern shoreline to one mile downstream from the western
shoreline.
e) Big White Salmon River are those waters of the
Columbia River extending to midstream at right angles to the
thread of the Columbia River between a marker located 1/2
mile downstream from the west bank upstream to Light "35".
f) Wind River are those waters of the Columbia River
extending to midstream at right angles to the thread of the
Columbia River between markers located 1 114 miles downstream from the west bank and 1/2 mile upstream from the
east bank.
g) Klickitat River are those waters of the Columbia River
extending to midstream at right angles to the thread of the
Columbia River between the downstream margin of Lyle
Landing downstream to a marker located near the railroad
tunnel approximately 1/8 miles downstream from the west
bank.

Purpose: Amend commercial fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
~
, Repealing WAC 220-32-05100S; and amending WAC 22032-051.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: Sets forth period of treaty
Indian spring season commercial fishery. The upriver run
size has been updated to 303,000. The fishery catches are
expected to remain within the allocation and guidelines of the
2001 management agreement and will be consistent with the
biological opinion. Rule is consistent with action of the
Columbia River compact on May 15, 2002. Conforms state
rules with tribal rules. There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent regulations.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Ini~ tiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed l.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: May 17, 2002, 6:00 a.m.
May 16, 2002
J. P. Koenings
f;irector
by Larry Peck
NEW SECTION

WSR 02-11-085

"

WAC 220-32-051008 Columbia River salmon seasons above Bonneville Dam. Notwithstanding the provi.sions of WAC 220-32-050, WAC 220-32-051, WAC 220-32052, WAC 220-32-058, effective immediately until further
notice, it is unlawful for a person to take or possess salmon,
shad, carp, or sturgeon taken for commercial purposes in
Columbia River Salmon Management Catch Reporting Areas
lF, lG, and lH, and the Wind River, White Salmon River
and the Klickitat River except those individuals possessing
treaty fishing rights under the Yakima, Warm Springs, Umatilla, and Nez Perce treaties may fish for salmon, shad, carp,
~ or sturgeon under the following provisions, pursuant to law, fully enacted tribal rules:
1) Open Periods: 6:00 a.m. May 17 to 6:00 p.m. May 18,
2002
[ 15]
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h) Little White Salmon River are those waters of the
Columbia River extending to midstream at right angles to the
thread of the Columbia River between Light "27" upstream to
a marker located approximately 1/2 mile upstream from the
eastern shoreline.
7) Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-22-010,
during the open periods described above:
a) Area lF (Bonneville Pool) includes those waters of
the Columbia River upstream from the Bridge of the Gods,
and downstream from the west end of the 3 Mile Rapids
located approximately 1.8 miles below the Dalles Dam.
b) Area lG includes those waters of the Columbia River
upstream from a line drawn between a deadline marker on the
Oregon shore located approximately 3/4 miles above The
Dalles Dam fish way exit, thence at a right angle to the thread
of the river to a point in mid-river, then downstream to Light
"l" on the Washington shore, and downstream from
Preacher's Eddy Light below John Day Dam.
c) Area lH includes those waters of the Columbia River
upstream from a fishing boundary marker approximately 112
mile above the John Day River, Oregon, extending at a right
angle across the thread of the river to a point in mid-river,
then downstream to a fishing boundary marker on the Washington shore approximately opposite the mouth of the John
Day River, and downstream from a line at a right angle across
the thread of the river one mile downstream from McNary
Dam.

2002. The department is in the process of adopting the permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 4, Amended 0, Repealed 4.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 16,2002
J. P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck
NEW SECTION

WAC 220-56-195001 Closed saltwater salmon
areas-2002 North of Falcon. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-56-195:
~
(1) Effective July 1, 2002, it is lawful to fish for salmon ~
in all of Carr Inlet, except unlawful to fish for salmon within
1,000 feet of the outer oyster stakes at the mouth of Minter
Creek.
(2) Effective August 1, 2002, it is lawful to retain salmon
during open periods in waters of Areas 4 and 5 southerly of a
line from Kydaka Point to Shipwreck Point.
(3) Effective July l, 2002, until further notice waters of
Area 6 within 1,000 feet of the mouth of the Elwah River are
closed to salmon angling.
(4) Effective immediately until further notice waters of
Area 8-1J east of a line from Mission Point to Hermosa Point
are closed to salmon angling.

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 12:01 p.m. May 29, 2002:
WAC 220-32-05 lOOS

Columbia River salmon seasons above Bonneville Dam.

WSR 02-11-086

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMEN T OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 02-111-Filed May 16, 2002, 4:00 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 16, 2002.
Purpose: Amend personal use rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-56-195001, 232-28-61900Q, 232-2862000D and 232-28-62 lOOG; and amending WAC 220-56195, 232-28-619, 232-28-620, and 232-28-621.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: These are interim personal use
rules that will be effective until the permanent rules resulting
from the North of Falcon proceeding take effect on August 2,
Emergency

~
~

NEW SECTION

WAC 232-28-61900 Q Exceptions to statewide
rules-2002 North of Falcon. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 232-28-619, it is unlawful to violate the following provisions:
(1) Baker River (Skagit County) - Mouth to Highway 20
Bridge closed through August 31, 2002.
(2) Cispus River (Lewis County) - Release wild chinook
through July 31.
(3) Columbia River (a) Buoy 10 Line to Rocky Point-Tongue Point Line August l until further notice salmon daily limit two fish, both ~
. of which may be chi nook.
~
(b) Rocky Point-Tongue Point Line to 1-5 Bridge - May
16 through July 31 release all salmon except jack chi nook.
[ 16]
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(c) I-5 Bridge to Highway 395 Bridge - June 16 through
~July 31 release all salmon except jack chinook.
(4) Cowlitz River (Lewis County) - Mouth to 400 feet
,
below Mayfield Dani open to salmon. Daily limit may contain no more than one adult salmon through July 31.
(5) Hoh River (Jefferson County) - mouth to Willoughby
Creek May 16 through May 31 open Wednesday through
Sunday only. Game fish catch and release except up to two
hatchery steelhead may be retained and daily limit may contain no more than l adult salmon. Effective June l until further notice salmon fishing allowed only Wednesday through
Sunday of each week and daily limit may contain no more
than 1 adult salmon.
(6) Klickitat River (Klickitat County) - From 400 feet
above No. 5 fishway to boundary markers below Klickitat
Salmon Hatchery closed to salmon angling through July 31,
2002.
(7) Lewis River and Lewis River North Fork (Clark
County) - Immediately through July 31 - Daily limit six fish
of which not more than one may be an adult salmon.
(8) Nooksack River (Whatcom County) - Effective
August 1 until further notice nonbuoyant lures allowed.
(9) Puyallup River (Pierce County) - Effective August l
until further notice salmon daily limit may contain no more
than 1 adult chinook.
(10) Skagit River (Skagit County) - Gilligan Creek to
Bacon Creek salmon fishing closed until further notice.
(11) Skykomish River (Snohomish County) - Lewis
~ Street Bridge in Monroe to mouth of Wallace River open to
, salmon fishing June 1 through July 31 with a daily limit of l
hatchery chinook.
(12) Toutle River (Cowlitz County) - August 1 until further notice lawful to retain chinook in daily limit. Release
chum and wild coho in mainstem. Release wild coho in
North Fork.
NEW SECTION
WAC 232-28-62000D Coastal salmon seasons-200 2
North of Falcon . .It is unlawful to fish for salmon ir;i f.oastal
waters during 2002 except as provided in this sectioit-f
·~·
(1) Area 1:
chinook
2
limit
Daily
16
June
through
25
May
(a)
salmon.
(b) July 7 until further notice - Open Sunday through
Thursdays only, daily limit 2 salmon except release wild
coho.
(2) Areas 2, 2-1, and 2-2:
(a) May 25 through June 16 - Daily limit 2 chinook
salmon.
(b) June 30 until further notice open Sunday through
Thursdays only, daily limit 2 salmon except release wild
coho.
(3) Area 3:
(a) May 25 through June 16 - Daily limit 2 chinook
~ salmon.
(b) July 7 until further notice - Daily limit 2 salmon
,
except release wild coho.
(4) Area 4:

WSR 02-11-086

(a) May 25 through June 16 - Daily limit 2 chinook
salmon.
(b) July 7 until further notice - Daily limit 2 salmon
except release wild coho, release chinook east of the BonillaTatoosh Line, and effective August 1 release chum.
NEW SECTION
WAC 232-28-621 OOG Puget Sound salmon seasons2002 North of Falcon. It is unlawful to fish for salmon in
Puget Sound during 2002 except as provide for in this section:
(1) Area 5 - July l until further notice - Daily limit 2
salmon except release chum and wild coho. Release chinook
July l through July 7, after July 7 daily limit may contain no
more than 1 chinook.
(2) Area 6 - July l until further notice - Daily limit 2
salmon except release chinook, chum and wild coho.
(3) Area 7 - July 1 until further notice - Daily limit of 2
salmon not more than one of which may be a chinook salmon,
and effective August 1 release chum and wild coho.
(4) Area 8-1 - August 1 until further notice - Daily limit
2 salmon except release chinook.
(5) Area 8-2:
(a) June 30 until further notice- Waters adjacent to Tulalip Bay west of the closed area line, within 2,000 feet of
shore, north of pilings at old Bower's Resort and south of a
fishing marker 1.4 miles northwest of Hermosa Point open
Friday through 11 :59 a.m. the following Monday of each
week. Daily limit 2 salmon.
(b) All other waters of Area 8-2, August 1 until further
notice - Daily limit 2 salmon except release chinook.
(6) Area 9 - July 1 until further notice - Daily limit 2
salmon except release chinook and chum.
(a) Salmon fishing open year round from Edmonds fishing pier. Daily limit 2 salmon, not more than one of which
may be a chinook salmon, Effective August 1 release chum.
(b) Salmon fishing open year round from the Hood Canal
Bridge fishing pontoon. Daily limit 2 salmon except effective July 1 release chinook and effective August 1 release
chum.
(7) Area 10 - July 1 until further notice - Daily limit 2
salmon except release chinook, and effective August 1
release chum.
(a) Elliott Bay east of a line from West Point to Alki
Point is closed except effective July 12 waters east of a line
from Pier 91 to Duwamish Head open Friday through Sunday
of each week. Release chum.
(b) Shilshole Bay east of a line from Meadow Point to
West Point is closed.
(c) Lawful to retain chinook in waters of Sinclair Inlet
and Port Orchard south of the Manette Bridge, south of a line
projected true west from Battle Point, and west of a line projected true south from Point White.
(d) Salmon fishing open year round from Elliott Bay
public fishing pier, Seacrest pier, Waterman pier, Bremerton
boardwalk, and Illahee State Park pier. Daily limit 2 salmon,
not more than one of which may be a chinook salmon. Effective August 1 release chum.
[ 17]
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(e) Terminal gear restricted to bait suspended above the
bottom from a float when fishing in the Duwamish Waterway
as defined in WAC 232-28-621.
(8) Area 11:
(a) July l until further notice - Daily limit 2 salmon.
(b) Salmon fishing open year round from Les Davis public fishing pier, Des Moines public fishing pier, Redondo
public fishing pier, Dash Point dock, and Point Defiance
Boathouse dock. Daily limit 2 salmon, not more than one of
which may be a chinook salmon.
(9) Area 12 except waters of the Hoodsport Hatchery
Zone - July l until further notice in waters south of Ayock
Point - Daily limit 4 salmon, not more than two of which may
be chinook, and release chum.
(10) Area 13:
(a) Immediately through June 30 - Daily limit 2 salmon
not more than one of which may be a chinook.
(b) July 1 until further notice - Daily limit 2 salmon
except release wild coho.
(c) Carr Inlet - July l through July 31 terminal gear
restricted to fly fishing only, daily limit 2 hatchery coho.
(d) Salmon fishing open year round from the Fox Island
public fishing pier. Daily limit 2 salmon not more than one
of which may be a chinook salmon and effective July 1 until
further notice release wild coho.

Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the
requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed effective 11 :59 p.m. August 2, 2002:
WAC 220-56-19500!

Closed saltwater areas - 2002
North of Falcon

WAC 232-28-61900Q

Exception to statewide rules 2002 North of Falcon

WAC 232-28-62000D

Coastal salmon seasons 2002 North of Falcon

WAC 232-28-621000

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-56-33000J Crab-Areas and seasons. Not-

withsta~ing the provisions of WAC 220-56-330, effective

Puget Sound salmon seasons
- 2002 North of Falcon

immedilitely until further notice, it is unlawful to fish for crab
for personal use in all waters of Puget Sound except as provided herein:
(1) Effective 6:00 a.m. May 19, 2002 through May 31,
2002, it is lawful to fish for crab for personal use in Marine
Area 12 except on Wednesdays and Saturdays. All crab gear
must be removed from the water by 7 :00 p.m. each Tuesday
and Friday during this period.
(2) Effective 12:01 a.m. June 1, 2002 until further notice,
it is lawful to fish for crab for personal use in Marine Areas 9
and 12.
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EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMEN T OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 02-110-Filed May 17, 2002, 3:02 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 17, 2002.
Purpose: Amend personal use fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-56-33000H and 220-56-33000!; and
amending WAC 220-56-330.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
Emergency

necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: This emergency regulation is
necessary to continue the closures for softshell crab and allocation from the previous emergency rule. In addition, the
opening of Marine Areas 9 and 12 are possible because crab
meet hardshell criteria and there is quota remaining in the
recreational harvest share. This opening is on selected days
through May 31, 2002, to avoid complications of sport
shrimp catch estimation during the Hood Canal shrimp fishery. There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent
rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New l, Amended 0, Repealed 2.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 17, 2002
J. P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck

REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 220-56-33000H
[ 18 J
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WAC 220-56-330001

Crab-Areas and seasons.
(02-105)

WSR 02-11-102

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

[Order 0210-Filed May 20, 2002, 11:20 a.m., effective May 24, 2002]

~

,

~

,

Purpose: Law enforcement agencies within the state of
Washington confiscate drugs, including controlled substances, during the course of their work. The controlled substances are kept as evidence until the case is adjudicated.
When no longer needed as evidence, law enforcement agencies follow their own policies for the destruction of the controlled substances. These policies include incineration, witnessed by a law enforcement officer. There is only one
waste-to-energy facility in Washington that is able to take
these wastes; however its permit prohibits the burning of dangerous waste. Some controlled substances designate as dangerous wastes in the state of Washington. This conditional
exclusion will make it possible for these wastes to be disposed of at the waste-to-energy facility.
Controlled substances collected by law enforcement
agencies within the state of Washington must be handled
according to law enforcement policy to assure consistency in
handling procedures. Deviations from the policy can put the
law enforcement agency at risk for liability, loss of accreditation of their evidence rooms, and may impact case development. Law enforcement agencies have limited budgets for
evidence disposal and varying disposal needs. The absence
of the option for incinerating controlled substances is an
impediment to a necessary element of police work.
This conditional exclusion from the dangerous waste
regulations applies only to wastes that are regulated as stateonly dangerous waste; that is, they are not also regulated
under federal hazardous waste regulations. Ecology does not
have the authority to exempt from regulation any drug that is
a regulated waste under federal law. The drugs that are regulated as state-only dangerous waste are regulated prmiarily
due to their toxicity. Incineration is an appropriate rnqfhod of
disposal for these low volume, low toxicity wastes.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 173-303-071.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 70.105
RCW.
Other Authority: Chapter 43.21A RCW.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: Law enforcement agencies
have no in-state options for disposal of confiscated controlled
substances that are state-only dangerous wastes. Due to a
sudden loss of the last in-state disposal option and an ever
increasing backlog in evidence rooms, law enforcement
agencies need a safe, acceptable, immediately available

option to dispose of these substances. Conditional exclusion
from chapter 173-303 WAC will allow for disposal outside of
the requirements of dangerous waste regulation.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: May 24, 2002.
May 14, 2002
Linda Hoffman
Deputy Director
for Tom Fitzsimmons
Director
Reviser's note: The material contained in this filing exceeded the
page-count limitations of WAC 1-21-040 for appearance in this issue of the
Register. It will appear in the 02-12 issue of the Register.

WSR 02-11-114

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 02-112-Filed May 20, 2002, 4:47 p.m., effective May 23, 2002]

Date of Adoption: May 20, 2002.
Purpose: Amend recreational fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 232-28-61900R; and amending WAC 23228-619.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: The 2002 forecast for upriver
spring chinook returning to the Snake River is 168,400, with
44,900 of that total representing wild spring chinook. There
are sufficient numbers of hatchery origin fish within allowable limits for potential impacts upon wild fish to open this
Snake River fishery. There is insufficient time to promulgate
permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
[ 19 J
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Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: May 23, 2002.
May 20, 2002

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order02-113-Filed May 21, 2002, 1:47 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 21, 2002.
Purpose: Amend recreational fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-56-33000J; and amending WAC 22056-330.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: This emergency regulation is
necessary to continue closures for softshell crab and allocation from the previous emergency rule. The described portion of Marine Area 8-2 and all of Marine Areas 9 and 12
meet the hardshell criteria for opening recreational fisheries.
In addition, there is quota remaining in the recreational harvest share for Marine Areas 8-2 and 12. As of May 31, 2002,
there will be quota remaining in the recreational harvest share
for Marine Area 9 when the new management period begins.
The opening of Marine Area 12 is on selected days through
June 1, 2002, to avoid complications of sport shrimp catch
estimation during the Hood Canal shrimp fishery. There is •
•
insufficient time to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Strea~ine, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amen~yd 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule· Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.·
May 21, 2002
J. P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck

J. P. Koenings
Director
NEW SECTION
WAC 232-28-61900R Exceptions to statewide
rules-Snake River. Notwithstanding the provisions of
WAC 232-28-619:
(1) Effective May 23, 2002 through May 27, 2002 in
those waters of the Snake River from the Southway Bridge
crossing the Snake River at Lewiston/Clarkson upstream to
the Heller Bar concrete boat ramp below the confluence of
the Grande Ronde River it is lawful to fish for and possess
salmon. Daily limit of one hatchery chinook salmon, minimum size 12 inches in length. Fishing hours per day are 1/2
hour before sunrise until 1 hour after sunset.
(2) Effective May 23, 2002 through May 27, 2002 and
May 30 through June 2, 2002 in those waters of the Snake
River from Texas Rapids boat launch upstream to the Corps
of Engineers boat launch on the south bank of the river
approximately one mile upstream of Little Goose Dam it is
lawful to fish for and possess salmon. Daily limit of two
hatchery chinook salmon, minimum size 12 inches in length.
Fishing hours per day are 1/2 hour before sunrise until 1 hour
after sunset.
(3) Anglers must use barbless hooks when fishing for
chinook on the Snake River. For this fishery it shall be
unlawful to use any hook larger than 5/8 inch (point of hook
to shank).
(4) During the fisheries provided for in this section, the
closures in WAC 232-28-619 remain in effect.
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 1 hour after official sunset on June
2, 2002:
WAC 232-28-61900R
Emergency

Exceptions to statewide
rules-Snake River.

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-56-33000K Crab-Areas and seasons.
Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-56-330, effective immediately until further notice, it is unlawful to fish for
. crab for personal use in all waters of Puget Sound except as
provided herein:
[ 20 l
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Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed l.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: May 23, 2002, 5:00 a.m.
May 21, 2002
J. P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck

(1) Effective immediately through May 31, 2002, it is
to fish for crab for personal use in Marine Area 12
, except on Wednesdays and Saturdays. All crab gear must be
removed from the water by 7:00 p.m. each Tuesday and Friday during this period.
(2) Effective 12:01 a.m. June 1, 2002 until further notice,
it is lawful to fish for crab for personal use in Marine Areas 9
and 12.
3) Effective 7:00 a.m. May 24, 2002 until further notice
it is lawful to fish for crab for personal use on Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays, and Mondays in all of Area 8-2 except those
waters of Saratoga Passage north and west of a line from
Camano Head to Sandy Point.

~lawful

~

,
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Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the
requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-56-32500X Shrimp-Areas and seasons.
Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-56-325 or
WAC 220-56-310:
1) Effective 5:00 a.m., May 23, 2002, all waters of
Marine Areas 8-1, 8-2 and 9 reopen to the harvest of shrimp
for personal use except:
(a) It is unlawful to possess spot shrimp and all spot
shrimp must immediately be returned to the water unharmed.
(b) It is unlawful to set or pull shrimp gear in waters
greater than 150 feet deep.
(c) It is unlawful to set or pull shrimp gear in all waters
of Port Townsend Bay south and west of a line from Marrowstone Point to Point Wilson (including Kilisut Harbor).
2) Effective immediately, until further notice, it is
unlawful to harvest or possess shrimp taken for personal use
in all waters of Marine Area 10.
3) It is unlawful to fish for or possess shrimp from those
waters of Hood Canal south of the Hood Canal floating
bridge except as provided for in this section:
(1) Fishing for shrimp is allowed between 9:00 a.m. and
1:00 p.m. on the following dates: May 25 and 29, 2002.
(2) No shrimp fishers may set gear before 9:00 a.m. or
leave shrimp fishing gear in the water after 1:00 p.m. each
day of the fishery.

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 220-56-330001

Crab-Areas and seasons.
(02-110)

WSR 02-11-134

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 02-114---Filed May 21, 2002, 3: 16 p.m., effective May 23. 2002,
5:00a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 21, 2002.
Purpose: Amend personal use fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-56-32500W; and amending WAC 22056-325.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cau~e finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of Y1tule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, s~fety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: This regulation is needed to
ensure an orderly fishery, manage within court-ordered sharing requirements, and to ensure conservation. The state recreational share of nonspot shrimp is available in the areas
opened under this rule. Depth restrictions are needed to protect spot shrimp. There is insufficient time to promulgate
permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 5:00 a.m. May 23, 2002:
WAC 220-56-32500W

Shrimp--Areas and seasons.
(02-104)

WSR 02-11-146

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 02-115-Filed May 22, 2002, 10:59 a.m., effective May 23, 2002,
6:00p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 22, 2002.
[ 21]
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Purpose: Amend commercial fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-32-05 I OOS, 220-32-05500E and 22032-05700P; and amending WAC 220-32-055 and 220-32057.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.047.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding:
The tribal fishery has
exceeded the preseason allocation for upriver spring chinook
in the commercial and subsistence fisheries, based on the current run size forecast of 292,000. Retention of adipose finclipped spring chinook with dip net, dip bag net and hook and
line gear only will be allowed to help evaluate the use of
selective fishing techniques in the tribal fishery with these
gear types. The fishery is authorized for a limited time period
and the additional impact to listed chinook is expected to be
insignificant. Opens Bonneville and The Dalles pools for a
sturgeon set line season. There is room on the guidelines in
both areas to allow for a season, and harvestable numbers of
sturgeon are available. Conforms state rules with tribal rules.
Consistent with compact action of May 2 I, 2002. There is
insufficient time to promulgate permanent regulations.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: May 23, 2002, 6:00 p.m.
May 22, 2002
J. P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck

adipose fin-clipped salmon with a healed scar at the site.
Legal gear is dipnet, dip bag net, and hook and line only.
NEW SECTION

WAC 220-32-05700P Columbia River sturgeon seasons above Bonneville Dam. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-32-057, effective immediately, it is
unlawful to take, fish for or possess sturgeon taken for commercial purposes in Columbia River Salmon Management
Catch Reporting Areas IF, IG, and IH, except those individuals possessing treaty fishing rights under the Yakima, Warm
Springs, Umatilla, and Nez Perce treaties may fish for sturgeon with set line gear under the following provisions:
I) Dates: 6:00 a.m. June I, 2002 until 6:00 p.m. August
I7,2002.
2) Open area is IF and IG.
3) During the season specified in Section I, it is unlawful
to:
a) retain for commercial purposes sturgeon less than 48
inches or greater than 60 inches in length.
b) sell, barter, or attempt to sell or barter sturgeon eggs
that have been removed from the body cavity of a sturgeon
prior to sale of the sturgeon to a wholesale dealer licensed
under chapter RCW 77.65, or to sell or barter sturgeon eggs
at retail.
c) deliver to a wholesale dealer licensed under chapter
RCW 77 .65 any sturgeon that are not in the round with the
head and tail intact.
4) During the season specifies in Section 1, it is unlawful ~
to use set line gear:
~
a) with more than 100 hooks per set line
b) with hooks less than the minimum size of 910
c) with treble hooks
d) without visible buoys attached and with buoys that do
not specify operator and tribal identification
Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the
requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

REPEALER

Ti~rfollowing section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 6:00 p.m. May 23, 2002:
WAC 220-32-05 lOOS

Columbia River salmon seasons above Bonneville Dam.
(02-109)
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 6:0I a.m. June I, 2002:
WAC 220-32-05500E

Off-reservation Indian subsistence fishing.
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 6:0I p.m. August I7, 2002:

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-32-0SSOOE Off-reservation Indian subsistence fishing. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 22032-055, effective 6:00 p.m. May 23, 2002 through 6:00 a.m.
June I, 2002, it is unlawful for those individuals possessing
t~eaty fishing rights under the Yakima, Warm Springs, Umatilla, and Nez Perce treaties to retain chinook salmon taken
from the Columbia River for subsistence purposes except
Emergency

WAC 220-32-05700P
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Columbia River sturgeon
seasons above Bonneville
Dam.
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WSR 02-11-002
OFFICE OF
INSURANCE COMMISSIONER

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

WORKFORCE TRAINING AND
EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD

[Filed May I, 2002, 2:00 p.m.]

[Memorandum-May I, 2002)

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ADVISORY
T 02-03

At the March 28, 2002, the Workforce Training and Education Coordinating Board meeting, the following changes
were made to the board's meeting locations for 2002.

It has come to our attention that some level premium
term life products that convert automatically to attained age
rated plans at the end of the term have been approved by this
office without age restrictions while other similar products
have been specifically disapproved. This creates a competitive disadvantage for those companies that had similar products disapproved.
To remedy this situation, this office will accept filings
for term life products on the basis that these policies continue
into the attained age rated plan, subject to the following conditions:
The period of level premium rates does not exceed
thirty years.
The age at conversion into the plan with premium rates
based on attained age does not exceed eighty.
For risks rated standard or better when the policy is
issued, the attained age premium rates do not exceed
200% of the 1980 CSO mortality table rates.
For risks rated standard or better when the policy is
issued, policies that allow attained age premium rates
in excess of 100% of the 1980 CSO mortality table
rates shall state the risk class of the insured in tandem
with the level premium period. For example, if the
insured's risk class is "preferred nonsmoker" for a level
premium twenty year term policy, all references in the
policy to "preferred nonsmoker" shall include in substance the expression "for twenty years."

Thursday, July 25, 2002 - Retreat
Friday, July 26, 2002 - Retreat
(Northwest Laborers, Employers Training Trust
Fund Site, Kingston, Washington)
Tuesday, October 1, 2002 - Dinner
Wednesday, October 2, 2002 - Meeting
(Department of Information Services,
Forum Building, Olympia, Washington)
Wednesday, November 20, 2002 - Meeting
(Department of Information Services,
Forum Building, Olympia, Washington)
If you have questions, please call Caroline Haggard at
[(360) 75]3-5677.

WSR 02-11-009
NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

BELLINGHAM TECHNICAL COLLEGE
[Memorandum-May 3, 2002)

The regularly scheduled meeting of the board of trustees
of Bellingham Technical College will be held on Thursday,
May 16, 2002, 9-11 a.m., in the College Services Building
Board Room on the Bellingham Technical College campus.
Call 738-3105 ext. 334 for information.

These standards will apply to form filings received on or
after the issue date of this T AA and to any previously
approved forms when subsequent changes are filed with this
office.
For specific questions and answers and additioMl information, please contact Jill Morgan by phone at (360) 6643798 or e-mail JillM@oic.wa.gov or go to our w~bsite at
www.insurance.wa.gov.

WSR 02-11-015
INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
[Filed May 3, 2002, 4: 18 p.rn.]

WSR 02-11-004

DESCRIPTION OF INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY ST ATEMENT

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

Document Title: PCM 02-003.
Subject: Processing referrals on cases that belong in
another field office.
Effective Date: March 11, 2002.
Document Description: This notice explains to DCS
staff how to process referrals that arrive in one field office
that will eventually be worked by a different field office.
To receive a copy of the interpretive or policy statement,
contact Stephanie Schiller, Division of Child Support, P.O.
Box 9162, Olympia, WA 98507-9162, phone (360) 664-

WHATCOM COMMUNITY COLLEGE
[Memorandum-May I, 2002]

The board of trustees of Whatcom Community College,
District Number Twenty-One, has rescheduled its regular
meeting of Tuesday, May 7, 2002. The rescheduled meeting
will be held on Tuesday, May 28, 2002. The trustees will
begin the meeting with a study session from 12:00 p.m. until
2:00 p.m. to review the college's proposed 2002-2003 operating budget.
[I ]

Miscellaneous

WSR 02-11-016

Washington State Register, Issue 02-11
WSR 02-11-018

5230, TDD (360) 753-9122, fax (360) 586-3274, e-mail
sschil le@dshs.wa.gov.
May 1, 2002
Stephanie E. Schiller

INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
[Filed May 3, 2002, 4:23 p.m.]

DESCRIPTION OF INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

Document Title: Numbered Memorandum 02-14 MAA.
Subject: Budget restrictions for major trauma enhanced
payments.
Effective Date: April 9, 2002.
Document Description: On April 4, 2002, the Medical
Assistance Administration suspended making major trauma
enhanced payments until July 1, 2003, except for ambulance
services. This suspension will first be reflected on the April
15, 2002, remittance and status report (RA). Providers will
continue to receive the regular reimbursements for any medical assistance clients. Distribution of this biennium's funds
has been made.
To receive a copy of the interpretive or policy statement,
contact Kevin Sullivan, Regulatory Improvement Coordinator, Department of Sqcial and Health Services, Medical
Assistance Administration, Division of Program Support,
P.O. Box 45533, Olympia, WA 98504-5533, phone (360)
725-1344 or go to website http://maa.dshs.wa.gov (click on
Numbered Memorandum link), TDD 1-800-848-5429, fax
(360) 586-9727, e-mail mailto:sullikm@dshs.wa.gov.
May2,2002
E. A. Myers, Manager
Rules and Publications Section

WSR 02-11-016
INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY.STATEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
[Filed May 3, 2002, 4:20 p.m.]

DESCRIPTION OF INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

Document Title: PCM 02-004.
Subject: Changes to DCS public disclosure rules, effective Friday, April 19, 2002.
Effective Date: April 19, 2002.
Document Description: This notice explains to DCS
staff how the new DCS public disclosure rules affect current
DCS practices.
.
To receive a copy of the interpretive or policy statement,
contact Stephanie Schiller, Division of Child Support, P.O.
Box 9162, Olympia, WA 98507-9162, phone (360) 6645230, TDD (360) 753-9122, fax (360) 586-3274, e-mail
sschille@dshs.wa.gov.
May 1, 2002
Stephanie E. Schiller

WSR 02-11-017

WSR 02-11-036

INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

ENVIRONMENTAL HEARINGS OFFICE

[Filed May 3; 2002, 4:22 p.m.]

[Filed May 8, 2002, 8:00 a.m.]

DESCRIPTION OF INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

I am proud to announce Eric Lucas, an Administrative
Appeals Judge, is the new rules coordinator for the Environmental Hearings Office.
Eric's phone number is (360) 459-6332. His e-mail
address is Ericl@eho.wa.gov. Our facsimile number is (360)
438-7699.
Robert V. Jensen
Director

RULES COORDINATOR

Document Title: Numbered Memorandum 02-18 MAA.
Subject: Pricing updates to prescription drug program.
Effective Date: June 1, 2002.
Document Description: The purpose of this memorandum is to provide reimbursement updates to the Medical
Assistance Administration's (MAA) prescription drug program, effective June 1, 2002.
To receive a copy of the interpretive or policy statement,
contact Kevin Sullivan, Regulatory Improvement Coordinator, Department of Social and Health Services, Medical
Assistance Administration, Division of Program Support,
P.O. Box 45533, Olympia, WA 98504-5533, phone (360)
725-1344 or go to website http://maa.dshs.wa.gov (click on
Numbered Memorandum link), TDD 1-800-848-5429, fax
(360) 586-9727, e-mail mailto:sullikm@dshs.wa.gov.
April 30, 2002
E. A. Myers, Manager
Rules and Publications Section
Miscellaneous

WSR 02-11-046

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY
(Public Employees Benefits Board)
[Memorandum-May 8, 2002]

Following is a revised 2002 Public Employees Benefits
Board (PEBB) meeting schedule for publication in the Washington State Register.
[2]

WSR 02-11-055

Washington State Register, Issue 02-11
WSR 02-11-053

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES BENEFITS BOARD

POLICY STATEMENT

2002 Meeting Schedule

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

Date

Location

Time

January 29, 2002
CANCELLED

Health Care Authority
676 Woodland Square
Loop S.E., Room E402
Lacey, WA

1:00-3:30 p.m.

[Filed May 9, 2002, 4:28 p.m.]

February 21, 2002

Health Care Authority
676 Woodland Square
Loop S.E., Room E402
Lacey, WA

9:00-11 :30 a.m.

March 19, 2002
CANCELLED

Health Care Authority
676 Woodland Square
Loop S.E., Lacey, WA

April 23, 2002

Academy Classroom
Forum Building
605 East I Ith
Olympia, WA

May 21, 2002
CANCELLED

Health Care Authority
676 Woodland Square
Loop S.E., Lacey, WA

July 30, 2002

Forum Building
605 East I Ith
Olympia, WA

1:00-3:30 p.m.

August 6, 2002

Academy Classroom
Forum Building
605 East I Ith
Olympia, WA

1:00-3:30 p.m.

October 22, 2002
(Planning Session
Retreat)

TBA

1:00-3:30 p.m.

November 26, 2002

Teleconference

The Washington State Department of Health, Division of
Environmental Health Programs, Office of Food Safety and
Shellfish has a revised policy titled, "Voluntary Water Sampling for Growing Area Classifications."
This policy establishes procedures to allow a licensed
shellfish operation, or a person seeking a shellfish operation,
to collect some of the water samples for the initial or continued classification of a shellfish growing area. This policy has
been in effect for several years, but this revision expands to
include '.'continued" classification, not just initial classifications of a shellfish growing area. This policy applies only to
water samples collected for microbiological analyses of fecal
coliform bacteria. Participation in sampling marine water is
strictly voluntary.
For further information, please contact Bob Woolrich,
Growing Area Manager, at (360) 236-3329 or e-mail
bob. woolrich@doh.wa.gov.
Jennifer Tebaldi

1:00-3:30 p.m.

Office Director

WSR 02-11-055
NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

I :00-3:30 p.m.

COUNTY ROAD
ADMINISTRATION BOARD

If you are a person with a disability and need a special
accommodation, please contact Shelley Westall at (360) 9232829.
Please contact Cyndi Presnell at 923-2802, if you have
any questions or need further information.

WSR 02-11-047

[Memorandum-May 8, 2002]
COUNTY ROAD ADMINISTRATION BOARD
MEETING NOTICE:

July 11, 2002
County Road Administration Board
2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240
Olympia, WA 98504
I :00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

PUBLIC HEARING:

July 11, 2002
County Road Administration Board
2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240
Olympia, WA 98504
2:00p.m.

MEETING NOTICE:

July 12, 2002
County Road Administration Board
2404 Chandler Court S.W., Suite 240
Olympia, WA 98504
9:00a.m. to 12:00 p.m.

1( 2
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

COMMISSION ON
SUPREME COURT REPORTS
[Memorandum-May 8, 2002]

The Commission on Supreme Court Reports will meet at
10:00 a.m. on Wednesday, June 26, in the Chief Justice's
Reception Room in the Temple of Justice, Olympia, Washington. The meeting should be over by noon.
Issues before the commission include the current publishing contract with LEXIS Publishing Company and the
electronic publication and citation of Washington case law.
Please contact Tim Fuller if you have any questions or
concerns regarding the commission or the June 26th meeting.
My telephone number is (360) 357-2090, my e-mail address
is tim.fuller@courts.wa.gov.

Individuals requiring reasonable accommodation may
request written materials in alternative formats, sign language interpreters, physical accessibility accommodations, or
other reasonable accommodation, by contacting Cheryl Heinemeyer at (360) 753-5989, hearing and speech impaired persons can call 1-800-833-6384.
If you have questions, please contact Cheryl Heinemeyer
at (360) 753-5989.
[3]
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WSR 02-11-087

WSR 02-11-089

WSR 02-11-087

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

[Memorandum-May 13, 2002]

CONVENTION AND TRADE
CENTER

PIERCE COLLEGE

Per Resolution 2001-31, Pierce College board of trustees
2002 regular meeting schedule, the board of trustees of Community College District Number Eleven announces their regular June meeting as follows. This meeting is open to the
public.
Meeting Date
Sunday, June 2

Time

Monday, June 3
Sleeping Lady Conference Center
7575 Icicle Road
Leavenworth, WA 98826

1:00 p.m.

[Memorandum-May 15, 2002]

A regular meeting of the Washington State Convention
and Trade Center board of directors will be held on Tuesday,
May 21, 2002, at 2:00 p.m. in Room 208, of the Convention
Center, 800 Convention Place, Seattle.

3:00 p.m.

If you have any questions regarding this meeting, please
call (206) 694-5000.

WSR 02-11-091
NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

WSR 02-11-088

DEPARTMENT OF
INFORMATION SERVICES

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

(State Interoperability Executive Committee)

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

[Memorandum-May 15, 2002]

[Memorandum-May 2, 2002]

Please note the following changes to the dates of State
Board of Education scheduled meetings (in bold/italics).

Per the Public Information Act, the following meeting
date has been rescheduled: The June 6, 2002, State Interoperability Executive Committee meeting, has been rescheduled to June 12, 2002, from 10:30 a.m. - noon, in the Department of Information Services boardroom located in the
Forum Building, 605 East 11th Avenue, Olympia, WA.

May 15-17, 2002
Lake Quinault Lodge
345 South Shore Road
Quinault, WA 98575
(360) 288-2900

For further information, please contact Laurel McMillan
at (360) 902-3566.

June 20-21, 2002

Senate Hearing Room 4
John A. Cherberg Building
304 ISth Avenue S. W.
Olympia, WA 98504

.WSR 02-11-099
INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

August 21-23, 2002

. :n DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING

Enumclaw School District Board Room
2929 McDougall A venue
Enumclaw, WA 98022-7499

rho

[Filed May 20, 2002, 10:40 a.m.]

DESCRIPTION OF INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

(360) 802-7100

October 23-25, 2002
Educational Service District 113
601 McPhee Road S.W.
Olympia, WA 98502
(360) 586-2933

Document Title:
Agent.

The Roles and Duties of Qualified

Subject: Bail bond agents statute chapter 18.185 RCW.
Document Description: Defines duties and roles of qualified agents.
To receive a copy of the interpretive or policy statement,
contact the Department of Licensing, Bail Bond Agent Program, P.O. Box 9649, Olympia, WA 98506, phone (360)
664-6624, or go to our web site at http://www.wa.gov/dol/
bpd/bbfront.htm or e-mail to mhaglund@dol.wa.gov.
May 20, 2002
Alan E. Rathbun
Assistant Director

Miscellaneous
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WSR 02-11-103
DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
[Filed May 20, 2002, 11 :21 a.m.]

NOTICE OF PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD AND PUBLIC WORKSHOPS

City
Spokane

Date
June 5

Yakima

June 6

Vancouver

June 10

Wenatchee

June 12

Walla Walla

June 13

Bellevue

June 19

Bellingham

June 20

Lacey

June 27

DRAFT 303(d) LISTING POLICY

The water quality program of the Department of Ecology
(ecology) is seeking public comment on draft revisions to
Program Policy 1-11, Assessment of Water Quality for the
Section 303(d) List.
Section 303(d) of the federal Clean Water Act requires
Washington state periodically to prepare a list of all surface
waters in the state for which beneficial uses of the water such as for drinking, recreation, aquatic habitat, and industrial use - are impaired by pollutants. This list was last prepared in 1998. Ecology is now beginning the process to prepare the 2002 list.
Ecology's assessment of which waters to place on the
303(d) list is guided by federal laws, state water quality standards, and the state's 303(d) policy. This policy describes
how the standards are applied, requirements for the data used,
and how to prioritize TMDLs, among other issues.
This policy was last used to guide the 303(d) assessment
in 1998. An updated policy has been prepared in response to
new guidance from the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, and to better refine and explain the assessment process. Significant changes in the updated policy since 1998
include:

•
•

Location
Spokane County Cooperative
Extension, Room E, North 222
Havana Street
Department of Ecology, Central
Region Office, 15 West Yakima
Avenue, Suite 200
Department of Ecology, Vancouver Field Office, 2108 Grand
Boulevard
Wenatchee Valley College,
Wells Hall, Campus Theater,
1300 Fifth Street
Walla Walla Community College, Main Building, Room
185A, 500 Tausick Way
Department of Ecology, Northwest Region Office, 3190 l 60th
Avenue S.E.
Bellingham Public Library, 210
Central Avenue
Department of Ecology, Headquarters/Southwest Region
Office, 300 Desmond Drive

To receive a paper copy of the draft updated 303(d) policy, submit comments on it, find out more about the 303(d)
list, or ask any other question about this process, please contact Matthew Green, Department of Ecology, P.O. Box
47600, Olympia, WA 98504-7600, e-mail 303d@ecy.wa.
gov, phone (360) 407-6386.
May 14, 2002
Megan White, P.E.
Program Manager
Water Quality Program

New categories to better reflect conditions and circumstances of different waters.
Extended waterbody segments, to address data collected across segment boundaries.
Changes in data quality assurance requirements.
More detailed explanation of the assessment process
and criteria.
Changes in how the water quality standards are applied
to temperature, dissolved oxygen, and some other pollutants.

WSR 02-11-111

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

The draft policy can be found at. www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wq/303d/index.html. Paper copies are also available. The deadline for public comments is 5:00 p.m., Monday, July 8, 2002. Please submit comments in writing to the
address below, or at any of the public workshops.
Ecology will host public workshops in eight cities across
Washington to discuss the draft updated 303(d) policy. Ecology staff will explain the draft policy and the full 303(d)
assessment process, and the public will have an opportunity
to ask questions and informally share their thoughts with
ecology staff and other participants. Participants should also
formally submit any comments they have in writing.
The workshops will be held twice each day: 2:00-4:00
p.m. and 6:00-8:00 p.m. Each workshop will be the same,
so it is only necessary to attend one. The public workshops
will be held in the following cities:

SKAGIT VALLEY COLLEGE
[Memorandum-May 14, 2002]

At the May 13, 2002, board meeting, the Skagit Valley
College board of trustees voted to change the date, time and
location of the regular June board meeting from June 13, l :00
p.m. at Friday Harbor to June 10, 5:00 p.m., 2405 East College Way, Mount Vernon in the board room.

[5]
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WSR 02-11-112
WSR 02-11-112

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

LAKE WASHINGTON
TECHNICAL COLLEGE
[Memorandum-Ma y 15, 2002]

A special meeting of the board of trustees will be held at:
1:30 p.m. in PUB 265-7. The purpose of this meeting is to
delegate authority to the president to execute construction
contracts and to act on faculty contracts that will require
action prior to the June 21 board of trustees meeting.
Academic Affairs Committee
Special Board of Trustees
Meeting
Student Affairs Committee
Business and Finance
Committee

Pursuant to RCW 42.30.075, we are hereby notifying
you of the following amended date when the Lake Washington Technical College board of trustees is scheduled to hold
regular meetings during 2002.
Instead of holding a meeting on June 3, 2002, the
board of trustees will meet on Monday. .June 17. 2002.
Appropriate advertising of this meeting change will take
place ten days prior to the meeting. Work sessions begin at 6
p.m. in Room W302E at the college; the regular meeting
agenda begins at 7 p.m. in Room W305 at the college located
at 11605 132nd Avenue N.E., Kirkland, WA 98034.

May 17
May 11

10:30 - 1:30
p.m.
1:30- 2:00
p.m.

PUB 265-267
PUB 265-267

May 17

2:00- 5:00
p.m.

PUB 3Il

May 28

6:00- 9:00
p.m.

'PUB 261

WSR 02-11-117
DEPARTMEN T OF ECOLOGY
[Filed May 21, 2002, 11:06 a.m.]

Department of Ecology
Public Notice of National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
General Permit Issuance for Nuisan~e Plant and Algae
Control

WSR 02-11-113

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

WASHINGTON STATE LIBRARY
(Library Commission)
[Memorandum-Ma y 16, 2002]

The Washington State Library Commission meeting
scheduled for June 5, 2002, has been changed to June 6,
2002. The location of the meeting is at the Washington State
Library, 6880 Capitol Way South, Olympia, WA. It will take
place at 1:30 on the fourth floor of the library in Room 413.
If there are any questions, please call Patricia Davis at
(360) 704-5249.

Ecology to Issue an Aquatic Pesticide General Permit
Junes, 2002
On June 5, 2002, ecology will issue a general permit for
aquatic pesticide applications made throughout the state. The
general permit will provide coverage for the application of
herbicides to control nuisance weeds and algae in surface
waters of the state of Washington. The use of herbicides and
algaecides is subject to the provisions of integrated pest management plans (IPMs) and further restricted in salmonid bearing waters. Monitoring is required and conducted by permittees.
Ecology issued the draft general permit for public review
on April 3, 2002 through a notice to the state Register and a
direct mailing to over four hundred recipients including
potential permittees, agencies with jurisdiction or interest in
aquatic pest control, tribes, environmental groups and other
interested parties. Ecology held public workshops followed
by hearings for the permit on May 14, at Ecology Headquarters, 600 Desmond Drive, Olympia, and on May 30 at the
Spokane Shadle Library.
The public comment period ended on May 30. The final
permit and fact sheet will include a response to comments
received during the public comment period. Copies of the
final permit documents can be obtained through ecology's
WebPages http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/wq/herbicides/
npdes_develp.h tml or by contacting Kathleen Emmett,
Aquatic Pest Control Permit Lead, Department of Ecology,
P.O. Box 47600, Olympia, WA 98504-7600, e-mail
kemm46l@ecy.wa.gov.
Appeal Procedures: Pursuant to RCW 43.21.B.310
[43.21B.310] the terms or conditions of this permit may be
appealed before July 5, 2002. An appeal may be filed with
the Pollution Control Hearings Board, P.O. Box 40903,

WSR 02-11-115

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
[Memorandum-Ma y 21, 2002]

Eastern Washington University
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
ANNOUNCEMENT

of
Special Board Meeting
and
May Committee Meetings
May 17 and May 28, 2002
Eastern Washington University
526 5th Street
Cheney, WA 99004
The committees of the board of trustees of Eastern
Washington University will be meeting according to the following schedules. A quorum of the board may be present at
these meetings, the purpose of which is to discuss university
business prior to the board of trustees meeting scheduled for
June 21, 2002.
Miscellaneous
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Olympia, WA 98504-0903 within thirty days from the effective date of the permit. In addition, a copy of the appeal must
be served on the Department of Ecology, P.O. Box 47696,
Olympia, WA 98504-7696.
All applicants who submitted a complete application to
ecology during the public comment period will be covered
under the permit on its effective date. The terms and conditions of a general permit, as they apply to an individual discharger, are appealable with[ in] thirty days of the effective
date in accordance with chapter 43.21B RCW. This appeal is
limited to the general permit's applicability or nonapplicability to a specific discharger.
Questions or requests for more information can be
directed to Kathleen Emmett at the above addresses or call
her at (360) 407-6478.

WSR 02-11-150

Use of the herbicide Rodeo® is one of the options used
to control Spartina. These infestations may also be treated by
mowing, digging or covering.
For more information, including locations of possible
application sites, contact the WSDA Spartina Control Program at (360) 902-1923 or (360) 902-1853. Or write:
WSDA Spartina Program, P.O. Box 42560, Olympia, WA
98504-2560. The Washington State Department of Ecology
24-hour emergency/spill response hotline is (425) 649-7000
(northwest region) or (360) 407-6300 (southwest region).

WSR 02-11-147

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

LOWER COLUMBIA COLLEGE
[Memorandum-May 17, 2002]

Instead of their regularly scheduled meeting in July
2002, the board of trustees of Lower Columbia College will
be holding an all-day workshop July 17, 2002, beginning at
9:00 a.m. at the residence of Gary Healea, located at 650
Smith Road, Toutle, WA

WSR 02-11-124

INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
[Filed May 21, 2002, 11: 19 a.m.]

DESCRIPTION OF INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

Document Title: CN 220.
Subject: Currency exchange for the Euro.
Effective Date: May 7, 2002.
Document Description: This notice explains to the Division of Child Support staff how to exchange different currencies into Euros for debt calculation purposes.
To receive a copy of the interpretive or policy statement,
contact Stephanie Schiller, Division of Child Support, P.O.
Box 9162, Olympia, WA 98507-9162, phone (360) 6645230, TDD (360) 753-9122, fax (360) 586-3274, e-mail
sschille@dshs.wa.gov.
May 14, 2002
Stephanie E. Schiller

WSR 02-11-150
DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
[Filed May 22, 2002, 11 :32 a.m.]

Fiscal Year 2003 Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)
Priority List
Public Comments Invited on Water Cleanup List:
The Washington Department of Ecology (ecology) wants
your comments on a list of priority waterbodies that we have
tentatively chosen for water cleanup planning during the next
year. Ecology organizes water cleanup efforts through geographic areas called water quality management areas
(WQMAs). Each WQMA is made up of one or more water
resource inventory areas (WRIAs) or watersheds. We choose
individual water bodies or watersheds in each of our four
regions yearly. To help us select these waters we met with
local groups in communities within the WQMAs last fall.
The criteria for making these selections included the
severity of the pollution, potential harm to human and aquatic
health, impaired beneficial uses, such as agriculture, drinking
water and fish habitat, and the potential for local support for
water cleanup activities. In addition, the presence of threatened and endangered fish species significantly influenced our
choices.
The water cleanup list will be finalized in July. Ecology
reviews and responds to your comments by August 2002.
Please address your comments on the above priority
list by June 28, 2002, to Ron McBride, Ecology, P.O. Box
47600, Olympia, WA 98504-7600, rmcb461@ecy.wa.go v,
phone (360) 407-6469, or fax (360) 407-6426.
The entire list of water bodies we chose from can be
viewed on our website: http://www.wa.gov/e cology/wq/
303d/.

cm
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WSR 02-11-135
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
[Filed May 21, 2002, 3:30 p.m.]

LEGAL NOTICE

The Washington State Department of Agriculture
(WSDA) Laboratory Services Division is hereby notifying
the affected public that the herbicide Rodeo® (glyphosate),
surfactant (R-11, X-77 or LI- 700) and marker dyes may be
used between June 15, 2002, and October 31, 2002. Proper! y
licensed pesticide applicators who have obtained coverage
under a WSDA National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System Waste Discharge General Permit may apply Rodeo®
to control the noxious weed Spartina on the saltwater tideflats of Grays Harbor, Hood Canal, Willapa Bay, Puget
Sound, and the north and west sides of the Olympic Peninsula.
[ 7]
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WSR 02-11-150

the next biennium. Actual fiscal and staffing levels may
result in fewer projects. In addition, as we are working in a
geographic region (WRIA), projects may be expanded into
additional waterbodies if we find they need work.

The following pages contain the proposed list of water
bodies we plan to begin work on in 2003. The list shows each
water body and the parameters of concern. The last page lists
definitions of pollution problems.
*The projects shown below are the best estimate of our
capacity at this time. Ecology's budget has yet to be set for
Regional
Office

WRIA

CRO
ERO
NWRO
SWRO

39
54-57
15
13

CRO/ERO

Numerous

New FY2003 Funded TMDL Projects
Primary
Pollution Problems
Waterbody(s) Name
Location
Fecal Coliform (bacteria)
Wilson/Cooke Creeks
Total dissolved gas; Temperature; PCB
Spokane County Spokane River
Sindair-Dyes Inlet tributaries Fecal Coliform
Kitsap County
Thurston County Budd Inlet-Capitol Lake-Des- Dissolved Oxygen; Phosphorus; pH; Fecal
Coliform; Temperature; PCB
chutes River
Total Dissolved Gas
Columbia/Snake Rivers
Numerous

WRIAs (Water Resource Inventory Area) are large watersheds

Regional
Office

1bonaIfun d s b ecome ava1·1a ble
TMDL projects t h at may b e started I.f a dd..
Pollution
Problems
Waterbody(s) Name
Primary Location
WRIA

CRO

49

Okanogan County

Okanogan River

Temperature

SWRO

27

Clark/Skamania Counties

East Fork Lewis River

Temperature

Definitions of Pollution Problems: Although not necessarily agents of disease, fecal coliform bacteria indicate the
presence of disease-carrying organisms, which live in the
same environment as the fecal coliform bacteria.
A certain minimum amount of dissolved oxvgen must be
present in water for aquatic life to survive.
Temperature is important because it governs the kinds
of aquatic life that can live in a stream.
nH is a term used to indicate the alkalinity or acidity of a
substance as ranked on a scale from 1.0 to 14.0. Neutral pH
is 7.0. Acidity increases as the pH gets lower.
PCB - Highly persistent organic chemicals used primarily in electrical equipment (e.g. transformers). Banned from
production in mid-1970s. Accumulates in fish tissue.
Phosphorus serves as a nutrient or "fertilizer" for algae
and aquatic plants. Too much algae cause aesthetic problems
and reduce oxygen levels in lakes and streams.
Total Dissolved Gas (TDGl - high levels of TDG, air
bubbles entrained in water, can harm fish.

Miscellaneous
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grant
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Table of WAC Sections Affected
KEY TO TABLE
This table covers the current calendar year through this issue of the Register and should be used to locate rules
amended, adopted, or repealed subsequent to the publication date of the latest WAC or Supplement.
Symbols:

Suffixes:

-C = Continuance of previous proposal
-E = Emergency action
-P = Proposed action
-S = Supplemental notice
-W = Withdrawal of proposed action
-X = Expedited rule making
-XA = Expedited adoption
-XR = Expedited repeal
No suffix means permanent action

AMD =
AIR =
DECOD =
NEW =
OBJECT =
PREP
RE-AD
RECOD
REP
RESCIND

Amendment of existing section
Amending and recodifying a section
Decodification of an existing section
New section not previously codified
Notice of objection by Joint Administrative
Rules Review Committee
= Preproposal comments
= Readoption of existing section
= Recodification of previously codified section
= Repeal of existing section
= Rescind of existing section

WAC # Shows the section number under which an agency rule is or
will be codified in the Washington Administrative Code.

REVIEW = Review of previously adopted rule
SUSP = Suspending an existing section

WAC#

4- 25-410
4- 25-520
4- 25-540
4- 25-610
4- 25-610
4- 25-620
~ 4- 25-626
,
4- 25-630
4- 25-631
4- 25-640
4- 25-640
4- 25-660
4- 25-710
4- 25-710
4- 25-720
4- 25-721
4- 25-730
4- 25-735
4- 25-745
4- 25-746
4- 25-750
4- 25-752
4- 25-756
4- 25-783
4- 25-790
4- 25-791
4- 25-792
4- 25-793
4- 25-795
4- 25-820
4- 25-830
4- 25-910
16-104
16-154-010
16-154-030
~ 16-154-040
, 16-154-050
16-154-053
16-154-060
16-154-070

ACTION
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-W
PREP
AMD
PREP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P

WSR#
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-11-007
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-062
02-04-063
02-04-064
02-04-063
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-04-064
02-06-050
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109

WSR # Shows the issue of the Washington State Register where the
document may be found; the last three digits identify the
document within the issue.

WAC#

ACTION

16-154-080
16-154-090
16-154-100
16-154-110
16-154-120
16-154-180
16-156-003
16-156-004
16-156-005
16-156-010
16-156-020
16-156-030
16-156-035
16-156-040
16-156-050
16-156-060
16-156-070
16-157
16-157-010
16-157-010
16-157-020
16-157-020
16-157-030
16-157-030
16-157-100
16-157-100
16-157-110
16-157-110
16-157-120
16-157-120
16-157-200
16-157-200
16-157-210
16-157-210
16-157-220
16-157-220
16-157-230
16-157-230
16-157-240
16-157-240

REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-C
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
[ 1]

WSR#
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-07-117
02-04-109
02-10-090
02-04-109
02-10-090
02-04-109
02-10-090
02-04-109
02-10-090
02-04-109
02-10-090
02-04-109
02-10-090
02-04- 109
02-10-090
02-04-109
02-10-090
02-04-109
02-10-090
02-04-109
02-10-090
02-04-109
02-10-090

WAC#
16-157-250
16-157-250
16-157-255
16-157-255
16-157-260
16-157-260
16-157-270
16-157-270
16-157-275
16-157-275
16-157-280
16-157-280
16-157-290
16-157-290
16-158-010
16-158-020
16-158-027
. 16-158-028
16-158-030
16-158-040
16-158-050
16-158-060
16-158-080
16-158-090
16-158-100
16-158-110
16-158-120
16-158-130
16-158-135
16-158-150
16-162-010
16-162-025
16-162-030
16-162-034
16-162-036
16-162-037
16-162-040
16-162-045
16-162-050
16-162-070

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P

WSR#
02-04-109
02-10-090
02-04-109
02-10-090
02-04-109
02-10-090
02-04-109
02-10-090
02-04-109
02-10-090
02-04-109
02-10-090
02-04-109
02-10-090
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

16-162-100
16-164-010
16-164-020
16-164-035
16-164-037
16-164-040
16-164-050
16-164-055
16-164-060
16-164-070
16-164-080
16-164-085
16-164-090
16-164-100
16-164-110
16-228-1231
16-228-1235
16-228-1235
16-228-1235
16-228-12351
16-228-1235 I
16-228-1235 I
16-228-12352
16-228-12352
16-228-12352
16-228-1237
16-228-1237
16-228-1237
16-228-12371
16-228-12371
16-228-12371
16-228-1238
16-228-1238
16-301-025
16-301-025
16-301-045
16-301-045
16-301-050
16-301-050
16-302-091
16-302-091
16-302-125
16-302-125
16-302-142
16-302-250
16-302-250
16-302-260
16-302-260
16-302-330
16-302-330
16-302-385
16-302-385
16-302-390
16-302-390
16-302-410
16-302-410
16-302-435
16-302-435
16-302-440
16-302-440
16-302-490
16-302-490

REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-P
NEW-C
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
NEW-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
AMO-P

Table

WSR#
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-109
02-04-041
02-06-048
02-07-080
02-11-070
02-06-048
02-07-080
02-11-070
02-06-048
02-07-080
02-11-070
02-06-048
02-07-080
02-11-070
02-06-048
02-07-080
02-11-070
02-07-080
02-11-070
02-05-083
02-09-059
02-05-083
02-09-059
02-05-083
02-09-059
02-05-083
02-09-059
02-05-083
02-09-059
02-09-059
02-05-083
02-09-059
02-05-083
02-09-059
02-05-083
02-09-059
02-05-083
02-09-059
02-05-083
02-09-059
02-05-083
02-09-059
02-05-083
02-09-059
02-05-083
02-09-059
02-05-083
02-09-059

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

16-302-545
16-302-685
16-302-685
16-303-200
16-303-200
16-303-210
16-303-210
16-303-230
16-303-230
16-303-250
16-303-250
16-303-250
16-303-300
16-303-300
16-303-310
16-303-310
16-303-317
16-303-317
16-303-320
16-303-320
16-303-330
16-303-330
16-303-340
16-319-041
16-324
16-324-361
16-324-375
16-324-398
16-324-401
16-324-431
16-324-720
16-324-730
16-324-740
16-324-750
16-325-0i5
16-325-015
16-400-045
16-403-141
16-403-142
16-403-190
16-403-190
16-403-280
16-462-015
16-462-015
16-462-020
16-462-020
16-462-021
16-462-021
16-462-022
16-462-022
16-462-025
16-462-025
16-462-030
16-462-030
16-462-050
16-462-050
16-462-055
16-462-055
16-470-800
16-470-800
16-470-800
16-470-810

PREP
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-X
AMO
AMO-X
AMO-P
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P

02-05-083
02-05-083
02-09-059
02-03-127
02-09-060
02-03-127
02-09-060
02-03-127
02-09-060
02-03-127
02-05-083
02-09-060
02-03-127
02-09-060
02-03-127
02-09-060
02-03-127
02-09-060
02-03-127
02-09-060
02-03-127
02-09-060
02-05-082
02-05-081
02-03-132
02-08-087
02-08-087
02-08-087
02-08-087
02-08-087
02-08-087
02-08-087
02-08-087
02-08-087
02-04-020
02-09-030
02-09-012
02-07-118
02-07-118
02-03-128
02-07-118
62:-07-118
'&F-b8-085
6'2-11-100
02-08-085
02-11-100
02-08-085
02-11-100
02-08-085
02-11-100
02-08-085
02-11-100
02-08-085
02-11-100
02-08-085
02-11-100
02-08-085
02-11-100
02-06-131
02-07-120
02-09-099
02-06-131

[2]

WAC#

ACTION

16-470-810
16-470-810
16-470-820
16-470-820
16-470-820
16-470-830
16-470-830
16-470-830
16-470-840
16-470-840
16-470-840
16-470-850
16-470-850
16-470-850
16-470-860
16-470-860
16-470-860
16-470-870
16-470-870
16-470-870
16-484-210
16-484-220
16-484-230
16-484-240
16-484-250
16-484-260
16-489-010
16-489-020
16-489-030
16-489-040
16-489-050
16-489-060
16-489-070
16-532-020
16-532-025
16-532-040
16-555-020
16-557-010
16-557-010
16-557-020
16-557-020
16-557-025
16-557-025
16-557-030
16-557-030
16-557-040
16-557-040
16-557-041
16-557-041
16-557-050
16-557-050
16-557-060
16-557-060
16-557-070
16-557-070
16-557-080
16-557-080
16-585
16-585-010
16-585-020
16-662-105
16-674

NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-C
REP-W
REP-C
REP-W
REP-C
REP-W
REP-C
REP-W
REP-C
REP-W
REP-C
REP-W
REP-C
REP-W
REP-C
REP-W
REP-C
REP-W
REP-C
REP-W
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-X
PREP

WSR#
02-07-120
02-09-099
02-06-131
02-07-120
02-09-099
02-06-131
02-07-120
02-09-099
02-06-131
02-07-120
02-09-099
02-06-131
02-07-120
02-09-099
02-06-131
02-07-120
02-09-099
02-06-131
02-07-120
02-09-099
02-08-086
02-08-086
02-08-086
02-08-086
02-08-086
02-08-086
02-10-123
02-10-123
02-10-123
02-10-123
02-10-123
02-10-123
02-10-123
02-06-130
02-06-130
02-06-130
02-06-129
02-09-005
02-11-083
02-09-005
02-11-083
02-09-005
02-11-083
02-09-005
02-11-083
02-09-005
02-11-083
02-09-005
02-11-083
02-09-005
02-11-083
02-09-005
02-11-083
02-09-005
02-11-083
02-09-005
02-11-083
02-10-121
02-10-121
02-10-121
02-07-121
02-08-084

•
•

~
~

~

~

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

16'-675
~ 16-695-070
16-752
,
16-752-610
36- 12-010
36- 12-011
36- 12-020
36- 12-030
36- 12-040
36- 12-050
36- 12-060
36- 12-070
36- 12-080
36- 12-100
36- 12-110
36- 12-120
36- 12-130
36- 12-140
36- 12-150
36- 12-160
36- 12-170
36- 12-190
36- 12-200
36· 12-210
36- 12-220
36' 12-240
36- 12-250
36- 12-260
36- 12-270
~ 36-12-280
36- 12-285
,
36- 12-290
36- 12-300
36- 12-310
36- 12-320
36- 12-330
36- 12-340
36- 12-350
36- 12-360
36- 12-363
36- 12-364
36- 12-465
44- 10
44- 10-010
44- 10-050
44- 10-060
44- 10-070
44- 10-080
44- 10-100
44- 10-110
44- 10-120
44- 10-130
44- 10-140
44- 10-150
44- 10-160
44- 10-170
44- 10-200
44- 10-210
44- 10-221
44- 10-222
44- 10-300
44- 10-310

PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
REP
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P

WSR#
02-08-083
02-07-122
02-05-089
02-09-098
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-03-069
02-06-046
02-10-060
02-10-060
. 02-10-060
02-10-060
02-10-060
02-10-060
02-10-060
02-10-060
02-10-060
02-10-060
02-10-060
02-10-060
02-10-060
02-10-060
02-10-060
02-10-060
02-10-060
02-10-060
02-10-060

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

51- 56-1500
82- 50-021
118- 65-020
118- 65-030
118- 65-040
118- 65-050
118- 65-060
118- 65-070
118-65-081
118- 65-090
130- 14-010
130- 14-010
130- 14-030
130- 14-030
130- 14-050
130- 14-050
130- 14-060
130- 14-060
1320-104-010
1320-104-010
l 32G-l 04-020
l 32G- l 04-020
1320-104-030
1320-104-030
132H-106-030
132H-106-030
132H-120-030
132H-120-030
132H-120-050
132H-120-050
132H-120-200
132H-l 20-200
132H-l 20-220
132H-120-220
132H-120-300
132H-120-300
132H-120-350
132H-120-350
132H-120-410
132H-120-410
132H-120-420
132H-1J&420

NEW-W
AMD-X
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
REP-P

02-05-032
02-09-025
02-09-072
02-09-072
02-09-072
02-09-072
02-09-072
02-09-072
02-09-072
02-09-072
02-03-131
02-06-043
02-03-131
02-06-043
02-03-131
02-06-043
02-03-131
02-06-043
02-06-127
02-11-090
02-06-127
02-11-090
02-06-127
02-11-090
02-05-052
02-10-067
02-03-106
02-10-069
02-03-106
02-10-069
02-03-106
02-10-069
02-03-106
02-10-069
02-03-106
02-10-069
02-03-106
02-10-069
02-03-106
02-10-069
02-03-106
02-10-069
02-03-106
02-10-069
02-03-106
02-10-069
02-09-038
02-05-051
02-09-071
02-09-071
02-09-071
02-09-071
02-09-071
02-09-071
02-09-071
02-09-071
02-09-071
02-09-071
02-09-071
02-09-071
02-09-071
02-09-071

132H-1~440

132H-120-440
132H-120-450
132H-120-450
132H-122-020
132H-140
132H-140-020
132H-140-030
132H-140-040
132H-140-050
132H-140-060
132H-140-065
132H-140-070
132H-140-080
132H-140-085
132H-140-090
132H-140-100
132H-140-110
132H-140-120
132H-140-900

[3J

WAC#
132H-152-135
132H-152-135
132H-160-190
132H-410-0IO
132H-410-0IO
132H-410-020
132H-410-020
132H-410-030
132H-410-030
132H-410-040
132H-410-040
132H-410-050
132H-410-050
132H-410-060
132H-410-060
132H-410-070
132H-410-070
132H-410-080
132H-410-080
132H-410-090
132H-410-090
132H-410-IOO
132H-410-IOO
132H-410-110
132H-410-110
1328-450-010
132H-450-010
132N-144-0IO
132N-144-020
132N-150-010
132N-150-020
l 32N-150-030
132N-150-040
132N-150-050
132N-150-060
132N-150-070
132N-150-080
132N-150-090
132N-150-IOO
132N-150-110
132N-150-120
132N-150-130
132N-150-140
132N-150-150
132N-150-160
132N-150-170
132N-150-180
132N-150-190
132N-150-200
132N-150-210
132N-150-220
132N-150-230
132N-150-240
132N-150-250
132N-150-260
132N-150-270
132N-150-280
132U-52
132U-120
132Z-116-005
I32Z-116-005
132Z-116-005

ACTION

WSR#

PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
REP
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
PREP
PREP
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW

02-03-104
02-08-082
02-09-038
02-03-107
02-10-070
02-03-107
02-10-070
02-03-107
02-10-070
02-03-107
02-10-070
02-03-107
02-10-070
02-03-107
02-10-070
02-03-107
02-10-070
02-03-107
02-10-070
02-03-107
02-10-070
02-03-107
02-10-070
02-03-107
02-10-070
02-05-053
02-10-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-04-068
02-06-104
02-06-103
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
132Z-l 16-0IO
132Z-l 16-0IO
132Z-l 16-010
1322-116-020
132Z- I 16-020
132Z-l 16-020
1322-116-030
132Z-l 16-030
1322-116-030
132Z-l 16-040
132Z-l 16-040
132Z- ll 6-040
1322-116-050
132Z- ll 6-050
1322-116-050
132Z-l 16-060
132Z-l 16-060
I 32Z-l 16-060
132Z-l 16-070
132Z-l 16-070
1322-116-070
132Z- l 16-080
132Z-l 16-080
132Z- ll 6-080
1322-116-090
1322-116-090
132Z-l 16-090
132Z-l 16-IOO
132Z-l 16-IOO
132Z-l 16-100
132Z-l 16-110
132Z- ll 6-110
132Z-l 16-110
1322-116-200
132Z-l 16-200
1322-116-200
132Z-l 16-210
132Z-l 16-210
132Z-l 16-210
1322-116-220
1322-116-220
1322-116-220
132Z-l 16-230
1322-116-230
1322-116-230
1322-116-240
1322-116-240
132Z-l 16-240
132Z-l 16-250
1322-116-250
1322-116-250
1322-116-260
132Z-l 16-260
132Z-l 16-260
1322-116-270
1322-116-270
1322-116-270
1322-116-280
132Z-l 16-280
132Z-l 16-280
1322-116-300
1322-116-300
Table

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E

WSR#
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061

WAC#
132Z-l 16-300
132Z-l 16-310
132Z-116-310
132Z-l 16-310
1322-116-320
1322-116-320
I 32Z- l 16-320
I 32Z- ll 6-400
132Z-l 16-400
1322-116-400
1322-116-4 IO
132Z-116-410
132Z-l 16-410
136- 04-020
136- 10-0IO
136- 10-020
136- I0-030
136- I0-035
136- 10-040
136- 10-050
136- 10-060
136- 12-010
136- 12-020
136- 12-045
136- 12-060
136- 12-070
136- 12-080
136- 18-085
136- 50-0IO
136- 50-020
136- 50-030
136- 50-035
136- 50-050
136- 50-051
136- 50-052
136- 50-053
136- 50-054
136- 50-055
136- 50-070
136-130-030
136-130-030
136-130-070
136-130-070
137- 28
137- 28-160
137- 28-220
137- 28-240
137- 28-260
137- 28-310
137- 28-350
137- 28-380
139- 05-915
139- 35-015
139- 35-025
173- 50-0IO
173- 50-020
173- 50-030
173- 50-040
173- 50-050
173- 50-060
173- 50-063
173- 50-067

ACTION
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
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WSR#
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048
02-11-120
02-11-122
02-11-122
02-11-122
02-11-122
02-11-122
02-11-122
02-11-122
02-11-121
02-11-121
02-11-121
02-11-121
02-11-121
02-11-121
02-11-119
02-11-118
02-11-118
02-11-118
02-11-118
02-11-118
02-11-118
02-11-118
02-11-118
02-11-118
02-11-118
02-11-118
02-06-105
02-11-008
,Qk06-105
·oz:11-008
02-03-075
02-09-002
02-09-002
02-09-002
02-09-002
02-09-002
02-09-002
02-09-002
02-08-015
02-08-016
02-08-016
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151

WAC#
173- 50-070
173- 50-080
173- 50-090
173- 50-100
173- 50-110
173- 50-120
173-50-130
173- 50-140
173- 50-150
173- 50-160
173- 50-170
173- 50-180
173- 50-190
173- 50-200
173- 50-210
173- 50-220
173-158-030
173-158-070
173-158-075
173-158-076
173-173-030
173-173-070
173-216-125
173-220-210
173-222-0 IO
173-222-010
173-222-010
173-222-010
173-222-015
173-222-015
173-222-015
173-222-015
173-222-020
173-222-020
173-222-020
173-222-020
173-222-030
173-222-030
173-222-030
173-222-030
173-222-040
173-222-040
173-222-040
173-222-040
173-222-050
173-222-050
173-222-050
173-222-050
173-222-060
173-222-060
173-222-060
173-222-060
173-222-070
173-222-070
173-222-070
173-222-070
173-222-080
173-222-080
173-222-080
173-222-080
173-222-090
173-222-090

ACTION
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-W
AMO
AMO
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP
REP-X
REP-W

WSR#

02-11-151
02-11-151 ~
02-11-151 ~
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-11-151
02-06-040
02-06-040
02-06-040
02-06-040
02-05-034
02-05-034
02-05-055
02-05-055
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-07-099
02-11-149
02-07-038
02-07-098 ~
02-07-099 ~
02-11-149
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-07-099
02-11-149
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-07-099
02-11-149
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-07-099
02-11-149
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-07-099
02-11-149
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-07-099
02-11-149
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-07-099
02-11-149
02-07-038
02-07-098 ~
02-07-099 ~
02-11-149
02-07-038
02-07-098

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

•
,

~

,

-

173-222-090
173-222-090
173-222-100
173-222-100
173-222-100
173-222-100
173-222-110
173-222-110
173-222-110
173-222-110
173-224-015
173-224-015
173-224-020
173-224-020
173-224-030
173-224-030
173-224-030
173-224-040
173-224-040
173-224-040
173-224-050
173-224-050
173-224-050
173-224-060
173-224-060
173-224-080
173-224-080
173-224-090
173-224-090
173-224-100
173-224-100
173-224-110
173-224-110
173-224-120
173-224-120
173-226-090
173-303
173-303-045
173-303-070
173-303-071
173-303-071
173-303-071
173-303-100
173-303-110
173-303-140
173-303-170
173-303-200
173-303-283
173-303-380
173-303-390
173-303-400
173-303-500
173-303-505
173-303-506
173-303-510
173-303-520
173-303-522
173-303-525
173-303-578
173-303-645
173-303-646
173-303-690

ACTION
REP-X
REP
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP-W
AMD-P
REP-X
REP-W
AMD-P
REP-X
REP-W
AMD-P
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP-W
REP-X
REP-W
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMO-E
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P

WSR#
02-07-099
02-11-149
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-07-099
02-11-149
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-07-099
02-11-149
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-06-091
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-06-091
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-06-091
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-07-038
02-07-098
02-05-055
02-05-054
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-04-030
02-11-101
02-11-102
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101

WAC#
173-303-691
173-303-692
173-303-806
173-303-830
173-303-920
. 173-312-010
173-312-020
173-312-040
173-312-050
173-312-060
173-312-070
173-312-080
173-312-090
173-312-100
173-400-075
173-401
173-401-200
173-401-300
173-401-500
173-401-530
173-401-615
173-401-710
173-401-722
173-422
173-422-020
173-422-030
173-422-031
173-422-060
173-422-065
173-422-070
173-422-075
173-422-190
173-422-195
173-434
180- 08
180-10
180-16
180- 16
180- 16-002
180- 16-006
180-16-1-95
180-16,;nf)
180-16-m
180- 18 "
180- 18-010
180- 18-020
180- 20
180- 20
180- 22
180- 23
180- 24
180- 24-400
180- 24-400
180- 24-405
180- 24-405
180- 24-410
180- 24-410
180- 24-415
180- 24-415
180- 25
180- 26
180- 27

ACTION
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMO
AMD-X
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-E
REP-E
AMD-E
AMO-E
NEW-E
PREP
AMO-E
REP-E
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-E
AMD-P
REP-E
REP-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
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WSR#

WAC#

02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-11-101
02-05-070
02-05-070
02-05-070
02-05-070
02-05-070
02-05-070
02-05-070
02-05-070
02-05-070
02-10-107
02-05-011
02-10-031
02-10-031
02-10-031
02-10-031
02-10-031
02-10-031
02-10-031
02-05-071
02-09-066
02-09-066
02-09-066
02-09-066
02-09-066
02-09-066
02-09-066
02-09-066
02-09-066
02-07-097
02-08-041
02-08-041
02-08-039
02-08-044
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-039
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-10-049
02-10-084
02-08-045
02-08-045
02-06-052
02-08-035
02-10-053
02-08-035
02-10-053
02-08-035
02-10-053
02-08-035
02-10-053
02-06-053
02-06-054
02-06-055

180- 29
180- 31
180- 32
180- 33
180- 34
180- 36
180- 37-005
180- 37-010
180- 38
180- 39
180- 40
180- 41
180- 43
180- 44
180-46
180- 50
180- 52-070
180- 52-070
180- 53
180- 53-005
180- 53-010
180- 53-020
180- 53-025
180- 53-030
180- 53-035
180- 53-040
180- 53-045
180- 53-050
180- 53-055
180- 53-060
180- 53-070
180-55
180- 55-005
180- 55-010
180- 55-015
180- 55-020
180- 55-025
180- 55-030
180- 55-032
180- 55-034
- 180- 55-035
180- 55-050
180- 55-070
180- 55-075
180- 55-080
180- 55-085
180- 55-090
180- 55-095
180- 55-100
180- 55-105
180- 55-110
180- 55-115
180-55-120
180- 55-125
180-55-130
180- 55-135
180-55-150
180- 72
180- 77
180- 77
180- 77-002
180- 77-003

ACTION
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW-P
NEW-P
PREP
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
PREP
AMD-E
REP-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
PREP
AMO
PREP
AMD
AMO

WSR#
02-06-056
02-06-057
02-06-058
02-06-059
02-08-046
02-06-060
02-10-051
02- I 0-051
02-08-043
02-06-061
02-06-062
02-06-063
02-08-042
02-06-064
02-06-065
02-06-066
02-08-092
02-10-089
02-08-039
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-039
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-08-038
02-06-067
02-04-018
02-06-068
02-04-018
02-04-018
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
180- 77-005
180- 77-012
180- 77-014
180- 77-020
180- 77-025
180- 77-031
180- 77-041
180- 77-041
180- 77-068
180- 77-070
180- 77-075
180- 77-080
180- 77-110 .
180-77-120
180- 77-122
180- 77A
180- 77A
180- 77A-004
180- 77A-006
180- 77 A-025
180- 77A-029
180- 77A-030
180- 77A-033
180- 77A-037
180- 77A-040
180- 77 A-057
180- 77A-165
180- 77A-180
180- 77A-195
180- 78A
180- 78A-209
180- 78A-220
180- 78A-255
180- 78A-261
180- 78A-264
180- 78A-270
180- 78A-505
180- 78A-505
180- 79A
180- 79A-030
180- 79A-117
180- 79A-130
180- 79A-140
180- 79A-150
180- 79A-150
180- 79A-206
180- 79A-206
180- 79A-21 l
180- 79A-250
180- 79A-250
180- 81
180- 82
180- 82-105
180- 82-105
180- 82-202
180- 82-322
180- 82-346
180- 82-350
180- 82A-002
180- 82A-200
180- 82A-202
180- 82A-204
Table

ACTION
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
PREP
AMD
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
AMD
PREP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

WSR#
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-10-048
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-06-069
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-06-070
02-04-018
02-04-014
02-04-014
02-04-014
02-04-014
02-04-018
02-06-051
02-10-085
02-06-071
02-04-015
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-10-050
02-05-061
02-10-085
02-04-018
·02-05-060
02-10-087
02-06-072
02-06-073
02-04-018
02-10-045
02-04-018
02-04-018
02-04-016
02-04-018
02-04-013
02-04-013
02-04-013
02-04-013

WAC#

ACTION

180- 82A-206
180- 82A-215
180- 83
180- 85
180- 85-035
180- 85-075
180- 85-075
180- 85-075
180- 86
180- 86-011
180- 86-013
180- 86-020
180- 86-020
180- 86-030
180- 86-055
180- 86-055
180- 86-065
180- 86-070
180- 86-075
180- 86-100
180- 86-116
180- 86-130
180- 86-140
180- 86-145
180- 86-160
180- 86-170
180- 86-180
180- 86-185
180- 87
180- 90
180- 90-105
180- 90-105
180- 90-110
180- 90-110
180- 90-112
180- 90-112
180- 90-115
180~ 90-115
180- 90-i 19
180- 90-119
180- 90-120
180- 90-120
180- 90-123
180- 90-123
180- 90-125
180- 90-125
180- 90-130
180- 90-130
180- 90-133
180- 90-133
180- 90-135
180- 90-135
180- 90-137
180- 90-137
180- 90-141
180- 90-141
180- 90-160
180- 90-160
180- 95
180- 96
180- 97
180- 97-003

NEW
NEW
PREP
PREP
AMD
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
PREP

WSR#
02-04-013
02-04-013
02-06-074
02-06-075
02-04-017
02-04-017
02-06-081
02-10-086
02-06-076
02-10-052
02-10-052
02-03-084
02-10-052
02-10-052
02-03-084
02-10-052
02-10-052
02-10-052
02-10-052
02-10-052
02-10-052
02-10-052
02-10-052
02-10-052
02-10-052
02-10-052
02-10-052
02-10-052
02-06-077
02-06-078
02-08-037
02-10-088
02-08-037
02-10-088
02-08-037
02-10-088
02-08-037.
02-10-088
02-08-037'
02-10-088
02-08-037

AMD-P

AMD-P
PREP
REP-P
AMD-P
PREP
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
AMD-E
AMD-P
REP-E
REP-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
REP-E
REP-P
REP-E
REP-P
'REP-E
REP-P
REP-E
REP-P
REP-E
REP-P
AMD-E
· AMD-P
REP-E
REP-P
· REP-E
REP-P
REP-E
'REP-P
AMO-E
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-E
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)f~I0-088
I

f!J.f-08-037
02-10-088
02-08-037
02-10-088
02-08-037
02-10-088.
02-08-037
02-10-088
02-08-037
02-10-088
02-08-037
02-10-088
02-08-037
02-10-088
02-08-037
02-10-088
02-06-079
02-06-080
02-08-040
02-08-034

WAC#
180- 97-005
180- 97-010
180- 97-015
180- 97-020
180- 97-040
180- 97-050
180- 97-060
180- 97-070
180- 97-080
180-97-090
180- 97-100
182
182
182- 12-230
182- 12-230
192- 16-013
192- 16:021
192- 16-033
192- 16-033
192- 16,033
192-.16-036
192- 16-036
192- 16-036
192- 16-040
192- 16-040
192- 16-040
192- 16-042
192- 16-042
192- 16-042
192- 16-045
192- 16-045
192- 16-045
192- 16-047
192- 16-047
192- 16-047
192-150-055
192-150-060
192-170-050
192-180-012
192-240-010
192-240-015
192-240-020
192-240-025
192-240-030
192-240-030
192-240-035
192-240-040
192-240-040
192-240-045
196c 26-020
196- 26-030
196- 26A-010
196- 26A-020
196- 26A-025
196- 26A-030
196- 26A-035
196- 26A-040
196- 26A-045
196- 26A-050
196- 26A-055
196- 26A-060
196- 26A-070

ACTION
REP-E
AMD-E
REP-E
REP-E
AMD-E
REP-E
AMD-E
REP-E
AMD-E
REP-E
REP-E
PREP
PREP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-X
REP
REP-E
PREP
REP-E
REP-E
PREP
REP-P
REP-E
PREP
REP-P
REP-E
PREP
REP-P
REP-E
PREP
REP-P
REP-E
PREP
REP-P
NEW-X
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

WSR#·

02-08-034
02-08-034 ~
02-08-034 ~
02-08-034
02-08-034
02-08-034
02-08-034
02-08-034
02-08-034
02-08-034
02-08-034
02-11-034
02-11-035
02-05-078
02-08-047
02-08-071
02-08-072
02-03-074
02-07-064
02-07-065
02-03-074
02-07-064
02-07-065
02-03-074
02-07-064
02-07-065
02-03-074
02-07-064
02-07-065
02-03-074 ~
02-07-064 ,
02-07-065
02-03-074
02-07-064
02-07-065
02-08-071
02-08-072
02-08-072
02-08-072
·02-03-074
'02-03-074
02-03-074
02-03-074.
02-03-074
02-07-065
02-03-074
02-03-074
02-07-065
02-07-065
02-08-075
02-08-075
02-08-075
02-08-075
02-08-075
02-08-075
02-08-075
02-08-075
02-08-075 ~
02-08-075 ~
02-08-075
02-08-075
02-08-075

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
204- 36-030

~ 204- 36-040

, 204- 36-060
204- 91A-010
204- 91A-030
204- 91A-060
204- 91A-090
204- 91A-120
204- 91A-130
204- 91A-140
204- 91A-170
204- 91A-180
204- 95
208-424-010
208-424-020
208-424-030
208-472
208-472-010
208-472-012
208-472-015
208-472-020
208-472-025
208-472-030
208-472-035
208-472-041
208-472-045
208-472-050
208-472-060
208-472-065
~ 208-472-070
, 208-472-075
208-472-080
212- 12-001
212- 12-001
212- 12-005.
212- 12-005
212- 12-010
212- 12-010
212- 12-011
212- 12-011
212- 12-015
212- 12-015
212- 12-020
212- 12-020
212- 12-025
212- 12-025
212- 12-030
212- 12-030
212- 12-035
212- 12-035
212- 12-040
212: 12-040
212- 12-044
212- 12-044
212- 12-200
212- 12-210
212- 12-220
~ 212- 12-230
, 212- 12-240
212- 12-250
212- 12-260
212- 12-270

ACTION
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
PREP
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
NEW
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
·PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E

WSR#
02-07-055
02-07-055
02-07-055
02-07-056
02-07-056
02-07-056
02-07-056
02-07-056
02-07-056
02-07-056
02-07-056
02-07-056
02-11-037
02-11-010
02-11-010
02-11-010
02-04-094
02-04-094
02-04-094
02-04-094
02-04-094
02-04-094
02-04-094
02-04-094
02-04-094
02-04-094
02-04-094
02-04-094
02-04-094
02-04-094
02-04-094
02-04-094
02-07-018
02-11-038
02-07-018
02-11-038
02-07-018.
02-11-038
02-07-018
02-11-038
· 02-07-018
02-11-038
02-07-018
·02-11-038
02-07,018
02-11-038
· 02-07-018
02-11-038
02-07-018
02-11-038
02-07-018
02-11-038
02-07-018
02-11-038
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060

WAC#
212- 12-280
212- 12-290
212- 12-300
212- 12-310
212- 12-320
212- 12-330
212- 12-340
212- 12-350
212- 12-360
212- 12-370
212- 12-380
212- 12-390
212- 12-400
212- 12-410
212- 12-420
220- 16-028
220- 16-410
220- 16-480
220- 16-760
220- 16-780
220-16-78000A
220- 16-790
220- 16-79000A
220- 20-010
220- 20-016
220- 20-016
220- 20-025
220- 20-075
220- 20-100
220- 24-040008
220- 24-040008
220- 24-040008
220- 24-04000C
220- 24-04000C
220- 32-05100K
220- 32-05 lOOL
220- 32-05 lOOL
220- 32-05 lOOL
220- 32-05 lOOM
220- 32-05100M
220- 32-Q5100M
220- 32-0000N
220- 32-{!jjlOON
220- 32-05100P
220- 32-05 lOOP
220- 32-05100Q
220- 32-05100Q
220- 32-05100R
220" 32-05100R
220- 32-05100S
220- 32-05100S
220- 32-05100S
220- 32-05500E
220- 32-05500E
220-32-05700P
220- 32-05700P
220- 33-010001
220- 33-010001
220- 33-0lOOOJ
220- 33-0IOOOJ
220- 33-0IOOOJ
220- 33-0IOOOK

ACTION
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
Nj::W-E
AMO
AMO-W
. AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-E
AMO
PREP
;\MO-X
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
. NEW-E
·~.EP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NE.W-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
[ 7]

WSR#
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-03-060
02-0~-048

02-05-035
02-08-027
02-08-048
02-08-048
02-10-118
02-08-048
02-10-118
02-08-048
02-06-107
02-11-073.
02-08-048
02-05-046
02-08-048
02-10-078
02-10-078
02-10-120
02-10-120
02-10-120
02-04-073
02-04-073
02-04-073
02-07-011
02-07-011
02-07-011
02-07-044
02-07-0.44
02-07-044
02-10-042
02-10-042
02-11-003
02-11-003
02-11-049
02-11-049
02-11-085
02-11-085
02-11-146
02-11-146
02-11-146
02-11-146
02-11-146
02-04-077
02-04-077
02-05-056
02-05-056
02-07-010
02-07-010

WAC#
220- 33-0IOOOK
220- 33-0IOOOK
220- 33-0IOOOL
220- 33-0IOOOL
220- 33-0IOOOL
220- 33-0IOOOM
220- 33-0IOOOM
220- 33-0IOOON
220- 33-0IOOON
220- 33-030008
220- 33-030008
220- 33-04000N
220- 33-04000P
220- 33-04000P
220- 33-04000P
220- 33-04000Q
220- 33-04000Q
220- 33-04000Q
220- 33-04000R
220- 33-04000R
220-40.027
220- 44-05000H
220- 44-050001
220- 44-050001
220- 44-050001
220- 44-050001
220- 44-05000K
220- 47-301
220- 47-311
220- 47-401
220- 47-411
220- 47-428
220- 47-430
220- 48-005
220- 49-013
220- 49-056
220- 52-03000R
220- 52-03000R
220- 52-04000F
220- 52-04600A
- 220- 52-046008
220- 52-046008
220- 52.-04600C
220- 52-04600C
220- 52-.046000
220- 52-046000
220- 52-04600E
220- 52-04600E
220- 52-04600F
220- 52-04600F
220- 52-046000
220- 52-046000
220- 52-050
220- 52-051 OOA
220- 52-051 OOA
220- 52-051008
220- 52-05100Y
220- 52-05100Y
220-52-05100Z
220- 52-05100Z
220- 52-07300Q
220- 52-07300R

ACTION

WSR#

REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO-X
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-X
AMO-X
AMO-X
AMO-X
AMO-X
AMO-X
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO-W
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E

02-07-010
02-07-094
02-07-094
02-07-094
02-08-014
02-08-014
02-08-025
02-08-025
02-08-025
02-11-014
02-11-014
02-04-072
02-04-072
02-04-072
02-04-102
02-04-102
02-04-102
02-06-036
02-06-036
02-06-036
02-11-072
02-04-060
02-04-060
02-07-093
02-07-093
02-11-042
02-11-042
02-11-073
02-11-073
02-11-073
02-11-073
02-11-073
02-11-073
02-08-026
02-08-026
02-08-026
02-11-043
02-11-043
02-03-068
02-03-024
02-03-024
02-03-050
02-03-050
02-04-093
02-04-093
02-07-037
02-07-037
02-07-075
02-07-075
02-08-070
02-08-070
02-08-070
02-11-026
02-10-004
02-10-043
02-10-043
02-09-021
02-09-067
02-09-067
02-10-004
02-03-025
02-03-025
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
220- 52-07300R
220- 52-073008
220- 52-073005
220- 52-07300T
220- 52-07300T
220- 52-07300U
220- 52-07300U
220- 52-07300V
220- 52-07300V
220- 52-07300W
220- 52-07300W
220- 52-075000
220- 52-075000
220- 52-07500E
220- 55-00lOOA
220- 56-100
220- 56-105
220- 56-115
220- 56-116
220- 56-124
220- 56-128
220- 56-15600A
220- 56-193
220- 56-194
220- 56-195
220- 56-195001
220- 56-19500!
220- 56-210
220- 56-235
220- 56-23500L
220- 56-23500L
220- 56-23500M
220- 56-250000
220- 56-250000
220- 56-25500X
220- 56-265
220- 56-270
220- 56-27000L
220- 56-27000M
220- 56-27000M
220- 56-282
220- 56-282000
220- 56-282000
220- 56-28200E
220- 56-285
220- 56-285008
220- 56-285008
220- 56-28500C
220- 56-28500C
220- 56-28500C
220- 56-285000
220- 56-307
220- 56-310
220- 56-31000U
220- 56-31000U
220- 56-315
220- 56-3 l 500A
220- 56-3 l 500A
220- 56-315008
220- 56-32500T
220- 56-32500T
220- 56-32500U
Table

ACTION
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-X
AMO
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-X
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E

WSR#
02-03-067
02-03-067
02-03-090
02-03-090
02-04-035
02-04-035
02-04-078
02-04-078
02-07-046
02-07-092
02-07-092
02-09-021
02-10-004
02-10-004
02-10-106
02-08-048
02-08-048
02-09-001
02-08-048
02-10-127
02-08-048
02-10-108
02-10-124
02-10-124
02-10-127
02-11-086
02-11-086
02-08-048
02-09-001
02-03-002
02-07-004
02-07-004
02-07-025
02-07-025
02-09-045
02-08-048
02-08-048
02-06-036
02-06-036
02-06-036
02-08-048
02-06-017
02-06-017
02-10-119
02-08-048
02-05-010
02-10-063
02-11-006
02-11-006
02-11-039
02-11-039
02-08-048
02-08-048
02-09-003
02-09-003
02-08-048
02-09-003
02-09-003
02-11-020
02-08-028
02-09-003
02-10-028

WAC#
220- 56-32500U
220- 56-32500V
220- 56-32500V
220- 56-32500W
220- 56-32500W
220- 56-32500X
220- 56-330000
220- 56-330000
220- 56-33000E
220- 56-33000E
220- 56-33000F
220- 56-33000F
220- 56-330000
220- 56-330000
220- 56-33000H
220- 56-33000H
220- 56-33000H
220- 56-330001
220- 56-330001
220- 56-330001
220- 56-330001
220- 56-33000K
220- 56-335
220- 56-350
220- 56-350001
220- 56-35000K
220- 56-35000K
220- 56-35000L
220- 56-355
220- 56-355008
220- 56-36000L
220- 56-36000L
220- 56-36000L
220- 56-36000M
220- 56-36000M
220- 56-36000N
220- 56-36000N
220- 56-36000P
220- 56-36000P
220- 56-36000Q
220- 56-36000Q
220- 56-380
220- 56-38000C
220- 56-380000
220- 56-380000
220- 56-38000E
220- 69
220- 69-24000A
220- 69-24000A
220- 69-240008
220- 74-020
220- 74-020
220- 77-020
220- 77-040
220- 77-09000A
220- 77-09000A
220- 77-090008
220- 77-100
220- 77-105
220-130-040
222- 10-040
222- 10-040

ACTION

WSR#

REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO
. REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
. NEW-E
PREP
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-W
NEW-W
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO

02-11-013
02-11-013
02-11-041
02-11-041
02-11-134
02-11-134
02-03-051
02-05-001
02-05-001
02-07-037
02-07-037
02-07-075
02-07-075
02-08-070
02-08-070
02-11-050
02-11-094
02-11-050
02-11-094
02-11-094
02-11-132
02-11-132
02-08-048
02-08-048
02-06-035
02-06-035
02-10-029
02-10-029
02-08-048
02-07-076
02-03-053
02-03-053
02-04-039
02-04-039
02-04-039
02-07-012
02-07-012
02-10-012
02-10-012
02-11-012
02-11-012
02'08-048
02-06-035
02-06-035
02-10-029
02-10-029
02-10-105
02-10-004
02-10-043
02-10-043
02-06-109
02-10-023
02-06-018
02-06-018
02-04-069
02-04-089
02-04-089
02-11-027
02-11-027
02-02-089
02-05-087
02-11-075
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WAC#
222- 10-041
222- 10-041
222- 16-050
222- 16-050
222- 16-050
222- 21-010
222- 21-020
222- 21-045
222- 21-050
222- 21-061
226- 01-040
226- 01-040
226- 01-050
226- 01-050
226- 12-080
226- 12-080
226- 16-160
226- 16-160
226- 20-010
226- 20-010
230- 02-145
230- 02-145
230- 02-205
230- 04-064
230- 04-064
230- 04-202
230- 08-255
230- 08-255
230- 12-045
230- 12-045
230- 12-050
230- 12-050
230- 12-330
230- 12-330
230- 12-340
230- 12-340
230- 20-111
230- 20-111
230- 20-125
230- 20-125
230- 20-230
230- 20-230
230- 20-244
230- 20-246
230- 20-249
230- 30-033
230- 30-045
230- 30-072
230- 30-106
230- 30-106
230- 40-800
230- 40-800
230- 40-897
230- 40-897
232- 12-011
232- 12-011
232- 12-011
232- 12-014
232- 12-014
232- 12-019
232- 12-147
232-12-151

ACTION

WSR#

AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMO-X
AMO
AMO-X
AMO
AMO-X
AMO
AMO-X
AMO
AMO-X
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-S
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO-P

02-05-087
02-11-075
02-05-086
02-07-023
02-11-138
02-05-084
02-05-084
02-05-084
02-05-084
02-05-084
02-03-038
02-08-076
02-03-038
02-08-076
02-03-038
02-08-076
02-03-038
02-08-076
02-03-038
02-08-076
02-07-081
02-11-084
02-03-077
02-06-037
02-10-002
02-02-090
02-06-037
02-10-002
02-07-081
02-11-084
02-07-081
02-11-084
02-06-038
02-10-003
02-06-038
02-10-003
02-07-081
02-11-084
02-07-081
02-11-084
02-07-081
02-11-084
02-06-006
02-06-006
02-06-006
02-06-007
02-06-007
02-06-007
02-06-038
02-10-003
02-07-081
02-11-084
02-07-081
02-11-084
02-06-122
02-08-048
02-11-069
02-06-122
02-11-069
02-08-048
02-08-048
02-08-048

AMO
AMO
REP
REP

~

~

~

~

~

~

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

232- 12-168
~ 232- 12-16800B
• 232- 12-16800B
232- 12-245
232- 12-253
232- 12-253
232- 12-267
232- 12-272
232- 12-619
232- 28-02220
232- 28-02220
232- 28-02240
232- 28-02240
232- 28-248
232- 28-248
232- 28-266
232- 28-273
232- 28-273
232- 28-276
232- 28-277
232- 28-277
232- 28-277
232- 28-278
232- 28-278
232- 28-279
232- 28-279
232- 28-282
232- 28-299
232- 28-42500C
~ 232- 28-42500C
, 232- 28-619
232- 28-619
232- 28-61900A
232- 28-61900A
232- 28-61900B
232- 28-6 I 900B
232- 28-61900C
232- 28-6 I 900C
232- 28-619000
232- 28-619000
232- 28-619000
. 232- 28-61900E
232- 28-61900E
232- 28-61900F
232- 28-619000
232- 28-61900H
232- 28-61900H
232- 28-61900H
232- 28-619001
232- 28-619001
232- 28-619001
232- 28-619001
232- 28-619001
232- 28-619001
232- 28-61900K
232- 28-6 I 900K
232- 28-6 I 900K
~ 232- 28-6 I 900L
, 232- 28-6 I 900L
232- 28-6 I 900L
232- 28-61900M
232- 28-6 I 900M

ACTION
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO
NEW-P
AMO-P
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO
AMO-X
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW,E
REP-fl
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E

WSR#
02-08-048
02-07-095
02-07-095
02-11-025
02-05-021
02-10-125
02-10-128
02-08-048
02-08-048
02-06-124
02-11-069
02-06-124
02-11-069
02-06-124
02-11-069
02-06-121
02-06-121
02-11-069
02-10-128
02-06-125
02-10-128
02-11-069
02-06-126
02-11-069
02-06-123
02-11-069
02-10-128
02-10-128
02-03-052
02-03-052
02-08-048
02-10-127
02-08-022
02-11-001
02-08-004
02-08-004
02-09-023
02-09-023
02-05-075
02-09-009
02-10-063
02-10-024
02-10-024
02-10-077
02-10-062
02-03-014
02-10-063
02-11-006
02-03-022
02-03-022
02-11-001
02-03-023
02-11-006
02-11-039
02-03-014
02-11-039
02-11-039
02-03-015
02-03-015
02-11-040
02-03-066
02-10-063

WAC#
232- 28-6 I 900M
232- 28-6 I 900M
232- 28-6 I 900N
232- 28-6 I 900N
232- 28-61900N
232- 28-6 I 900N
232- 28-6 I 900P
232- 28-61900Q
232- 28-61900Q
232- 28-6 I 900Q
232- 28-61900Q
232- 28-6 I 900R
232- 28-6 I 900R
232- 28-6 I 900R
232- 28-6 I 900R
232- 28-619005
232- 28-619005
232- 28-6 I 900T
232- 28-6 I 900T
232- 28-6 I 900U
232- 28-61900U
232- 28-61900U
232- 28-6 I 900V
232- 28-61900V
232- 28-6 I 900W
232- 28-6 I 900W
232- 28-6 I 900X
232- 28-6 I 900X
232- 28-61900Y
232- 28-6 I 900Y
232- 28-619002
232- 28-619002
232- 28-620
232- 28-620000
232- 28-620000
232- 28-621
232- 28-621
232- 28-621000
232- 28-621000
246- 12-040
246-50
246-100-166
246-100-206
246-100-207
246-100-208
246-145-00 I
246-145-010
246-145-020
246-145-030
246-145-040
246-215-150
246-215-150
246-224
246-224-0001
246-224-001
246-224-0010
246-224-0020
246-224-0030
246-224-0040
246-224-0050
246-224-0060
246-224-0070

ACTION
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO-X
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO
AMO-X
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO-X
PREP-W
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
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WSR#
02-11-068
02-11-068
02-04-019
02-04-019
02-11-071
02-11-071
02-04-103
02-05-007
02-11-040
02-11-086
02-11-086
02-05-008
02-05-008
02-11-114
02-11-114
02-05-010
02-09-009
02-05-075
02-07-096
02-03-022
02-06-100
02-06-100
02-06-099
02-06-099
02-07-061
02-07-061
02-07-019
02-07-019
02-07-066
02-07-066
02-07-096
02-07-096
02-10-127
02-11-086
02-11-086
02-08-048
02-10-127
02-11-086
02-11-086
02-09-042
02-09-027
02-10-066
02-08-018
02-08-018
02-08-018
02-11-109
02-11-109
02-11-109
02-11-109
02cJ 1-109
02-04-091
02-09-028
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021

WAC#
246-224-0080
246-224-0090
246-224-010
246-224-0100
246-224-0110
246-224-0120
246-224-020
246-224-050
246-224-060
246-224-070
246-224-090
246-224-100
246-229-0001
246-229-001
246-229-0010
246-229-0020
246-229-0030
246-229-0040
246-229-0050
246-229-0060
246-229-0070
246-229-0080
246-229-0090
246-229-0100
246-229-020
246-229-030
246-229-050
246-229-060
246-229-070
246-229-080
246-229-090
246-229-100
246-229-110
246-252-030
246-254-053
246-254-053
246-254-070
246-254-080
246-254-090
246-254-100
246-254-120
246-272
246-310-990
246-320
246-320-990
246-322-990
246-324-990
246-329-990
246-333-010
246-333-020
246-333-030
246-333-040
246-338-020
246-338-020
246-338-990
246-338-990
246-388
246-650
246-650
246-790-010
246-790-0 I 0
246-790-050

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-X
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-X
REP:X
REP-X
REP-X
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
PREP-W
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P

WSR#
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
. 02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-07-021
02-11-021
02-04-034
02-07-085
02-04-025
02-04-025
02-04-025
02-04-025
02-04-025
02-03-137
02-10-064
02-11-076
02-10-131
02-10-131
02-10-131
02-10-131
02-10-132
02-10-132
02-10-132
02-10-132
02-03-138
02-09-026
02-03-138
02-09-026
02-08-0 17
02-03-136
02-04-024
02-07-020
02-11-107
02-07-020
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
246-790-050
246-790-065
246-790-065
246-790-070
246-790-070
246-790-080
246-790-080
246-790-085
246-790-085
246-790-090
246-790-090
246-790-100
246-790-100
246-790-120
246-790-120
246-790-130
246-790-130
246-808-101
246-808-320
246-808-330
246-808-340
246-808-350
246-808-360
246-808-370
246-808-380
246-808-390
246-808-640
246-808-700
246-809-600
246-809-610
246-809-620
246-809-630
246-809-640
246-809-650
246-810-320
246-810-321
246-810-332
246-810~340

246-810-520
246-810-521
246-810-532
246-810-540
246-810-600
246-810-610
246-810-620
246-810-630
246-810-640
246-810-650
246-810-660
246-810-720
246-810-721
246-810-732
246-810-740
246-811
246-811-081
246-811-082
246-811-200
246-811-210
246-811-220
246-811-230
246-811-240
246-811-250

Table

ACTION
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
'AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
PREP-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

WSR#
02-11-107
02-07-020
02-11-107
02-07-020
02-11-107
02-07-020
02-11-107
02-07-020
02-11-107
02-07-020
02-11-107
02-07-020
02-11-107
02-07-020
02-11-107
02-07-020
02-11-107
02-11-105
02-11-105
02-11-105
02-11-105
02-11-105
02-11-105
02-11-105
02-11-105
02-11-105
02-11-105
02-11-105
02-11-108
. 02-11-108
02-11-108
02-11-108
02-11-108
02-11-108
02-09-041
02-09-041
02-09-041
02~09-041

02-09-041
02-09-041
02-09-041
02-09-041
02-11-108
02-11-108
02-11-108
02-11-108
02-11-108
02-11-108
02-11-108
02-09-041
02-09-041
02-09-041
02-09-041
02-11-105
02-07-083
02-07-083
02-07-084
02-07-084
02-07-084
02-07-084
02-07-084
02-07-084

WAC#

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

246-811-260
246-811-270
246-811-990
246-826-080
246-826-100
246-826-300
246-826-301

NEW
NEW
AMO
PREP-W
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
PREP-W
PREP-W
PREP-W
PREP-W
PREP-W

02-07-084
02-07-084
02-07-083
02-11-105
02-06-115
02-06-115
02-06-115
02-06-115
02-06-115
02-11-105
02-11-105
02-11-105
02-11-105
02-11-105
02-04-033
02-04-033
o:i-04-033
02-04-033
02-04-033
02-04-033
02-04-031
02-04-031
02-06-117
02-06-117
02-06-117
02-06-117
02-06-116
02-11-106
02-11-106
02-11-105
02-11-106
02-11-105
02-04-090
02-10-065
02-04-090
02-10-065
02;10-134
02-04-090

246-937
246-937-010
246-937-020
246-937-030
246-937-040
246-937-050
246-937-060
246-937-070
246-937-090
246-976-031

02-i9-.06~

251-.19~120

246-826-302
246-826-303
246-828
246-828-080
246-828-090
246-828-100
246-828-320
246-840-020
246-840-030
246-840-040
246-840-050
246-840-060
246-840-070
246-840-080
246-840-090
246-840-700
246-840-705
246-840-710
246-840-715
246-843-015
246-843-150
246-843-180
246-843-220
246-843-330
246-851
246-851-150
246-851-150
246-851-160
246-851-160
246-851-200
246-851-250
246-85 f-250
246-851-300
246-851-300
246-851-310
246-851-310
246-851-330
246-851-330
246-851-520
246-851-520
246-883-020
246-883-050
246-887-160
246-889-020
246-904-010
246-918-990
246-919-990
246-924-485
246-935
246-935-010
246-935-020
246-935-030
246-935-090
246-935-100
246-935-120

PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
REP-X
AMO-P
AMO-P
PREP-W
AMO-P
PREP-W
AMO-C
AMO
AMO-C
AMO
REP
AMO-C
AMO
AMO-C
AMO
AMO-C
AMO
AMO-C
AMO
AMO-C
AMO
AMO-X
REP-W
PREP-W
AMO-X
PREP-W
AMO
AMO
PREP-W
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
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02-04-.090
oi-io-065.

246-97~-161

246-97 6-171
246-976-500
246-976-510
246-976-550
246-976-560
246-976-600
246-9'76-610
246-976-650
246-976-720
246-976-730
246-9~6-770

246-976-780
246-976-810
246-976-820
246-976-8~6

246-976-887
246-976-935
246-976-960
246-976-970
250- 66,-030
251- 01-240
251- 0,1-240
251- 12-073
251- 12-!)73
251- 17-200
251- 17-200
251- 19-120
0

25.9~ 04-010
259- 04-050
259-. 04-070
260- 36-040

ACTION
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO

02-04-090
02-10-065
02-04-090
02-10-065
02-04-090
02-10-065
02-07-086
02-11-105
02-11-105
02-11-152
02-11-105
02-05-009

260-48-930
260~ 48-930
260-48-930
260- ?Q-(i50
260- 70-650
260-70-660
284-04-120
292-llOcOIO
292--110-010

AMO
PREP
. AMO
AMO
AMO-W

02:05-009
02-11-105
02-10-135
02-10-135
02-10-135
02-10-135
02-10-135
02-10-135
02-10-135

292-120-030
292-120-035
296- 05-007
296- 05-007
296-05-300
296- 05-300
296-05-316
296-05-316
296-05-402

NEW
AMO-X
AMO
AMO-X
AMO
AMO-X
AMO
AMO-X

260-)6~040

.

q_AMO
q_~f?-P

AMO
NEW-P
NEW-W
NJ;:~

AMO-P

AMO

WSR#
02-11-022

02-11-022 ~
02-11-022,
02-11-022
02-11-022
02-11-022
02-11-022
02-11.-022
02-11-022
02-10-133
02-11-077
02-11-077
02-09-043
02-09-043
02-09-043
02-09-043
02-09-043
Q2-09-043
02-09-043
02-09-043.
02-09-043
02-09-043.
02-09-043
02-09-043
02~09-043

02-09-043
02-09-043
02-04-045
02-10-133

02-10-133 ~
02-05-006 ~
02-04-081
02-07-05)
02-04-079
02-07-048 .
02-04-080
02-07-050
0?-04-081
. 02-07-051 .
02-0~-014

02-06-014 .
,02-06-014.
02-05-029.
02-10-101
02-05-028
02-05-03~

02-10-100.
02-05-030,
92-10-102 .
. 02-05-027
02-08-019 .
02-07-074.
. 02-09:.069
02-04-003
02-04-003
02-04-004
02-10-083
02-04-004
02-10-083 ~
02-04-004 ~
02-10-083
02-04-004

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
05-402
96-ISOC
296- ISOF
296- !SOM
296-ISOP
296-ISOR
296-ISOV
296- 17
296- I 7-35203
296- I 7-35203
296- 17-52140
296- 17:52140
296- 17-52141
296- 17-52141
296- 17-52150
296~ 17-52150
296- 17-52151
296- 17-52151
296- 200A
296- 20-135
296- 20-135
296- 23-220
296~ 23:226
296- 23-230
296- 23-230
296- 24
296- 24
296- 24
296- 24-012

~

296-

~96-24-102

'296- 24- 10203

296- 24~)4001
296- 24-145
296- 24-23003
296- 24-405
296- 24-4050 I
296- 24-40503
296- 24-40505
296- 24-40507
296- 24~40509
296" 24-405 I I
296- 24-40513
296- 24-405 I 5
296- 24-51009
296- 24-5 IOI I
296- '24-51015
296- 24-60205
296- 24-63499
296: 24-67513
296- 24"67515
296- 28-00 I .
296- 28-005
29~-28-010
296- 28-015
296: 28-020
296- 28-025
296- 28-030
196- 28~035
28-040
296- 28-045
296- 28-050
296- 32

r>6-

ACTION
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-X
REP-X
REP-X
AMD-X
PREP
AMD-X
REP-P
REP-P
. REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-X
AMD-X
AMD-X
AMD-X
· 'AMD-X
AMD-X
AMp-X
REP:P

REP~P
RE~-P

R~P.:P

REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-S

WSR#
02-10-083
02-04-106
02-04-106
02-04-106
02-04-106
02-04-106
02-04-106
02-07-102
02-03-123
02-09-093
02-03-123
02-09-093
02-03-123
02-09-093
02-03-123
02-09-093
02-03-123.
02-09-093
02-04-106
02-05-076
02-10-129
02-05-076
02-10-129
02-05-076
02-10-129
02-04-107
02-04-108
02-09-091
02-05-071
02-08-080
02-08-080
02:os~o11
02~09:088

02-05-077

02~07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07~100
02-07-100 .
02:01:100
02-07-100
02-01-ioo .
02-07-'IOO
02-95:077
02-05-077
02-.05-077
02-05-077
02-05-077
02-05-071
02-05-077
02-07-!0i
02-07-101
02-07:1°01.
02-07-101'
02-07-101
02-07-101
02-07-101
02-07-101
02-07-101
02-07-101
02-07-101
02-10-025

WAC#
296- 32-240
296- 32-250
296- 32-280
296- 33-010
296- 400A
296- 401B
296- 45
296- 45-52530
296- 46A
2967 46A-910
296- 46A-915
296- 52
296- 52-401
296- 52-405
296- 52-409
296- 52-413
296c 52-417
296- 52-419
296- 52-421
296- 52-423
296- 52-425
296- 52-429
296- 52-433
296-52-437
296- 52-441
296- 52-445
296- 52-449
296- 52-453
296- 52-457
296- 52-461
296- 52-465
296- 52-469
296- 52-477
296- 52-481
296- 52-485
296- 52-487
296-?2-~89

296- 52-493
296- 52-497
296-52-5o f

29~- si-sos

296- 52-509
296: 52-510
296-52-550
296-52-552
296-52-555
296-52-600
296- 5~-60005
296- 52-60010
296~~2-60015

296- 52-60020
296- 52-60025
296- 52.-60030
296- 52-60035
296- 52-60040
296- 52-60045
296- 52-60050
296- 52-60055
296- 52-60060
296- 52-60065
296- 52-60070
296- 52-60075

ACTION
AMD-P
AMD-X
AMD-X
NEW
PREP
PREP
AMD-S
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
.NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
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WSR#
02-05-080
02-05-077
02-05-077
02-06-024
02-04-106
02-04-106
02-10-025
02-05-080
02-04-106
02-09-095
04-09-095
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-037125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125 .
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
.02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
'02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125..
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03,125
02-03-i25
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125

WAC#
296- 52-60080
296- 52-60085
296- 52-60090
296- 52-60095
296- 52-60100
296- 52-60105
296- 52-60110
296- 52-60115
296- 52-60120
296- 52-60125
296- 52-60130
296- 52-61005
296- 52-61010
296- 52-61015
296- 52-61020
296- 52-61025
296- 52-61030
296- 52-61035
296- 52-61040
296- 52-61045
296- 52-61050
296- 52-62005
296- 52-62010
296- 52-62020
296- 52-62025
296- 52-62030
296- 52-62035
296- 52-62040
296- 52-62045
296- 52-63005
296- 52-63010
296- 52-63015
296- 52-63020
296- 52-63025
296- 52-63030
296- 52-64005
296- 52-64010
296- 52-64015
296- 52~64020
296- 52-64025
296- 52-64030
296- 52-64035
296- 52-64040
296- 52-64045
296- 52-64050
296- 52-64055
296- 52-64060
296- 52-64065
296- 52-64070
296- 52-64075
296- 52-64080
296- 52-64085
296- 52-64090
296- 52-64095
296- 52-64100
296- 52-650
296- 52-65005
296- 52-65010
296- 52-65015
296- 52-65020
296- 52-65025
296- 52-65030

ACTION
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

WSR#
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125

Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
296- 52-660
296- 52-66005
296- 52-66010
296- 52-66015
296- 52-66020
296- 52-66025
296- 52-66030
296- 52-66035
296- 52-66040
296- 52-66045
296- 52-66050
296- 52-66055
296- 52-66060
296- 52-67005
296- 52-67010
296- 52-67015
296- 52-67020
296- 52-67025
296- 52-67030
296- 52-67035
296- 52-67040
296- 52-67045
296- 52-67050
296- 52-67055
296- 52-67060
296- 52-67065
296- 52-67070
296- 52-67075
296- 52-67080
296- 52-67085
296- 52-67090
296- 52-67095
296- 52-67100
296- 52-67105
296- 52-67110
296- 52-67115
296- 52-67120
296- 52-67125
296- 52-67130
296- 52-67135
296- 52-67140
296- 52-67145
296- 52-67150
296- 52-67155
296- 52-67160
296- 52-67165
296- 52-67170
296- 52-67175
296- 52-67180
296- 52-67185
296- 52-67190
296- 52-67195
296- 52-67200
296- 52-67205
296- 52-67210
296- 52-67215
296- 52-67220
296- 52-67225
296- 52-67230
296- 52-67235
296- 52-67240
296- 52-67245
Table

ACTION
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

WSR#
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

296- 52-67250
296- 52-68005
296- 52-68010
296- 52-68015
296- 52-68020
296- 52-68025
296- 52-68030
296- 52-68035
296- 52-68040
296- 52-68045
296- 52-68050
296- 52-68055
296- 52-68060
296- 52-68065
296- 52-68070
296- 52-68075
296- 52-68080
296- 52-68085
296- 52-69005
296- 52-69010
296- 52-69015
296- 52-69020
296- 52-69025
296- 52-69030
296- 52-69035
296- 52-69040
296- 52-69045
296- 52-69050
296- 52-69055
296- 52-69060
296- 52-69065
296- 52-69070
296- 52-69075
296- 52-69080
296- 52-69085
296- 52-69090
296- 52-69095
296- 52-69100
296- 52-69105
296- 52-69110
296- 52-69115
296- 52-69120
296- 52-69125
296- 52-700
296- 52-70005
296- 52-70010
296- 52-70015
296- 52-70020
296- 52-70025
296- 52-70030
296- 52-70035
296- 52-70040
296- 52-70045
296- 52-70050
296- 52-70055
296- 52-70060
296- 52-70065
296- 52-70070
296- 52-70075
296- 52-70080
296- 52-70085
296- 52-710

NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW

02-06-102
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-1.25
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
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02-03~125

02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125

WAC#

ACTION

296- 52-71005
NEW-W
296- 52-71010
NEW-W
296- 52-71015
NEW
296- 52-71020
NEW
296- 52-71025
NEW
296- 52-71030
NEW-W
296- 52-71035
NEW
296- 52-71040
NEW
296- 52-71045
NEW
296- 52-71050
NEW-W
NEW
296- 52-71055
296- 52-71060
NEW
NEW
296- 52-71065
NEW-W
296- 52-71070
NEW
296- 52-71075
NEW
296- 52-71080
NEW-W
296- 52-71085
NEW
296- 52-71090
NEW
296- 52-71095
NEW
296- 52-71100
NEW
296- 52-71105
NEW
296- 52-720
NEW
296- 52-725
PREP
296- 62
PREP
296-62
AMD-P
296- 62-060
296- 62-070
AMD-P
296- 62-071
PREP
AMD-X
296- 62-07302
AMD-X
296- 62-07304
296- 62-07312
AMD-X
296- 62-07314
AMD-X
AMD-X
296- 62-07421
AMD-X
296- 62-07501
296- 62-07527
AMD-X
296- 62-07540
AMD-X
AMD-P
296- 62-080
AMD-P
296-. 62-11021
AMD-P
296- 62-130
296- 62-14105
AMD-X
296- 62-14110
AMD-X
296- 62-14155 'l-C AMD-X
296- 62-14171 1-aAMD-X
REP
296- 62-410
REP
296- 62-41001
REP
296- 62-41003
REP
296- 62-41010
REP
296- 62-41011
REP
296-.62-41013
296- 62-41015
REP
296- 62-41017
REP
REP
296- 62-41019
296- 62-41020
REP
296- 62-41021
REP
296- 62-41023
REP
296- 62-41025
REP
296- 62-41030
REP
296- 62-41031
REP
296- 62-41033
REP
296- 62-41035
REP
296- 62-41040
REP
296- 62-41041
REP

WSR#
02-06-102

02-06-102~
02-03-125 ~

02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-06-102
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-03-125
02-04-107
02-10-130
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-11-140
02-05-077
02-05-077 ~
02-05-077 ~
02-05-077
02-05-077
02-05-077
02-05-077
02-05-077
02-09-092
02-07-100
02-09-092
02-05-077
02-05-077
02-05-077
02-05-077
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141.
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141 ~
02-11-141 ~
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

296- 62-41042
~96- 62-41043
,296- 62-41044
296- 62-41045
296- 62-41046
296- 62-41047
296- 62-41060
296- 62-41061
296- 62-4J063
296- 62-41080
296- 62-41081
296- 62-41082
296- 62-41084
296- 62-41085
296- 62-4J086
296- 78-56501
296- 78-56505
296- 78-71015
296- 79-140
296- 86A-010
296- 86A-020
296- 86A-025
296- 86A-028
296- 86A-030
296- 86A-040
296- 86A-060
296- 86A-065
296- 86A-070
296- 86A-073
~96- 86A-074
'296- 86A-075
296- 86A-080
296- 96
296- 96
296- 96-0lOJO
296- 96-01012
296- 96-01015
296- 96-01025
296- 96-01027
296- 96-0J030
296- 96-0 J035
296- 96-01040
296- 96-0J045
296- 96-01050
296- 96-0J055
296- 96-01060
296- 96-0 J065
296-104
296-104
296-J04-055
296-104-060
296-104-700
296-130
296-150C-0800
296-150C-3000
296-150M-0020
296-150M-0049
~96-150M-0140

,96-150M-0302
296-150M-0304
296-150P-3000
296-150R-3000

ACTION
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-X
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
NEW-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
NEW
AMD
NEW
NEW-W
AMD-P
AMD-P

WSR#
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-03-124
02-03-124
02-07-JOO
02-05-077
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-04-106
02-09-090
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-04-J05
02-08-090
02-09-094
02-09-094
02-09-094
02-11-139
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-03-048
02-03-048
02-03-048
02-03-048
02-09-070
02-09-095
02-09-095

WAC#
296-150T-3000
296-150V-0800
296-150V -3000
296-155
296-155
296-155-1 JO
296-155-165
296-155-200
296-155-24525
296-155-441
296-155-525
296-155-530
296-155-601
296-155-602
296-155-603
296-155-604
296-155-605
296-155-606
296-155-607
296-155-608
296-155-609
296-155-610
296-155-611
296-155-612
296-155-615
296-155-655
296-155-66405
296-155-66411
296-155-700
296-155-701
296-155-702
296-155-703
296-155-704
296-155-705
296-155-706
296-155-707
296-155-708
296-155-709
296-155-7 JO
296-155-711
296-155-714
296-155-715
296-155-716
296-155-717
296-155-720
296-155-72401
296-155-72402
296-155-72403
296-155-72404
296-155-72405
296-155-72406
296-155-960
296-200A-080
296-200A-900
296-305-0400 I
296-305-05003
296-307
296-307-039
296-307-08009
296-307-14520
296-307-452
296-307-452 JO

ACTION
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-S
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-X
AMD-X
AMD-X
AMD-X
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-X
AMD-X
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-X
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-X
AMD-X
PREP
AMD-X
AMD-X
PREP
NEW
NEW
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WSR#
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-09-091
02-10-025
02-05-080
02-05-080
02-05-080
02-05-077
02-05-077
02-05-077
02-05-077
02-05-080
02-05-080
02-05-080
02-05-080
02-05-080
02-05-080
02-05-080
02-05-080
02-05-080
02-05-080
02-05-080
02-05-080
02-05-080
02-05-080
02-05-077
02-05-077
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-06-114
02-05-077
02-09-095
02-09-095
02-05-077
02-05-077
02-04-107
02-05-077
02-05-077
02-07-103
02-11-141
02-11-141

WAC#
296-307-45220
296-307-45230
296-307-45240
296-307-45400
296-307-45410
296-307-45420
296-307-45430
296-307-45440
296-307-45450
296-307-45600
296-307-45610
296-307-45620
296-307-45800
296-307-46000
296-400A
296-400A
296-400A-005
296-400A-020
296-400A-025
296-400A-026
296-400A-030
296-400A-031
296-400A-035
296-400A-045
296-400A-070
296-400A-JOO
296-400A-120
296-400A-121
296-400A-l 22
296-400A-130
296-400A-140
296-400A-430
296-401B-700
296-402A-040
296-402A-4 I0
296-402A-630
296-403-010
296-403-020
296-403-030
296-403-040
296-403-050
296-403-060
296-403-070
296-403-080
296-403-090
296-403-100
296-403-110
296-403-120
296-403-130
296-403-140
296-403-150
296-403-160
296-403A-J00
296-403A-1 IO
296-403A-120
296-403A- I 30
296-403A-140
296-403A-150
296-403A-160
296-403A-170
296-403A-180
296-403A-190

ACTION
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

WSR#
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-09-089
02-09-096
02-09-096
02-09-096
02-09-096
02-09-096
02-09-096
02-09-096
02-09-096
02-09-096
02-09-096
02-09-096
02-09-096
02-09-096
02-09-096
02-09-096
02-09-096
02-09-096
02-09-095
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
296-403A- l 95
296-403A-200
296-403A-210
296-403A-220
296-403A-230
296-403A-240
296-800
296-800-110
296-800-11040
296-800-11045
296-800-130
296-800-13005
296-800-130 I 0
296-800-13015
296-800-13020
296-800-13025
296-800-13030
296-800-13035
296-800-13040
296-800-150
296-800-15030
296-800-15035
296-800-15040
296-800-16050
296-800-16070
296-800-170
296-800-17020
296-800-17025
296-800-17030
296-800-180 I 0
296-800-18015
296-800-20005
296-800-230 I 0
296-800-23020
296-800-25015
296-800-28040
296-800-28045
296-800-32025
296-800-35030
296-800-35040
296-800-35056
296-800-35076
296-800-370
296-824-100
296-824-110
296-824-11010
296-824-11020
296-824-11050
296-824-11060
296-824-12010
296-824-12020
296-824-12030
296-824-12040
296-824-12050
296-824-12060
296-824-130 I 0
296-824-13020
296-824-13030
296-824-14010
296-824-15010
296-832-10000
296-832-10005
Table

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
PREP
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-X
NEW-X

WSR#
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-09-097
02-04-107
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-09202-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-09-092
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-11-141
02-08-080
02-08-080

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

296-832-10010
296-832-10015
296-832-10020
296-832-10025
296-835-100
296-835-110
296-835-11005
296-835-11010
296-835-11015
296-835-11020
296-835-11025
296-835-11030
296-835-11035
296-835-11040
296-835-11045
296-835-11050
296-835-120
296-835-12005
296-835-12010
296-835-12015
296-835-12020
296-835-12025
296-835-12030
296-835-12035
296-835-12040
296-835-12045
296-835-12050
296-835-12055
296-835-12060
296-835-12065
296-835-130
296-835-13005
296-835-13010
296-835-13015
296-835-13020
296-835-13025
296-835-13030
296-835-140
296-860-100
296-860-10005
296-860-100 I 0
296-860-10020
296-860-10025
296-860-10030
296-860-10040
296-860-10050
296-860-10060
296-860-10070
296-860-10100
308- 08-600
308- 12-010
308- 12-010
308- 12-031
308- 12-031
308- 12-050
308- 12-050
308- 12-081
308- 12-081
308- 12-085
308- 12-085
308- 12-115
308- 12-115

NEW-X
NEW-X
NEW-X
NEW-X
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO

02-08-080
02-08-080
02-08-080
02-08-080
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-100
02-07-101
02-07-101
02-07-101
02-07-101
02-07-101
02-07-101
02-07-101
02-07-101
02-07-101
02-07-101
02-07-101
02-11-011
02-04-114
02-11-082
02-04-114
02-11-082
02-04-114
02-11-082
02-04-114
02-11-082
02-04-114
02-11-082
02-04-114
02-11-082
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WAC#
308- 12-150
308- 12-150
308- 12-210
308- 12-210
308- 12-220
308- 12-220
308- 12-230
308- 12-230
308- 12-240
308- 12-240
308- 12-320
308- 12-320
308- 12-321
308- 12-321
308- 12-322
308- 12-322
308- 12-323
308- 12-323
308- 12-324
308- 12-324
308- 12-325
308- 12-325
308- 12-330
308- 12-330
308- 13-005
308- 13-005
308- 13-020
308- 13-020
308- 13-024
308- 13-024
308- 13-036
308- 13-036
308- 13-050
308- 13-050
308- .13-100
308- 13-100
308- 13-150
308- 14-085
308- 14-085
308- 14-090
308- 14-090
308- 14-_100
308- 14-100
308- 14-120
308- 14-120
308- 1~-130
308- 14-130
308- 14-135
308-.14-135
308- 14-210
308- 14-210
308- 15-040
308- 15-040
308- 15-140
308- 15-140
308- 17-150
308- 17-150
308- 17-310
308- 17-320
308- 18-150
308- 18-150
308- 19-130

ACTION
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMD-P
AMO-W
.REP-P
REP-W
qtAMD-P
qgAMD-W
q AMD-P
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO-W
AMD-P
,AMO-W
.AMD-P
·AMO-W
·PREP
AMO-P
PREP
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMO
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P

WSR#

02-04-114
02-11-082 ~
02-04-114 ~
02-11-082
02-04-114
02-11-082
02-04-114
02-11-082
02-04-114
02-11-082
02-04-114
02-11-082
02-04-114
02-11-082
02-04-114
02-11-082
02-04-114
02-11-082
02-04-114
02-11-082
02-04-114
02-11-082
02-04-114
02-11-082
02-04-113
02-07-047
02-04-113
02-07-047
02-04-113
02-07-047 ~
02-04-113 ~
02-07-047
02-04-113
02-07-047
02-04-113
02-07-047
02-08-033
02-08-074
02-11-057
02-08-074
02-11-057
02-08-074
02-11-057
02-08-074
02-11-057
02-08-074
02-11-057
02-08-074
02-11-057
02-08-074
02-11-057
02-05-079
02-09-011
02-05-079
02-09-011
02-03-130
02-11-098
02-07-069
02-07-069 ~
02-02-096 ~
02-07-068
02-02-095

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

308- 19-130
~ 308- 19-240
, 308- 19-240
308- 20-010
308- 20-030
308- 20-040
308- 20-045
308- 20-080
308- 20-090
308- 20-105
308- 20-107
308- 20-110
308- 20-120
308- 20-122
308- 20-130
308- 20-150
308- 20-155
308- 20-171
308- 20-172
308- 20-210
308- 20-210
308- 20-310
308-20-590
308- 56A-030
308- 56A-040
308- 56A-056
308- 56A-060
308- 56A-070
308- 56A-075
~308- 56A-110
,308- 56A-115
308- 56A-140
308- 56A-150
308- 56A-160
308- 56A-200
308- 56A-210
308- 56A-215
308- 56A-250
308- 56A-265
308- 56A-270
308- 56A-275
308- 56A-295
308- 56A-300
308- 56A-305
308- 56A-310
308- 56A-315
308- 56A-320
308- 56A-325
308- 56A-330
308- 56A-460
308- 56A-500
308- 56A-530
308- 56A-640
308- 56A-640
308- 66
308- 66-110
308- 66-120

~308- 90-040
,308- 90-070
308- 90-080
308- 90-090
308- 90-100

ACTION
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD-P
AMD
REP
REP
PREP
PREP

·PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
NEW-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

WSR#
02-07-067
02-02-095
02-07-067
02-04-012
02-04-012
02-04-012
02-04-012
02-04-012
02-04-012
02-04-012
02-04-012
02-04-012
02-04-012
02-04-012
02-04-012
02-04-012
02-04-012
02-04-012
02-04-012
02-04-088
02-09-040
02-04-012
02-04-012
02-05-019
02-05-019
02-05-019
02-05-019
02-05-015
02-05-015
02-05-019
02-05-019
02-05-018
02-05-018
02-05-018
02-05-018
02-05-019
02-05-018
02-05-016
02-05-016
02-05-016
02-05-016
02-05-019
02-05-014
02-05-014
02-05-014
02-05-014
02-05-014
02-05-014
02-05-014
02-08-005
02-07-035
02-07-035
02-05-013
02-05-017
02-04-059
02-09-057
02-09-057
02-05-073
02-05-073
02-05-073
02-05-073
'02-05-073

WAC#
308- 90-110
308- 90-130
308- 90-140
308- 90-150
308- 90-160
308- 93
308- 93-230
308- 93-230
308- 93-241
308- 93-242
308- 93-243
308- 93-244
308- 93-250
308- 93-270
308- 93-275
308- 93-280
308- 93-520
308- 93-530
308- 93-540
308- 93-700
308- 93-710
308- 93-720
308- 93-730
308- 93-740
308- 93-750
308- 93-760
308- 93-770
308- 94-050
308- 94-050
308- 96A-005
308- 96A-046
308- 96A-050
308- 96A-056
308- 96A-057
308- 96A-062
308- 96A-064
308- 96A-073
308- 96A-074
308- 96A-080
308- 96A-085
308- 96A-090
308- 96A-095
308- 96A-098
308- 96A-098
308- 96A-101
308- 96A-101
308- 96A-101
308- 96A-1 IO
308- 96A-110
308- 96A-110
308- 96A-136
308- 96A-136
308- 96A-136
308- 96A-161
308- 96A-161
308- 96A-201
308- 96A-201
308- 96A-205
308- 96A-205
308- 96A-206
308- 96A-206
308- 96A-207

ACTION
AMD
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMO
PREP
AMO
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP
AMO
NEW
AMD
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMO
PREP
AMD-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
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WSR#
02-05-073
02-05-073
02-05-073
02-05-073
02-05-073
02-11-097
02-04-001
02-11-097
02-08-006
02-08-006
02-08-006
02-08-006
02-04-001
02-04-001
02-04-001
02-04-001
02-05-059
02-05-059
02-05-059
02-05-058
02-05-058
02-05-058
02-05-058
02-05-058
02-05-058
02-05-058
02-05-058
02-07-024
02-11-019
02-09-004
02-05-002
02-05-002
02-05-002
02-05-002
02-09-004
02-09-004
02-05-002
02-05-002
02-05-020
02-05-020
02-05-020
02-05-020
02-07-014
02-11-079
02-03-086
02-08-036
02-11-096
02-03-086
02-08-036
02-11-096
02-03-086
02-08-036
02-11-096
02-07-014
02-11-079
02-05-057
02-10-013
02-07-036
02-11-095
02-07-036
02-11-095
02-05-057

WAC#
308- 96A-207
308- 96A-208
308- 96A-208
308- 96A-220
308- 96A-220
308- 96A-275
308- 96A-275
308- 96A-306
308- 96A-3 I I
308-96A-312
308- 96A-313
308- 96A-314
308- 96A-316
308- 96A-530
308- 99-040
308-100-140
308-103-010
308-103-020
308-103-030
308-103-040
308-103-050
308-103-060
308-103-070
308-103-080
308-103-090
308-103-100
308-103-110
308-103-120
308-103-130
308-103-140
308-103-150
308-103-160
308-103-170
308-103-180
308-103-190
308-104-018
308-124A-110
308-124A-1 IO
308-124A-460
308-124A-600
308-124A-605
308-1248-150
308-124H-014
308-124H-025
308-124H-061
308-124H-062
308-125-085
308-125-085
308-125-120
308-125-200
308-330-305
308-330-307
308-330-320
308-330-464
308-330-481
308-330-705
314- 02-010
314-02-015
314-02-020
314-02-025
314-02-030
314-02-033

ACTION
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
PREP
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO-W
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P

WSR#
02-10-013
02-05-057
02-10-013
02-07-036
02-11-095
02-07-014
02-11-079
02-04-002
02-04-002
02-04-002
02-04-002
02-04-002
02-04-002
02-05-002
02-10-079
02-04-076
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-011
02-11-024
02-03-058
02-07-060
02-03-057
02-03-080
02-03-080
02-03-054
02-03-055
02-03-055
02-03-056
02-03-056
02-04-083
02-10-022
02-03-011
02-03-012
02-04-075
02-04-075
02-04-075
02-04-075
02-04-075
02-04-075
02-04-115
02-04-115
02-04-115
02-04-115
02-04-115
02-04-115
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
314- 02-035
314- 02-045
314- 02-050
314- 02-055
314- 02-115
314-02-125
314- 02-130
314- 11-015
314- 11-015
314- 11-020
314- 11-020
314- 11-025
314-11-030
314- 11-030
314-11-035
314- 11-035
314-11-040
314- 11-040
314- 11-045
314- 11-045
314- 11-060
314- 11-060
314- 11-065
314- 11-065
314-11-070
314- 11-070
314- 11-072
314- 11-072
314-11-095
314-11-095
314-16-190
314- 16-196
314- 21-005
314- 21-005
314- 21-015
314-21-015
314- 21-025
314-21-025
314- 60-040
314- 60-040
315- 06-040
315- 06-123
315- JO
315- 20-0JO
315- 20-0JO
315- 37-0JO
315- 37-010
315- 37-020
315- 37-020
315- 37-030
315-37-030
315- 37-040
315- 37-040
315- 37-050
315- 37-050
315- 37-060
315- 37-060
315- 37-070
315- 37-070
315- 37-080
315- 37-080
315- 37-090
Table

ACTION
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
AMD-C
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P

WSR#
02-04-115
02-04-115
02-04-115
02-04-115
02-04-115
02-04-115
02-04-115
02-04-110
02-11-054
02-04-110
02-11-054
02-04-110
02-04-110
02-11-054
02-04-110
02-11-054
02-04-110
02-11-054
02-04-110
02-11-054
02-04-110
02-11-054
02-04-1 JO
02-11-054
02-04-110
02-11-054
02-04-110
02-11-054
02-04-110
02-11-054
02-04-115
02-04-115
02-04-112
02-11-030
02-04-112
02-11-030
02-04-112
02-11-030
02-04-111
02-10-006
02-07-072
02-09-081
02-05-048
02-03-108
02-08-001
02-03-109
02-07-073
02-03-109
02-07-073
02-03-109
02-07-073
02-03-109
02-07-073
02-03-109
02-07-073
02-03-109
02-07-073
02-03-109
02-07-073
02-03-109
02-07-073
02-03-109

WAC#
315-37-090
315- 37-JOO
315-37-100
315- 37-110
315- 37-110
315- 37-120
315- 37-120
316- 02-001
316- 02-135
316- 02-150
316- 02-170
316- 02-300
316-02-310
316- 02-340
316- 02-350
316- 02-360
316- 02-370
316- 02-600
316- 02-610
316- 02-620
316- 02-630
316- 02-640
316- 02-650
316- 02-660
316- 02-820
316- 65-005
332- 10-041
332- 30-106
332- 30-115
332- 30-139
332- 30-144
332- 30-148
332- 30-171
332-150-030
356- 05-389
356- 05-415
356- 05-415
356- 06-065
356- 15-090
356- 15-JOO
356- 15-110
356- 18-100
356- 18-112
356- 18-112
356- 18-120
356- 26-040
356- 26-130
356- 26-140
356- 26-140
356- 30-025
356- 30-025
356- 30-065
356- 30-065
356- 30-067
356- 30-067
356- 30-140
356- 30-140
356- 30-331
356- 30-331
356- 56-070
363-116-185
363-116-185

ACTION

WSR#

NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-X
AMD-X
AMD-X
AMD-X
AMD-X
REP-X
REP-X
REP-X
REP-X
REP-X
AMD-X
AMD-X
AMD-X
AMD-X
AMD-X
AMD-X
AMD-X
AMD-X
AMD-X
AMD-X
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-X
NEW
AMD-S
AMD
NEW-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD
AMD-S
AMD
AMD-E
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-S
AMD
AMD-S
AMD
AMD-S
AMD
AMD-S
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-E
AMD-E
AMD-P

02-07-073
02-03-109
02-07-073
02-03-109
02-07-073
02-03-109
02-07-073
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-08-029
02-11-056
02-03-111
02-03-111
02-03-111
02-03-111
02-03-111
02-03-111
02-09-046
02-03-063
02-04-082
02-07-049
02-07-054
02-07-052
02-07-052
02-07-052
02-03-061
02-04-082
02-07-049
02-07-052
02-03-062
02-03-063
02-04-080
02-07-050
02-04-082
02-07-049
02-04-082
02-07-049
02-04-082
02-07-049
02-04-082
02-07-049
02-04-080
02-07-050
02-07-053
02-06-001
02-10-081
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WAC#

ACTION

363-116-300
AMD-P
365-120-080
AMD
NEW
365-220-005
365-220-010
NEW
365-220-015
NEW
NEW
365-220-020
NEW
365-220-025
NEW
365-220-030
365-220-035
NEW
365-220-040
NEW
NEW
365-220-045
365-220-050
NEW
365-220-055
NEW
NEW
365-220-060
NEW
365-220-065
NEW
365-220-070
NEW
365-220-075
NEW
365-220-080
NEW
365-220-085
NEW
365-220-090
NEW
365-220-095
NEW
365-220- JOO
NEW
365-220-105
NEW
365-220-110
NEW
365-220-115
365-220-120
NEW
NEW
365-220-125
NEW
365-220-130
NEW
365-220-135
NEW
365-220-140
NEW
365-220-145
NEW
365-220-150
NEW
365-220-155
NEW
365-220-160
NEW
365-220-165
NEW
365-220-170
NEW
365-220-175
NEW
365-220-180
NEW
365-220-185
NEW
365-220-190
AMD
371- 08-320
371- 08-450
-W. AMD
371- 08-485
-WtAMD
NEW-P
388- 01-015
PREP
388- 14A-2000
PREP
388- 14A-2025
388- 14A-2080
PREP
388- l 4A-2 J05
AMD
388- 14A-2107
NEW
AMD
388- 14A-2110
NEW
388- 14A-2112
NEW
388- 14A-2114
AMD
388- 14A-2115
NEW
388- 14A-2116
AMD
388- 14A-2120
AMD
388- l 4A-2 I 25
NEW
388- 14A-2130
NEW
388- 14A-2135
NEW
388- 14A-2140
AMD-P
388- 14A-3130
AMD
388- I 4A-3 I 30
PREP
388- 14A-3800

WSR#
02-08-053

02-05-012~

02-07-026~

02-07 .. 026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026 ~

02-07-026~

02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-07-026
02-06-011
02-06-012
02-06-013
02-03-119
02-03-010
02-03-010
02-03-010
02-07-091
02-07-091
02-07-091
02-07-091
02-07-091
02-07-091
02-07-091
02-07-091
02-07-091
02-07-091
02-07-091
02-07-091 ~
02-03-096 ~
02-06-098
02-03-010

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

388- 14A-3810
388- 14A-3925
388- 14A-3925
388- 14A-4000
388- 14A-4300
388- 14A-4301
388- 14A-4302
388- 14A-4303
388- 14A-4304
388- 14A-5520
388- 14A-5520
388- 14A-5525
388- 14A-5525
388- 14A-5530
388- 14A-5530
388- 15
388- 15-001
388- 15-005
388- 15-009
388- 15-0ll
388- 15-013
388- 15-017
388- 15-021
388- 15-025
388- 15-029
388- 15-033
388- 15-037
388- 15-041
388- 15-045
~ 388- 15-049
, 388- 15-053
388- 15-057
388- 15-061
388- 15-065
388- 15-069
388- 15-073
388- 15-077
388- 15-081
388- 15-085
388- 15-089
388- 15-093
388- 15-097
388- 15-101
388- 15-105
388- 15-109
388- 15-113
388- 15-117
388- 15-121
388- 15-125
388- 15-129
388- 15-130
388- 15-131
388- 15-132
388- 15-133
388- 15-134
388- 15-135
388- 15-141
~ 388- 15-194
, 388- 15-202
388- 15-202
388- 15-202
388- 15-202

~

ACTION
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
PREP-W
PREP
PREP-W
PREP-W
PREP-W

WSR#
02-03-0 IO
02-03-096
02-06-098
02-03-010
02-03-010
02-03-010
02-03-010
02-03-010
02-03-010
02-03-096
02-06-098
02-03-096
02-06-098
02-03-096
02-06-098
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-ll8
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-ll8
02-03-118
02-03-ll8
02-03-ll8
02-03-118
02-03-ll8
02-03-118
02-03-ll8
02-03-ll8
02-03-ll8
02-03-ll8
02-03-118
02-03-ll8
02-03-118
02-03-ll8
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-ll8
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-ll8
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-03-118
02-05-066
02-04-096
02-05-064
02-05-065
02-05-066

WAC#
388- 15-203
388- 15-203
388- 15-203
388- 15-204
388- 15-204
388- 15-205
388- 15-205
388- 15-207
388- 15-214
388- 15-215
388- 15-219
388- 15-600
388- 15-620
388- 15-630
388- 15-880
388- 15-890
388- 71
388- 71-0410
388- 71-0410
388- 71-0430
388- 71-0435
388- 71-0440
388- 71-0440
388- 71-0445
388- 71-0445
388- 71-0450
388- 71-0500
388- 71-0500
388- 71-0515
388- 71-0520
388- 71-0525
388- 71-0530
388- 71-0535
388- 71-0540
388- 71-05910
388- 71-05911
388- 71-05912
388- 71-05913
388- 71-05914
388- 71-05915
388- 71-05916
388- 71-05917
388- 71-05918
388- 71-05919
388- 71-05920
388- 71-05921
388- 71-05922
388- 71-05923
388- 71-05924
388- 71-05925
388- 71-05926
388- 71-05927
388- 71-05928
388- 71-05929
388- 71-05930
388- 71-05931
388- 71-05932
388- 71-05933
388- 71-05934
388- 71-05935
388- 71-05936
388- 71-05937

ACTION

WSR#

PREP
PREP-W
PREP-W
PREP
PREP-W
PREP-W
PREP-W
PREP-W
PREP-W
PREP-W
PREP-W
PREP-W
PREP-W
PREP-W
PREP-W
PREP-W
PREP
PREP
PREP-W
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP-W
PREP
PREP-W
PREP
PREP
AMD
PREP
AMD
REP
REP
REP
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

02-04-096
02-05-065
02-05-066
02-04-096
02-05-066
02-05-065
02-05-066
02-05-064
02-05-064
02-05-064
02-05-064
02-05-064
02-05-064
02-05-064
02-05-064
02-05-064
02-11-064
02-04-096
02-05-066
02-04-096
02-04-096
02-04-096
02-05-066
02-04-096
02-05-066
02-04-096
02-04-096
02-10-ll7
02-04-096
02-10-ll7
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-ll7
02-10-117
02-10-ll7
02-IO-ll7
02-10-ll 7
02-10-ll7
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10- ll 7
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-ll7
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
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WAC#
388- 71-05938
3 88- 71-05939
388- 71-05940
388- 71-05941
388- 71-05942
388- 71-05943
388- 71-05944
388- 71-05945
388- 71-05946
388- 71-05947
388- 71-05948
388- 71-05949
388- 71-05950
388- 71-05951
388- 71-05952
388- 71-05953
388- 71-0600
388- 71-0820
388- 76-535
388- 76-540
388- 76-570
388- 76-59100
388- 76-59110
388- 76-59120
388- 76-61510
388- 76-640
388- 76-64005
388- 76-64010
388- 76-64015
388- 76-64020
388- 76-64025
388- 76-64030
388- 76-64035
388- 76-655
388- 76-660
388- 76-710
388- 78A-050
388- 78A-060
388- 78A-265
388- 79-010
388- 79-020
388- 79-030
388- 79-040
388- 96-713
388- 96-901
388- 97
388- 97-005
388- 97-043
388- 97-07005
388- 97-07040
388- 97-07050
388- 97-076
388- 97-160
388- 97-162
388- 97-180
388- 97-202
388- 97-203
388- 97-204
388- 97-205
388- 97-260
388- 97-285
388- 97-35040

ACTION

WSR#

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-S
REP-S
REP-S
REP-S
AMD-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-S
AMD-S
AMD-P
AMD-S
AMD-W
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD-E
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P

02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-11-129
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-117
02-10-036
02-04-096
02-04-096
02-03-117
02-04-096
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-03-117
02-03-117
02-03-117
02-03-117
02-03-117
02-03-117
02-03-117
02-03-117
02-03-117
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-03-117
02-11-031
02-11-059
02-09-047
02-11-067
02-11-067
02-11-067
02-11-067
02-04-011
02-04-011
02-11-066
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-ll6
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
388- 97-550
388- 97-555
388- 97-565
388- 97-570
388- 97-570
388- 97-575
388- 97-580
388- 97-585
388- 97-595
388- 97-605
388- 97-610
388- 97-615
388- 97-620
388- 97-625
388- 97-630
388- 97-635
388- 97-640
388- 97-645
388- 97-650
388- 97-655
388- 97-660
388- 97-665
388- 97-670
388- 97-675
388- 97-680
388- 97-685
388- 97-690
388- 97-695
388- 98-001
388- 98-003
388- 98-010
388- 98-015
388- 98-020
388- 98-300
388- 98-320
388- 98-330
388- 98-340
388- 98-700
388- 98-750
388- 98-810
388- 98-830
388- 98-870
388- 98-890
388-110-020
388-110-110
388-110-210
388-110-230
388-112-000 I
388-112-0005
388-112-0010
388-112-0015
388-112-0020
388-112-0025
388-112-0030
388-112-0035
388-112-0040
388-112-0045
388-112-0050
388-112-0055
388-112-0060
388-112-0065
388-112-0070

Table

ACTION
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
PREP
REP-S
PREP
PREP
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S

WSR#
02-11-126
02-11-126
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-11-066
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-07-116
02-04-096
02-11-032
02-04-096
02-04-096
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032

WAC#
388-112-0075
388-112-0080
388-112-0085
388-112-0090
388-112-0095
388-112-0100
388-112-0105
388-112-0110
388-112-0115
388-112-0120
388-112-0125
388-112-0130
388-112-0135
388-112-0140
388-112-0145
388-112-0150
388-112-0155
388-112-0160
388-112-0165
388-112-0170
388-112-0175
388-112-0180
388-112-0185
388-112-0190
388-112-0195
388-112-0200
388-112-0205
388-112-0210
388-112-0215
388-112-0220
388-112-0225
388-112-0230
388-112-0235
388-112-0240
388-112-0245
388-112-0250
388-112-0255
388-112-0260
388-112-0265
388-112-0270
388-112-0275
388-112-0280
388-112-0285
388-112-0290
388-112-0295
388-112-0300
388-112-0305
388-112-0310
388-112-0315
388-112-0320
388-112-0325
388-112-0330
388-112-0335
388-112-0340
388-112-0345
388-112-0350
388-112-0355
388-112-0360
388-112-0365
388-112-0370
388-112-0375
388-112-0380

ACTION
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
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WSR#
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-032
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031

WAC#
388-112-0385
388-112-0390
388-112-0395
388-112-0400
388-112-0405
388-112-0410
388-148
388-148-0040
388-148-0045
388-148-0050
388-148-0060
388-148-0065
388-148-0120
388-148-0125
388-148-0220
388-148-0260
3 88-148-0345
388-148-0350
388-148-0462
388-148-0520
388-148-0542
388-148-0560
388-148-0585
388-148-0630
388-148-0700
388-148-0720
388-148-0722
388-148-0725
388-148-0785
3 88-148-08 80
388-148-0892
388-148-0995
388-148-1020
388-148cl070
388-148-1076
388-148-1077
388-148-1078
3 88-148-1079
388-148-1115
388-148-1120
388-148-1205
388-148-1210
388-148-1215
388-148-1220
388-148-1225
388-148-1230
388-148-1235
388-148-1240
388-148-1245
388-148-1250
388-148-1255
388-148-1260
388-148-1265
388-148-1270
388-148-1275
388-148-1280
388-148-1285
388-148-1290
388-148-1295
388-148-1300
388-150-090
388-1 S0-090

ACTION
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW-E
-mNEW-E
qa.NEW-E
n NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
.NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
PREP
AMD-P

WSR#

02-11-031
02-11-031.
02-11-031 ~
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-11-031
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083 ~
02-06-083 ~
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-06-083
02-08-031
02-08-031
02-08-031
02-08-031
02-08-031
02-08-031
02-08-031
02-08-031
02-08-031
02-08-031
02-08-031
02-08-031
02-08-031
02-08-031
02-08-031
02-08-031
02-08-031
. 02-08-031 ~
02-08-031 ~
02-08-031
02-06-087
02-10-092

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
388-151-020

~388-151-090

,388-151-090
388-151-097
388-151-230
388-155-090
388-155-090
388-155-320
388-265-1150
388-265-1155
388-265-1200
388-265-1250
388-265-1275
388-265-1300
388-265-1375
388-265-1450
388-265-1500
388-265-1600
388-265-1650
388-290-0010
388-290-0010
388-290-0010
388-290-0015
388-290-0015
388-290-0020
388-290-0020
388-290-0035
388-290-0035
388-290-0040
~ 388-290-0040
, 388-290-0045
388-290-0045
388-290-0050
388-290-0050
388-290-0055
388-290-0055
388-290-0075
388-290-0075
388-290-0080
388-290-0085
388-290-0085
388-290-0085
388-290-0095
388-290-0095
388-290-0105
388-290-0105
388-290-0120
388-290-0120
388-290-0125
388-290-0125
388-290-0130
388-290-0130
388-290-0135
388-290-0135
388-290-0143
388-290-0145
388-290-0145
~ 388-290-0150
, 388-290-0150
388-290-0155
388-290-0155
388-290-0160

ACTION
AMO-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
PREP
AMD-E
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
.AMD-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
AMO-E
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
··PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
'NEW-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP

WSR#
02-03-095
02-06-087
02-10-092
02-03-095
02-03-095
02-06-087
02-10-092
02-03-095
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-04-097
02-08-032
02-11-128
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-08-032
02-11-128
02-04-097
02-04-097
02-08-032
02-11-128
02~04-097

02-08-060
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-09-064
02-04-097
02-09-064
02-04-097
02-09-064
02-04-097
02-09-064
02-04-097

WAC#
388-290-0160
388-290-0165
388-290-0165
388-290-0167
388-290-0180
388-290-0190
388-290-0190
388-290-0195
388-290-0200
388-290-0200
388-290-0205
388-290-0205
388-290-0225
388-290-0225
388-290-0230
388-290-0230
388-290-0240
388-290-0240
388-290-0245
388-290-0245
388-290-0255
388-290-0270
388-290-0270
388-310-0200
388-310-0300
388-310-0350
388-310-0400
388-310-0500
388-310-0600
388-310-0600
388-310-0800
388-310-0800
388-310-0900
388-310-1000
388-310-1050
388-310-1300
388-310-1300
388-310-1450
388-310-1600
388-310-1650
388-310-1700
388-310-1800
388-400-0030
388-400-0030
388-400-0030
388-406
388-406-0005
388-406-0005
388-406-0010
388-406-0010
388-406-0012
388-406-0012
388-406-0025
388-406-0025
388-406-0030
388-406-0030
388-406-0035
388-406-0035
388-406-0040
388-406-0045
388-406-0050
388-406-0055

ACTION

WSR#

AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
NEW-P
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
NEW-W
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-S
AMD-W
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P

02-09-064
02-04-097
02-09-064
02-09-064
02-04-097
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-11-023
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-09-077
02-04-097
02-08-060
02-09-076
02-10-138
02-09-076
02-09-076
02-09-076
02-04-058
02-09-076
02-07-112
02-11-130
02-09-076
02-09-077
02-09-077
02-08-058
02-08-061
02-10-138
02-09-075
02-10-076
02-09-077
02-09-077
02-04-095
02-05-069
02-09-051
02-03-091
02-08-059
02-11-137
02-08-059
02-11-137
02-08-059
02-11-137
02-08-059
02-11-137
02-08-059
02-11-137
02-08-059
02-11-137
02-09-065
02-09-065
02-09-065
02-09-065
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WAC#
388-406-0060
388-406-0065
388-410-0020
388-410-0020
388-410-0025
388-410-0025
388-410-0030
388-410-0030
388-410-0033
388-410-0033
388-412-0025
388-414-000 I
388-416-0035
388-418
388-418-0020
388-422
388-424
388-424-00 I0
388-434-00 I0
388-434-0010
388-434-00 I0
388-434-0015
388-434-0015
388-434-0015
388-434-0020
388-434-0020
388-434-0020
388-434-0025
388-434-0025
388-434-0025
388-444
388-448-0180
388-450
388-450
388-450
388-450-0015
388-450-0045
388-450-0055
388-450-0070
388-450-0075
388-450-0116
388-450-0135
388-450-0140
388-450-0140
388-450-0190
388-450-0195
388-450-0210
388-450-0230
388-452-0005
388-452-0005
388-454
388-458-0030
388-460-000 I
388-460-0020
388-460-0025
388-460-0030
388-460-0035
388-460-0040
388-460-0045
388-460-0050
388-460-0055
388-460-0060

ACTION

WSR#

AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
AMD
AMD-S
AMD-S
AMD-W
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-W
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-W
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-W
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
AMD
AMD-E
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P

02-09-065
02-09-065
02-03-100
02-06-090
02-03-100
02-06-090
02-03-100
02-06-090
02-03-100
02-06-090
02-11-063
02-09-074
02-07-111
02-10-073
02-10-093
02-11-060
02-10-073
02-03-008
02-05-068
02-09-063
02-11-058
02-05-068
02-09-063
02-11-058
02-05-068
02-09-063
02-11-058
02-05-068
02-09-063
02-11-058
02-10-073
02-11-125
02-10-073
02-11-062
02-11-065
02-09-062
02-03-019
02-09-062
02-03-020
02-09-049
02-09-061
02-08-054
02-03-021
02-06-089
02-09-073
02-09-073
02-03-009
02-11-052
02-03-091
02-09-065
02-11-061
02-10-093
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-11-131

NEW~P

NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
388-460-006S
388-460-0070
388-466-0010
388-466-0120
388-466-0140
388-470-007S
388-472-000S
388-472-000S
388-474
388-474
388-474-0001
388-474-0001
388-474-000S
388-474-000S
388-474-0010
388-474-0010
388-474-0012
388-474-0012
388-474-001S
388-474-00IS
388-474-0020
388-474-0020
388-47S-12SO
388-478
388-478-0026
388-478-00SS
388-478-00SS
388-478-00SS
388-478-0060
388-478-0070
388-478-0070
388-478-007S
388-478-007S
388-478-0080
388-478-0080
388-478-008S
388-478-008S
388-484-000S
388-484-0006
388-490-000S
388-492
388-SO 1-0213
388-S02-0160
388-Sl3-1301
388-S I 3- I 3SO
388-S I 3- I 3SO
388-S I 3-l 36S
388-S 13-136S
388-S 13-1380
388-S 13-1380
388-S IS
388-S 1S-1 SOS
388-S 17-0300
388-S 17-0300
388-S23-0100
388-S23-0100
388-S23-0110
388-S23-0110
388-S23-0120
388-S23-0120
388-S23-0130
388-S23-0130

Table

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP
NEW
NEW
AMD-E
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW-W
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
REP
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD-W
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-E
AMD-P
NEW-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-E
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-E
PREP
PREP
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW

WSR#
02-11-131
02-11-131
02-04-0S7
02-04-0S7
02-04-0S7
02-10-091
02-03-091
02-09-06S
02-03-094
02-10-074
02-07-llS
02-11-033
02-07-1 IS
02-11-033
02-07-1 IS
02-11-033
02-07-11S
02-10-072
02-07-llS
02-11-033
02-07-1 IS
02-11-033
02-10-07S
02-10-073
02-0S-004
02-07-1 IS
02-08-020
02-10-072
02-09-073
02-06-096
02-10-116
02-03-097
02-07-090
02-06-096
02-10-116
02-08-0S6
02-08-0S7
02-09-07S
02-09-07S
02-03-091
02-08-0SS
02-07-110
02-09-079
02-09-0S2
02-10-017
02-10-041
02-07-109
02-09-0SO
02-10-017
02-10-041
02-11-064
02-0S-003
02-07-114
02-11-074
02-06-097
02-10-018
02-06-097
02-10-018
02-06-097
02-10-018
02-06-097
02-10-018

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

388-S30
388-S30
388-S31-00SO
388-S32
388-S33-0400
388-S33-0400
388-S33-1000
388-S34-0 I 00
388-S34-0IOO
388-S34-0200
388-S34-0200
388-S3S-I 0 I 0
388-S3S-IOSO
388-S3S-1060
388-S3S-1070
388-S3S-I 080
388-S3S-1 IOO
388-S3S-1 I 20
388-S3S-1 ISO
388-S3S-1200
388-S3S-1220
388-S3S-1230
388-S3S-1240
388-S3S-l 24S
388-S3S- I 24S
388-S3S- I 260
388-S3S-1300
388-S3S-1300
388-S3S-13SO
388-S3S-1400
388-S3S-14SO
388-S3S-I soo
388-S3S-I sso
388-S40
388-S43
388-S43-I 000
388-S43- I I 00
388-S43-l 22S
388-S43- I 300
388-S43-2200
388-S44
388-SSO
388-SSO
388-SSO
388-SSO
388-SS0-2S6S
388-SS0-2S70
388-SS0-2S7S
388-SS0-2S80
388-SS0-2S8S
388-SS0-2S90
388-SS0-2S9S
388-SS0-2S96
388-SS0-2S98
388-SS0-4800
388-SS 1-2000
388-SSl-2010
388-SS 1-2020
388-SS 1-2030
388-SSl-2100
388-SS 1-2110
388-SS 1-2120

PREP
PREP-W
AMD-X
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
AMD-S
AMD-S
PREP
AMD-S
AMD-S
PREP
PREP
PREP-W
PREP
PREP
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P

02-03-093
02-03-116
02-0S-042
02-09-048
02-03-098
02-07-043
02-07-108
02-03-099
02-07-016
02-03-099
02-07-016
02-08-088
02-08-088
02-08-088
02-08-088
02-08-088
02-08-088
02-08-088
02-08-088
02-08-088
02-08-088
02-08-088
02-08-088
02-07-113
02-11-136
02-08-088
02-07-113
02-11-136
02-08-088
02-08-088
02-08-088
02-08-088
02-08-088
02-06-086
02-10-139
02-10-1 IS
02-10-1 IS
02-10-139
02-10-1 IS
02-10-1 IS
02-06-08S
02-03-092
02-03-1 IS
02-06-084
02-06-088
02-10-113
02-10-113
02-10-113
02-10-113
02-10-113
02-10-113
02-10-113
02-10-113
02-10-114
02-09-0S3
02-08-089
02-08-089
02-08-089
02-08-089
02-08-089
02-08-089
02-08-089
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WAC#
388-SS 1-2130
388-SS 1-2200
388-SS 1-2210
388-SS 1-2220
388-SSS
388-S6 l-O I 00
388-730
388-80S
388-80S-OOS
388-80S-030
388-80S-03S
388-80S-040
388-80S-06S
388-80S-14S
388-80S-20S
388-80S-300
388-80S-710
388-80S-720
388-80S-730
388-80S-740
388-80S-7SO
388-82S
388-82S
388-82S-020
388-82S-020
388-82S-02S
388-82S-02S
388-82S-030
388-82S-030
388-82S-030
388-82S-030
388-82S-03S
388-82S-03S
388-82S-03S
388-82S-03S
388-82S-040
388-82S-040
388-82S-040
388-82S-04S
388-82S-04S
388-82S-04S
388-82S-04S
388-82S-OSO
388-82S-OSO
388-82S-OSS
388-82S-OSS
388-82S-06S
388-82S-080
388-82S-I 00
388-82S-100
388-82S-120
388-82S- I 20
388-82S- I 70
388-82S- I 80
388-82S- I 90
388-82S-200
388-82S-20S
388-82S-20S
388-82S-210
388-82S-2 l0
388-82S-220
388-82S-222

ACTION
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-E
AMD-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP-W
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP-W
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP-W
PREP
PREP
PREP-W
PREP
J• AMD-P
qm PREP
'J' AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
- PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP

WSR#
02-08-089

02-08-089 ~

02-08-089~

02-08-089
02-11-127
02-07-109
02-11-142
02-10-112
02-07-01S
02-07-01S
02-07-01S
02-07-01S
02-07-01S
02-07-01S
02-07-01S
02-07-01S
02-07-0IS
02-07-01S
02-07-0lS
02-07-0IS
02-07-0IS
02-0S-088
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-11-143
02-07-107
02-11-143
02-0S-088
02-07-087
02-07-107 ~

02-11-143~

02-0S-088
02-07-087
02-07-107
02-11-143
02-0S-088
02-07-087
02-07-107
02-0S-088
02-07-087
02-07-107
02-11-143
02-07-107
02-11-143
02-07-107
02-11-143
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-11-143
02-07-107
02-11-143
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-11-143
02-07-107 ~
02-11-143 ~
02-07-107
02-07-107

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

388-825-224
~ 388-825-226
, 388-825-228
388-825-230
388-825-232
388-825-234
388-825-234
388-825-236
388-825-238
388-825-240
388-825-242
388-825-244
388-825-246
388-825-248
388-825-248
388-825-250
388-825-250
388-825-252
388-825-252
388-825-254
388-825-256
388-825-270
388-825-278
388-830-015
388-830-020
388-830-025
388-830-035
388-835-0110
388-835-0180
~ 388-835-0265
, 388-835-0395
388-835-0575
388-835-0745
388-835-0755
388-850
388-850-015
388-850-025
388-850-050
388-853-010
388-853-030
388-853-035
388-853-080
390
390- 05-200
390- 05-205
390- 12-040
390- 13-010
390- 13-100
390- 14-025
390- 14-045
390- 16-032
390- 16-033
390- 16-038
390- 16-050
390- 16-050
390- 16-055
390- 16-060
390- 16-060
390- 16-105
390- 16-226
- 390- 16-308
390- 17-011

ACTION
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
PREP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP-P

WSR#
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-11-143
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-11-143
02-07-107
02-11-143
02-07-107
02-11-143
02-07-107
02-07-107
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-11-143
02-04-049
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-09-080
02-09-080
02-03-018
02-09-080
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-09-080

WAC#
390- 17-030
390- 17-060
390- 17-060
390- 17-315
390- 18-025
390- 18-040
390- 20-020
390- 20-105
390- 20-110
390- 20-111
390- 20-120
390- 20-125
390- 20-130
390- 24-200
392-120
392-121
392-121
392-122
392-122-900
392-139
392-139-241
392-139-312
392-140-605
392-140-609
392-140-613
392-140-616
392-140-625
392-140-630
392-140-650
392-140-680
392-140-903
392-140-904
392-140-905
392-140-907
392-140-908
392-140-910
392-140-911
392-140-912
392-140-970
392-140-971
392-140-972
392-140-973
392-140-97 4
392-141-200
392-300-015
392-300-050
392-300-055
392-300-060
415- 02
415- 02-130
415- 04-017
415- 08-015
415- 08-420
415- 10-010
415- 10-020
415- 10-030
415- 10-080
415- 10-100
415- 10-110
415-103
415-104-011
415-104-011

ACTION

WSR#

AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD
PREP
NEW-W
NEW-W
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
PREP
PREP
PREP

02-09-080
02-03-018
02-09-080
02-03-018
02-09-080
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-03-018
02-08-021
02-10-009
02-10-010
02-10-011
02-04-023
02-10-008
02-05-031
02-05-031
02-05-036
02-05-036
02-05-036
02-05-036
02-05-036
02-05-036
02-05-036
02-05-036
02-09-024
02-09-024
02-09-024
02-09-024
02-09-024
02-09-024
02-09-024
02-09-024
02-10-007
02-10-007
02-10-007
02-10-007
02-10-007
02-04-023
02-06-044
02-06-044
02-06-044
02-06-044
02-08-063
02-03-120
02-09-055
02-09-055
02-09-055
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-06-092
02-05-025
02-06-041
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WAC#
415-104-0111
415-104-0111
415-104-0112
415-104-0112
415-104-0113
415-104-0113
415-104-0114
415-104-0114
415-104-0115
415-104-0115
415-104-0117
415-104-0117
415-104-0118
415-104-0118
415-104-0120
415-104-0120
415-104-0121
415-104-0121
415-104-0122
415-104-0122
415-104-0125
415-104-0125
415-104-108
415-104-111
415-108-010
415-108-040
415-108-181
415-108-182
415-108-183
415-108-315
415-108-324
415-108-340
415-108-340
415-108-425
415-108-441
415-108-443
415-108-445
415-108-456
415-108-458
415-108-464
415-108-465
415-108-466
415-108-480
415-108-491
415-108-570
415-108-640
415-108-679
415-108-690
415-108-720
415-108-727
415-108-815
415-108-830
415-108-980
415-108-980
415-110-010
415-110-010
415-110-0102
415-110-0102
415-110-0103
415-110-0103
415-110-0104
415-110-0104

ACTION
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
NEW
AMD
NEW
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP

WSR#
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-1 1-078
02-10-099
02-06-041
02-09-055
02-10-098
02-10-098
02-10-098
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-11-078
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-09-056
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
415-110-0108
415-110-0108
415-110-0109
415-110-0109
415-110-01 IO
415-110-0110
415-110-0111
415-110-0111
415-110-050
415-1 I0-060
415-110-070
415-110-340
415-110-815
415-1 I0-910
415-111-100
415-111-110
415-111-220
415-111-310
415-111-400
415-111-410
415-111-440
415-111-450
415-111-450
415-112-015
415-112-015
415-112-0151
415-112-0151
415-112-0154
415-112-0154
415-112-0156
415-112-0156
415-112-0157
415-112-0157
415-112-0158
415-112-0158
415-112-0159
415-112-0159
415-112-0160
415-112-0160
415-112-0161
415-112-0161
415-112-0162
415-112-0162
415-112-0163
415-112-0163
415-112-0165
415-112-0165
415-112-0167
415-112-0167
415-112-040
415-112-050
415-112-060
415-112-070
415-112-250
415-112-400
415-112-412
415-112-413
415-112-725
415-113-030
415-113-0301
415-113-0302
415-113-0303
Table

ACTION

PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
PREP
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD

WSR#
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-10-098
02-10-098
02-10-098
02-11-078
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-08-063
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-09-055
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-05-025
02-06-041
02-11-078
02-I0-098
02-10-098
02-I0-098
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-06-041
02-06-041
02-06-041
02-03-120

WAC#
415-113-0303
415-113-0304
415-113-0305
415-113-0306
415-113-0307
415-113-0308
415-113-0309
415-113-0310
415-113-041
415-113-042
415-113-065
415-113-070
415-113-090
415-113-200
415-200-030
415-501-305
415-501-495
420- 12-060
434-208-060
434-215-005
434-215-012
434-215-012
434-215-020
434-215-050
434-215-060
434-215-070
434-215-080
434-215-090
434-215-110
434-228-005
434-228-012
434-228-020
434-228-050
434-228-060
434-230-140
434-230-140
434-236-0IO
434-236-020
434-236-025
434-236-025
434-236-025
434-236-030
434-236-030
434-236-030
434-236-040
434-236-040
434-236-050
434-236-050
434-236-055
434-236-055
434-236-055
434-236-060
434-236-060
434-236-060
434-236-070
434-236-070
434-236-070
434-236-080
434-236-080
434-236-080
434-236-090
434-236-090

ACTION

WSR#

PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP-W
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
RECOO
RECOO
AMO-P
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
DECOO
DECOO
DECOO
OECOO
DECOO
NEW-P
NEW
DECOD
DECOD
NEW-P

02-06-041
02-06-041
02-06-041
02-06-041
02-06-041
02-06-041
02-06-041
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-03-120
02-11-028
02-09-055
02-05-050
02-11-133
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-11-133
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-11-133
02-11-133
02-11-133
02-11-133
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-03-134
02-07-029
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-09-007
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-09-007
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-09-007
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-09-007
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-09-007
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-09-007
02-03-134
02-07-029

NEW

DECOD
AMD-P
AMD
DECOO
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
DECOO
AMD-P
AMD
DECOO
AMD-P
AMD
DECOO
AMD-P
AMD
DECOO
AMO-P
AMD
[ 22]

WAC#
434-236-090
434-236-100
434-236-100
434-236- IOO
434-236-110
434-236-1 IO
434-236-110
434-236-120
434-236-140
434-236-140
434-236-140
434-236-160
434-236-170
434-236-180
434-236-180
434-236-180
434-236-200
434-236-2IO
434-236-210
434-238-010
434-238-020
434-238-025
434-238-030
434-238-055
434-238-060
434-238-070
434-238-080
434-238-090
434-238-IOO
434-238-110
434-238-120
434-238-140
434-238-160
434-238-170
434-238-180
434-238-200
434-240-010
434-240-0IO
434-240-020
434-240-020
434-240-025
434-240-025
434-240-027
434-240-027
434-240-060
434-240-060
434-240-080
434-240-080
434-240-090
434-240-090
434-240-120
434-240-120
434-240-130
434-240-130
434-240-150
434-240-150
434-240-160
434-240-160
434-240-190
434-240-190
434-240-200
434-240-200

ACTION

DECOD
AMD-P
AMD
DECOD
AMD-P
AMD
DECOD
DECOD
AMD-P
AMD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
AMD-P
AMD
DEC OD
DEC OD
REP-P
REP
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
'AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
. J.JEI REP
·)'.) ;NEW-P
3
'l' NEW
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO

WSR#
02-09-007

02-03-133 ~
02-07-028.
02-09-007
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007

02-09-0074
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-133 ~
02-07-028 ~
02-03-134
02-07-029

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

434-240-205
434-240-205
, 434-240-230
434-240-230
434-240-235
434-240-235
434-240-240
434-240-240
434-240-250
434-240-250
'434-240-320
434-240-320
434-253-043
434-253-043
434-253-045
434-253-045
434-253-047
434-253-047
434-253-049
434-253-049
434-261-005
434-261-005
434-261-070
434-261-070
434-261-075
434-261-075
434-261-085
434-261-085
434-262-020
~ 434-262-020
, 434-262-150
434-262-150
434-332-010
434-333-010
434-333-015
' 434-333-020
434-333-025
434-333-030
434-333-035
434-333-040
434-333-045
434-333-050
434-333-055
434-333-060
434-333-063
434-333-065
434-333-070
434-333-075
434-333-082
434-333-085
434-333-090
434-333-095
434-333-100
434-333-105
434-333-110
434-333-120

AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-X
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO

02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-134
02-07-029
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-134
02-07-029
02-03-134
02-07-029
02-03-134
02-07-029
02-03-134
02-07-029
02-03-134
02-07-029
02-03-134
02-07-029
02-03-134
02-07-029
02-03-134
02-07-029
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-03-134
02-07-029
02-09-008
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007

~

~

,

434-333~125

434-333-127
434-333-130
434-333-135
434-333-140
434-333-145

WAC#
434-333-150
434-333-155
434-333-160
434-333-165
434-333-170
434-333-175
434-334-010
434-334-015
434-334-020
434-334-025
434-334-030
434-334-035
434-334-040
434-334-045
434-334-050
434-334-055
434-334-060
434-334-063
434-334-065
434-334-070
434-334-075
434-334-082
434-334-085
434-334-090
434-334-095
434-334-100
434-334-105
434-334-110
434-334-120
434-334-125
434-334-127
434-334-130
434-334-135
434-334-140
434-334-145
434-334-150
434-334-155
434-334-160
434-334-165
434-334-170
434-334-175
456-09-950
456-10-750
458- 12-090
458- 12-135
458- 12-140
458- 12-270
458- 12-275
458- 12-280
458- 16-115
458- 16-560
458- 16-560
458- 18-220
458- 19-005
458- 19-010
458- 19-015
458- 19-020
458- 19-025
458- 19-030
458- 19-035
458- 19-040
458- 19-045

ACTION

WSR#

RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOD
OECOD
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOD
DECOD
OECOD
OECOD
OECOD
OECOD
OECOD
DECOD
OECOD
OECOD
OECOD
OECOO
DECOO
DECOO
DECOO
DECOD
AMO-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-X
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO-P
PREP
NEW-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP

02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-007
02-09-029
02-09-029
02-09-020
02-09-018
02-09-019
02-09-020
02-09-020
02-09-020
02-09-020
02-07-077
02-11-051
02-03-039
02-10-110
02-10-110
02-10-110
02-10-110
02-10-110
02-10-110
02-10-110
02-10-110
02-10-110

[ 231

WAC#
458- 19-050
458- 19-055
458- 19-060
458- 19-065
458- 19-070
458- 19-075
458- 19-080
458- 19-085
458- 19-550
458- 20-122
458- 20-135
458- 20-151
458- 20-192
458- 20-208
458-20-209
458- 20-210
458- 20-217
458- 20-252
458-20-260
458-20-260
458- 20-265
458- 29A-400
458- 30-262
458- 30-590
458- 30-700
458- 40-610
458- 40-660
458- 40-660
458- 53-030
458- 53-030
458-53-050
458- 53-050
458- 53-090
458- 53-090
458- 53-140
458- 53-140
460- 12A-010
460- 12A-010
461- 08-320
461- 08-355
461- 08-500
461- 08-505
468-06-040
468- 38-075
468- 38-075
468- 38-120
468- 38-120
468- 38-390
468- 38-390
468-300-010
468-300-0 I0
468-300-020
468-300-020
468-300-040
468-300-040
468-300-220
468-300-220
468-550
468-550-030
468-550-040
468-550-050
468-550-060

ACTION

WSR#

PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-X
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-X
PREP
AMD-W
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
AMO
AMO
NEW
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMO
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P

02-10-110
02-10-110
02-10-110
02-10-110
02-10-110
02-10-110
02-10-110
02-10-110
02-10-110
02-11-123
02-11-148
02-04-054
02-10-033
02-09-068
02-11-123
02-11-123
02-11-044
02-06-030
02-02-088
02-06-032
02-06-030
02-08-067
02-03-040
02-03-041
02-05-043
02-08-068
02-06-031
02-10-136
02-06-108
02-10-032
02-06-108
02-10-032
02-06-108
02-10-032
02-06-108
02-10-032
02-07-027
02-10-103
02-06-008
02-06-009
02-06-010
02-06-010
02-10-021
02-03-049
02-06-106
02-10-058
02-10-059
02-03-049
02-06-106
02-05-062
02-09-010
02-05-062
02-09-010
02-05-062
02-09-010
02-05-062
02-09-010
02-06-004
02-10-020
02-10-020
02-10-020
02-10-020

Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
468-550-070
468-550-080
478-108-010
478-108-010
478-108-010
478-108-010
478-108-010
478-116-131
478-116-131
478-116-131
478-117-005
478-117-005
478-117-005
478-117-010
478-117-010
478-117-010
478-117-020
478-117-020
478-117-020
478-117-030
478-117-030
478-117-030
478-117-040
478-117-040
478-117-040
478-117-050
478-117-050
478-117-050
478-117-060
478-117-060
478-117-060
478-117-070
478-117-070
478-117-070
478-117-080
478-117-080
478-117-080
478-117-090
478-117-090
478-117-090
478-117-100
478-117-100
478-117-100
478-117-110
478-117-110
478-117-110
478-117-200
478-117-200
478-117-200
478-117-210
478-117-210
478-117-210
478-117-220
478-117-220
478-117-220
478-117-230
478-117-230
478-117-230
478-117-240
478-117-240
478-117-240
478-117-250
Table

ACTION
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-E
AMD-E
AMO
AMO-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P

WSR#
02-10-020
02-10-020
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-06-042
02-08-023
02-08-066
02-06-045
02-10-080
02-11-045
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085

WAC#
478-117-250
478-117-250
478-117-260
478-117-260
478-117-260
478-117-270
478-117-270
478-117-270
478-117-280
478-117-280
478-117-280
478-117-300
478-117-300
478-117-300
478-117-310
478-117-310
478-117-310
478-117-320
478-117-320
478-117-320
478-117-400
478-117-400
478-117-400
478-117-410
478-117-410
478-117-410
478-118
478-118-010
478-118-010
478-118-020
478-118-020
478-118-030
478-118-030
478-118-040
478-118-040
478-118-050
478-118-050
478-118-060
478-118-060
478-118-070
478-118-070
478-118-080
478-118-080
478-118-090
478-118-090
478-118-100
478-118-100
478-118-200
478-118-200
478-118-210
478-118-210
478-118-220
478-118-220
478-118-230
478-118-230
478-118-240
478-118-240
478-118-250
478-118-250
478-118-260
478-118-260
478-118-270

ACTION

WSR#

NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E

02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-03-085
02-04-087
02-08-023
02-04-037
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042

NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
PREP
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
[ 24]

WAC#
478-118-270
478-118-280
478-118-280
478-118-400
478-118-400
478-118-410
478-118-410
478-118-420
478-118-420
478-118-500
478-118-500
478-118-510
478-118-510
478-136-012
478-136-015
478-136-030
478-136-030
478-160-125
478-160-130
478-160-140
478-160-163
478-16Q-175
480-70
480- 75-240
480- 80-010
480- 80-015
480- 80-020
480- 80-025
480- 80-030
480- 80-031
480- 80-035
480- 80,040
480- 80-041
480- 80-045
480- 80-050
480- 80-060
480- .80-070
480- 80-080
480- 80-090
480- 80-100
480- 80-101
480- 80-102
480- 80-103
480- 80-104
480- 80-105
480- 80-110
480- 80-111
480- 80-112
480- 8()-121
480- 80-122
480- 80-123
480- 80-124
480- 80-125
480- 80-130
480- 80-131
480- 80-132
480- 80-133
480- 80-134
480- 80-140
480- 80-141
480- 80-142
480- 80-143

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
AMO
AMO
AMD-E
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
PREP
NEW
AMD
NEW
AMD
NEW
AMD
NEW
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
NEW
;3~EW

'lal>)IEW
1~NEW

NEW
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
REP
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW

WSR#

02-08-066
02-06-042 . .
02-08-066 ,.
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-042
02-08-066
02-06-020
02-06-020
02-03-102
02-06-020
02-06-021
02-.06-021
02-06-021
02-06-021
02-06-021
02-10-055
02-03-016
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081 ~
02-11-081 ~
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
. 02-11-081 ~
02-11-081 ~
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

480- 80-150
~ 480- 80-160
, 480- 80-170
480- 80-180
480- 80-190
480- 80-200
480- 80-201
480- 80-202
480- 80-203
480- 80-204
480- 80-205
480- 80-206
480- 80-210
480- 80-220
480- 80-230
480- 80-240
480- 80-241
480- 80-242
480- 80-250
480- 80-260
480- 80-270
480- 80-280
480- 80-290
480- 80-300
480- 80-310
480- 80-320
480- 80-325
480- 80-326
480- 80-330
~ 480- 80-335
480- 80-340
,
480- 80-350
480- 80-360
480- 80-370
480- 80-380
480- 90
480- 90-193
480- 90-194
480- 90-195
480- 90-197
480- 90-198
480- 90-199
480- 93-240
480-100
480-100-148
480-100-193
480-100-194
480-100-195
480-100-197
480-100-198
480-100-199
480-110
480-120-043
480-120-052
480-120-058
480-120-127
480-120-144
480-120-151
480-120-152
480-120-153
480-120-154
480-120-193

ACTION
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
REP
REP
REP
REP
NEW
NEW
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
PREP
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

NEW
PREP
PREP
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
PREP
REP
REP
REP
NEW
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW

WSR#
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-10-055
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-03-016
02-10-055
02-10-055
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-10-055
02-11-081
02-11-080
02-11-080
02-11-080
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-11-081

WAC#
480-120-194
480-120-195
480-120-196
480-120-197
480-120-198
480-120-199
480-120-201
480-120-202
480-120-203
480-120-204
480-120-205
480-120-206
480-120-207
480-120-208
480-120-209
480-120-211
480-120-212
480-120-213
480-120-214
480-120-215
480-120-216
480-120-264
480-121-010
480-121-011
480-121-015
480-121-016
480-121-017
480-121-018
480-121-020
480-121-020
480-121-023
480-121-026
480-121-030
480-121-040
480-121-050
480-121-060
480-121-061
480-121-062
480-121-063
480-121-063
480-121-064
480-121-065
480-121-070
480-122-010
480-122-020
480-122-030
480-122-040
480-122-060
480-122-070
480-122-080
480-122-090
495C- I 20-040
495C-120-041
504- 15-060
504- 15-100
504- 15-200
504- 15-210
504- 15-460
504- 15-540
504- 15-580
504- 15-600
504- 15-650

ACTION

WSR#

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
REP
NEW
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO-S
AMO
REP
AMO
REP
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
AMO
NEW
REP
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
AMO
REP
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
REP-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P

02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-11-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-08-081
02-11-080
02-11-080
02-1 1-080
02-11-080
02-11-080
02-11-080
02-11-080
02-07-041
02-11-080
02-11-080
02-11-080
02-11-080
02-11-080
02-11-080
02-11-080
02-11-080
02-11-080
02-07-041
02-11-080
02-11-080
02-11-081
02-1 1-080
02-03-017
02-03-017
02-03-017
02-03-017
02-03-017
02-03-017
02-03-017
02-03-017
02-04-022
02-04-022
02-11-092
02-11-092
02-11-092
02-11-092
02-11-092
02-11-092
02-11-092
02-11-092
02-11-092
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WAC#
504- 15-810
504- 15-830
504- 25-001
504- 25-002
504- 25-003
504- 25-004
504- 25-005
504- 25-010
504- 25-011
504- 25-012
504- 25-013
504- 25-014
504- 25-015
504- 25-018
504- 25-020
504- 25-025
504- 25-030
504- 25-035
504- 25-040
504- 25-041
504- 25-042
504- 25-045
504- 25-050
504- 25-055
504- 25-060
504- 25-065
504- 25-075
504- 25-080
504- 25-085
504- 25-090
504- 25-095
504- 25-100
504- 25-115
504- 25-120
504- 25-125
504- 25-130
504- 25-135
504- 25-137
504- 25-138
504- 25-139
504- 25-140
504- 25-200
504- 25-201
504- 25-202
504- 25-203
504- 25-205
504- 25-210
504- 25-215
504- 25-220
504- 25-221
504- 25-222
504- 25-223
504- 25-224
504- 25-225
504- 25-226
504- 25-227
504- 25-228
504- 25-229
504- 25-230
504- 25-231
504- 25-235
504- 25-240

ACTION
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
REP-P
AMO-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P

WSR#
02-11-092
02-11-092
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
02-11-093
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
504- 25-245
516- 12-400
516- 12-420
516- 12-430
516- 12-440
516- 12-450
516- 12-460
516- 12-470
516- 12-480
516- 13--030
516- 13-080
516- 13-090
516- 14-200

ACTION

AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO

WSR#

WAC#

ACTION

02-11-093
02-07-045
02-07-045
02-07-045
02-07-045
02-07-045
02-07-045
02-07-045
02-07-045
02-07-045
02-07-045
02-07-045
02-07-045

WSR#

I

WAC#

ACTION

4

...

Table

WSR#
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Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
Red raspberry commission
meetings
Rules
agenda
corrections

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMEN T AND ACCOUNTAB ILITY
COMMISSION
MISC 02-01-039
Meetings
MISC 02-01-037
Rules coordinator
ACCOUNTAN CY, BOARD OF
Conduct
Entry requirements
Meetings
Public Accountancy Act, review
Rules
withdrawal
Titles
ADMINISTRA TIVE HEARINGS, OFFICE OF
Fireanns

PREP
PREP
MISC
PERM

02-11-007
02-04-063
02-02-002
02-04-064

PROP
PREP

02-04-062
02-02-001

PREP

02-08-091

erratum (See Issue 02-07)
withdrawal
Rules coordinator
Seed certification fees
Seed potatoes

Seed program

ADVANCED TUITION PAYMENT, COMMISSION ON
Guaranteed education tuition program
MISC 02-03-083
meetings

Strawberry commission
membership
Weights and measures
calibration services
national standards
sealing, marking, retesting devices

AGING AND ADULT SERVICES
(See SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, DEPARTMEN T OF)
AGRICULTUR E, DEPARTMEN T OF
Alfalfa seed commission
meetings
Apples
Asparagus commission
meetings
termination
Barley commission
meetings
Beef commission
meetings
Bulb commission
meetings
Commodity boards and commission
staff support funding
Dairy products commission
meetings
Eggs
shell eggs
Forest reproductive material certification
Fruit and vegetable inspection fees
Ginseng management
Grain
inspection fee schedule
Grape plant stocking
Hop commission
assessments
meetings
Interpretive statements
Livestock
scrapie disease control
Noxious weed control board
meetings
Organic food standards
Pesticides
clopyralid
commission on pesticide registration
meetings
glyphosate (Rodeo®)
Puget Sound salmon commission
Quarantine
blueberry scorch virus
citrus longhomed beetle
kudzu species
potato virus

MISC

02-02-091

MISC
PERM
PREP
PROP

02-03-126
02-04-041
02-05-083
02-09-059

PROP
MISC
PERM
PREP
EXPE
PROP
PERM
PROP
PREP
PROP

02-11-083
02-02-003
02-05-082
02-03-132
02-04-020
02-08-087
02-09-030
02-01-127
02-03-127
02-09-060

PROP

02-06-129

PREP
EXPE
PREP

02-08-083
02-07-121
02-08-084

MISC
PREP
PROP

02-01-020
02-03-128
02-07-118

AIR POLLUTION
(See ECOLOGY, DEPARTMEN T OF; individual air
pollution control agencies)

MISC
MISC
PROP

02-01-119
02-09-017
02-09-005

ASBESTOS
(See LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMEN T OF)

MISC
MISC

.02-04-084
02-07-002

MISC

02-03-029

MISC

02-03-027

PREP

02-08-078

MISC

02-06-101

PREP
PROP
PERM
EXPE
PROP

02-06-050
02-01-126
02-05-081
02-09-012
02-07-122

ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN AFFAIRS, COMMISSION ON
MISC 02-04-047
Meetings
MISC 02-06-002
ATHLETICS
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMEN T OF)
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Arbitration
vehicles, settlement definition
Notice of request for opinion

02-06-130
02-03-028
02-10-030

PREP

02-01-118

MISC
PROP
PROP
PERM

02-04-028
02-04-109
02-07-117
02-10-090

02-01-019
02-08-050
02-11-135
02-10-121

PROP
EMER
PERM
PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP

02-10-123
02-07-120
02-09-099
02-05-089
02-09-098
02-01-128
02-08-086

PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PERM
MISC
PREP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM

02-03-104
02-08-082
02-05-051
02-09-071
02-03-107
02-10-070
02-02-028
02-03-105
02-09-038
02-05-053
02-10-068
02-03-106
02-10-069
02-05-052
02-10-067

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

02-01-012
02-03-004
02-06-026
02-07-003
02-07-070
02-09-022
02-11-009

MISC

02-03-026

BASIC HEAL TH PLAN
(See HEAL TH CARE AUTHORITY)
BELLEVUE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Discrimination complaint procedure
Facilities
Family education rights
Meetings
Outstanding debts
State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA)
Student conduct code

EMER 02-06-048
PROP 02-07-080
PROP 02-11-070
MISC
MISC
MISC
PROP

02-06-046
02-10-060
02-04-053
02-06-039

BAIL AND BOND AGENCIES
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMEN T OF)

PREP 02-01-125
PROP 02-08-085
PERM 02-11-100
PROP
MISC
MISC

PREP
PROP
MISC
MISC

Trustees, board of
BELLINGHAM TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Meetings

BENTON CLEAN AIR AUTHORITY
Meetings
[ 1]

Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
BIG BEND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC

02-02-075

BLIND, DEPARTMENT OF SERVICES FOR THE
MISC
Meetings
MISC

02-04-092
02-10-082

BUILDING CODE COUNCIL
Energy code
Plumbing code
Reconsideration of code proposals
Rules
withdrawal

PROP

02-05-032

MISC
PROP
EMER
PERM

02-03-013
02-03-089
02-04-061
02-11-048

CENTRAL WASHING TON UNIVERSITY
Meetings
Rules coordinator

MISC
MISC

02-01-087
02-10-014

CENTRALIA COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC

02-01-062

CASCADIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings
Parking and traffic

Rules
agenda
withdrawal

PERM 02-01-112
PERM 02-01-114
PERM 02-01-113

CLOVER PARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Meetings
Student conduct code

MISC 02-04-026
PERM 02-04-022

CRIMINAL JUSTICE TRAINING COMMISSION
Firearms certification, fees
PROP
Meetings
MISC
Officer training
PERM
PREP
Police dog handlers

02-08-016
02-03-103
02-02-004
02-08-015

ECOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OF
Air operating permit program
Air pollution
national emission standards
Aquatic pest control

MISC

02-02-030

Dangerous waste disposal

COMMUNITY, TRADE, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
DEPARTMENT OF
PROP 02-03-131
Child care facility fund
PERM 02-06-043
Community development, office of
low-income home energy assistance program
(LIHEAP)
MISC 02-10-071
PERM 02-07-026
Developmental disabilities endowment fund
MISC 02-01-122
Meetings
MISC 02-01-070
Public works board
MISC 02-03-076
meetings
MISC 02-04-071
MISC 02-08-030
Transitional housing, operating and rent (THOR) EMER 02-02-034
PERM 02-05-012
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Meetings
CONVENTION AND TRADE CENTER
Meetings

CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF
Meetings
Prisons, discipline
Index

MISC

02-04-021

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

02-01-063
02-01-109
02-02-092
02-05-063
02-06-019
02-07-078
02-09-044
02-09-058
02-11-089

MISC
PREP

02-05-049
02-03-075

02-03-003
02-01-001
02-11-118
02-11-122
02-11-119
02-11-120
02-04-101
02-05-024
02-11-055
02-06-105
02-11-008
02-11-121

EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Meetings

CODE REVISER'S OFFICE
QuarterIy reports
01-19 - 01-24 See Issue 02-01
02-0 I - 02-06 See Issue 02-07
COLUMBIA BASIN COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC
MISC

COUNTY ROAD ADMINISTRATION BOARD
County engineer and county legislative authority
PROP
PROP
Day labor construction
PROP
PROP
Inquiry by county road administration board
Meetings
MISC
MISC
MISC
PROP
Project prioritization
PERM
PROP
Vacancy of county engineer

CHIROPRACTIC QUALITY ASSURANCE COMMISSION
(See HEAL TH, DEPARTMENT OF)
PERM 02-04-068
MISC 02-02-026

02-09-002

4

DAIRY PRODUCTS COMMISSION
(See AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF)

CHILD SUPPORT
(See SOCIAL AND HEAL'TH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF)

CLARK COLLEGE
Facilities, use
Meetings

PROP

Emission inspections
Environmental laboratories, accreditation
Flood plain management
Model Toxics Control Act
local solid and hazardous waste plans and
programs
Rules
agenda
withdrawal
Solid waste incinerator facilities
Underground artificial storage, reservoir
Wastewater
construction stormwater general permit
discharge permit fees

lab accreditation
noxious weed general permit
Water cleanup, public comment
Water rights
measuring and reporting usage
water conservancy boards
Wetlands
mitigation banks
Workshops and hearings

[2]

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

02-01-018
02-03-030
02-03-121
02-04-066
02-04-067
02-06-095
02-07-017
02-07-105
02-08-062
02-08-065
02-11-115

PREP
PROP

02-05-011
02-10-031

EXPE
MISC
MISC
EMER
PREP
PROP
EMER
PREP
PROP
PROP
PROP

02-10-107
02-03-110
02-11-117
02-04-030
02-05-054
02-11-101
02-11-102
02-05-071
02-09-066
02-11-151
02-06-040

4

PERM 02-05-070
MISC
PROP
EXPE
PREP
PREP

02-03-070
02-05-034
02-07-098
02-07-097
02-08-073

MISC
PROP
EXPE
EXPE
PERM
PERM
MISC
MISC

02-10-044
02-06-091
02-07-038
02-07-099
02-11-149
02-05-055
02-10-034
02-11-150

PERM 02-02-017
PREP 02-01-129
PROP
MISC
MISC
MISC

02-01-092
02-07-106
02-07-119
02-11-103

4
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Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
EMER
PREP
PREP
PREP
EMER
EMER
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PERM
PREP
PREP

02-08-038
02-08-039
02-10-049
02-10-084
02-08-035
02-08-038
02-08-039
02-08-044
02-06-064
02-06-061
02-04-018
02-06-068
02-06-069

EDUCATOR STANDARDS BOARD, PROFESSIONAL
PREP
Basic skill test (WEST-B)

02-11-110

School accreditation

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FINANCE AUTHORITY
MISC 02-01-060
Meetings
MISC 02-I0-122

School bus driver qualifications

EDMONDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

Small school plants
State support of public schools

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF
Adult education
Central purchasing
Certification
administration
application
business and industry work experience
clock hours
continuing education
general requirements
non-Washington state staff, criteria

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

02-02-032
02-03-078
02-04-027
02-04-085
02-06-049

PREP
PREP

02-06-067
02-06-060

PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PREP
PREP
EMER
PROP

02-03-084
02-06-076
02-10-052
02-04-015
02-10-048
02-10-046
02-06-075
02-06-081
02-10-086
02-10-050
02-02-014
02-08-037
02-10-088

renewal, reinstatement, and continuing education
PREP
requirements
PROP
PREP
standards
PREP
unprofessional conduct
PREP
Courses of study and equi valencies
PREP
District organization
PROP
PREP
Education centers
PREP
Educational competence, certificate
PREP
Educational service districts
Endorsements
PREP
assignment of personnel
PREP
PERM
competencies
PERM
library media
EMER
Excellence in teacher preparation award
PREP
Home-based instruction
PROP
approved standardized tests
PROP
PREP
Internships
PREP
Interscholastic activities
PREP
Library media centers
PREP
Masters in teaching
MISC
Meetings
MISC
MISC
Plant facilities
PREP
basic state support
PREP
educational specifications and site selections
interdistrict cooperation in financing
PREP
construction
PREP
interdistrict transportation cooperatives
PREP
modernization
PREP
preliminary provisions
PREP
procedural regulations
PREP
Practice and procedures
PERM
Preparation programs
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PREP
Private schools
PREP
Public records
PREP
Pupil safety
PREP
Pupils
PREP
immunization requirement
PREP
nonpublic agencies
PREP
Real property sales contracts
Rules
PERM
clarifications

Teachers' responsibilities
Uniform entry qualifications
Vocational education
Vocational-technical teacher preparation

ELECTIONS
(See SECRETARY OF STATE)
EMERGENCY SERVICES
(See MILITARY DEPARTMENT)
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, DEPARTMENT OF
PREP
Indian tribes, delinquent tax payments
Rules
MISC
agenda
Unemployment benefits
PERM
disabled workers
EMER
ex tended benefits
PREP
EMER
EXPE
job separations
PREP
Unions, referral agents

02-05-060
02-10-087
02-06-071
02-06-077
02-06-066
02-06-052
02-I0-053
02-06-079
02-06-080
02-08-045

02-06-119
02-04-040
02-08-072
02-03-074
02-07-064
02-07-065
02-08-071
02-06-118

ENGINEERS
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMENT OF)
ENVIRONMENTAL HEARINGS OFFICE
Hydraulic appeals board
rules, updates and corrections
Pollution control hearings board
administration
motions
scope of review
Rules
coordinator
Shorelines hearings board
administration
scope of review
service of petition

02-06-073
02-I0-045
02-04-013
02-04-016
02-08-034
02-08-040
02-08-092
02-I0-089
02-06-074
02-08-042
02-06-065
02-06-072
02-01-086
02-06-027
02-11-088

EXECUTIVE ETHICS BOARD
Ethics in public service
safe harbor
Meetings
Rules
withdrawals
State resources, de rriinimis use

02-06-055
02-06-054
02-06-057
02-06-058
02-06-059
02-06-053
02-06-056
02-08-041
02-04-014
02-05-061
02-06-051
02-06-070
02-I0-047
02-10-085
02-06-078
02-08-041
02-06-063
02-06-062
02-08-043
02-I0-051
02-08-046

PERM

02-06-014

PERM
PERM
PERM

02-06-011
02-06-012
02-06-013

MISC

02-11-036

PERM 02-06-008
PERM 02-06-0IO
PERM 02-06-009

PERM
MISC
MISC

02-04-003
02-01-038
02-01-124

PROP
PROP
PERM

02-09-069
02-02-085
02-07-074

FACTORY ASSEMBLED STRUCTURES
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMENT OF)
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF
Consumer Protection Act
PREP
deceptive loan solicitations
Credit unions
PROP
field of membership
PERM
PREP
small credit unions, regulatory relief
PROP
Mortgage brokers and mortgage lenders
PREP
deceptive loan solicitations
Rules
MISC
agenda
Securities
PROP
insider trading liability, safe harbor
PERM
MISC
interpretive statements

02-04-017
[ 3]

02-06-015
02-01-103
02-04-094
02-05-045
02-11-010
02-06-016
02-04-050
02-07-027
02-10-103
02-07-013
Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, OFFICE OF
Pay dates
Rules
petition process
Rules coordinator
FISH AND WILDLIFE, DEPARTMENT OF
Aquatic disease control
Ballast water
Dogs, elk harassment
Duplicate licenses, fees
Fish and wildlife commission
meetings
Fishing, commercial
ballast water management
bottomfish

canary rockfish
crab

direct retail license
dogfish shark
food fish
groundfish landings
licenses
buy back rules
salmon

sea cucumbers
sea urchins

shad
shellfish
razor clams
shrimp

Index

EXPE

02-09-025

PERM 02-02-037
MISC 02-03-036
PERM
PROP
PERM
PREP
EMER
PREP

02-02-0I3
02-02-058
02-06-018
02-10-095
02-02-074
02-09-033

MISC

02-01-059

EMER
EMER
EMER
PERM
PROP
EMER
EMER
PERM
EMER
PREP
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
PREP
PREP
PERM
PREP
PREP

02-04-069
02-04-089
02-01-005
02-02-051
02-02-061
02-04-060
02-07-093
02-08-026
02-11-042
02-02-023
02-01-051
02-01-072
02-02-011
02-03-024
02-03-050
02-03-068
02-07-037
02-08-070
02-10-105
02- 10-027
02-02-049
02- 10-035
02- 10-104

PREP
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EXPE
EXPE
EMER
EMER
PREP
PREP
EMER
PERM
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
PREP
PREP
EMER
EMER
EMER

02-08-079
02-02-025
02-04-073
02-04-077
02-05-056
02-07-010
02-07-011
02-07-094
02-08-014
02-08-025
02- 10-042
02-10-063
02-10-078
02-10-120
02-11-003
02-11-049
02-11-072
02-11-073
02-11-085
02-11-146
02-05-074
02-06-025
02-01-006
02-01-069
02-02-024
02-02-073
02-02-087
02-03-025
02-03-067
02-03-090
02-04-035
02-04-078
02-05-074
02-06-025
02-07-046
02-07-092
02-11-014

EMER
PERM
PERM
EMER

02-11-043
02-01-068
02-02-050
02-08-028

smelt
steelhead
sturgeon
Fishing, recreational
angling, lawful and unlawful acts
bottomfish

crab

crawfish
exceptions to statewide rules
gamefish
groundfishlandings
halibut
ling cod
rules, revisions
salmon

shad
shellfish
clams other than razor clams
oysters
razor clams

shrimp

smelt
steel head
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EMER
PREP
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER

02-09-021
02-09-034
02-09-067
02-10-004
02- 10-043
02-02-036
02-04-072
02-04-102
02-05-008
02-01-058
02-07-044

PERM
EXPE
EMER
EMER
PERM
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
PREP
PREP
EMER
EMER
PERM
EXPE
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER

02-09-001
02-02-064
02-03-002
02-07-004
02-09-001
02-03-051
02-04-093
02-05-001
02-07-075
02-08-070
02-11-050
02-11-094
02-11-132
02-11-020
02-08-022
02-06-100
02-07-061
02-08-004
02- 10-035
02- 10-104
02-09-045
02-07-025
02-08-048
02-10-127
02-03-023
02-03-066
02-04- 103
02-05-075
02-07-019
02-07-066
02-07-095
02-09-009
02-09-023
02-10-024
02-10-077
02-11-006
02-11-040
02-11-068
02-11-086
02-11-114
02-05-010
02-11-006
02-11-039

26~11.

EMER
EMER
PREP
EMER
EMER
PREP
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
PREP
EMER
EMER
PREP
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER

02-06-035
02-07-076
02-08-003
02-06-035
02-10-029
02-10-097
02-01-110
02-03-053
02-04-039
02-07-012
02-08-003
02-10-012
02- 10-029
02-10-097
02-11-012
02-09-003
02-10-028
02-11-013
02-11-041
02-11-134
02-02-035
02-06-036
02-01-083
02-03-014
02-03-015
02-03-022

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)

sturgeon
threatened or endangered fish
trout

vehicle use permit
yelloweye rockfisb
Hatchery surplus broodstock and salmon eggs

Hunting
advanced bunter education
bald eagle protection
big game
cougar
deer
elk

endangered, threatened, and sensitive wildlife
game management units
bunters with disabilities
Medicine Creek Treaty
private lands wildlife management areas
recreational opportunities
small game
special closures
tribal bunting boundaries
waterfowl
wild turkey
Invasive aquatic species
Licensing
dishonored checks
..J
Marine protected areas
·3
Peregrine falcon
Residency, definition
Rules
agenda
withdrawal

EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
PREP
PREP
PROP
EMER
EMER
EMER
PREP
EMER
EMER
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM

02-04-019
02-05-007
02-06-099
02-07-096
02-06-017
02-10-119
02-11-145
02-06-033
02-10-124
02-10-062
02-11-001
02-11-071
02-10-061
02-10-106
02-10-108
02-02-038
02-06-107
02-06-109
02-10-023

PREP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PREP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PREP
PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM
EMER
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP

02-10-019
02-02-062
02-06-125
02-11-069
02-10-109
02-06-126
02-10-109
02-11-069
02-06-123
02-06-124
02-10-109
02-11-069
02-02-062
02-11-069
02-11-069
02-10-094
02-06-034
02-10-125
02-02-062
02-02-055
02-06-121
02-06-120
02-10-109
02-10-128
02-06-124
02-11-069
02-05-021
02-03-052
02-10-109
02-06-125
02-11-069
02-10-096

PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PREP
EMER
PREP
PROP
PREP

02-02-057
02-05-046
02-02-072
02-08-027
02-10-056
02-10-118
02-02-056
02-06-122
02-09-032

MISC
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP

02-01-138
02-01-035
02-02-089
02-05-035
02-11-025
02-11-026
02-11-027

02-08-007
02-08-024
02-01-095
02-07-063
02-06-037
02-10-002
02-06-038
02-10-003
02-01-094

PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM

02-08-008
02-07-062
02-09-100
02-07-081
02-11-084
02-01-093
02-01-096
02-06-007

PROP
PROP

02-02-090
02-03-077

MISC
MISC

02-01-036
02-07-001

MISC
MISC
MISC

02-03-073
02-06-047
02-09-087

MISC
MISC

02-03-044
02-05-044

GRAYS HARBOR COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC

02-01-061

GREEN RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC

02-02-027

Card rooms
Charitable organizations
Gambling equipment distributors
Gambling service suppliers
Licenses
background checks
financial reporting requirements of licensees
Poker card games
Promotions
Punch boards and pull tabs
Rules
withdrawal
Service supplier
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
Meetings
GOVERNOR, OFFICE OF THE
Clemency and pardons board
meetings
Notice of appeal
State of emergency
storms

GUARANTEED EDUCATION TUITION COMMITTEE
(See ADVANCED TUITION PAYMENT, COMMISSION ON)
HEAL TH CARE AUTHORITY
Basic health
eligibility
notification of changes
reinstatement procedures
Blind vendors, health insurance
Delinquent accounts
Furlough employees, provisions
Public employees benefits board
meetings
Rules
agenda
Transition immigrant population
HEAL TH, DEPARTMENT OF
AW ARDS program
Certificate of need review fees
Chemical dependency professionals
continuing competency requirements
retired active credential requirements
Counselors
licensed mental health counselors, marriage and
family therapists, and social workers

FOREST PRACTICES BOARD
(See NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF)
FREIGHT MOBILITY STRATEGIC INVESTMENT BOARD
Rules
EXPE 02-03-038
clarification
PERM 02-08-076
GAMBLING COMMISSION
Bingo

PREP
PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP

Electrology and tattooing.
Emergency care for sexual assault victims
Emergency medical service personnel
Eye banks
Facility standards and licensing
rural health care facilities

PROP 02-01-097
PERM 02-06-006
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PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP

02-10-126
02-01-116
02-01-115
02-11-035
02-02-086
02-05-078
02-08-047
02-11-034

MISC
MISC
MISC

02-03-112
02-04-051
02-11-046

MISC 02-03-101
PREP 02-11-104
PERM 02-02-015
PROP 02-10-064
PERM 02-07-084
PERM 02-07-083
PREP
PREP
PREP
PERM
PERM
PROP
PERM
PREP
PREP
EXPE

02-04-032
02-04-042
02-04-043
02-09-041
02-11-108
02-02-076
02-11-109
02-11-076
02-11-077
02-10-132

PREP

02-08-017
Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
Food service
Health care assistants
Health care providers
credentialing
Hearing and speech, board of
examinations
fees
fitter/dispenser program
HIV testing for pregnant women
Hospital fees
Immunization of child care and school children
Medical test site fees
Newborn screening
Nurses
community care settings
graduates of foreign schools
licensing
standards of conduct
Nursing homes
administrators
continuing education requirements
Optometry, board of
continuing education credits

Pharmacy, board of
agent of a prescriber
legend of drugs
precursor substance control
Physician assistants
fees
Policy statements
Purchaser recision rights
Radiation
machine facility registration fees
radioactive materials
uranium mill tailings or wastes
Rules
agenda
clarification
withdrawal

Senior EMS instructor (SE!)
Transient accommodations
Trauma care system
pediatric education requirement
reimbursement, federal matching funds
statewide data registry
Veterinary board of governors
registered veterinary medication clerks

PROP 02-04-091
PERM 02-09-028
PERM 02-06-115
EXPE

02-09-042

PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PREP

02-02-041
02-02-042
02-02-043
02-08-018
02-10-131
02-10-066
02-03-138
02-09-026
02-03-136

PERM
PREP
PREP
PERM

02-02-047
02-04-031
02-04-033
02-06-117

MISC
PROP
PERM
PERM

PERM 02-10-100
PROP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM

02-05-033
02-01-091
02-05-030
02-10-102
02-01-089
02-01-090
02-05-029
02-10-101

MISC

02-04-086

HUNTING
(See FISH AND WILDLIFE, DEPARTMENT OF)
HYDRAULIC APPEALS BOARD
(See ENVIRONMENTAL APPEALS OFFICE)
INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE
(See LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT OF)
INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE APPEALS, BOARD OF
Duties and procedures
PREP

02-11-144

INFORMATION SERVICES, CENTER FOR
(See COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES, BOARD OF)

PREP 02-07-082
EXPE 02-07-086
EXPE 02-11-152

INFORMATION SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
MISC
Meetings

PERM 02-05-009
MISC 02-11-053
EXPE 02-02-045

MISC
MISC
MISC
PERM

02-01-117
02-02-093
02-03-129
02-02-068

PREP

02-01-030

PREP
PREP
EXPE
EMER
PERM
PREP
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

02-01-031
02-01-032
02-01-033
02-01-034
02-08-019
02-08-069
02-02-069
02-04-070
02-09-054
02-11-002

PROP
PERM
PERM
EXPE

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER
Acquisitions and mergers
Commercial property casualty insurance
Grievance, review, and dispute resolution
standards
Health insurance
federal compliance
state health insurance pool
Licensee, compliance

02-04-034
02-07-085
02-04-025
02-11-021

MISC 02-04-044
PREP 02-02-016
PROP 02-07-021
PREP 02-03-135
PREP 02-04-024
PREP 02-09-027
PREP 02-11-105
PROP 02-10-133
PREP 02-01-084

Medical malpractice insurance
Technical assistance advisory

02-03-137

PERM
MISC
PROP
PERM

02-01-065
02-07-059
02-07-020
02-11-107

HIGHER EDUCATION COO RD INA TING BOARD
Meetings
MISC
PREP
Promise scholarship program
State need grant program
PREP
PREP
State work study (SWS) program
Washington scholars
PERM

02-01-111
02-08-052
02-08-051
02-10-005
02-05-006

HIGHLINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC

02-01-108

HORSE RACING COMMISSION
Bleeder list
Future wagers pool

PREP
PROP

02-05-027
02-05-028

02-11-091

INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE, OFFICE OF THE
Meetings
MISC 02-03-081
Salmon recovery funding board
'l>ERM 02-05-050
reimbursement

PROP 02-09-043
PERM 02-04-045
PERM 02-02-077

PREP

Index

HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION
Meetings

02-02-048
02-04-090
02-10-065
02-10-134

02-02-044
02-11-022
02-02-046
02-10-135

Wastewater
on-site wastewater sewage systems
Water
drinking water
operator certification fees
revolving fund
Women, infants, and children (WIC) program

Special future wager pool
Temporary licensing

EXPE 02-06-116
PROP 02-11-106

EXPE
PERM
PERM
PERM

veterinary technicians

Rules
withdrawal
Salix

INTEREST RA TES
(See inside front cover)
JAILS INDUSTRIES BOARD
Meetings
JUDICIAL CONDUCT, COMMISSION ON
Meetings
Rules
procedure

MISC

02-09-086

MISC

02-01-052

PERM 02-01-041

LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT OF
Amusement rides or structures
PROP
Apprenticeship
EXPE
PERM
Boiler rules, board of
national codes and standards
PREP
PROP
Construction
vehicular traffic
PROP
PROP
Crime victims compensation program
attendant care services
PERM
Electrical evaluation/certification laboratory
accreditation
PROP
Emergency response
PROP
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02-09-097
02-04-004
02-10-083
02-08-090
02-09-094
02-05-080
02-10-025
02-06-024
02-09-097
02-02-082
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Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)

Family care
Fees
Manufactured homes
Meetings

Minimum wage
Occupational health standards
clarifications
manufacturers, importers, and distributors
material safety data sheet requirements
OSHA, compliance
respiratory protection
Plumbers
certification
Policy and interpretive statements
Prevailing wage rate
Rules
agenda
coordinator
technical amendments
withdrawals
Safety and health standards
cholinesterase monitoring
clarifications
cranes, derricks, and rigging
elevators, dumbwaiters, escalators and other
conveyances
explosives
late night retail worker crime protection
railroad clearances
sawmills and woodworking
steel erection
window washing
Vocational rehabilitation
Workers' compensation
health care services, rate setting
reporting and classification

PERM
PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

02-11-141
02-11-139
02-04-105
02-04-106
02-09-095
02-03-048
02-01-085
02-03-045
02-03-046
02-04-005
02-03-047

PROP

02-09-092

Fuel tax bond waiver
Funeral directors and embalmers, board of
Geologists
licensing
Interpretive policy
Landscape architects
examinations
fees
Landsurveyors
fees
Meetings

PREP 02-10-130
PERM 02-01-064
PREP 02-11-140
PREP
PROP
MISC
MISC
MISC

02-09-089
02-09-096
02-03-007
02-07-022
02-05-023

MISC
MISC
EXPE
PROP
PROP

02-03-001
02-06-113
02-05-077
02-06-102
02-09-070

PREP
PREP
PROP
PREP

02-07-103
02-04-107
02-09-092
02-09-091

PREP
PERM
PREP
EXPE
PROP
PERM
EXPE
PROP
PROP
PREP
PREP

02-09-090
02-03-125
02-04-108
02-08-080
02-07-101
02-03-124
02-03-124
02-07-100
02-06-114
02-09-088
02-01-136

Model traffic ordinance
Motor vehicles
certificates of title

dealers and manufacturers
licenses

reciprocity
registration
Private investigative agencies and investigators
Public meetings
Real estate

PREP 02-01-137
PROP 02-05-076
PERM 02-10-129
PROP 02-03-123
PREP 02-07-102
PERM 02-09-093

LAKE W ASHINGT?N TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Meetings
,
MISC
MISC
MISC

02-01-004
02-07-032
02-11-112

Rules
agenda
clarifications

LAND SURVEYORS
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMEN T OF)
LICENSING, DEPARTMEN T OF
Architects
rules of professional practice
Bail bond agents and agencies
Boxing
Cemetery board
Cosmetology, barber, manicurist, esthetician
Court reporters
Disabled person special parking
Drivers' licenses
commercial
suspension, revocation, and denials
Engineers
fees
structural

withdrawal
PREP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM
PREP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM

Security guards, fees

02-01-067
02-04-114
02-11-082
02-02-095
02-07-067
02-03-069
02-03-088
02-04-012
02-04-088
02-09-040
02-08-074
02-04-002

Snowmobiles
Spokane office
Vessels
registration and certification

PERM 02-04-076
PERM 02-11-011
PROP
PERM

LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD
In-house controlled purchase program

02-08-075
02-01-071

Licenses
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PERM
PREP

02-02-010
02-03-087

PREP
PROP
MISC

02-05-079
02-09-011
02-11-099

PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP

02-01-066
02-04-113
02-07-047
02-08-033

PROP
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
PERM

02-08-075
02-03-059
02-05-022
02-06-003
02-09-031
02-04-075

PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PREP
PERM
PERM
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PREP
PERM
MISC
PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM

02-05-013
02-05-014
02-05-015
02-05-016
02-05-017
02-05-018
02-05-019
02-07-035
02-08-005
02-04-059
02-09-057
02-03-086
02-05-002
02-05-020
02-05-057
02-07-036
02-08-036
02-09-004
02-10-013
02-11-095
02-11-096
02-10-079
02-07-014
02-11-079
02-03-130
02-07-069
02-11-098
02-07-039
02-03-011
02-03-012
02-03-055
02-03-056
02-03-057
02-03-058
02-03-080
02-04-083
02-07-060
02-10-022

MISC
PREP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM

02-03-006
02-01-013
02-01-123
02-11-024
02-11-057
02-02-096
02-07-068
02-07-024
02-11-019
02-03-054

PROP
PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM
PREP
PREP

02-02-078
02-04-001
02-05-058
02-05-059
02-05-073
02-08-006
02-11-097

PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM

02-04-112
02-11-030
02-04-110
02-11-054
Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
Operations and procedures
Retail licenses
LOTTERY COMMISSION
Advertising
Assignment of prizes
Lotto Plus
Multi-state lottery game
Policy statements
Removal of tenninal
Scratch tickets
LOWER COLUMBIA COLLEGE
Meetings

PROP
PERM
PROP

02-04-111
02-10-006
02-04-115

PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
MISC
MISC
PROP
PERM
PREP

02-03-037
02-07-072
02-09-081
02-03-109
02-07-073
02-07-071
02-04-029
02-10-001
02-03-108
02-08-001
02-05-048

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

02-01-106
02-04-036
02-06-023

PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Fees, review
Meetings

PERSONNEL, DEPARTMENT OF
Appeals from exempt status
Background checks
Incumbent status
Layoff
Nonperrnanent appointments
Overtime and call-back penalty pay
Removal of applicant or employee's name
Selective
Vacation leave

02-11~147

PffiRCE COLLEGE
Meetings
MISC

02-04-046

EXPE

02-08-029

PILOTAGE COMMISSIONERS, BOARD OF
Grays Harbor district tariff

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
(See SOCIAL AND HEAL TH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF)

NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF
Aquatic lands
Forest fire advisory board
meetings
Forest practices board
administrative procedure and ethics rules
Class II forest practices, logging residue
meetings
rules
agenda
corrections
small forest landowners
riparian easement program
State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA)
Map filing and recording fees
Meetings
Rules
agenda

PROP
MISC

02-09-072
02-02-080

PROP

02-03-111

MISC

02-02-063

PREP
PREP
PROP
MISC

02-05-085
02-07-023
02-11-138
02-02-019

02-02-020
02-05-084
02-05-087
02-11-075
02-09-046
02-11-056

MISC

02-02-094

MISC
MISC

02-10-057
02-11-087

POLLUTION CONTROL HEARINGS BOARD
(See ENVIRONMENTAL HEARINGS BOARD)
PRISONS AND PRISONERS
(See CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF)
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATOR STANDARDS BOARD
(See EDUCATOR STANDARDS BOARD, PROFESSIONAL)
PROPERTY TAX
(See REVENUE, DEPARTMENT OF)
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
(See SOCIAL AND HEAL TH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF)
PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
Campaign contributions
abbreviated reporting
annual report
electronic filing . ·
reporting process
Meetings
Rules
agenda
clarifications and corrections

i. 2PERM
101<fERM
PERM
PREP
PROP
MISC

02-01-014
02-01-015
02-01-016
02-04-049
02-09-080
02-08-002

MISC 02-04-065
PERM 02-03-018

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES BENEFITS BOARD
(See HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY)

NOXIOUS WEED CONTROL BOARD
(See AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF)

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS COMMISSION
Rules
MISC 02-02-018
agenda

NURSING CARE
(See HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF)
OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL AUTHORITY
PERM
Burning pennits
PERM
Hearing officer
Notice of construction and application for approval PROP
PERM

02-01-055
02-01-056
02-05-047
02-09-039

OLYMPIC COLLEGE
Meetings

02-03-005

MISC

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, SUPERINTENDENT OF
PERM
Apportionment funding
PREP
PREP
PREP
.PERM
Fingerprint record check
PERM
K-4 staff enhancement
Levies
PREP
Rules
PROP
withdrawal
PROP
Special allocations

OUTDOOR RECREATION, lNTERAGENCY COMMITTEE FOR
(See INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE, OFFICE OF THE)
Index

02-04-079
02-07-048
02-04-080
02-07-050
02-07-053
02-07-054
02-04-081
02-07-051
02-04-082
02-07-049
02-07-052
02-03-062
02-03-063
02-03-061

PLUMBERS, ADVISORY BOARD OF
(See LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT OF)

MISC 02-04-074
EMER 02-05-086
EMER
PERM
PROP
PERM
EXPE
EXPE

PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
EMER
EMER
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
EMER
PERM
PERM
PERM

EMER 02-06-001
PROP 02-10-081
PROP 02-08-053

Puget Sound pilotage district annual tariff

MEDICAL CARE
(See HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF)
MILITARY DEPARTMENT
Enhanced 9-1-1 funding
Meetings

02-01-081
02-01-082
02-03-035
02-08-049

PERSONNEL RESOURCES BOARD
(See PERSONNEL, DEPARTMENT OF)

MANUFACTURED HOMES
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMENT OF)
MARINE EMPLOYEES' COMMISSION
Meetings
Rules
clarifications

PREP
MISC
MISC
MISC
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02-04-023
02-10-009
02-10-010
02-10-011
02-06-044
02-09-024
02-10-008
02-05-031
02-10-007

t

~

-

~

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
Special education
safety net ·
University of Washington transition school and
early entrance allocations

rate of interest
refunds
stratification, ratio study and calculation

PERM 02-05-036
PREP

02-08-021

PUBLIC WORKS BOARD
(See COMMUNITY, TRADE, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
DEPARTMENT OF)
PUGET SOUND CLEAN AIR AGENCY
Asbestos notification requirements
Meetings·
Notice of construction fees
Operating permit fees
Registration fees

PROP
MISC
MISC
PROP
PROP
PROP

02-09-082
02-09-006
02-10-015
02-09-084
02-09-085
02-09-083

MISC

02-02-081

QUARTERLY REPORTS
(See CODE REVISER'S OFFICE)
REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMENT OF)
RENTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Meetings

RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, DEPARTMENT OF
Actuarial factors
PREP
Deferred compensation
PERM
PERM
Definitions
PERM
Dissolution's orders
PREP
General provisions
PREP
Law enforcement officers' and fire fighters'
retirement system
retirement age
PROP
Meetings
MISC
Pension bills
PREP
Plan 3, defined contribution plans
PREP
Post-retirement employment
PERM
Public employees' retirement system (PERS)
plan 3
PERM
PROP
Rules
clarifications
PREP
PREP
PROP
PROP
withdrawal
PROP
State patrol retirement system
PREP
REVENUE, DEPARTMENT OF
Excise tax
accommodation sales
dentists, dental labs and physicians
extracting naturaft>roducts
q
farmers
Indians
unpaid and overdue tax liabilities, collection
Forest land and timber
stumpage values
Hazardous substance tax
Interpretive statement

Leasehold excise tax
Oil spill response and administration tax
Open Space Taxation Act
rate of inflation
rate of interest
removal from forest land status
Property tax
consolidated taxing districts
exemptions

levies

PERM
PREP
PROP
PREP
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
PREP
PROP

02-02-033
02-06-031
02-10-136
02-06-030
02-04-055
02-04-056
02-06-028
02-06-029
02-08-067
02·06-032

EMER
PERM
PERM
PERM

02-02-007
02-03-041
02-03-040
02-05-043

EXPE
PERM
PREP
PROP
PROP
PREP

02-09-018
02-02-009
02-07-077
02-09-020
02-11-051
02-10-110

PREP

02-08-068

RULES COORDINATORS
(See Issue 02-0 I for complete list designated as
of 12126/01)
Academic and achievement accountability
commission
Agriculture, department of
Central Washington University
Environmental hearings board
Financial management, office of
Laborandindustries,departtnentof
Toxicologist, state

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

02-01-037
02-02-003
02-10-014
02-11-036
02-03-036
02-06-113
02-01-088

PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PROP
PERM
EXPE
PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM

02-10-054
02-03-134
02-07-029
02-08-013
02-11-133
02-03-133
02-07-028
02-09-008
02-02-066
02-02-065
02-02-067
02-02-039

PREP

02-10-137

MISC
PREP

02-09-007
02-11-029

MISC
PREP
PROP
PERM

02-06-I28
02-02-079
02-06-127
02-11-090

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

02-02-029
02-02-031
02-03-043
02-04-052
02-04-104
02-06-022
02-06-111
02-06-112
02-07-033
02-07-057
02-07-058
02-08-009
02-08-010
02-08-011
02-08-077
02-10-026
02.11.111

polling places
voters' pamphlets
write-in or sticker votes
Electronic online filing and digital image based
storage
Rules
clarifications
withdrawal
SHORELINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings
Trustees, board of

02-05-025
02-06-041
02-09-055
02-10-098
02-11-028
02-06-092

02-09-068
02-04-054
02·11·148
02·11·123
02-10-033
02-11-044

02-02-097
02-02-088

mail elections
new resident voters

02-03-120
02-09-056

PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
EXPE
EXPE

MISC
PROP

declaration of candidacy, electronic filings

02-10-099
02-01-003
02-05-037
02-08-063
02-02-060

02-03-039
02-02-008
02-06-108
02-10-032
02-09-019

taxing district boundaries and tax code areas
Rules
agenda
withdrawal
see erratum in Issue 02-03, proposed area
Timber excise tax

SECRETARY OF STATE
Elections
administrators
ballots

02-11-078
02-01-121
02-02-059
02-01-120
02-01-002
02-08-063

PERM
EMER
PREP
PROP
PROP

SKAGIT VALLEY COLLEGE
Meetings

SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
Administration
PROP 02-03-119
Aging and adult services administration
adult family homes
PROP 02-03-117
PROP 02-11-031
PROP 02-11-032
guardianship fees
PREP 02-01-043
PROP 02-11-067
home and community residential care rates
PREP 02-01-009
instructor training
PROP 02-11-129
limited nursing ·services
PREP 02-09-047
medians, recalculation
EMER 02-04-011
medically needy waiver
PREP 02-11-064
nursing homes
PROP 02-07-116
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Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)

rules, clarification
social services for adults
Alcohol and substance abuse
chemical dependency service providers
opiate substitution treatment programs
Assistance programs
application procedures
background checks
benefit issuance
change in benefits, effective date
child support references
food assistance

general assistance - expedited
income

loco parentis
refugee assistance

supplemental security income (SSI)

telephone assistance
Washington state combined application project
(WASHCAP)
working connections child care

Child care agencies
day camps
day care centers
emergency respite center
foster homes
licensing
Child protective services
Child support, division of
mailings, hearings
medical child support obligations
records, confidentiality
suspension of collection
Developmental disabilities services
community residential services
eligibility
family support opportunity services
rules, corrections
special commitment center
Juvenile rehabilitation
minimum security institution
Index

PREP
PREP
PREP
PERM

Medical assistance
alien status
baby and child dentistry

02-11-066
02-11-126
02-04-096
02-10-117

breast and cervical cancer
community options program entry system
(COPES)
community rehabilitation services
critical access hospital program
dental-related services
disease management services
durable medical equipment
elimination of state-funded assistance for
children and families
emergency room services, billing

PREP 02-10-112
EMER 02-07-015
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PREP
PREP
PREP
EMER
EMER
PERM
PREP
PERM
PERM
PREP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
EMER
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
EMER
PREP
PERM
PROP

02-03-091
02-09-065
02-01-011
02-11-063
02-10-093
02-11-060
02-01-098
02-01-100
02-03-020
02-03-021
02-03-100
02-05-068
02-06-090
02-08-059
02-09-063
02-09-073
02-09-074
02-10-073
02-10-091
02-11-052
02-11-137
02-11-125
02-03-019
02-06-089
02-08-054
02-09-049
02-09-061
02-09-062
02-09-073
02-11-062
02-11-065
02-11-061
02-01-102
02-04-057
02-04-095
02-05-069
02-09-051
02-03-094
02-07-115
02-08-020
02-10-074
02-11-033
02-02-053

PREP
PERM
EMER
PROP
PROP
PROP

02-08-055
02-01-135
02-08-032
02-08-060
02-09-064
02-11-128

PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
EMER
PREP
PROP
PROP

02-04-097
02-08-060
02-06-087
02-10-092
02-08-031
02-06-083
02-03-095
02-03-118

PROP
PERM
PREP
PERM
PREP

02-03-096
02-06-098
02-02-021
02-07-091
02-03-010

EMER
PREP
PREP
PERM
PROP
PERM

02-02-084
02-05-088
02-07-107
02-01-074
02-11-143
02-02-054

PREP

02-11-142

family medical programs, excluded resources
family planning services
federal poverty level income standards

federally qualified health centers and rural
health clinics
first steps childcare program
foster care, early and periodic screening,
diagnosis, and treatment program
health centers and rural health clinics
healthcare for workers with disabilities
home health services
hospital services
income standards
interpreter services
interpretive or policy statements

PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM

02-03-008
02-07-113
02-11-136
02-01-134

PERM
PREP
PROP
PROP
PREP
PROP

02-05-003
02-01-130
02-10-114
02-08-088
02-07-110
02-10-115

PREP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
EMER

02-10-040
02-01-076
02-09-079
02-01-132
02-05-004
02-09-048
02-03-097
02-07-090
02-08-056
02-08-057

MISC
PREP

02-05-067
02-07-108

PROP
PREP
PERM
PERM
EMER
PREP
PROP
PREP
PREP
EMER
PERM
PREP
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

02-03-099
02-06-088
02-07-016
02-01-073
02-02-070
02-10-075
02-08-089
02-03-092
02-06-084
02-09-053
02-03-009
02-11-127
02-01-044
02-01-045
02-01-046
02-01-047
02-01-048
02-01-049
02-01-077
02-01-078
02-01-079
02-01-080
02-02-022
02-03-032
02-03-033
02-03-082
02-03-113
02-03-114
02-04-006
02-04-007
02-04-008
02-04-009
02-04-010
02-04-098
02-04-099
02-04-100
02-05-038
02-05-039
02-05-040
02-05-041
02-05-072
02-06-082
02-07-042
02-07-088
02-07-089
02-09-035
02-09-036
02-09-078
02-10-016
02-10-037
02-10-038
02-10-039
02-10-111
02-11-015
02-11-016

it

~SC
SC

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

MISC
MISC
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Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)

kidney/dialysis services
long term care
managed care
maternity related services
medical extensions
medically indigent program
Medicare savings program
orthodontic coverage for DSHS children
pharmacy services
physician-related services
provider requirements
services subject to recovery
SS! eligible clients
transfer of an asset, LTC services
trusts, annuities, and life estates
vision services
Office of the secretary
public records
Rules
agenda
withdrawal

Temporary assistance to needy families
time limit
Vocational rehabilitation services
federal compliance
WorkFirst
child safety net payments
community jobs program
infant care exemp~n
job search
'M

.,

participation requirements

sanctions
support services

~

MISC
MISC
MISC
PREP
EMER
PREP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PERM
PREP
EXPE
PREP
PREP
PREP
EMER
PREP
PREP
PERM
PREP

02-11-017
02-11-018
02-11-124
02-06-086
02-10-017
02-10-041
02-10-113
02-01-075
02-03-098
02-07-043
02-06-097
02-10-018
02-01-101
02-06-096
02-10-116
02-07-111
02-07-114
02-11-074
02-01-050
02-03-093
02-05-042
02-10-139
02-02-052
02-01-099
02-02-071
02-07-109
02-09-050
02-09-052
02-06-085

PREP

02-01-007

MISC
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP

02-03-034
02-03-115
02-03-116
02-05-064
02-05-065
02-05-066
02-07-087
02-08-061
02-10-036
02-10-072
02-11-023
02-11-058
02-11-059

PROP

02-09-075

PREP

02-01-131

PROP
EMER
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM

02-10-076
02-01-010
02-08-058
02-10-138
02-01-133
02-04-058
02-01-008
02-09-076
02-09-077
02-11-131
02-09-075
02-07-112
02-11-130

SPORTS, PROFESSION AL
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMEN T OF; HORSE RACING
COMMISSION )
SUPREME COURT REPORTS, COMMISSION ON
Meetings
MISC
SUPREME COURT, STATE
Appellate court

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

02-01-027
02-01-029
02-01-025
02-01-026
02-01-028
02-01-029
02-07-006
02-07-008
02-07-009
02-07-030
02-07-007
02-01-023
02-01-024
02-07-005
02-07-009
02-09-013
02-09-014
02-09-015
02-09-016
02-07-030
02-01-021
02-07-031
02-01-022
02-01-025
02-02-006
02-07-006
02-07-009
02-07-030

TACOMA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC

02-07-034

TAX APPEALS, BOARD OF
Meetings
Precedential decisions

MISC
PROP

02-01-042
02-09-029

THE EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC

02-07-079

TOXICOLOGI ST, STATE
Rules coordinator

MISC

02-01-088

Courts of limited jurisdiction

Enforcement of lawyer conduct
General rules

Juvenile court
Lawyers' fund for client protection
Rules on appeal
Superior court

TRANSPORTA TION, DEPARTMEN T OF
Central and field office descriptions
Ferries
fares
Manufactured housing, transport
Meetings
Rail fixed guideway systems
Rules
agenda
Signage, winter road conditions

PERM 02-10-021
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
EMER
MISC
PREP
PROP

02-06-093

SOUTHWEST CLEAN AIR AGENCY
Outdoor burning

TREASURER' S OFFICE
Usury rate (See inside front cover)

02-04-038

UNEMPLOYM ENT COMPENSATI ON
(See EMPLOYMEN T SECURITY DEPARTMENT )

SPOKANE COUNTY AIR POLLUTION CONTROL AUTHORITY
Fees
PERM 02-03-031
Outdoor burning
PROP 02-01-053
PERM 02-01-054
Right of entry
PERM 02-03-031
Rules
withdrawal
PROP 02-03-065
SPOKANE, COMMUNITY COLLEGES OF
Meetings

MISC

02-01-139
02-05-062
02-09-010
02-10-058
02-10-059
02-02-040
02-06-004
02-10-020

MISC 02-02-083
PROP 02-03-049
PERM 02-06-106

SOUTH PUGET SOUND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings
MISC
PROP

02-11-047

UNIFORM COMMERCIA L CODE
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMEN T OF)
UNIFORM LEGISLATION COMMISSION
Meetings
UNIVERSITY OF WASHING TON
Admission and registration procedures

02-01-017
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MISC

02-04-048

PROP 02-01-105
PERM 02-06-021
Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
Facilities
security measures
Meetings
Parking and traffic

Rules
agenda
Tacoma campus
parking and traffic

PROP
EMER
PERM
MISC
MISC
MISC
PROP
PREP
EMER
PREP
PERM
PROP
EMER

02-01-104
02-03-102
02-06-020
02-03-079
02-03-122
02-06-110
02-03-085
02-04-037
02-04-087
02-06-045
02-08-023
02-10-080
02-11-045

MISC

02-03-072

EMER 02-06-042
PROP 02-08-066

USURY RATE
(See inside front cover)
UTILITIES AND TRANSPOR TATION COMMISSI ON
PREP
Customer deposits, interest rate
MISC
Meetings
PERM
Pipeline safety
PERM
Tariffs
Telecommunications
PERM
classification
PROP
customer information rules
PROP
registration and classification
PERM
Telephone assistance program
WASHINGT ON STATE LIBRARY
Meetings

WASHINGT ON STATE PATROL
Commercial vehicle safety alliance decal
Fire codes
Meetings
Motor vehicles
emergency vehicle permits
Respite care centers, fire protection
Towing
WASHINGT ON STATE UNIVERSITY
Student conduct code
Traffic and parking

02-10-055
02-07-040
02-03-016
02-11-081
02-11-080
02-08-081
02-07-041
02-03-017

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

02-03-042
02-05-026
02-06-005
02-08-012
02-11-113

PREP
PREP
PROP
MISC

02-11-037
02-07-018
02-11-038
02-02-005

PERM
EMER
PREP
PERM

02-07-055
02-03-060
02-11-116
02-07-056

PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP

02-06-094
02-11-093
02-07-104
02-11-092

WASTEWA TER
(SeeECOLO GY,DEPAR TMENTOF; LICENSING ,DEPARTM ENT
OF)
WATER
(See ECOLOGY, DEPARTME NT OF)
WESTERN WASHINGT ON UNIVERSITY
Meetings
Transportation issues
WHATCOM COMMUNI TY COLLEGE
Control of dogs
Meetings
Student rights and responsibilities

MISC 02-03-071
PERM 02-07-045
PREP
MISC
MISC
MISC
PREP

02-06-104
02-01-107
02-08-064
02-11-004
02-06-103

WORKFOR CE TRAINING AND EDUCATION COORDINA TING
BOARD
MISC 02-01-057
Meetings
MISC 02-05-005
MISC 02-11-005
Index
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